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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

While the growing number of black mayors has gained nationwide
attention only in recent years, the story of black mayors in the United States
stretches back many years.
It is not easy to determine who was the first black. mayor in the
country because records are incomplete. But certainly among the first to
serve in what is now United States territory was Victor Blanco, who was
mayor of San Antonio, Texas in 1809, while Texas was still a Spanish
province. After emancipation (1863), some blacks served as mayors in
scattered areas of the South and Southwest, including Robert H. Wood of
Natchez, Mississippi, in 1870 and T. R. Ringe of Boley, Oklahoma, in 1908.
There were black mayors in other towns, especially predominantly black
towns incorporated shortly after the Civil War, but their names have been
lost. We do know, however, that Gainesville, Florida, had a black mayor
shortly after Reconstruction. 1
Through the profiles of the 178 mayors in this book, we can trace!
much of the history of black people in the United States since Reconstruction. Five of the mayors profiled were born between 1888 and 1899, amidst
the height of Southern reaction against Reconstructioll. During the period
in which· they grew to young adulthood, blacks were disenfranchised
through innumerable devices; they suffered brutality and encountered systematic discrimination in the aftermath of the "separate but equal" ruling
of Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896 .
. While these mayors were still young, the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (N AACP) was founded in 1909 and began
its fight for the rights of black people through legal channels. Along with
the black branches of the Baptist and Methodist churches, the NAACP
served as a training ground for black leadership. Two of the mayors in this
age group are Baptist ministers. One is the son of former slaves. All five in
this group attended school; two attended college, and one graduated.
Twenty-three black mayors profiled in this book were born between
1l)()O and 1910. They reached adulthood as the agricultural depression of
the early 1920s deepened into a national depression.
During this period, blacks suffered the twin evils of segr~.gation and
lynchings at the hands of the Ku Klux Klan. Following World War I, many
blacks began to migrate to cities in the North; in many places they were met
by race riots-25 of them during the summer of 1919 alone.
All 23 black mayors born between 1900 and) 910 attended school; ) 4
went to college, seven attended graduate school and four received graduate
degrees. Four are educators; two are lawyers, and one is a mortician. Most
are members of th~ Baptist and Methodist churches; two are ministers.
In the stories of the mayors born since 1910, we see rising levels of
education, while at the same time we can detect the effects of limited
employment opportunities and racial discrimination.
The 42 mayors born between ) 9) 1 and 1920 were among the first
2

I. Congress passed the Reconstruction Act in 1867.

Americans to b~ eligible for service in World War II. One-fourth of these
mayors served ill the military, in segregated units. More than half attended
college, primarily at black institutions. Nine hold graduate degrees and one
is a Ph.D. candidate.
Fifty-fivc percent of the mayors born between 1921 and 1930 served
in the military, most of them in World War II. All but nine of the 49 mayors
in this age group continued their education after high school. Six hold
bachelor's degrees and 12 hold advanced degrees. They entered the skilled
trades, traditional professions and service occupations for the most part.
Approximately one-third received their education in black schools; many
joincd masonic lodgcs, the NAACP and black fraternities.
The oldest of the 44 mayors born between 1931 and 1940 were among
those likely to havc served during the Korean conflict in the 1950s, and
one-third served in the military. By the time they were old enough for
military service, integration was partial. It was made official armed forces
policy in 1950 alkr a comllliltee established by President Truman documented th~ abuse and segregation of blacks in the military.
Of th~ mayors born in this decade, including two of the ten black
kmale mayors, at least one-fourth wcnt to black schools and about eighty
percent colllinued their education after high school. Their occupational
choices rdlccted widened opportunities. None is a farmer while almost
one-third arc business executives. The rest entered traditional professions
and skilled trades. They became members of a wide range of organizations
including the American Civil Liberties Union. the Junior Chamber of Commerce, the Kiwanis Club. and the League of Women Voters in addition to
the National Urban League and the NAACP.
The youngest group of black mayors was born between 1941 and
19-1H. These 15 mayors were just beginning to become aware of the world
outside of their communities in 1954 when the U.S. Supreme Court issued
its historic school desegregation decision and in 1955 when the black boycolt of segregated buses in Montgomery. Alabama, began.
During tlh:ir youth and early adulthood these younger black persons
saw such advances as the 1956 Supreme Court decision desegregating local
transportatioll facilities; the passage of legislation in 1957 creating a commission to invcstigate the denial of voting rights because of race or religion;
the 1964 adoption of the 24th Amendment forbidding the use of poll and
other taxes to qualify voters in federal elections; the 1964 Civil Rights Act
banning racial discrimination in education, public places. employment, and
all federally aidcd programs; and the 1965 Voting Rights Act.
Fourteen of the 15 mayors in this group went beyond high school and
four holJ advanced degrecs. Two mayors who did not attend college are
skilled tradesmen. The organizations to which these mayors belong, in
addition to traditional black organizations, include Voter Education
Project. PL'ople United to Save Humanity. Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. National Black Political Assembly and the Black Women's
Political Leadership Caucus. The names of all the mayors and their commu·
nities are found in Appendix D.
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A Collective Profile of a Black Mayor
Based on the characteristics of the 178 mayors profiled in this volume,
the black mayor in the United States today is likely to be:
• Male (only 10 are women);
• 51 years old (median age);
• A Democrat (only 16 are Republicans) although elected on a
nonpartisan ballot;
• Born in the South (76 percent were born in one of the 17 states
of that region);
• Still living in the state in which he was born (58 percent), although
not in the town in which he was born (only 20 percent);
• A person with 15 years of formal education;
• A married man with children and no previous marriages;
• Serving his first four-year term;
• A part-time mayor with other employment, and
• A Baptist.
The Town tile Mayor Serves is Likely to be:
• In the South (91 of the 150 towns with black mayors as of November 1975, or 61 percent);
• A town with fewer than 5,000 residents (95 of the 150 had fewer);
• Majority black (107 towns have populations that are 50 percent or
more black). .
Powers of the Mayor
What does a mayor do? The answer varies from place to place. In
some t~wns, the position of mayor is largely ceremonial, while in others the
mayor wields considerable power as head of the executive branch of the
municipal government. Some cities and towns elect the mayor separately
from members of the city council, while in others the mayor is considered
a member of the city council who usually presides at its meetings. He may
have veto power, or he may have power only to break a tie vote. He may
or may not receive a salary.
How long do mayors serve? Nearly half (49 percent) of the mayors
profiled in this book serve terms of four years. In some states, such as
Illinois, Louisiana and Mississippi, state law sets a uniform term f<,lr all
municipal offices, but in most states the question is left to the municipalities.
Most of the largest cities .... ith black mayors, profiled in this volume,
have fOllf-year terms. Of the cities, with black mayors and with populations
of over 1uO,OOO, only three-Cincinnati, Ohio; Raleigh, North Carolina;
Grand Rapids, Michigan,-have two-year mayoral terms, and none has a
one-year term. There is more variety among medium-size municipalities,
but a majority of the small towns with less than 5,000 residents have
four-year terms (48 out of 95 towns, Table I).
About three out of every four black mayors won office in direct
citywide elections. The rest ran for seats on the legislative council and were
then selected from among other members of the council to serve as mayor,
usually for just one year. In this kind of indirect election, many methods are

5

TABLE 1

Nevertheless, the number of communities with black n'layors has been
rising steadily since 1968, when data were first gathered. There has been
an average increase of 15 mayors each year, and a total increase of /18 up
to the beginning of 1976. Table 2 shows the change for each year.

Length of Term Compared to Population
of Communities With Black Mayors
Number of Communities
4-Year
2-Year
1-YearTerm
Term
Term

TABLE 2

Population

Total

100,000 or more

11

8

3

0

50,000 to 99,999

9

4

4

1

25,000 to 49,999

10

3

5

2

Year

Total

15,000 to 24,999

7

2

3

2

]968

32

0

5

]969

30

-2

1970

42

12

]971

60

18

5,000

14,999

18

8

5

1,000 to

4,999

31

21

9

less than

1,000

64

27

33

4

1972

73

13

150

73

62

15

]973

82

9

Novem-

1974

108

26

1975

135

27

..1976

]50

]5

Note: This data pertain.!' to the 150 communities which had black mayors
ber 3U, 1975. See App('//{/ix A, Sectioll 1.

Oil

used. Either the mayor may be voted on by other council members, automatically selectcd because hc received the largest number of votes or because he has been on the council the longest time, or the mayor may be
chosen by a system of rotation.
Most black mayors (86 percent) are part-time mayors, and often hold
full-time jobs as well. Most serve in smaller communities. Nevertheless,
they feel that they have full-time responsibility for their towns.
Most (77 percent) of the towns with black mayors hold non-partisan
elections in which candidates are not identified on the ballot by political
party. The election characteristics of communities with black mayors are
shown in Appendix C.

Communities willi Black Mayors
Even though black people account for 11.3 percent of the population
of the United States,2 black elected officials represent less than one percent
of all elected officials in the country, and black mayors make up only
four-tenths of one percent of all mayors.)

u.s. Bureau of the Census, Ccnsus of Pupulation: 1970, Gelleral Populatioll Characteristics,
Final Report, No. PC(I)-BI, United States Summary.
3. U.S. Bureau of lhe Census, Census of Govclnmcnts: Popularly Elected Officials o/Slale alld
Local GOI'emmell/s, Vol. 6, No. I, 1967.
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Numerical
Change

1(1

Total

2.

Communities With Black Mayors 1968 to 1976

Total Increase 118
Sources:

Data for 1968 alltl 1969 are Irolll The Cenler for Urban alltl Minorily
AOairs and The Metropolitan A/Jplietl Re:H'arch Celller. D(l/a lor 1970 10
1976 are Irom The Joint Center fvr Polilielll SIUlJies.

Note: Tile Jata for 1976 aClllally cover six lIIonths-Jll/y 1975 Illroll1:11 Dl'celllbt'r 31,
1975. No data are available prior to 1968.

Blacks serve as mayors of communities in 25 states and the District
of Columbia and are located in every region of the country, but, like the
black population in general, they are concentrated in the South. Table 3
shows the regional distribution of the black population and black mayors.
As Table 4 shows, the South has recorded the largest numerical increase in
black mayors since 1968.
One interesting reason for some of the growth in the number of black
mayors in the South is that the number of incorporated black towns has
been growing. Between 1960 and 1975, 31 black communities were incorporated, all but five of them in the South and all but five of them with
popUlations that are 90 percent or more black. In fact, recently incorporated
black towns account for 17 percent of all communities with black mayors
nationwide.
This move toward incorporation, of course, is not unique to black

...

TABLE 3
Blacks and Black Mayors by Region -1976
Black
Population

Percent of
Total Black
Population

Black
Mayors

Percent of
Total Black
Mayors

11,957,055

53

91

61

North Central

4,565,413

20

41

27

Northeast

4,336,913

19

9

6

West

1,690,434

8

9

6

22,549,815

100

150

100

South

TOlal

NOle: SOllth {H defined by the U.S. Department of Commerce/Social and Economic
Stati.rrics AdmillistTlltioll: Alaballla, Arkansas, Delaware, Dis/rict 0/ Colulllbia,
Florida, Georgill, Kentllcky, LOlli.l'iana, Maryland, Missis.l·ippi, North Carolina.
Okiahollla, SOll/h Carolina, TelllU'ssee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia.
SOlll':CS:

communities. In 1970 and 1971 alone, 155 new municipalities were incorporated around the country.4 Many communities must wait until they reach
a minimum size set by the law of their state before they can incorporate.
Local custom in favor of or against incorporation also affects the decision
to incorrorate, as do perceptions of whether there are any advantages.
Sometimes a community will incorporate defensively, to prevent
annexation by a neighboring community or to increase the level of basic
services.

Populatior. Size
The 150 communities with black mayors range in size from Los Angeles, with 2.8 million people to tiny Brooksville, Oklahoma, with 60 residents. Sixty-four of the communities have fewer than 1,000 residents; of
these, 50 are in the South.
Generally, the larger communities with black mayors are outside of
the South and the smaller ones are in the South. Table 5 shows the number
of Southern and non-Southern communities in seven population size
categories. Black mayors control II or eight percent of the nation's 134
largest cities, including such major metropolitan centers as Los Angeles,
Detroit, Washington, D.C., and Atlanta.

Illllck POPll/lltion ligllres are 11'0111 U.S. Illlreal/.I' 01 the Censlls, CellslIs 0/
""pl/ltl/iol/ 1970, SlIbject Ue{!orts, Filllli Uepor/ PC (2)-IB, Negro Population.

TABLE 5
Communities With Black Mayors by
Population and Region

..
TABLE 4

Population

100,000 or more

Black Mayors by Region
1968 to 1976

co

<0

m
,...

Region

North Central

10

m
<0
m
,...

9

Northeast

0

.....
m
,...

;:::
m
,...

(\j

.....
m
,...

<')

.....
m
,...

'<t

.....
m
,...

lO

.....
m
,...

<0

.....
m

,...

Total
Numerical
Increases

8

50,000 to 99,999

9

25,000 to 49,999

10

4

6

J 5,000 to 24,999

7

2

5

5,000 to 14,999

18

9

"

8

21

25

29

36

41

31

1,000 to

4,999

31

22

3

6

6

5

9

9

9

8

Less than

1,000

64

50

14

150

91

59

18

28

36

42

48

63

82

91

72

West

2

2

2

3

4

4

7

8

9

7

32

30

42

60

73

82 108 135 150

118

a

3

15

19

NOle:

II

Number of communities with black mayors
South
Non-South

9

South

TOTAL

Total

No ,III/a lire al'l/i/able prior to /968

TOTAL

9

Although Walter E. Washington became mayor of Washington, D,C.,
4. U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972 Boulldary alld Allllexatioll Survey, 1973.

,..

in 1967, the position at that time was appointive. He was first elected mayor
under the city's home rule charter in 1974. Therefore the first two mayors
of cities larger than 100,000 in population were Carl Stokes, who took office
as mayor of Cleveland in January 1968, and Richard Hatcher who became
mayor of Gary, Indiana, in January 1968.
The 150 cities with black mayors ranked in order of population are
in Appendix A, Section I.

In some cases suburban communities which were once predominantly
white now have majority black populations. Prichard, Alabama; Compton
and East Palo Alto, California; and Highland Park, Michigan, developed as
white bedroom communities. They now have majority black populations.
By contrast however, Lincolnville, South Carolina, developed as a black
community and now is only 53 percent black.
There are 49 black mayors of majority (51-·89 percent)5 black
communities. Although four of the cities in this group have populations of
more than 100,000 people, 33 have 10,000 or fewer residents. The
popUlation range is from 137 in Santee, South Carolina to 756,510 in
Washington, D.C. Sixty-nine percent are Southern communities. Majority
black communities with black mayors, population, percent black, and
method of election are shown in Appendix A, Section 3.
Black TowlIS: Black towns (90 percent or more black) have a long
history in the United States. They have grown out of black peoples' continuing desire to be secure and free from racial oppression and in response to
restrictions on the rights of black persons to own property in many white
areas.
There are currently 58 such towns with black mayors, but not all black
towns ha\e their own governments. Some have been annexed by n.eighboring cUllllllunities, such as Samtown, Louisiana, annexed by Alexandria in
1974. Others are now the black section of a majority white town, such as
Plateau, Alabama, which is now part of Mobile. Still others, such as Clearview, Oklahoma and Whiteboro, New Jersey, do not have a local government.
Among black towns in this study the first to be incorporated is believed to be Triana, Alabama, which was incorporated initially in 1819. The
oldest settlement is believed to be Lawnside, New Jersey which was settled'
in 1797. Over one-third of these black towns were settled by the early
1900s.
Interviews with black mayors revealed that several factors, singly and
in combination. influenced the establishment of black towns. These factors
arc:

Ren';(JI Compositioll
More than two-thirds of the communities with black mayors have
populations that arc more than 50 percent black. These 107 municipalities
include 76 in the South. Table 6 shows the racial composition and region.

TABLE 6
Communities With Black Mayors by
Black Percentage of Total Population and Region
Black
percentage

Number ot communities with black mayors
Total
South
Non-South

. 75 or nhlre

71

51

20

50 - 74.9

36

25

11

25 - 49.9

13

5

8

I () - 24.9

16

6

10

Less than 10

14

4

10

TOTAL

150

91

59

,\ft~j()"it}' White Towlls:
Although 107 of 150 black mayors are chief
executives of majority black communities, 43 (or 29 percent) head majority
white communities. Twenty-five of them won their seats in citywide
dections.
What do these majority white communities have in common"
Twenty-eight (65 percent) arc outside the SOllth. Twenty-four are college
towns or have universities nearby. Over two-thirds (29) have populations
of more tlpn 10,000 people. Twenty-seven arc concentrated in six states.
t.,lajority white communities with black mayors and their method of
election arc shown in Appendix A, Section 2.
Majority H/uck Tow/ls: The combination of white flight and the
movement of blacks to central cities has increased the proportion of blacks
to whites in many cities. Some of these cities now have majority black
populations. Examples of central cities which have had white majorities in
the past and now arc majority black arc: Tuskegee, Alabama; Atlanta,
Georgi~l; i ,ary, Indiana; Newark, New Jersey; and Washington, D.C.

10

~

I

1. LeJlld was bOl/gl1l O/' otherwise obtai lied by freed slaves betweell
1865 ami 1900 or by black citizells in the 20th celllllry;
2. TowllS del'duped where Ullderground Railroad StatiollS had bee II
lucated;
3. Whites set as;c/e or pia II ned all area for black settlemellt after slavery:
4: Origillal white set tiel'S (ibam/ollet/ areas which were takell over by
blacks;

5. Blacks comprise approximately 50 percent of the population of Oakland, Florida. Oakland
is included in the discus~ion uf majority black collllllunitics although the others have black
populations greater than 50 perce/ll of the total.
11

TABLE 7

5. Black institutions were established in tile area and attracted blacks
who found employment at such institutions.
Almost all the black towns in this book fit into two or more of the
above categories. The 51 black towns for which oral histories were furnished
by the Illayors arc listed in Appendix E.
:
Many black towns currently face severe problems in providing job
opportunities for their residents. High on their priority list is the need to
provide water and sewer systems, improved roads, and street lighting. Some
incorporated black communities seek incorporation as a way to become
eligible for federal and state funds which help pay for such improvements.
However, their needs are not always fully met.
The 58 incorporated black towns discussed in this book range in size
from Robbins, Illinois, with 9,641 residents to Brooksville, Oklahoma with
60.
Nearly three-quarters (74 percent) of them have fewer than 1,000
residents. These black towns are found in 14 states, ten of which are in the
South, and 42 of the towns are in that region. The largest number is found
in Missouri, which has eight incorporated black towns with black mayors.
Table 7 shows the number of black towns in the states in which they
arc located. Table 8 shows how they range in population size inside and
outside the South. Appendix A, Section 4 lists the black towns with their
population sizes and earliest known dates of incorporation.

CUl/llllllllities with Black Mayors and Their Counties
Communities with black mayors are found in 116 counties out of a
total or 3,147 counties in the nation. 6 The county with the largest number
of black mayors is Prince George's County, Maryland, with six.
What kind of county is likely to have communities with black mayors?
The data in Tables 9 and 10 suggest that having large numbers of blacks is
important but that large proportions of blacks among the total population,
is not enough to assure political empowerment. In fact, the opposite might
bl.! true!
As shown in Table 9, the five counties with the largest number of black
residents are all urban counties in the North and West. Three have several
communities with black mayors, while the other two have political structures which permit only one mayor. Table 10 shows that the five counties
with the highest proportions of blacks, all of which are in the South, have
a total of only three communities with black mayors.
In fact, as shown in Table 11, 61 percent of the counties which have
communities with black mayors have populations that are less than 25
percent black. Sixty-four percent of the communities with black mayors are
located in such counties.
A possible explanation for the paucity of communities with black
b. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governing Boards of County Governments; 1973, Series SS No.
b!!. 197-l.
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Number of Black Towns With Black Mayors by State

5
7

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Illinois
Louisiana
Maryland
Mississippi
Missouri
New Jersey
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Texas

1

4
4
4
3
8
1

4
3
7
3
4

TABLE 8
Range of Population for Black Towns with Black Mayors

Total

Population

Number of Towns
South

Non-South

2,500 to 10,000

8

3

5

1,000 to

2,499

7

5

2

to

999

43

34

9

58

42

16

Zero

Total

.
mayors, in heavily black counties, is offered by Harvard University, political
sciemisl, James Q. Wilson. He suggests that in counties with the largest
proportions of black residents, most of which are in the South, relatively few
blacks register to vote. The reason, according to Wilson, is that white voters
and officeholders feel more threatened in counties with large proportions
of blacks. and therefore make efforts to discourage blacks from registering
and voting. This type of white reaction, he notes, does more to hobble black
political power than restrictive voting laws. 7
7. James Q. Wilson. "The Negro in American Politics: The Present". 1'111' America" Negro
Reference Book, ed., John P. Davis, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice Hall. Inc. t969.
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TABLE 9

TABLE 11

Counties with the Largest Black Populations and the Number of
Communities With Black Mayors

Distribution of Black Mayor Communities by Proportion
of Black County Population

Black
population

Number of
communities with
black mayors

1,183,475

3

Los Angeles County, Calif.

762,844

4

Wayne County, Mich.

721,072

3

Kings O:l1:lty, N.Y.
( Borm,;,11 of Brooklyn
parl of New York City)

656,194

0

Philaddphia County, Pa.
(City and county coterminous)

653,791

o

County
Cook County, III.

Source:

Percentage
black of
total county
population

o -

Counties containing communities with black mayors
Percent
Number of
of total
counties
counties

Communities with
black mayors
Percent
Number of
of total
communities communities

25

71

61

95

64

26

-

50

28

24

35

23

51

-

75

16

14

18

12

76

- 100
TOTAL

Popllhllioll ligllre.~ lire /1"0/11 v. S. Bureau of the Cellsus. Cellsus of PopuIlIlioll /97V, S/Ipplel/lellillry Report. Negro Population in Selected Places
amI Selected COlin ties, Series PC CSl)-2, 1971

I

116

100

100

149

TABLE 12
TABLE 10
Counties with the Largest Proportions of Blacks and Number of
Communities With Black Mayors

County

Percentage black
of total
population

Number of
Communities with
black mayors

County Distribution of Communities with Black Mayors by
Degree of Urbanization in Counties

...

Percent
urban
of county
population

Counties containing communilies with black mayors
Percent
of total
Number of
counties
counties

Communities with
black mayors
Percent
of total
Number of
communities
communities

Macon County, Alabama

81

Lowndes County, Alabama

77

0

0

25

21

18

21

14

Greene County, Alabama

75

1

26

50

37

32

42

28

Jdfcrson County, Miss.

75

51

75

23

20

26

Claiborne County, Miss.

75

76

- 100

35

30

60

40

TOTAL

116

100

149

100

SOlln.:c:

0

Poplilulioll ligllres are /rolll v. S. BUT/'au of the Cellsus; 1970 Cellsus 01
I'0Pllllllio1/; Slipplellll'1/lUry Report; Negro Population in Selected Places
amI Scledcd CUlllltics, Series PC CSl)-2. hme 1971.

The degree of urbanization as a county characteristic which facilitates
blad entry into mayoral politics also has been examined. As shown in Table
12, the number of counties containing communities with black mayors is
evenly split between urban and rural counties.
AprJcndix B shows population and urbanization data for the 116 coun:cs containing communities with black mayors.
1~

Source:

.
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V.S. Bureau of the Cellsus, County and City Data Book. 1972. (A statistical abstract .wpplelllt'IIt), V.S. GOI'emmellt Primillg Office. Washillgtoll,
D.C., 1973

Summary
Black elected officials are most numerous at the municipal office level,
and among the most highly visible are the black mayors of American cities,

tOWIlS and hamlets. They represent both sexes, both major political parties
and many shades of opinion. Their growing numbers indicate progress, but
as is true of all elective oftlces in the United States where black representation is concerned, much more progress is needed to assure equal representation.
;
.
Blacks have served as mayors and as representatives to other governing bodies to the extent that law and custom permitted, since they were
brought to the colonies.
The chronological, regional, and community forces which shaped the
178 mayors profiled mirror changes in the status of black Americans which
have taken place since 1888 when the oldest mayor was born. Educational
patterns, military service and organizational preferences are all related to
obstacles and opportunities present during their lifetimes. There are subtle
but important differences between lifestyles of the oldest and the youngest
of the mayors.
Where community responsibilities are shared routinely and where the
powers attenda!1t to the office of mayor are minimal these black mayors are
likely to resemble other community volunteers. Where blacks have to demand a share of political leadership and where the office is perceived to be
powerful, black mayors are usually political party as well as community
leaders.
.
As of November 30,1975, black mayors governed 150 communities,
or four-tenths of one percent of all municipalities in the country. Black
mayors have increased at an average rate of 15 per year since 1968 and now
serve in every geographic region and in 25 states and the District of Columbia.
.
The black population has always been concentrated in the South. The
Southern concentration of blacks is reflected by the facts that 61 percent
of black mayors serve in Southern cities and that black communities are
located principally in the South.
r. Illmunities with black mayors are found in 116 counties. In this
study, '. ,)unties with lower proportions of blacks have more communities
with black mayors than those with high percentages. Sixty-four percent of
communities with black mayors come from counties with black populations
of 25 percent or less. Communities with black mayors are evenly distributed
between predominantly rural and predominantly urban counties.
Cities with blacl mayors range in population from 2.8 million (Los
Angeles, California) to 60 for the town of Brooksville, Oklahoma. Fortythree percent have populations less than 1,000 and most of these are in the
South. Eleven cities with black mayors have populations over 100,000, and
over two-thirds of cities with black mayors are at least half black. Of 150
cities with black mayors, 39 percent are black communities (90-100 percent
black) 32 percent are majority black communities (50 to 89 percent black)
and 29 percent are majority white cities.
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Between 1965 and 1970, in the three regions outside the
outh, eight cities with populations ranging from roughly 70,00 to 800,000, or a little more, qave chosen black mayors.
Vashington, D.C., has also had a black mayor since 1967, but
e was appointed, not elected. If we put Washington with the
ight other large cities with black mayors, the combined popultions amount (in round numbers and 1960 census figures)
) 2,917,000 people.
In two more of the nation's largest cities, Los Angeles and
fouston, black candidates ran for mayor in that five-year
leriod, 1965-1970. Both made good showings, though they
"ere defeated.
Over twenty smaller cities and towns, not only in the re~ions outside the South but also in the South, chose black
llayors. Some of the smaller towns were practically all black,
md had had one black mayor after another. At least one small
~ity in the South had a large majority of white voters but
!lected its first black mayor.
All these happenings were signs of the times.,
Let us look at the black mayors.
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Highland Park, Michigan, is an industrial city almost entirely surrounded by Detroit. Its 1960 population was 38,000,
)f which aL"'lIt 38 percent were black.
In 1968, Robert B. Blackwell was elected to a two-year term as
mayor. When this Republican ran for Congress in 1960, he got
less than 10 percent of the black vote, and lost with 49 percent
Df the total vote. In 1965, running for the city council, he
cultivated the black vote and won. Although white backlash in
1968 kept many black candidates from winning, Blackwell got
more than 70 percent of the total vote, including a large slice
of the white vote. This was a major achievement for this Mississippian, educated at Talladega and Howard University.
As mayor, he faced problems. Highland Park housing was
rundown. Public health facilities were poor. According to the
FBI, the city's crime rate was the highest in the nation for
cities of its size. There had just been a police scandal. Within
126
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Douglas F. Dollarhide

six months, Blackwell had Federal funds pouring in: $1.7
million of Mo'del Cities money and $10 million for neighborhood development. Blackwell believes Highland Park can become a model for Federal-municipal cooperation.
Ypsilanti, also in eastern Michigan but not a close-in part
of metropolitan Detroit, is smaller than Highland Park. In
1960, its population was just under 21,000, of which only
4,671 were black. Within our five-year period, John Burton was
the black mayor of Ypsilanti. Since black people made up less
than a quarter of the population, he could not have won without solid white support.
Lincoln Heights, Ohio, is about 12 miles north of Cincinnati.
In 1960, its population was just under 8,000, of whom all but
85 were black. The little city needs only one public school
because there are two Catholic schools there. People rely on
Cincinnati hospitals, TV stations, and newspapers.
In 1967, Penn W. Zeigler got 1,070 votes out of a total of
1,700, and became the black mayor of the city. He was a real
estate broker and president of the savings and loan association
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he operated. He was also on the executive committee of the
Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Regional Authority, which seeks out
new industry. This last position may explain why twelve large
manufacturing companies have plants in Lincoln Heights.
The mayor is very active in civic activities and civil rights
organizations.
Woodmere Village is a Cleveland suburb with about 1,500
people, of whom about a third are black. Since 1965, when
Samuel V. Perry, a Republican, was elected to a two-year term,
it has had a black mayor. Perry was reelected in 1967 to a fouryear term. In each election, he got the bulk of the black vote,
and the large white majority was split for and against him
about half and half.
Samuel Perry graduated from Adelbert College in Cleveland
and studied law at the Cleveland Marshall School. He is a lawyer, engaged in private practice. He has special knowledge of
labor problems and long experience in arbitrating the most
complex labor cases. He has also been a hearing examiner for
the Ohio Civil Rights Commission.
We go now from a village to a medium-sized city, Xenia, in
central Ohio, south of Dayton. Xenia's city government is built
on what is called the city commission-mayor-city manager
plan. This means that the voters elect the city commissioners,
who in turn elect one of their number mayor, and hire a city
manager to run the city government as they direct.
The 1960 census credited Xenia with just over 20,000 population, but it was estimated that by 1969 some 29,000 people
were living in the city. Only about 8 percent were black.
As early as 1952, a college professor, James Thurman
Henry, Sr., head of the Department of Earth Sciences at Central State University, ran for a place in Xenia's city commission,
and became its first black member. He was reelected in 1957,
1961, 1965, and 1969. Between 1957 and 1968, his fellow
commissioners twice elected him vice president and once president of the commission. In 1969, they elected him mayor.
Actually, he held two offices at once, becoming mayor and
continuing to be a commissioner.
It is plain that Henry enjoyed strong white support. In a
community 92 percent white, Henry could never have been
elected to the commission five times in a row without steady
white support. Hjs record within the commission makes it just

as plain that the white commissioners had great confidence
in him, too.
New Jersey had black mayors in 1970, in communities of
assorted sizes from the tiny borough of Lawnside to the state's
biggest city, Newark. Newark comes later, with the big cities.
The others come here.
Lawnside is unusual in New Jersey, a nearly all-black community. Hilliard T. Moore, Sr., has been the mayor since 1961.
He grew up in New Jersey, graduated from Fayetteville State
College in North Carolina, and studied further at Trenton State
College, Glassboro State College, and New York University.
Chesilhurst is another small community, located in the western part of the state. Most of its residents are black, and most
of them work in Philadelphia. A small plastics factory is the
only local industry. In 1969, George J. Phillips was elected
mayor of Chesilhurst. The first time he ran, in 1967, he had
been defeated, but he won in 1969. He is a Republican, and
his victory was .especially pleasing to him because in 1969
Chesilhurst had only fifteen registered Republicans.
.
Princeton Township is larger than Lawnside or Chesilhurst.
Late in 1970, Princeton Township elected its first black mayor,
James A. Floyd, employee relations manager for a company in
Trenton, a sizable city not far away. Floyd had been serving
since 1968 on the Township Committee, the town's governing
body. Race played little part in his election as mayor, because
more than 90 percent of Princeton's 13,454 residents were
white.
Montclair is Im'ger still, with about 43,000 people, of whom
a little over 10,000 are black. A fairly large part of the people
who live in Montclair work in New York City. The city government has the commission-mayor plan. Five commissioners are
elected by a city-wide vote. They elect one of their own number
to be mayor.
~
Matthew G. Carter was elected a commissioner in 1964 and
again in 1968. In 1968, the commissioners elected him mayor.
Carter, born in Danville, Virginia, studied to be a minister,
but instead of becoming pastor of a church, he turned to Christian service in other areas. He was executive director of the
YMCA in Petersburg and Richmond in Virginia and in Columbus, Ohio, then supervised YMCA work in a three-state area
in the Southwest. In Montclair, he is in charge of community
BLACK MAYORS
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relations for Hofmann La Roche, a large chemical company.
Both in being elected commissioner and in being elected
mayor, Carter clearly had white support.
William S. Hart, Jr., mayor of East Orange, was born in Ohio,
graduated from Delaware State College in Dover, and earned a
Master's degree at Seton Hall University. He became a teacher
and guidance counselor in the New Jersey school system.
Politics interested him. He succeeded in winning election to
the city council in East Orange and served from 1960 to 1962.
In 1963, Governor Hughes appointed him director of the New
Jersey State Youth Division. He was the first of his race in
this position, and he held it for five years. In 1970, East Orange
elected him mayor.
In Glasgow, Kentucky, Luska J. Twyman has been principal
of the Ralph J. Bunche Grade and High School for some twenty
years. He holds degrees from Kentucky State College and
Indiana University. In 1961, Twyman ran for one of the
twelve seats in the city council and won. He was reelected
every two years thereafter. In 1968, when the mayor then in
office resigned, the city council elected Twyman to take his
place, as the city's first black mayor.
Both as the long-time principal of a well-run school and as
a citizen active in civic affairs, Twyman had won the respect
and liking of Glasgow's people. Although 93 percent of them
were white, they were glad to give him their support at election
time regardless of race.
The town of Kinloch in Missouri, like Lawnside in New
Jersey, is practically all Negro. It is a short distance north of
St. Louis, and had about 6,500 people in 1960. Robert P. Metcalf was elected mayor in 1969. Before that, he had been police
court judge, health inspector, and deputy election commissioner.
In the South, a number of all-black or nearly all-black towns
have elected black mayors. Nine out of about a dozen are mentioned briefly here. Few towns or cities with considerable numbers of whites have elected black mayors. There are a couple
of interesting exceptions, however, which you will hear about
a little later.
The oldest all-black town in the nation is Mound Bayou in
Mississippi. It was founded shortly after the Civil War, and
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there is a lot of legend about how the original residents managed to secure the land. About 3,000 people live there now.
The mayor of Mound Bayou in 1970 was Earl Stancil Lucas, a
young man born in Bolivar County in 1938. Lucas graduated
from Dillard University in New Orleans and afterwards studied
at De Pauw University.
Like most mayors, Mayor Lucas has had to face problems,
the biggest of which is the town's lack of money. The median
annual income there is less than $900 per person. The small
hospital in the town is always terribly overcrowded, but it takes
in black patients from several counties around. Mound Bayou
is too poor to pay its mayor any salary at all, but this does not
much disturb Lucas because he is able to carry on his regular
work in an adult literacy program.
Grambling, Louisiana, had 3,144 people in 1960, and all
but five were black. This town is the home of Grambling College, which is nationally known, among other reasons, because
of its graduates who have become professional football stars.
When Grambling was incorporated as a town, an instructor
who taught mathematics and tailoring at the college, B. T.
Woodard, was chosen as Grambling's first mayor. He has serve<;l
four four-year terms.
Alabama has three small, practically all-black towns with
black mayors, and Arkansas nas four.
Hobson City, Alabama, was incorporated in 1899, and the
mayor in 1970, J. R, Striplin, was its thirteenth black mayor in
succession.
.
Triana is a very small town not far from the George Marshall
Space Flight Center. Its mayor, elected in 1964 and reelected
in 1968, is Clyde Foster, a graduate of Alabama A. and M.
College, who serves as a mathematician and computer specialist at the space center.
Roosevelt City is a nearly newall-black town near Birmingham, incorporated in 1960. CBS television made this town of
3,146 people nationally known in 1968 when it reported that
the town at last had enough money to buy its first fire truck
and a police patrol car.
Its mayor, Fred C. Rogers, a Democrat elected in 1968, is
also a civil rights leader. Working through the Labor and
Industry Committee of the Birmingham chapter of the NAACP,
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he helped eliminate discrimination in the Birmingham mills
of the U.S. Steel Corporation. He has been active in all sorts
of community affairs both in Birmingham, where his business
'
is, and in Roosevelt City.
Of the four black towns in Arkansas, Dumas-Mitchelville is
interesting because it had probably the oldest mayor in the
nation in 1970. Charles Kelly, a successful farmer, then retired,
became the town's first elected mayor in 1966. Kelly was born
in 1879, and in 1970 was ninety-one years old.
The other three Arkansas towns are Allport, with Johnnie E.
Gay as mayor; Menifee, with Frank Smith as mayor; and Reed,
with John Moses as mayor.
We come now to one of the two exceptions mentioned a little
earlier, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Chapel Hill is not far from Durham. The University of North
Carolina is at Chapel Hill, and Duke University is at Durham.
In 1964, Howard Lee came to Chapel Hill to study for an
M.A. degree in social work. When he got the degree, he started
- doing social work in Durham but continued to live in Chapel
Hill.
In 1967 and 1968, black workers at Duke University claimed
that they were being discriminated against and protested.
White students sided with the workers, and tensions grew.
Officials at Duke decided to hire a black personnel director
trained in human relations as well as personnel relations, to
straighten out the trouble. They hired Howard Lee.
In 1969, Lee ran for mayor in Chapel Hill, and beat a white
newspaperman who had been an alderman there for twelve
years. Lee got 4,567 votes against 4,167.
This result was not unexpected. Although Chapel Hill's
population of about 12,500 was nine tenths white, the university community there had been a center of racial liberalism for
many year·s. Chapel Hill had had a Negro on its city council
as early as the 1940's. Some of its churches had had integrated
meetings and integrated church memberships for more than
twenty years. The city was one of the first Southern communities to desegregate its schools after the 1954 Supreme
Court decision. These facts reflect the attitude of the university
community, though not, of course, of everybody in Chapel Hill.
Lee's first comment after the election, made at a press conference, was: "How I perform could have a heavy bearing on
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the political future of other Negroes. If I do a good job, it will
pave the way for others to present themselves for office." He
thought of his position as being between two fires: "I could be
slaughtered, from both sides, by the white racists or by the
black militants."
The second of the two exceptions took place in the little
town of Fayette, Mississippi, which was about one third white.
When Charles EVers was elected mayor of Fayette in May, 1969,
his victory attracted nation-wide attention.
Charles Evers was the brother of Medgar Evers, field secretaryof the NAACP in Mississippi. In 1963, Medgar Evers had
been gunned down as he stepped out onto his porch in Jackson,
the state capital. He rightly became a national martyr. Charles
Evers immediately took his brother's place in the NAACP. He
also moved to the little town of Fayette in the western part of
the state, north of Natchez.
One of his purposes in coming to Fayette was to register
black voters. In 1965, not one was registered to vote in Fayette, where there were about 1,200 blacks and about 600 whites.
The Federal voting acts of 1964 ~md 1965 and Charles Evers
changed that. By 1969, the number of registered black voters
had gone up from zero to 460.
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Fayette was not an easy place in which to register new voters.
I t was in rural Mississippi, and black people were poor and
scared. The county in which it is located was listed in 1960 as
the county with the lowest per-person income in the whole nation. More people were on relief than were working in Fayette.
Over half of the population were living in what the Federal
Government classed as poverty. A third of the town's black
people had not been taught to read well enough to follow written or printed directions. Two thirds of the young men were
rejected by draft boards as unfit for military service.
Evers insisted that his newly registered vpters should stick
with the regular Democratic Party, which in Mississippi had
been kept all white. He also encouraged blacks to run for office
in their towns. Within a few years, twenty-five had been elected
in a four-county area.
Evers himself was on friendly terms with national Democratic Party leaders. He had been with Senator Robert Kennedy in Los Angeles the night that the Senator was shot. When
Evers ran for mayor a year later, both black and white college
students who had been supporters of Senator Kennedy came
to Mississippi to help. Gifts of money for campaigning came
from all over the country.
Evers campaigned to get white votes as well as black, assuring Fayette whites that if he won, there would be no hate, no
vengeance, but fairness and greater prosperity for all.
In the election in May, 1969, Evers did win-389 votes to
261. When he took office, the small white police force resigned,
and he found the town treasury empty. Even his $75-a-month
salary could not be paid, but this did not disturb Evers, as he
operated his own supermarket in Fayette. He hoped to solve
the town's money problem.
In 1970, a year later, Fayette was on its way. Evers is bringing in new industry, which is providing jobs. He set up a manpower training school, serving four counties. He told a group
celebrating the completion of his first year in officel "We see
that the white man's trump cards are economics and the vote.
Now we are beginning to use the same trump cards." Using
those trump cards, Evers had been showing Fayette-and
America-that good government and racial fairness benefited
both blacks and whites.
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B'LACK MAYORS OF LARGE CITIES
In 1970, nine cities with combined populations (1960 census) amounting to more than 2,900,000 people had black
mayors. The mayor of one, Washington, D.C., is always appointed by the President of the United States. The mayors of
the other eight were elected, either directly by the people or
by city councils.
Black mayors of cities with populations above 70,000 people
are something new in American history. In this century, before 1965 there were none. Then suddenly, in the six years
from 1965 to 1970, the number rose from zero to nine. The
California city of Richmond elected the first one in 1965. The
year 1967 was the year of the bumper crop, with the black
mayor of Washington appointed, and the black mayors of
Cleveland, Ohio, and Gary, Indiana, elected directly in citywide elections. By 1970, close to three mi1lion people, black
and white, were living in cities with governments headed by
nine black mayors. This never happened in the United States
before.
What these black mayors had in 1970 is not what most
people think of when they hear the words black power, but
whatever people want to call it, these nine mayors had and
were using black power as they worked to solve the problems
of their cities and make them better places to live in.
Let us see who these men are, how they reached office, and
how they have met the difficulties all big cities face today.
The city of Richmond has a fine harbor across the Bay from
San Francisco. DUring World War II, its shipyards built ships,
and it multiplied its population. In 1950, it had 99,545 people,
many of them wartime workers who were still there but not
permanent. As they left, the population dropped down sharply.
But Hlchmond has large oil refineries, makes heavy machinery
and precision instruments, proc.3sses food, and manufactures
chemicals. In' 1960, the population was 71,854, and it was
growing.
George Livingston ran for mayor in 1965, and was elected.
This made him Richmond's second black mayor. (George Carroll was chosen by the City Council for one year, starting in
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--_._1963.) Livingston has been regularly reelected since 1965. The
last time he won a new term, he faced twelve other candidates,
ten of them white, in the primary, and he won that with 6,400
votes. In the general election, he won with 8,400 votes. That
term will not end until 1971.
The Federal Government regards the District of Columbia
and the city of Washington as its property, and manages both.
The people of Washington cannot elect their own mayor. The
mayor and other city officials work for the Federal Government, and are chosen by it. They get their positions by appointJllent, not by election.
In 1967, President Johnson appointed Walter E. Washington
mayor of the city and a commissioner of the District of Columbia. In 1969, President Nixon, having just come into office,
appointed Mayor Walter E. Washington to a new term, running into 1973.
Walter Washington, born in Georgia, graduated from college
and earned a law degree at Howard University. He also had
four years of graduate study in public administration at American University.
From 1941 to 1966, Walter Washington worked for the National Housing Authority, moving up until he became executive director. This agency built and maintained some 9,000
housing units in the District of Columbia, accommodating
50,000 residents.
In 1966, he left Washington, D.C., to become chairman of
the New York Housing Authority, which administered 143,000
housing units, with 500,000 residents and 11,000 employees.
While Walter Washington had been working in the capital
city, he had been a member of the Model Cities and Metropolitan Advisory Committee and of the Insurance Panel of the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, and he was
vice president of the Capital Area's Health and Welfare Council.
As you can see, when Walter Washington became mayor in
1967, he was equipped by education and experience to deal
with some of the city's most stubborn problems. In addition, it
was high time that the city should have a black mayor.
Cramped within the boundaries of the District of Columbia,
the city of Washington has no room in which to grow. It has
actually lost population since 1950, although it appears to
have held its own since 1960. Washington's metropolitan area,
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which includes the suburban cities in Virginia and Maryland,
shot up from 2,000,000 in 1960 to a probable 2,875,000 in
1970, but this growth was all in the suburbs.
Within the city itself, the proportion of black people to the
city's total has steadily increased. It was roughly three eighths
in 1950, and over half (54 percent) in 1960. When the 1970
census figures have been analyzed, they are expected to show
that from two thirds to three quarters of aU the people in Washington in 1970 were black. Certainly a black mayor is fitting
and proper in a city so largely black.
Walter Washington's job as mayor is in some respects more
difficult than that of an elected mayor. Because of his position
between the Federal Government and the people of Washington, he is less free than most elected mayors to plan and carry
out his own programs. Before he can do anything for his people, he has to persuade the Federal officials first.
Another reason why his job is difficult is that when he became mayor in 1967 he inherited a city in very poor shape. All
big cities had been having problems, but some of Washington's
_
were especially acute.
Traffic congestion was horrible. A new rapid transit system,
intended to relieve congestion, was being built, but was not far
enough along to help. Many residential buildings had not been
kept up and were decaying. Others were being torn down to
make room for more Federal office buildings.
Schools had been desegregated, but educators, teachers, stud,:mts, and neighborhood groups complained that the schools
were not effective in educating either black or white students.
Both schools and public libraries were continually being
damaged by vandals, and sometimes uniformed police had to
be stationed in high schools because of student shootings, knifings, and other violence. Crime rates kept climbing, with record
numbers of unsolved murders. The city had not escaped racial
rioting, looting, and burning of buildings.
Meanwhile, taxable property kept diminishing, and costs of
running the city kept going up. Poverty and unemployment
strained every welfare budget.
Walter E. Washington has been doing his best, and will continue to do so. He is a good man, and well trained.
He has another value. Diplomats from foreign nations come
to Washington. The city is also a great tourist attraction, visited
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by thousands of Americans from all parts of the country, and
by foreign tourists. A good many of them come to Washington
already convinced that all white Americans are racists and that
all black Americans are kept from getting anywhere. The presence of a black chief executive in charge of the capital city is
both an answer to critics of American society and government
and a comforting testimony that black people are making progress toward full equality.
Richard G. Hatcher also became the black mayor of a large
city in 1967. He was elected, not appOinted. The city was Gary,
the second largest city in Indiana, in the northern part on the
shore of Lake Michigan.
Gary was originally built by the country's biggest steel company and named for the company's chairman of the board,
Judge Elbert H. Gary. Steel is still the city's main industry. In
Richard G. Hatcher
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1960, Gary had 178,320 people, and by 1967, the population
was up by perhaps another 10,000. Also by then, the population had become almost but not quite three fifths black.
Both Gary and Lake County, in which the city is located, had
long had a powerful Democratic machine, and they normally
produced large Democratic majorities.
Richard G. Hatcher ran for mayor as a Democrat, beat the
mayor still in office and another candidate in the Democratic
primary, and won the general election, but the Democratic
machine opposed him throughout, bitterly and sometimes viciously. Political experts believed that he could not overcome
the machine's opposition, but he did. He won largely with the
black vote. Some whites supported him though some never
stopped fighting him.
Richard Hatcher went through Indiana University with a
small athletic scholarship, a church grant, some help from his
twelve brothers and sisters, and a job as a waiter. He then
studied law at Valparaiso University, supporting himself by
working an eight-hour shift in a hospital. He got his law degreein 1959, when he was twenty-six.
Early in 1960, he was appointed deputy prosecuting attorney
in the Lake County Criminal Court, and served there until he
ran for the Gary city council in 1963. He won that post, and
was also elected council president, the first freshman member
in the city's history to head the council.
In the council, he fought without success for an open occupancy law. After several setbacks, he did manage to get the
city's public housing units integrated. After a few years, he
found he needed more power than the council gave him to put
through the reforms he wanted. He ran for mayor.
As part of his primary cl:l.mpaign, he published a 32-page
reform program, entitled "Program for Progress." It laid out
detailed plans for major attacks on the city's problems in housing, education, recreation, municipal employment, law enforcement, civil rights, city financing, air and water pollUtion,
and poverty.
As you already know, Hatcher was elected mayor. As mayor,
he had his problems. Some white groups just didn't like having
a black mayor. His program looked expensive. Nobody wanted
higher taxes. Disgruntled whites tried to push a section of Gary
called Glen Park, with 40,000 people, to secede from the city,
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and redoubled their efforts when Hatcher proposed to locate
an integrated housing project there.
Other problems made the mayor's road hard: a garbage collectors' strike, a school boycott, sniper fire, vandalism, an increase in purse snatching, mugging, and other street crimes,
and the old established evils of gambling, dope, and prostitution.
On the credit side, Gary did not have a riot, as so many big
cities did. Also, among all the criticisms heaped on Hatcher,
nobody ever said that he has not been running an honest government. In the past, a number of Gary officials landed in jail,
and others might have if they had been turned in.
Again on the positive side, Hatcher was able to get $30 million in Federal and foundation funds, more than the city ever
got before, and he has been using the money for job training,
urban renewal, and low-income and middle-income housing, as
well as for taking part in the Model Cities program. With United
States Steel and Ford Foundation money, he streamlined the
city government. After black complaints of police brutality, he
began retraining and enlarging the police force. He may never
make Gary perfect, but in 1970, it appeared that he was making it a better place to live in.

CariB. Stokes, Mayor of Cleveland
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Cleveland is a much bigger city than Gary, and has many
industries, though, like Gary, its principal industry has been
steel and steel products. Cleveland's problems in the 1960's
were probably worse than Gary's and were certainly on a bigger
scale.
In 1950, Cleveland had reached its peak population, 914,808.
By 1960, the population of the city had dropped to 876,050,
though the population of its metropolitan area had increased
22.6 percent in the same period. These figures indiCated a
wholesale move to the sllburbs. Between 1960 and 1970, the
loss of population within the city was even bigger and quicker.
Early 1970 census figures gave the city only 739,000, and
Cleveland, which had been the eighth largest city in the nation,
had dropped to eleventh.
Once before, Cleveland had been in serious trouble-in the
late 1890's. In 1901, Cleveland had elected Tom Johnson as a
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reform mayor. Before he left office in 1909, he had made Cleveland what many people called the "best-governed city in America," and he had started a new period of prosperity there .
In the 1960's, the spirit of united effort and the prosperity
which Tom Johnson had inspired were nearly dead. Clevelanders needed a new leader to unite them in a common effort to
make Cleveland once more a good place to live in and a place
with a future. The leader whom Cleveland voters chose in 1967
was Carl B. Stokes, the city's first black mayor .
Carl and Louis Stokes were brought up by their widowed
mother. They were very poor. Mrs. Stokes worked as a maid to
support them. For a time they were on relief. Both boys helped
out by delivering newspapers and working in neighborhood
stores. Finally, Carl dropped out of high school to work in a
foundry.
When Carl was eighteen, he went into the Army and was
stationed in Germany. When he came back to Cleveland, he
returned to high school and graduated, and then paid his way
through the University of Minnesota by working weekends as
a dining car waiter. He then put himself through the Cleveland
Marshall Law School.
In 1962, when Carl Stokes was thirty-six, he was elected to
the Ohio Legislature, the first black Democratic member, and
held his seat until he resigned in 1967. In the House, he led
an unsuccessful campaign to persuade the Legislature to redraw Ohio's Congressional districts. Within a few years, the
United States Supreme Court's one-man, one-vote decision
forced Ohio to redistrict, just in time for Carl's brother, Louis,
to be elected to Congress in 1968.
In 1965, Carl Stokes ran for mayor, in spite of the fact that
the local Democratic Party leaders were backing the reelection
of the mayor tl1{~n in office, Ralph Locher. Naturally, they did
not support Stokes, but he made a pretty strong campaign on
his own. He made the primary election into a real cliffhanger,
finally losing by about 2,000 votes.
In 1967, Carl Stokes ran again, this time backed by both of
Cleveland's powerful newspapers, and with funds and support
from the city's white business community. His Republican opponent was Seth ~aft, grandson of William Howard Taft,
United States President from 1909 to 1913.
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After a hard-fought campaign, Stokes received an estimated
20 percent of the white vote, and nearly all of the black vote,
perhaps 96 percent. Seven years after the last census, and with
Cleveland's population changing rapidly, it is impossible to say
just what part of Cleveland's population was black in 1967,
but a guess of 40 percent will not be far off. Twenty percent
of the white vote and almost all of the black vote gave Carl
Stokes enough, though just barely enough. He won by fewer
than 1,700 votes. The grandson of a slave had beaten the
grandson of a President. When Stokes took office, he said,
·This vindicates my faith in people .... This is the American
dream."
Many people would not have wanted the job that Carl Stokes
was taking on his shoulders. Cleveland's problems were big
and numerous. To Carl Stokes, they were challenges, and he
tackled them boldly.
There was not enough low-rent housing, and what there was
was rundown. Some areas were so dilapidated that urban renewal was needed. The sewage system was out of date and inadequate. The crime rate went up every year. The police force
was too small, badly paid, and badly equipped. Blacks accused
the police of brutality, and were probably right.
Cleveland had for many years lured immigrants from Europe
to work in its steel plants. More than sixty ethnic groups descended from those immigrants kept their separate identities
in the city, distrusted one another and the blacks, and refused
to cooperate. These groups had not voted for Stokes.
In the black sections of the city, Hough and Glenville, unemployment was up, and family incomes were down. People
in these sections lived a hard life. There had been a riot in
1966.
Meanwhile, air and water pollution in the city was bad.
People joked that the Cuyahoga River, which winds through
the biggest industrial area, was so full of waste that it was a
fire hazard. Lake Erie, which borders the north side of the city,
was not much cleaner.
Fixing all these things was going to take money. The movement of middle-income groups to the suburbs had greatly lowered the number of taxpayers in the city. The poor, who had
taken the places of some of those who had moved out, owned
no property to be taxed, and had little income. The amount
244

of tax money that could be collected was not likely to pay for
everything that had to be done.
These wen~ some of the chronic problems that Carl Stokes
faced.
First, Stokes set up his government. Of ten department
heads, five were black, and five were white. Black people criticized him for not appointing enough blacks. White people
criticized him for appointing too many blacks.
Second, he laid out a program which he called "Cleveland
NOWI" Although he was sure of being mayor for only two
years, the program was to take ten years to complete. Its aim
was to start the city moving again and improve it. The cost,
over the ten-year period, might run to $1.5 billion. The cost for
the first eighteen months was to be $177 million. Parts of the
$177 million were to be spent to speed up urban renewal, to
expand opportunities for jobs and small bUSinesses, to pay for
new housing and for the repair of sound older housing, to increase facilities for recreation, and to improve health and welfare assistance.
Stokes demanded that businesses and business leaders should
give money to help get things started. Companies and individuals in Cleveland and some outside foundations put up $4.3
million. The Department of Housing and Urban Development
in Washington, which had refused to payout money to the
mayor before Stokes, made large grants to Stokes's administration. For long-term improvements, such as cleaning up the polluted waters of the Cuyahoga River, bond issues of more than
$100 million were floated.
The program was in motion.
By the time Stokes's two-year term was nearing its end, however, much of the big program was still in its early stages and
was not yet shOwing results. In addition, his administration
was marred by racial violence. The tensions that followed the
murder of Dr. Martin Luther King in April, 1968, passed by
with no serious trouble in Cleveland. In July, however, an organized group of black nationalists and militant snipers had a
shoot-out with the police, which killed three police and four
militants, wounded fourteen, and touched off looting and arson.
By ordering white police out of the riot-torn area and urging
black leaders to keep their people off the streets, Stokes stopped
the violence, but lost the support of many of the white police.
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On the other hand, Cleveland's white business community appears to have developed even greater confidence in Carl Stokes.
In 1969, when Stokes ran for reelection, he hoped to become
the chosen mayor of all elements of Cleveland's people. Although he won, his hope of city-wide support did not come
true. The same forces which had elected him in 1967 gave him
their votes again, more than enough to defeat the Republican,
Ralph Perk. He still lacked the trust of many of the white
police. He failed again to win support from the ethnic groups
descended from European immigrants. His victory, however,
gave him at least two more years in which to put Cleveland
on its feet.
Early in his second term, Stokes made an appointment which,
appeared likely to end his difficulties with the white police.
Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., the highest-ranking black officer in the
Armed Forces, was retiring from the Air Force with the rank
of lieutenant general. Although General Davis could have se- I
cured a much higher salary from a private corporation, Carl
Stokes persuaded him to become Cleveland's Director of Safety.
In April, 1970, Davis took command of Cleveland's 2,200
police and 1,200 firemen. His mission was to finish reorganizing the police force and to establish mutual confidence between the police and the people. The experiment was not successful, and General Davis left for Federal service.
Cleveland was a great city for many years. It was a sick city
when Carl Stokes became its first black mayor in 1967. No
elected black mayor before him had faced such a great challenge. Can he cure the city's ills? Is he too much handicapped
by white bias? Will growing black disaffection overtake him?
Will white or black militant extremists embarrass that city?
The answers to these questions meaI1 a lot to people who love
Clevelan~. They mean even more to people who see his success or failure as the key to the success or failure of future
black leaders in government.
For the next black mayor, we travel back to California and
to the city of Compton, which is not far from Los Angeles. In
1960, Compton had just a shade less than 72,000 people, and
it was growing. By 1969, the population had probably climbed
to about 78,000. A good many black families had been moving
there. Although the city's policy was integration and peaceful
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change, white families had been mOving out. By 1969, it was
estimated that almost two thirds of the people were black.
In June, 1969, the city elected its first black mayor, Douglas
F. Dollarhide. The election was practically unaffected by race.
In both the primary and run-off elections, Dollarhide's only
opponents were two blacks. In the same election, black voters
elected a white treasurer and city councilman, who defeated
black candidates. (His picture is back on page 227.)
In contrast, a week before, the mayor of Los Angeles, Sam
Yorty, had beaten an excellent black candidate, Thomas Bradley, by playing on white fears of black domination and black
militancy, in what newspapers from the New York Times on
west called a dirty campaign.
Compton has a Federal grant for redevelopment of a rundown neighborhood under the Model Cities Program, a plan
to lease housing for the poor, and plans for a new industlial
park on the edge of the city. The industrial park should help
the city's growth and strengthen its tax base. There is some
tension, however, between Compton's people and its police
force, which is four fifths white.
Wichita is the largest city in Kansas. It had 254,700 people
in 1960, and may have reached 300,000 by 1970. About 12
percent of them were black.
~ The city commissioners run the government of Wichita.
They elect one of their own number mayor. Sometimes they
pass the office around in rotation.
In 1967, a black lawyer, A. Price Woodard, was elected a city
commissioner. In 1970, Woodard's turn to be mayor came
qround by rotation. Without bothering to mark ballots or count
votes, the other commissioners declared him elected with no
dissenting vote. So Wichita's one black commissioner became
mayor.
Although Wichita has not had any specific segregation laws,
it has not had open housing either. Less than 1 percent of

Wichita's black people have been able to find places to live outside the ghetto in the northeast section of the city. Not laws
but real estate practices have made Wichita's schools as thoroughly segregated as any in the country.
It was not until late in the 1960's that Wichita's people came
to realize that they were going to have to do something about
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their schools so as to meet the requirements of Federal law.
The only quick answer which occurred to them was to bus the
children, and busing was not popular with blacks, whites, or
children of either race. In 1970, they were feeling the strains
that go with desegregation.
When A. Price Woodard took office as mayor in 1970, his
comment on the school problem was: "I have faith in the white
community. We are too prone to complain." Many black people
in Wichita did not share his faith.
'
In Michigan, two rather large cities had black mayors-Flint
and Sabrinaw.
Flint is a satellite of Detroit, primarily involved in the manufacture of automobiles, automobile parts, and accessories. It is
best known nationally as the home base of Chevrolet cars and
trucks. In 1960, it had 196,900 people.
Saginaw had its first growth as a lumber town. As the trees
were cut down, it developed diversified business and industry,
only a small part of which is automotive. In 1960, Saginaw had
98,265 people. Between 16,000 and 17,000 were black.
Both Flint and Saginaw have the city council-city manager
form of government. Under this plan, although the mayor has
some functions and gets considerable honor, he has neither the
power nor the responsibilities which come to a mayor elected
by the people to take over the city and run it.
In Flint, the black mayor was Floyd McCree.
In Saginaw, the black mayor was Henry G. Marsh.

Kenneth Gibson, Mayor of Newark
In 1970, the city of Newark, New Jers~y, followed Cleveland's example and elected a black mayor. He was Kenneth
Gibson, Newark's city engineer before he was elected mayor.
Although Newark was considerably smaller than Cleveland, it
was New Jersey's largest city, and big enough to make it the
second largest city with an elected black mayor.
Newark is both a rich city and a very poor one. There is a
wide gap between rich and poor there. It is a seaport with a
large harbor. Large national cor,porations are located there.
Across the gap between rich and poor, unemployment was
running high, about 9 percent, and roughly double that for
248
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Kenneth Gibson

nonwhites. Poverty was widespread, with famHy incomes under
$3,000 for 13 percent of the people. The city and state were
spending too little on education, hospitals, and medical care.
The death rate of nonwhite babies was not matched by any
other major city's. Housing was rundown and inadequate. The
fact that Newark had a major riot in 1967 is not surprising.
Most of the time for at least fifty years, the city has suffered
from boss rule and corruption in government. From 1950 to
1960, the city's population dropped about 33,000, to 405,200.
' Early figures from the 1970 census indicate that the city lost
another 25,000 in the 1960's.
In 1970, a grand jury which had been looking into the activities of city officials and their alJeged connection with organized crime indicted Mayor Hugh Addonizio and a group of
others, including some city offiCials, for extortion (shakedowns
of contractors, especially) and oth~r crimes. No trials were
held, however, until after the election for mayor. Being unqer
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indictment did not discourage Mayor Addonizio enough to keep
him from running for reelection.
It was time for the black people of Newark to try to get an
honest government. There were more black people in Newark
than white, but fewer blacks were registered to vote.
The election brought out three black candidates, including
Kenneth Gibson, and three white candidates, including May~r
Addonizio. In the election on May 12, Gibson was ahead with
37,666 votes and Addonizio second with 17,925. Although Gibson had more than twice the number of votes Addonizio received, neither had over 50 percent of the total vote. A runoff
election was needed.
Don't think that the ,lead Gibson ran up in the first election
made him a sure winner in the second. In the first election, the
three white candidates had split 48,333 votes. The black candidates had only about 40,000 between them. Gibson had some
catching up to do.
He got help. Money was raised from all over the country.
Groups came in from Chicago, especially from the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. People as different as Dr.
Ralph David Abernathy, head of SCLC, the writer LeRoi Jones,
and Dustin Hoffman came to Newark and campaigned with
Gibson. They built an alliance of blacks, poor people of any
color, and civic-minded whites. At least 5 percent of the white
vote was won over.
Over 90,000 votes were cast in the late-June runoff election,
and Gibson had a solid majority.
It is hard to say whether Addonizio's troubles with the law
cost him many votes. Not long after the second election, Addonizio was brought to trial, convicted of extortion, and sentenced to prison.
It hardly matters whether Gibson's victory was a result of
white weakness or black strength or both. It was an important
victory in New Jersey's largest city. Although Newark was too
sick for any instant cure to make it well overnight, it looks as
if Newark people can look forward to better days under Kenneth Gibson's government.

17

ATOllch
of Grassroots
Representation
THE GOVERNOR
governor is the highest executive officer of a state. He is
Telected
by the voters of the state. Normally, he appOints perHE

sons to departments, agencies, commissions, and boards in the
state government. Black faces are seen in governors' cabinets
and on boards and commissions. Here are some of the men
and women who were put in high places during the 1960's by
the appointments of governors:
Arthur Murphy, a former deputy U.S. attorney for the district
of Maryland, was senior staff executive for Community Relations and the Administration of Justice in Maryland.
Julian Steele, CommiSSioner of the Department of Community Affairs for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, was the
department's chief executive officer.
Samuel Cornelius was Nebraska's State Director of Technical
ASSistance, and Emmett Dennis was State Director of the Motor
Vehicles Department.
Stanley Van Ness, graduate of the Rutgers University law
school, was Public Defender of the State of New Jersey. He
supervised a staff of attorneys Who provide legal serVices to
the accused poor.
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Black Elected Officials in 1982:
An Overview
As of July 1982, there were 5,160 black elected officials (BEOs) in the
United States.· This is a net increase of 122, or 2.4 percent, over last year's
figure of 5,038 black elected officials. BEOs comprise 1.1 percent of the
490,800 elected officials in the country, 2 while blacks make up approximately 12 percent of the total population of the United States. 3
Although the number of BEOs has increased each year since 1970, there
has been a generally steady decline in the ~nnual rate of increase (Figure
I). There has not been much change in the distribution of BEOs by region
or category of office. Since 1970, when the Joint Cenler first began keeping
. records of BEOs, the largest proportion of black elected office-holders
has been in municipal and education positions, while a relatively small
percentage of blac~ elected office-holders have held the higher and often
harder to obtain federal, state, and county positions (Table 1).4
From 1981101982,24 states gained BEOs, to states lost BEOs, and ,18
states experienced no change (Table 2). The largest increases were in
Alabama (22), the Virgin Islands (21), Missouri (13), Illinois (12), New
Jersey (12), and Texas (12). Although Mississippi had a net loss of 12 black
officials, it continues t() have the largest total number of BEOs (424). As
of 1982, 7 st~tes-Idaho, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming-had no black elected office-holders.
There were few changes in the numbers of BEOs at the federal and state
levels, since general elections were not held during this Roster year. The
. largest percentage increase among the other categories of office was at the
substate regional level (103.0 percent), followed by county offices (3.6
percent), municipal offices (2.8 percent), and judicial and law enforcement
offices (2.6 percent). The education category showed a small decrease
(0.08 percent).
Geographic Distribution
On the whole, blacks seeking public office must rely heavily on electoral
support from blacks to win. Thus, there is a direct relationship between
the geographic distribution of BEOs and the distribution of the black
ITwenty-one of the black elected officials hold two positions. Therefore, the number of
positions held is 5,181.
2The U.S. Census Department has counted 490,265 popularly elected officials, not including the 535 members of Congress.
lReferences for the Introduction follow the tables and ligures.
-All tables and figures follow this Introduction.
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population. The South, which has 61 percent of the BEOs in the country,
has 53 percent of the black population (Table 3; see also Figure 2). Mississippi and Louisiana, the two states with the largest numbers of black
elected officials-424 and 372, respectively-have populations that are
35.9 and 29.4 percent black, respectively.
Outside the South, states with large black populations include California, which is 16.1 percent black and has 339 BEOs; Illinois, 14.6 percent
black, with 325 BEOs; Michigan, 12.9 percent black, with 293 BEOs; and
New York, 13.7 percent black, with 192 BEOs.
Federal
Offices at the federal level include U.S. senators and representatives.
There have been no black senators since 1978, when Edward W. Brooke
(R-MA) was defeated. Currently, there are 17 black representatives and
one nonvoting delegate (from the District of Columbia); the 17 representatives comprise 3.9 percent of the 435 House members. All 18 are Democrats and only 2 represent districts that are not predominately black
Crable 4). Seven members are from the North Central region, 4 from the
West, 4 from the South, and 3 from the Northeast.
State
The executive branch, in most state governments, includes the governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, attorney general, treasurer,
auditor, controller, and members of state education boards. The terms of
office for executive positions vary from state to state, but most are four
years. Currently, a total of 16 blacks serve in elective state executive
positions-to education officials and 6 other executives.
With the exception of the unicameral legislatures of Nebraska and the
Virgin lslanus, state legislatures are bicameral. State legislatures vary in
size. New Hampshire has a total of 424 House and Senate seats, while
Alaska anu Nevada have only 60 seats each. Generally, state senators
serve four-year terms anu representatives serve two years.,
In 1982, th~re were 330 blacks in the legislatures of 40 states (73 senators
and 257 representatives). They comprised 6.4 percent of all BEOs, aod
4.4 percent of all 7,497 state legislative office-holders (Table 5). As in
previous years, lIIinois and Maryland have the largest numbers of black
state senators-6 each. Georgia leads in the total number of black state
legislators (22). They comprise 9.3 percent of the Georgia legislature,
although Georgia's population is 26.8 percent black.
Information on elected black members of the state judiciary can be
found under the heading "Judicial and Law Enforcement." State-level
education officials are listed and counted with all other education officials,
in a separate category.
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Substate Regional
Substate regional bodies governing special districts have been established in all states except Alaska. The services provided by these special
. units of government vary from state to state, but they generally include
fire protection, drainage, transportation, housing and community development, conservation, and recreation.
In 1977, the Census Bureau identified 25,962 special districts, 15,853 of
which were authorized to elect officials to substate regional bodies. Sixtyone blacks hold elected regional positions. This total is 31 more than were
counted last year, and the small percentage of regional board members
who are black thus increases from 0.04 to .0.08. Only 5 of these 31 officials,
however, were elected in 1981-82; 26 were elected in prior years but were
inadvertently excluded in previous editions of the Roster.
County

,''',

Most states have organized county governments, which include county
commissioners or councilmembers, supervisors, county clerks, tax collectors and assessors, coroners, judges, and county election commissioners. Officials in parishes in Louisiana and· boroughs in Alaska are considered county officials in this Roster. The number of blacks holding county
offices in 1982 is 465, a 3.6 percent increase over the 1981 total. Louisiana
has the largest number of county officials (85). Alabama, Illinois, and
Louisiana had the largest net increases in black county officials-4 each.
Nine percent o("all black office-holders are county officials.
Municipal
Municipal office-holders comprise the largest percentage of BEOs47.5 percent. In 1982, the number of blacks holding municipal offices
increased by 67 to 2,451, a 2.8 percent increase over last year. Among
these municipal officials are 223 mayors, 1,872 members of municipal
governing bodies, 26 members of governing boards, 236 neighborhood
advisory commissioners, and 94 other elected municipal officials.
Black mayors represent 9.1 percent of black municipal officials and 4.3
percent of all BEOs. All but 38 serve in localities with populations of less
than 25,000, and 128 are mayors of towns, villages, or unincorporated
jurisdictions (Table 6).
Judicial and Law Enforcement
There are 563 BEOs in judicial and law enforcement offices: 293 judges;
222 other court officials such as magistrates, justices of the peace, and
constables; IO other judicial officials (court clerks); 37 police officials
ix
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(sheriffs, marshals, and police chiefs); and one other law enforcement
official.
The number of black elected judicial and law enforcement officials
increased by 2.6 percent in 1982. The largest gain, 6.2 percent, was among
intermediate court judges. Only 3 blacks are elected state supreme court
justices.
It should be noted that in many states, some or all judicial offices are
appointive and that appointed judges-except those who must eventually
run for reelection-are not included in the Roster.
Education
Black cI~cted education officials serve at the state, county, and municipal leveb of government and represent 24.5 percent of all black officeholders. There was a very slight decrease in the number of black education
officials this year-the first decrea~e in this category since the Joint Cl!nter
started counting BEOs in 1970.
Female Black Elected Officials
Currently, 1,081 black women hold elective offices, and they comprise
21 percent of all black elected office-holders. In 1981, there were 1,021.
The rate of increase for female BEOs from 1981 to 1982 was 5.9 percent,
close to 1.5 percentage points higher than the increase from 1980 to 1981
of 4.6 percent. As in previous years, the an'nual rate of increase for female
BEOs continues to be higher than that for males.
Black women are represented in nearly every category of elective office.
Two are members of the U.S. House of Representatives. There are 65
female state-level office-holders, 2 regional officials, 70 county officials,
and 504 officials at the municipal level. Sixty-three women serve injudicial
and law enforcement positions and 356 hold education positions.
The largest numerical increase occurred at the municipal level; the total
rose from 472 to 504 (Table 7). The largest net gains at this level were in
Missouri (15) and the Virgin islands (II). Alabama and the District of
Columbia each had an increase of 7 female municipal office-holders.
The geographic distribution of female black officials is similar to that of
all BEOs (Table 8), The South h~s the greatest number of female black
office-holders (54,5 percent of the total); the West has the fewest, with 6.8
percent.
Several noteworthy achievements by female BEOs were recorded during this Roster year. State Senator Ruby M. Rouse was elected by her
colleagues to serve as president of the Virgin Islands' unicamerallegislature. Oakland, California, which is 47 percent black, elected Aleta Can~on
as the first black woman to serve in the city counciL
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Perhaps for the first time in U.S. history, all of one city's elected officials
were black women: in Paged ale , Missouri, Mary Hall was mayor and Mary
L. Carter, Darline Crawley, Leatrice J. Dowd, Pauline Catmet, and Louise
Hall were the city councilmembers.
Conclusion
Over the past decade, the rate of increase in the number of black elected
officials has declined steadily, and for the past few years, the rate has
remained just above 2 percent per year. This rate of increase has been
declining for two reasons. First, in absolute terms, the annual increase in
the number of BEOs is not as large as it was in the early 1970s. Second,
as the total number of BEOs increases, the yearly increases represent a
smaller portion of the total. Thus, even if the numerical gains were to
remain the same, the percentage rate of change would decline.
Future prospects for increases in the number of BEOs, however. are
likely to be affected by two recent developments. One is' an increased
number of electoral units with black population majorities-a result of
redistricting in response to the 1980 census. Another is the 1982 extension
of a strengthened Voting Rights Act, which will permit blacks to challenge
discriminatory electoral arrangements that have impeded their electoral
success in the past. The l1ext few years, then, should bring about substantial growth in the number of blacks holding elective office.
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Explanatory Notes
The Rosier is arranged by state or territory. Within each state or territory, entries are grouped according to category of office, beginning with
federal offices, followed by state offices, and then local offices. Overlap
does exist (e.g., education offices include offices at state, substate regional,
county, and municipal levels), but the pattern of overlap is consistent.
Individual entries contain the official's name, title, jurisdiction, preferred
mailing address, and date on which the term of office expires. The Rosier
state pages, which precede entries for each state, contain basic population
data and information on governmental organization within the state.
The term "elected officials" includes only persons elected by popular
vote to public office in a governmental capacity. Elective offices are those
authorized by the U.S. Constitution, state law, or special provision. Not
included are persons elected to leadership positions in political parties
(committee members, district leaders, ward or precinct captains); public
officials who are selected by boards, commissions, or councils; and appointed
officials. However, persons appointed to fill vacancies on elected bodies
and persons who eventually face election for retention (e.g., judges) are
included.
Twenty-one black elected officials who hold two offices at once were
identified this year. Both offices held are listed, with an asterisk (*) placed
beside each entry. However, double office-holders are counted only once
in the total number of BEOs.
Some individuals are identified as officers of elective bodies on which
they serve. For example, many elected school board members are identified as president, vice-president, secretary, or treasurer of their particular
board. despite the fact that they were not elected by voters in this capacity.
Similarly, ~,\Ine mayors are actually elected as city or town legislators and
later designated by the city legislative body as mayor. For purposes of
accuracy and clarity, these mayors are listed in the "Members, Municipal
Governing Bodies" category with the title of Mayor-Councilmember, MayorCommi~sioncr, or Mayor-Trustee. In all cases where elected officials are
identified as officers of elective bodies, the expiration date provided applies
to their elective position.

This year, two mailings of the questionnaire were made. Both questionnaires requested updated information on the REO, including party affiliation and term of office, and <\sked for any information that could be
provided on newly elected officials or those not listed in the current volume
of the Roster.
Those Roster entries with terms of office that ended during the period
July 1981 through June 1982 were verified by phone to ascertain whether
or not those public officials were still holding elective office and if any new
BEOs were serving in that capacity. Additionally, a large number of BEOs
whose terms did not expire within this Roster year were verified randomly.
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Data Collection
D~ta for the Rosier were collected through an annual questionnaire
mailed to all black elected officials listed in the previous year's Roster,
through telephone contacts with these individuals or the government or
public bodies on which they serve, and through a national newspaper
dipping service.
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Table 1. Change in number of black elected officials by category of office, 1970-1~82.
Total SEOs
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Year

N

%
Change

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

1,469
1,860
2,264
2,621
2,991
3,503
3,979
4,311
4,503
4.607
4,912
5,038
5,160

26.6
21.7
15.7
14.2
17.1
13.6
8.3
4.5
2.3
6.6
2.6
2.4

-

Federal

N

%
Change

10
14
14
16
17
18
18
17
17
17
17
18
18

40.0
0.0
14.3
6.3
5.9
0.0
-5.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.9
0.0

-

Substate
regional

State

N

%
Change

169
202
210
240
239
281
281
299
299
313
323
341
336

19.5
3.9
14.3
-0.4
17.6
0.0
6.4
0.0
4.7
3.2
5.6
-1.5

-

N

30
33
26
25
25
30
61

County

%

, Change
-

-

9.1
-21.2
-3.8
0.0
20.0
103.0

N

%
Change

92
120
176
211
242
305
355
381
410
398
451
449
465

30.4
46.6
19.8
14.7
20.6
16.4
7.3
7.6
-3.0
13.3
-0.4
3.6

-

Municipal

N

%
Change

623
785
932
1,053
1,360
1,573
1,889
2,083
2,159
2,224
2,356
2,384
2,451

26.0
18.3
12.9
29.2
15.7
20.1
10.3
3.6
3.0
5.9
1.9
2.8

-

-'.

Judicial/law
enforcement

N

%
Change

213
274
263
334
340
387
412
447
454
486
526
549
563

28.6
-4.0
27.0
1.8
13.8
6.5
8.5
1.6
7.0
8.2
4.4
2.6

-

Education

N

%
Change

362
465
669
767
793
939
994
1,051
1,138
1,144
1,214
1,267
1,266

28.5
43.9
14.7
3.4
18.4
5.9
5.7
8.3
0.5
6.1
4.4
-.08

-

Table 2. Black elected officials in the United States, July 1982.
SubSlste
Regional

State

Federal

Judicial and Law
Enforcement

Municipal

County

Education
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State
Alabama
Alaska
Artzona
ArKansas
Call10rnla
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District 01 Columol8
FlOrida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
IllinOIS

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
LouIsiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mmnesota
MISSissippI

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

u·
'E: ~

~

269
2
15
219
239
14
54
22
254

- 22
- 1

118

-8

1

4

1

1

4

1
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0
6
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10
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2

-,2
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,

1

2

2
20

6
2

,5 26
5

24
12

2

,1

4
3
,0

2
1
84

,

3

,5
5
,2

26

2
2

,5
,6

27
2

,

6

,

~

~
u

~!E

3

1
1
1
9
11

,

,3
1

,24
30

1
3

5
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3
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20
,3

,6,
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5
5

2
3

,
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6
39
2
2
8

1

,0

2

, ,

,,

2

, ,

4
3

66

1

88

2

2

72
6
3
8
17
97
1
2
9
89
3
73
,5

2

,

,, ,

?

3

25
3
1

2

2

1

5

32
1
5
83
3
12
9
10
13
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1
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Table 2.-Continued
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State
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Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

8
0
,70
6
,92
266
0

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

82
6
,23

Rhnrtp 1.I.nrt

~

,94

.l!'l
~~

I.

.c

!

..~
.,

•

+,2
+'
-5
+',

i
.~

i

~

~
a:

,
,

-2

e
ii

,£
,

'"2
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15

~'!
.j;

t.

"J!

,

7
20

,,

,0
3

3

,2

2

I..

..
"'0, n

.td c

,

29

9

5,

?n7

,

.,?

,3

+2
+2,
+'
+4
-2

, 1,,, ,
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,

+4

4

,

,

0

,8

73

257

1.
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4

29
26
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~
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2
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~

5
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,03
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,
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,

,0

,5
54

3

,

9
?

20
4

7R

7

,

290 222

,

3
4

2

94

I
! .

,

,
3

236

g

~

,8

2

5
,6
6
.872 26
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E
0

I
tt

76

,n

,,
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!

, ,

,05

,
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,2

2
35
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.t c

72
3
23
,42
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2

6

~

~

4

II)

~
£

,

,5

~

j

,

,

Education

ij
~

7

~

-?

~'22

~

.l!

6

T

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wvomino
Total

c

5

+8

0
93
45
,5
20
,6
0
5.,60

oJ!

,2
3

235
0
127

ViJQin Islands

§
f
a:

s ~ i 'f"
i 1
~

South Caroirna
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

f.

§

Judicial and Law'\
Enforcement

Municipal

County

I.. I ... B..
•

;;

4

2

-5
-3

Substllte
Regional

State

Federal

,0

37

,

.J

3
,0

39

.203 ,4

Table 3. Distribution of black elected officials by census region/division and category of office, July 1982.
Federal

Total

Region!
division'

N

Northeast

577 11.3

New England
Middle Atlantic
North Central

%

N

%t

State

%t

N

Substate
regional
%t
N

County
N

%t

92

1.8

0

0.0

19

5.9

0

0.0

485

9.5

3 16.6

37

11.4

0

0.0

Education
N

%t

6 33.3

60

West North Central

195

3.8

5.6

25

South

3,140 61.4

South Atlantic

1,361

%ofU.S.
blacks In
region/div.

15

0.2

2

0.9

46

2.1

2

0.4

3.2

8

3.6

139

6.2

89

15.8

1.7

1.8

194 15.4

16.5

22

20.1

17.5

18.5 26 74.3

71

15.3

36

16.1

4

0.9

14

6.3

363 16.3

97

17.2

4.4

17

3.0

35

.2.8

3.0

58

10.3

215

17.1

28.9

16.2 133

23.6

150 12.0

10.8

17.1

283 22.5

13.3

99

7.7

0

0.0

77 23.8

0

0.0

117 25.2

59

26.5

833 37.4

156 33.5

48

21.5

361

46

20.6

329 14.8

236 18.7

17.2

53.0

26.6

2 11.1

East South Central

899 17.6

5.6

50

15.4

0

0.0

West South Central

880 17.2

5.6

34

10.5

0

0.0

West

308

6.0

44

0.9

0

0.0

9

2.8

0

0.0

3

0.6

264

5.2

4 22.2

13

4.0

9 25.7

7

1.5

5,115

100

Total

%t

Judiciall
lawenlor.
N
%t

1,090 21.3
895

Pacific

N

Other
municipal
%t
N

18.3

East North Central

Mountain

Mayors

91

19.6

96

8.5

18 100 324

100 35 100 465

9

100 223

0.4

12

0.5

4.0

46

2.1

1.4

11

0.9

1.0

6311.2

113

9.0

7.5

1,259

100

100

8

100 2,228 100 563

100

'The 45 BEDs in the Virgin Islands are not included in this table because that territory is not included in the census divisions.
tPercentage of all black elected officials in category.
SOURCE: Population data from reference 2.

Table 4. Congressional districts represented by blacks, July 1982,
Member 01
Congress

Oellums (O-CA)
Dixon (D-CA)

District

% Black
In
district

Principle
city

% White
In
district

% Other

In
district

% of state's
blacks In
district

8
28

Oakland

24

62

14

5.8

Los Angeles

50

34

16

13.0

Oymally (O-CA)

31

Compton

24

9.3

29

Los Angeles

36
49

40

Hawkins (O-CA)

33

18

13.2

Fauntroy (O-OC)

At-Large

Wash., D.C.

70

27

(100)
21.3

Collins (O-IL)

7

Chicago

50

30

3
20

Savage (O-IL)

2

Chicago

77

18

5

Washington (O-IL)

1

Chicago

92

7

Mitchell (O-MO)

7

11.1
20.2

Baltimore

79

20

1

34.9

Detroit

87

11

2

28.5

13

Detroit

79

18

3

19.3

St. Louis

65

34

Brooklyn

54

27

18

7.3

Rangel (O-NY)

12
19

New York

54

15

8.4

Stokes (O-OH)

21

Cleveland

79

31
20

1

26.0

Philadelphia

75

24

2

Memphis

63

36

Houston

43

39

Conyers (O-MI)
Crockett (O-MI)
Clay (O-MO)
Chisholm (O-NY)

Gray (O-PA)
Ford (O-TN)
Leland (0-TX)

1

8
18

SOURCE: Population data from reference 2.

'.jo.

44.0

28.0
37.0

18

10.8

Table 5. Blacks in state legislatures, July 1982.

State

Total number
of
stute legislators

Total number
of
black legislators

Table 6. Cities with black mayors, ranked by population, July 1982.
%
black
legislators

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

140
60
90
135
120

16
0
2
5
8

11.4
0.0
2.2
3.7
6.6

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

100
187
62
160
236

3
10
3
5
22

3.0
5.3
4.8
3.1
9.3

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

76
105
236
150
150

1
0
21
7
0

1.3

Kansas
Kentucky
LOUisiana
Maine
Maryland

165
138
144
184
188

5
4
12
0
21

11.2

Massachusetts
Michigan
Mtnnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

200
148
201
174
197

6
15
1
17
18

3.0
10.1
0.5
9.8
9.1

8.9
4.7
3.0
2.9
8.3

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

150
49
60
424
120

0
1
3
0
6

New Mexico
New York
North CarOlina
North Dakota
Ohio

112
210
170
150
132

0
16
4
0
12

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

149
90
253
150
170

4
1
15
2
15

2.7
1.1
5.9
1.3
8.8

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

105
132
181
104
180

0
13
13
1
0

9.8
7.2
1.0

Virgin Islands
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

15
140
147
134
132
92

11
5
2
2
2
0

73.3
3.6
1.4
1.5
1.5

7,497

330

4.4

TOTAL

xx

2.0
5.0
5.0
7.6
2.4
9.1

City

Population

% Black

City

Populallon

% Black

Los Angeles, CA
Detroit,MI
Washington, DC
New Orleans, LA
Allanta, GA
Newark, NJ
Oakland, CA
Birmingham, AL
Richmond, VA
Spokane, WA
lillie Rock, AR
Gary, IN
Hartlord, CT
Pasadena, CA
Macon, GA
Berkeley, CA
Roanoke, VA
Camden, NJ
Tallahassee, FL
Compton,CA
Carson,CA
East Orange, NJ
Pontiac, MI
Evanston, IL
West Palm Beach, FL
East SI. Louis, IL
Augusta, GA
Gastonia, NC
Rock Island, IL
Danville, VA
Plainlield, NJ
Middletown, OH
Prichard, AL
Inkster, MI
Newport, AI
Highland Park, MI
Aiviera BeaCh, FL
Menlo Park, CA
Marshall, TX
Ypsilanti, ~I
Salisbury, NC
Thomasville, GA
EI Aeno, OK
Fredericksburg, VA
Benton Harbor, MI
Opa·Locka, FL
Glasgow, KY
Tuskegee, AL

2,996,763
1,203,339
637,651
557,462
425,022
349,248
339,288
284,413
219,214
171,300
156,461
151,953
136,392
119,374
116,860
103,326
100,247
64,910
81,549
81,286
81,221
77,025
76,715
73,706
62,530
55,200
47,532
47,333
47,036
45,642
45,555
43,719
39,541
35,190
29,259
27,909
26,596
25,673
24,921
24,031
22,677
16,463
15,466
15,322
t4,707
14,466
12,956
12,716

17.0
63.1
70.3
55.3
66.6
54.9
46.9
55.6
51.3
1.6
32.2
70.6
33.9
20.6
44.6
20.1
22.0
53.0
31.6
74.8
29.3
83.6
37.2
21.4
26.2
95.6
53.5
21.7
15.2
29.7
60.2
11.6
73.7
56.6
7.7
64.0
66.9
14.7
36.7
29.4
31.0
4B.7
7.4
20.3
86.3
63.5
6.0
93.9

Albion, MI
Tallulah, LA
Centreville, IL
Newport, AR
Liberty, TX
Pinelawn, MO
Abilene,KS
Silverton,OH
Arcadia, FL
Madison,lL
Brighton, AL
Lincoln Heights, OH
Seat Pleasant, MD
Clilton Forge, VA
Smyrna, DE
Wellston, MO
Kinloch, MO
Prairie View, TX
Roosevelt City, AL
Lake Allred, FL
Mound Bayou, MS
Rosedale, MS
Shelby, MS
Shaw, MS
Eutaw, AL
Wadley, GA
Gary, WV
Uniontown, AL
Velda Village, MO
Lilbourn, MO
Cotton Planl, AR
Madison, AR
Greenville, GA
Trinidad, TX
Hayti Heights, MO
Walthourville, GA
Taylorsville, KY
Drakesboro, KY
Huntington, AR
Mitchellville, AA
Howardville, MO
Humnoke, AA
Wyatt, MO
Easton, TX
Homestown, MO
Triana, AL
Aiceboro, GA

11,059
10,392
9,747
6,339
7,745
6,662
6,572
6,172
6,002
5,915
5,300
5,259
5,217
5,046
4,750
4,495
4,453
3,993
3,352
3,134
2,917
2,793
2,540
2,461
2,444
2,438
2,233
2,112
1,968
1,463
1,323
1,227
1,213
1,130
1,023
905
801
796
662
616
536
442
441
333
306
285
216

26.7
70.1
69.4
21.0
14.9
62.8
.6
44.7
32.6
29.3
65.9
96.9
91.1
15.6
22.6
66.4
99.4
97.9
99.0
14.2
99.7
72.6
77.7
77.3
53.2
64.5
35.0
70.6
67.0
14.5
64.7
77.1
63.5
15.7
98.3
50.7
11.9
13.5
3.6
97.0
96.5
22.9
6.4
97.0
99.7
97.9
57.4
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Table 7. Female black elected officials in the United States, July 1982.
Subatate
Regional

Stat.

Fecleral

Judicial and Law
Enlorcement

Municipal

County

Educallon

I
;

;

.

II

i

,!

..
....
1S

State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Calilornia
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of ColumDia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
louisiana
Uoin.

52
0
2
30
60
4
16
2
"1
17
34
0
0
63
15
1
1
11

4~

I~
+7

79

..

-

.
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46
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31

3

5

7
4

7

?

3

7

1

2

2

Ii I.. .'B" .3'". ..
I . g ~8;3
!

1i

,

1
3
2

1
2

~

~

1

1
2

5
1

1

1
1

2

'-

.,

-

..

'

...

7

1
1

1

6

1

2
1

1

1
1

2

4

4

_--

Faderal

]
~

I

~c

i
~

5

1

2
11
30
1
5

2

k

~

Eli

E "'c

.OO

",8 ",.g

2

4
1

4

1

~

,
j i 1;
:Sfi :s
; I! z,i'
". "l.
••
f= r~

1

2

4
9
15

1
0

2

1
2

15
4

1

20
3

1

1
3
19

3
1

1

1

9

1

3

3
1

6,
19

10

2

3
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2

+15

j
10
g

?

1
4

+4
+4

Mississippi

;

~;

;
.3;

2

1

+4

Missouri

.,

0:

-1

9~

i

i

+1
+2
+7
-3
+1

Uinn;.n••

i

E
0

0:

i'

i

~

i

1
+4

+4

11tt)1~/.

.

1!

~
10
.,i

uz

22
5

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

..i;

i

c~

.l!'l

J!
!I

...§

j

i

]'"

;

5

9

4

1
1

Substata
Regional

State

1

20

10

3
3

23
29
..

5

6

1

8

1
3
38
1

3

15

2
Judielst and Law
Enforcement

Municipal

County

17
7

12

Education

i
i

.;
II

W

.. H.. li

~C

,,~

State

><
><

li

i
i

~

&!
"~
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i
~
C

~
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S
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f

~

!!

-3

5
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·1
~d "

6 H

40
0
11

+4

1

1

-1

1

4

Texas

~~

_1

4

Utah
Vermont
Virginia
VirQin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total

44

30
2

1~

0
0
15
15
2
2
6
0
1,Oe1

-1
+5

1

-4
+5

1

I1

·ll
8" 0

Nevada
New Hampshire
f:oIew Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Penneylvlnl.
Rhode-IslaM
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

2
0
47
0
53
43
0

i;
U

4

'Ii

ii

E
;

g

";

E

1
1

..
~

i

i

'"

1

3
1
1
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i

H
j
u
d

" E
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.
g

!Jl "
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2

2
21

3

1e
12

1

-1
.. 1'
1

~8

0

2
1

0

2

12

52

3

10

43

10

0

27

E

j
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1

15
5

1
2

1

,

"
1

1

4

1
1

1

20

315

i

I..

6

5
1

..-l~

1
3

,

1
1
17

~
!

.

]

i'

1
8
2

10

1
11

"'.
i'.

0

~
10
Iii

43
15

10

1

!i

.." 1
..~

3
1

1

3

1

•• "
~

let

g

~

1
1

1

,

]

" tt

!

30

5

2

-1

+60

i

8

t
'I '"
h
,.c !0 f5 f
'"

1
-3

~

'O.
.~~

10

3

+1
-1

j

;

1
2

8

'05

49

0

31

28

4

0

0

4

13

335

4

Table 8. Distribution of female black elected officials by census region/division and category of office,
July 1982.
Total

N

%

Northeast

136

12.8

21

2.0

Middle Atlantic

115

10.8

North Central

277

26.0

East North Central

226

21.2

New England

;x
;x

<

Federal

Region!
division"

West North Central

N

Substat~

State

%t

%t

N

Mayors

county

regional
N
%t

N

%t

%t

N

Other
municipal
N
%t

0

0.0

4

6.3

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

8

1.7

50.0

6

9.5

0

0.0

5

7.1

0

0.0

20

4.2

17

27.0

0.0

4

6.3

7 63.6
0

20

%t

6

1.6

8

2.3

1.8

9.5

77

21.8

16.5

0.0

28.6

2

7.4

77

16.1

17

27.0

85

24.1

1.4

3

11.1

31

6.5

0

0.0

12

3.4

4.8
54.5

South Atlantic

286

26.8

0

0.0

12

19.0

0

0.0

13

18.6

7 26.0

200

East South Central

153

14.4

0

0.05

8.0

0

0.0

24

34.3

5 18.5

West South Central

142

13.3

0

0.0

11.1

0

0.0

4

5.7

8 29.6

72

6.8

8

0.7

Total

0

50.0

51

Pacific

N

%of U.S.
blacks in
region/div.

20.1

581

Mountain

Education

18.3

South

West

Judicial!
law enfor.
N
%t

17.2
3.0
53.0

7

42.0

8

12.7

46

13.0

28.9

69

14.5 19

30.1

31

8.8

1{l.8

64

13.4

11.1

52

14.7

13.3

7

8.5
0

0.0

3

4.8

64

6.0

0

0.0

5

8.0

1,066

100

2

100

63

100

0

0.0

4 36.4
11

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

o

0.0

0

0.0

5

1.4

1.0

3

4.3

2

7.4

8

1.7

5

8.0

37

10.5

7.5

70

100

27

100

477

100

63

100

353

100

100

"The 15 female seos in the Virgin Islands are not included in this table because that territory is not included in the census divisions.
tPercentage of all female black elected officials in category.
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Figure 1. Annual rate of increase in number of black elected officials, 1971-1982.
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Joseph P. Reidy "Negro Election Day"
& Black Community Life In New

England, 1750-1860
SUI

During the eighteenth century Mricans in North
America became Afro-Americans. During the 1940s and 1950s scholarly
opinion tended toward two poles. On one extreme, E. Franklin Frazier argued
that African captivity, the middle passage, and the New World plantation
regime had combined to erase all traces of the African past. In his view,
Africans became quintessential Americans, entirely the product of their new
environment. 1 At the other extreme, Melville 1. Herskovits argued that
African cultural "survivals" had withstood the cumulative onslaught and
enabled the Africans to adjust.2 Historians added little to the discussion.
Focusing primarily on the nineteenth rather than the eighteenth century, they
assumed rather than analyzed acculturation. 3 Recently, scholars have begun
to reexamine the process, rejecting the earlier dichotomized positions.
Building upon the concept of cultural syncretization, which Herskovits
himself brilliantly employed in most of his work, they have begun to explore
the intermixing of African, Antlo-American, and Native American cultures
that formed among the slaves a new cultural type-the Afro-American. 4
Recent research reveals how cultural syncretization shaped Afro-American
labor processes, belief systems, and various forms of social protest. Curiously, this work ignores, for the most part, how the transformation of
Africans into Afro-Americans affected the political and social organization
of slave life. An examination of "Negro Election Day" demonstrates the
interaction of African a~d Anglo-American cultures on political and social
life among New England blacks. It also sheds light on the broader acculturation process.
Sometime in the mid-eighteenth century New England blacks began
holding annual elections.of· •Governors, " •• Kings," and other officials. The
celebrants observed "Negro Election Day" with parades, games, dinners,
dances, and other festivities. The selection process differed from place to
place. In Derby, Connecticut, for example, according to one account,
Governor Eben Tobias was chosen' 'by test of wind and muscle" in a race up
a "steep and almost unscalable sand bank." 5 But, Tobias' son, who
described his father as a tall, well-proportioned great-grandson of an African
prince, recalled, "The election was more by viva voce vote and caucus, than
by ballot. ' • 6
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Quosh, a native African of "immense size and Herculean strength," who
superintended the slaves on his owner's fann, served as the first Governor in
Derby. His owner's will, probated in 1800, rewarded him for his many years
of faithful service with freedom, a house, a bam, farm implements, and the
use of a plot ofland. After being freed, Quosh assumed the surname Freeman,
but was remembered as "Governor Quosh" for years afterward. His son,
Roswell Quosh, later held the office. The practice of electing Governors
seems to have stopped in Derby by 1856. 1
In Humphreysville, Connecticut, Nelson and Wilson Weston in tum
succeeded their father Juba as Governor. Wilson, the last Governor,
apparently held office until 1856. In 1825, the year of Juba's election, the
voters also selected William Lanson (or Lamson) of New Haven as King.
New Haven blacks also elected both a Governor and a King on occasion, but
in Durham the Governor himself sometimes wore the appellation "King."
The New Haven celebration included a parade, a military drill, and a feast, but
unlike some others, the Governor rather than his master or employer provided
food and drink. "Negro Election Day" di6appeared there by 1850. 8
In Rhode Island's prosperous Narragansett country, where the ratio of
blacks to whites ran as high as one-third in the quarter century before the
American Revolution, 9 elections were held for a time in each town. On
Election Day the slaves reportedly "assumed the power and pride" and "the
relative rank of their masters, " dressing themselves and carrying a quantity of
money commensurate with their assumed status. When the time came to vote,
the chief-marshal and his assistants tanged the male friends of the candidates
in lines behind their favorite, and the candidate with the longer line won. A
feast followed. The Governor presided, seated at the head of a long table, with
his lady on his left. On his right sat the defeated candidate, who offered the
first toast to the victor. After the meal the celebrants spent the afternoon
in "dancing, games of quoits, and athletic exercises." Following state
emancipation in 1784, as the slave population in the area decreased, elections
survived only in North and South Kingstown. By 1815 they appear to have
stopped altogether. 10 .
Black agricultural workers in northern Rhode Island also celebrated
Election Day and elected a Governor, a Lieutenant Governor, and a
Treasurer. William J. Brown, a black shoemaker and community leader in
Providence, remembered it as an "ancient custom," celebrated on the last
,-
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Saturday in June, and begun by the farmers as a reward for spring planting.
The peculiar practice of settling grievances by fighting apparently had no
disruptive effect on the celebration, but in 1832 the Treasurer dealt the custom
a substantial blow by stealing the holiday funds. Finally, in 1841 two
strangers assaulted the host tavern keeper, who called out the militia. AI- .
though no violence ensued, celebrations ended with the incident. 11
The earliest known "Negro Election Day" occurred in Massachusetts, but
the evidence reveals few details. In some places it is unclear that an election
took place at all. Instead, a black holiday may merely have commemorated
the official election day.
In Salem the earliest brief mention of a "Negro Election Day" appears in
Benjamin Lynde's diary entry for May 27, 1741, in which he notes giving
"Scip. 5s and Wm 2s 6d" to help them enjoy the "Negro's hallowday." 12
William Pynchon' s accoun~ provides more details of the 1788 celebration at
"Primus's flag": eating pies, drinking ale, and dancing. Two days later, he
observed that the "carousing, music, etc., etc., go on with spirit," and that
"Titus and Primus and \ttendants are getting money apace. " 13 This
description of the proceedings hints at mumming-forced money tribute from
spectators-which had no known parallel elsewhere in New England.
In 1792 William Bentley, a prominent Salem minister, observed a concourse of "boys, men & negroes" celebrating Election Day. In 1794 he
characterized the occasion as an "abuse in this part of the Country" since
even three days after Election Day he saw "persons of all descriptions,
dancing to a fiddlJ, dancing, playing with pennies, &c. " Although he leaves
the impression that blacks and whites enjoyed the holiday together, the'
account of 1817 explicitly reveals its special significance to the blacks. A'
black seaman blew up the quarter deck of a packet in the Boston harbor when
prohibited from going to election, and Bentley commented on "the true spirit
of our free blacks & the still bewitching influence of what they call election' ':
... A small black girl in our own family whom we reclaimed from extreme
ignorance and poverty we were obliged to indulge in going to election as she was
too restless at home to be of any use till these days were over. Such as have no
eccentricities at any other time have them in these. And yet most of them without a
penny have no other amusement than in a long walk and absence from home, the
most fatiguing dances & the never ceasing sound of the violin and return
exhausted, dirty, ragged & often hungry and emaciated. 14
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Whether the blacks elected a chief magistrate and" adopted regulations as the
circumstances of their association required, " as another account states, 15 or
simply enjoyed the holiday as a vacation from their daily chores, they
remained firmly attached to the observance.
Undoubtedly, the change in the Massachusetts Constitution of 1831, which
moved election day from the last Wednesday in May to the first Wednesday in
January, had a disruptive effect on "Negro Election Day." 16 Since Felt's
Annals, published in the late 1840s, offers no contemporary evidence of
Election Day, it would appear that the last celebrations in Salem occurred in
the early 1830s.
As in the Salem case, it appears unlikely that Boston blacks elected
officials. Rather, they merely celebrated a holiday on which they had
"unmolested use of the Boston Common, with an equality of rights and
privileges with white people." 17 In Lynn, on the other hand, blacks did elect
Governors. At some unspecified date prior to 1831, they chose the slave
Pompey and enthroned him on an armchair. Pompey, reportedly a former
African prince, carried a regal bearing commensurate with the office. Again,
like Salem, Election Day celebrations ended in ~nn in 1831. 18
In other New England towns, generally the larger ones, Election Day
ceremonies filled positions in a formal organizational structure that
functioned year round and thereby differed markedly from the rural and small
town practices. In Portsmouth, New Hampshire, for example, the blacks
elected with customary ceremony a King (who also served as Judge), a Sheriff
and Deputy, and other officers, who acted as a governing body over the black
community. They tried cases of minor misqemeanor, frequently at the request
of a master, and punished the guilty. 19
f In Newport, Rhode Island, the Governor, Deputy Governor, and their
assistants also exerted judicial responsibilities. The Govetpor, elected by
ballot with every man owning a pig entitled to vote, apparently sat in
judgment in cases of appeal. Magistrates, appointed by the Governor, tried all
cases brought against any black, whether by a black or a white, and punished
at their discretion. The "sneers and contempt" of the black community
accompanied the punishment, usually administered with a bastinado-a
board used to strike the feet or buttocks of the offender. 20 "Negro Election
Day" and its correlative legal apparatus apparently disappeared in Newport
with the British occupation of 1776. 21
.~-::
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In a fashion similar to that in Portsmouth and Newport, the elected
Governor in Hartford, Connecticut apparently "settled all grave disputes in
the last resort, questioned conduct, and imposed penalties and punishments
sometimes for vice and misconduct." He was "usually one of much note"
among the blacks, "of imposing presence, strength, firmness and volubility,
who was quick to decide, ready to command and able to flog." Above all, he
had to be honest, although other qualities, such as belonging to a master of
distinction or being able to pay freely for the day's expenses, might also work
in his favor. The election of Governors in Hartford seems to have survived
until 1820. 22
The beginnings of ' 'Negro Election Day" lie buried, perhaps irretrievably.
It is impossible to detennine precisely whether the custom began in one
location or evolved independently in several locations. The difference in
regional practice suggests the latter. Logical hubs of development would be
Salem, Newport, and Hartford, for which evidence exists from 1741, 1756,
and 1766 respectively. Regardless of the origin, the custom seems to have
spread almost exclusively along coastal areas and river valleys, where blacks
had concentrated. The pr~ence of African-born blacks and the sanction of the
larger white community encouraged the custom in certain locales. Quasi-legal
judicial systems appeared only in the largest towns, with the greatest absolute
numbers of blacks, where the complexity of the urban black community and
its need to organize internally for self-improvement and survival combined
with the concern ofIocal rulers to control a potentially explosive segment of
the population.
Althcugh a full description of the earliest days may never emerge, its roots
may be l:<.tced with some assurance. The earliest chroniclers, New England
antiquarians of whom the Hon. Orville H. Platt is the best example, writing
during the mid to late nineteenth century, invariably traced its origins to the
blacks' imitation of official election rites. More recently, Lorenzo J. Greene
has taken th~ same stand. 23
Others have traced the origins to Africa. Hubert H.S. Aimes considered it a
direct survival of African tribal organization, and Melville J. Herskovits
subsequently agreed. Even E. Franklin Frazier concurred, viewing Election
Day as an almost unique instance of the survival of the African legal
tradition. 24
White election day customs obviously influenced' 'Negro Election Day. "
Whites also celebrated elections with treats, dinners, songs, and dances,
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although at a much lower key. Whether whites or blacks held the first election
parade remains unclear, but the titles of the elected officials, the date on which
the observance fell, the law enforcement responsibilities of the officials, and
the proverbially Western practice of electing political officials all point to
white influence. 25
The countless number of similar customs among blacks throughout the
New World also suggest African roots. Some, like various New England
practices, appear more ceremonial. than organizational. Ceremonially, the
customs that most nearly resemble Election Day occurred in conjunction with
a white religious holiday-for example, Cliristmas, and featured mummings,
elections of kings, parades in elaborate costumes, dances, and feasts. The
John Canoe Festival, held to this day during the Christmas season in Jamaica
and the Bahamas and during the nineteenth century in various places in the
southern United States, provides a particularly well-studied example. 26
Other practices resemble' 'Negro Election D,¥" in their impact on social
organization. For example, during Reconstruction in Alabama, the last
recently captured African slaves, 116 natives of the Togo tribe landed
illegally on the eve of the Civil War, settled in "African Town," and
organized themselves along the lines most familiar and dear to them:

in

:s

f

a

J

Having no head of the tribe [among them] and understanding that in a country of
different institutions a king would look rid\culous, they selected Grumpa, African
Peter and Jaybee as judges over the colony. When disagreements came up, word
would be sent to each member that there would be a hearing ... before the whole
group. The first time the criminal would be reprimanded; ifhe again offended, a
whipping was administered by one of the judges. 27

f

Isolated in rural Alabama as they were, little did these expatriates recognize
how common "kings" and other African-inspired institutions were in the
New World.
The case of Salem-born Richard Seavers provides another parallel to
Election Day's social organizational function. Six feet five inches in height
and "proportionately large," he emigrated at age sixteen to join the British
navy. During the War of 1812 he chose to go to a British prison rather than
fight against his native country. The 450 other black prisoners incarcerated
with him in England dubbed him "King Dick." Dressed in a bearskin cap,
he made daily rounds carrying a huge club. He inspected the berths for
cleanliness and threatened with a beating any man dirty, drunken, or
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negligent. He punished all insubordination to his authority, and anyone
caught cheating, defrauding, or stealing from his comrades faced certain
punishment. Nonetheless, he was reportedly "a man of good understanding,
and he exercise[d] it to a good purpose." 28
Thus, black prisoners effectively enforced group-sanctioned standards of
behavior vital to their physical and psychic survival. The "King Dick" ritual
provided precisely those services that for so many years the "Negro Election
Day" tradition had offered in a different setting.
Generally, the similarity of so many customs and forms of social organization among New World blacks confirms the presence of a broadly
similar African-derived cultUral fount from which they drew their inspiration. 29 Hints of African influence on Election Day abound. The report
of the celebration in Newport refers to an array of African features integral to
the celebration-songs, dances, musical instruments, and games. 30 Four of
the Governors whose names are recorded bore African names: Cuff, Quash,
Quosh, and Juba. 31 Some of the Governors were reportedly born in Africa,
several of royal birth. ~2
Several West Afric~n customs strikingly resemble' 'Negro Election Day. "
The religio-political Adae ceremony of the Ashanti provides an illustration.
During the ceremonial procession, the Asantehene, or king, wore beautiful
clothing, gold rings, and bracelets. An entourage of princes bearing ostrich
feather plumes, children swishing elephant tails, umbrella carriers~ drummers, minstrels, linguists, gunbearers, and executioners accompanied
the king. After ¥he procession, he sat at the head of a double lane of princes
and other high court officials, with the place at his left reserved for the Queen
Mother. Other customs, such as the Ashanti Yam Festival, the coronation
ritual of the Maradi, and the harvest festival of the Jukun-speaI9ng peoples
similarly illustrate those ceremonial traditions of West African community
and especially political life out of which Election Day emerged. 33
"Negro Election Day" thus had roots both in Africa and colonial white
America. It exemplifies that syncretization of cultures Herskovits describes
so well. 34 Africans reaching the shores of New England encountered
organizational structures in some respects similar to those of their native
lands. In creating a viable organizational and recreational life for themselves,
they used the new models to reinforce old ones; and where the models
differed, they adapted those features they found most useful. In effect, blacks
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forged a new culture within the larger Afro-American culture emerging
throughout the New World. Notwithstanding the formidable European
contributions, the African component, despite its own disparate roots,
decisively shaped the earliest Afro-Americans' response to their conditions.
Whether they worked or played, rebelled or simply survived to fight another
day, the first Afro-Americans and their progeny to a greater or lesser degree
drew their inspiration largely from African sources. .
"Negro Election Day" had several North American analogs, but none
fuatched either its geographical spread or its effect on social organization.
Clearly, white tolerance made the custom's development possible. Several
factors may account for this tolerance in New England. Blacks never
numbered more than 5% of the population of any New England colony except
Rhode Island, the center of the North American slave trade. Furthermore,
according to Lorenzo J. Greene, most slaves lived in close proximity to
whites, sharing work and often living accommodations with their owners. 35
In such a setting, the white rulers apparently feared little overt threat from the
blacks and certainly none from "Negro Election Day."
More important, most whites favored Election Day's contribution to social
order and stability. The celebration served as a safety valve for the blacks'
pent-up frustrations, offering an outlet for the pressure of year-round life and
toil. It also supplied the whites in the larg;r towns with a semiofficial law
enforcement apparatus suitable for checking petty crime, insubordination,
and rebelliousness. In return, masters often provided the blacks with clothing,
horses, and treats for the occasion. 36 Whites even considered an elaborate
funeral for a particularly well-respected Governor an acceptably high price to
pay.37
. From another perspective, Election Day may have contributed to social
stability in antebellum New England in the manner discussed more generally
by Victor Turner as rituals of "status reversal." Such rituals make the
socially low high and the high low, and thereby both reaffirm the hierarchical principle and underline the reasonableness of everyday culturally predictable behavior among the various social strata. 38 Rituals of "status reversal"
mark both English and West African traditions. For example, in the Ashanti
Apo ceremony, described as one of "lampooning liberty," tribal members
cleansed their minds of all ill will towards other members, including the king,
by expressing their thoughts. The Ashanti ritual abuse of the king-elect just
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prior to his coronation, so that he might better empathize with the comm~n
people, provides another example. 39 Englishmen had such rituals as the
Garret Election custom in which the poor men held a mock election of their
own "Representatives" to Parliament, and the Lords of Misrule custom in
which lowerclass folk dressed lavishly, elected their own "King," danced,
sang, and feasted in a way much like that followed on "Negro Election
Day."40
Seen in the light of "Negro Election Day's" contribution to social order,
the negative reactions of some whites demonstrate a generalized contempt for
blacks more than a serious opposition to the practice. Whites dubbed the
custom' 'Nigger 'Lection Day" and many considered the ceremonies farcical
imitations of politically serious elections. 41 Furthermore, in some places
young boys enjoyed antagonizing both the black officials and their
constituents. 42 Nonetheless, even in trying circumstances, such as Revolutionary Hartford, Connecticut, where the slave of a Tory succeeded to the
Governorship amidst fears of black disloyalty, whites did not impose a ban. 43
Even more so than the whites, blacks contributed to "Negro Election
Day's" popularity, longevity, and organizational strength. Blacks viewed the.
custom as a source of recreation and an institutionalized release from
everyday pressures of slavery and, for free blacks, of second-class
citizenship. The particular forms of recreation, however, render suSpect a
simple analysis of their function. Blacks made a more or less conscious effort
to retain such eleJI1ents of the African past as songs, dances, languages,
games, stories, and, undoubtedly, values and wisdom. As time passed and
with it the survivors of African captivity, the direct influence of Africa waned;
but its cultural heritage survived. For generations of blacks in New England,
Election Day provided a source of dignity and pride as something they had
created out of their past and maintained. 44 It brought them internal continuity
and solidarity and showed the whites that they too could enjoy themselves and
organize themselves-for a day or a year-and live like human beings despite
their externally-imposed conditions.
The organizational side of "Negro Election Day" also provided rewards
for blacks. Men qualified for leadership for physical as well as intellectual and
moral reasons could rise to a position in some places intentionally reminiscent
of African kingship. The custom stipulated standards of personal behavior
that included dignified leadership on the part of the elected officials and
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deference and respect on the part of the" subjects." It also provided standards
of acceptable behavior in the masters' world, which, whether enforced by a
formal judicial process or merely by the example of the officials, indicated
more the blacks' high premium on internal group discipline as a survival
mechanism than their desire to do the Man's punishing for him. In this sense,
the whites legitimized, to a greater or lesser degree, an already existing
African-derived institution; they did not, however, create it.
"Negro Election Day" developed black political leadership. During the
Revolution several Governors served with the patriot army, and one master of
ceremonies, Guy Watson of Rhode Island, distinguished himself in the
capture of British Major General Richard Prescott in Newport in 1777.45 Eben
Tobias, the Governor in Derby, would on "Sundays and nights ... pore over
books on military tactics and study up on the politics of the State. " He passed
his political knowledge to his son Ebenezer BasSett, who became active in the
Republican Party in Hartford, recruited black soldiers to fight in the Civil
War, and served as Minister to Haiti for eight years under President Grant. 46
"Negro Election Day" seems also to have advanced the process of
economic stratification in certain black communities. In towns like Hartford,
where the Governor customarily provided the treat, election required money.
One of the reasons for the selection of John Anderson as Governor in 1776,
and the ensuing fuss over the possible inf.!uence of his Tory master, was his
:..bility to pay the expense of the Election festivities.
Even where financial resources did not determine the winner, several
officials proved men of means. For example, Boston, a native African whose
former master had left him a "Handsome estate," served as Governor in
Hartford for many years. At his death, Boston's white friends buried him
"with funeral honors" that included a religious service in South Congregational Church, a large train of mourners, and a coffin decked with
his cocked hat and sword. 47 Governor Quosh of Derby, it will be recalled,
farmed independently. His son, Roswell Quosh, subsequently Governor, was
a widely respected fox hunter. In Hartford another skilled black, Neptune, a
barber, served as a justice of the peace. 48
New Haven's King, William Lanson, takes the honors as the
wealthiest--even if the most notorious--of the property-owning officials. In
his early dealings, he owned the black-occupied residential section known as '
"New Guinea." Eventually, he disposed of it and shifted to an area on the
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waterfront, soon known as "New Liberia." There, he converted an old
slaughterhouse into a brothel called the" Liberian Hotel. " He surrounded it
with smaller buildings in which poor black tenants lived. Although an
infuriated mob attacked the Hotel in 1831, Lanson partially salvaged his low
reputation among whites as the proprietor of the" vice section" of the city by
contracting for the necessary repairs on the city's Long Wharf. 49
"Negro Election Day" provided a framework for the early organization of
New England black community life. It supplied the structure for a viable
measure of self-government and furnished qualified leaders able to provide
the year-round successive leadership necessary to black survival and
development. In this respect, it provided a decisive link between the African
past and the North American present and future. It drew from African as well
as Anglo-American models and encouraged later generations to maintain and
strengthen their community. No void occupied the interlude between the
African peoples and the post-Revolutionary black organizations in the United
States. In New England such customs a!i "Negro Election Day" filled it.
"Negro Election Day" showed remarkable versatility, shifting and
consolidating locations as survival demarided. Because it depended on the
importation of Africans for the rejuvenation of its secondary characteristics,
the abolition of slavery in the North and the cessation of slave importations in
the closing years of the eighteenth century left their mark. 50 Other influences
such as changing demographic patterns, dislocations caused by the
Revolution and the War of 1812, and the nineteenth-century crisis that
culminated in the Civil War contributed to its demise in various towns.
Hence, so petty a matter as a' change in proprietor at the host tavern could
deliver the coup de grace. 5~
The operation of larger social forces on the various Northern black
communities also gave rise to changing attitudes regarding the propriety of
such public celebrations as "Negro Election Day" and contributed to its
decline. Events surrounding the final abolition of slavery in New York City in
the late 1820s may illustrate. In 1827 two factions of New York's blacks, each
with a different notion of how to commemorate emancipation, ,,:ied for public
support. One proposed a low-key celebration "without any public procession"; the other proposed a "Grand Procession, Oration and Public
Dinner." When they could not compromise, each held its own ceremonies,
the former on July 4 without a parade, the latter on July 5 with one. 52
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Those who opposed the parade had in mind the safety of the marchers who
would run the risk" of being molested by vagabonds among the whites, " but
they also objected to it on principle. Humility before God and the blacks'
"earthly benefactors," one black explained, caused him to eschew the
"pomp and pride" of parades. Members of various black societies in
New York objected to the expenditure of money and the "loss of time"
consequent upon public processions and felt that "the rules of propriety,
prudence and economy certainly require that we do nothing which may be
displeasing to the community at large .... " In 1828 the editors ofFreedom' s
Journal, John Russwurm and Samuel Cornish, lauded the "great degree of
order" of the July 5 parade, but in the following year they considered it
repetitious of the July 4 commemoration. Moreover, they denounced as
disorderly the' 'lower orders of society" who attended the parade. 53 A clear
shift in the standards of propriety, related to developing class differences,
occurred during the late 18205.
The extent and depth of the split between the "lowe~ orders" and other
classes within the New England black communities remains unclear, but New
Haven provides a valuable case study. By the late 1820s blacks, in part
through the influence of Amos G. Beman, the pastor of the Temple Street
Church Society, organized the African Improvement Society and the
Temperance Society of the People of 0:>1or. 54 At this time, too, a general
tension gripped the various segments of black New Haven. 55 By the 1830s a
leadership conflict broke out between Beman, by then an abolitionist and
National Negro Convention leader, and William Lanson, King of the Blacks
and proprietor of the "Liberian Hotel. "56 These two men personified two
diverging trends in nineteenth-century New England black community
development: Beman represented a newer, sophisticated reformism with
assimilationist tendencies and a national constituency; Lanson, an older,
unregenerate cultural nationalism with separatist tendencies and a local
constituency.
By the mid-nineteenth century, most New England black leaders found
"Negro Election Day" ill-suited to their political and social needs. Generally
unmindful of its earlier positive contributions, they saw it only as an
anachronism devoid of any tactical or strategic relevance. In one sense, they
had, outgrown it; in another sense, the changing nature of black society had
simply transcended it. Nonetheless, in some areas and under certain
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circumstances the cultural progeny of "Negro Election Day" survived the
nineteenth century. In rural Mississippi in the 1860s, the Georgia Sea Islands
and Rockford, Illinois in the 1930s, and Harlem, New York in the 1970s,
blacks elected Mayors much like the New England Governors. 57 Such
customs demonstrate the enduring attraction of the Afro-American cultural
nationalist tradition for dealing with the social and political obstacles that
blacks have faced in the New World. "Negro Election Day" both epitomized
and enriched that tradition's formative period.
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RECONSTRUCTION
Their position and condition were certainly not fully
assured. Outside the legislative chambers, a constant
battle waged: therefore th~ eagerness about suppressing the K.K.K. and maintaining the Negro militias,
an eagerness which surprised our observer, for he did
not seem to realize that the masses in their "uncouth"
and unrefined manner have the talent for self-government.
'
Pike was also surprised to find that the Negro leaders
were not led by the nose by white Republicans. "The
bbek man of the legislature feels his ,oats," he ob~' .'ved, "and considers that the time has already arrived when he can take care of himself." The Negro
Republicans would not throwaway their Party advantages but would use them for their own purposes.
. In the Party caucuses and in the Union Leagues, where
legislative affairs were shaped, the white leaders, according to Pike, did not hold sway. He cites the action
of the legislature on a number of occasions to bear out
hi:; view.12
An example of supreme historical justice was
the election of, Hiram R. Revels, a Negro minister;
to fill the unexpired term of Jefferson Davis in Congress. The political revolution was typified in the election of former slaves to high legislative posts: Oscar
J. Dunn, a runaway slave and later a house painter,
was President of the Senate in Louisiana and Lieutenant-Governor of the State; five of fourteen Negro
members of Reconstruction Congresses were born
,slaves. A Northern observer visiting the Mississippi as,sembly in 1873 told how the Negro members had
voluntarily taken their seats on one side of the house,
while the Conservatives were gathered at the extreme
right. Whenever a Conservative proposed any measure he was greeted by a deafening chorus of "Mr.
Speaker!" from the left side. The proceedings were "en-

135
livened by the' occasional outburst of a dusky member,
who fiercely disputed the floor with his ex-master." 18
Most of the Negro leaders in the Reconstruction
governments were men who had received education and
training in the Abolition movement. Quite a number
were Northerners who had come South with the Union
troops as soldiers, ministers, teachers or agen ts of the
Freedmen's Bureau. New Orleans supplied many
leaders who had been free colored men of property
under slavery. There were not a few Negro mechanics
and artisans, who either as free- or slave workers had,
hac! ,the opportunity under slavery for self-education ..
THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLIES
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The Negro in Local Government

"

NEGROES were also energetic in municipal and county
affairs. In the very verbose but sketchy account of a
trip through the Southern states during the whole of
1873 and the spring and surrimer of 1874, Edward
King, a writer for Scribners, who might be characterized as an honest but pedantic conservative Republican, gives a passing view of the local situation. At
Petersburg, Virginia, -Where the Negroes outnumbered
the whites, they were largely represented on the Common Council and sometimes had a con trolling voice
in municipal affairs. At Little Rock, Arkansas, there
were two Negro aldermen who had been slaves up to
the war and quite a number of the counties in the
State had Negro sheriffs and clerks. In Houston, Texas,
some tnembers of the City Council and the supervisor of streets were Negroes.
King attended a' session of a parish jury in Vidalia,
Louisiana, near Natchez, and found it nearly all composed of Negroes. The functions of the jury were
similar to those of county commissioners in Northern
.states and the planters complained bitterly that "nine
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RECONSTRUCTION

out of ten who sit upon the jury are ignorant and have
no property and yet are permitted to judge what is
best fol' the interests of property holders." At Natchez,
in the heart of the Delta Black Belt, the sheriff, the
county treasurer and assessor, the majority of the
magistrates, and all the officers managing county affairs, except one, were Negroes. For the first time in
the history of the county, 'public schools had been
established and one handsome new schoolhouse was
called "Union."
. '
King also visited the coastal and Sea Islands region
'of South Carolina where he found the "revoll,ltion
penetrated to the quick." At Beaufort, the center of
this overwhelmingly Negro area, the·city hall was entirely con trolled by Negroes and the magistrates, the
police and the representatives to the legislature were
practically all Negroes. He found most of. the men
armed, "desirous of seeing the lands in the commonwealth" in the hands of their own people, and "impressed with the idea that South Carolina should be in
some measure a black man's government." H
The same area was vi~ited in 1879, after the counterrevolutionary co'up d'etat, by Sit George Campbell, a
:Member of Parliament, and he was surprised to find
that the Negroes had maintained many of their gains.
Although their title to the land was then again being
attacked, they had established independent and selfsupporting rural communities, while many of the men
also worked in the ports and the phosphate beds. At
Beaufort the Negroes still controlled the elections and
sent their own people to the municipal and county
offices, as well as representatives to the State Assembly. "It has the reputation of being a sort of black
paradise," wrote Campbell about the Beaufort area,
"and per contra, I rather expected a white hell.... To
my great surprise I found exactly the contrary~ At no
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place that I have seen are the relations of the races
better and more peaceable." lG
The energetic participation of the Negro in politics
was certainly a complete reversal of the old situation.
In the words of a ditty current among the Negroes of
South Carolina:
"De bottom rail's on de top,
An' we's gwine t9 keep it dar."
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Bourgeois Reforms and "Corruption"
I,

THE work·of the legislative bodies was limited by the
nature of the alliance which sustained them and by
the capitalist property relationships which necessarily
s~rved as a basis. But within these limits the Recon- '
struction legislatures, especially in those states where
the Negroes played a leading role, undertook progressive and democratic measures. The new legislation was
generally along the Hnes laid down by the Reconstruction Constitutions and covered (1) civil rights for
,Negroes, including the ratification of the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Amendmentsj (2) the establishment of
a public school system; (3) reorganization of state and
county go-iernmentj (4) revision of the system of taxation; (5) land and labor relations; and (6) aid to
'railroads and other capitalist undertakings. The extent
of such legislation and its enforcemen t depended upon
the level of the revolutiOli in the variolls states. In
some cases the Radical, govern men ts lasted only two
or three years: in Virginia, North Carolina and
Georgia, conservatives and reactionaries already controlled the state by the end of 1870. In still others,
such as Alabama and Texas, the Radicals had only a
slight edge on the Conservatives:
Black Corles ~nd the old slave laws were repealed
and in mo~'t cases Civil Rights Bills were passed to
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SOUTH CAROUNA NEGUOES

members of each legislature, and through these it is possible to
trace the Negro members. Several of them are deserving of
attention.
Jonathan A. Baxter, elected with Bruce H. Williams in 1884, had
been born a free man in Charleston before the war and had learned
the shoemaker's trade from his father and pursued it for several
years. Educated in the public schools of Georgetown, he became a
teacher, and in 1878 served as a commissioner of election in Georgetown. 20 The three members chosen from Beaufort in that year were
not distinguished by any especial qualifications. Joseph H. Robinson
was "a mechanic and politician by trade," whose chief distinction
in the house was his opposition to the liquor trade. 21
Julius 1. Washington, elected from Beaufort in 1886, had attended
the public schools and South Carolina University. He then taught
school for several years and served as deputy clerk for the collector
of cust~)'ns on Ladies Island, and in 1884 was appointed inspector
of CU:'I ;;15. In 1886 he was elected to the legislature for the first
of two terms. Meanwhile he had read law under W. J. Whipper
and was admitted to the bar in 1887. Resigning from the legislature
in 1890, he moved to Charleston to accept an appointment as clerk
in the Customs House, where he served until 1893. After that he
practiced law in Beaufort until 1902, when he became special
deputy collector for the port of Beaufort, a position which he held
until 1913. He then returned to the practice of law until forced by
bad health to retire shortly before his death in 1938. 22
James Wigg, who made his first appearance in the election of
1890, was a well-to-do farmer of St. Helena township. Born in
Beaufort County, Juring the war Wigg attracted the attention of
General David Hunter, upon whom he waited at Hilton Head.
After the war, Hunter took him to Washington and placed him
at Whalen Institute, where he was said to have become well-versed
in theology and "an earnest follower of Swedenborg:'23 Possessed
20

Charleston News and Courier, December 1, 1884.

21 Ibid., D~cember 5, 1884; Columbia Daily Register, December 23, 1884.
22 Charleston News and Courier, November 23, 1886, and December 2, 1888;
Arthur Bunyan Caldwell (ed.), History of the American Negro: South Carolina
Edition (Atlanta, 1919), pp. 511-14; Education Division, Works Progress Administration of South Carolina, 70 Years of Progress, 1866-1936 (mimeographed, n.p., n.d.) pp. 13-14.
23 Theodore Dehon }ervey, The Slave Trade: Slavery and Color (Columbia,
1925), pp. 192-93; Charleston News and Courier, November 25, 1890.
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of an extremely sharp tongue, he frequently put his opponents on
the defensive. Robert B. Anderson of Georgetown was born and
reared in the county. Educated in the public schools, he had becO)l1e a school-teacher, and served for a time as town warden in
Georgetown. 2 " He served four consecutive terms in the legislature
and was a delegate to the constitutional convention of 1895. He
later became postmaster at Georgetown, and "avoided any friction
with the white employees and the public generally. He served out
his ternl of office and retained the respect of the community:'25

t,
..

The last Negro to serve was John W. Bolts, elected in 1898 and;
1900 on a fusion ticket from Georgetown, an obscure figure who,
it was said by his colleague, "did nothing during his term of office
to cause any friction between the whites and blacks."26
In two counties of the state, Beaufort and Georgetown, Negro
voters in the last· two decades of the century exercised a significant
influence. In Beaufort the control was so overwhelming that Ben
Tillman at one time referred contemptuously to the county as a
"niggerdom".21 An important factor in Republican control of the
county, however, was the presence of a number of whites who had
come South during the Civil War to purchase confiscated lands.
In one of his last statements in the Senate, Wade Hampton proudly
cited Beaufort and Georgetown as evidence that Northern charges
about the suppression of the Negro vote in the South were exaggerated. He pointed out that ". . . two of the counties in my
State, having large negro majorities, have colored Republican representatives in our Legislature, and in one of these counties the'
sheriff and the clerk of the court are both colored. They are excel2* Ibid.

25 Maham W. Pyatt to the Author, November 21, 1949. Pyatt, a white Demo-

crat elected on a fusion ticket with Anderson, reports that he was told by
Altamont Moses, once chairman of the house ways and means committee, that '"
Anderson had once saved South Carolina College. "About 1892 or 1893 some
action was proposed in the Ceneral Assembly to cut off the appropriation for
the College and Anderson voted in favor of it. Moses went to Anderson and
insisted that he had voted wrong on the question. Anderson told Moses that
he had intended to vote as he did. The appropriation for Claflin College
(Negro) had been cut off and. therefore, he voted against the S. C. College.
Moses told Anderson, 'You change your vote and we will take care of Claflin.'
Anderson did so and the vote being close, this change of vote killed the
motion. Anderson was always a perfectly reliable man. If he made you any
promise, you could be sure that it would be kept."
26 Ibid.
21 Francis Butler Simkins. Pitchfork Ben Tillman: South Carolinian (Baton
Rouge. 1944), p. 153, quoting Charleston World. May 12. 1890.
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lent officials, and they received the support of white as well as of
colored citizens when they were elected."26
Sir George Campbell, an Englishman visiting Beaufort, heard
that it "had the reputation of being a sort of black paradise, and
per contra, I rather expected a sort of white hell." He found to
his great surprise that it was not.
At no place that I have seen are the relations of the two races
better and more peaceable. . . . The town of Beaufort is
a favourite summer resort for white families from the interior.
... White girls go about as freely and pleasantly as if no black
had ever been in power. Here the blacks still control the elec~
tions and send their representatives to the State Assembly; but
though they elect to the county and municipal offices they by
no means elect blacks only. Many whites hold office, and I
heard no complaint of colour difficulties in the local admin~
istration .... I say emphatically that nowhere are the relations
between blacks and whites better, and nowhere does a traveller
see fewer signs that political difficulties have been fatal to
settlement. 29
Until the election of 1888 the elective county offices were o~
cupied by Hepublicans, except when vacancies were filled by the
governor,30 In 1888, when the use of money in the Republican
county convention was reported to have caused the selection of a
ticket of "Northern negroes" who had been leading '!profligate and
adulterous lives," a group of Negro Republicans broke away to put
out a fusion ticket in cooperation with the Democrats. \Vhite Demo~
crats nominated candidates for senator, one representative, probate
judge, and one county commissioner,' Negro Republicans were
nominated for sheriff, clerk of court, two representatives, two county
commissioners, school commissioner, and coroner.81 The most
prol;'~, .~nt Negroes on the ticket were George A. Reed, candidate
for !,!I :rifF, and S. J. Bampfield, for clerk of court. These were the
two to whom Hampton referred as "excellent officials."
The fusion remained in effect until 1895, when a straight Repub~
lican ticket was put in the field for the constitutional convention.
Congressional Record, XXII (51st Congress, 1st Session), pp. 1419-20.
28 Campbell, White and Black, pp. 177-78.
80 Port Royal Palmetto Post, March 2, November 9, 16, 1882, and March 15,
April 20, 1883.
81 Charleston News and Courier, November 4, 14, 1888.
28
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The Republicans elected five Negroes. 32 In 1896, under the new
registration law made possible by that convention, the Republicans
and Democrats nominated separate tickets, and the election was
carried by the Democrats. 88
In Georgetown County the Democrats agreed in 1880 to a fusion
plan under which it was provided that there would be no contest
in the J?'cneral election.lH The Democrats were given the right to
nominal.- ,;andidates for sheriff, clerk of court, coroner, two county
commissioners, and one representative. The Republicans named the
senator, one representative, probate judge, school commissioner,
and one county commissioner.36 All of the latter were Negroes except a white probate judge, who served until replaced by a Negro
in 1894.36 George E. Herriott, a light colored Negro, one of the
guiding spirits of the fusion arrangement, was for twenty~two years
county school commissioner under the plan and for many years
county chairman of the Republican party.S1
Senator Bruce H. Williams enthusiastically predicted after the
first year's trial of the "Georgetown plan" that it would become the
program for the state at large, and that a new statewide party
might arise to put acrOSS a plan that "amounts, in a few words, to
a fair and equal distribution of the offices without regard to race
or party affiliations." "A similar distribution of the offices in the
remaining counties of the State and in the executive department
of the government," he said, "will be adopted by the new party
as one of the strongest planks in its platform, upon which . . .
many of the most influential Democrats will take their stand."38
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Although the plan was never given trial on a large scale, being
adopted by Beaufort County from 1888 to 1896 and on the Berkeley
County legislative ticket in 1890, it was recognized by the whites
as an effective means of conciliation where they could have exer-'f'
Columbia State, August 26, 1895.
Reports and Resolutions (1897), p. 20.
U Reports and Resolutions (1878), p. 417; Ibid. (1880), pp. 578-79.
36 Charleston News and Courier, January 23. 1882; Reports and Resolutions
( 1880), pp. 578-79. The county fusion followed hard on the adoption of a
similar plan for the town of Georgetown. Charleston News and Courier, April
10, 1879. As late as 1881 there was no white man on the Georgetown police
force. Columbia Daily Register, September 10, 1881.
s6'Ibid., November 4, 1886; Reports and Resolutions (1894), II, 477.
11 M. W. Pyatt to the Author, November 21, 1949.
18 Charleston News and Courier, January 23, 1882.
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cised only a precarious control at the most. Maham W. Pyatt, a
Democrat who served in the legislature under the plan stated years
later that "The democrats and republicans got along very comfortably under the fusion plan, and there was no friction."39

important offices were' occupied by white Republicans, but in other
positions, especially postmasterships, Negroes were numerous. The
whites generally expressed dissatisfaction with the appointment of
Negro postmasters, and, making due allowance for the bias of the
white press, it is evident that men were sometimes named who
were most conspicuous for their illiteracy and their penchant toward
petty thievery. H

Specific testimony as to the abilities of the local Negro officeholders is not available but in the absence of any severe attack in
the Democratic press, it can be assumed that the Negro officeholders
measured up to the average of the local officeholders of the day.
According to the testimony of Sir George Campbell, Wade Hampton, and Maham W. Pyatt, they were able to operate successfully.
without any serious friction with the whites.
In local elections outside of Georgetown and Beaufort Negro
voters often exercised a perceptible influence. In a number of communities, Negro citizens were given representation in the local
government as a matter of course. In St. Matthews, for example,
in 1888 there was one colored candidate for warden on both the
regular Democratic ticket and an independent ticket .•o In Lancaster's municipal election of 1881 there was a single ticket in the
field; it was made in a public meeting of citizens without regard
to party. The main issue was that of licensing drinking establishments in the town, but the friends of prohibition spiked the guns
of their opponents by naming for two of the four warden posts
"representative men of the colored ... both of whom never 'look
upon the wine when it is red: "u The town of Summerville in the
eighties named a Negro, A. S. Blodgett, chief of police in reward
for his services to the Democrats in the municipal election.• 2 In
1887 when Frank Springs, a Negro candidate for the town council
there, claimed to have been elected over one of the regular Democratic candidates, he was seated by a unanimous vote of the
council.'B
The most fruitful source of public office for Negro Republicans
was the federal patronage, and except during the Cleveland administrations, most of the federal officeholders in the state after
Reconstruction were Republican, either white or black. The more
M. W. I'yatt to the Author, November 21, 1949.
'0 Charleston News and CourIer, May 30, 1888.
'1 Columbia Dally Register, April 15, 1881.
'2 Yorkville Enquirer, January 28, 1886.
4B Columbia DailV Register, June 19, 1887.
80

On the other hand, Eliza M. Davis, postmistress at Summerville
for eleven years, gave general satisfa~tion.'~ J. H. Holloway, postmaster at Marion for fifteen years, forwarded to Washington in
1884 a "numerously signed" petition of the citizens of Marion
against his removal. He was a member of the Marion town council,
"to which position he has been elected by the votes of the best
citizens and has generally received the highest vote on the ticket."~6
A Negro postmaster at Branchville in 1885 secured several Democratic signatures to a petition asking his retention in officeY
The two most notable Negro postmasters were Benjamin A.
Boseman of Charleston and Charles McDuffie Wilder of Columbia.
Boseman, first appointed by President Grant, was a Northerner, "a
dapper, pleasant, well-educated man," who reminded a traveller
of some of the educated East Indians in Calcutta.'8 Wilder, the
Coluriibia postmaster, also appointed by Grant, but in office at
least as late as 1885, was a native of Sumter; a self-made man, 'he
had taught himself to read and write, and during the war had
established himself in Columbia as a carpenter. Upon first taking
office he was atta.:!ked on all sides, but his "business-like management of the Post Office soon disarmed criticism and opposition, and
evoked enthusiastic praise from both parties and both races." After
examining his office in 1885 an inspector said: "In its finances
everything correct. Its records among the best seen. In its administrative details it surpasses all offices visited upon the Atlant>i.c
Coast." Wilder also served briefly as president of the board of
regents of the State Orphan Asylum and was elected by white
"For examples of several such cases, see Yorkville Enquirer, March 5, 1885.
'~Columbia Daily Register, September 17, 1884.
.0 "J. H. Holloway a candidate for the Post Office of Charleston, S. C.," a
broadside dated June 20, 1902, Carter C. Woodson Papers.
*1 Yorkville Enquirer, April 16, 1885.
's Campbell, White and Black, p. 330.
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l; ..lsinessmen of Columbia to a directorship in the Columbia Build~
ing and Loan Association. ~9

The Democratic party continued to name Negroes to public office
in some of the Low Country counties. Paul Jenkins of Colleton was
long a county t::ommissioner and David Strother of Darlington was
a county commissioner until his death in 1882.60 Charleston County
Democrats put three Negroes on their ticket in each election from
1876 to 1882, electing in 1880 "quiet, unobtrusive men, men' of
business in Charleston County, ... highly respected by the people
of that County."61 After 1882 George M. Mears was the only Negro
on the Democratic ticket, but he remained in the legislature, almost a totally silent member, until 1892. He had been born' before
the war of free parents, had received a common school education
before the war, and had since that time worked at the trade of
ship carpenter. He was always a Democrat, as were many of those
who had been free before the war,62 and was the last Negro Democrat to sit in the legislature. Marshall Jones, a representative from
Orangeburg elected in 1886, had previously served four years as
a Democratic member of the county board of commissioners and
had "discharged the duties of his office with fidelity and entire
satisfaction to all classes." He was a man of some property and
popular with both races in the county.63

~

Negro officeholders of the Democratic party were generally referred to by the white press as "very respectable Negroes," but were
frequently regarded by their own race as "the mere servile creatures
of their political task~masters."66 Frequently Negro Democrats were
prosperous businessmen and farmers, and their adherence to the
Democratic party, despite its growing white supremacy sentiments,
did no harm to their economic interests.
Negroes were admitted to Democratic precinct clubs in some
parts of the state throughout the period. In Chester County, for
example, forty Negroes were enrolled on the club books in 1884
and permitted to vote in the primary.66 The roll of the Stateburg
Democratic Club in 1892 showed eight Negro members in a total
of sixty-eight, three of whom were still listed in the rolls as late as
191Q.D7 In 1886 a Democratic Congressional Convention at Lancaster passed a rule debarring Negroes from the Democratic primary in the Fifth Congressional District, but was strongly rebuked
by the white members of the Rock Hill t:lub, who declared th:>t
the ruling was "unjust to the many colored men who have proven
their loyalty to that party by supporting its nominees at every
election," and that it was "in violation of the pledges made by the
party to the colored voters for the past ten years:'68
Bat the action of the Democratic Congressional Convention was
indicative of the trend in white thinking toward a complete elimination of Negroes from participation in the party. In the TiIlmanite
state convention of 1890 a rule was adopted providing that in the
Democratic primaries "only white Democrats shall be allowed to
vote, except that negroes who voted for Gen. Hampton in 1876, and
who have voted the Democratic ticket continuously since, may be
permitted to vote."ou This rule, with the passage of years, rapidly
eliminated the Negro members of the party.

William Watts Ball has listed a number of examples of Negro
participation in Democratic politics with which he was familiar.
In the Barnwell County Democratic convention of 1882 several
white men withdrew in favor of Jack Fleming, Negro, when he was
nominated for coroner. In one Barnwell convention, Ball recalled,
there were 49 Negroes among a total of 203. "These things have
long been forgotten in South Carolina," Ball wrote in 1932, "and
the grandsons of the white men who could give offices to negro
Democrats in the eighteen-eighties deny them now the small
privilege of membership in the party."6~
• & Sketch of Wilder's career by T. McCants Stewart, in New York Age,
May 9. 1885. The report of the inspector is quoted by Stewart.
60 Ball. The State That Forgot: South Carolina's Surrender to Democracy
( Indiana polis. 1932). p. 174.
61 Columbia Daily Register, November 28, 1880.
02 Charleston News and Courier, November 26, 1884.
63 Ibid .• November 3, 1886.
OJ Ball. The State Tllat Forgot, p. 114
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T. J. Mackey in Yorkville Enquirer, June 29. 1882.
66 Charleston News and Courier, August 12, 1884.
67 Minute Book and Roll of the Stateburg Democratic Club, 1890-1910. pp .
14-18. 71. Borough House Papers, Southern Historical Collection. University of
North Carolina.
U Columbia Dally Register, September 25, 1886.
60 Ch;;,leston News and Courier. August 15, 1890.
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Chapter 7

against Negroes in public institutions and social relations. As
a matter of fact, this was the customary pattern.
Most places of public resort at least occasionally served
Negroes along with other customers without distinction. And,
in spite of the reticence of some Negroes, the implacable
resistance of some whites, the lax enforcement of some provisions of the laws, and the numerous instances of discrimination, there was undoubtedly more integration of places of
public resort in New Orleans than in any other southern city
(and some northern ones) during Reconstruction. This came
about primarily because of several conditions: blacks had
enough political power to pass and, on occasion, to enforce
civil rights laws; enough of them were wealthy enough to sue
businesses which discriminated against them; some whites
overcame their prejudices; and Negroes used their sophisticated (almost modern) knowledge of history, logic, government, economics, and psychology to build up their own racial
pride and to struggle against the degrading effects of racism
and prejudice.
In New Orleans, as perhaps in no other American city,
there were many cracks in the color line. Negroes frequently
interacted on terms of perfect equality with whites in public
institutions and in social relations. Jim Crow did not erect a
monolithic barrier between the races; instead, race relations
in the city presented a very complex and varied pattern of
complete, partial, or occasional integration and intimacy in
several areas.

Conclusions

.",

Slavery and the antebellum proscriptions against blacks
were heavy burdens for the Negro community in New Orleans
during Reconstruction. Surprisingly, Negroes succeeded in
many areas in spite of their antebellum legacies. Many of
them not only survived the dehumanization of slavery, but
retained enough manhood to escape from the plantations and
contribute significantly to the Union victory in the Civil War.
However submissive they had been as slaves, they rarely
flinched in combat with their former masters. Union occupation of New Orleans gave the Negroes an opportunity (in
spite or-inconsistent official policies) to raise their self-esteem
and cease to cower before whites.
In the political area, blacks gained relatively few lasting
benefits from Reconstruction. Even so, the role of blacks in
New Orleans politics was distinctive in many ways. Shortly
after the Union occupation of New Orleans, Negroes began a
brilliant campaign to obtain the franchise. They castigated
Lincoln for attempting to reconstruct the state on the basis
of white manhood suffrage; they called upon whites to live
up to the lofty principles of the Declaration of Independence;
and they constantly reiterated their right to vote because of
the guarantees in the treaty ceding Louisiana to the United
States, their roles in the War of 1812 and the Civil War, and
their wealth and literacy. Practically every state convention
held by Negijles in Louisiana between 1863 and 1867 ended
with a demand for the franchise.
211
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Conclusions

The campaign for -political rights did not, however, end
with such demands. In an effort to influence national Republican policies, blacks sent copies of L'Union and the Tribune
to congressmen, and in 1864 J. B. Roudanez and Arnold Bertonneau delivered to Lincoln a petition calling for the right to
vote which contained 5,000 signatures. When this move failed,
Negroes began contending that the rebel-dominated state government was illegal and that Louisiana had therefore reverted
to territorial status. Acting on this premise, Negro leaders
united with local white "radicals" to form the Friends of
Universal Suffrage and, later, the Louisiana Republican Party;
they registered voters, held a convention, and induced 16,512
people to vote for a territorial delegate to Congress in September 1865. Congressional refusal to seat the delegate appeared to halt the drive of the blacks for a time. Then, the
local police rioted and killed dozens of blacks and white
radicals attending a convention in July 1866, and Negro
leaders used the incident to renew their demand for the franchise.
After they obtained the right to vote in 1867, Negroes
moved quickly to protect their interests. First, they insisted
that at least one-half of the delegates to the first Republican
nominating convention be Negroes. Then, led by the Roudanez brothers, the Creole Negroes began a campaign to block
the efforts of Henry Clay Warmouth, Thomas W. Conway,
and Benjamin F. Flanders to control the party. Initially the
Tribulle supported Thomas J. Durant, a Southern Unionist
and former slaveholder, for governor. After Durant withdrew
from the campaign on the eve of the convention, the Creole
Negroes worked furiously to get the nomination for Francis
E. Dumas, who had been one of the largest Negro slaveholders before the war. Their campaign almost succeeded:
Dumas came within two votes of being nominated for governor on the second ballot on January 14, 1868.
Although New Orleans Negroes failed to elect one of their
own as governor, they did obtain other political plums. There
were several common features in the roads which they took to
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political power. An overwhelming majority of black elected
officials were native-born, young, literate, property-holding
veterans of the Civil War who had played a leading role in
state civil rights organizations and in the Republican party
before 1867 and who were of free ancestry. Many of them,
such as Pinchback, Antoine, Menard, George T. Ruby, and
William G. Brown, established or edited newspapers to further their political c~reers. Because of the weaknesses of the
Protestant churches, few Negro politicians were able to use
the church as a springboard'to political power. Generally
those Negroes elected to prominent state and local offices had
served a short apprenticeship in the constitutional convention
in 1868, the Freedmen's Bureau, local appointive office, or
community organizations.
In spite of their literacy and status in the community, Negro politicians in Louisiana never obtained more than the
semblance of power. Although two Negroes, Oscar J. Dunn
and C. C. Antoine, were elected to the ofllce of lieutenant
governor, only one, Charles E. Nash, ever served in Congress.
Generally, blacks were restricted to small roles in the drama
of Louisiana politics. Several factors contributed to this. In
genenn, black leaders in New Orleans were too young, inexperienced, friendless, and poor to achieve much success in
the political arena. In fact, blacks never had any real voice
in the Republican party from the outset. For example, be- .
cause of a lack of organization skills, only one Negro, Pinchback, was president of a ward club in New Orleans before
1867. Whites almost universally held the positions of president and secretary of the clubs and thus were able to elect
their own delegates to the first Republican nominating con- ..,.
vention. As a result of this, Dumas had already lost the nomination for' governor before the balloting began. Since the
major federal offices in the Customs House, Post Office, and
Marshal's Office went to whites, blacks had no control over
federal patronage in the state. National politicians consistently refu~.d to consider blacks for such posts, and when
the white Republicans in the U.S. Senate refused to seat
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Conclusions

Pinch back in the early 1870s, blacks lost their last chance to
build a real power base.
Prospects were even worse in the city of New Orleans.
Since blacks constituted only about one-fifth of the total population, they never had an opportunity to play a large role
in municipal politics after military Reconstruction ended.
Realizing this, blacks worked with white Republicans to take
away effective home rule for the city-the city police and
schools were controlled by state-appointed boards. Negro
leaders were also hampered by the fact that most of their
constituents were illiterate and thus subject to manipulation
and fraud. Even as late as 1880, 62 percent of the Negro
voters in New Orleans were illiterate (only 0.6 percent of the
whites were illiterate).
The heaviest political burden the blacks bore was the
fickleness of their "friends." Warmouth, Conway, Flanders,
and most other white "radicals" were not only white supremacists, but also self-seeking, avaricious, and power-hungry men.
Most Louisiana historians, however, have not been objective
in dealing with the radicals. Generally speaking, the orgy of
corruption that was Reconstruction was characteri!itic of
nineteenth-century Louisiana politics. The apparent distinctiveness of the period is primarily a result of the disruption
of the traditional channels for giving bribes (or what some
call lobbying). Because so many of the postwar leaders were
"new men," the lobbyists found it difficult to locate the one
or two men they needed to bribe in order to obtain official
favors. Instead, they often had to bribe everyone. It was, of
course, inevitable that this would become public knowledge.
The public nature of the corruption tainted every mo~e blacks
made to use their political power and enabled whites to defeat
their efforts to bring abol,lt meaningful economic and social
changes in the position of blacks.
Blacks were far more successful in the economic than in
the political realm. Negroes in New Orleans often used the
skills they had developed in the antebellum period to compete
sllccessfully against whites. The most important source of

"'"

skilled labor during this period was the old free Negro class.
While Negroes were prepared to compete against whites in
many trades, antebellum proscriptions prevented them from
developing the business acumen and accumulating the capital
necessary for large-scale "'economic enterprises. This is, clear
when the complex occupational structure of blacks is compared with the small number of different kinds of businesses
owned by Negroes and the relatively small amount of wealth
they possessed. Again, the free Negroes, as a result of legacies
from their white fathers, led in this area. Still, most Negro
businesses were short-lived, small, one-owner concerns. They
were strongest in those areas requiring the smallest amount
of capital investment and the least cooperation from whites,
particularly in those areas largely monopolized by Negroes
before the war. Initially the most important economic institution for Negroes was the Freedman's Savings and Trust
Company. After a few years, however, the criminal mismanagement of the bank wiped out the painfully accumulated
capital reserve of the Negro community and made it practically impossible for blacks to improve their economic position
in the late 1870s. Even so, considering the proscriptions Negroes faced, their tenacious grip on certain occupations, the
few sizable businesses they operated, their unions, and the
property they held, the economic adjustment of the Negro
was one of the most hopeful signs of the Reconstruction
period.
The positive changes which occurred in black family life
were even more encouraging than black economic successes.
Although slavery had almost completely destroyed the patriarchal Negro family, ,it had also bequeathed some positive
things to the black community. In the first place, slavery was'"
unique among closed institutions because it permitted its
members some form of family life. The form that emerged
in Louisiana was the monogamous family. Since the sex ratio
among slaves was balanced in Louisiana (unlike Latin America), the monogamous family became the cultural norm for
Negroes tittring the antebellum period. Unfortunately, some
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training center for potential indigenous community leaders from other
areas.
It would be naive to expect that the operation of Black 'Power in
Tuskegee could transform Alabama state politics. But it could establish in
that one area a viable government based on a new and different set of
values-on humaneness-and serve as an example of what civilized government could be in this society.
Black people need not be apologetic or defensive about controlling their
communities in this manner. vVe have seen that this is the one sure way to
end racism in this country. The Tuskegee model could be applicable to
black arcas in other parts of the c0untry, including the northern ghettos.
Although no widespread possibility of governing whole counties exists in
the North at this time, we are aware that, in the very near futurr., lilany of
the north em urban cities will be predominantly black. Pocket!. of Black
Power could develop and become illustrations of what legitimate government really is-a phenomenon we have not experienced to date in this
society.
NOTES
1. This phrase is attributed to Dr. Paul L. Puryear, former political science

professor at Tuskegee, now at Fisk Universitv.
2. Charles V. Hamilton, Minurity Politics ill l3Iack Belt Alabama, Eagleton Institute, Cases in Practical Polities. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962, p. 1.
3. Charles G. Gomillion, "The Tuskegee Voting Story," Freedomways, Vol. 2, No.
3 (Summer, 1962), p. 232.
4. Lewis Jones amI Stanley Smith, Voting Rights and Economic Pressure, AntiDefamation League, 1958, p. x.
5. Gomillion, op. cit., p. 233.
6. The gerrymander case went up to the Supreme Court, which made the crucial
procedural ruling that a federal court could hear the case. The whites had
argued that the issue was political, not juridical. Once referred to a federal
court, Judge Frank .M. Johnson ruled in favor of the black appellants.
7. Jones and Smith, op. cit., p. 43.
8. Letter to the Editor, The Tuskegee News (January 20,1966), p. 2.
9. "A New White Backlash?" The Saturday Evening Post (September 10, 1966),
p.88.
10. Arnold S. Kaufman, "Murder in Tuskegee: Day of Wrath in the Model Town,"
7'he Nat jon (January 31,1966), p. 119.

23. The Making of
the Negro Mayors 1967
ConSidering the nature of black politics
In the urban North, the recent rise of
Negro mayors In major metropolitan

political strategy In the urban North. Can
this accomplishment be seen as a
consequence of the "politics of

areas must be seen as a spectacular
development. This development has
occurred In such places as Richmond,
California, Gary, Indiana, and
Washington, D.C. This timely analysis by
Hadden, Masotti, and Thiessen explores
some of the essential ingredients of
this achievement In Cleveland, Ohio.
The election of Carl Stokes to the
highest pOlitical office of this city can
be Instructive for the planners of black

deference" as described by Carmichael
and Hamilton, or Is It a phenomenon of
"black power"? What Is the relevance
of this achievement to black pride and
"black power"? Is It simply tokenism or
will it be of substantial benefit to blacks
In Cleveland and throughout the country?
Such questions are important to blacks
and whites alike, for answers to them
have an Important bearing on the
direction black protest should take.

JEFFREY K. HADDEN, LOUIS H. MASOTTI,
AND VICTOR THIESSEN
Throughout most of 1967, black power and Vietnam kept this nation in an
almost continual state of crisis. The summer months were the longest and
hottest in modern U.S. history-many political analysts even felt that the,
nation was entering its most serious domestic conIDct since the Civil War.
Over a hundred cities were rocked with violence.
As the summer gave way to autumn, the interest of the nation shifted a
little from the summer's riots to the elections on the first Tuesday of
November. An unprecedented number of Negroes were running for office,
but public attention focused on three elections. In Cleveland, Carl B.
Stokes, a lawyer who in 1962 had become the first Democratic Negro
legislator in Ohio, was now seeking to become the first Negro mayor of a
large American city. In Gary, Ind., another young Negro lawyer, Hichard
D. Hatcher, was battling the Republican Party's candidate-as well as his
own Democratic Party-to become the first Negro mayor of a "medium. sized" city. And in Boston, Louise Day Hicks, a symbol of white backlash.
Copyright
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was conducting a "You know where I stand" campaign to capture the
mayorality.
Normally, the nation couldn't care less about who would become the
next mayors of Cleveland, Gary, and Boston. But the tense~ess of the
summer months gave these elections enormous significance. If Stokes and
Hatcher lost and Hicks won, could Negroes be persuaded to use the power
of the ballot box rather than the power of fire bombs?
Fortunately, November 7 proved to be a triumphant day for racial
peace. Stokes and Hatcher won squeaker victories, both by margins of
only about 1500 votes; in Boston, Kevin n. White defeated Mrs. Hicks by
a 12,000 plurality. Labor leader George ~vlcany was exultant-"American
voters have rcjected racism as a political issue." Negroes in the three cities
were also jubilant. In Gary, the most tense of the cities, Richard Hatcher
urged the mostly Negro crowd at his headquarters to "cool it. I urge that
the outcome of this election be unmarred by any incident of any kind ....
If we spoil this victory with any kind of occurrcnce here tonight, or
anywhere in the city, it will be a hollow victory." The evening was cool:
Joyous Negroes danced aud sang in the streets.
But beyond the exultation of victory remain many hard questions. Now
that Cleveland and Gary have Negro mayors, just how much difference
will it make in solving the many grave problems that these cities face?
Will these victories cool militancy in urban ghettos next summer, or will
the momentum of frustration prove too great to put on the brakes? A
careful analYSis of how these candidates won office may help provide the
answers.
The focus of this report is on Cleveland because:
As residents of Cleveland, we are more familiar with the campaign and
the election.
Clev~land is unique because, in 1965, it had a special cenSHS. By
matching voting wards with census tracts, we can draw a clearer picture
of voting behavior than we could in the other cities, where rapid neighborhood transitions have made 1960 census data quite unreliable in assessing voting patterns. HaVing examined Cleveland in some detail, we will
draw some comparisons with the Gary and Boston elections, then speculate about their significance and implications.
Cleveland-City in Decline

Cleveland has something less than 2,000,000 residents. Among metropolitan areas in America, it ranks eleventh in size. Like many other American
cities, the central cily of Cleveland is experiencing an absolute decline in
population-residents are fleeing from the decaying core to the surrounding suburbs. The city certainly ranks high both in terms of absolute and
proportional decline in the central-city population.
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Between 1950 and 1960, the population of the central city declined from
914,808 to 876,050, a loss of almost 39,000. By 1965 the population had
sunk to 810,858, an additional loss of 65,000. But these figll1'es arc only a
partial reflection of the changing composition of the populatiol'. :.ince new
Negro residents coming into the central city helped offset the white
exodus. Between 1950 and 1960, nearly 142,000 white residents lcft the
central city, and an additional 94,000 left between 1960 and 1965-nearly
a quarter of a million in just 15 years.
During the same period the number of Negro residents of Cleveland
rose from 147,847 to 279,352-an increase from 16.1 percent to 34.4
percent of the city's population. There is no evidcnce that this dramatic
population redistribution has changed since the special 1965 census. Some
suburbanization of Negroes is beginning on the east and southeast side of
the city, but the pace is not nearly so dramatic as for whites. In 1960,
• apprOximately 97 percent of the Negroes in the mctropolitan area lived in
the central city. This percentage has probably declined somewhat since
then-16,OOO Negro residents have moved to East Cleveland. But the basic
pattern of segregation in the metropolitan area remains. The development
in East Cleveland is little more than an eastward extension of the ghetto,
and the older, decaying residential units the Negroes have moved to are
hardly "suburban" in character.
While the population composition of Cleveland is changing rapidly,
whites are still a significant majority-about 62 percent. Again like many
other central cities, a significant percentage of the white population
comprises nationality groups that live in segregated sections, with a strong
sense of ethnic identity and a deep fear of Negro encroachment. (In 1964,
the bussing of Negro students into Murray Hill, an Italian neighborhood,
resulted in rioting.)
In 1960, the census classified 43 percent of the central city's white
residents. as "foreign stock." In that year, five groups-Germans, Poles,
Czechs, Hungarians, and Italians-had populations of 25,000 or greater; at
least 20 other nationality groups were large enough to have to be contended with in the political arena. But today these ethnic groups-although unwilling to admit it-have become less than the controlling
majority they constituted before 1960.
The Cuyahoga River divides Cleveland, physically as well as SOcially.
When Negroes first began to move into the city, during World War I, they
occupied the decaying section to the south and east of the central business
district. As their numbers grew, they continued pushing in this direction
and now occupy the larger part of the east side (except for some ethnic
strongholds). There are no stable, integrated neighborhoods in the central
city-only areas in transition from white to black. To the west, the
Cuyahoga River constitutes a barrier to Negro penetration.
Ever since 1941, when Frank Lausche was elected, Cleveland has had a
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succession of basically honest but unimaginative Democratic mayors.
These mayors have kept their hold on City Hall by means of a relatively
weak coalition of nationality groups. At no point in this 26-year Lausche
dynasty did a mayor gather enough power to seriously confront the
long-range needs and problems of the city.
By early H)G7, the city had seemingly hit rock bottom. A long procession
of reporters began arriving to write about its many problems. The racial
unrest of the past several years had, during the summer of 1966, culminated in the worst rioting in Cleveland's history. This unrest was continuing to grow as several militant groups were organizing. Urban renewal
was a dismal failure; in January, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development even cut off the city's urban-renewal funds, the first such
action by the Federal Government. The exodus of whites, along with
business, shoved the city to the brink of financial disaster. In February, the
:Moody Bond Survey reduced the city's credit rating. In May, the Federal
Government cut off several million dollars of construction funds-because
the construction industry had failed to assure equal job opportunities for
minority groups. In short, the city was, and remains, in deep trouble. And
while most ethnic groups probably continued to believe that Cleveland
was the "Best Location in the Nation," the Negro community-and a
growing number of whites-were beginning to feel that Cleveland was
the "Mistake on the Lake," and that it was time for a change.
Carl Stokes's campaign for mayor was his second try. In 1965, while
serving in the state House of Hepresentatives, he came within 2100 votes
of defeating ~'i[ayor Halph S. Locher. Stokes had taken advantage of a
city-charter provision that lets a candidate file as an independent, and
bypass the partisan primaries. Halph McAllister, then president of the
Cleveland School Board, did the same. For his hard line on de facto school
segregation, however, McAllister had earned the enmity of the Negro
community. The Hepublican candidate was Ralph Perk, the first Hepuhlican elected to 'a county-wide position (auditor) in many years. A second
generation Czech-Bohemian, Perk hoped to win by comhining his ethnic
appeal with his program for the city (Perk's Plan). He had no opposition
for his party's nomination. The fourth candidate was Mayor, Locher, who
had defeated Mark -McElroy, county recorder and perennial candidate for
something, in the Democratic primary.
It was in the HJ65 Democratic primary that the first signs of a "black
hloc" vote emerged. The Negroes, who had previously supported incumbent Democratic mayoral candidates, if not enthusiastically at least consistently, made a concerted effort to dump Locher in favor of McElroy.
There were two reasons.
:Locher had supported his police chief after the latter had made some
tactless remarks about Negroes. Incensed Negro leaders dell landed an
audience with the mayor, and when he refused, his office was Lhe scene of
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demonstrations, sit-ins, and arrests. At that point, as one of the local
reporters put it, "Halph Locher became a dirty name in the ghetto."
Stokes, as an independent, and his supporters hoped that the Democratic primary would eliminate the stronger candidate, Locher. For then a
black bloc would have a good chance of deciding the general election
because of an even split in the white vote.
Despite the Negro community's efforts, Locher won the primary and
went on to narrowly defeat Stokes. Locher received 37 percent of the vote,
Stokes 36 percent, Perk 17 percent, and McAllister 9 percent. Some
observers reported that a last-minute whispering campaign in HepuLlican
precincts-to the effect that "A vote for Perk is a vote for Slokes"-may
have given Locher enough Republican votes to win. The evidence: The
popular Perk received only a 17 percent vote in a city where a Hepublican
could be expected something closer to 25 percent. Had Perk gotten
anything close to 25 percent, Stokes would have probably been elected
two years earlier.
Although he made a strong showing in defeat, Carl Stokes's political
future looked bleak. No one expected the Democratic leadnrs to give
Stokes another opportunity to win by means of a split vote. Nc'" '''ere there
other desirable elected offices Stokes could seek. Cleveland has no Negro
Congressman-largely because the heavy Negro concentration in the city
has been "conveniently" gerrymandered. The only district where Stokes
might have had a chance has been represented by Charles Yanik, a
popular and liberal white, and as long as Yanik remained in Congress
Stokes was locked out. Stokes's state Senate district was predominantly
white; and a county.or state Qffice seemed politically unrealistic because of
his race. So, in 1966, Stokes sought re-election to the state House unopposed.
Between 1965 and 1967, Cleveland went from bad to worse, phYSically,
SOcially, and financially. With no other immediate possibilities, Stokes
began to think about running for mayor again. The big question was
whether to risk taking on Locher in the primary-or to file as an independent again.
The Primary Race

I

In effect, Stokes's decision was made for him. Seth Taft, slated to be the
Republican candidate, told Stokes he would withdraw from the election
entirely if Stokes filed as an independent in order to gain the advantage of
a three-man general election. Taft had concluded that his best strategy
was to face a Negro, alone, or a faltering incumbent, alone, in the general
election. But not both. In a three-man race with Locher and Stokes, Taft
correctly assumed that he would be the, man in the middle with no chance
for victory. (Taft would have preferred to run as an independent-to gain
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Democratic votes-but the county Republican leader threatened to file
another Republican candidate unlcss Taft ran as a Republican.)
Meanwhile, Locher committed blunder after blunder-and Democratic
party leaders began to question whcther he could actually win another
election. In the weeks before Iiling for the primary, Democratic leaders
even pressured Locher to accept a Federal judgeship and clear the way
for the president of the city council to run. But the Democratic leaders in
Cleveland are not noted for their strength or effectiveness, as is evidenced
by the fact that none of the Democratic mayors since 1941 were endorsed
by the party when they were first elected. When Locher refused to
withdraw, the parly reluctantly rallied behind him.
Another Democratic candidate was Frank P. Celeste, former mayor of
the Hepublican westside suburb of Lakewood. Celeste established residency in the city, announced his candidacy early, and-despite pressure
from the Democratic Party-remained in the primary race.
There was always the possibility that Celeste would withdraw from the
primary, which would leave Stokes facing Locher alone. But the threat of
Taft's withdrawal from the general election left Stokes with little choice
but to face Locher head-on in the primary. A primary race against Locher
and a strong Democrat was more appealing than a general election
against Locher and a weak Hcpublican.
Now, in 1965 Stokes had received only about 6000 white votes in the
city in a 239,000 voter turnout. To win in the primary, he had to enlarge
and consolidate the Negro vote-and .increase his white support on the
westside and in thc eastside ethnic wards.
The first part of his strategy was a massive voter-registration drive in the
Negro wards-to~reinstate the potential Stokes voters dropped from the
rolls for failillg to vote since the 196-1 Presidential election. The Stokes
organization-aided by Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, as well as by a grant (in part earmarked for
voter registration) from the Ford Foundation to the Cleveland chapter of
COHE-did succeed in registering many Negroes. But there was a similar
drive mounted by the Democratic Party on behalf of Locher. (Registration figures are not available by race.)
The second part of the Stokes strategy took him across the polluted
Cuyahoga Hiver into the white wards that had given him a mere 3 percent
of the vote in 1965. He spoke wherever he would be received-to small
groups in private homes, in churches, and in public and private halls.
While he was not always received enthusiastically, he did not confront
many hostile crowds. He faced the race issue squarely and encouraged his
auJience to judge him on his ability.
Stokes's campaign received a big boost when the Plain Dealer, the
largest daily in Ohio, endorsed him. Next, the Cleveland Press called for a
change in City Hall, but declined to endorse either Stokes or Celeste. But
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since the polls indicated that Celeste was doing very badly, this amountcd
to an endorsement of Stokes.
More people voted in this primary than in any other ill I :Ieveland's
history. When the ballots were counted, Stokes had 52.5 percent of the
votes-he had defeated Locher by a plurality of 18,000 votes. Celeste was
the man in the middle, getting only 4 percent of the votes, the lowest of
any mayoral candidate in recent Cleveland history.
What produced Stokes's clear victory? Table 1 reveals the answer. The
decisive factor was the size of the Negro turnout. While Negroes constituted only about 40 percent of the votcrs, 73.4 percent of them turned out,
compared with only 58.4 percent of the whites. Predominantly Negro
wards cast 96.2 percent of their votes for Stokes. (Actually this figure
underrepresents the Negro vote for Stokes, since some of the non-Stokes
votes in these wards were cast by whites. Similarly, the 15.4 percent vote
for Stokes in the predominantly white wards slightly overestimates the
white vote because of the Negro minority. )
Newspaper and magazine reports of the primary election proclaimed
that Stokes could not have won without the white vote. Our own estimate
-based on matching wards with census tracts, and allowing for only
slight shifts in racial composition in some wards since the 1965 special
census-is that Stokes received 16,000 white votes. His margin of victory
was 18,000. How would the voting have gone if the third man, Celeste,
had not been in the race? Many white voters, feeling that Stokes could not
win in a two-man race, might not have bothered to vote at all, so perhaps
Stokes would have won by an even larger margin. Thus Stokes's inroad
into the white vote was not the decisive factor in his primary victory,
although it was important.,
Stokes emerged from the primary as the odds-on favorite to win-five
weeks later-in the general election. And in the first few days of the
campaign, it seemed that Stokes had everything going for him.
! Stokes was bright, handsome, and articulate. His opponent, Seth Taft,
while bright, had never won an election, and his family name, associated
with the Taft-Hartley Act, could hardly be an advantage ,among union
members. In addition, he was shy and seemingly uncomfortable in a
crowd.
Both the Plain Dealer and the Cleveland Press endorsed Stokes in the
general election.
The wounds of the primary were quickly (if perhaps superficially)
healed, and the Democratic candidate was endorsed by both the Democratic Party and Mayor Locher.
Labor-both the A.F.L.-C.I.O. and the Teamsters-also endorsed Stokes.
He had a partisan advantagc. Of the 326,003 registered voters, only
34,000 (10 percent) were Republican. The closest any HepuLlican mayoral candidate had come to· winning was in 1951, when-in a small
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turnout-William J. McDermott received 45 percent of the vote.
Stokes had 90,000 or more Negro votes virtually assured, with little
possibility that Taft would make more than slight inroads.
Perhaps most important, voting-behavior studies over the years have
demonstrated that voters who are confronted by a dilemma react by
staying home from the polls. Large numbers of life-long Democrats, faced
with voting for a Negro or a Republican by the name of Taft, were likely
to stay home.
Had this been a normal election, Democrat Carl Stokes would have won
handily. But this was not destined to be a normal election. During the
final days of the campaign, Stokes knew he was in a fight for his political
life. Those who predicted that the cross-pressures woukl keep many voters
away from the polls forgot that th~ variable "Negro" had never been
involved in an election of this importance.
On Election Day, an estimated 90 percent of those who voted for
Locher or Celeste in the Democratic primary shifted to Taft-many
pulling a Republican lever for the first time in their life. Was this clearly
and unequivocally bigoted backlash? To be sure, bigotry clid playa major
role in the election. But to dismiss the campaign and the clection as pme
overt bigotry is to miss the significance of what happened in Cleveland
and the emerging subtle nature of prejudice in American society.
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The Non-Issue of Race

A closer look at the personal characteristics and campaign strategy of
Seth Taft, the Republican candidate, reveals the complexity and subtlety
of the race issue.
. In the final days of the Democratic primary campaign, Taft repeatedl~T
told reporters that he would rather run against Locher and his record than
against Carl Stokes. On the evening of the primary, Taft appeared at
Stokes's headquarters to congratulate him. As far as he was concemed,
Taft said, the campaign issue was, "Who could present the most constructive program for change in Cleveland?" Further, he said he didn't want
people voting for him simply because he was white. A few days later, Taft
even presented a strongly-worded statement to his campaign workers:
The Cuyahoga Democratic party has issued a number of vicious statements
conoerning the candidacy of Carl Stokes, and others have conducted whisper
campaigns. We cannot tolerate injection of race into this campaign . . . . Many
people will vote for Carl Stokes because he is a Negro. Many people will vote
for me because I am white. I regret this fact. I will work hard to convince
people they should not vote on a racial basis.

Seth Taft's programs to solve racial tensions may have bepn patemalistic, not really perceptive of emerging moods of the ghetto. But one thing is
clear-he was not a bigot. Every indication is that he remained uncom-
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fortable about bcing in a race in which his chances to win depended, in
large part, upon a backlash vote.
Whether Taft's attempt to silence the race issue was a deliberate strategy or a reflcction of deep personal feelings, it probably enhanced his
chances of winning. He knew that he had the hard-core bigot vote. His
task was to convince those in the middle that they could vote for him and
1l0t be bigots.
Stokes, on the other hand, had another kind of problem. While he had
to draw more white votes, he also had to rctain and, if possible, increase
the 73 percent Ncgro turnout that had delivered him 96 percent of the
Negro votes in the primary. Stokes's campaign leaders feared a fall-off in
the voter turnout from Negro wards-with good reason. The entire primary campaign had pushed the October 3 date so hard that some Negroes
could not understand why Carl Stokes was not mayor on October 4.
Full-page newspaper ads paid for by CORE had stated, "If you don't vote
Oct. 3rd, forget it. The mall w7w wins will be the llext mayor of Cleveland!" So Stokes felt he had to remobilize the Negro vote.
Thc moment came during the question-and-answer period of the second
of four debates with Taft in the aU-white west side. Stokes said:
The personal analysis of Seth Taft-and the analysis of many competent
political analysts-is that Seth Taft may win the November 7 election, but for
only one reason. That reason is that his skin happens to be white.

The predominantly white crowd booed loudly and angrily for several
minutes, and throughout the rest of the evening repeatedly interrnpted
him. Later, Stokes's campaign manager revealed that his candidate's remark was a calculated risk to arouse Negro interest. Stokes probably succeeded, but he also gave Taft supporters an excuse to bring the race
issue into the open. And they could claim that it was Stokes, not Taft, who
was trying to exploit the race issue.
To be sure, both candidates exploited the race issue. But, for the most
part, it was done rather subtly. Stokes's campaign posters stated, "Let's do
Cleveland Proud"-another way of saying, "Let's show the world that
Cleveland is capable of rising above racial bigotry." A full-page ad for
Stokes stated in bold print, "Vote for Seth Taft. It Would Be Easy,
Wouldn't It?" After the debate, Taft was free to accuse Stokes of using the
race issue-itself a subtle way of exploiting the issue. Then there was the
letter, signed by the leaders of 22 nationality clubs, that was mailed to
40,000 members in the city. It didn't mention race, but comments such as
"protccting our way of life," "safeguard our liberty," and "false charges of
police brutality" were blatant in their implications. Taft Sidestepped comment on thc leLter.
No matter how much the candidates may have wanted to keep race out
of the picture, race turned out to be the most important issue. Both Taft
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and Stokes could benefit from the issue if they played it right, and both
did use it. And although the Stokes's remark at the second debate gave
white voters an excuse to vote for Taft without feeling that they were
bigots, many whites probably would have found another excuse.
Taft as a Strategist

The fact is that Taft, for all his lackluster qualities, emerged as a strong
candidate. He was able to turn many of his liabilities into assets.
Taft was able to insulate himself against his Republican identity. lIe
successfully dissociated himself from his uncle's position on labor hy
pointing to his own active role, as a student, against "right to work" laws.
At the same time, he hit hard at Stokes's record as an off again-on agaill
Democrat. This strategy neutralized, at least in part, Taft's first political
disadvantage--rnnning as a Republican in a Democratic cit)'.
A second liability was that he came from a wealthy family. Taft was an
Ivy League intellectual, cast in the role of a "do-gooder." He lived in an
exclusive suburb, Pepper Pike, and had bought a modest home in Cleveland only a few we'eks before declaring his candidacy. How, it was
frequently asked, could such a man understand the problems of the
inner-city and of the poor? Almost invariably the answcr was: "Did John
F. Kennedy, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Nelson Hockefellcr have to be
poor in order to understand and respond to the problems of the poor?"
Taft's campaign posters were a side profile that bore a striking resemblance to President Kennedy. Whether he was conSciously exploiting the
Kennedy image is an open question. But there can be little doubt that
when Taft mentioned his Rcpublican heritage, he tried to project an
image of the new breed of Republican-John Lindsay and Charles Percy.
This image didn't come across very well at first, but as he became a
seasoned campaigner it became clearer.
Another liability was that Taft had never held an cl(~cted office. His
opponent tried to exploit this-unsuccessfully. Taft could point to 20 years
of active civic service, including the fact that he was one of the authors of
the Ohio fair-housing law. Then too, the charge gave Taft an opportunity
to point out that Stokes had the worst absentee record of all\'! .ne in the
state legislature. Stokes never successfully answered this charge until the
last of their four debates, when he produced a pre-campaign letter from
Taft commending him on his legislative service. But this came moments
after the TV cameras had gone off the air.
Still another liability emerged during the campaign. Taft's strategy of
discussing programs, not personalities, was seemingly getting him nowhere. He presented specific proposals; Stokes, a skilled debater, succeeded in picking them apart. Stokes himself discussed programs only at a
general level and contended that he was best-quallfied to "cut the red
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tape" in Washington. Ilis frequent trips to Washington to confer with top
Governmellt officials, before and during the campaign, indicated that he
had the inside track.
Taft, realizing at this point that his campaign was not gaining much
momentum, suddenly switched gears and began attacking Stokes's record
(not Stokes personally). Stokes had claimed he would crack-down on
slumlords. Taft discovered that Stokes owned a piece of rmtal property
with several code violations-and that it had not been repaired despite an
order from the city. He hit hard at Stokes's absenteeism and his record as a
"good" Democrat. He put a "bird-dog" on Stokes and, if Stokes told one
group one thing and another group something else, the public heard about
it.
The upshot was that in the final days of the campaign Taft captured the
momentum. Stokes was easily the more flashy debater and projected a
superior image; but Taft emerged as the better strategist.
Should Taft Have Withdrawn?

One may ask whether all of this discussion is really relevant, since the
final vote was sharply divided along racial lines. In one sense it is
irrelevant, since it is possible that a weaker candidate than Taft might
have run just as well. It is also possible that a while racist might actually
have won. Still, this discussion has buttressed two important points.
Taft was not all black, and Stokes was not all white. Taft proved a
strong candidate, and-had he been running against Locher instead of
Stokes-he might have amassed strong support from Negroes and defealed Locher.
By being a strong candidate, Taft made it much easier for many white
Democrats, who might otherwise [have] been cross-pressured into staying
home, to come out and vote for him.
Some people felt that Taft should have withdrawn and let Stokes run
uncontested. But many of the same people also decried white liberals who,
at recent conferences to form coalitions between black-power advocates
and the New Left, let black militants castrate them. It is not traditional in
American politics that candidates enter a race to lose. Taft was in to win,
and he fought a hard and relatively clean campaign-as high a compliment as can be paid to any candidate.
Yet all of this doesn't change the basic nature of the voting. This is clear
from the evidence in Table 2. Stokes won by holding his black bloc, and
increasing his white vote from 15 percent in the primary to almost 20
percent in the general. An enormous amount of the white vote was,
whether covert or overt, anti-Negro. It is hard to believe that Catholics,
ethnic groups, and laborers who never voted for anyone but a Democrat
should suddenly decide to evaluate candidates on their qualifications and
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TABLE 2. PERCENT STOKES VOTE BY WARD

White Wards

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
14
15
22
26
32
33

%

1965

Negro

General

Primary

General

3.2
1.9
2.5
3.0
1.7
2.3
3.4
6.1
1.9
1.1
1.2
8.1
2.8
2.9
2.5
3.0

17.2
12.8
13.6
18.2
11.8
15.1
16.5
24.7
12.4
12.7
9.2
22.5
16.3
10.0
17.7
15.2

20.5
17.4
22.1
20.9
17.8
16.7
23.7
29.3
16.4
13.0
14.1
26.3
19.9
15.3
21.4
19.3

.6
.3
.9
.3
.6
.8
.6
3.0
.2
1.4
1.4
5.7
1.1
2.4
.3

Average

1967 '

1967

Negro Wards

10
11
12
13
17
18
20
24
25
27

91.3
91.8
82.7
75.2
99.0
89.3
91.0
92.6
90.9
85.7

88.7
86.3
76.9
75.8
86.6
84.0
83.0
90.6
91.3
85.2
85.4

97.3
95.9
90.4
90.7
98.1
96.0
95.0
98.1
98.4
95.6
96.2

56.6
25.3
61.1
20.3
28.5
24.4
51.7
21.8

50.7
29.2
55.2
9.8
26.5
26.8
51.5
16.9
35.0

69.9
48.0
66.3
18.2
54.8
43.2
75.3
31.8
54.4

Average

96.7
96.0
90.5
88.4
97.9 '
95.7
92.8
98.1
98.2
94.0
95.0

Mixed Wards

16
19
21
23
28
29
30
31
Average

70.1
39.9
68.9
23.2
57.3
42.3
71.4
39.0
54.1
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programs, and-in overwhelming numbers-decide that the Republican
candidate was better qualified. The implication is that they were prejudiced. But to assume that such people perceive themselves as bigots is to
oversimplify the nature of prejudice. And to call such people bigots is to
make their responses even more rigid-as Carl Stokes discovered after his
remark in the second debate with Taft.
This, then, is perhaps an important lesson of the Cleveland election:
BigotIy cannot be defeated directly, by telling bigots that they are bigoted. For the most part Stokes learned this lesson well, accumulating as
many as 30,000 white votes, neady five times the number he received in
1965. But another slip like the one in the second debate might have cost
him the election.
A few words on the voting for Stokes ward by ward, as shown in Table
2. Wards 9, 14, and 15-which gave Stokes a comparatively low votehave the highest concentI'ation of ethnic groups in the city. Not only is
there the historical element of prejmlice in these areas, but there is the
ever-present fear among the residents that Negroes will invade their
neighborhoods. (This fear is less a factor in ward 9, which is across the
river. )
Wards 26 and 32 also gave Stokes a low percentage of votes, and these
wards are also the ones most likely to have Negro migration. They are just
to the north of East Cleveland, which is currently undergoing heavy
transition, and to the cast of ward 27, which in the past few years has
changed from white to black In these two wards. then, high ethnic
composition and a fear of Negro migration would seem to account for
Stokes's 19.9 and 15.3 percentages.
The highest percentage for Stokes in predominantly white areas was in
wards 8 and 22. Ward 8 has a growing concentration of Puel to Ricans,
and-according to newspaper polls-they voted heavily for Stokes. Ward
22 has a very large automobile-assembly plant that employs many Negroes. Now, in 1965 the ward was 5.7 percent Negro-a large increase
from 1960. Since 1965, this percentage has probably grown another 2 or 3
percent. Therefore, if one subtracts the Negro vote that Stokes received in
this ward, the size of the white vote is abouUhe same as in other wards.

"Imminent Danger" in Gary

The race for mayor in Gary, Ind., was not overtly racist. Still, the racial
issue was much less subtle than it was in Cleveland. When Democratic
chairman John G. Krupa refused to support Richard D. Hatcher, the
Democratic candidate, it was clear that the reason was race. When the
Gary newspaper failed to give similar coverage to both candidates and
sometimes failed to print news releases from Hatcher headquarters (osten-
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sibly because press deadlines had not been met), it was clear that race
was a factor.
Even though race was rarely mentioned openly, the city polarized.
While Stokes had the support of the white-owned newspapers :illd many
white campaign workers, many of Hatcher's white supporters pr< f'Tred to
remain in the background-in part, at least, because they feared reprisals
from white racists. Hatcher didn't use the black-power slogan, but to the
community the election was a contest between black and white. And
when the Justice Department supported Hatcher's claim that the election
board had illegally removed some 5000 Negro voters from the registration
lists and added nonexistent whites, the tension in the city became so great
that the governor, feeling that there was "imminent danger" of violence on
election night, called up 4000 National Guardsmen.
Negroes constitute an estimated 55 percent of Gary's 180,000 residents,
but white voter registration outnumbers Negroes by 2000 or 3000. Like
Stokes, Hatcher-in order to win-had to pull some white votes, or have a
significantly higher Negro turnout.
The voter turnout and voting patterns in Cleveland and Gary were very
similar. In both cities, almost 80 percent of the registered voters turned out
at the polls. In the Glen Park and Miller areas, predominantly white
neighborhoods, Joseph B. Radigan-Hatcher's opponent-received more
than 90 percent of the votes. In the predominantly Negro areas, Hatchcr
received an estimated 93 percent of the votes. In all, Hatcher received
about 4000 white votes, while losing probably 1000 Negro votes, at most,
to Radigan. This relatively small white vote was enough to give him
victory. If Stokes's miscalculation in bringing race into the Cleveland
campaign gave prejudiced whites an excuse to vote for Taft, the glaring
way the Democratic Party in Gary tried to defeat Hatcher probably tipped
the scales and gave Hatcher some white votes he wouldn't have received
otherwise.
The School Issue in Boston

The Boston election, unlike the Cleveland and Gary elections, didn't
pose a Negro against a white, but a lackluster candidate-Kevin Whiteagainst a 48-year-old grandmother who had gained national attention over
the past several years for her stand against school integration. On the
surface, Mrs. Hicks seems to be an obvious racial bigot. But she herself
has repeatedly denied charges that she is a racist, and many who have
followed her closely claim that this description is too Simple.
Mrs. Hicks, perhaps more than any other public figure to emerge in
recent years, reflects the complex and subtle nature of prejudice in America. Her public denial of bigotry is, in all probability, an honest expression
of her self-image. But she is baSically unaware of, and unwilling to
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become informed about, the way her vicws maintain the barriers of
scgregation amI discrimination in Amcrican society. In 1963, when the
N.A.A.C.P. asked the Boston School Committce to acknowledge the de
facto segrcgation in the schools, she refused to review the evidence.
Mecting with the N.A.A.C.P., she abruptly ended the discussion by proclaiming: "There is no de facto segregation in Boston's schools. Kindly
proceed to educational matters." Later, when the State Board of Education presented a 132-page rcport on racial imbalance in Massachusetts
schools, she lash cd out at the report's recommendations without bothering
to read it.
Mrs. Hicks, like millions of Americans, holds views on.race that are born
out of and perpctuated by ignorance. John Spiegel, director of Brandeis
University's Lemberg Center for the Study of Violence, has summed up
the preliminary rcport of its study of six cities:
... the attitude of whites seems to be based on ignorance of or indifference
to the factual basis of Negro resclltrnent and bitterness. . . . If white populations generally had a fuller appreciation of the just grievances and overwhelming problems of Negroes in the ghctto, they would give stronger support to
their city governments to promote change and to correct the circumstances
which give rise to strong feelings of resentment now characteristic of ghetto
populations.
Prcjudice is born not only out of ignorance, but also out of fear. There is
much about the Negro ghettos of poverty that causes whites, lacking
objcctive knowlcdge, to be afraid, and their fear in turn reinforces their
prejudicc and their inability to hear out and understand the plight of the
Ncgro in Amcrica.
In Boston, the votcr turnout was heavy (71 percent) but below the
turnouts in Cleveland and Cary. White accumulated 53 percent of the
vote and a 12,000 plurality. Compared with Stokes and Hatcher, he had an
easy victory. But considering Mrs. Hicks's lack of qualifications and the
racial overtones of her campaign, Boston also experienced a massive
backlash votc. Had it not been for the final days of the campaign-when
she pledged, unrealistically, to raise police and firemen's salaries to
$10,000 without raising taxes, and came back from Washington with
"positive assurance" that nonexistent Federal monies would cover the
raiscs-shc might even have won. But throughout the campaign Mrs.
Hicks rcpeatcdly revealed hcr ignorance of fiscal and political matters.
:Mrs. Hicks had another handicap: She is a woman. The incredible fact
that she ran a close race demonstrated again the hard core of prejudice
and ignorance in American society.
Now let us consider the broader implications these elections will have
on the racial crisis in America. To be sure, the immediate implications are
quite different from what they would have been if Stokes and Hatcher had
lost and Mrs. Hicks had won. If the elections had gone the other way,
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Summer '68 might well have begun November 8. As Thomas Pettigrew of
Harvard put it a few days before the election, "If Stokes and Hatcher lose
and Mrs. Hicks wins, then I just wonder how a white man in this country
could ever look a Negro in the eye and say, 'Why don't you make it the
way we did, through the political system, rather than burning us down?' ,.
The Meaning of the Elections

But do these victories really alter the basic nature of the racial crisis?
There is, true, some reason for hope. But to assume that anything has been
fundamentally altered would be disastrous. First of all, it is by no means
clear that these elections will pacify militant Negroes-including those in
Cleveland, Cary, and Boston. In Boston, some militants were even encouraging people to vote for Mrs. Hicks-because they felt that her victory
would help unify the Negro community against a well-defined foe. In
Cleveland, most militants remained less than enthusiastic about thc possibility of a Stokes victory. Of the militant groups, only CORE worked hard
for him. In Cary alone did the candidate have the solid support of
militants-probably because Hatcher rcfused to explicitly rebuke Stokely
Carmichael and H. Rap Brown, and because his opponents repeatedly
claimed that Hatcher was a black-power advocate.
If the Stokes and Hatcher victories are to represent a turning point in
the racial crisis, they must deliver results. Unfortunately, Hatcher faces an
unsympathetic Democratic Party and. city council. Stokes has gone a long
way toward healing the wounds of the bitter primary, but it remains to be
seen whether he will receive eager support for his programs. Some councilmen from ethnic wards will almost certainly buck his programs for fear
of alienating their constituencies.
Stokes and Hatcher themselves face a difficult and delicate situation.
Their margins of victory were so nanow that they, like Kennedy in
1960, must proceed with great caution.
Enthusiasm and promises of change are not the same as the power to
implement change. And the two mayors must share power with whites.
They must demonstrate to Negroes that their presence in City Hall has
made a difference. But if their programs seem too preferential toward
Negroes, they run the risk of massive white resistance.
This delicate situation was clearly seen in the early days of the Stokes
administration. Of his first ten appointments, only two were Negroes.
Although relations with the police have been one of the most sensitive
issues in the Negro ghetto, Stokes's choice for a new police chief was
Michael Blackwell, a 67-year-old "hardliner." This appointment was intended to ease anxieties in the ethnic neighborhoods, but it was not
popular in the Negro ghetto. Blackwell, in his first public address after
being sworn in, lashed out at the Supreme Court, state laws, and "publicity-
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seeking clergy and beatniks" for "crippling law enforcement." Cleveland's Negroes are already b9ginning to wonder whether a Negro in City
lIall is going to make any difference.
Some observers believe that Stokes is basically quite conservative, and
point to his sponsorship of anti-riot legislation. To be sure, Stokes's position on many issues remains uncertain, but what docs seem fairly clear
from his early days in office is that his efForts to gain support ih white
communities is going to lead to disaffection among Negroes. How much
and how quickly is a difficult question.
Hace rclations is only one of many problems that these two new m~yors
must face. Stokes has inherited all of the problems that brought national
attention to Cleveland last spring-poverty, urban renewal, finance, transportation, air and water pollution, and so on. Hatcher faces similar problems in Gary, and must also cope' with one of the nation's worst strongholds of organized crime. If they fail, the responsibility will fall heavier on
them than had a white man failed. Some whites will generalize the
failures to all Negro politicians, and some Negroes will generalize the
failures to the "bankruptcy" of the American political system.
Alrriost certainly, Washington will be a key factor in determining if
these two men succeed. The national Democratic Party has a strong
interest in making Stokes and Hatcher look good, for it desperately needs
to recapture the disaffected Negro voters before the 1968 national election.
But how much can the party deliver? The war in Vietnam is draining
enormolls national resources and Congress is threatening to slash poverty
programs. Even if Federal monies were no problem, there is the question
whether allY of \Vashington's existing programs are directed at the roots of
ghetto unrest. Many informed administrators, scientists, and political analysts feel they are not. And the chances for creative Federal programs
seem, at this moment, fairly dim.
Another clear implication of these elections is that white resistance to
change remains large and widespread. More than 90 percent of the
Democrats in Cleveland who voted for a Democrat in the primary
switched, in the &eneral election, to the Republican candidate. Now, not
many American cities are currently composed of as many as 35 percent
Negroes; the possibility of coalitions to elect other Negro candidates
appears, except in a handful of cities, remote. Additional Negro mayoral
candidates are almost certain to arise, and many will go down to bitter
defeat.
.
Stokes and Hatcher won because black-voter power coalesced with a
relatively small minority of liberal whites. It was not a victory of acceptance or even tolerance of Negroes, but a numerical failure of the powers
of discrimination, a failure that resulted in large part because of the
massive exodus of whites from the central city. The election of Stokes and
Hatcher may break down white resistance to voting for a Negro, but this
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is, at best, problematical. Also problematical is how bigoted whites will
react to the election of a Negro mayor. Their organized efforts to resist
change may intensify. As we have already indicated, the pace of white
exodus from the central city of Cleveland is already alarming. And an'
acceleration of this pace could push the city into financial bankruptcy.
America Has Bought a Little Time

In short, while the implications of the November 7 elections are ambiguous, it does seem that the victories of Stokes and Hatcher, and the defeat
of Mrs. Hicks, have kept the door open on the growing racial crisis.
America has, at best, bought a little time.
On the other ha~d, we do not find much cause for optimism in those
elections-unlike George Meany, and unlike the New York Times, which,
five days after the election, published a glowing editorial about "the
willingness of most voters today to choose men solely on personal quality
and impersonal issues." To us, it would seem that the elections have only
accelerated the pace of ever-rising expectations among Negroes. And if
results don't follow, and rather rapidly, then we believe that the Negro
community's frustration with the American political system will almost
certainly heighten.
The hard task of demonstrating that Negroes can actually achieve
justice and equality in America still lies ahead.
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Cleveland: The Politics of
Immobilism

Background and Structure

For nearly thirty years prior to Carl Stokes's 1967 election, Cleveland was
governed by a succession of conservative, Democratic mayors of ethnic
heritage. These mayors were popular in the city's white, working-class
. neighborhoods and won the support of Cleveland's influential newspapers
by declaring their support for "good government," fiscal frugality, and
nonpartisanship.l Because of the disinterest of these mayors in strengthen. ing Cleveland's Democratic party, the intense rivalry between politically
ambitious groups and leaders, and the political fragmentation of the city
into a number of ethnic, race, class, and relgious groups, the community
did not have an integrated citywide organization to facilitate mayoral
leadership.2 In Cleveland's fragmented political system, mayoral leadership consisted of the mayor's participation in various social celebrations
and civic e~ents, an occasional' new public works project, and the reaffirmation of the status quo; in short, figureheadship a.l1dj"-!ITI9.!?U!s.Q!.
Cleveland's mayors could have 'provided more aggressive leadership.
since the city charter provides a "strong mayor" form of government. In
Cleveland's governmental system, the mayor is the only elected official in
the city administration. He has an item veto over city council legislation
and does not have to obtain the city council's approval to appoint department directors. However, despite this considerable formal authority,
Cleveland's mayors have confronted considerable legal, jurisdictional,·
,
/.
financial. and political constraints.
Cleveland's mayors have been hampered by theidwo-year term, which
limits their ability to develop and activate multiyear plans and programs. In
addition, some important policy areas like tax assessment and welfare are
administrated on a countywide rather than a citywide basis; and education
is controlled by an independent, nonpartisan board of education elected on
an at-large basis. Also, most city employees are insulated from mayoral
influence by the governmen\"s extensive civil-service coverage. Finally,
the city's declining economic base. state tax ceilings, and the low tax
ideology of the city's business elite and homeowners have combined with
the physical deterioration of the city and the increased social service needs
of its poorer residents to li~it the amount of "slack" resources available
for new programs .
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In addition to these legal. jurisdictional. and economic constraints. the
political fragmentation of the city into separate ethnic. economic. and
political groupings has produced cleavages that are manifested in important
policy-making arenas like the city council and the Democratic party.:!
Cleveland's thirty-three-member city council is elected on a ward basis that
quite accurately mirrors the city's ethnic and racial composition. since the
settlement pattern of these groups in Cleveland has generally been
homogeneous. The centrifugal force of this fragmented pattern has been so
great iD Cleveland that it "has determined its political superstructure. The
car:eers of councilmen depend on appealing to separatist local interest, and
these politicians reinforce the diyisiveness that geographic and ethnic
identity created.' '4
The separatist tendencies of Cleveland's ward-based politics has led to
the institutionalization of veto privileges for councilmen who feel their
neighborhoods might be adversely affected by proposals for citywide innovations. Bargaining, side payments, and the modification of proposals are
often required before any mayorally initiated programs can be implemented. Over the years, cleavages between the mayor, the bureaucracies, the city council, different ethnic and racial groups, and the county
and suburban governments have prevented the development of consensus·
behind new proposals. Disagreememts among the three principal elements'
of Cleveland's power structure-government, business, and the
newspapers-over the economic and physical health of the city and the
proper course of action to combat the city's physical and social deterioration have also contributed to political immobilism.
.
By the early 1960s, the sheer magnitude and urgency of local problems
created demands for change. Civil-rights activism raised tensions between
Clevelan.d's ethnic or "cosmo" (for cosmopolitan) population and the
city's blacks. In response, Mayor Ralph Locher adopted a partisan pos:
ture, favoring white demands that he resist black pressure for school
integration, greater participation in the local OEO-funded poverty program, and more and better city services. 5 In the summer of 1966, rioting
broke out in the Hough section, one of the city's four large black ghetto
areas. Locher adopted a "get tough" policy toward all black protestors,
including nonviolent petitioners, offending many white liberals and blacks.
By 1967, Locher had also come under heavy criticism from local newspapers and business and civic leaders. In addition to complaints about the
mayor's lack of a positive response to black needs and demands,
Cleveland's business community was dismayed by his lack of initiative in
creating new programs for community renewal and with his inept handling
offederally funded programs. 6 In 1966, Cleveland's application for a Model
Cities planning grant was rejected, and federal funds for urban renewal
were frozen by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
IOn the eve of the 1967 Democratic primary, Ralph Locher stood on the
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verge of resounding. defeat. The formula for mayoral leadership that had
worked for his predecessors over the previous twenty-six years-frugality,
honesty, boosterism, and conservatism-had failed to meet Cleveland's
needs during the latter months of his administration. When the city's
economic condition deteriorated during the 1960s, Locher could not adopt
a new leadership style to respond effectively to the city's plight. In his
analysis of Ralph Locher as a political leader, Cunningham has concluded:
For four years Ralph Locher, with Bronis Klementowicz and a few other
advisors-certainly including Frank Lausche at a distance-had had their chance to
create, to take risks. to organize. to seek to build Cleveland. They did none of these
things. They followed a holding-action tradition which was obsolete and clearly
identified themselves as routine and non-innovative. Their last year in office-1967-was to be one of disintegration and defeat. with the federal government shutting off their urban renewal funds and Carl Stokes beating them at the
polls. During his campaigns Stokes adroitly characterized the Lausche-Locher
style as that of "a long string of mayors who have treated the city as a trusteeship.
something to be clung to and preserved. rather than developed and improved. "7

Electoral Politics

After 1941. the year of Frank Lausche's election to Cleveland's mayorship,
politics in Cleveland became a contest between "regular" and "independent" Derocrats. The independent Democrats controlled the city administration and had a base of support in the "COS11)O" neighborhoods. The
regular Democrats controlled the party machinery and the county government and were led by an inner circle dominated by politicians with Irish
backgrounds. Contests between the two Democratic factions were
mediated by the city's newspapers, especially the Cleveland Press. which
had a large readership among Cleveland's ethnic population. The Press
selectively endorsed Democratic candidates and through its influence on
ethnic voters often provided the margin of victory in mayoral primaries. A
pattern emerged in Cleveland: the Press would e'ndorse a candidate in the
Democratic primary. who would be opposed by a candidate endorsed by
the local party. Once the newspaper's candidate won the primary and the
election, the" regular" Democrats would endorse him for a second term.8
Because of their inability to control mayoral nominations and consequently city hall patronage, the "regular" Democrats were unable to build
a tightly integrated organization at either the citywide or ward level. Each
councilman developed his ow, 'relationship with the mayor rather than with
the regular party organization and concentrated his efforts on building a
personal organization within his ward. EV1!n though the Republican party
was extremely weak in Cleveland, the Democratic party was not much
stronger.
~
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As the eJection 1965 approached, demographic and political changes
threatened to upset the city'" l,;ng-established pattern of mayoral succession. While Cleveland's black population had steadily grown since World
War II ,to comprise over one-third of the city's population. there was little
increase in the influence blacks had in the political system of the city.
Although there were ten blacks on the city council by 1960. there was
strong resistance by the rest of the thirty-three-man body to proposals that
might aIleviate some of the problems of the city's black poor. Partly in
anticipation of the reactions of white councilmen. and partly because of
indiffere'nce, the black councilmen rarely brought up race or poverty
issues. Cleveland's black politicians were simply content to maintain their
own personal organizations and perquisites without being caught up in the
struggle for civil rights.
By 1965 blacks were electorally very powerful in Cleveland because a
vigorous Democratic voter registration drive for the 1964 presidential
election increased the proportion of black voters to 40 percent of the
electorate. At the same time, Locher was under heavy fire from a number
of sides; the newspapers were openly critical of his administration, the
Democratic party refused to endorse him, and blacks were openly antagonistic. Sensing an opportunity to replace Locher, black leaders and
white liberals began searching for a candidate to challenge the mayor.
{
Attenti.on began to focus on Carl B. Stokes, the first black Democrat
ever to serve in the Ohio House of Representatives. Stokes had grown up in"
Cleveland's black ghetto, had been a high school dropout, and after a tour,
in the Army, graduated from law school in 1958. In 1962, after two previous
unsuccessful campaigns, Stokes won a seat in the Ohio legislature, where
he established himself as a savvy political independent. In 1965, Stokes
calculated that he could not defeat Locher in the Democratic primary but
stood a better chance of winning a four-way race as an Independent running
against three white candidates: Locher, Ralph Perk, the Republican
nominee, and Ralph McAllister, the conservative chairman of Cleveland's
board of education, who also ran as an Independent.
Stokes's campaign strategy depended on the mathematics of
Cleveland's racial composition:
The fundamental political assumptions underlying the Stokes approach were (1) a
Black Democrat candidate running in a Democratic city against a White Republican
opponent could count on the solid support of every Black voter who turned out;
(2) a rock bottom seven in ten of the eligible Black voters would come out in this
type of municipal contest with only a normal amount of organizational prodding;
(3) a bedrock two in ten of the eligible White voters would vote for a Black
candidate for mayor as long as he seemed more "moderate" than "militant," and
this proportion might be improved a marginal amount by careful campaigning;
(4) the practical danger of an exceptionally big outpouring of hostile White voters
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was far more real than the unrealistic dream of an exceptionally large outpouring of
'edicated Black voters. 9

But Stokes was unable to build a cohesive campaign organization. As an
Independent he was denied access to Democratic ward meetings. He also
vas unable to enlist the aid of black ward leaders and councilmen, because
.hey did not believe Stokes could win and feared losing their patronage
from City Hall if Locher was reelected. More importantly, the 1965 Stokes
ampaign as an Independent lacked legitimacy; Locher was endorsed by
he newspapers, and large financial contributions never materialized.
Stokes's hopes for a fairly even three-way split of the white vote
'1etween Locher, Perk, and McAllister were disappointed. Nevertheless,
he final voting figures were closer than anticipated. Locher won, receiving
36.7 percent of the vote (87,858) to Stokes's 35.8 percent (84,716) with Perk
and McAllister trailing far behind. Stokes received great support, as ex)ected, from the black community, but almost no support from the white
community. In short, the city divided along racial lines, with whites voting
for one of the three white candidates and blacks strongly supporting
Stokes.
By late spring of 1967, it was evident that Locher's popUlarity was at an
all-time low. Stokes believed that it would be easier to defeat Locher in the
primary, when a lower turnout of voters could be expected, so he decided
to challenge Locher as a Democrat. Also, once elected as a Democrat,
Stokes beliexed he could expect more help from Washington than if he
were electedas an Independent. Finally, Stokes feared that the Republican
nominee, Seth Taft, would withdraw from the race if Stokes declared as an
Independent rather than split the white vote in the general election. 10
Stokes began to build a campaign organization for the 1967 primary. this
time with adequate funding and a full-time administrative staff. Campaign
funds flowed to Stokes because Locher's ineptitude and the Hough rioting
made Stokes appear an attractive alternative. Stokes explains the changes
of attitude among Cleveland's civic leaders in terms of events of the
previous two years:
The mourners began their search for a candidate to defeat Locher. He had been
rejected, and a replacement was needed. The mood of the city was a mixture of
futility and fear-futility at not being able to get the city moving, and fear of the
niggers. Curiously enough. that made me obviously the most desirable candidate. I
had legitimized myself as a politician in the 1965 campaign, especially in the
debates, and the closeness of the election and the subsequent recount kept me in the
news. I was better known than any politician in the county. The businessmen could
look at my record and see that I :11s out there fighting for their and Jim Rhodes's
pork barrel. Clearly, I was a "safe" candidate. In the backs of their minds. those
white men believed that if they put me out [rgnt they would be buying off the
ghetto. I I
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Stokes attacked Locher's failure to confrolit the city's economic stagnation and physical decay and emphasized his own ability to reconcile and
reduce racial conflict in the city. In contrast. Locher campaigned on his
record of honesty and fiscal frugality.
Stokes easily defeated Locher and a third candidate in the Democratic
primary. receiving 52.3 percent of the vote to Locher's 43.7 percent.
Stokes received approximately 16,000 votes from whites (15 percent), an
increase of 12 percent over his 1965 support, and increased the cohesion cf
his black support from 85.4 percent in 1965 to 96.2 percent.
Immediately following his primary victory, Stokes set out to regroup
Cleveland's shattered Democratic party. He was able to reunify the party
to some degree and could look forward to his race with Seth Taft with
confidence. He was endorsed by both major newpapers, the AFL-CIO, the
Teamsters, the Democratic party, and Mayor Locher. Also, no Republican
had come close to winning a mayoral election in sixteen years. Moreover,
Taft's family name, associated with the anti-labor Taft-Hartley Act, was
hardly an asset in heavily unionized Cleveland. Finally, Stokes had 90,000
or more black votes virtually assured, and it was expected that large
numbers of lifelong white Democrats, faced with voting for a black or a
Republican, would stay home. 12
While early polls showed Stokes leading Taft by 30 percentage points,
the race issue was subtly injected into the contest by both parties, and the
gap between Stokes and Taft narrowed. Both Taft and Stokes took nearly·
identical and liberal positions on almost every important issue like law f
enforcement, public housing, and the curtailment of air and water pollution; but by election day, the contest for mayor was a tossup, and race was
clearly the central issue.
Stokes defeated Taft by less than one percent of the total vote (129,829
to 127,328) by increasing his support within the white community (to 19.3
percent) and maihtaining his strength among black voters to become the
first black mayor of a major American city.
The 1969 Democratic primary and general election were critical tests of
Carl Stokes's popularity and symbolic impact in Cleveland. From the time
of his victory in 1967 until the 1969 election, it was generally assumed that
the mayor's principal opponent would be the Republican county auditor,
Ralph Perk. Perk was of Czechoslovakian descent and was extremely
popular with the normally Democratic voters on the West Side. He had, for
some time, been the only Republican in Cuyahoga County to consistently
win countywide elections.
Before the general election, Stokes had to face Robert J. Kelly, formerly Ralph Locher's director of city services, in the Democratic
primary. Kelly's primary campaign was hampered by a lack of funds and
workers. The Democratic organization endorsed Stokes, but the city coun-
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cil president, James Stanton, and a number of West Side councilmen
remained officially "neutral," tacitly supporting Kelly. Stokes conducted
a leisurely primary campaign and braced himself for the upcoming campaign against Perk. Only 50 percent of Cleveland's registered voters turned
out to vote in the primary, and Stokes won easily.
In the general election, Ralph Perk faced an uphill struggle. The 1970
census revealed that Cleveland's white population had declined and blacks
comprised38.5 p7~~.~ntoHh~~i_tY':'~J~~~l!!~!~~~1_t,l.P_~Jo.4 percent over 1967
estimates. The two previous. primaries and general elections revealed that
election resUlts in Cleveland were more determined by shifts in population...
composition than by changes in racial at~itudes~and at least_thirty''-.Slf'
precincts that were white in 1967 hadt~rned black by1969,13
- Perk ran a "lusterless" race~-basing his-~ampaig~·on Stoke'8's mismanagement of the city's government. Perk charged that Stokes was leading
Cleveland into financial bankruptcy, was unable to combat crime, had
questionable ties with black militants, had promoted inefficiency in the
administration of city services, and had inspired a lack of confidence in city
government. But despite disclaimers from both sides, the race issue again
dominated Cleveland politics.
In spite of efforts by some disgruntled white policemen and firemen to
challenge black voters at the polls, the black turnout exceeded the white
turnout by approximately 2 percent and Stokes defeated Perk by 3753
votes. Stokes had been reelected to another two-year term, but the racial
division in Cleveland had been reaffirmerl rather than overcome by the
~lection.14
During the year and a half following the 1969 election Stokes was
confronted with a series of continuing frustrations. Rising municipal service costs, racial hatred. problems with the police. newspapers and city
council. and recurring rumors of city hall corruption gradually eroded
Stokes's image with the city's white liberal and business communities.
After Stokes supported the organization of the all-black 21 st Congressional
District Caucus that split from the regular Democratic party. there was
speCUlation that he would make it into a third political party and run for
reelection in 1971 against white Republican and Democratic candidates.
But Stokes calculated that he could not win another election against Perk in
1971 and announced his intention not to seek a third term. The mayor
pledged his support to a black Independent, Arnold R. Pinckney, his
former campaign director and president of Cleveland's board of education.
Before formally endorsing Pinckney, Stokes supported a white liberal.
James Carney, in tpe Democratic primary in a effort to thwart conservative
city council presid~nt Anthony Garofoli's bid for the Democratic nomination. Because of Stokes's support, a surprisingly large number of blacks
turned out to vote in the Democratic primary, and Carney upset Garofoli.
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Stokes then switched his endorsement to Pinckney/But Stokes' s overt
attempt to manipulate the black vote infuriated whites and alienated
blacks.: Pinckney, who lacked an independent base of support and
charisma, ran far behind Stokes's 1967 and 1969 totals in both black and
white wards and lost.I 5 Perk drew 12,579 votes more than Pinckney, who
drew only 77 percent of the black vote. 21 percent going to Carney. The
defeat of Stokes's candidate and the adverse reaction to his tactical switch
cost him considerable national and local prestige and adversely affected his
opportunities for continued political prominence in Cleveland.
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Policy Politics and Leadership Structure
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In the early months of his administration, Stokes seemed unable to create a
program that would mobilize community influentials and symbolize
change. He scored some early victories with the lifting of the freeze on
federal funds for urban renewal and received a series of federal grants for
housing and job training. But the mayor was unable to activate the city's
business community to contribute more than token vocal support for his
administration. 16 Despite Stokes's personal charisma and promotional activism, the city's long history of mayoral nonleadership and the inexperience of the mayor's new staff created too much inertia for Stokes to
overcome in the first few months following his inauguration. 17
Just as Stokes appeared to be faltering in his attempt to mobilize
Cleveland, Martin Luther King was assassinated in Memphis and rioting
erupted in black ghettos all over the country. Cleveland was exceptionally
calm because Stokes personally visited the inner city to persuade militants
not to riot. His success at preventing rioting impressed many of the city's
civic leaders and led to offers to help Stokes improve living conditions in
Cleveland.' Shortly afterwards, Stokes, capitalizing on his prestige, proposed a new multifaceted community development program called
"Cleveland: NOW!" that was designed to use federal, foundation, and
privately contributed funds to improve housing, recreation facilities, and
employment opportunities in the inner city. 18
"Cleveland: NOW!" became the slogan and symbolic nexus of
Stokes's public relations programY Through the program the mayor
sought to involve a wide range of Clevelanders, particularly the business
community, and to build an executive-centered coalition. Stokes immediately won the support of the two major newspapers, and the
"Cleveland: NOW!" campaign attracted the enthusiastic involvement and
financial support ofa number of business leaders. For the first time in many
years, a Cleveland mayor was able to mobilize community influentials
behind an innovative, large-scale program. Cleveland's business commu-
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nity even pledged $11 million to Stokes's campaign. Only the city's white
ethnic communities remained skeptical of Stokes's ability to provide communitywide leadership.
After a short period of euphoric optimism in 1968, the
"Cleveland: NOW!" campaign and Stokes's incipient coalition began to
disintegrate. A business recession and the reduced threat of ghetto rioting
dampened the spirit of private contributors; actual contributions to the
fund-raising drive barely exceeded half the $11 million pledged. 20 But
perhaps the most important single cause of the program's loss of vitality
was a gunfight between police and a group of black nationalists in the city's
Glenville neighborhood. After the gunfight, rioting broke out, and Stokes.
in an effort to minimize further violence, ordered the withdrawal of white
police officers from the area, leaving the area patrolled only by black
officers. The white police officers were furious, and the controversy intensified when it was alleged that the guns used by the black nationalists were
purchased with funds from a "Cleveland: NOW!" grant. 21 Stokes's opponents charged the mayor with failing to suppress the city's black militants.
Donations for "Cleveland: NOW!" slowed to a trickle. By the mayoral
campaign of 1969, "Cleveland: NOW!" was little more than a memory and
Stokes's embryonic executive-centered coalition had disintegrated.
From the beginning of his administration, Stokes attempted to generate
political resources from the previously unexploited powers of Cleveland's
may~ralty. He quickly assumed control over some aspects of city services
that had traditionally been left to the authority of department heads. By
assuming the position of the person to see about such routine city services
as street repairing and recreational facilities, Stokes attempted to exert
greater influence over the city council than had his predecessors. The city
council, however, reflecting the grass-roots orientation of individual councilmen, polarized along racial lines like the rest of the city, denying Stokes
the influence he sought over council policy making.
The Cleveland city council was dominated by Democrats: twentyseven of its thirty-three members were Democrats in 1970. But party
affiliation was less important than race in council voting. During Stokes's
two terms, the council was divided along racial lines into two extremely
cohesive blocs. 22 One bloc was led by the city council president and was
composed of sixteen white and three black councilmen. The other bloc was
loyal to Stokes and was composed of eleven black and three white councilmen. Of the six councillT)en who crossed racial lines, two white councilmen
were elected from predominantly black wards and the third represented a
ward that was rapidly turning into a black majority. The voting reyords of
the three black Democrats who supported the anti-Stokes leadership of
council presidents James Stanton (until September 1970) and Anthony
Garofoli (from Septe.ber 1970 until November 1971) were motivated by
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their ambition for countywide office and "their attitudes which tended
to be similar to those of the council leadership. "23
Because he could not command the loyalty of a majority of the city
council. "Stokes's impact on controversial policies was limited primarily
to the use of threat to use the mayoral veto. "24 So that the council leadership could not mobilize the needed twenty-two votes to override mayoral
vetoes. Stokes encouraged the development of the "rebel caucus" of
councilmen who opposed Stanton and Garofoli. 25 The caucus became
Stokes's principal weapon in the council and an arm of the 21st District
Caucus. While Stokes could block new legislation by vetoing it. he did not
control a majority of the council and could not successfully propose new
programs opposed by the council leadership;
Stokes also found that many of the problems which he attributed in his
campaign to the ineptitude of the Locher administration could not be easily
solved. The money he alleged to be "hidden" in Locher's budgets that
would allow him to avoid tax increases simply could not be found. Even
when tax referendums were passed to raise additional revenue, inflation
and increased salary demands from civil servants absorbed almost all of the
slack. Throughout his four-year term, with the exception of the few
euphoric months of "Cleveland: NOW!" and the overlap with the final
months of the Johnson administration in Washington, Stokes never had
sufficient resources to appreciably alter Cleveland's growing physical and (
social decay.
.
The most glaring and continuous failure of Carl Stokes's leader,ship,
efforts were his relationships with Cleveland's police department.
Throughout his two terms, mayoral-police relations produced a series of
frustrations for the mayor that stifled his entire program. Relations between Cleveland's blacks and police were never tranquil. Blacks were
vastly underrepresented on Cleveland's police force, and continuous
charges of police brutality, poor service, and racism made by black leaders
were ignored by police leadership. A clash between Stokes and the police
was an inevitable outgrowth of long years of hostility and resentment
toward police practices by the black community.
Stokes's problems with Cleveland's police surfaced even before his
election in 1967 when he announced his intention to fire the police chief at a
meeting of the Fraternal Order of Police. After his election, Stokes and the
police fought over salaries, the assignment of policemen with office jobs to
patrol duty, and the administration of civil-service entrance exams. The
Glenville shoot-out further exacerbated the conflict between the mayor and
the police force. White groups were organized to back the police force in
civil suits, disciplinary actions, and in their demands for heavy weaponry to
fight black militants. Anti-Stokes partisans even made efforts to link the
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mayor to the deaths of the three policemen killed during the Glenville
shoot-out.
Stokes responded with rhetoric about the importance of "law and
order" and even proposed a prolonged "war on crime." But no matter how
hard Stokes tried to win the confidence of the police force, the pattern of
antagonsim was already firmly established. For example, during the 1969
election, over two hundred policemen and one hundred firemen, dressed in
civilian clothing, appeared as vote challengers and witnessess at polling
places in black precincts to slow the voting process.
The tension between the mayor and the police was reflected in the high
turnover of police chiefs and safety directors during Stokes's administration. One appointee was accused of taking bribes in Detroit and never
assumed the police chief's duties. The resignation of another, retired Air
Force lieutenant general, Benjamin O. Davis, marked a low ebb in Stokes's
credibility. After less then six months in office, Davis resigned, charging
that Stokes and members of his administration provided support and comfort to "the enemies of law enforcement. "26
By early 1969, with the prospects for a biracial executive-centered
coalition fading, Stokes began to seek a new leadership strategy. For a
short time, prior to the 1969 election. Stokes adopted a bystander strategy
toward racial issues. For example, duri ng the summer of 1969, a coalition of
black groups led by black nationalists attempted to enforce a boycott of
McDonald's restaurants in an effort to force the firm to sell its franchises in
the black c!>mmunity to black owners. Stokes remained aloof from the
controversy for over four months. Only on the eve of the election, after
receiving a great deal of criticism for his neutrality stance, did he seize the
initiative and help negotiate a settlement. Stokes's neutrality during the
McDonald's controversy gained him few white allies, and shortly after the
1969 election, he began to adopt a more partisan leadership style.
During Stokes's second term, he spoke out more forcefully for black
political interests. At the local level, Stokes helped invigorate the 21st
Congressional District Caucus as an alternative to the regular Democratic
party in order to organize the black community a·nd coordinate the efforts
of black politicians. He also fought to end job discrimination in local unions
by threatening to withhold construction contracts from those unions with
discriminatory practices. In addition, Stokes criticized police and newspaper racism, fought the city council for integrated scattered-site public
housing in black and white middle-class neighborhoods, fought losing
battles for tax increases, and withdrew the city from the Northeast Ohio
Area Coordinating Agency (1'(OACA). At the national level, Stokes became an active lobbyist for revenue sharing and a spokesman for black
economic development and political power. This combination of local
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partisanship and national involvement strengthened Stokes's position as a
black leader. but alienated many Cleveland whites who had supported him
in the past. Stokes summarizes his second term as "almost total war
between the mayor and the Council, between the mayor and the newspapers, between the mayor and everyone. "21

Achievements and Failures

Stokes left Cleveland's mayoralty with a number of achievements. He was
able to generate a substantial amount of federal financial support for a
variety of redevelopment projects involving new housing, recreation, and
job-training programs. According to Stokes:
,,;1

"

Housing was one of my true and lasting achievements. When I took office there had
been no new public housing built in five years and there was none under contract.
When I left office four years later we had 5,496 units of low and moderate income
housing at a cost of more than $102 million. No city in the country had a record like
that. A project that vigorous was bound to be highly visible, and,just as naturally, to
cause a good deal of opposition in neighborhoods where no low-income housing had
gone before. This was especially true in middle-class neighborhoods where wee
erected housing for the poor. The opposition was not solely a racial matter; it also
reflected class hostility. We faced the same bright-red angers in Lee-Seville,.a
middle-class black neighborhood, as we did in the white southwest side of Cleveland. But, although we were blocked in some cases-Lee-Seville was the mo~t
dramatic-we were successful in the overall project. 28

In addition to these physical improvements, Stokes could also take
credit for some symbolic changes. First, he was instrumental in alerting
national policy-makers to Cleveland's problems. Second, a number of
highly talented younger administrators were brought into the city government, and a number of civic and business leaders became involved for the
first time in efforts to solve the city's problems. Finally, Stokes provided
Cleveland's blacks with a sense of political efficacy, a locally accessible
national leader, and an inspirational symbol of black achievement.
On the negative side, Stokes left Cleveland $26 million in debt because a
Stokes-supported proposal to increase the city's income tax was defeated
in a November 1970 referendum. The financial squeeze forced Stokes to
fire over fifteen hundred city employees including garbage collectors,
housing inspectors, policemen, and health officers. Also, in January 1971,
the Department of Housing and Urban Development temporarily froze
Cleveland's federal funds for urban renewal, public housing, housing demolition, and rent supplements, because the city council refused to approve an agreement to build low-and moderate-income public housing in
white neighborhoods. 29 But, the mayor's greatest frustration came from his
inability to reform Cleveland's police department. The department was
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able to withstand a succession of Stokes-appointed safety directors and
police chiefs to rem'ain almost totally independent of mayoral influence
throughout Stokes's four years in office. 30 Finally, Pinckney's defeat
ended black control of city hall. The failure to institutionalize black
mayoral leadership in Cleveland and Mayor Perk's commitment to adopt a
leadership style similar to those mayors of the pre-Stokes era meant that
the prospects for an executive-centered biracial coalition fostering continued development of the black community would be minimal.
In summary, Carl Stokes's two terms as Cleveland's mayor demonstrate the fragile position ()f a-black'lead~~-in a racially polarized, whitedominated community. His mayoralty also demonstrates the limitations of
the executive-centered coalition model as a leadership strategy in a
polarized community. For a short time in his first term, Stokes was able to
centralize politics in the mayoralty, mobilize and integrate some important
community interest groups and institutions, and activate some innovative
changes. Over time, the community's racial polarization caused the disintegration of his nascent executive-centered coalition and led him to adopt a
more racially partisan leadership strategy. From a pluralist perspective,
Stokes's inability to institutionalize an executive-centered coalition would
be an indicator of the ineffectiveness of his leadership. However, his use of
mayoral influence to benefit the black community and to mobilize and
integrate the city's blacks into an institutionalized coalition-the 21st Congressional District Caucus-would give him a much higher score on a scale
construct;d from a conflict perspective.
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Gary: The Politics of Racial
Partisanship

Background and Structure

During the sixty years prior to Richard Hatcher's 1967 election, Gary's
politics were dominated by .corrupt and conservative machine politicians.
After two decades of Republican rule, a highly centralized Democratic
machine emerged during the 1930s to control elections and policy making
for the next thirty-five years. During this period corruption dominated local
decision making; one mayor was sent to jail, another was indicted, and two
or three others were alleged to have made illegal fortunes while in office. To
maintain its dominance of local politics, the Democratic machine practiced
a conscious policy of non decision making, avoiding and suppressing issues
and proposals that would endanger any important element in its coalition;
issues that might exacerbate racial tensions, infringe on the perogatives of
the US Steel Corporation, or interfere with the operations of organized
crime. l Within Gary's political system the mayor stood at or near the
center, protecting the status quo, rewarding friends, and punishing enemies.
of the machine. In short, Gary's executive-centered coalition was a conservative,~broker-oriented structure maintained by the trading of votes and·
money for power and privileges.
While Gary's politics were integrated by the considerable informal
powers of the Democratic machine, they were centralized by the formal
powers of the mayor. Gary has a "strong mayor" form of government. The
mayor has wide and extensive powers of appointment, an executive veto, a
four-year term, and over one thousand patronage appointments, which
include sole or controlling membership on almost all the city's major
boards and agencies. He can run for reelection and submits an executive
budget the city council can only amend downward (except for the salaries
of firemen and policemen). The mayor also appoints the city's three chief
executive officers (the city controller, the city attorney, and the city engineer) who also make up Gary's board of public works and safety.
Despite these substantial powers, nondecision making in Gary was
reinforced by some jurisidictional constraints that limited the local
government's discretion. Mayors could attribute their inaction to their lack
of jurisdiction over some important functions like welfare, tax assessment.
and tax collection, which are controlled by the county and township governments that overlap and subdivide Gary. Inertia is also built into local
~
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decisionmaking by the staggered terms of members of the independent
police, fire, health, park, and redevelopment commissions. It has been
estimated that it would take seven years before a newly elected mayor's.
appointment power would guarantee him control of these vital:
commissions. 2
Gary's Democratic machine maintained control of city politics well
after similar machines had disintegrated in other cities. The machine effectively balanced the needs of the city's five major interest groups-white
ethnics, blacks, unions, business (especially US Steel), and organized
crim~-in a smoothly functioning, but conservative coalition. 3 During the
late 1950s and early 1960s, however, a number of changes caused the
machine's coalition to become inherently unstable.
During this period, Gary's unionized workers enjoyed a period of
relative prosperity. Many ofthe city's white residents were able to become
homeowners for the first time. Their prosperity devalued the importance of
the machine's patronage, and many of the new homeowners adopted an
anticorruption, "good government" ideology, At the same time, Gary's
black community grew enormously, comprising almost 50 percent of the
popUlation by 1965, The less prosperous black community was more attracted to the machine's patronage, favors, and influence than the white
community.4 For three decades, Gary.' s black politicians delivered the:
black vote and suppressed racial issues that might embarrass or weaken the
machine. By the mid-1960s, however, black voters comprised the only
... faction of the machine's coalition' that it could count·on· for disciplined ... -...
voting support, Because of its dependence on black voters, the machine
was forced to adjust to increased demands that it distribute more rewards to j
the black community. But the conservatism of the machine, its corruption,
and the changing racial composition of the city eventually undermined its
capability to retain control of the city. During the mid-sixties, the conservative, white leadership of the machine tried but simply could not adapt to the
new demands of Gary's blacks or confront obvious pollution and physical
decay problems that only strengthened demands for change.

Electoral Politics
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The election of 1963 highlighted the striking lack of support for the machine
in the white community and the voting power of Gary's blacks. Instead of
the single candidate for the mayoral nomination one might expect in a
machine-controlled city, there were five strong candidates. The machine
chose to support A. Martin K.atz, a city court judge, because he was the
only major party regular with electoral experience who had not been
intimately associated with the corruption of the previous administration
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and had a reputation as a liberal in the black community. Katz won the
primary by less than three thousand votes, but he failed to carry a single
white precinct in either the primary or the general election, winning because of black voting support.
The 1963 election also witnessed the election of Richard Hatcher to
Gary's city council. For the 1963 election, the machine was without an
adequate black candidate for one of the three councilmen-at-large positions
it had traditionally reserved'for a black candidate. The incumbent had been
involved in a scandal and was unacceptable to both the black and white
communities. Hatcher was suggested for the nomination because he had
served as a deputy county prosecutor, and it-was--assumed he would
cooperate with the machine becaus'e every other black politician who had
ever been elected to the city council had been cooperative. The machine
never openly endorsed Hatcher, but its leadership opposed one of
Hatcher's black primary opponents, a civil-rights activist.
Upon Hatcher's election to the council, he immediately established
himselfas a new kind of black politician. Hejoined the "economy bloc" on
the council, championed civil-rights causes, and with Katz's support was
elected president of the city council.
The emergence of open occupancy as a crucial issue in Gary city politics_0t
drove a deep wedge between Hatcher and the rest of the city council. '
Hatcher became personally identified with an ordinance for open occupancy t~at was voted on a number of times in 1964. The issue became the
most sa1ient test of the machine's commitment to the black community.
Katz began to pressure councilmen to support the bill, and eventually it
passed. But although rhe bill could not have passed without Katz's support,
the victory was considered to be Hatcher's ,in the black community.
Hatcher's reputation and popularity soared with the passage of the bill. He
became the obvious choice for the first black attempt to capture the
mayoralty.
By 1967 the city was in an advanced state of physical and spiritual
decay. Neither local business nor US Steel seemed interested in taking the
initative in turing the tide on the city's decline. The white middle class and
potential young white leaders were moving to the suburbs. Because the
city's electorate was nearly half black and the majority of the Democratic
party was black, Gary's young aggressive black professionals and white
middle-class liberals sensed an opportunity to do something about the
city's political and ecological decay.
Although there was some talk about the machine running a black
candidate for mayor in 1967. Katz thought he should have an opportunity
for reelection. Katz's adminstration can be characterized as a transitional
attempt to adjust city policy to meet black demands for change. Under his
administration, every city commission was integrated for the first time,
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blacks were appointed as corporation counsel, superintendent of sanitation, deputy contrnl1er, assistant director of general services, and two
blacks were promol:.;j to assistant fire chief. Katz also appointed thirty-two
black firemen. as many as had been appointed in the entire sixty-year
history of Gary. 5 In addition, Katz made application for, and received,
some federal aid for urban renewal, public housing, and OEO programs.
But though Gary was a predominantly black city, the most important jobs
in city government were still denied to blacks. Of the twenty-six departments of the city government, only two were headed by black people. Of
Gary's four state representatives, none were black. Of the nine-men city
council, only three were black. Both judges serving Gary were white.
According to the Indiana Civil Rights Commission, only 28 percent. of the
twenty thousand city jobs were held by blacks. Hatcher used these figures
to show how black people were underrepresented in Gary's government.
He also claimed that the city was in danger oflosing its federal support and
would be denied additional funds because of the gross mismanagement and
corruption in city hall. 6
Hatcher's support in the primary came from a wide cross-section of the
black community as well as from some whites determined to defeat the
machine. Gary's Democratic machine was ripped apart as blacks defected
to Hatcher and whites to Bernard Konrady, a white conservative reformer..
The results of the 1967 Democratic primary were: Hatcher, 20,272; Katz,'
17,910; and Konrady, 13,133. Voting was primarily along racial lines.
Hatcher received 75 percent of the black vote, Katz 24 percent, and
Konrady 1 percent. Konrady received 46 percent of the white votes, Katz
45 percent, and Hatcher 7 percent. 1
At first it was assumed that by capturing the Democratic nomination
Hatcher was assured of victory in the general election, since Gary was
predominantly Democratic and there was little fear of a total white abandonment of the Democratic ticket. But Hatcher refused to accede to Lake
County democratic chairman John G. Krupa's demands for control over
certain appointments; and the machine endorsed Joseph B. Radigan,
Hatcher's Republican opponent. The Hatcher-Krupa conflict polarized the
city along racial lines and tension escalated further after the Justice Department ruled in favor of Hatcher, charging that the election board had
acted illegally when it invalidated the registration of 5,00q black voters and
added nonexistent whites. On election eve, the fear of violence prompted
the Governor to call up 4,000 National Guardsmen. 8
Almost 75 percent of Gary's registered voters turned out to vote in the
general election and Hatcher defeated Radigan by some 1,400 votes, 39,330
to 37,941. He was able to win by receiving almost 93 percent of the black
vote, about 17 percent of the white vote, and 55 to 60 percent of the
Latin-American vote. He received between 4000 and 6000 white votes
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because of loyalty to the Democratic party and white liberal opposition to
the machine.
As the 1971 election approached, some political observers thought they
had found a potential source of weakness in the mayor's failure to build his
own precinct-level organization. (A year before the election Hatcher had
failed to win the post of Democratic city chairman in a vote of Democratic
precinct captains.) The machine's control of the precinct captains and its
nomination of a black primary opponent were considered threats to
Hatcher's hold on black voters. However, Hatcher easily defeated Dr.
Alexander Williams, Lake County coroner, the machine's black candidate,
by 13,908 votes in the primary and soundly defeated a white Republican by
over fifty thousand votes in the general election. The magnitude of
Hatcher's victories and the mobilization of over three thousand volunteers
for the 1971 campaign shattered the myth of the mayor's electoral vulnerablity.
In the 1971 election, some of Hatcher's opponents on the city council
retired and five black council candidates who pledged to support the mayor
were elected. The Gary Democratic party endorsed Hatcher in the 1971
general election, an indication that the machine was prepared to acknowledge Hatcher's popularity and accept him as a fact of political life in Gary. 9

Policy Politics and Leadership Structure
1

To understand policy politics in Gary, it is helpful to view Richard Hatcher
as a new type of reform mayor. In his inaugural address, the new mayor
espoused the "good government" creed of the metropolitan reform movement, but added a new dimension: the responsibility oflocal government to
improve the living conditions of the black poor.

Let it be known that as of this moment, there are some who are no longer
welcome in Gary, Indiana. Those who have made a profession of violating our
laws-are no longer welcome . . . . Those who would bribe our policemen and
other public officials and those public officials who accept bribes are no longer
welcome . . . .
A special word to my brothers and sisters who because of circumstances beyond
your control, find yourselves locked into miserable slums, without enough food to
eat, inadequate clothing for your children and no hope for tomorrow. It is a primary
goal ofthi~ administration to make your life better . . . .
. . . for we seek a high and beautiful new plateau-a new plateau of economy
and efficiency in government. 'a new plateau of progress in government: a new
plateau where every man. democrat and republican. rich and poor, Jew and Gentile,
black and white, shall live in peace and dignity.10
$.
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Consistent with this theme, Hatcher rejected the machine's offer of
support in exchange for veto privileges over certain key appointments ano
policy areas. The mayor "believed that the concessions demanded by the
machine would prevent him from achieving meaningful change in Gary.
The machine responded by attacking Hatcher, accusing him of being a
"communist" and a "black racist." The mayor and members of his staff
replied with charges that the leaders of the machine were "crooks" and
"racketeers. "11
Hatcher's dedication to honest government, his reform ideals, and his
attacks on crime and vice cast an aura of respectability around city government that it had not enjoyed in years. But his insistence on integrity in
government created some major problems for the mayor. Hatcher's opposition to "payoffs," "kickbacks," and "payrollers," meant that some city
councilmen and precinct captains, who profited under former administrations, would be deprived of sizable incomes. Naturally, they vowed to
disrupt and block as many of the mayor's programs as they could.
In addition to Hatcher's reform ideology, his commitment to black
political and economic development further complicated his performance
as Gary's mayor. The two early slogans for his administration-"Let's get
ourselves together" and "One Gary" -met with extreme cynicism frpm
many of the city's white residents, who felt they were hollow slogans to
mask Hatcher's intention to favor blacks in jobs, housing, and services.
Hatcher often maintained that his favoritism toward blacks was, a shortrun adjustment of city services that was necessary to rectify imbalances that had developed over the years, but that over the long run ~e
supported greater understanding and equality between the races. Although
he often articulated a moderate racial stance, many whites firmly believed
that Hatcher was a black supremacist. One example of white unhappiness
with Hatcher's mayorship was the unsuccessful attempt of some residents
of Gary's southern section, Glen Park, to disannex from the city. They
were finally dissuaded by the enormous cost of building facilities and
buying equipment for a new city without the tax revenues from US SteeI.12
Hatcher's more militant statements and activities heightened white
antagonism but a number of black activists were also hostile toward him for
different reasons. They believed that once Hatcher was elected mayor,
graft, patronage, and power would be funneled exclusively into the black
community. But the mayor's commitment to honest and effective city
government resulted in a crackdown on organized crime run by both black
and white racketeers, the elimination of graft, the appointment of some
white professionals to top-level administrative positions, and some cooperation with the white business, labor, and professional establishments,
The conflict between municipal reform and black advancement goals
often exposed Hatcher to criticism from either blacks or whites who
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supported one but not the other of his two change goals. Normally, a mayor
with a greatly expanded budget and massive outside financial resources
lould be expected to be more influential than his predecessors but be_... use Hatcher was committed to opposing the policies of previous administrations and reinstating the privileges and immunities granted to speal interests, he was unable to gain the support of a number of powerful
'oups in the community.
The focal point and most vociferous source of disenchantment with the
T;atcher administration was Gary's city council. Traditionally, the city
)uncil worked closely with Gary's mayor; its members were given a good
deal of influence over appointments and, it is alleged, contracts and law
pnforcement. The councilmen were so loyal to previous mayors that they
- 'ere often accused of being "rubber stamps." Hatcher broke with tradidon, refusing to grant privileges that some councilmen thought were perquisites of their position and alienated a number of councilmen in the
rocess.
'_._
Voting on the city council between 1967 and 1971 was very complicated
because three of the five councilmen who were aligned with the Lake
:ounty Democratic organization were black, and a fourth councilman was
l Latin-American. Every councilman felt the cross pressures of racial
issues and reform politics. While most of the business that came before the
r;ouncil concerned routine traditional city services, such matters as budget
_)rdinances, zoning changes, salaries, new personnel, and the conduct of
some city departments caused heated controversies and splits within the
~
council.
Mayor Hatcher could count on no "rubber stamps" on Gary's 1967-71
;ity council. In fact, there was often open hostility between the mayor and
some councilmen. Although he occasionally consulted with individual
;ouncilmen on appointments and ordinances, many councilmen felt they
were neglected and their advice ignored. A close Hatcher aide offered an
explanation as to why he believed the mayor ignored some of the councilmen:
~

Some of the councilmen tried to trade their votes on important bills for a partial
return to the past. They wanted to get control over some jobs. contracts, and
patronage. Two or three of them even tried to get the rackets-numbers and
prostitution-reinstalled in their districts. They talked a lot about communication
gaps. but what really existed was a corruption gap.13

In spite of the antagonism many councilmen felt toward the mayor, their
unwillingness to codperate with Hatcher did not operate to his disadvantage as often as one might expe~t. On most nonracial issues, Hatcher could
depend on the support of two or three white councilmen who were independent of the machine and could sometimes get support from one or two
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other councilmen. On issues that clearly henefitted the city's blacks, such
as public housing applications. federal grant applications for job training.
and Model Cities funds. Hatcher could generally depend on pressure from
the black commumity to influence black councilmen to support his programs. Finally, on "law and order" issues, like increasing the size of the
police force to combat street crime, the mayor had the support of virtually
the entire council. In short. despite hostilities, Hatcher managed to gain the
support of individual councilmen when his programs coincided with their
interests.
Nevertheless, Hatcher attempted to avoid council scrutiny over his
programs as much as possible and used some very ingenious tactics to
circumvent council authority. An e}(ample of the mayor's strategy to avoid
the council was in the area of public housing construction. Because the
council had control over zoning changes and had been reluctant to grant
zoning changes, the Gary housing commission adopted a policy of constructing small, "turn-key" housing developments that met the zoning
standards already prescribed for a neighborhood. In this manner a large
number of public housing units were built without the council scrutinizing
appeals for rezoning.
The single most important institution in Gary is the US Steel Corporation. Since it is by far the city's major taxpayer, the firm's willingness to '
cooperate with Hatcher was a crucial factor in his efforts to improve th~
city. Hatcher hoped to get US Steel reinvolved in the city's problems after
nearly forty years of disinterest. while at the same time remov,ing ,its
privileged status. He was somewhat successful at mobilizing the company
to help the city, but less successful at raising its tax assessment, changing;
the method by which the company paid for building permits for plant
expansion, or modifying its effluent discharge policies. 14
Roughly 46 percent of Gary's property tax is paid by US Steel. Without
a major tax reassessment of US Steel or an increase in other forms of
taxable construction, which is unlikely, Gary's future financial situation
appears bleak. The 1970 school budget was drastically cut because it called
for a tax levy in excess of the Indiana state maximum. Gary's firemen,
teachers, and general service workers struck for higher wages and the
police department experienced a slowdown over wages. Even bond issues
for service equipment met resistance. Gary still depends on a property tax
for 80 percent of its municipal revenue, and despite US Steel's cooperation
in other areas, it is unlikely the company will readily cooperate with any
reassessment program.
In spite ofa rancorous political environment, Hatcher continued to seek
a means of building communitywide support for his administration. However, he was unable to gain the full support of Gary's leading newspaper,
the Gary Post-Tribune, to attract the support of most of the white commu-
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nity, or to persuade Gary's business community to give anything more than
token support for his programs. With little consensus existing between the
mayor and local business, labor, and political leaders (including a number
of black politicians allied with the Democratic machine), there was little
prospect for biracial.municipal reform efforts or for an internally financed
citywide development program. Instead of relying on local resources,
Hatcher sought funds and support from the federal government, private
foundations, national political leaders, and the national media. IS
Given the mayor's goals-municipal reform and black development-it
is unlikely that Hatcher could have built an innovative leadership structure
from the interests that prevailed during former administrations. But, by
enlisting the aid of the federal government and private foundations,
Hatcher was able to avoid political compromises with local politicians who
would have thwarted his programs iflocal resources were his only source of
funds. In short, Hatcher's "new convergence of power" did not include
many of the interests traditionally associated with political power in Gary.
Instead, Hatcher built a new coalition of federal agencies, foundations,
professional administrators, and the city's black masses that was effective
in making changes without incorporating local interests which were formally politically significant.

Achievements and Failures
A judgmeni about the effectiveness of a mayor must consider both his
symbolic impact and substantive achievements. In Gary, like Cleveland,
the symbolic output of local government was particularly significant because the mayor was black, and race affected perceptions of Richard
Hatcher's substantive accomplishments.
In the first two years of Hatcher's mayorship, the most dramatic change
in Gary came from the interest of the Johnson administration in giving
Hatcher a boost. Most of the support continued during the first few years of
the Nixon administration, because Hatcher and his aides were able to
effectively argue that Gary could serve as an excellent laboratory for social
experimentation. 16
Almost $30 million offederal aid was fur:lOeled into Gary in the first two
years of Hatcher's adminstration, more than the city had attracted in its
entire history. In all, it has been estimated that $ ISO million offederal funds
were committed to the city during Hatcher's first five years in office. Much
of the money spent in the f1f.~;t two years was for programs the Katz
administration had applied for, but which had been either frozen or not
appropriated prior to Hatcher's election. -Some of the federal funds undoubtedly would have come to Gary even if Hatcher had been defeated, but
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For a while people were gOiil; around saying Gary was lucky to be in such bad
shape: it would get so much help that it would be a model of what could be done to
regenerate cities. And for a while it looked as if the experiment might just work .
The level of administrative competence was nothing to boast of. but things did
happen. and without the traditional payoffs and graft. A good deal of excellent
low-income hOIJsing was built: 4.500 new units in five years. Education and health
programs were started. Thousands of "hard core unemployables" were given job
training. many of them by U. S. Steel. . . . The open. burning city dump was safely
filled -in. and the sewage system began to be cleaned up. In the context of Gary's
experience of city government, the reforms were dramaticY
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not nearly as quickly or in such large amounts as occurred after his victory.
The new funds dramatically altered the pace of change in Gary:
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The new housing construction and building code enforcement policies
were indicative of the impact the Hatcher administration had on the community. Gary's housing stock. especially its rental housing, had been
decaying for many years. Critics attributed housing decay to ineffectual
building code enforcement by the city's building inspectors and to the fact
that there had been no public housing completed in Gary for sixteen years
prior to 1968. In the previous previous forty years, there had been only 260
rental units constructed in Gary, public or private. According to Hatcher,
47 percent of the existing structures required "either major rehabiIitatioq_
or clearance. "18
During Hatcher's first few months in office, building inspections rO'se
·dramatically. During one month 4184 buildings were checked for possible
violations; during the previous administration, only 331 buildings were
checked for a similar period. At the same time that existing structures were j
being improved to conform to building code standa"rds, new public housing
was being constructed at a remarkable pace. Almost monthly the Hatcher
administration announced plans for and opened new public housing. The
addition of 4500 new housing units-including the 550-unit development
sponsored by the US Steel Corporation and administered by Gary's Urban
League-provided new housing opportunities for many of Gary's ghettoized blacks and improved the appearance of many neighborhoods.
Hatcher's next most important achievement involved manpower development and job-training programs.

:1 1111 1'
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The manpower development programs touched over 10,000 Gary residents from
high school students to steel workers. The manpower programs were coordinated
with housing and physical development programs. These programs were also seen
as instruments for achieving economic diversification. Manpower trainees and their
instructors, for example, expanded and improved the Gary airport; this effort,
coupled with the projected growth of the Port of Indiana in the next few years,
promises to provide a mass infusion of new jobs into the area within the present
decade. 19
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The immediate beneficiaries of these programs tended to be Gary's
blacks and Latin-Americans. This caused a great deal of unhappiness
among the city's whites. who saw little personal benefit from the federal
programs. However, enough money from the development programs was
spent locally that the support of the business community was assured.
Another major impact of Hatcher's mayorship was the professionalization of city government.)n the past, most of the citY'Shigh-paying jobs
went to poHticaLiilies of the mayor, with little consideration gi ven for their
qualifications. Hatcher made extensive efforts to recruit top-flight administrators for the city government. These efforts were not always successful,
either because the man Hatcher had in mind would not move to Gary, orthe
job did not offer a competitive wage. Nevertheless, the mayor was generally successful in his departure from the patronage staffing policies of
previous administrations. Hatcher even managed to recruit some welltrained black professionals for jobs in planning, law enforcement, and
general administration. Three special assistants were also hired with special two-year, twenty-five-thousand-dollar salaries funded by the Ford
Foundation and Gary's Committee of 100.
. Another area of substantial administrative change was the reorganiza~
ti~n. o.fthe city government's executive branch. The mayor firstestabBshed
a department of Program development, which was charged with the responsibility for correcting administrative defects in the government's
chain-of-command and weeding out incompetent and corrupt city employees held over from previous administrations. A cabinet soon replaced
the former shtem of thirty-two department heads reporting directly to the
mayor. Under the new system the departments were organized into five
general departments headed by the mayor's three special assistants (for
public safety and law enforcement. housing and community development,
and fiscal and personnel administration). the city attomey, and the city
engineer. This new structure had the effect offocusing the mayor's attention. simplifying his span of control. and coordinating policy.
The number and percentage of blacks and Latin-Americans employed
by the city and appointed to boards and commissions rose dramatically. By
1969. blacks or Latin-Americans headed fourteen of Gary's twenty-seven
departments including the police, fire. general service, and planning departments. as well as manning the offices of the city controller, city attorney, and corporation council. Many of the operating units of the city
government became almost all black or Latin-American, and their number
and influence increased in the police and fire departments. The control of
sensitive boards and commissions like the school board also changed from
~
white to black.
There was also an increase in the number of black contractors and
suppliers doing business with City Hall. Most notable was the award of a
~
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contract for the construction of a fire station and another $1 million contract for demolition work connected with Gary's Urban Renewal Program
to Inter-City Contractor's Services., an amalgamation of small firms that
could not bid on major contracts individually. 20 Besides awarding contracts to black businessmen, the mayor also had some success at influencing white contractors and suppliers doing business with the city to hire
more black employees.
One of the most important changes in the city government occurred in
the police department. When Hatcher appointed James Hilton police chief
(Hilton was succeeded after two years in office by a black, Charles Boone),
he gave him two goals: cut down on street crime and drive organized crime
and vice out of the city,2l It was widely rumored that organized crime
thrived in Gary because it was linked to senior officers on the police force.
Hatcher reorganized the police department and cracked down on organized
crime, breaking the ties between organized crime and some members of the
police force.
During the first two years of Hatcher's administration, the police department was increased from 276 to 350 officers, new police cars were
bought and old ones were repaired. and police-community relations offices
were opened. By the middle of 1969, Hatcher could show statistics tha~
crime rates haG dropped 13 percent during the first half of 1969 compare? to·
a similar period in 1968, and the more obvious manifestations of vice like
betting parlors and houses of prostitution had been driven underground,22
But not all of Hatcher's efforts to reform the city's police were successful. On more than one occasion, the mayor attempted to discipline some
policemen or purge some senior officers from the department. These Mforts failed because only one of the three members of the police civil service
commission was appointed by the mayor; one of the other two members
was appointed by the city council and the other was appointed by the city's
police officers. While Hatcher's anticrime program met with mixed success, his good relations with the city's black youth gangs yielded some
positive benefits. Aside from a two-hour spree in July 1968 in which three
stores were set afire, some looting occurred, and 127 people were arrested,
the city experienced no prolonged rioting and violence of the kind that
swept many cities after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King.
Legally, Gary's mayor is not supposed to get involved in the city's
school system. However, because they appointed the school board, former
mayors influenced school construction, promotions, and contracts.
Hatcher attempted to stay out of the school system's everyday affairs and
leave these matters to the discretion of professional administrators. However, because the school system was in desperate financial condition and
experienced a teachers' strike and a students' boycott, the mayor inevitably became involved with educational affairs. Despite his considerable
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peace-keeping activities, Hatcher's major contribution to the education
system came from his- ability to generate federal and foundation funds
earmarked for educational services and innovative programs.
Besides his substantive impact on the city, Hatcher also had a profound
and controversial symbolic impact. During his term in office, Gary's whites
and blacks had divergent perceptions about the performance of city government and the quality of life in Gary. 23 Many whites chose to regard the
Hatcher mayoralty as a bad experience to be endured until they could move
to the suburbs. Under previous administrations, Gary's whites enjoyed
open access to almost every city official and agency. After Hatcher's
election, they were less visible at City Hall. In contrast, blacks from all
walks of life became more welcome in the offices of city officials and
agencies.
But no matter how strong Hatcher's commitment to reversing the
direction of Gary's decline, or his impact, enormous unsolved city problems remained. Pollution of the air and water by US Steel mixed with the
dilapidated wooden structures of most city neighborhoods combined to
make Gary an ugly and depressing place to live or to visit. Crime rates
remained high. Whites and blacks continued to openly detest each other.
And despite all the employment programs sponsored by the federal government, many of Gary's blacks remained uneducated, unemployed, underemployed, undernourished, and poorly housed. In short, Gary faced so
many problems that are deeply rooted in its history and American society
that local efforts could only improve conditions at the margin of daily life. ,
~

In summary, it has been argued that in a racially polarized cQmmunity
like Gary, Indiana, effective mayoral leadership is possible. Because
Mayor Hatcher was unwilling to co-opt his opponents through bargains he
considered odious, he chose to adopt a distinctly racially partisan leadership style and used large amounts of federal funds to finance a variety of
new programs aimed primarily at improving the living conditions and
employment opportunities of the city's black population.
The leadership behavior of Richard Hatcher resulted in the
centralization of politics, the mobilization of community resources, and
substantial illnovation. However, Hatcher's coalition did not include
whites on equal terms with blacks. Instead, the mayor developed a coalition that differentially incorporated whites as minority participants and
recipients of political rewards and benefits. From a pluralist perspective,
Hatcher's failure to integrate white interest groups and institutions into a
biracial coalition would be an ,indicator of the mayor's ineffective leadership. However, a conflict oriimtation would regard his ability to activate
innovative programs and exclude these groups and institutions as a sign of
effective mayoral leadership.
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1. For discussions of nondecision making in Gary prior to Hatcher's
election, see: Edward Greer, "The 'Liberation' of Gary, Indiana,"
Trans-action 8 (January 1971), pp. 30-39; "Limits of Black Mayoral Reform in Gary: Air Pollution and Corporate Power," a paper delivered at the
1973 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, New
Orleans, Louisiana, September 4-8, 1973; Matthew A. Crenson The UnPolitics of Air Pollution: A Study of Non-Decision Making in the Cities
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1971); William E. Nelson, Jr., Black
Politics in Gary: Problems and Prospects (Wa~hington, D.C.: Joint Center
for Political Studies, 1972); and Alex Poinsett,Black Power Gary Style,' The
Making of Mayor Richard Gordon Hatcher (Chicago: Johnson Publishing
Co., 1970).
2. See Godfrey Hodgson and George Crile, "Gary: Epitaph for a
Model City," Washington Post, 4 March 1973, p. B2.
3. For discussions of the dynamics of Gary's Democratic machine,
see Thomas F. Thompson,Public Administration in the Civil City o/Gary,
Indiana (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Indiana University, 1960);
Warner Bloomberg, Jr., The Power Structure 0/ an Industrial Community
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1961); Phillips(
Cutright, Party Organization and Voting Behavior (unpublished Ph.I).
dissertation. University of Chicago, 1960); and, Peter H. Rossi and Phillips
Cutright, "The Impact of Party Organization in an Industrial Setting," tn
Morris Janowitz. ed. Community Political Systems (New York: The Free
Press. 1961).
4. Wilson has observed:

Themachine can flourish in the Negro wards largely because of the status and needs
of the Negro. The incentives it can offer are still attractive to many Negroes.
whereas they have largely lost their appeal to other ethnic groups which have risen
farther. Low-paying jobs. political favors, and material assistance are still as
important to many Negroes as they once were to foreign-born whites. The Negroes,
unlike the Irish, have not priced themselves out of the market.

James Q. Wilson, Negro Politics: The Search/or Leadership (New York:
The Free Press, 1960), p. 54.
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5. See Chuck Stone, Black Political Power in America. rev. ed. (New
York: Delta Books, 1970), p. 220.
6. Ibid., p. 221.
7. Ibid., p. 223; and Jeffry K. Hadden, Louis H. Masotti, and Victor
Thiessen, "The Making of the Negro Mayors 1967," Trans-action 5
(January-February 1968), pp. 21-30.
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8. See Hadden, Masotti, and Thiessen, "The Making of the Negro
Mayors 1967," p. 28.
9. See Nelson, Black Politics in Gary, p. 29.
10. Quoted in Poinsett, Black Power Gary Style, pp. 99, 102. Banfield
and Wilson's description of the municipal reform movement seems to fit at
least one dimension of Hatcher's administration.
From its beginnings to the present, the municipal reform movement has had the
goals of eliminating corruption, increasing efficiency, and making local government
in some sense more democratic. The relative emphasis that reformers have placed
upon these goals has of course varied with the person, the place, and the time; but
reform has always and everywhere stood for some combination of the three.

Edward C. Banfield and James Q. Wilson, City Politics (New York: Vintage Books, 1963), p. 138; see also Duane Lockard, The Politics of State
and Local Government 2nd ed. (New York: Macmillan Co., 1969), pp.
386-89.
11. Interview, Gary, Indiana, July 1969.
12. See Poinsett, Black Power Gary Style, pp. 146-49.
13. Interview, Gary, Indiana, July 22, 1969.
14. For scathing critiques of US Steel's policies, see Greer, "Limits of
Black Mayoral Reform in Gary: Air Pollution and Corporate Policy;" Paul
Booth and Edward Greer, "Big Steel in the Calumet: A Tale of Two
Cities," Social Policy 3 (July-August 1973); Crenson, The Un-Politics of
Air Pollutio'!; and, George Crile, "A Tax Assessor Has Many Friends,"
Harper's Magazine 245 (November 1972), pp. 102-11.
15. In many ways Hatcher has confronted the audience-constituency
paradox described by Wilson. See James Q. Wilson, "The Mayors vs. the
Cities," Public Interest 16 (Summer 1969), pp. 25-37.
16. An interesting debate concerning Gary's health as a" Model City"
appeared in Washington Post in March 1973. See Godfrey Hodgson and
George Crile, "Gary: Epitaph for a Model City," 4 March 1973, pp. B 1-2;
and "More on 'Gary: An Epitaph for a Model City,'" WashinJiton Post. 25
March 1973, p. C7; also James O. Gibson and Geno Baroni. "Gary:
Another View," Washington Post. 18 March 1973, p. K2.
17. Hodgson and CriJe, "Gary: Epitaph For a Model City," p. 82.
18. "2000 New Homes Up: Hatcher." Gary Post-Trihune. 18 December 1969, p. 12.
19. Gibson and Baroni. "Gary: Another View."
20. Poinsett, Black Power ~Gary Style. p. 122.
21. Interview, Gary, Indiana. July 22. 1969.
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I.

Introduction

Numerous calls have been made in recent years for Black unity in
politics in order to realize Black Power through the electoral process. 1
These calls have grown out of the recognition by Black leaders that the
normal condition of life in the Black community is not unity and cooperation but conflict, rivalry and factionalism. Little attention has been
given, however, to the need for Black unity after Black Power through
the electoral process has been realized if the gains achieved through hard
strivings in political elections are not to be lost. That the latter question
has not been extensively dealt with is readily understandable since few
instances of significant breakthroughs by Blacks in the electoral arena,
especially at the local level where the prospects of Blacks exerting substantial political strength through cohesive electoral action are greatest,
have occurred.
As more and more such breakthroughs occur with the election of
Black city councilmen and Black mayors representative of the social, economic and political aspirations of their race, consideration of the possibilities of holding Black communities together as cohesive units becomes
extremely important. Black city officials willing to speak and act in
Black Power terms must inevitably contend with attempts by a hostile
white power structure to undermine their power and sabotage their administrations. They are likely to find not only local and county officials
unwilling to cooperate in their plans for the reversal of priorities of city
government, but also stubborn refusal from state and federal bureaucrats
and politicians to answer their pleas for inter-federal cooperation with an
appropriate response. 2 White hostility of this sort springs not only frolll
the natural inclination on the part of white officials to oppose Black aspirations which threaten white power and prestige, it also stems inevitably
from the fractured nature of political relations between Black and white
politicians which accompanies the election of Black politicians to key
positions through the successful mobilization of the Black electorate.

IThe most prominent statement of this position is Stokely Carmichael and
Charles V. Hamilton, Black Power: The Politics of Liberation ill America (New
York: Vintage Books, 1967). We should note, however, that unity in the electnr:ll
arena constitutes only one component of Carmichael and Hamilton's blueprint 1"1"
the realization of Black Power; see also Ebony September, 1968; and the statement
by a committee of Black churchmen in 1966 cited in Carmichael and Hamilton, op.
cit., p.49.
~ As we will see, the tend~ncy toward negativism on local race questions is
not as Widespread at the federal level as at the state. This proposition has become
much less true, however, with the shift in national administrations in 1968 from the
Democrats, who needed BLACK votes, to the Republicans, who apparently do not.

Black Power oriented city officials are likely to be no less unsavory
to rank and file white citizens than they are to white political influentials.
With the defeat of white incumbents, white citizens no longer enjoy the
special relationship with city officials which assures that their needs and
desires will receive priority treatment. Similarly, the feelings of political
efficacy which come through numerous opportunities for interpersonal
contact with high ranking city officials disappears. To the contrary, the
realization of Black Power means that the aspirations of white citizens
are reduced to secondary status while the priorities of city government
shift to the fulfillment of the long reglected needs of the Black community. Under such circumstances, Black city officials can rationally expect
to be the object of sharp and persistent criticism from white citizens who
view them as Black racists and their administrations as vehicles for the
expression and perpetuation of Black social, economic and political dominance.
Thus if Black Power city regimes are to survive, it becomes clear
that they must receive their primary strength for survival from the Black
community. Substantial unification of the Black community around the
policies and programs of Black Power administrations is a minimal prerequisite for their effective operation. The greater the degree of centrifugalism extant in the Black community, the less able Black city officials
will be to defend their administrations from attack by the sea of hostile
white forces which surround them. What factors are likely to determine
whether or not sufficient unification in the Black community will be sustained to permit the survival of Black Power regimes? This is the crucial
issue which this paper explores. Data for the analysis is drawn mainly
from a series of interviews conducted in Gary; Indiana between October
and January of 1968 and 1969. 3 Primary respondents were individuals
who played active roles in the primary and general election campaign
organizations which helped to elect Richard Gordon Hatcher as the first
Black mayor of Gary in 1967. Although the bulk of the interview schedule used in Gary was concerned with obtaining information about the
process through which Mayor Hatcher was elected to office, some consideration was also given to problems encountered by Gary's Black mayor
during his first year in office. For the purposes of this study, interview
data has been supplemented by newspaper accounts of political developments in Gary since the election of Mayor Hatcher in 1967.
The situation in Gary, Indiana offers a unique framework for the
exploration of questions relating to the conditions for post-election
Black political unity. Mayor Hatcher was elected through political campaigns in the Black community which successfully mobilized Black voters
3 ln order to update the analysis, a few follow-up i'nterviews were conducted
during the summer of 1971.
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for effective independent political action to a degree unprecedented in
4
Northern politics. Having firmly established his reputation as a civil
rights activist and a militant supporter of Black aspirations as a member
of the Gary city council over a period of approximately eight y~ars,
Hatcher was able to .attract into his campaign organization a host of
Black and white political amateurs and nonconformists who relinquished
all other outside responsibilities to work diligently as volunteers to elect
him mayor of Gary. The successful mounting of this enthusiastic volunteer movement was the pivotal key to Hatcher's 1967, primary and general election victories. 5 Through the labors of his amateur supporters,
Hatcher was able to circumvent and override the tyrannical control which
the Lake County Democratic political machine had exercised over the
Black vote. Additionally, he was able to awaken the political consciousness of thousands of Black voters who had never before participated in
any way whatsoever in a public election. At its apogee, the camp:li!'n to
elect a militant Black politician as mayor of Gary became a political crusade, drawing into its ranks more than 3,000 active participants and producing in its wake a bandwagon effect "Culminating in extraordinarily high
cohesive voting for Hatcher in the Black co.mmunity. From the very
beginning, it was clear to the leaders of the Hatcher movement that his
election to the mayorship would depend on a high degree of unity in the
Black community, and the mobilization effort undertaken in his behalf
was directed toward that end. Much less comprehensible were the problems Hatcher would probably face in maintaining cohesion in the Black
community once victory through the electoral process was achieved. The
following sections of this paper examin)! the post-election problems faced
by the Hatcher administration in the Black community, the success
Hatcher has had coping with them, and the implications they suggest for
the stability and survival of Black power city administratiolls.

..
4lnterestingly, the only approximate parallel was occurring simultaneously
in Qeveland, Ohio. Riding on the back of a similar mobilization effort, Carl Stokes

was elected the rust Black mayor of Cleveland, Ohio in 1967.
SFor a detailed analysis of these victories see Philip Meranto and William E.
Nelson, Jr., Electing Black Mayors: Political Action in the Black Commullity
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Company, forthcoming, 1972).
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II.

The Problem of Unrealistic Expectations:
Rank and File Black Dissatisfaction

Richard Hatcher entered the mayor's office in Gary in' 1968 dedicated to fulfilling the social and economic aspirations of the Black community. One of the most difficult problems he faced in doing so was the
unrealistic expectations by Blacks of the extent to which his administration could reverse the priorities of city government and begin immediately
to satisfy the severe social and economic needs of the Black community.
In retrospect, it is clear that the generating of such expectations was one
of the inevitable by-products of the high-pitched, emotional campaigns
waged by the Hatcher campaign organization in the election to mobilize
the Black electorate. According to Gary respondents, many Blacks came
to believe during the course of these campaigns that Hatcher's election
would be like "dying and going to heaven," or being transformed overnight like Cinderella from a maid to a golden princess. As one respondent
explained:
Dick (Hatcher) tried to be everything to everybody.
That poor fellow in the street felt that things were
going to be different once Hatcher took office.
Everybody who wore a button or carried a placard
felt that 'I'm going to get something out of it.
Everything is going to change. All of the problems I have are going to change.' Not that Dick
said these things were going to happen, but this
was the feeling - that Dick was going to be a
cure-all for all the ills of the ghetto. Dick was
going to be a cure-all for all the problems of the
community.
The waging of emotionally stimulating campaigns was no doubt a
vital prerequisite for the mobilization effort in the Black community
which catapulted Hatcher into the mayor's office. But inherent in such
a strategy is the risk of creating in the minds of citizens exaggerated perceptions of the office holder's ability t<;> dramatically reverse the priorities
of local government. The price the office holder usually pays for these
overestimations of his real power is citizen disappointment ill his performance once it becomes clear that their support in the election will not
result in"immediate" instrumental payoffs.
That Hatcher's campaign produced extraordinarily high expectations of his administration by Blacks is illustrated by several incidents
occurring during his first week in office. Hatcher had been mayor only
a matter of hours before city haH was bombarded with requests by Blacks
4

for jobs in his administration. Apparently many Blacks believed the election of a Black mayor would result in a Black takeover of all city johs
previously held by whites. Hatcher felt, however, such a move would be
practically as well as politically unwise; consequently, he had no choice
(or believed he did) but to send many of these job seekers away hurt, disappointed and disgruntled. A few days later, another contingent of
Blacks made a pilgrimage to city hall to find out why Hatcher had not
cleaned up the slums and found jobs for all unemployed persons in their
neighborhood. Again Hatcher's reply -.yas inevitably unsatisfactory to
this group of Black citizens looking for instant results from an administration headed by one of their own kind.
The problem of unrealistic expectations is one that will probably
face all newly elected Black mayors of major American cities. Consequently, the unity produced in the Black community in elections is likely
to begin to disintegrate immediately after these precedent setting figures
step into office. The Gary experience suggests, however, that initial rank
and file citizen disappointment need not be a continuing source of political instability for Black Power administrations. Whether or not it does
remain an important political drawback depends largely on the ability of
the Black mayor to restore Black confidence in his administration through
the initiation of policies which begin to result in significant instrumental
payoffs overtime for the Black community.
By the end of his first year in office, Hatcher had won over many
rank and file Blacks who were initially highly critical of his performance.
Gary respondents quizzed after Hatcher had served for nearly a year were
in almost unanimous agreement that he enjoyed widespread popularity
among the Black masses. A number of factors account for Hatcher's popularity among the Black masses, including the sense of pride that Gary
Blacks felt in having a mayor of their own race in the city for the first
time, and the extraordinary degree of honesty and integrity Hatcher has
brought to city government. 6
6Feelings of racial pride stemming from Hatcher's election have been especially strong among Black youth. For Black Gary youngsters, Hatcher h at once a
model and source of inspiration. Commenting on this phenomenon one Black
respondent observed:
Mayor Hatcher's election has taught Black youngsters one important thing: the only thing standing between my being mayor
or fire chief or city engineer or city attorney is education. If I
get the education I can get the job. The proof of the pudding is
in the tasting. I don't believe my son can be president until I see
a Black president. I can't encourage my son to be (President)
Johnson because Johnson is white. But I can encourage him to
be Richard Hatcher because Hatcher is Black - and we tried to
get the blackest one we could find so white folks couldn't claim
him.

5
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However, his popular appeal to grassroots Blacks has sprang most
importantly from policies of his administration which have proven beyond
a shadow of a doubt that he is sensitive and responsive to the long neglected needs of the Black community. In this context we may note that
one of Hatcher's first formal acts as mayor was the announcement that
two of the most awesome and demoralizing problems faced by Gary
Blacks - employment and housing - would be given top priority in his
administration. This announcement was a follow through on Hatcher's
campaign promises to reconstruct Gary's blighted areas and use the power
of the mayor's office to reverse the cycle of poverty and dependence
among low-income citizens. Fulfillment of these promises required the
expenditure of millions of dollars on welfare oriented programs. Faced
with a weak and deprecating local tax base and a hostile state legislature,
Hatcher decided that the best hope for obtaining the money he needed to
realize his "visions" was the federal government and private foundations.
Accordingly, he began to aggressively appeal to these outside sources for
funds to solve the p~essing needs of Gary's disadvantaged Black citizens.
Hatcher realized that in approaching foundations and the federal
government for funds he would be competing with requests made by the
mayors of cities all over the country. He reasoned that his chances of
securing funds would be greatest if he stressed Gary's unique qualities.
Thus, in approaching potential donors, Hatcher emphasized that the divi- .
sion of Gary's population almost equally between Blacks and whites and
the advanced state of the city's physical decay, placed it ten years ahead '
of its time. He argued that Gary was therefore an ideal urban laboratory
in which innovative programs to ameliorate desperate social and economic
problems of similar magnitUde that would be arising in other cities around
the nation over the next ten years could be tested. Hatcher also argued
that as one of the first Black mayors of a major Northern city, the entire
nation had a stake in the success of his administration; he said that failure
on the part of his administration to satisfy the needs of his Black constituents could result in a massive collapse in faith by Blacks in the viability
of the electoral process.
Hatcher's argument was persuasive. His aggressive approach to the
task of securing o~tside funding resulted in Gary's designation as a priority city for federal programs. By the time his administration was three
months old, federal foundation money had begun to pour into the city
by the millions. A. request by the previous administration for money to
begin the first phase of the Midtown West urban renewal project that had
languished in the Department of Housing and Urban Development for
months was quickly approved as result of Hatcher'S insistent prodding.
This action brought into the city $4 million in federal funds. Additionally, HUD announced that it was setting aside $4.8 million for the start
of a parallel renewal program in Gary's Small Farms area. On May 29,

1968, Hatcher announced another $1.3 million grant from BUD to establish a comprehensive model cities program in Gary. This program would
be geared to solving social and economic problems of ghetto residents
living in areas from Broadway and Madison Streets, from 9th to 15th
Avenues and from Virginia to Grant Street between 15th and 21st Avenues.
The total first year funding for the program was eventually increased by
HUD to $2.6 million. Another $10.4 million of model cities money has
been earmarked for the years 1971-1974, bringing the total amount secured by Hatcher for this program to $13 million.
These grants constituted only the beginning of an avalanche of federal funds coming into Gary since Hatcher's election to the mayor's office.
Hatcher appealed'to the U.S. Department of Labor for monies to develop
a concerted attack against underemployment and unemployment in low
income Gary neighborhoods. This request resulted in a $2.6 million grant
to establish a Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) in Gary. The
CEP program is designed to train and find suitable employment for the
so-called hard core unemployed. Trainees in the Gary program receive a
stipend of $38 per week plus $5 for each dependent up to and including
six dependents. Hatcher was also instrumental in getting the operation
of anti-poverty programs in Lake County decentralized from the count)'
to the city level. Under pressure from a group of Lake County mayors
led by Hatcher, control over anti-poverty funds and budgets was taken
out of the hands of the Lake County Economic Opportunity Council and
placed in local poverty agencies called Metro Corps. Hatcher had forcefully argued that it made sense to establish an autonomous poverty board
in Gary since two-thirds of the poor people in Lake County lived in Gary.
·He contended further that because of certain political interests ill the
county, Gary was likely to be shortchanged if control over anti-poverty
funds remained exclusively in the hands of county officials. This political move paved the way for the influx of miJIions of dollars of anti-poverty
funds directly into the city's economy.At the same time he was launching new programs to deal with the
basic problems of poverty and unemployment, Hatcher was in the process of stimulating the construction of the first new public housing in the
city since 1953. In May, 1968, the Saul Cohen Development Corporation
began constructing seventy-two public housing units on Gary's far west
side. These units were being built under the auspices of the Gary Housing
Authority and financed through the federal turnkey program. This program allows a private developer to sell finished public housing units and
the land on which they are built to local housing authorities relying heavily upon federal financial assistance. Total cost for the seventy-two units
was estimated to be $1,236,555. Two months earlier, Hatcher has
announced a proposal to build low and moderate income housing through
the establishment of a non-profit housing corporation and subsidiary
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development loan fund. This proposal was based on a similar plan used
in Pittsburgh to build 1,000 new housing units for slum dwellers at a cost
of $1.6 million.'
Hatcher's proposal for creating a non-profit housing corporation is
indicative of his reliance upon private as well as public agencies in his
attempt to uplift the social and economic status of Gary Blacks •. In this
area, too, he has scored some impressive victories. Private foundations
have assisted the city with both talent and money. The Potomac Institute
has sent staff members to Gary to advise Hatcher in matters relating to
administration. Similarly, the Ford Foundation has rendered valuable.
financial assistance, donating to the city $61,000 to study problems in
the areas of housing, welfare and poverty and another $100,000 to hire
three special assistants to the mayor. Business organizations have also
contributed generously to the city's social and economic needs. For example, the Equitable Life Assurance Society announced in March, 1968
that it was underwritin\ $1.3 million in housing construction for disadvantaged Gary citizens. In a similar move, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Comgany committed itself to providing $2 million in funds for Gary
programs. Contrary to its traditional indifferenoe to local social problems, even U.S. Steel (the largest manufacturing concern in Gary) has
chipped in $70,000 to be used by Hatcher for general community development. A host of smaller contributions have been made by local civic
and social organizations to aid in Hatcher's campaign for reconstructing
the urban environment. The Greater Gary Committee of 100, for example, pledged in 1968 to provide $20,000 over a two year period for housing.
In general, Hatcher's success in attracting outside public and private
funds has been nothing less than phenomenal. Before his first year had
ended Hatcher was being acknowledged by mayors from around the
country as an expert in the art of "grantsmanship." The title was well
deserved. In January, 1969 Hatcher could boast that he had channeled
more than $30 million in federal funds into Gary. Since that time the
flow of federal funds into the city has shown, on the whole, a steady increase. By June, 1970 the total amount of federal assistance received by
Gary had clim bed to a remarkable $86 mil,ion, with $10 million in model
cities money still to be released by HUD. IO
Hatcher's vigorous pursuit of federal and private monies has removed
all doubts from the minds of rank and file Blacks that he is sensitive to
their needs. Every respondent in this study agreed that, from the point
'The Post-Tribune,
:17le Post-Tribune,
lo17le Post-Tribune.
17le Post-Ttibulle,

March 2,1968.
May 29,1968.
March 2, 1968.
June 3, 1970.
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of view of the Black community, Hatcher's success in securing outside
funding for social welfare programs has been his single most outstanding
accomplishment. These federal programs serve as vivid evidence to rank
and file Blacks that they have someone in the mayor's office who is concerned about their problems and is determined to bring the full weight of
his administration to bear on them. The upshot has been the building of
a substantial base of popular support for Hatcher in the Black community
and a generalized increase in Black trust of government as a supportive
rather than a repressive force in society. These conclusions are firmly
documented by interviews conducted in January and February, 1969 with
800 Gary citizens by a team of researchers from Indiana University headed
by Professor Sheldon Stryker. Forty-six percent of the respondents interviewed were Black. Questions were asked of respondents to determine
the impact of a Black mayor on the sense of political trust held by Black
and white citizens. One question asked in this study was: .. Do you think
the mayor is trying as hard as he can to solve the main problems of the
cities, or that he is not doing all he could to solve these problems?"
Ninety-two percent of the Blacks and forty-eight percent of the whites
answered "trying as hard as he can.,,1 i' Another question was "Do you
think Mayor Hatcher has been fair to both whites and Negroes?" Ninetysix percent of the Blacks answered "yes" while 40 percent of the whites
gave this response. 12 That Black respondents would score more highly on
these questions than whites can be explained in large measure by /latcher's
actions as mayor in directing the attention of his administration to the
critical needs of the Black community.
Interview data collected in connection with our study provides
further evidence of the favorable impression Hatcher's administrative programs have made on rank and file Blacks. A number of respondents suggested that Hatcher had given the Black community an increased sense of
political efficacy through the appoin tmen t of a record num ber of Blae ks
to key decision-making positions in city hall and in the police and fire
departments. They noted his strong appeal to Black youth through the
establishment of such programs as Soul Incorporated, a $250,000 federal
project to set up cultural and recreational centers catering to Black youth,
and a musical talent development program for Black youngsters coordinated by Black entertainers Jean Pace and Oscar Brown, Jr. But more
than anything else, they stressed the positive improvements Hatcher has
made in the lives of rank and file Blacks through his massive program of
urban reconstruction. Indicative of these respondents' estimation of

IISheldon Stryker, "The Urban Scene: Observations from Recent Research,"
Address to the College of Arts and Sciences Alumni Institute, Indiana University,
June 6,1969.
12Ibid•
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Hatcher's performance as mayor are the comments from this rank and
file Black citizen:
Up until this year (1968) the only building built
in mid-town was the city jail. It was brought from
the downtown area to the Black community to
save the city money on transportation. But you
stop and look now. You go out there on 16th
and Indiana Street and you'll find beautiful duplex homes being built. You go out to Virginia
Street to the redevelopment area on the east side
you'U find about 70 homes that are completed,
and I understand they're supposed to put a lot
more in there. You go out on 15th Avenue here
and you see a sign saying on this site 16 homes
are going to be built. Now there are people who
will bear me out, it has been many a year since a
city has built the way this city is building now.
It seems like buildings are mushrooming from the
ground. AU through the model cities area, 9th
Avenue going south, from Washington Street to
Madison, all these buildings are tagged to be torn
down. Homes are going in there. We have had
more federal grants in this city in the last 10
months than we've had since I've been here. I
think the mayor has already done a better job
than any mayor the city's ever had and he's only
been in office 10 months. If this is an indication
of what will happen in the future, this city will
be the most beautiful city in America.
1n sum, Hatcher has successfully managed to reduce the level of
disaffection from his administration by rank and file Blacks through programs which have fundamentally addressed themselves to the social and
economic welfare of the Black community. This action has served to
hold in check some fissiparous elements in the Black community threatening initiaUy to substantially weaken the political base of his administration.

III. Politics alld Reform:
Opposition from the Busilless Sec/or
Hatcher's success in staving off opposition to his administration in
the Black community has by no means been complete. As a collective
entity the Black community has viewed the Hatcher administration with
mixed emotions. For some Blacks Hatcher is the new messiah - he can
do nothing wrong. For others, however, he has been a source of bittcr
disappointment. Both his friends and his enemies in the Black community
are at once numerous and hold intensely to their convictions. Comllll'llting on this division of opiriion in the Black community towards Hatcher
as mayor one respondent cogently observed:
The best way I can summarize it is that the
(Black) community is in a state of frustration.
The community will never be the same again:
Those who hate him reaUy hate him, and th~se
who love him really love him. And I guess all
strong leaders have people with an ambivalence
toward them.
.'
One expected source of opposition to Hatcher in the Black community has been those members of the Black e~tablishment and Dlack
political power structure who opposed him during the election. PI 0111 inent among tl)ese persons have been, on the one hand, Black mini,;tns
and traditional Black civil rights leaders who view Hatcher as an aggressive
militant whose spectacular rise in Gary politics threatens to erode their
status as community leaders, and on the other, professional Black politicians serving as paid political workers in the white controlled Lake County Democratic machine. These individuals are all the natural enemies of
Black Power regimes. They have gained their power, wealth and economic security from the system of domestic colonialism that has kept the
Black community economically impoverished and politically puwerless. l l
To the extent that Black Power administrations are dedicated to the
liberation of the Black community from external control, they can expect
to be opposed by those individuals in the Black community who have
functi~ned as friends and allies of the leaders and primary beneficiaries
of the established colonial order.
Reform policies initiated by the Hatcher administration have inspired
opposition to Hatcher from several unexpected sources. Abandoning their
J 3A stimulating discussion of this a~l>ect of Black community politics is contained in Carmichael and Hamilton, op. cit•• Chapter I; sec also Robert Dlauner,
"Internal Colonialism and Ghetto Revolt" in Edward Greer (cd.) Black Uberatiol1
Politics: A Reader (Boston: Allyn and Bacon Inc., 1971).
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normal posture of political neutrality, Blacks associated with organized
crime have been among Hatcher's strongest critics. The major bone of
contention between the Hatcher administration and Black operators has
been reform policies instituted by Hatcher which have substantially damaged their illicit enterprises. For years Gary has had the reputation as a
center of vice and corruption in Northwest Indiana. Hatcher had campaigned for office on a platform which pledged to root out organized
criminal elements from the city's social structure. Despite his statements
to the con trary, many Black operators assumed that they could expect
to be benignly treated by a mayor of their own race. However, when
Hatcher took over as mayor, he began an immediate crackdown on organized crime. Because he does not have the manpower, the fiscal resources, nor the cooperation from other officials to attack the white
crime syndicate in Lake County, much of Hatcher's activities have been
directed toward busting small-scale numbers and prostitution rings in the
Black community. Black operators have denounced this approach as discrimination in reverse. They contend that they have been singled out for
persecution while the activities of the white syndicate Lake County
continue unmolested. They argue further that Hatcher's approach has
had the effect of shifting numbers and prostitution rings controlled by
Gary Blacks to East Chicago, with the consequence being that the overall
economy of the Black community in Gary has been weakened while the
economy of the Black community in East Chicago has received a substantial boost.

in

Remarkably similar complaints have been registered by the operators of legitimate businesses in the Black community. Many of these
Black businessmen saw Hatcher's election not as a vehicle for realizing
good government through political reform, but as an opportunity for the
Black economic elite to increase its share of the city's economic resources.
Essentially, they 'believed that Hatcher's election would profoundly alter
their relationship with city government. They felt it would mean, for
example, that building contracts that had traditionally gone to white,
firms would now go to Black firms, that the political patronage that had
been funneled through white business sources would now flow mainly
through them - that indeed the entire influence network that had operated to keep Black businesses weak and dependent would be reversed.
However, not only has their relationship to city government under Hatcher
not dramatically improved, but for some Black businessmen with close
ties to the political machine, their position has grown much worse than
before. Hatcher's commitment to political 'reform has cut many of these
persons off from the special funds they received through their political
contacts. By the end of Hatcher's first year in office a number of these
Black businessmen had become so embittered by the depreciating
amounts of political patronage flowing into the Black business structure
12

that they were actively contemplating opposing Hatcher's bid fon second term, as this respondent explained:
Here's a Black dentist who has been getting work
from the township trustee's office and the trustee,
belongs to the county organization. Once Hatcher
became mayor the trustee took the position that
now you have a mayor of your own and we no
longer need you so I'm going to give this business
to someone else. This dentist feels rightly or
wrongly that he got this business because of the
white incumbent mayor. He no longer has this
business so he is looking for someone else who
can help him get this business back. So Mr. Hatcher
will not have the support (if he runs for a second
term) of the professional who made a living out
of politics. In the past, certain business was channeled to certain doctors, certain lawyers, certain
grocery stores, etc. All of a sudden these fellows
are not getting this business and they'll be out to
defeat this mayor because they'll feel the next
mayor will be an organization man and will put
them in the same position they were in prior to
the election of a Black mayor. They will be out
to defeat him - no doubt about it.
Here we can see for the first time dissension in the Black community which threatens the political life of the Black Power administration
established in Gary. More ominous signs of Black disunity with consequences of tremendous significance for the success and survival of Gary's
Black Power regime are discussed below.
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IV. The Institutionalization of Black Power:
Volunteer Disenchantment
One of the most serious problems faced by Hatcher has been increasing disenchantment with his administration by Blacks who worked
on a volunteer basis in his 1967 campaign organization. When Hatcher
first assumed <;>ffice, there was every reason to believe that these persons
would not only give their unqualified support to the Hatcher administration, but woul\J play key roles in rallying other sectors of the Black community solidly, behind the new Black mayor and his programs. Yet one
year after Hatcher's inauguration they were among his most vociferous
critics. Several factors account most importantly for this volunteer disenchantment. I First, many volunteers were upset by what they viewed as
Hatcher's tenqency to by-pass his loyal political supporters in making key
decisions. This tendency became apparent during the general election
campaign and ~ontinued after the election. With respect to the latter,
there was a general feeling among volunteers that since they had stuck by
Hatcher durint the darkest days of the campaign and had made enormous
sacrifices in his behalf, they deserved at least to be consulted before major
decisions werei made relative to the mayor's cabinet. Yet when those
decisions were, made, very few members of the volunteer campaign organization were gi.ven an opportunity to voice their approval or disapproval
of final choices.
Secondlt, although Hatcher never made promises to any of them
in this regard, ~any campaign workers assumed that if Hatcher was elected,
they would be. placed on the city payroll. Practically all of the key campaign personn~' I expected to be tapped for a major post in the Hatcher
administratio • Hatcher's chief criteria for selecting persons to work in
his administra ion, however, was technical competence. This meant that
persons would be hired on the basis of their qualifications to perform
certain critical! tasks, not ~their past association with the new mayor.
Utilization of this criteria operated to automatically exclude most of the
persons who had worked tirelessly in his campaign from major positions
in Hatcher's administration because, despite their enthusiasm and dedication, they had\virtually no prior experience in public service. Consequently, only two persons who had worked to elect Hatcher mayor from
the start of formal campaign activities received major appointments in
the new admi~istration. 14 On the other hand, several persons appointed
to key positio?s played no role at all in Hatcher's election. Indeed, some
l
14These w~re Jesse Bell who worked as campaign coordinator and appointed
to the position Of administrative assistant, and Henry Coleman who served as campaign manager and awarded the post of general services director. Bell later succeeded
Maurice Baptist,' who resigned in the middle of his term, to the position of City Controller.
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respondents contended that one of Hatcher's top appointees laldlcd at
them when they began to organize to defeat the machine in the primary
and refused throughout the campaign to become identified with the
Hatcher movement. Respondents also emphasized that Hatcher's reliance
on technical competence also resulted in the appointment of an inordinant
number of outsiders, i.e., non-residents of Gary, to key positions both in
city hall and in the host of federal programs established by his administration.
Complaints by Hatcher volunteers concerning the makeup of
Hatcher's cabinet centered around several other issues. Many were unhappy because Hatcher's cabinet was, from their point of view, "too
white." Some of them had advised Hatcher-to make his cabinet mostly
Black but he refused, feeling he had to live up to his promise to bring to
the city a truly multi-racial administration. Many were more than mildly
piqued, too, by the character of Hatcher's Black appointees. They complaine.d that Hatcher tapped for major positions Black men who were
mainly moderate in their political attitudes and inclined to obey his every
bidding without dissent. Such appointments, they argued, effectively
muted the influence of militant Black elemf;!nts on the administration's
policies, and robbed the Black community as a whole of important avenues of communication between rank and file Black citizens and city hall.
Cabinet appointments aside, Hatcher supporters complained that
he had not gone far enough in removing his enemies from the city
bureaucracy and replacing them with unimpeachably loyal political allies.
One district captain in the Hatcher campaign organization expressed the
sentiments of a number of Hatcher workers when he noted:
I wish very much to see Mr: Hatcher increase his
rapport with the Black community by giving consideration to those people that will be loyal to
him. Some of the people working for him now
are brainwashed by the white man's philosophy.
I see men who hang around as much as they can
to carry back information to men like Krupa,15
and other enemies of Mr. Hatcher's. These are
both Black and white people. I don't care if the
guy is white, Black, or Latin American, I think if
he's not the mayor's friend he ought to get rid of
that guy and put someone else in who will be
trustworthy .... Mr. Hatcher is a person of wonderful heart. He feels that some people who are
15 John Krupa, Lake County Democratic Party Chairman and Hatcher's most
severe critic during the 1967 campaign.
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for mobilizing Black voters for effective political action during elections.
These suggestions were informally vetoed by Batcher and his top political
advisors. They argued that the volunteer organization was still exhausted
from the backbreaking campaigns that had to be waged to get Hatcher
elected and that what was needed was 'an extended rest period before an
effort was made to begin functioning again. In the words of one Hatcher
aide:

not as good as he wants can be changed. But I
wonder. I wonder if you can change the spots on
a leopard? I don't think you can change them;
I think you might paint over them but you don't
change them. I wish very much to s~e that individuals in responsible positions are as responsible
as the position demands. I think that conflict
among ourselves is bad. I think there should be
established a basis for amiable understanding so
that we can level with one another, not hate one
another. I have seen little indication of this
among elements of the Hatcher administration.
I think that if Mr. Hatcher would recognize that
he has overlooked a lot of people who worked
hard for him in the campaign this would mean a
lot.

I tried to get people to see that an organization
is like a human body. Once it gets tired it has to
be laid down, resuscitated and revitalized. Certainly that is what happened to our organization.
We had been goi'ng for two years at top speed.
The organization really needed to be put to bed
and nourishment pumped back into it.
Several volunteers interviewed, however, bristled at the suggestion
that they were tired from the campaign and needed to be put to bed.
Note the heated retort from this respondent:

The number one source of discontent among Hatcher supporters,
however, has been his failure to use his office to build a base of power in
the Black community. Many Hatcher volunteers viewed his election as
the opening wedge in a larger movement culminating in a Black takeover
of every facet of city and county government. They believed that such
a takeover would require at least the following things: . I) the maintenance
of a strong volunteer political organization after the mayoral election,
2) the use of this organization to destroy the power of the precinct organization in the Black community, and 3) the appointment and election of
other Black candidates who would join hands with Hatcher to promote
the social, economic and political advancement of the Black community.
Implementation of this plan for "institutionalizing Black Power" would
necessitate the full and complete cooperation of the mayor. Only Hatcher
commanded sufficient influence both within the ranks of the volunteers
and among the Black masses as a whole to prevent the Black community
from returning to its normal state of disarray, thus paving the way for
the reemergence of machine power in the Black community.
The new administration was not very old, however, before it became clear that Hatcher had no intention of replacing the white machine
that he had defeated with a Black machine of his own. Evidence to this
effect began to surface when Hatcher refused to appoint more than a •
token number of his long-time political supporters to major positions in
his cabinet. All doubt was removed by his failure to take steps to keep
his volunteer organization together after the election. Strenuous efforts
were made to persuade Hatcher to maintain the volunteer organization
as a cohesive unit, and to use it as a liaison lJgency between his administration and the Black community between elections, and a mechanism
16
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Anyone who makes a statement like that is a damn
fool. He is a damn fool to make that kind of statement when we were meeting around to try to stay
together, huddle here, huddle there, what can we
do to stay together because we developed a unity
that was tight. We had bond that was impregnable
and with that bond we could have put anybody il1
any precinct - then put our workers in there and
whipped them like that (fingersnap). Then Dick
could have had every precinct - every precinct
would have been his .•.• No we weren't tired; we
were trying to do everything we could to stay together. A group of us were even going to throw in
$500 apiece to buy a club over here on II th Avenue,
which is centrally located in the Black belt. We
would have called it the volunteers club; it would
have been a meeting place, you could always come
in there and get the latest news and directions. It
would have a nice bar to it; it would have been a
nice place we could have had. And it would have
been ours. Anytime you could come in there and
meet more volunteers and that would tighten you
up. Any news that needed to be passed out we
could have disseminated right there. That got vetoed.
'We don't want that.'
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Hatcher aides were quick to point out that they never intended to
disband the volunteer organization altogether. They contended, however,
that the worst possible thing they could have done was to activate the
group between elections and have nothing meaningful for people to do.
They said that at the appropriate time they fully expected to call the
members of the organization back together again and begin preparing for
the next mayoral election.

\

We don't have time to give the organization right
now. We're struggling for our lives down here and
if we don't produce, we don't need an organization.
It would not be in our best interest to start right
now. There are certain dynamics that have to be
worked out. We've talked about this and we're
waiting until the next election to get people involved again ..•. The p.eople who are with us
they'll be with us next time. Those who aren't,
we'll know that too. The core of our people we
know where they are. When it is appropria.te we'll
call them, tool up, and make some progress toward
a continuous program. So that you end up with
the crescendo where you want. But the worst
thing you can do is to peak too soon.

Disenchantment with Hatcher by his campaign supporters was intensified by his failure to move vigorously against the Black precinct
organization or to strongly support other Black candidates running for
major offices in the 1968 primary elections. Prior to the primary some
Hatcher volunteers formulated a plan to defeat old line precinct committeemen and replace them with committeemen supportive of Hatcher.
This plan, known as the Coleman Plan,. was vetoed by Hatcher for reasons
that were never made clear to those interested in its execution. The following respondent discussed the details of the Coleman Plan and its probable results:
Had we followed the Coleman Plan there wouldn't
have been a precinct committeeman in the Black
group that would not have been a Hatcher volunteer. We tried to get Dick to follow this strategy.
(X) is over there in the 22nd precinct, he's against
us. We'll run John Doe and put our volunteers out
there to beat him. And we would have beat him
because it would have been the same precinct we
beat the machine in. And we could have done that
all through the' Black precincts. No, we've got a
lady out here in the 32nd precinct, 'let's don't
bother her.' 'What do you mean let's don't bother
and that woman has been killing us all along. Let's
go get her.'

Few of the Black volunteers interviewed saw matters in this same light.
Most of them felt they had been cast aside by Hatcher once he assumed
office. A number of them indicated that they would not work again in
another campaign. Others suggested that if they did work they certainly
would not do so without extracting definite commitments from Hatcher
in advance. These remarks by an extremely active Hatcher worker reflect
what the author found to be the prevailing view on this subject:
Dick has this to his disadvantage: when he needs
you he wants you, and when he doesn't need you,
you can be gone. He doesn't need us now. And
people don't like to be used that way. We really
did a lot of things to try to hold the group together.
Efforts were made. Uttle groups would meet.
'What can we do to stay together we don't want
to disintegrate.' With a group like he had, another
person would have taken that group and made it
grow, broadened the base, strengthened the base.
But he let it die, and it died a miserable death ••••
People don't mind being used as long as there's
some continuity to it. Use me all througll the year,
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don't just use me when it's time to run again.
'Let thefT! alone, when it's time to run again we'll
give them some more eggs and some more cheap
liquor.' Those days are gone. If I had a value in .
an organization when the organization needs me,
I should be able to have some value from that point
on. Don't bury me and then come tell me wake
up, and then dig me up. A lot of time rigor mortis
has set in. It takes more than Geritol transfusions
to put a good campaign organization together.

Hatcher's failure to move strongly against the Black precinct organizatiol1
in 1968 has meant that the roots of machine power in the Black commu-

I

nity has survived. Many of the volunteers bemoaned the fact that
Hatcher's reluctance to exercise aggressive leadership caused them to allow
a golden opportunity to destroy the Black precinct organization to slip
by.
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The presence of several outstanding Black candidates on the ballot
in the 1968 election also presented Hatcher with an opportunity to strike
a devastating blow against machine politics. Two of these candidates,
Charles Ross, running for Congress, and Henry Coleman, running for
county treasurer, were among Hatcher's most dedicated campaign workers.
Neither Ross nor Coleman received enthusiastic endorsements from
Hatcher. Some respondents speculated that Hatcher did not really favor
the candidacy of Ross and Coleman because he believed they had tossed
their hats in the political ring prematurely. In any case, Hatcher's failure
to go all out for them, as they had done for him several months before,
left a bitter taste in the mouths of politically minded Black citizens who
felt that the Black community should not rest on its laurels but keep
pressing forward. Without the political and organizational support that
only Hatcher could rally behind their candidacies, the attempts by Ross
and Coleman for elected office in 1968 were doomed to failure.
A number of respondents viewed Hatcher's election as investing the
Black community with unprecedented control over governmental decisionmaking. Others, however, contended that Hatcher's failure to build an
organization, coupled with his reluctance to appoint Black militants to
important positions in his administration or assist other Black candidates
in their campaigns for major offices, have made actual control by Blacks
of city decision-making more shadow than substance. These respondents
argued that in reality Blacks exercised little more effective power over
the city political system than they had under the previous administration.
Hatcher volunteers interviewed in this study speculated widely
about Hatcher's reasons for not taking advantage of opportunities to
strengthen his political position and that of the larger Black community
in the city's political system. Most of them were inclined to give Hatcher
the benefit of the dOUbt that he would move in this direction at the appropriate time. These respondents suggested that he had been so absorbed
in the task of getting his administration off the ground, that he had not
had time to attend to the matter of building an enduring Black political
base in the city. Some respondents, however, doubted that Hatcher would
ever move vigorously along these lines. They described him as not being
a politician in the traditional sense of building a strong organization and
engaging in "power plays" and "deals" in order to centralize power and
distribute resources. Rather, they saw him as a true reformer - a man
who believed in honest, capable governmental leadership even at the risk
of alienating his political friends and severely limiting his ability to cope
effectively with obstacles placed in his way by his enemies.
Another group of respondents chalked Hatcher's failure to build an
effective political organization in the Black community up to inexperience
and naivete. In this regard one respondent remarked:
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This was all so new to the mayor he had to make
mistakes. To find yourself with a cup full of
power and you never held a cup before is quite a
transition. And he found himself with a cup full
of power. Not having ever held a cup, the power
got heavy in his hands.
Another Black respondent commented at length on what he viewed
as Hatcher's basic lack of political sophistication:
I get the impression that Dick is not as astute a
politician as would be desirable. His refusal to
respond to his volunteer group is motivated more
out of political naivete than a conscious decision
on his part. I don't think he sat down and said,
'Now I think I've got to disband the volunteers.'
But Dick has done a lot of things that have not
been politically wise. I can't tell right now if it's
a result of his allowing his ideals to operate the
reality of politics or not. He is basically a principled person - an idealist. A little hardheaded and
stubborn. Dick had an opportunity when he
became mayor that I wouldn't have passed up, I
don't see how anyone interested in politics could
afford to pass it up. I would have found some way
to maintain my volunteer organization and work
with it at the same time as the precinct organization and other experienced political figures. At
the time Dick won they all could have been had.
A wise politician would have tried to build a base
of strength at home. This could have been done
and he still could have made every s{leaking engagement he had. He should have hired someone who
had some political savvy to bring these two groups
together. But he's never done this. He's created
a situation where guys are waiting on the sidelines
to cut him up. Many of these people are people
who can make you or break you. When you couple
this with those of his followers who have become
disenchanted, you have a pretty formidable force
right here in the Black community working against
him.
Still another set of Black respondents was less charitable in its assessment of the factors underlying Hatcher's failure to establish a power base
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in the Black community. These respondents suggested that Hatcher had
not kept his volunteer organization alive or supported other Black candidates for major elective offices because he did not want to contend with
the possibility of having to share power with any other individuals or
groups in the Black community. Further, they viewed his behavior in
this respect to be the direct result of certain psychological factors associated with his personality. These psychological (actors, they asserted,
have given Hatcher a need to hog the whole show, to enjoy the glory of
being the top Black politician not only in Gary but in the Midwest.
Because he cannot elevate the political star of other Black politicians
without dimming the brilliance of his own, Hatcher has, they contended,
decided to operate as a lone wolf, monopolizing power by denying a proportionate share of it to others. Strong statements on this subject were
made by several respondents, perhaps the strongest arising during this
interchange between the author and a Gary Black politician:
Q. What kind of impression has Mayor Hatcher

made on Black politicians like yourself?
A. Most of the Black political leaders feel that
the mayor is interested only in himself rather than
attempting to help to make other Black office
holders. There is no political program dedicated
to the proposition of doing for someone else what
has been done for Mr. Hatcher. In other words,
the political leaders who supported Mr. Hatcher
thought that once he was elected, with his influence and their influence, other Black people
would be elected to major elective offices. It
appears to them - this doesn't necessarily have
to be true - that Mr. Hatcher is not interested in
elepting other Black people to major elective
offices..•.
Q. Why do you think Mr. Hatcher has not
supported other Black candidates?

A. This I feel is something inherent within the
disposition of the man. Let me put it another
way - I am going to be candid with you. I think
Mr. Hatcher has some basic insecurity that makes
him afraid of all Black political leaders. I think
he has some sort of basic insecurity. He is not
unlike Kwame Nkrumah who had a similar rise.
He is not unlike this boy in Indonesia, Sukarno,
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who had a similar position to what Hatcher has
now. They endeared themselves to the masses of
people, but had a basic insecurity - both of them
a basic insecurity. My contention is that all dictators have a basic insecUl;ity. That is, anybody that
they feel becomes a threat, they've got to kill them
off one way or another. Any man that has that
kind of basic insecurity never aids in making anybody else because he's afraid to help make somebody else for fear that there is a likelihood that
this man will want to take over. And so, in order
for Nkrumah to remain he's got to remain aloof that is the way he felt. I think that Sukarno felt
the same way. I'm not so sure that Castro didn't
have the same feeling. In order for me to remain
the top man, I must feed everybody with a long
handled spoon. Hatcher, I think, has the same sort
of feeling. I could be wrong, but I'm giving it to
you the way I see it ....
Q. Do you think Mr. Hatcher can overcome what

you have identified as a basic insecurity?
A. He can no more overcome this basic insecurity,
which in my estimation is a part of the man, anymore so than Nkrumah could overcome it, anymore,
than Hitler could overcome it. I think that there
are some men who, despite their innate ability, their
training, and their background, that causes them to
be dictators. And I would say in terms of psychiatry
it's a schizoid personality - Dr. Jekell and Mr. Hyde.
The man's outward appearance, why it looks like
he wouldn't harm a flea. He articulates, oh there's
nothing like it, every word is in place. But when
it comes to delegating authority, this is something
pathological, he can't do it. I might be wrong again.
But I think that without some help he won't be able
to overcome .•..
Q. Perhaps what you identify as a personality defect
merely results from Mr. Hatcher's lack of experience
as a chief administrator?

A. Inexperience could be part of it. But he doesn't
perceive the things I've described as mistakes.
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Because the m~n associates dissent with disloyalty.
In other words, this is why I compare him with
these other men, the people that he cares most
about are men who tell him early in the morning,
'Mr. Mayor, you're looking wonderful this morning, Mr. Mayor everything's going along fine, Mr.
Mayor you can do no wrong.' They don't say it
in those words, but these are the kind of people
that he surrounds himself with. That is why I say
he won't be able to make that adjustment. Because
he doesn't really know that there are people in the
community who feel the way I'm talking about.
I'm sure that if he knew there were people in the
community who felt the way I'm talking about he
would take some overt act of some kind to get
them into the fold. But I'm not sure that Mr.
Hatcher is able to forgive and forget. This doesn't
necessarily come with experience. I'm talking
about being able to say I forgive you. SUre you
were against me, but I have enough compassion
to realize that I'm the boss, I don't have to keep
telling you I'm the boss. So I say to you weill
can afford to be humble. Now there are some
things in some men's dispositions that keeps them
from doing what I'm talking about. And I'm not
so sure that this is not a part of the innate characteristic of our mayor. I hope I'm wrong. Because
if I'm wrong, he'll be able to learn from bitter hard
experience. And after the first year he'll overcome
it because he'll be able to make the necessary
adjustment. If he can't because of some psychological blockage, then he won't be able to be re-elected .•••
Somebody's got to be big enough in order to unite
, a Black community to say it's true you wronged
me, but let's bury the hatchet and go forward and
get the job done. This I don't think - I may be
wrong - our mayor can do. He has demonstrated
many times that this is just not a part of his disposition. Those boys must come to him, and keep
coming to him. And these boys have taken the
position that they're not going to keep pleading
and having to stand on the outside waiting to get
in two or three months at a time simply because
he is who he is. This is what I'm talking about.
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In the absence of rigorous supporting data based on ex tensive psychiatric examinations, we cannot attach much credence to this "personality" explanation of Hatcher's political behavior. Perhaps as arresting as
a line of analysis as the one offered by the respondents cited above is the
suggestion that Mayor Hatcher has had to defer the plotting of long range
political strategies to the need to respond to the immediate exigencies of
his office. In this regard we may note that i,t is not at all unusual for political candidates to move away from direct personal involvement with the
members of their campaign organizations upon assuming public office.
At the bottom of this behavioral response is the crucial political fact that
ele~tion jlnd governance an~ two different processes, necessitating that the
elected politician shift gears from mass-oriented, to elite oriented political
activity. As mayor, Hatcher was immediately confronted with this political imperative. He quickly realized that strict accountability to his
volunteers would drastically circumscribe his power to shape the character of his administration and respond to demands made on him by other
political forces. He believed that such restraints on his governing power
was too big a price to pay for the continuing loyalty of the volunteers.
Consequently, in incremental steps, he began to shift the focus of his
political attention away from long range organizational needs to more
urgent problems surrounding the day to day operation of city government.
, As a practical matter, Hatcher no dOUbt felt that he had to be in a
position to set his own priorities and establish his own political timetable.
This fact explains in large measure his failure to support the Coleman Phlll
and his reluctance to warmly embrace the candidacies of other Black I'oliticians. Believing his fight with the white leaders of the Lake County
, machine to be all consuming, he felt that he could not afford to open up
another political front by declaring war against the established Black
precinct organization vis-a-vis the Coleman Plan. Similarly, he believed
that he could not rationally endorse other Black candidates without first
firmly securing his own political position inside the Democratic party.
Whatever the reasons for Hatcher's actions, there is no question but
that their effect was to severely rupture his rapport with his campaign
volunteers. Many of these volunteers expected that the election of a
Black mayor would mean the satisfaction of both the immediate and the
long range needs of the Black community. Specifically, many perceived
Hatcher's victory as establishing a power base that could be used as a
springboard for further incursions into the political, social and economic
life of the city. One year after Hatcher's election, these persons expressed
bitter disappointment that a permanent base of power in the Black community had not begun to be established. One respondent summed up the
feeling of the Black volunteers in this matter when he sadly observed:
"You know, if we lose Hatcher, we'll have to start all over again."
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V.

Black Power in Jeopardy: The Challenge
of Machine Politics

The absence of a cohesive Black political movement in Gary since
the 1967 election, has placed the long-term success and survival of the
city's Black Power regime in considerable jeopardy. Foremost among·
the threats to Gary's Black Power regime has been the continuing opposition of the Lake County Democratic machine. Lacking an effective
organizational base within the Black community, the Hatcher administration has been extremely vulnerable to the machine's vigorous and sustained
political opposition.
Widespread prediction of its rapid demise after the 1967 election
notwithstanding, the Democratic machine in Gary still functions as a
powerful political force in the city's political system. Destruction of the
machine's power after the 1967 election would have necessitated the supplanting of the old-guard precinct organization with members of Hatcher's
volunteer campaign force. As we have seen, such an effort has not been
made. Having no substantial base of power in the city party organization,
Hatcher has not been able to thwart the ability of the machine to effectively compete in city and county elections.
Several political defeats suffered by Hatcher at the nands of the
machine in 1970 made abundantly clear that political power had not
drastically shifted from the county organization to the Black Power
administration in Gary in the aftermath of the 1967 election. The first
of these defeats came in the 1970 Democratic primary. Except for the
candidates he endorsed jointly with the machine, none of the candidates
endorsed by Hatcher won primary victories. Two factors stand out most
prominently in the defeat of Hatcher's "independent" slate: Hatcher's
failure to produce a high turnout in the Black community and his apparent inability to deliver the Black voters who did turn out for the candidates he supported. More broadly. Hatcher's defeat in the 1970 primary
was indicative of both the strength of the Lake County machine, and the
moribund nature of his own machinery for mobilizing the Black vote.
Having been cast aside for two years, many of Hatcher's most enthusiastic and effective workers in 1967 refused to lift a finger for his slate in
1970.
Within weeks of his defeat in the primary, Hatcher suffered another
blow to his political stature when he failed to win a delegate seat to the
Democratic State Convention. Running in the twenty-second precinct in
the predominantly Black fourth councilmanic district, Hatcher was defeated
by an unknown steel worker, Clarence Martin, by two votes, But the
worst of Hatcher's political defeats was still to come. In May. 1970
Hatcher lost a bid to become chairman of the city Democratic organization
to Black city councilman Dozier Allen, running with the solid backing of
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the Lake County Democratic organization. No more dramatic evidence
of Hatcher's failure to build within the city organization can be found
than the resuHs of the balloting for the Democratic chairmanship. Under
party rules, only precinct committeemen and vice-committeemen may
vote for party officials chosen at city conventions. With the political
prestige of his entire administration on the line, Hatcher was defeated by
Allen for the city chairmanship by 48 votes. Out of a total of 278 committeemen and vice-committeemen voting in the contest, Allen received
163 votes to Hatcher's 11 S. This outcome constituted the worst defeat
of Hatcher's political career. On the other hand, it represented a decisive
victory for the machine - a fact underscored by the claim by Allen forces
that key roles were played in his victory by the white leaders of the regular Democratic organization.
It is clear, in retrospect, that the challenges to Hatcher's power discussed above were only preliminary to an all out effort by machine leaders
to regain formal control of Gary city government in the 1971 mayoral
election. Tapped to spearhead this second phase of the machine's charge
against Gary's Black Power regime was Dr. Alexander Williams, Black
county coroner. That Williams was selected for this role was hardly surprising. For a number of years he had been carefully groomed to playa
leading role in Gary politics. Williams had faithfully served the regular
Democratic organization in its persistent quest to maintain control over
the Black vote. In return for his loyalty, he became the first and only
Black politician to receive the endorsement of the regular Democratic
organization for a major county office. Since early 1968, it was widely
rumored that the machine would run Williams against Hatcher in the
1971 mayoral. election. Speculation on this point ended on June 12, 1970
when Williams formally declared his candidacy for mayor in the 1971
Democratic primary.

Political observers generally viewed Williams' candidacy as a serious
threat to Hatcher's re-election. This evaluation was based primarily on
the following considerations. First, Williams would be running with the
full support of the Democratic machine. Among other things, this meant
that Williams would have at his disposal the fabulously rich campaign
warchest of the regular organization as well as its entire voter mobilization
apparatus, including the powerful precinct organization in the Black community. Secondly, Williams was a respected Black doctor and well known
personality in Gary politics. These qualities made him a potentially attractive candidate in the Black community. Consequently, Williams' candidacy
raised the ominous possibility that the Black vote - in stark contr'lst to
1967 - would be sharply divided between two major Black candidates.
A division of the Black vote in the primary would conceivably redound
to the benefit of the machine in two ways. On the one hand, it might
permit the machine to couple Williams' Black vote with a massive vote
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from the white community; such a combined Black-white talley for
Williams would virtually guarantee his victory in the primary. On the
other hand, a division of the Black vote opened up the possibility that a
third white candidate might be placed in the race to win the election
with solid support from the white community while the Black community
diluted its political strength by splitting its .voting power between the two
Bla.ck candidates. The latter result would be a reversal of the circumstances prevailing in the 1967 primary which saw Hatcher catapulted into
offiL~ I\y a cohesive Black vote and the division of the white vote between
two IIldjor white candidates.
Other factors entering into the assessment of the possible impact of
Williams' candidacy on Hatcher's re-election were the recent record of
success of the Democratic machine, and the collapse of Hatcher's campaign organization as a mechanism for mobilizing large numbers of Black
voters for effective political action. During the waning months of 1970
the Lake County Democratic organization gave every evidence that it had
fully recovered from the debacle of 1967. The recovery of the machine
to its tunner strength virtually guaranteed that the political struggle by
Hatcher to retain control of city hall would match in scope and intensity
the tremendous effort required in 1967 to seize initial possession. Yet it
was quite unclear at this point whether or not Hatcher could muster sufficient support amung key segments of the Black community to stave off
a spectacular resumption of machine hegemony over Gary city government. By all accounts, Hatcher's 1971 primary campaign portended to
be an uphill struggle. What seeme'd most lacking was organizational
machinery for mobilizing Black support for Hatcher while freezing out
of contention for Black votes all other candidates.

VI. Black Power in Limbo: Building for the Future
Between December, 1970 and May, 1971, the political situation in
Gary appears to have turned completely around. Confounding those who
had predicted his political demise, Hatcher won the 1971 mayoral primary
by the comfortable margin of 13,908 votes. In the wake of Hatcher's
towering strength in the mayor's race, five Black city council candidates
pledged to him won easy primary victories over a host of opponents.
Election results for the 1971 mayoral primary in Gary are summarized in
Table I.
TABLE 1

Gary 1971 Democratic Mayoral Primary Results 16
District

Armenta

%

Hatcher

%

Williams

%

lst
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

607
834
256
111
121
951

6.9
10.3
1.9
1.3
1.3
8.4

2,240
4,231
11,597
7,723
8,181
770

25.6
52.3
86.7
91.5
91.6
6.8

5,841
2,939
1,457
545
564
9,488

66.9
36.4
10.9
6.5
6.3
83.9

2,880

4.9

34,742

59.0

20,838

35.4

TOTAL

Figures in Table 1 clearly show that Hatcher's primary victory was
won chiefly in the Black community: Gary's third, fourth and fifth districts are predominantly Black. On the other hand, the first and sixth
districts are predominantly white. Only the city's second district contains
a substantially racially mixed population. Turnout in Gary's Black districts averaged 70 percent of the registered electorate. 17 In contrast,
turnout in white districts was substantially lower, averaging about 60 percent of the registered electorate. Hatcher was able to beat Williams in
every Black precinct in the city, in some instances winning by the lopsided
margins of 518-55 and 471-7. Overall, Hatcher received more than 90
percent of the Black vote. In doing so, he surpassed by a substantial
16There were three other candidates in the race, but none polled a significant
percentage of the vote. I would like to thank Mr. E. H. Walsh and Mr. Burton
We schIer for making available tllese statistics on tlle Gary election.
17Blacks constituted approximately 48 percent of the registered voters in the
city at the time of the election.
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margin his record breaking performance in the Black community in 1967.
Table 2 shows just how substantially Hatcher was able to broaden his base
of support in the Black community in the 1971 primary.
TABLE 2
Black Electoral Support for Hatcher, 1967, 1971
District

2nd

3rd

1967 Primary
1971 Primary
Increase
Percent Increase

1,260
4,231

6,988
11,597
4,609

7,723
2,227

65.9

40.5

4th

5th

•
2,971
18
235.8

5,496

5,817
8,181
2,364
40.6

The results of the 1971 Democratic mayoral primary were surprising
to say the least to 1110se who had forecast impending doom for the
Hatcher administration in late 1970. What factors account for Hatcher's
remarkably strong showing in the 1971 mayoral primary? Post election
interviews with Gary citizens suggest that a number of factors were at
work in the election which combined to produce Hatcher's victory.
Paramount among these factors was Hatcher's continuing popular appeal
among rank and file Black citizens. Hatcher's popularity continued to
rest in part on his presence as a symbol of. Black pride, Black consciousllLSS, and Black political progress. His popularity was also firmly anchored
OIl the phenomenal social and economic progress the Black community
had made under his administration. Hatcher sought to highlight this
progress in his re-election announcement, pointing with pride to the
welter of federal programs that had been established and the extensive
improvements made in the provision of basic services. Emphasizing his
campaigI1 theme "straight ahead, together," Hatcher promised to carry
on the tradition of honest and effective government established by his
administration over the past three years.
The pervasiveness of Hatcher's popular appeal in the Black community was trenchantly documented in a sample survey conducted some
five months before the 1971 primary by a team of social scientists from
Harvar~ headed by Thomas F. Pettigrew. This survey involved interviews
with 192 registered Black voters and 291 white voters. Results from the
survey showed that the dominant image held by Black respondents of
Mayor Hatcher was one which depicted him as intelligent (81 %) honest
18This huge increase reflects graphically the change in the racial composition
of the second district between 1967 and 1971.
"

(75%) and progressive (55%).19 Moreover, eight out of nine Black respondents felt the mayor had done either an excellent or a good job. 20
Asked to express a preference for mayor in a two way race between
Hatcher and Williams, 86 percent indicated they favored Hatcher and 10
percent were undecided. Hatcher remained the overwhelming choice
when three and four way race alternatives were presented to the respondents. 21 On the basis of these responses, Pettigrew projected that
in a two-way race against Williams, Hatcher would get 90 percent of the
Black turnout, and a percentage closely approximating 90 percent in
three and four way race combinations. Computing Hatcher's electoral
strength in the city as a whole against that of other candidates, Pettigrew
concluded that Hatcher's overwhelming popularity in the Black community made him the odds-on favorite to capture the mayoral nomination
in the 1971 primary.22
Pettigrew's assessment of Hatcher's popular appeal in the Black
community proved to be correct. Hatcher obtained massive support
from the Black community in 1971 largely without a gJ"assroots mobilization effort similar to that mounted to sweep him into office in 1967.
Participants in Hatcher's 1971 campaign generally described it as disorganized and bereft of the excitement and enthusiasm that characterized
the 1967 effort. The grassroots campaign force of 1967 was generally
replaced by professional organizers associated with a professional consult.ing firm and a host of persons holding patronage jobs in city hall and
federal programs. Conspicuously ·absent were the faces of many of the
talented community residents who had worked so tirelessly in the 1967
campaign. Gone, too, was the volunteer spirit of 1967; this time workers
demanded that they be compensated for their efforts.
In general, an organized mobilization drive never got off the ground
in 1971. But unlike 1967, Hatcher did not need in 1971 to run a well
organized campaign in the Black community in order to garner massive
Black electoral support. His image as a strong, honest, progressive and
effective Black mayor more than compensated for the absence of campaign machinery. Rather than reach out for the Black masses, Hatcher
was in the enviable position of having the masses compete with each other
for an opportunity to demonstrate their appreciation for the difference
his three years in office had made in their lives. Commenting on Hatcher's
mass appeal in the 1971 campaign, one respondent observed: "Hatcher
19Thomas F. Pettigrew, "Initial Findings On the Gary MayoraltyElection,

1971" (Unpublished paper, Department of Social Relations, Harvard University.
1971),~. 8.
°lbid., p. 7.
21 !bid.
22!bid., p. 26.
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has been the best mayor they've (Black citizens) had, and the best thing
around they could have. This is a tribute not to Hatcher but to the people he re presen ts. "
Predictions of Hatcher's downfall in 1971 failed to take into account the unabated personal popularity of Hatcher with rank and file
Black citizens despite his frequent clashes with the machine and sundry
elements of the Black political power structure. In effect, Hatcher's
charisma and political dynamism negated the impact in 1971 of the bitterness spawned by the dismantling of his volunteer organization after the
1967 general election. Further, these factors cut the ground from under
a galaxy of his political rivals seeking to deny him a second term in office.
Contributing also to Hatcher's victory in 1971 was the weak popular appeal of Dr. Alexander Williams in the Black community. Running
with the full force of the Lake County machine behind him, Williams
was able to poll less than 9 percent of the Black vote. Central to Williams'
poor performance in the Black community was his image as a racial moderate and a "puppet" of the white-controlled Lake County machine.
Despite his constant denial that he was a machine candidate, Williams
could not exorcise from Black minds the conviction that white machine
bosses were calling the shots in his campaign and would exercise commanding influence in city government if he became mayor. 23 One Black
respondent cited an additional factor as important in Williams' poor
showing in the Black community., This respondent contended that
Williams did not garner votes in the Black community chiefly because of
his mulatto-like, i.e., fair-skinned, appearance:
If you are a mulatto, Blacks can't identify with
you. Unless you have an Afro, you don't rate in
the Black community anymore. The reason for
this is the swell of racial pride ill the Black community. Hatcher was identified with the Black
revolution. Black Congressmen and entertainers
- Conyers, Chisholm, Nancy Wilson, Sammy
Davis - they walked the streets campaigning for
him. Belafonte said it was next to treason not to
vote for Hatcher. Williams' biggest mistake was
that he failed to get a suntan before coming to
campaign in the Black community.
23 The g~llerally negative image of Williams held by Black voters was confirmed by the Pettigrew survey. Black respondents in the survey most frequently
described Williams as a politician who was "underhanded" in his dealings with other
Blacks and mainly "ou t for himself." Only eight Black respondents expressed an
explicit preference for Williams in the mayoral election. See Ibid., pp. 5-9.
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Williams' fate in the Black community was no doubt sealed when
the rumor spread that he tried to withdraw from the race but white
machine boss Geprge Chacharis slapped his face and forbade him to do
so. Whether or not the incident happened has yet to be established. But
the truth of the rumor was incidental; the essential point was that many
l3lacks believed it. Seizing upon a golden opportunity, Hatcher began .
calling Dr. Williams a "negro" and promoting the campaign theme "unbought, unbossed, and unslapped." From that point on, community
pressure began to squeeze Williams out of contention for the Black vote.
Three other factors played significant roles in Hatcher's primary
victory. One of them was the presence of Mexican-American city councilman John Armenta in the mayor's race. Having no real power base of
his own, the effect of Armenta's candidacy was to draw precious white
votes away from Williams, thus increasing Hatcher'S chances of winning
with a solid block of Black votes. A second factor was relatively low
voter turnout in the white community. While Blacks were turning out in
record numbers, many white voters - faced with three minority mayoral
candidates - sat the election out. Since the white community was
Williams' major electoral base, he was the chief victim of the comparatively low interest in the election manifested by white voters. A third
factor in the election was the impressive inroads Hatcher made into the
white community. In \ 967 Hatcher received approximately 1S percent
of the white vote; his percentage in 1971, however. was 10 percent higher
- 2S percent. When combined with his solid performance in the BlaCK
community - and Williams' concomitant failure to pick up substantial
Black support - the votes Hatcher received in the white community
made his primary victory a foregone conclusion.
Mayor Hatcher won an easy victory over his Republican opponent
Theodore Nering in the November. 1971 general election. 24 This conclusion to the 1971 mayoral election shOUld not be interpreted as signifying
that the Black Power movement in Gary is out of danger. Threats to the
ongoing development of this movement until the liberation of Black people in Gary is realized remain. Despite its seeming conciliatory posture in
the 1971 general election, the Lake County machine is neither dead, nor
more amenable to Black interests than before. The white bosses of the
machine are no doubt licking their wounds and mapping plans for further
political challenges to the success and survival of the Black Power regime
in Gary.
Given the irredeemable hostility of the machine to Black political
power in Gary, the question arises whether or not the Black community
will be prepared in the future to respond to the challenges posed by white

24 The

fmal vote was Hatcher 61,491 to Nering 8,992.
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power forces whenever and wherever they are mounted. Particularly
disturbing is the continued absence of a cohesive and effective organizational apparatus with deep roots in the Black community. A movement
which seeks to liberate an entire race of people cannot be built on the
charismatic qualities of a single individual, however sparkling and dynamic hi, personality. There are presently no guarantees (or even firm assurances) that Mayor Hatcher's ability to rally masses of Blacks for political
plJrposes will remain beyond the present moment. Political popularity is
at best a fragile commodity, as easily lost as gained. For example, we
need only point out that much of Mayor Hatcher'S present popularity
rest on the continuing viability of his federal programs. These programs
represent the Achilles' heel of the Hatcher administration. A significant
cut back in such programs by the federal government, the onset of a
serious scandal involving a major federal program, or the failure of these
programs to live up to their grandiose promises, could produce a wave of
resentment aimed directly at the mayor's office. Essentially, Hatcher has
built his popularity in the Black community on the back of forces beyond
his control. Consequently, a drastic change in the direction of these
forces could have disastrous repercussions on the future of his administration.
What is needed most in Gary at the present time is a community
based, community oriented political organization that can begin the process of institutionalizing Black Power. Such an organization can provide
some assurances that whatever the fate of the leader the progress of the
movement will not be unalterably deterred.
The process of institutionalizing Black Power only begins with the
development of a viable political organization. To be effective, this process must quickly begin to move the Black Power movement to a second
level of political involvement. At this level the Black community begins
to make insistent demands that the white leaders of the major parties
grant to Black people their appropriate share of power. The Black community must insist that Blacks be placed in key party position, that
Blacks be nominated for key offices at the city, county, state and federal
levels, and that Blacks be appointed to powerful, non-token positions at
all levels of the governmental system. Such a push is fraught with danger,
as the activities of the Twenty-first District Caucus in Cleveland readily
attest. But a quest for additional power of this sort must be made or the
initial struggle for the mayor's office wil~ - in the final analysis - have
hardly been worth the effort.
At this time, the Black Power movement in Gary has not begun to
advance to the second level. Few Blacks serve in public offices outside
the city. Blacks are, for example, still totally excluded from the statehouse even though the Black vote in Gary is central to the election of
every state representative from Lake County. This fact has immediate
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impacts on the exercise of Black Po,:\,er in Gary. Black interests cannot
be promoted in a city teetering on fiscal bankruptcy. The determination
of how much money will be appropriated for what services in Gary is
made primarily by the Indiana State Legislature. Given the virtual nonrepresentation of Gary's Black population in the state legislature, it is not
. surprising that the city consistently fails to receive its fair share of state
funds to deal with critical problems affecting the Black community. The
Indiana State legislature also passes legislation governing annexation,
apportionment and other sensitive jurisdictional questions. Recently,
the state legislature has approved the disannexation from Gary of a segment of the white community while blocking the annexation of a predominantly Black area. Racially antagonistic measures of this kind will
continue to emanate from the statehouse until Blacks in Gary place someone in the legislature to stand up and fight for their interests.
At the second level, the Black Power movement must seek to effect
Black control over economic as well political instruments. In the struggle
for Black liberation, economics is perforce the handmaiden of politics.
It is indeed axiomatic that if Blacks are going to exercise political power
commensurate with their numbers and their needs, they must have a solid
economic base from which to work. Further, they must clearly recognize
that many economic institutions perform patently political functions.
Black Power at the second level has as one of its goals the shift of
control of major sectors of the economy from white hands to Black. No
such change in the control of economic instruments in Gary has begun to
emerge. Few Blacks own major businesses in the downtown area or play
significant roles in the operation of such establishments. Banks, department stores, automobile agencies, insurance companies, indeed the entire
network of money-making institutions critical to the life of the city are
still predominantly managed and controlled by white subur~anites. Major
industry in the city is exclusively white. U.S. Steel - the primary industrial concern - remains aloof from involvement in the social and cultural
life of the city. Black employment in the steel mill is still disproportionately concentrated in semi-skilled job categories. Recently, the Black
community has been thrown into a state of economic depression by a
decision by U.S. Steel to layoff more than a quarter of its non-essential
work force. The social, economic and political aspirations of the Black
community in Gary can never be realized as long as Black citizens sit
helplessly at the feet of the managers of rapacious white economic institutions. Consequently, the swift and steady transition of the economic
power structure of the city must be a priority item on the agenda of a
political movement sincerely dedicated to Black freedom and salvation.
Black Power in Gary has yet to be realized in its truest form. Rather,
the Black Power thrust begun in 1967 remains in limbo. There still remains
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to be developed a systematic and comprehensive program which offers
reasonable assurance that the present steps forward will not be sabotaged
by the unremitting actions of the Black community's political enemies.
If such a program is to materialize, it will require the uniting of
Black people in Gary around their common interests - not only during
political campaigns but continuously until the process of de-colonialization
emerges and begins to move under its own momentum. This is, to say the
least, an arduous task, but one which, if achieved, could serve as an invaluable model to other Black communities around the country engaged
in similar quests for the keys to liberation in the decades ahead.

VII. Conclusion
The experiences in Gary, Indiana discussed in this paper provide us
with a number of significant insights into the dynamics of Black political
development in America. First, these experiences suggest that as a Black
community begins to realize through the electoral process the objectives
of the Black Power movement, certain expectations are built up among
various segments of the Black community which endanger the evolution
of Black political power to higher levels of political involvement. A Black
mayor catapulted into office on the back of an initial Black power thrust,
can assuage the anxieties produced in some quarters of the Black community through the energetic and sagacious mobilization of governmental
concern and resources behind salient Black needs and interests. By doing
so, he can also build for himself a reputation in the Black community of
sufficient esteem as to make him a formidable candidate in local elections.
But such a response will be inevitably unsatisfactory to politically
minded Black citizens who seek not only temporary relief. but long term
instrumental benefits for the Black community as a whole. The failure
on the part of the Black mayor to seriously address himself to the cof1cerns of this group will produce a level of disunity in the Black community which may. over the long run, significantly hamper the achievement
of both short and long-term Black political goals.
To avoid factional disputes which might jeopardize the succe1S and
survival of the Black Power movement in the future. it is incumbent
upon the Black mayor to address himself simultaneously to a dual set of
Black community concerns. First. he must work diligently to reverse the
priorities of city government so that the Black community's expectation
that the city administration will be more responsive to its basic social and
economic needs are reasonably fulfilled. At the same time, he must also
concentrate on building bases of permanent power which assure the perpetuation of the Black Power movement into the future and advances
Black influence to a second level of political involvement where the stakes
in the political game center around a vigorous push by the Black community for social, economic and political independence. Only if the gains of
electoral victory are consolidated in this way, can sufficient payoffs for
the Black community be derived to justify its continued reliance on the
electoral process as a lever of Black liberation.
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D-iAPTER F IVE
NEWARK:

FROM COMMISSION GOVERNMENI TO
RIOTS AND BLACK CONTROL

INTRODUCTION

Reform In City Goyernment:

Newark "Style"

Pr I or to 1954, Newark had a comm i ss i on form of government f j rst
instituted In 1917.

It was composed of five commissioners representing

the five wards of the city.'

It had been

labeled a "five headed

monster" because there was no centra I I zed respons i b iii ty or control
among the cornmlssioners. 2

In order to get any legislation passed, a

commissIoner had to encourage two other commissioners to vote with him
making

an

affirmative

vote three

to two. 3

Each

commissioner was

elected at large and no blacks had ever been elected under the system.
There were two electIons under the commission form covering the
period of study,

In 1949 and 1953.

By the time the 1955 elections

approached, the comm iss i on form was wan i ng in Newark sparked by the
convictions of several city officials convicted on corruption charges.
119

120

It was Commissioner Carlin who later became the first reform mayor and
lobbied In 1953 to establish a Charter Canmisslon to reform the cIty
government.

The Citizens Committee for Municipal Government was formed

and Included a large coalition including some downtown businesses, the
AFL and CIO, the League of Wanen Voters and the Newark Eyen! ng News.
The committee managed to get the necessary 25,000 signatures to place a
referendum for reform on the ba I lot In 1955.

It Iater passed 53, 000

votes to 28,000 votes.
The business community was spl It on the reform question because
some

businesses

had

received

advantages

under

the

commission

Taxes had been low for some buSinessmen and they did not

government.

know how they wou I d fare under a new system of government.

Other

opposers I nc I uded severa I comm Iss i oners, the County Democrat Ic Party
and

I

some

city

employees. 4

Newark

elections

had

officially

been

nonpartisan but the County Democratic Party had traditionally backed

I

many local candidates.

I

the first time a black candidate had a chance to win a city council

i

•

The black community welcomed reform because for

position In the City's predominantly black Central Ward.

The new nine

member counc II ca II ed for a mI xed system of d I str Ict and at large

I

constituency bases--four councilmen elected at large and five ward
seats.
The

new

charter

only

broadly

spel led

out

the

divisions

authority and provided- a skeleton form of the new city government.

of
The

first mayor and new council elected in the city's 1954 elections would
have to transform these broad provisions to an operating form of
government.

The mayor had substantial powers in-terms of appointments
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and budget preparation under the reform charter but the city council
was

far

from

weak.

appropriate money.

It
All

had

the

power

to

adopt

ordinances

legislative power was. vested

and

to

in the council,

while the mayor held the reins of administration with assistance from a
business administrator.

Both the mayor and the council

shared In the

policy making role and provided a check on each other. 5

There was a

new spirit of optimism as Newarkers attempted a fresh start In the 1954
~

electIons

i

despite the optimism, reform did not come easy to Newark and several

I

wIthout

any

regrets

of

theIr

somewat

sordid

past.

But

elections passed before the council mayor form became entrenched In the
po I I tIcs of th e city.
Desp I te a h I story of d i senfranch I sement character i st t c
southern cities,· blacks

in Atlanta had organized early

large numbers when the white primary was outlawed.
however, that

in a northern city

wou I d exh i bit the same I f

like Newark,

the

styl e of

other

and voted

in

We might expect,

that black

leadership

not higher po I it i ca I cohes ion since blacks

were not hindered from votIng legally.
that

of

polItics was

Yet, the discovery we r.1ake Is

different

In Newark and bl acks were

often exc I uded.
Wilson suggested ·In his study of black politics, Negro Pol jtjcs;
The Search for Leadership,
pol itlcs
whole.

in northern cities
Black political

black

aspirants

the

reflects

style

and

structure

of

black

the polItics of the city as a

development In Newark seems to have followed

this rule until the 1970s.
and

that

Newark politics was basically ward politics

to the

city

councIl

normally

ran

in

the

ward

elections and built their own individual candidate organizations to win
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these elections.

This seemed characteristic of al I councilmanic races.

Irvine Turner, easily the most powerful black polltTcTan during the
1950s and 60s, and the only bl ack councl I member until the 1970s owed
much of his political success to the organization he built In the
Central

Ward.

There

was

no

effective

centra I

organ izatT on

or

leadership structure existing outside this ward structure to ban all
blacks together In a city that had a growing minority population.

So

while there were not necessarily overt barriers to voting as was true
In many

southern cities,

Newark blacks

lacked the

leadership and

organization In their larger quest for political power. 6

ORGANIZATION AS THE KEY TO MOBILIZATION
Independent black pol itlcal organization In Newark really did not
begin until the Black and Puerto Rican Convention in 1969, when black
leadership

organized,

developed

a platform,

and

slated

a set of

candidates thought to reflect the best Interests of blacks In the city
as a whol e.
victory

In

It was an
terms

of

important factor

organizat,lonal

and

convention format had worked wei I in 1970.

in Kenneth Gibson's
financial

supporT.

1970
The

Yet it Is also imporTant to

note th at Gibson had mounted an I ndependent efforT for mayor in the
City's 1966 elections.
which to turn.

There had been no organization or convention In

Gibson's 1966 effort laid the groundwork for a cohesive

candidate organization in 1970 and for mobilization of the black vote.
Both of these elections characterized a critical election era in Newark
where

racial

voting was a key

factor

in Gibson's

final

victory.

Another convention held before the city's 1974 elections attempted the

aX:
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same type of organization of the black electorate.

But Mayor Gibson

chose to mount an I ndependent effort for re-e I ect Ion and bypassed the
convention process.

The conventIon In response did not enaorse Gibson

for re-election--but he won without their support.
We can easily divide Newark's political
under study Into three eras:

history

In the period

the reform period, the era of the 1960s

and the age of black political control.

The reform perIod produced no

wide

community

ranging

benefits

adminIstration.

for

the

black

under

Carlin

th~

Irvine Turner elected In 1954 remained the only black

city counc i Iman unt i I 1966.

But the events In the 1960s era produced

an aberration In the social, economiC, and political fabric of the city
unknown In the previous era--the Newark riots of 1967.

Some observers

blame Mayor Addonizio's lack of sensitivity to black needs as the major
cause, although he had been earlier praised-by the Newark Eyenlng News
and others for his sensitive handling of the cIty's racial problems. 7
The riots, the federal Indictment of Addonizio, and the efforts toward
mobilizatIon were

Independent black

among

the

reasons GIbson was

elected In 1970.

Setting the s·rag e'.

The 1966 Electron

The 1966 election was different from past elections because among
the five candidates was the first black candidate ever to run for the
office,

Kenneth Gibson.

Addonizio,
Caste I I ano.

former

Mayor

Gibson

had

Other candidates
Carl in,
been

Michael

an

Included
A.

engineer

Incumbent Mayor

Botempo,
in

the

and

city's

Nicholas
housing

authority and had entered the race only six weeks before the elections.
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Though not considered a serious candidate, he had been endorsed by the
Voter's Education Council and several popular black celebrities.
The election Itself did not spark much media nor pUOltc attention
because many be I I eved that Addon I z 10 wou I d win a th i rd term as mayor.
Perhaps the most salient Issues in the campaign were Addonizio's record
In office and Newark's growing crime problem.

The candidates aTTacked

Addonizio's record on crime and bickered anong themselves on possible
solutions.

Addonizio of course denied all charges and cited the 6.4

percent decrease tn the crime rate as positive reflection of his years
in office.
What was critical. in these elections was the surprising vote for
Gibson.

Gibson received 16,246 VOTes, a remarkable showing fpr a late

campaign effort.

There were 153,573 registered ,to vote and

Mayor Addon I z 10 I ed by rece I v i ng 45,922 votes.

The nearest op ponenT

was former Mayor Carl in who received 18,912 votes.
the

vote

tall ies.

While

no

vote

coalition

incumbent

was

Gibson was third In
really

mounTed

in

Gibson's behalf, this election did signal thaT with more solid backing
from

the

black

community

and

better

organization,

a black mayoral

candidate could win even against a strong and popular incumbent.
An evaluation of Newark during the late 1960s would show a city
with a numerical black majority but little else to show for it.

There

had been only two black councilmen and both were indebted to Addonizio
for support.
conditions:

Barbaro suggests that there were two reasons for these
(1)

non-partisan elections favoring the better educated,

and (2) black voters were either ineligible or unregistered to vote. 8
There were no overarch i ng organ i zat ions such as Atl anta Negro Voters

"rain
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,

League to either organize or educate black Newarkers about voting.
example,

In the special councilman elections In 1968,

For

less than 50

percent of Central Ward voters and less than 60 percent In the South
Ward voted for local offlclals. 9

Both the Central and South Wards are

predominantly black and low Income wards.

THE BLACK VOTE IS AROUSED IN 1970
Kenneth Gibson tried again for the mayor's seat in the city's 1970
elections

beginning

organization.
f

I
I

!

this 'time

with

some

vestiges

It soon became clear to pol itlcal

of

his

past

activists that if

Addonizio was to be removed from office, the black community as a whole
required better organizing.

Their efforts were enhanced when Mayor

Addonizio was Indicted ,on federal charges of extortion and tax fraud.
The 1968 Black and Puerto Rican Convention was organized as the
means to mobilize the black and Spanish speaking communities in Newark
pol itlcally.

Convention organizers

Incl uded

Imamu Baraka (formerly

!

I!

i

LeRoi Jones), social activist and playwright and Robert Curvin, a long
time local civil rights figure In Newark. 10

The three day conference

featured other black elected officials from other cities such as Mayor
Hatcher of Gary and several celebrities.

Kenneth A. Gibson became the

choice of convention delegates as the mayoral candidate and seven other
candidates for councilmanic seats were also endorsed.

The era of black

political empowerment In Newark had begun.
Mayor Hugh Addonizio was attempting to succeed himself for a third
term In the

el~ctions

having been elected in 1962 and 1966.

Addonizio

was severely constrained In his campaign, however, because of a federal

.
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I nd Ictment.

Barbaro commented on Addon i z 10' s campa I gn ef fort In th is

way:
PolItIcIans have been known to wIn electIons whIle
servIng time in prison, but Hugh Addonizio may be the only
one who attended his own trial by day and campaigned for
offIce In the evenings. His problems really began followIng
the civil disorders and release of the riot commission report
which stated that there was a widely held belIef thaT
Newark's government was corrupt. 11

/

Nonetheless, he receIved support and endorsement from several ImporTant
groups

Including

the

Firemen's Mutual

Benevolent Association,

the

,

I
i

Federation of Italian-American Societies, the Newark HousIng AuthorlTX
Patrolmen

and

fifty

black

mInisters

from

throughout

I·

Addonizio had won his previous electIons with

I

support.

!

I

I
i

j

Addonizio's
campaign.
tried

to

Indictment proved the most

solId

sal alenT

the

city.

Ital lan-black

Issue

In the

Although the Indictment could not be side-stepped, Addonzlo
transcend

accomplishments while

some

of

Its

In office such

effects
as

new

by

emphasizing

housing

his

developmenTs,

buIldIng up the cIty as a major center of higher education, decreasIng
crime rates and the Gateway Project.

Addonizio called the Gateway

Proj ect, " ••• the largest commerc Ia I investment in the h I story of New
Jersey."
There was little doubt that Mayor Addonizio's chief rival among
the candidates was Kenneth Gibson, who ran as a moderate throughout the
ca~paign.

Other top candidates Included John Caufield, the former tire

chief and Anthony
Other

issues

Imperiale, an activist In the cIty's North Ward.

I nc I uded a theme of cl ean government because several

counc I Imen had been i nd i cted a long with Addon i z i o.

The el ect i on in

iii;. .
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many ways was reminiscent of the city's early reform era of the 1950s.
Race also became a major Issue as the mayoral campaign progressed.
There had been numerous Incidents of racial

appeals, threats, smoke

bombs, broken windows, disrupted meetings, and name calling.

Addonizio

appea Ied to the voters along racl a I I I nes wh I leG I bson tr Ied to run a
moderate campaign appealing to voters qn a variety of Issues.
Tempers ran high among Addonizio's backers when they realized on
the eve of the runoff that Mayor Addonizio would not be re-elected.

An

example of their disappointment occurred at campaign headquarters when
an angry mob of Addonizio supporters attacked newspaper and televIsion
•

reporters.

I

"They've taken the city nowl" one man said.

Women wept and were visibly upset over the campaign loss.
About 101,230 went to the

I

I
i
i

\

po II s on June 16, wh I ch was a record for any runoff el ectl on I n the
"City's history.
the general

It was also the first time In the city's history that

election had drawn

less voters than the runoff.

The

percentage of voters going to the pol Is In the runoff was 75.6 percent.
The previous al I time high was 71 percent in the 1958 election.

Gibson

defeated Addonizio In the runoff receiving 55,097 votes to Addonizio's
43,086 votes.
There were

several

factors

contributing to Gibson's

success.

First, he kept Intact some form of organization In his pioneering bid
for mayor In 1966.

Second, his nomination by the Black and Puerto

Convention legitimized his efforts as a serious candidate In the city
election.

Another factor included an estimated 11,000 votes he picked

up as a result of John Caufield's endorsement, whom he defeated in the
prlmary.12

. -----~-.-~~,-

Finally, Addonizio's growing legal

problems overshadowed
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his elaborate campaign effort.
but

his

canpalgn

Addon I z 10 had

was

Gibson had a large group of volunteers

noticeably

some 40

campa I gn

more

It

Addonizio's.

radio exposure.

that Gibson's bid for mayor was more

organ i zat Ion.

than

of f I ces compared to Gibson's seven.

Addonizio also had more television and
suggested

modest

One

analyst

a movemenT than

an

proved to be a movement toward a decade of black

mayoral control of the city.
Gibson's victory

In

1970 was

certainly

the

first

time

in

the

cIty's politIcal

history that the black population was organized and

mobilized

city

in

a

re-election with

wide

effort.

Cou I d Gibson

the same force and

backing

win

as he had

aga I n

ina

in 19701

A

serious problem of most black administrations has been the frustration
related to the realIzation thaT Change comes slowly.13

Gibson's first

term had been plagued by financial constraInTs brought about by a huge
debt

passed

along

from

Addonizio's

term

and

the

problem

of

rising

expectations among voters In the black community.
Gibson was fond of

saying throughout his firsT term

"Wherever American cities are headed,
There had been severa I

Newark will

in office,

get there

firsT."

inc I dents such as the conTroversy over school

board approval to al low black liberation flags flown at the schools and
the Kawa ida Towers
Kawalda

Towers

was

inc I dent wh I ch had
a

public

prov I ded

housing

sources of

development

conf I I ct.

scheduled

for

construction In the al I white North Ward that would have polarized the
city even more had It not been for Gibson's sensitive handling of the
issue.

His

administration

several

key

appointees

was

such

as

also
the

plagued
budget

by

the

resignation

administrator,

of

finance

--
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dIrector, and Pol Ice DIrector.

And GIbson's programs were often tabled

by the sIx member whIte majorIty on the city councIl .14

GIbson's Re-electIon:

The 1974 CampaIgn

Desp j te these and other constra I nts thai" had been characterf si" I c
of

GIbson's

electIons.
political

fIrst

term,

he

sought

re-election

In

the

SInce the convention format had worked well
actIvists

elect Ions.

In Newark believed

cIty's

In 1968, many

It would work again

In these

But GIbson rejected the I nv I tat I on to pari" I c I pai"e

Convention and mounted an

1974

rn

the

Independent effori" to mute possible racial
;

overtones that had been characteristIc of the 1970 electIon.
There were a tota I of 63 cand i dates runn I ng for city off Ices
the cIty's

1974 electIons,

GIbson was by

the

largest ever

far the top runner

rn

In the city's hIstory.

In the mayor's race challenged by

Anthony Imperiale, Le~ls B. PerkIns, Raymond Stabile and James Rotande.
Crime,

city

Important

corruptIon,

I ssues

chIef rIval.

and Gibson's

I n the

campa I gn.

clearly

the most

I mper I a I e proved to be GIbson's

" ••• we may all

If the mayor Is returned to offIce."
of

were

He predIcted Newark's "doom" if Mayor GIbson was elected

to serve another four years,

flIght

record

busIness

from

the

have to evacuate the city

ImperIale charged Gibson wIth the

city,

and

for

the

hIgh

crime

rate.

GIbson's adminIstration he said was a "horrifying nightmare to every
decent person In the clty.II15
The, I nd I ctment of

severa I

school

board members,

conviction of a former board employee, and the federal
the Public Employment

Progra~

the

subsequent

investigation of

which resulted in fines for some program

~
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~
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heads and a loss to the city of $1 ml I I Ion of federal
to some that there were signs of corruption

funds Indicated

In government and posed

some problems for Gibson In his re-election.

f
i

i

i

Described

as

an

"active,

but

low key campaign" Gibson avoided

talking about the major issues deciding to run Instead on his record of
accomp I I shments.

Gibson's campa I gn slogan was

"Cont I nued Progress 1"

j
citing

new

facilities,
acclaimed

neighborhood
and the

his

health

demolition of

efforts

In

centers,

expanded

recreational

abandoned buildings.

Gibson also

getting

state

and

federal

aid,

reducing

property taxes and reducing the crime rate by 12 percent--a record that

,,f

Gibson claimed could not be matched by any other city.

i

The Black and Puerto Rican Convention held four years ago which

!
had

endorsed

Gibson

did

not

endorse

him

In

this

election.

The

convention endorsement was contingent on his personal appearance at the
convention meetings.

Gibson refused unless al I the candidates

mayor's race were asked to attend. 16
the Baptist Ministers Conference,

In the

Gibson did receive support from

the Black

Policemen's

union,

two

officials of the International Longshoremen's Association as weI I as a
group

called

Educators

for

Gibson.

Gibson said that this election

unlike others In Newark's recent political
the "cl earest choi ce" they

have had

history offered the voters

for some time.

"I've got four

years of experience at a very difficult job, and there's no otner way
to get that experlence--there's no traIning ground.,,17
While both ImperIale and Gibson appealed for city wide support, in
the

closing

days

of

the

cal1palgn,

they

played

to

theIr

strengths.

Imperiale believed he· could carry the North and East wards,

bUi the
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outcome depended on the vote In the West Ward.
to get at least 10 percent of the black vote.
to the blacks this time.
big mistake."

Gibson

Imperiale knew he had

He said, "I've got to go

I didn't go to them In 1970 and that' was my

strongholds

included

the

South,

Central,

and

lower West Wards.
Wh II e the cand I dates appea I ed for a heavy turnout',

It

was

less

than the 1970 turnout, which may represent a disturbing trend for otner
potential

black candidates.

As Table 5-1

shows,

only

81,463 voters

went to the pol Is In the general election in May compared to 91,525 In
1970 even though Gibson received a slightly higher percentage of the
vote

In

1974.

thinking

Pol itlcal

Gibson

Important

an

would

Issue

be

observers

believed

re-elected.

In the campaign,

Although

of

received

the majority

wards.

the

predominantly
In the

white

were

race

was

apat'netlc
not

as

Table 5-2 shows the pattern· of

racial voting remained among the flye wards.
majority

voters

North

predominant'ly

Imperiale
ward

votes

black South

received

the

whIle Gibson
and Central

GIbson made sIgnificant gains In the East ward which ImperTale

had hoped to wIn and was even more successful
ward, although he did not win either of them.

In the transitional West
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Table 5-1
RegIstration. Turnout

10

Newark 1970-1974

May
General

June
Runoff

May
General
1974

132,993

133,823

118,097

91,525

101,230

81,463

51.6

54.4

1970

I
I
I

Number of
registered voters
Turnout

$ Turnout for
Gibson
Source:

52.6

Newark City Clerk's Office Files.

I

Table 5-2
Newark 1974 Top Candidate Mayoral Results by Ward

Source:

Imperiale

fIve Wards

GIbson

North

4,527

14,537

East

5,126

8,038

West

7,780

9,684

South

14,586

800

Central

10,726

817

Total

42,870

34,502

The New York Times, May 16, 1974.
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In

sum,

while

Gibson

was

re-elected,

the

future

of

black

empowerment In Newark Is In serious doubt given the absence of any form
of organization comparing to the Black and Puerto Rican Convention in
1968.

Already voting turnout Is declining slightly, but Gibson's own

candidate organization

has

remained

re-election In 1974 and again In 1978.

In tact which

has

aided

his

But it remaIns to be seen what

form black political organization will take In future elections when
the Gibson organization no longer fll Is the gap.

There Is some doubt

that black elected officials can rejuvenate the large black electorate
which has become frustrated.

While there have certainly been some

important changes that Gibson has made such as improving the budget
management p'rocess, these are not the kinds of pol icies thaT directly
effect the rank and f II e black voter.

I n a heated exchange between

protesters regarding clean-up In their neighborhood, Gibson was quoted
as saying, !'Anyone who thinks that a mere mayoral election will change
the' social order is dreamlngl n18
. effort has all

As a result, the strong mobilIzation

but disappeared I n the wake of

some apathy,

lower

turnout, and the absence of a cohesive city wide movement in Newark.

THE INFLUENCE OF BLACK RULE

GIbson Seeks Newark Recovery
Most of the cities In the north and midwest did not escape the
pattern of migration characteristic of the late 40s and 50s nor the
soc i a I unrest of the 60s as discussed I n Chapter One.

As a resu I t of

the pressures that cIty governments bore during this period many were

,.,it'-
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forced

to

programs.

Ignore

vital

capital

Improvements

In

favor

of

social

In Newark, easily the oldest and most distressed of our case

study cities based on soc Ia I and economl c I nd i cators,

a Imost 18.4

percent of the population Is below the poverty line and one In every
three residents receives some type of federal asslstance. 19
have placed a tremendous burden on the city budget.

Such needs

But at the same

time other capital improvements were ignored by mayors over the perIod
under study.

Commenting on Newark, one fInancial advisor said:

Most mayors, did not want to spend the money In
maintaining the Infrastructure in favor of the visibility
associated with other services; A mayor also figures a sewer
for
examp Ie,
wou I dn 't
coil apse
under
his
system,
administration, but when It did, the next guy would get stuck
with the whole 40-50 year tab! So when it came down to a
choice between putting more Irish cops on the street or
maintaIning the sewer--cops win every time. 20
When Kenneth GIbson came to office in 1970 as the city's first
bl ack mayor, he soon discovered a $60 mill Ion debt Inherited from the
previous Addonizio regime which posed an Immediate shorT-run financial
crisis in addition to the spiral of decline in the city thaT had begun
decades before.

As Gibson recal Is:

For a period of two months, I traveled to Trenton almosT
dally to Impress upon the Governor and legislators, the neea
for increased revenue sources. The problem of attemptlng to
get a suburban and rural dominated legislature to respond to
Newark's crisis was a complex and delicate one. 21
To meet th Is immed Iate prob I em the state passed a tax package
which allocated 70 percent of what the city needed. 22
re I i eve the ci ty of a short-run prob I em.

This helped

But Newark has not had any

large scale private investment in 20 years even before the riots in
1967 which speaks to its long-run fiscal

problems.

While once the

shopping and commercial hub for the entire state in the 1940s 5nd 50s,
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Newark can no longer cl al m the tltl e. 23

I n more recent years under

Gibson's regime, there have been signs of an economic "renaissance"
Including hotel and offIce building construction but the Impacts of
this resurgence has yet to be measured In the city's economy.
Gibson has responded rather conservatively some woul d argue In
tackling the City's problems.

He has Investigated alternative ways to

provide some municipal services including contracting out some services
like sanitation and tree malntenance. 24

He has also approved several

1

technical Innovations in budgeting that do not have the high visibilIty

I

of other pol Icy changes but effects the cl ty' s budgeti ng structure.
Gibson was forced to reduce city employment by 28 percent In his first

1

years In office; although not popular, this move had a good effect on

f

1

I

the budget as a whole.

Most would_characterize the mayor's basic

position as "moderate."

His strategy In terms of budgeting has been

one of "peacef u I coex I stence" prov I ding bas I c serv ices to stop the

OUT

migration of not only whites but blacks. 25
I n much of the discuss Ion on fiscal prob I ems, Newark's extreme Iy
high tax rate seems wei I known.
number of

tax exempt

Tied to this problem Is the increasing

proper-ties

in the city

Including state and

regional offices, churches, colleges and universities, and the Port
Authority.

This represents about two third's of the city's land which

I s tax exempt.

These propert Ies requ i re the same fire, po II ce, and

sanitation services but there is no support for the services.
strategy

of

the

Gibson

administration

has

Included

One

property

reassessment and a financial package that would include some taxes from
the

state;

county,

and

the

university

systems.

Another

includes

.'=:.-
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maintaining good relations with the business community which he has
sought to do since his first term in office.

In the early "days of

Gibson's administration, the business community

In a

sh~

of good

faith, lent some of Its executives to the city for 90 days to help In
the transition and reorganization period.

Yet the union between the

mayor's office and business community has not always been close.
As

in

At I anta,

responsibi Iities

one

of

Ken neth

Gibson's

under the strong mayor system

council an annual operating budget for approval.
the

standard

executive

of

most

budget

processes:

recommendations/review,

and

most

imporTant

is to' present the

The procedure fol lows
deparTmenTal

council

approval.

requesTs,
Newark's

formal organizational structure has been compared to the operqtlon of a
large business corporation where
clearly defined.
in

Improving

lines of

executive authority

are

As already suggested, Gibson has been very innovative

technical

aspects

of

the

City's

budget· process. 26

Community and interest groups have very little influence on the budget
and norma I IY react out of se I f

I nterest I n favor of

a parT I cu I ar

program.
One of Gibson's biggest cha I Ienges has come from his somet I mes
stral ned rei at i onsh I p with the city counc i I.
pronounced during his first term.

The prob I ems were more

They have fought him on many turns,

delaying decisions and often rendering the city government Immoblle. 27
In this relationship Gibson has often been compared to Mayor Leo
Carlin,

the City's first reform mayor, who also did not have good

relations with the council.

Carl

in, however, was credIted with guiding

the city through Its most critical years of budgeting, by replacing the

-_ _..
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fIve separate budgets under the old commissIon system with one single
budget.

Sgendfng In

Newac~

Public welfare and health spending are a parT of budgets In only a
limited

number

of

cities.

Among

the

three

contr I butes to the wei fare and heal th budgets.

cities

only

Newark

On the average,

the

Gibson administratIon devoted a larger portion of the budgeT to puolIc
welfare

I
I

!

than

previous

6.8

percent

averaged

Addonizio devoted

As Table 5-3

administrations.
of

the

budget

less than 5 percent.

to

welfare

shows,

while

Gibson

Carl in

and

'In 1977 there was' a marked

!

i

r

I ncrease of 9.2 percent or $33 mI I I Ion out of a $364 mI I I Ion bu dget
more dramatically displayed as a sharp-rise In Figure 2 In Appenaix A.
The highest percent spent on welfare in AddonIzio's administration was
In 1970,

when Public Welfare was 5.7 percent of

million out of a $214 mill Ion budget.
there was

a dramatic

Increase of

the budget or

In 1950 among all

$12

U.S. cIties

public welfare spending rising

13

percent from the previous year, an Increase also shown In Newark under
the

old

commission

mI nor I ty pop u I at I on

form

of

government.

As

I s about 60 percent with

stated

before,

a cr I t I ca I

Newark's

unemp I oymenT

rate.

About 18.4 percent of the population is below the poverTy line

so

is

It

assistance
represent

no wonder
programs.
a sma II er

that Gibson woul d want to spena more in public
Health
port i on of

Figure 3 In the appendix.

expenditures

also

began

the Newark budget as

to

slowly

II I ustrated

in

While health expenditures represented large

portions of the budget in the early Carlin years, health expenaitures

~~"'i","r.ic;~io';ZC':.?;:;';¥i:¥'~4c"~~;~~;b:'~;:it~~~'~·";i ~,,~,:=,,~
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began declining steadily starting In Addonizio's administration In the
early 60s and continuing In Gibson's administration.

Table 5-3
Ayerage Percentages for Common Expenditure CategorIes fn Each
Mayoral AdministratIon. 1948-1978
Newarls
Newark

Carl In

Pol Ice

Gibson

AddonIzio

11.8

12.3

10.&

Fire

8.0

7.5

6.5

1,

Sanitation

5.7

6.0

3.4

I

Public Welfare

3.2

4.3

6.8

Librarl es

1.9

1.6

1• 1

Recreation

1.6

1.9

1.7

Education

35.5

41 .7

44.1

I

II

!

Source:
Computed from
Bureau of the Census.
Newark

City Goyernment Finances

(1948-1978),

U.S.

Is also the only city among the three contributing to

education expenditures, the third social service expenditure category.
As

Figure 4

Indicates

no

real

regarding education expenditures.

pattern

emerges

among

the

mayors

There have been sharp rises and

falls over the entire period under study.

Though education began to

decrease steadily after 1973 in Gibson's term,

It reached a high of

48.5 percent of the budget In 1973, the highest In the city's history.
Also among the three mayors, on the average Gibson had contributed more
to education than the two previous mayors.

--~';;;.-r-~-·
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As
rather

th e

I ast

soc I a I

low pr I or I ty

serv I ce

category,

recreat Ion

represented

a

Item throughout the per lod I n Newark as I nd i cated

In Figure 1 In the appendix.

No doubt In part this Is related to the

fact that there Is little "space" available In the city for these types
of facl titles.
only

occupies

Newark Is very densely popul ated and the entire city
25

square

miles.

Across

mayoral

administrations

In

Newark, the average percent share remaIned about the same for al I three
mayors as I nd i cated I n Tab Ie 5-3 a I ittl e over 1 percent.
devote

I
I
;

f

!

$9 ml II ion

recreation
This

may

or

2.8 percent out of

in 1975 which was the
reflect

the

fact

that

a

largest ever
Gibson

Gibson dl d

$352 ml Ilion budget to
in the city's history.

created

a

city

Newark,

Mayors

recreation

department during this time.
Among

the

city

wide

categories

in

Carl In

and

Addon I z 10 devoted about 8 percent to fire· expend i tures wh II e Gibson
devoted slightly

less at 6.5 percent as noted In Table 5-3.

Gibson did Increase the budget for fire sl ightly
1976

O~

~21

In 1976

from 6.3 percent In

mil lion out of a $348 mil lion budget to 6.7 percent of $24

mil lIon out of a $364 mil lion budget In 1977 as Indicated In Figure 5.
These slight changes seem characteristic throughout the period.
Gibson
priority

seemed

to

have

relegated

sanitation

to

a

much

lower

Item than it had been In previous administrations reaching a

low of 2.8 percent of the budget In 1976 or $9 mil lion out of a $348
million budget as

indicated

decreasing steadily
average

was

3.4

In Figure 6.

But sanitation

in the early years of Addonizio's term.

percent

percent on the average.

while

Addonizio

and

Carl In

spent

had

begun

Gibson's
about

6

Gibson also kept library expenditures at about

~--"- .
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.
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the same levels throughout his administration at 1 percent of the
budget while Carl In and Addonizio devoted slightly closer to 2 percent
as Indicated In Table 5-3.

There was an exception In 1952 when library

expenditures rose about 20.3 percent from the previous year across al I

u.s.

cltles--reflected

also

In

Newark

in

Figure

7

on

library

expenditures.
Gibson generally held the line on police expenditures decreasing
police expenditures slightly from the previous years of Carlin and
Addonizio but there were no dramatIc patterns evolvIng In this period.
This was true even though crIme In Newark as In Atlanta has been a high
priority

Item on the city

agenda.

Police expenditures

In Newark

remained fairly steady across the period as Indicated In Figure 8.
sharpest

rise

In the expenditure

levels

In 1964 occurred

The

In the

Addonizio administration.
In sum,

Gibson seems to have held the

line on most of the

expenditure categories regardless of whether they were city or social
servI ce expend I tures exam i ned except wei fare where he seems to have
devoted a larger share of the budget.

AffIrmatIye Action In Newark
Accord I ng

to

Robert

Curv In's

account

of

black

po I It i ca I

development In Newark, blacks faired much better in terms of patronage
jobs when Meyer Ellensteln served as mayor from 1932 to 194U then they
did afterwards In the Carl In period In the 1950s. 28

The Carl In perl6d

(1954-62) was known as the reform era In Newark's political history.
It was also a time when economically, the city had begun Its downward

..
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trend.

Newark lost some 250 manufacturers from 1950 to 1960 and over

1,000 during the 1960s. 29

As a result, employment remained an issue

throughout the ent I re per i od under study to a I arger degree than In
Atlanta or Oakland.

But as in our other cities there were no planned

efforts toward Inclusion of minorities in public employment at the city
level during this earlier period.

In fact, blacks perceived Carlin as

being insensitive to race problems.
agency

of

As one informant suggests no one

city government disproportionately

discriminated

against

blacks, they al I did:
A lot of city jobs were not open,to blacks. There were
generally few places In city government where they worked so
it is not possible to point to particular city agencies,which
were especially closed to blacks. 30
The

situation

seemed

to

have

changed

at

least

symbolically

in

Addonizio's administration.
Hugh Addonizio became mayor at a critical

period

in Newark's

overal I development with the rise of the Civil RIghts era.

Through his

powers

of

appointment,

Addonizio appointed

several

blacks to key

positions such as budget director, president of the board of education
and chiefs of the planning board and health departments.

But according

to one former city administrator in Addonizio's administration, his
strategy

was

leadership.,,31

a

"gradual

ascension

of' bl ack

control

and

bl ack

Addonizio, in effect, wanted to leave bl acks in control

of city affairs whom he could trust while fulfilling higher pol itical
ambitions according to knowledgeables.
After the Newark riots, however, Addonizio's administration
the target of criticism.

beca~e

As long as Newark had a relatively clear

iGage regarding race relations, Addonizio was praised for his efforts.
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The riots and the

But his popularity began to fade after the riots.
subsequent federal

Investigation of Addonizio led to the election of

Gibson In 1970.
I n the organ izatl on of city government' Gibson was cr I tl c Ized

In

the early dys of his administration for bringing In outsiders and for
mal ntal nl ng whites as top al des and advl sors.

It seemed to many thaT

there were very few bl acks that had the mayor's ear.

Gibson was al so

operating In a political milieu where corruptive elements had dominated
for years--an
mayors

and

Image he wanted to shake.

the

city

council

historically the council

Antagon isms between Newark

persisted throughout Gibson's term

and

has tried to usurp the powers of the mayor. 32

Such relationships hindered Gibson In getting approval for m~ny of his
early appolntments--both black and white.
In 1973 the number of blacks employed In Newark's city government
had

Increased

first

In

two years

al I

departments

In office.

except

sanitation

during

Gibson's

A survey of the city's 6,326 employees

showed In 1973 that 30 percent were black and 3 percent were Spanish
speak I ng.

The po I I ce department

1971 to 48 percent In 1973.

Increased from

11

percent

black

In

The mayor's office staff also registered

an

Increase of 44 percent In Its number of black employees--22 of the

36

employees

departments

In

were

Gibson's

own

asked

Increase

to

office

were

black

mI nor I ty

In

emp I oyment

Other

1973.
as

soon

as

possible In keeping with the city's affirmative action pollcy.33
While

blacks

were

30

percent-

of

the

city

workforce

In

1973,

nonwhites as a whole rose to 54 percent by 1977 as Indicated in Table
5-4.

These

figures

show

a

steady

increase

throughout

Gibson's
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admInIstratIon

except

for

a

percent

decrease

In

1976.

These

increases are sIgnIfIcant sInce the workforce as a whole decreased.

Table 5-4
NonwhIte Employee Percentage Increases tn Newark. 1973-]977
Year

Total

Percent NonwhIte

1973

6,326

30*

1974

5,817

38

1975

5,043

47

1976

4,444

46

1977

4,622

54

*Percent black only, does not include other minorItIes.
Source: "Governmenta I Responses to CrIme Project" (Evanston, IU, CIty
Employment FIles, Northwestern University, Center for Urban AffaIrs.

Complete data was attained In evaluating Newark's total workforce
for 1975 as a result of a workforce analysis conducted In that year_.
In Table 5-5 we see that white males were 50 percent of the city
workforce therefore continuing to dominate city jobs although they were
only 29 pecent of the labor force In 1975.

Black males were 22 percent

of the cl ty workforce wh II e they were 27 percent of the I abor force.
Hispanics register even less parity with their proportion of the city's
workforce.

.

-::"',;;._-._-.'

Black

men

and

black

women

are

closer

In

comparison

regard I ng the I r percentages of the ci ty' s workforce at 22 percent and
14 percent, respectively, than the disparity between white males and
females which is dral1atic.

White females were only 9.6 percent of the
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city employees while they were 20 percent of the labor force.

Table 5-5
Newark City Labor Force and CIty Employee
Breakdown--Male. Female. 1975
Percent In
LabQc EQC~!l!
29

Proportion of
City EmpIQY!l!!l!S
50.3

White females

20

9.6

Black males

27

22.0

Black females

23

14.3

Hispanic males

6

2.5

Hispanic females

3

.9

GCQUP
WhIte males

Other males

•1

Other females

.1

Source: City of Ne~rk AffIrmative ActIon Office Workforce AnalysIs,
1975, Personnel Department, City of Newark.
I n terms of occupat i ona I d I str I but Ion, Newark shows a moderate
percentage

of

blacks

In

the

professIonal

and

administrative

job

categories at 35 percent and 29 percent, respectively, as Indicated In
Table 5-6.

Neither Oakland nor Atlanta regIstered as high a percentage

of black employees In these categories for the same time perIods.

Yet,

even In Newark, blacks continue to dcxnlnate the paraprofessional and
lower level

jobs~

However, at least In two job categories of craftsmen

and service workers, blacks and whites represent the same percentages
as shown in Table 5-6.
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Table 5-6
Total City of Newark Workforce Composition By
CategorIes. 1975

Percent
Workforce

f

j
!

J

I

t

I
i

I

Percent
White

Percent
Black

Percent
HIspanIc

Other

AdmInistrators

3

70.1

29.5

o

.5

ProfessIonals

20.1

59.3

35.6

4.1

.9

.6

68.0

28.5

2.6

o

33.9,

78.1

20.4

1.5

o

6.1

38.8

53.5

7.3

.2

Off Ice and
Clerical

11 .8

41 .2-

54.4

4.2

.3

Craftsmen

3.7

64.2

33.3

1.6

.8

15.4

64.2

33.3

1.6

.8

TechnicIans
Protective
ServIces
Paraprofessionals

ServIce

Sources: CIty of Newark AffIrmatIve ActIon OffIce Workforce AnalysiS,
1975. Personnel Department, City of Newark.
It seems some significant gaIns were made In Newark regarding
minority

Inclusion Into city Jobs despIte cutbacks and

criticIsm that Gibson

received when

he took offIce.

th~

InItIal

Blacks have

I ncreased as an overa I I percentage of the city's workforce and as
workers In hIgher level job categorIes although there Is stll I a long
way to go In reaching parIty wIth the City's mInorIty population.

Newark and the Federal Connection:

The Early Years

After the passage of the 1949 Housing Act, Newark was the first
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New Jersey city to begin an urban renewal project:
By submitting a concrete clearance proposal earlier than
most other cities In the U.S. Newark was able to secure a
prior claim to federal funds and acquired a reputation for
competence among federal offlclals. 34
Newark launched nine urban renew a I projects over the first decade of
the

program. 35

The

Newark Housing

Authority

(NHA),

established

In

1938, served as the city's official Urban Redevelopment Agency under
the

leader sh I p of

lou I s Danz I g.

Danz I g served as

Addonizio's administration In the 1960s.

d I rector th rough

As one former administrative

aid to Mayor Addonizio recalls, the Newark Housing Authority was "an
Important power In Newark ••• because housing developments were the big
deals.,,36
As

director

of

the

Housing

Authority,

relations with city officials, who had final
projects.
the

Danzig
approval

developed

good

for al I renewal

In the days of the commission form of government, DanzIg and

NHA had

no problem getting approval.

location of a renewal

Commissioners viewed

project In their wards as "pol !tical

assets."

Projects were rotated among the five wards so that no one area
advantage over the others.

the

had

I n the ear Iy years of the program there

were two Irish, two Ital Ian, one black and two Jewish projects. 37
When Newark changed to a reform mayor counc I I

form of government

Instead of

appealing to five

In 1954,

the rules

commissioners,
council.

changed slightly.

Danzig

had

to

now

negotIate

with

a mayor

and

city

Mayor Carl In had originally been opposed to urban renewal but

later became Its
Carlin make all

cha~plon.

the

record of achievement.

Danzig was always very careful to let Mayor

announcements

about planned projects and NHA's

"In this way Carlin benefited from the drama

c
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and publ Iclty value of clearance proJects."38

As a result when CarlIn

ran for re-election in 1958, he campaIgned on the achievements of urban
renewal during his administration.

Danzig's strategy had been to deal

directly with the mayor who in turn could Influence council members.
By the end of Carlin's second term In office, the relationship between
Carlin and the city council was not good.

The councIl was convinced

that the NHA commissioners were In the mayor's back pocket. 39
Opposition to renewal grew wIthIn the council and among grassroots
organizatIons.

Several neighborhood committees and blacks were opposed

to the effects of ,urban renewal but they were too weakly organized and
I acked I nf I uence to make a difference.

For examp I e, between 1949 and

1960, not one grassroots group succeeded In delaying or modifying any
project. 40

As Kaplan argues, however, the success of urban renewal In

Newark was not predIcated on mass support but on the relationship
established

between

cIty officials and other

business elites who

actually approved the projects:
The authorIty has not generally relied on the use of
public rei atlons or on the generation of mass support. It
has attempted Instead to delimit the boundarIes of renewal
pol Itlcs and to come to terms with persons Inside these
limits. NHA's arrangements with city officIal s and cIvic
leaders are sufficient means to achievIng clearance goals. 41
The further success of urban renewal

In Newark was championed by the

electIon of Addonizio In 1962 who actually accused Mayor Carlin of
act I ng too s low Iy on most proJects.

His goa I was to speed up the

process conslderably.42
The

results

of

urban

renewal

provIded

pol ltlcal

mileage for

po I It leos In Newark--most notab Iy Mayors Car I I nand Addon Iz 10 who fu I Iy
supported the program.

If the pI anned urban renewal projects were to
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have smooth passage through the council, Danzig believed maintaining a
good relationship with mayors was Important.

But the decade of the 60s

I n Newark beg I nn I ng wJth the

brought many changes

i nf I ux of

federa I

money, the Newark riots of 1967, and the election of Gibson.

GIbson as Entrepreneur
Of course Mayor Gibson real ized very early
I

i

in his administration

that the City's survival depended on new sources of revenue, given the

I
I

economic problems.

I

been viewed as a bellwether of responsible urban

I!

huge debt he Inherited from the Addonizio administration and the city's
In fact as a spokesman for the City, Gibson has
leadership

in both

financial

advisor,

i

Trenton

and Washington. 43

According to one city

Gibson has maximized the use of federal funds wherever possible.

Many

other black mayors have taken their cue from Gibson In mastering the
art of "grant getting."

Gibson has undoub-tedly enhanced his political

resources and reputat i on.

But grant entrepreneursh I p can be a "m f xed

blessing" according to Halder. 44

Ir:deed some In Newark have criticized

Gibson for spending "too much time In Washington."

However, this does

not seem to have effected his appeal to the Newark electorate.

Gibson

has now been elected three consecutive times as Newark's mayor.
Among the three cities, Newark gained the most"- under the new bloc
grant program receiving a total
In 1977 new

of $110.7 million from 1975 to 1980.

legislation required that CDBG shift to a "dual

allocation

system

distressed

areas

which
of

the

poverty-oriented criteria

emphasIzed
country.

~,-

"targeting"
The

dual

and added a formula

funds

formula

to

formula"
severely

retained

aImed toward

the

physical
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development needs.

While entitlement funds Increased for al I regions,

I n terms of percentage shares, the northeast quadrant of the country
I ncreased Its, share of the funds from 49 percent to 58 percent wh I Ie
the south and west decreased from 51 percent to 40 percent.

Newark as

a result qualifIed as a "target" area and received more funds because
of Its status. 45
Look I ng at trends over the ent I re per I od of study, we find that
federal

aid

In Newark skyrocketed from

$2.3 million during Gibson's

first year to $44 million by 1978 as Illustrated In Table 5-7.
represented an

I ncrease from 1 percent over' the ent I re per I od across

mayoral administrations to 12 percent of total
1978.

State aid to Newark also

mil I Ion In 1976.

Increased

pec~"t

local revenue sources In
reaching

a peak

of

$190

The city clearly receives more aid from the state of

New Jersey than the federal government.
about 1

This

While federal aid remained at

throughout both Carlin'S last term and Addonizio's last

term In offlce as a percent of total

local revenues, state aid to the

city tripled from 10 percent throughout Carlin's term to a high of 31
percent
both

In 197-1

state

and

In Addon i z 10' s I ast year.
federal

al d to the

Gibson's term as the table shows.

city

The
of

largest

increases

in

Newark were cl early

In
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Table 5-7

.r ,.\"

I

Intergovernmental Aid in Newark, Select Years

:

.I'
I I·

Fiscal
Year

Percent
of Local
Revenue

Federal
Aid
.02
.02
.01
.05

Total
IGR

State
Aid

1962-63

Carlin*
Carlin
Carlin
Carlin

9.5
10.2
10.3
11.0

8.5
8.6
8.7
9.1

10
10
10
10

1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

Addonizio*
AdJonizio
Addonizio
Addonizio

34.7
37.6
45.1
57.4

30.1
32.3
40.0
53.0

21
22
25
31

1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78

Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson
Gibson

99.1
143.4
150.2
208.5
208.8
222.5
228.0

93.6
127.5
128.3
189.9
190.3
174.1
181.6

1959-69
1960-61
1~61-62

Administration

41
45
45
57
54
47
44 .

Percent
of Local
Revenue

~ I .

Total
Local
Revenue

1

86.8
87.6
89.0
95.4

1.3
2.0
2.4
2.3

1
1
1
1

146.4
148.7
162.5
172.2

2.3
13.6
20.7
15.6
16.1
46.6
44.4

1
5
7
7
5
13
12

229.2
282.4
288.1
335.5
350.4
368.9
374.0
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SUMMARY
With the Institution of the mayor council

form of government In

1954, Newarkers attempted a fresh start from the 01 d ccmm I ss I on days.
Blacks welcomed reform because they had an opportunity to elect their
O*n

councilmen

through

ward elections.

served from the Central

As a result,

Irvine Turner

Ward as the only bl ack councilman until

the

mid-60s.
The black popu I at I on I n Newark had not been po I It i ca I I Y organ I zed

-

until

1968, when the Black and Puerto Rican Convention was formed to

endorse

Kenneth

elections.

Gibson

After

the

and

other

Newark

slated

riots,

candidates

Mayor

for

the

Addonizio's

1970

federal

conviction and Newark's continUing spiral of econcmlc decline, blacks
were ready for a change and they elected Gibson as mayor In 1970.
As

far

as

some

of

the

Identifiable

constraints

administration, the City's overall fiscal condition,
and relationship with the city council
to effective policy change.

gathered

from

City

Gibson's

I imlted tax base

have proven formidable barriers

The budget seems to operate incrementally

at least as far as the general
data

on

trends we were able to detect In the

Government

Finances.

Gibson's

largest

contributions have come through his affirmative action efforts making
Important upper level changes which included more minorities In these
positions

though

proportionately

blacks

positions In relation to their percentages
Gibson's grant entrepreneura I
avenue

for

residents

him

in

re~alned

In

lower

In the city's population.

ab I I I ties had a I so become an

redistributing

some goods

In the city of Newark especially

level

and

services

Important
to black

In the housing area.

His
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In 1967 black people rose up against the American colonial
system represented by corrupt Addonizio, and ravaged the
central ward of Newark, and were themselves ravaged: 21
NEWARK SEVEN YEARS LATER:
dead, 1,500 arrested, untold wounded; only two police were
iUNIDAD Y LUCHAI
killed. The rebellion, though costly in lives, raised the black
consciousnesS not only in Newark, but across the country
BY IMAMU AMIRI BARAKA
too, as reb~lions popped across this continent like vicious
firecrackers of liberation. Raised black consciousness, but also,
it turned out, raised a class of blacks, from out of the midst
of the rest., A petty bourgeois, now middle-class black, fonned
:~,:'lJ
by the successes of the civil rights movement and projected into
;i: }> ' ."
the saddle of imperialist agentry by the black power movement
~ .:. ",t f. '
subsequmt rebellions of the 19605.
and
_": '(;:1
Kenneth Gibson, one of the products of that surge of
"'1 '1::1 '1
r' . . . ."F.. J
energy and consciousness, is the Mayor of Newark. Ironic-no,
Newark,. New Jersey, a classic neocolonial crc:ation, where })~ 'f,}~ ;:J'
scientific-~t now he, Gibson, must perfonn the dumbshow of
a Black Uruted Front of blacks and Puerto Ricans moved ';A. t\i
; the Addonizio years, but this time on Puerto Ricans. Since he
through the late sixties to elect Kenneth Gibson black mayor \ ,;,1. ,"
and the bureaucratic EE-LIGlff he represents have risen to
of the first major northeastern city. Now some of the fruits borne ,,;,,""~~,,~:;:i, become part, of the verticality of neocolonialism in the black
of the struggles of t~e ~ties can be t,ast~d in th~ bi!1erest aspect. ""::""'\I':! /,~";,, U.S. commUnity, a bureaucratic petty bourgeoisie, so then he
These black faces ill high places are SlDlply objective agents of,;';~,~, ~!p
must do the mindless "administrating" for an unadministratable
the rule of monopoly capitalism, as cold and as cynical as they - ,'if~! K'~
city. Unadministratable, because the system that animates it is
have to be, whether in Zaire or Newark.
""<i:H
unadministratable. The system of profit for the few and poverty
Newark is 60 percent black, 12 percent Puerto Rican, yet ':;,:'~;rl rr
for the many. In a country with a Gross National Product of
the. police f~rce ~ 90 percent white, mostl>: Italian. Strugg~g ,~{!tlliti
two trillion dollars per annum, it is inconceivable that there are
agams~ police Violence has been an ongomg over-current m:"~'
people witho,ut jobs. Yet in Newark there is an unemployment
Newark because of the mercenary nature of the force (most l,~;,.': ,,', ,i.,
rate said by the city officials to be in excess of 1B percent, which
don't 'live in Newar~ and ~on't have to), its lack of integration, '::jlB~l;;c. I' '
means it is actually somewhere like 25 percent. Why is this, all
and the extremely high cnme rate caused by tpe fact that there " , t'l
that wealth, yet all that poverty at the same time?, It is because
~ an unemployment rate of 25 percent. S~ty percent are ~oung ,-. T,:i:;i,<"
only a few people control the distribution of that wealth, bepeople between 16 and 21, who are not ill high school etther!:'(i~" ;:;
cause they «lontro} the land, the factories, the machines, the
Furthermore, there are no diversions ( except for the black "f t:. ':,
energy; and long as this is true, this minority control over the
bureaucracy) in this ugly city to distract, people from the fact
'~,:r, rwealth of the world, most of us will be poor, broke, or unemof their poverty and exploitation.
"
,.'~
ployed. And' people like Rockefeller, our new Vice President,
Police violence set off the black rebellion of 1967, and now ,<;;t'::,
will be billionaires.
the Puerto Rican Labor Day rebellion seven years later!
,:,'1.1" ," i
But then, to add insult to injury" not only docs the
Imamu Amici Baraka is the well-known poet and playwright. Thi. wu
Capitalist system keep most of us poor, but because the masses
>.':tf~
written immediately after the events it describe••
of people do: not actually want to be poor, or live in shacks, or
16
~ / 'J1J.,;
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receive miserable health care, there must always be violence,
usually through the brutal police departments or other anned
mercenaries, to suppress the people. Otherwise no one would
remain poor or landless or unemployed for very long. They
would simply take what the rich have, because it is .a simple
truth that if there is plenty, then no one should have to be
hungry.
So integral a part of the capitalist system is police violence
to uphold the basic economic inequity that many times it cannot
be controlled even by the rulers themselves. For instance, the
Labor Day rebellion in Newark was caused initially by the
Essex County Park Police deciding to stop some brothers from
playing crap in Branch Brook Park in the middle of a Puerto
Rican Folklore Festival which drew some 10,000 people. And
when the crap shooters protested, the police proceeded to try
to arrest them and drag them out of the crowd I (These were
not dope pushers, muggers, or corrupt politicians, most of them
walking the streets free.} The police were on horses; and as
the protests against the brothers' arrest intensified, one of the
horses kicked a little girl in the head. And it was on.
Newark police came on the scene, and they added their
own particular brand of sickness to the pathology that Was
already rumbling on. The park turned into a battlefield, and
soon enough Anthony Imperiale had lined up his misguided
racists with pistols and clubs on Bloomfield Avenue and was'
bellowing for the police to "kill" the masses of people. Somebody set Moby Dick's motorcycle on fire instead. Too bad he
wasn't on it. But as a friend of mine said, if that had happened,
it'd still be burning, and after the fire went out there'd be a
huge mess of unusable lard.
Gibson arrived, as he is supposed to. A black bandaid on a
three..;hundred-year-old cancer. And he led some of the people
out of the park, so the police wouldn't kill them, and took them
downtown to city hall. For hours the people waited for the
release of eight young Puerto Ricans who'd been arrested in
the park. They also waited to hear what had happened to
two brothers who'd gotten shot, one in critical condition, and
to find out what had happened to the little girl.
.

'~'.: '3 ./

-
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The crowd grew and grew. Someone set up a loud speaker
and people began to speak from a car roof. Thunderous rage,
old smoldering nationalism. i Viva Puerto Rico Libre! IViva
Puerlorriqueiios! jSomos Puertorriqueiios! The nationalism that
is the first thrust of national liberation movements.
But then there was an announcement that the child had
died. It later proved erroneous, but it got announced over the
mi~rophone. And some of the people rushed up the stairs of
city hall and began to throw stones and bust a few windows .
All at once, from around the corner of University Place, 15
or 20 police cars swooped in, and stumbling out, police in full
riot gear, shotguns at the ready. And they ran directly toward
the crowd, thrown into combat by their own orders and shaky
reaction to the reality of seeing 2,000 screaming Puerto Ricans
and now quite a few blacks, mostly still in one group. At this
point Gibson had to physically rush down the stairs of city hall
and throw his body between the first group of police and
demonstrators who had now turned to face the running cops.
If not for this stocky little agent of Americanism, blood would
have. been spilled on the spot. There is no doubt. If you don't
believe it, ask Gibson. But then will he be everywhere to do this,
whenever these maniacal mercenaries rage out of control? Obviously not.
Now the police lined up across the city hall steps, guns
cocked and pointed just over the heads of the crowd, many of
whom now were hot, incensed, boiling over at being threatened
like this. And dudes would run up to the police and demand
that if they were so bad why didn't they shoot, like, motherfucker go ahead kill me, you so fucking bad. But like we know,
all of us, they hadn't really said nothing. 'Cause that's just
exactly what would have happened, if they thought they could.
Later on, the eight brothers, because of the aggravating tension that the police introduced on the scene, were released, and
paraded up and down the city hall steps to show everybody
they were out. And the crowd for a second blew up with
delirious pride that they could produce justice on the spot.
Even Gibson grinned, because it looked like everything was
manageable again. A few more speeches, an agreement with
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Gibson and some of the leaders to meet tomorrow' to discuss
some of the legitimate grievances of the community and some
yells and shouts, and the crowd wheeled as orderly as it Gould,
some two or three thousand people, and began to march with
incredible order down the middle of Broad Street, across Market,
and down toward the Loews', singing, chanting. The brothers
were let out, man'
But when we got to Washington Park, we wanted to hear
some last words of encouragement and break up for the night,
when suddenly from out of an ambush rose ten, fifteen, twenty,
squad cars, and police came out of them, into the dimly lit park
and began beating and kicking and shooting. This is what they
had wanted, and laid for. An ambush attack on the crowd,
scattering them every which way in all directions. Why? Because the police mentality, honed as it is by violence and racism,
cannot be bribed by reason. The beatings that night were
obviously an orgiastic experience for most who administered
them. Later it even degenerated to heating young Puerto Rican
couples who had just stepped out of the Loews' theatre from
seeing a flick.
So what could be expected really? The next day a rally,
which had aln;:ady been called before the Washington' Park
massacre, began to form at two. In twenty minutes there were
600 people there, by three o'clock over 2,000. The whole middle
of the street jammed. Cars with young dudes stalled in the
street. The same loudspeaker and car set up. But this time
there was a real edge to the crowd. The demands which had
been formulated by a committee that morning had now grown
more general, and took in the entire Newark community, Puerto
Rican, black, and white. These were explained to the crowd,
and the negotiating committee went upstairs to meet. Gibson.
Of the demands, the most important to the committee
seemed to be the one asking for freedom and amnesty for those
arrested. Free medical treatment for them. The formation of a
Police Community Review Board chosen or elected by the
community. And finally, the formation of a commission to
investigate the causes of the police riot. But incredibly, aside
from asking to look at the proposal for the review board, Gibson
refused all of the demands. A big-time arrogant stooge of im-
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perialism, until suddenly, as the noise of the crowd rpse and
i ;;t~ .t arched higher, a b?ttle sailed smash through Gibson's window,
'It .~ . and for a second his face fell on the rug and probably wept.
;:!
'
But then momentarily he wanted to sound intelligent; at
least his rising hysteria prompted him to make believe he wanted
to listen now to the demandsl Next he started saying that the
negotiators
ought to go downstairs and cool the crowd out,
,,r'rlfl',J" which he had
... ', t\',· {l
already kept waiting some three hours while he
'.~/\ \ .,,;
!' .:~ I;':!. :~~~,
played black Addonizio. If you cool the crowd out, he implied,
" ....,
':"I
then we can talk. But when the negotiators arrived downstairs,
f{ • i
the scene was already halfway hopeless. The crowd said Gibson,
\
better get his thing together in the next hour. And so the
negotiators went back upstairs to get to Gibson with this hard
~.~~ t,
message. But by this time Gibson had ushered in his group of
political appointees called the Hispanic Emergency Council.
t~ !S ,Headed
up by old Gibson cronies and stooges. The corrupt neo'I . ~:,
e
". '4
colonial element had moved in already. With no thought of do\1.,
ing anything but getting a little funded program, a little poverty}! ,
pimp hustle going under the name of emergency business. The
,:.~?~r, ,; Puerto Rican Earl Harrises and Jesse Allens* had already
.. ' ;.~.~ .:~
moved in, to set up their funky shop, peddling people's suffer'.:'~;~'!:: i:!{:, ings to get their new game under way•
• J ' ,
By the time Gibson got through with them the hour was
. \':!-:, . i!.':
~:.
almost spent, and when the representatives of the Peoples Committee Against Police Repression and Brutality got in, and began to re-argue the case of the people, the need for a police
review board, the need for freedom and amnesty and free
medical care for the prisoners, the need for a people's commission
-.
t appointed immediately to investigate the police riot, the crowd
.downstairs had reached the end of its tether. Notes flew upi'
stairs, hurry. What's going on? What is Gibson saying? And we
t"f ·
. . .'.J.' r 'had to break the meeting up. And when we reached the
street, the crowd began to chant where's Gibson. We want
,I
Gibson, where's Gibson? But Gibson was mad now. A bottle
through his city hall. He was pouting. He wouldn't come. The
leadership wheeled the crowd away and down Broad Street
: t
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• President of City Council and Central Ward Councilman, respective.
ly-noted black opportunist politicians.
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again, but it was too late. Youths began to run down the street,
and suddenly once again the police from all sides. Cars skidding,
\.
knocking young people down, smashing people into the pave- ..j\ . '1~'.~'
ment. Leaping out of cars, and swinging from horses {David : .,~
Perez was beaten in this assault and died three days later},
.. ~
thumping everything moving in the head. Just like 1967. Stompi
,,\'
ing and beating and kicking7 Gibson had blown the whistle this
l'
time though. He had called the dogs out. And at the same time,
";
even as the people were getting beat, he was meeting with his
stooges to put together a puppet 1eadership who would say be
cool, praise neocolonialist Ken Gibson, and your sorrows will ~; .... "
vanish. Columbus Homes will become a mansion. Your holey
shoes will become two Mercedes Benzes. Your empty refrigerators will become a supermarket. Your unemployed brothers and I
sisters stockbrokers in a venture yet to raise its head called
Puerto Rican capitalism. You hearda black capitalism aintchu?"
But by night the people raised the simple question and '~ 'I1
answer to this system. They are still raising it. And already the ~ I.
police have killed two men. One of them, Francisco de C6rdova, I, t I."
.:. ~~. ~~<t.',.,
not even close to the scene of the action, just walking home. Shot : ,f ., . .
several times by police and beat up as well. And today a brother :'Ii
named David Perez, early this morning dead too. Beat to death · t liF
by police. A funeral tomorrow. And the weekend right next to
~ r;,
that. The struggle will definitely continue.
'f
On Seventh Avenue now, it is an armed camp. The food- i/.:- t~~
~~\f
town went up in smoke, drug stores, small stores. And more to !~ t·,.,,'~' :,';:
go. But will the murderers of these two brothers be found by
':.". i':i{
pr~cutor Lordi's investigation of himself? (He has already
'~'\
~}'
admitted there is not one Puerto Rican on his staff. So now he
.
:.
I_ ~\,
f'l
will add a window stooge f) Will the maniacs who started it all
be fired? Will the sadists who attacked Sunday night in Wash- ~\:)l~ ~t,
ington Park be purged from the police force? Will the people "· ; ).~ 11.
~; '"
~ ".
get a police review board, or investigation commission? Will · ".~.
..... r"
the priSoners, most of whom have been arrested for being Puerto , ./~ ··hi'
~ •.. 1 t\.,
Rican without a license, will they receive amnesty and freedom ....
j\. ~,:,
and free medical attention? Will Gibson even make his police
put on name tags so that you will at least know the name of the
./
..
~'1~
.;. i
maniac who shoots you?

.

'Will people be able to hold meetings again or pass out
leafletS or have rallies, because Adolph Gibson has forbidden all

.~'

t.,

,i, ,r,., .
t'
• j

~

" ,~

·"
I
i
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this in clear affront to the Constitution? Dig that. How neo-
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colonialism works. To get a black face to put on the black shirt
and be the fll'St nigger Hitler in the land. (Now, another First
Negro I) Gibson used to say wherever America's cities are going Newark will get there first. Hell Hitler I Let us all get ready
for the future, and it should be clear that nationalism, while
necessary, is not enough. Black progressives must. show solidarity
and unity with our Puerto Rican brothers and sisters who are
struggling against the same system of oppression and despair.
Struggling to live, just like us.
But in the future we see also that the masses of our people
will have risen above the compartmentalization of our struggle
that only serves our rulers.· The reluctance for instance of some
blacks to readily identify with the "Puerto Rican" struggle
(though progressive forces rallied to achieve our admirable
solidarity) can only mean that perhaps they didn't get a bayonet
thrust in their chest in 1967, or they are influenced by the
rhetoric of America the ugly" which preaches entrance into
Babylon for all. Neocolonialism is scientific in that it produces
a sense of identification with the system by the oppressed pe0ple that it is used to exploit; or else, as Cabral said, a sense
of apathy, that nothing can be done to change the system, since
the black face or brown or yellow or red, etc., face didn't I But
most of us are at least aware that the sticks and bullets used to
brutalize the Puerto Rican community are from the same source
and serving the same interests as the ones used to subdue blacks
in 1967, in the same city. But now, it is up to the advanced
forces in all oppressed communities in the United States to
begin to forge a unity based on revolutionary principles and
commitment to struggle, which can probably only be solidified
in the crucible of revolutionary struggle itself I But one day, it
is clear, all oppressed people in the United States will struggle
together to eliminate this repressive capitalist system, because
people will not forever let their lives be ruined or stunted by
maniacs with primitive ideas about how society should be run.
At the time of writing, the Labor Day rebellions are stilI
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not over, but probably they will subside soon, only to be replaced by still more rebellions at still more intense levels. In
Newark, the Puerto Rican uprising has brought a new solidarity, and a new political advance among all progressive forces
in the city. We have already entered a period of neofascism
here, and have seen that our multinational unity and revolutionary ideology are the on1y keys to our survival and eventual
victory. The people of Newark are not walking around talking
about defeating capitalism and replacing it with socialism. But
advanced forces are in motion I And in the face of the lik~ of
the Gibsons and their supervisors, the Fords and the Rockefellers,
we had better make certain that such forces are developing and
consolidating and reproducing themselves.
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"This significant report highlights . • • the results of Chinese efforts to
fundamentally change the organization of industrial work, its location and
management patterns. The extent and originality of these changes Is care·
fully analyzed in terms of the Implications for China's future development. •••"-library Journal. "•.. Bettelhelm has rendered tho outsldo
world a considerablo service."-far Eastern Economic Review.
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Studies in Ideology and Society
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"A book on Marxist the0'X • • • that raises questions of vital concern for
eoliUcal economists. • • • -Bulletin of Conference of Socialist Economists.
'.•• these essays are of great interest and provide new insights Into the
history of Ideas.•••"-Revlews In European History. "..• Colletll displays
considerable analytical skill and sensitivity to the social context of ideas
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More than thirty years of experience In the labor, radical, and black movements are distilled by the authors in these pages. "••• they write with an
objectivity that lifts their book beyond mere ideological polemics. [very
revolution Is uni~ue In their view and none can be taken for a model.... A
stimulating book. '-Publishers' Weekly.
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U.S. with an emphasis on control. David N. Smith is a youn$ socialist who
believes strongly that capitalism by- representation on governing boards and
through financial contributions has managed to dominate and control uni·
versitles since their inception•••• well written and pleasant style.•••"Boston Sunday Globe.
$4.50 / £2 / PB3543
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ATLANTA:

i
i
i

A NEW BLACK ELITE EMERGES

INTRODUCTION

I

A HIstory of EolItlcal Inyolyement:
In

1946 the U.S.

The "Black Ticket"

Supreme Court

outlawed

the white

primary

Georgia and In 1948 the Atlanta Negro Voters League was founded.
League's organIzers

and

most

noted

leaders

Included

Austin

tn
The

Thomas

Walden, an attorney and cIvil rights activIst and John Wesley Dobbs, a
Republican and respected

le.ader

in

local

polltics. 1

formed to organize the masses of

bicc:ks eligible to vote after the

white prImary had been abolished.

Its major purposes were to unify

blacks

for

process. 2
It

was

every

electIon

and

to

educate

splintered

and

nonaligned.

the bl ack pol It i ca I

dramatically to the political

Because

exper I ence

experience of

cIties than It does to other southern cities.

80

-... '-------.--~- .........

--........

\

them

about

the

voting

The black vote, the organizers felt, would prove useless if

i nvo I vement,

-~,---~~

The League was

...~-

.-~

of

thIs

systematic

I n At I anta compares more
bl acks

in many

northern

II
J
t
!

1
1i
t

1

The Atlanta· Negro Voters League was able to delIver about 90
percent of the black vote to whomever it endorsed in the fIve electIons
occurring before the 1969 and 1973 election era.

League endorsements

were dIstributed on a "ticket" which was released the night before an
election in black neighborhoods and announced on early' mvi"nlng radio

~

,
~

programs.

The flti cket" was not rei eased before to guard aga i nst fake

tickets sometimes printed by other candidates not endorsed by the
League. 3

/n the years tncludtng the late 1940s, 1950s and early 19605,

the League endorsement was sought by most candidates but especially
mayoral

candidates.

The

"progress i vert

coa I Itt on

that

evo I ved

In

Atlanta politics grew out of the League's abil tty to sol Idtfy the black
vote and Join" forces wIth affluent whl~es and the business communlty.4
Until the election of 1969 no mayor could win unless this coal ttIon was
so I I d IY beh I nd him.
The city's 1949 election primary was by far the most Important In
the h I story of the League beca'use It marked the first pr tmary In wh t ch
blacks were ab I e to vote.

The League's work off Ic Ia I IY began by

sponsoring forums In the black communIty to gIve the voters a chance to
question the candIdates and to explain the League's position on such
policies as schools, housing, and black polIce recruitment.

This was

also the fIrst election that a white politician, William B. Hartsfield,
vigorously campaigned for bl ack votes.

He later became the city's

longest

office

Although

tenured mayor
HartsfIeld

having

was

a

been

In

segregationist,

he

from
saw

1936 to 1961.
the

political

realities of having 22,000 bl ack votes. One former leader In the
,
League recal Is when they approached Hartsfield that " ••• he said he

--

-.--

"~.,.------~.

'. A.'"
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-70?'

f
~

~

'"

wouldn't even talk to us until we had 10,000 regIstered voters.

The

minute we had 20,000 votes, his off Ice was open to us at all times. ,,5
There proved to be a long re I at i onsh I p between Hartsf Ie I d and the
For example,

League.

In the City's

1957 election,

lester Maddox

conceded defeat by the coalition and said that Hartsfield
~

I

because

of

black

bloc

voting.

Maddox

later

labeled

~ad

this

won
the

"Hartsfield bloc vote.,,6
When Hartsfield decided not to run agaIn

In the cIty's 1961

election, It was the first electIon In which Hartsfield had not been a

I

candidate sInce 1936.

Many believed that the progressive coalItion

would dissolve as a result of Hartsfield's departure.

The coalItIon in

turn bestowed Its endorsement on Ivan A//en, Jr., In the 1961 and 1965
e/ectlons.

Allen had been an active participant In business and civIc

organizatIons as wei I as past president of the City's Chamber of
Commerce.

His election had been cal led "Atlanta's cal I to greatness. n7

The Atlanta ConstItutIon said In an editorial,

f
j

I
f

I

His fIrst term proved that he Is a good mayor and quIte
possibly a great one. All a cItIzen has to do Is look around
at the tremendous growth, prosperity and progress of the cIty
under hIs admInIstratIon. Such a powerful forward thrUST
does not just happen In any cIty. It takes leadershIp of the
kind Mayor Allen has suppl led and can falter wIthout It. 8
There were no significant realignments in voting patterns within

1

the coalition In either the 1961 or 1965 elections.

C. A. Bacote,

historian and observer of Atlanta polItics, argued that "Here Is a
sItuation where the people are satIsfied wIth Mr. Allen.
excIted, you have got to have a person they resent.,,9

To get them

Allen satisfied

both the coalition and the Atlanta Negro Voters League philosophy of a
progressive Atlanta exhibited In the completion of the new stadium, new

---------~_ _ _~ .. _ _- , •.,...,.... -----~_~ _ _ ...... _~.~H~_ __
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i

civiC auditorium and the move toward a rapid transit system.
-i

These two

elections had even more Important significance for the League's effort
In electing the city's fIrst black alderman, Q. V. WIlliamson, who had
run and lost In 1961.

,

He finally captured an aldermanic seat In the

1965 elections with League support.

~

The 1965· elections signalled the end to the Atlanta Negro Voters

..

League influence In the black communIty and the end of the progressIve

.i

coalItion of blacks, liberal whites, and busIness community begun in

f

•!

~

i

j

I
(

I

the late 1940s.

It was time for a change as the leaders of the League

grew older and some blacks complaIned that payoffs to the black
commun Ity had come s low Iy under prev lous wh I te adm I n I strat ions.
League itself was no longer dynamic enough. 10

The

Yet there had been some

I

was realIzed

~

tangible gains were made in the hiring of blacks In the pol Ice and fire

i

f

significant gains durIng this period.

departments

In the bloc vote strategy of

and

comm iss Ions.

Black potentIal for lnfluence

later

some

were

appointed

League

to

leaders.

several

Some

Important

Th I s era a I so wItnessed the anergence of ser I ous black

candidates for cIty offices Including the school board and the board of
aldermen.

THE DEMISE OF THE PROGRESSIVE COALITION
The 1969 elections proved to be a turning point in the city's
politics.
voters.

New voting patterns emerged and so did a new coalition of
Charles S. Rooks In an analysis of this critical election

suggests that the mayor, vice mayor, school board members, and aldermen
were elected by a different coalition than

--

--,-

--...-."...-----.....~-~-

"J-~_.-_--:..,. ______~~___ .

In the city's previous

...
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elections, the compositIon of whIch was mostly b/ack. 11
According to Rooks there were several reasons for the new voting
patterns.
lIberal

First, there was a black candidate and a liberal white, more
than the

progressive coalition endorsed candidate.

Black

voters seemed unw II I I ng to back the cho Ice of the wh Ite II bera I sand
city businessmen as they had done In previous elections.

Second, black

voting strength was on the rise In the central city from 27.2 percent
In 1946 to 53.5 percent In 1977 as shown In Table 4-1.

It Is important

to note that bl acks al so demonstrated over time a much higher voter
turnout than whites In mayoral elections.

Based on these factors Rooks

suggests:
Further elections wll I reveal which features of the 1969
elections represente~ new trends, which were remnants of the
past era and which were transitional steps toward a new
politics, the character of which is not yet determlned. 12

I
~

New voting patterns emerged In the city's 1969 and 1973 elections
contributing to the demise of both the progressIve coalition and the
Atlanta Negro Voters League.

The 1969 and 1973 elections were perhaps

the most Important when compared to prevIous elections because of these
voting patterns, the candidates, and Issues which emergsd changing the

I
I

future polltfcs of the city.

The 1969 EJectIon:

I

The Challenge to Tradltloo

The "Big Four Candidates" In the running for the office of mayor
In the 1969 prImary
Horace Tate,

Included Vice

and Everett Mil I lean.

~1ayor

San Massell, Rodney Cook,

The voters would also decide

electIons far the vice mayor, eighteen aldermanic and ten school board
positions, although these posts receIved considerably

-~

-----.-~------

-~-

___

~.~.

_._

3,~~

less attention

~

__

__

~

....

._~

>:o-ot~

... -...........

than the mayor's race.
First,

reasons.

The election for mayor was Important for three

Ivan

AI len,

Jr.,

who

won

two

previous

decided not to run again which ·Ieft the field wide open.

elections

Second, among

the candidates was the first black candidate ever to run for the office
of mayor in 122 years--Horace Tate. 13
first

black candidate to run

Jackson.

'FInally,

traditIonal

j

communIty

f

1940s.

these

coalItion
whIch

had

of

for

the office of vIce mayor,

electIons
blacks,

The el ect I on al so I ncl uded the

signalled

liberal

dominated the mayoral

the

whites

breakup
and

elections

the

Maynard
of

the

business

sInce the

late

Table 4-1
Increase In Black VotIng Strength tn Atlanta 1946-1977

I

Year
1946
1952
1958
1961
1969
1973
1977

j
!

1

Percentage of Total
Electorate
27.2
25.8
25.3*
28.6
41.0 (approx.)
49.0 (approx.)
53.5

*

Atlanta expanded Its city limits In 1952, which may account for the
sit ght decrease of black voters as a percentage of the tota I vote In
1958.
Source: Charles S. Rooks, The Atlantg ElectIons of 1969 (Atlanta Voter
Education Project, 1970), p. 3; Jack Walker, "Negro Voting In Atlanta
1953-61," Phyloo, 24 (Winter 1963), p. 380 and Election Newspaper
Fi I es, "Governmental Responses to Crime Project" (Evanston,
IL:
Northwestern University).
Vice Mayor Sam Massell appeared the front runner in the campaign
recelv I ng endorsements from "01 d I I ne" bl ack

_---,~"

. ", --. "--"~-"-'-"~V_'___"=-.___~.,....-~~_

~"""'--~~-'~~---- ~-...--~".,...,.

I eaders of
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the Atl anta
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Negro voters League, and the Atlanta InQuirer, a black

r.':"tS

weekly.

Neither former Mayor AI len nor the business community supported Massel I
and preferred I nstead to support the cand i dacy of Rodney Cook, even
though Massell

had been Allen's own vIce mayor.

Cook had been an

alderman for eight years, a member of the Georgia legIslature, and was

t

favorably

;;

i

f

I
I
i

,f

I
l

endorsed

by

the

white

busIness

communIty.

The Atlanta

,ConstItutIon saId Cook " ••• offered the cIty the prospect of bold,
Imagined leadershIp."

Horace Tate, the fIrst black candIdate to seek

the office was an educator.

He, along with Massell were predicted to

spl It the cIty's black vote.

Tate had received endorsements from black

leaders such as Ralph Abernathy, Ms. Coretta Scott King, the Southern
RegIonal Board, and other black groups representing the "new lIne" of
black leadership In the cIty.

Everett Mill Jcan, a state senator was

the law and order candidate In the campaign and argued that the police
and crime were the most Important issues.
The old I ine black leaders of the League did not bel ieve that Tate

i
f
I
f

could win nor dId they feel the city was quite ready for a black mayor • .
Many voters were confused by this election.

Alex Coffin, a politIcal

editor for The Atlanta ConstitutIon sums up the confusion by explaining
that Atlantans for the first time in some thirty years would be goIng
to the pol Is to make a decision about the City's mayor but would not be
able to make a clear decision.

He believed the candidates and their

views were not clearly defl·ned:
ThIs year, Massell and Tate are vying for the black vote
and Cook claIms a portIon of It. Cook Is vying with Mil Ilcan
for the major I ty of the wh i te vote and Masse I I al so has
claIms on a portion. This will also be the first tIme in
years that the two da i IY newspapers, the so-ca I I ed power
structure and the black community were not unIfied behInd one

- - - - - - - - - - - . - - . . - . . -..............'"
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candldate--Cook has the first but Massel I and Tate spilt the
second. 14
And Governor lester Maddox summed up the confusion by stating that for
the first time In years the "white silk stocking crowd and colored
leaders are spllt.,,15
There were approximately 218,000 people eligible to cast votes In
the 1969 elect Ion with 40 percent of th at tota I represent I ng black
votes.

As election returns poured In, only about 45 percent of the

electorate had gone to the polls, attributed to voter confusion by the

f

experts as to who to vote for.

!

14,487

J

Because no candidate received over 50 percent of the vote, the runoff

i
!

votes;

Millican

13,607

Cook received 18,503 votes; Massell
votes;

and Tate only 7,902 votes.

brought the two front runners together, Masse I I and Cook.
In the runoff,

Massel I

later won the election picking up a

substant Ia I number of b Jack preci ncts and sign I tr cant support I n the
wh I te commun ity to push Cook out of the top spot.

At Janta had th us

elected Its first Jewish mayor, while Maynard Jackson won his bid to
become the city's first black vice mayor.

This was also an election

where the actual number of blacks running for office and gaining office
had Increased.

The signIfIcance of this election lies In the fact that

voting patterns had changed such that blacks and a minority of whiTes
were able to determine the outcome of the mayoral election without the
old coalition arrangement of blacks as the Junior partners. 16
coalition had endorsed Cook but the black community
minority of whites voted for Massel I.

The old

and a smal I

How stable this coalition would

be could only be determined by the next elections which featured a much
stronger black candidate for mayor, Maynard Jackson.
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THE 1973 ELECTION:

A TRANSITION TO A NEW POLITICS

Atlanta's 1973 municipal elections were challenging to the voters
as well as to the candidates.

These elections were the first held

since the adopt Ion of the city t s new city charter rep I ac I ng the 01 d
board of al dermen and the weak mayor system with a city counci I and a
strong

ch Ief

executive

system.

Several

offices

municipal

were

considered Including the mayor, an eighteen member city council, the
nine member school board and a city council preSident.
candidates

for

candidates.

these

elections

In

al I,

56

of

There were 105

whom

were

black

The total represented the largest pool of black candidates

ever In the City's election hlstory.17
Before the adoption of the new charter, Atlanta had a weak mayor
government under mayors Hartsfield, AI len and Massel I.

Yet, because of

the kind of leadership exhibited by both Hartsfield and Allen they had
an almost "automatic approval" for their policies and appointments
projecting a strong mayor

Image. 18

Both Hartsfield and Allen were

businessmen themselves and retained the "hand 3nd glove relationship"
between

city

government

and

the

business

community

until

that

relationship was broken In the 1969 election.
The mayor's most Important powers Included appointments to the 23
aldermanic committees whIch exercised In varying degrees admInistrative
control over city departments.
of

support

committees.

for

his

The mayor could of course build a base

leadership through

his

appointments

The mayor was ex-officio member of the

cQ~mlttee

only attend aldermanic meetings by unanimous consent. 19
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to these
but could

Until

the 1973 charter change,

the city's aldermanic board was

composed of two members from each of eight wards elected at large.
at

large el ectl on system made

elected

despite

their

large

It very
voting

d I ff I cu I t

for

bl acks to get

Elections

turnout.

The

were

al I

nonpartisan because political parties had never really played a large
part I n th e city's po I I tics.
Under the new charter wh I ch went

I nto effect the day At I ant a 's

first black mayor was sworn In, the mayor has specific formal powers of
veto, budget preparation and appointment powers which he would not have
had under the old charter.

The city had grown by leaps and bounds and

many believed the City's politics had changed so rapidly and the 'city
government so complex, that a new charter was Inevitable.
had

Past mayors

not been concerned with the comp I ex I ssues that wou I d . face the

mayors of Atlanta In decades to come.
The

1

!

f

I

new

completely.

charter

changed

the

structure

cIty

government

The mayor and presIdent of the city councIl

were stili

elected In at large, nonpartisan elections.

of

the

The board of aldermen was

1

renamed the Atlanta CIty Council and was composed of eighteen members,

I

twel ve el ected In dl str I ct el ect Ions and el ght el ected at I arge.

The

school

six

I
,t

board

was

also

restructured

composed

of

nine

members,

elected In dIstrict elections and three In at large elections.

As the

i

I
I

!

i

1973 el ectl ons began many poll tical
critical

elec~lon

observers bel I eved it wou I d be a

not only because It featured a black candidate with a

strong possibility of winning but because under the new charter, ·the
poss t b II I ty of po II cy changes seemed rea I,
mayor

.~

..

~

and

. . .~-~.-----~~.-'!.:..~

council.

The

."f8F

1973

-

elections

to be mo I ded by the next

were

the

climax

of

a

new

~"""'"7.~<_-:-_~~~_ _ .~~_ _.,......,._ _ _ <..,...-:~"",,~.,...._ _ _~
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politics Just beginning.
The f leI d of cand I dates

for

varied and so too were the Issues.
Including the

candidates

mayor

was

wI de and

There were eleven candidates in al I

incumbent Mayor San Massell,

v I ce mayor of the cl ty.
,

the off i ce of

and Maynard Jackson then

Out of th I s number there were two pa I rs of

In contentIon for the same group of bloc votes.

Maynard

1

l:

Jackson and Leroy Johnson were the two black candidates both hoping to

If

win some port I on of

i

lawyers with
Johnson

I

as

prior

a state

th e black vote.
political
senator

Both of th ese cand I date? were

experience,

Jackson as vice mayor

In the Georgia

legislature.

Mayor

and
San

Masse I I and Charles Weltner were the

leading candIdates vying for a

large proport i on of the wh I te votes.

San Masse I I ran on his record,

citing

the rapid

transit

system

as

a great accomplishment and his

appointments of blacks to several key boards and commIssIons.

Charles

Weltner had been a U.S. Congressman for the 5th district In Atlanta and
was wei I lIked anong the whIte business communIty.
There were many Issues In the campaign Tncludlng crime, tax rates,
transportation and annexation.

One of the major Issues evolving In the

closing days of the campaIgn were charges by Hosea 'WII I lams, a black
candidate
)

I
!

i

for

the

city

council

presIdent, - that

mayoral

candidate

Jackson and another city council president hopeful, Wade Mitchell, had
made a deal wIth the clty's white power structure.

The deal entailed

"wh I te establ I shment support for Jackson for mayor I n return for black
establ Tshment support for

alderman Wade Mitchell

race. ,,20

fw1 i tche I

Both Jackson and

In the preSident's

I den i ed such a dea I had taken p I ace

and Jackson later requested his name be withdrawn from the traditional

------.<--..

~-.

black "ticket" circulated Just prior to the election which had always
provided cues to the black voters.
A

I I ght turnout was

voters,

with

undecided

as

high

accordIng

pred I cted

as

25

to the

by

percent

polls

Atl anta' s 206,270
of

taken.

the

whIte

Most

reg I stered

vote

blacks,

already chosen theIr candIdate according to the polls.

remaining

however,

had

Maynard Jackson

was the favored candl date throughout the campal gn and his supporTers
were hoping In fact that very few whites would go to the pol Is because
of the possibility of a runoff If the white turnout was heavy.
Race became an

Important I ssue as Mayor Masse II

I n a desperate

move to win the mayorship In the closing days of the campaIgn
scare

tactics

In

attempts

to

Increase

white

voter

used

turnout.

He

Indicated In press releases In the media that If a black candidate won,
At I anta wou I d cease to be a grow I ng and prosperous city.

There were

some black leaders and even some whltesstll I unsure as to whether the
city was ready for a black mayor and would have supported Massell
second term, If these tactics had not been used.
deep racial overtones In the final

I

a

The campaign took on

days of the campaign and left mtny

voters disenchanted in both the black and white communities.
An

analysis of

the

final

going to the polls to vote

vote totals showed 206,270 Atlantans

In the 1973 election.

Jackson received

44,923 votes or 46 percent of the tota I vote, wh II e Masse I I rece I ved
19,352 or 20 percent of the. vote and Weltner collected 18,551 votes or
19

percent.

Johnson

by

conducting

attracted no one and received
another

-

------.~. ~--~.~-

top

candidate

received

.~

a middle

4 percent
only

-.-.-..-.;~.~""",--

9

of

of
the

percent

the

road

vote.
of

the

campaign

Harol d Dye,
vote.

One

"

~~

t

political

analyst stated on the eve of

the election " ••• as vote

counting continued late Tuesday night, it appeared Jackson was denied a
first bal lot victory by his failure to capture a critical mass of white
votes in north Atlanta."

Another pattern beccme clear as well, that in

white precincts many stayed home In the absence of a "white hope" with
i

a clear chance of victory.
/

t

·I·•

predicted.

1

blunder he made In the closing days of the primary campaign.

Jackson

faced

Incumbent Mayor

Scm

Masse I I

in the

runoff

as

But Masse I I was never abl e to recover from the racial
Many

political observers were convinced that he was denied a victory In the
runoff as a result.

History was later made In tha! runoff as Jackson

defeated Masserl and became the cIty's first black mayor.
In sum the new coalItIon crystal I Ized In the cIty's 1973 electIons
In which a majority of black votes and a critical mass of white votes,
produced the winning formula for Jackson.

Whereas the black vote had

been the junior partner in the selection of mayoral candidates In the
progressive coal itlon of years past, they became the most Important
element in the new voting coalItion beginning In the 1969 elections.
Blacks became Intensely involved and were now mobilized independently
of both the coal ition and the Atlanta Negro Voters league.
,

I
I

I

i
I

I

I

I1

Expectations were very high after Jackson's electIon but his first
term

in office was plagued by

several

polarized some segments of the cIty.

Incidents whIch

in effect

The first and perhaps most

dal1ag I ng was the appo I ntment of Reg ina I d Eaves as Comm I ss i oner of
Publ ic Safety and the firIng of the white pol Ice chief, John Inman.
Inman

filed

suit chargIng

Jackson's

rIght

to

fire

him

and

the

i
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constitutionality of the newly created super chief's position under the
new charter.

The case was finally settled In the state's Supreme Court

and Reg I na I d Eaves rerna I ned In his Job.

Another Inc i dent I nvol ved

Jackson's firing of some 1,000 unionized sanitation workers who had
gone on strike for higher wages.

Jackson rejected the union's bid for

a wage Increase claiming the city budget did not have the funds for the
Increases.

The community was spl It over Its support of the union and

J
j

the mayor.

Many had Interpreted Jackson's move as dessertlon from some

I

of his grassroot support.

!,

i

,

The test of the

Impact of

these high

visibility events and the durability of the new coalition of black
voters

would

be

the

City's

1977

election

featuring

Jackson's

re-electlon. 21

J

,j

Jackson's Second Bid for

~ayor

In contrast to the City's 1973 elections, the elections held In
1977 were described as perhaps the "least controversial city elections
In Atlanta In more than a decade ••• there does not seem to be any great
stirring anong Atlanta voters,
mayor's race at all.,,22

any great hoopla

In

regard to the

Of course such a situation Is welcomed by any

Incumbent and the election results showed Just that.

The Incumbent

mayor Maynard Jackson ran against four other opponents In the election.
They

Included

Milton

FarriS,

an

attorney;

Harold

Dye,

a

local

businessman; Emma Darnell, a black woman and former Commissioner of
Administration Services under Jackson; and Vincent Eagen, the socIalist
party candldate. 23
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I n the contest Mayor Jackson ran on his record, wh I cr: proved to be
the most sal lent Issue In the ccmpalgn along with the RegInald Eaves
pol Ice

controversy.

While

Eaves

was

one

of

Jackson's

first

appo I ntments he later beccme entang I ed I n a cheat I ng scanda I

key

I nvo I v I ng

minorIty promotions on the police force and subsequently relIeved of
his duties.
i

!
I

I

I

Jackson cited among hIs accomplIshments the reduction

In

the City's violent crime rate; new opportunities for blacks, women and
other minorities In city anployment and contracting; the nelghborhooa
planning

systems,

which

encourage

Input from the communIty on city

government Issues; and the expansion of the City's airport.

Jackson

had a considerable amount of support In these efforts from the busIness

f

communIty which also supported him In his re-election effort.

!

also endorsed by a group of twenty black labor

He was

i,

,

leaders, the Service

Employees International Union Local 579, AFL-CIO, the 34th State House
District Democratic Club, and the Incumbent city council president Carl

I

I

Ware who was also black.

The Atlanta ConstItution who also endorsed

Jackson said,

I
1

i

The early part of the Jackson admInistratIon was bumpy,
to say the least.
He was plagued with personal problems
whIch st'l I linger.
Many members of the whIte busIness
communIty felt they were snubbed and shut out of the decision
makIng process by the new may'or ••• TIme and experience have
made Jackson a better mayor.2~
One

editorIal

wrIter

on

the

day

of

the

election

commented,

"V I ew I ng po I I tics as a spectator sport, today' scI ty el ect Ions shou I d
be about as thrIlling as watching the Atlanta Braves lose ga~e number
101 •• •

There

Is

not much

to

get

exc I ted

about. ,,25

The

between the cand I dates offered no exc Itement to voters.
202,709

registered

voters

and

for

the

first

time

bicker I ng
There were

nlack voters

.--=.:=-~.
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.QlltDumbered 'tiD Ites.
voters whIle

Blacks. dre now 53.5 percent of the reg I stered

In the 1973 elections they

were 49 percent.

These

elections were also likely to produce a majority black city councIl for
the first time In the city's hIstory because blacks held majoriTies In
eight of, the twelve council districts.

One explanation for dIsinterest

I n the el ectI on was that most peop I e bell eved that Jackson wou I d be
,

1
,
1

re-e I ected.

If any one Issue could determine hIs fate Itwou I d be

voter perception of his handling of the Reginald Eaves scandal.

i

I

I

On election day, there was no doubt with 63.6 percent of the vote
favor I ng Jackson that he had won a mandate from the peop I e.

He had

more total votes In the 1973 election but won by a larger percentage of
the

votes

opponents.

In

the

re-electIon.

Jackson

s Impl y

overwhel med

hIs

Dye received only 17 percent of the vote; Farris 13 percent

and Darnel I received only 4 percent.

It

In sum, the 1969 elections did signal

a transition from the

politIcs of a past era to something Dew although not clearly defined.
Several

significant

coalition years.

changes

occurred

during

the

post-League

and

FIrst, composition of the voting populatIon In the

city changed from majority white to majority black •. This change no
doubt encouraged more blacks to run for public office and subsequently
more blacks began to win office.

Once blacks were mobilized to vote, a

characteristic of the black population In Atlanta since 'the late 1940s,
blacks used their electoral power to place many of their own race In

I
!

offIce.

After the 1977 electIons, Atlanta had a second term black

mayor, a black vIce mayor, and a majorIty black cIty couDcll.

...
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The trend In Atlanta. elections appears substantially different
f;--om the racial model of voter turnout which suggests a serious bl ack
candidate usually Increases both black and white voting.
period studied,

black voting patterns

Over the time

In Atlanta have been quite

different from the norm, since earlier studies suggest nonwhites are
less likely to vote than whites.
i

I

i·

f
i

because whites were not united.

The opposite seems true In Atl anta

Jack Walker substantiated this view In

an earlier study examining three precincts representing Atlanta's three

J

J

dIstInct

voting

blocs:

blacks,

liberal

whItes

and

workIng-class

whites.

Of the three blocs, black voters experIenced the greatest

unity In voting and voted In larger percentages In the city electrons
of 1953, 1957, and 1961.

Walker concluded,

Even th ough th e number of Negro voter s rn th e cIty has
been Increasing, whItes stII I hold-a commanding majority, and
if all elections were decided strictly on racial grounds the
Negro communlt would be powerless. But the white community
Is not united. 6

1

In essence,

I

It was the city's at I arge structure that had made It

diffIcult for blacks to gaIn office desplta theIr votIng turnout.
There were two exceptions leading up to the latter sixties when blacks
were abl e to el ect thel r own to off i ce--I n 1953 when the coa I I t Ion
mobilized to elect a black candidate to the schoOl board and 1965 when
the city elected Its first black alderman.
Finally, race had been a factor In Atlanta mayoral elections since
the Hartsfield era.

In the years when the effectiveness of

the

coalition was high, the racial factor meant that a mayoral candidate
had to be acceptable to ..I2.Q1h the black and white communities.

A

candidate could only be elected If he had solid white support, business

,~:~t;~,_
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support and black support.

Even in the new coalition developing after

the 1969 election, solid black support must merge with some percentage
of the white vote for a mayoral hopeful to gaIn office.

The obvious

change has been the percentage of black versus white votes once needed.

j
i

The miss I ng II nk' I n the new Iy formu I ated coa lit Ion has been bus i ness

f

support for mayors since 1969.

f

support on his bid for election, It was not quite like the support for.

f!

both Hartsfield and AI len.

I

While Massel I had some white business

The business community

was unsure of

Jackson during the first election but supported him during his bid for
re-election.
The task before Jackson Included translating a voting mandate Into
the establishment of urban black power.

How effective he was in doing

I

coalition and would have important long-term Impacts for the city's new

i

government structure.

!

i

that wou I d deorerm I ne I n many ways the Iongev I ty 'Of the- new vet I ng

I

I

I
f

I
f

THE INFLUENCE OF BLACK RULE

Budgeting in Atlanta;

The Mavor's New powers

When William Hartsfield came to office in Atlanta, the clty was
"teetering on the :;rink of bankruptcy.,,27

The city had been operating

on an outdated budget system that allowed departments to spend on
anticipated

revenues--a

IncreaSing deficit.

hit

or

miss

strategy--that

created

an

Today from a fiscal standpoint, by law and pol icy,

the city of Atlanta cannot deficit spend.
very sound with a high bond rating.

Fiscally, Atlanta Is stll I

As one knowledgeable says:

-.':: -
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I n At I anta, Its not a matter of net hav I ng the mc;.;;y to
do the things we want to do, but how we do the things we want
to do, with the money we have. 28
What has characterized the change in Atianta more than anything
else

•i

has

been

the

division

communitIes

In

recent

years.

HartsfIeld

and

Allen

established

I

community

and

fi

Atlanta's

progressive

i

between

southeast.

the

politIcal
era

Both

the

and

polItical

businessmen themselves,

the

community

making

business

It

lInk

between

In the
the

early

industrial

the

Mayors
business

years during
hub

of

the

That link was broken In the 1969 election and remained

broken durIng Jackson's first term in office--although Jackson was able
to mend some fences in his second term.

;

I
f

I
II
I
!1

Sane of the fiscal problems the city had experIenced are due In
part to demographic changes characteristic of many other cities.

Many

resIdents who left the clty In the white flight of the 60s were also
many of the bus i ness I eaders who in some I nstances no longer have rea I
loyalty to the cIty.

And because of the population decline In general,

In sheer numbers, the cIty no longer holds the polItIcal clout It once
dId In the Atlanta metropolItan community now of 2 mllllon. 29
Newark and Oakl and,

As In

Jackson was forced to seek al ternatlve ways of

ra is I ng revenues other than the property tax.

Jackson had on several

occas Ions promoted a sa I es tax a Ithough unpopu I ar crnong some black
leaders because they argued those hardest hIt would be the poor. 30
Perhaps one of the most Important powers of any mayor
preparation of the budget.

I s the

Before Jackson came to office in 1974,

Atlantans often saId the cIty had a "weak mayor form of government with
a strong mayor. ,,31

Unt i I th I s time mayors dId not have fu I I author! Ty

99

or

direct

control

over

~dget,

the

city

departments,

a I though they did have author I ty to appo I nt a I I
chairmen.

or

programs,

a I derman I c comm I ttee

But both Hartsfield and Allen combined what

little formal

authority they had with -Informal Influence and were considered two of
the strongest and Influential mayors In Atlanta's history.

During the

time of theIr pdmInistratIons, the budget was formed by both the mayor
and aldermanic board. 32

,
·•i·

,

I

I!

Today, under the new city charter, the mayor's

powers are wide and varIed.

The mayor's potential

for

executive

expanded

In

control

Department,

have

been

budget office,

by

staffing

and by the addition of

an

far greater
the

Planning

administrative

asslstant. 33
The

first

step

In

the

new

budget

process

includes

the

budget

f

guidelines sent by the mayor to each individual city department.

!!

department

Each

I
!

f

offfce.

prepares

indlvfdual

and

subm I ts

the mayor's

The mayor
recommended

Jackson's recommendations.

and his off f ce
budget.

basically reactive and on several

to the mayor's

occasions they

For exa'Tlple,

the

mayor's

budget

but

with

no

then

sends

The council's

to the

position

Is

have disagreed wIth

one councilman

the recent budget called for a substantial
passed

them

budget meetings where the mayor sits down with

department head.

council

requests

Following this procedure further recommendations are made and

there are
each

then

tax increase.
Increase. 34

recalls that
The council
After

council

passage of the budget, the Department of Finance handles the execution
of

the

new

budget.

Despite

Jackson's

planning units," there has been very
budget,

although

there are formal

scnphasls

on

"neIghborhood

little Input fro.ll groups on the

council

hearings where Individuals

_

...;..: ..
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dnd groups can register their reactlons. 35
Given these new and expanded budget powers of the mayor, the major
hypothes I s suggested that Jackson wou I d spend more on soc I a I

serv 1ce

expenditures than city wide expenditures compared to his predecessors.
The next sect Ion exam I nes the spend I ng patterns- of At I anta mayors over
this period with particular reference to Jackson's term.

~endlng

!

Among the social service expenditure categories as defined tn the

i

I

In Atlanta

preced i ng chapter on I y Newark contr i butes to a sub stant I a I
publ ic welfare,

health,

and education categories.

serv ices can be vi ewed on I y to a very
Atlanta,

recreation became a

degree to

Therefore,

soclal

11m Ited degree I n At I anta.

larger share

tn the

budget

In

in Allen's

first term'wlth a sharp Increase In 1964, but has fluctuated

tn both

I

,
i

the Massel I and Johnson administrations as shown In Appendix A - Figure

!

I

1.

In Allen's first year as mayor

In 1962, he trIed to get an S80
lar~er

mil lion bond Issue passed which included a

portion for a parks

I

i

I

and beautIfIcation project.

That bond Issue was defeated but another

of more modest proportions did pass the fol lowing year.
account

for

the

expenditures.

9.1

4.6

rIse

Increasingly

After

AI len's

any

Figure

1

for

in Table 4-2,
other mayor

recreation
Allen spent

over

the

time

least for recreation on the average of
administratIon,

smaller portIon of

Jackson administrations.

In

indicated

recreation more than

Hartsfield spent the

percent.

IndIcated

On the average as

percent on

period.

sharp

This may wei I

the

budget

recreation

In both

became

the Massell

an
and

101

In examining what we have labeled city-wide variables, Figure 5 In
Appendix A Indicates that after Jackson's firsT year In office fire
expenditures were 5 percent of the budget decreasing to 3.4 percent In
1978.

But Figure 5 also suggests It Is very dIfficult to discern a

noticeable pattern among Atlanta mayors.

Average expenditures by each

*

mayor show In Table 4-2 that Jackson has devoted less on the average to

,,

fire

i

i
i

•

I

expend Itues

than

any

of

his

predecessors

a I though

fire

expend Itures have been decreas I ng on the average with each succeedi ng4
mayor.

I
I!

Table 4-2
Ayerage Percentages for Common ExpendIture CategorIes In
Each Mayoral Administration. ]948-1978

I

Atlanta

!

Expenditure
Category

Mayoral Administrations

__ ii;- rtsf lei d

AI len

Massell

Police

9.3

8.6

9.9

9.6

Fire

7.7

6.1

5.1

4.6

Sanitation

13.5

12.8

]3.5

10.4

L1 brarl es

1.7

1.4

1.7

2.0

Recreation

4.6

9.1

8.6

5.3

Source:
Computed from
Bureau of the Census.

CIty Goyernment FInances

Jackson

(1948-1978),

U.S.
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SanitatIon seems to represent a higher budget Item In Atlanta than
among the other cIties

as

noted

In Figure 6 of

the Appendix.

The

pattern has fluctuated cons i derab I y over the ent 1re per I od and aga In
there

Is

Allen

spent more than Mayor Jackson who decreased sanitatIon to 10

percent

no cl ear

as

an

pattern.

average

On the average both Mayors Massell

LIbrary

expenditure.

expenditures

and

Increased

rather dramatically In Jackson's fIrst term In 1978 as shown In Figure
7 I n the Append Ix.

i1
~

j

Th I sis probab Iy attr I buted to the fact that the

city was In the process of buIldIng a new cIty library.

As a result,

Jackson's average share of the budget devoted to library expenditures

I

•!
;
I
j

i
,i

I
!

!

Is slightly higher at 2 percent than his predecessors.
Jackson actua Ily decreased the share of the budget for pol I ce from
11.3 percent In 1976 to 6.9 percent In 1978 or $27 millIon out of a
$404 mil I Ion budget which had Increased.

See Figure 8 In the Appendix.

This occurred even though crime prevention had been one of the most
sal lent

Issues during his bid for election.

But as Figure 8 shows,

there were fluctuations throughout the period.

I n terms of

average

expenditures anong the mayors, Mayor Massell spent 9.9 percent during
his term

In office and Jackson 9.6 percent.

The mayors seem to have

spent about the same on the average across admlnlstatlons.
In

vIewing

the

patterns

among

City-wide

versus

social

service

categories, It appears that on the average, Jackson spent less than his
predecessors

except

for

the

library

expenditures.

The

fact

that

Jackson had stronger mayor budget powers than any of his predecessors
did not seem to make a substantIal difference In his abilIties to spena
within these broad categorical expenditures.

.
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lctflrmatlye Action In Atlanta;
In

Atlanta,

Including

Toward Inclusion

the

terms

of

both

Hartsfield

and

AI len

(1936-69), there were no planned efforts to aid minority groups In any
meaningful way towardful I Integration in city anployment.

Hartsfield

had been described as a "working" mayor, and exerted qUite a lot of
Influence on policy by the "sheer force of his personallty~,,36

But In

terms of using that fnfluence to Improve the Job recruitment and hiring

!

opportunities for blacks, there Is debate to this day as to how much

I

blacks did receive fn return for their undivided political supporT for

I

Hartsfield.

J

The Atlanta Negro Voters League, however, takes credit for getting

1

Hartsfield to hire the first black policeman
This was an

fn the city's history.

Important accomplishment during a period when most U.S.

cities had no black
d I scr 1m I natory

police and those

terms.

In

the

Spring

that
of

did

1948,

employed

them

Hartsfield

under

recruited

eight blad: men and placed them on the police force which had a history
of Klan membership.

Although there were some problans which forced the

elgr.t blacks to make their headquarters at the local black YMCA, the
mayor remained· supportlve. 37
of

the city

and

bl acks

White policemen patrol led white sections

patrol I ed

bl ack sections.

How typical

were

these patterns in comparIson to other citIes during this time?
A

survey

of

a

few

cities

conducted by The New York Trmes
assigned

to both

white

Detroit, and WashIngton.

and

with

large

In 1959 and

black

sections

black
showed
In

populations

was

that blacks were

cities

like

Chicago,

Detroit had even Integrated Its patrol

cars

104

In some of

Its precincts.

But

In Memphis and New Or;-3ns,

At I anta, bl acks on Iy patrol led black areas.
police as of 1959.

like

BI nn I nghan had no bl ack

Overal I, the survey suggested that cities employing

black pol Icemen experienced positive results but that black pol Ice were
more likely to be restricted to servIcing black areas.
In 1959, a decade after the first hi ring of black po I Ice In

f

I
I

I

I
!

i

I

Atlanta, the city had thirty black polIcemen on the force.

Four of the

thIrty were detectives whIle the remaIning were patrolmen.

CommentIng

on the cIty's b(ack pol lee, Mayor HartsfIeld Is quoted as sayIng, "We
have had a very good experIence with our Negro polJcemen as a whole.,,38
Ivan Allen took office In 1962 after more than two decades of
Hartsf Ie I d ru I e.
commun Ity

and

He was cons i dered the "dar ling" of the bus I ness

I I beral - based- _ on

hIs

concerns_ for

progress Ive Ideas for the cIty's future.

expected that he wou I d cha11p Ion clv I I rl ghts.

i

starts, he dId.

j

cal led

hIs

h.l s

Blacks who supported All en

f

I

bJ acks and

And after a few rough

On hIs fIrst day In offIce, Allen Is reported to have

department

heads

together,

Just

after

suspendIng

the

practice of separate I I sts for bl ack and white applicants for city
employment, and Issued the fol lowing decree:
I hold everyone of you In high regard, but I am making
It plain to you that you're not going to be reappointed
unless you do a better job In the fIeld of Negro
employment. 39
In Allen's second term, 55 percent of all new hIres In 1967 were
black and the black proportion of the total city workforce rose to 28
percent.

Atlanta's police department totaled 908 and blacks numbered

85--a proportion higher than most other cities during thIs time. 40
the first time,

under Allen's administratIon,

For

bl ack polIce:nen \'iere

~-~
'r

---
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gIven the authorIty to arrest whites and the fIrst black firemen were
hired.

To AI len's credIt, even cIty hall's lunch cafeterIa was fInally

desegregated.
SummIng up the mInorIty gaIns of these two mayors, we find overal I
token efforts, even though some sporadIc changes were made.

ThIs was

true even though both HartsfIeld and AI len receIved vIrtually undIvIded
polItIcal support from the cIty's black communIty.

The Atlanta Negro

Voters League had kept the issue of mInority jobs hIgh on the cIty's

j

I

agenda even during this early perIod but overal I response was minImal.
It was not untIl the electIon of SCi'Tl Masse!!

In 1969, that the city

later adopted Its fIrst affIrmative actIon pollcy--under a mayor who

I

~

was not supported by the tradItIonal progressIve coalItion and who to
some extent had divIded the loyaltIes of the black community.
Mayor Sam Masse! I ran In the hIgh Intensity 1969 election and won,
despIte the dIvIsIon of
Although

Atlanta's

demonstrated
electlon. 41
more.

by

the

the city's

polItics
new

had

voting

largest bloc--the black vote.

been

changing,

patterns

which

It

was

emerg~d

clearly
In

this

The black population was participating more and demanding

MasseJl would later make a second bid for mayor In the city's

1973 election running on a record which highlIghted his achIevements In
black employment.
In 1972, a report by the Atlanta Community Relations CommIssIon
(eRC)

In

the

beginning

of

Massell's· term

provIded

the

fIrst

comprehensive city profIle data on minority cIty employment. 42

It

revea I ed that wh I I e there was an impress ive number of blacks work I ng In
city government, the majority worked at low payIng and low level jobs:

·r· :~--

·-- .....
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In spite of the Ci-::,'s progress, the profile of
employment remains essentially the same as two years ago with
blacks hoi ding the lower pay I ng, I ess prest I g lous jobs and
whites the higher paying and more responsible positions. Of
all bl acks tn City government, 56 percent are I aborers or
sanitation workers in the Public Works Department, laborers
in the Water Department, or service workers for the Board of
Education. Today, 66 percent of black employees are laborers
and service workers compared to 70 percent
In 1970.
Minorities are underrepresented In all other categories In
relation to Atlanta's pepulatlon. 43
A similar

study

was

conducted

In

1973

by

the

Community

Commission

investigating the underutllization of women.

Relations

That report'

found of the total number of women employed by the city, 46 percent are
in cl er I cal

pes It Ions; 30 percent

I n profess i ona I

pos Iti ons;

and

11

percent In technical posltions. 44
.'

I

It was

In Masse I I 's term that the first policy statement' aimed

i

,

i

~

j

toward

I ncreaslng the utilization of minorities and women was made.

f

1

The goal was a 50 percent minority Increase In al I classifications In
40

months.

In

Action Officer

1973 he also established the Office of
in the Personnel

Department.

The mayor

Affirmative
In turn also

,
;

added three blacks as department heads.

II
t

Il

He I ssued a memorandum to each department head to subm I t
Personnel

Department

employment.

a

plan

of

action

According to the CRC,

for

to the

achieving more minority

any good affirmative action plan

Included recrultment, hIrIng, promotloo, and career development.
of

the

city

planning,

and

departments
fire

did

Including
have

encouraged minority recruitment.

public

programs

works,
In

parks,

varying

Many

libraries,

degrees

which

As a result, the CRC later held that

the mayor displayed firm commitment:
••• durlng the last two years, the City's Image In the
bl ack commun ity as an employer has improved, primarily as a
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result of the affirmative action plan established by -;-,e
Mayor, Including the Mayor's goal of 50 percent mlno,;-ry
employment and the appointment of three black department
heads. Today applicants mostly In the younger a~e category,
are not reluctant to "drop In" to apply for jobs. 5
In terms of actual
blacks

were 41.5

percentage

percent of

remained

In

Indicated In Table 4-3.

In 1972 out of 9,494 city employees,

hiring,

the

lower

tota I

level

workforce

jobs

and

al though

lower

a

paying

larger

Jobs

as

For example, the table shows that blacks held

89 percent of the serv I ce jobs and 74 percent of the I aborers Jobs,

I
f

i

i
f

!

I
i;

ij

1

,•

1

while

whItes

held

the

managerIal positIons.

The

figures

percentages

In the

professIonal

and

As a result of some recent efforts, blacks have

reg I stered sIgn I f I cant

4-4.

hIghest

I ncreases from 1970-72 as

shown

In

that

table

reg I stered I arger percentage Increases

I nd I cated

suggest

that

I n Tab Ie

blacks

in the upper level

have

categor I es

than In the lower level categories, although they remaIn the largest
Of the 782 new posItions added to the

percentage of lower level jobs.
city

workforce during this perIod,

616 or 79 percent were filled by

minorities, while 166 or 21 percent were fll led by whltes. 46
Whi I e promotions
departments

had

have been

responded

to

slow

the

across

mayor's

advance and Improve minority involvement.
improving work conditions and keeping
jobs.

city

call

to

departments,
suggest

many

ways

to

Career development Involves

employees

interested

in their

For a while, Atlanta's city workforce had a very high turnover,

but that had been reduced during. Massel Irs term.

But this may also be

due to the fact that the country as a whole was In a recession and that
employees held onto city Jobs which they may have quIt under better
economic condItions.
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Tabie 4-3
Iota! CIty of Atlanta Workforce by OccupatIon. ]972
Total

Percent White

Percent Black

133

86 (115)

13 <l8)

ProfessIonals

1,070

81 (865)

19(205)

Clerfcal

1,055

75(790)

25(265)

Operators

1,569

74( 1,160)

26 (408)

Laborers

2,537

26(650)

74(1,887)

11 (85)

89(691)

81 (1,029)

19(248)

82(811 )

18(181)

59(5,506)

41 (3,803)

Managers

ServIce

776

Pol Ice

1,277

Frre

992

Total

9,409

Table 4-4
Black Employment Increases by Occupations. 1970-1972
Black Employees
OccupatIon

1970

1972

tf; Increase

Managers
ProfessIonal
ClerIcal
Operators
Laborers
Servfce
Pol Ice
Firemen

10
146
158
363
1,735
561
165
149

18
205
265
408
1,887
691
248
181

80
40
68
12
9
23
50
-21

Tota I Number of
Black Employees

3,287

3,903

19

Source: Cfty of Atlanta CommunIty Relations CommIssIon, CIty of Atlanta
MInorIty HIrIng and promotIon Update, 1972, Special Report, August ]6, ]972.
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sum,

In

although

the

commission

commended

Masse I I

for

"demonstrating leadership In the hiring and promotion of minorities,"
It

I ssued a strong warn I ng that wh J I e he

had

created mooentum

minority employment, constant pressure was needed.

for

DespIte some gains

and an actIvIst mayor, the cIty ernployment profile remained much the
same.

By

th I s tIme as well,

d I smant I ed and there was no
black community.

the

Atl anta

Negro

Voters

League

longer a sing Ie vo I ce on beha I f

of

was
the

If these gains were to continue, the black community

needed a new voice.

Jackson Moyes Quickly on Affirmatlye Action
Maynard

Jackson

took

continue the progress.
the

Jackson

office

has

affirmative action

recruitment of mInorIties.

WhIle

1974,

January,

Perhaps the most

administration

result-oriented

In

~~3~'or

hoped

to

Important accomplishment of

been
plan

and

the

with

an

efforts

toward

emphasis

on

a

active

Masse I I had created the post of

Affirmative Action Officer in 1973, that post was not fll led until 1975
dur I ng

Jackson's

recruitment

f l.cst

term.

Jackson's

Along

wIth

administration

the

emphasis

re-examined

the

on

active

selectIon

procedures and placed less emphasis on standardized writTen exams. 47
I n At I anta
percent of all

new hIres In mid-level

women were 26 percent.
and bureau
percent

level

of

and upper-level

Of the mayoral

posItions,

during the

breakdown

1974 and 1977, mI nor I TIes accounTed for 56

between

appoIntments to cabInet level

mInoriTies were 45 percent and wooen 10

same perIod.

Jackson's

posItIons whIle

In

Table 4-5

appointments

from

a cumulative

1973-77

to

racial
boards,

~ .. '.- ":-

~....."...,...--..--'
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commlssions
been

p

and as top agency heads Is shown.

appointed

to

about

49

percent

of

avera lib I acks have

those

positions

significant progress In these upper level positions.

making

While there were

only three black department heads under Massel I's administration, there
were 15 during Jackson's term.

Table 4-5

I
I
!

Cumulatlye RacIal Breakdown of Jackson's AppoIntments
Black

White
Department and Agency
Directors

12

15

Judicial, task forces

2

5

252

237

Boards and Commissions

55

Race Unknown or Other
Total Appointments

575

Percent Black of Those
Whose Race Is Known

49%

Source: Adapted from Peter K. Eisinger, The PolItIcs of DIsplacement
(New York: Academic Press, 1980), p. 160.
Data are also available In Table 4-6 showing the total Atlanta
workforce composition from 1973 to 1977.
a percentage of the total
percent in 1977.

Whites steadily decreased as

workforce from 58 percent In 1973 to 50

Blacks on the other hand, increased from 42 percent

In 1973 to 50 percent In 1977.

Women also Increased from 12 percent to

17 percent over the same time period.

These changes are significant

given the fact that the city's overal I workforce was on the decline.
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Table 4-6
Total Atlanta

Workfor~e

ComDosItIon: 1973. 1975. 1976. 1977

1973

1975

1976

1977

Total

100(7,349)

100 (7,384)

100(7,489)

100(7,145)

White

58(4,298)

55(4,047>

52 0,930)

50 0,539)

Black

42 0,051)

45 0,337>

47(3,559)

50 0,606 )

Women

12(894)

16(1,163)

17 (1,253)

17(1,229)

City of Atlanta Community Relations Commission, City of
Source:
Atlanta MinorIty HIring and promotion Update, 1972
and
Affirmative
ActIon Office, Department of the Mayor, CIty of Atlanta Afflrmatlye
ActIon plan (October, 1978).
In the Jackson administration, the effort was made to put the
systems In place to push equal employment opportunities In the form of
an affirmatIve actIon office, complaint systems and Equal Employment
Off I cers

I n each department to mon Itor progress.

Accord I ng to the

City's affirmative action plan,
Separate affirmative action plans have been developed by
al I operating departments in City government and reflect
cons lderat I on of Ident I fled prob I em areas and spec If I c
activItIes to rectify same In all organIzational units and
levels of responsibility within the organization. 48
These

systemic

Jackson's

efforts

effort

toward

Illustrate
minority

the

major

employment

differences
and

the

between
previous

admInistrations, even though the net change In the number of mInorities
in city government was on the Increase before Jackson took office •

•

~
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~QcreasjoQ

the Federa! Coonection

Before the

Kennedy

administration of

the

early

1960s,

urban

renewal was perhaps the oldest federal program to focus on the problems
of cities enacted In the Housing Act of 1949.

Urban renewal programs

sought to rebu II d rundown and bll ghted areas of the city by feed i ng
subsidies of public money Into the private market.

The coalition of

supporters for urban renewal which developed In cities almost naturally
incl uded business elites and the local

political structure.

Mayors

believed that If the Central Business District (CBD) remaIned vIable
that their own pol itlcal

futures were secured.

So from the very

beginning many big city mayors were advocates of urban renewal pol Icy.
In,Atlanta, urban renewal was more the brainchild of business and
government InitiatIve.

In fact, fol lowing World War II the problem of

rejuvenat I ng the downtown area was high on the agenda of bus I ness
elites before urban renewal

was

Initiated.

As Stone's account of

At I anta' s exper Ience suggests, the sing I e goa I I n At I anta was to keep
the CBD v I ab I e.

The prob I em was bu i I ding a coa I I t Ion of support and

convincing the black community that a unified effort behind this goal
was Important.

AccordIng to Stone, the maIn force behInd urban renewal

remained the business community:
Renewal pol Icy, as It was actually put Into effect
corresponded closely to the expressed Interests of the major
bus I ness groups I n At I anta.
Furthermore, the bus I ness
community was Intimately Involved in all phases of renewal
planning ••• The bulk of the early renewal programs focused on
slum clearance and not reuse. The expansion of the CBD was
the top prlority.49
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Throughout the 1950s, Hartsfield played a rather passive role in
the urban renewal program al though the poll cy was pi anned and executed
with

full

city

government

support.

Both Hartsfield

and Allen were

businessmen themselves so they were in agreement with the basic goals
of

the

business

community.

But

maintaining

strong city backing was difficult.

broad

support

despite

Hartsfield was later accused of not

being forceful enough in his support of urban renewal.

He later became

more outspoken In claiming that opposers to urban renewal did not care
about the "welfare of the whole communlty.n50
wanted to be accused of holding the city

During this period, few

back--a city that had the

potential for being the mecca of the entire southeast.
Opposition grew in the black community as It did In Newark against
urban

renewal.

newspaper,

The Atlanta Dal'¥ World,

said

Clearance.,,51

that

urban

renewal

the

could

be

City's

black

dally

equated

with

"Negro

After all there was very little emphasis In the Atlanta

plan for relocation of families forced to move as a result of
renewal.

But as

in Newark,

grassroots opposition had

effect in reshaping urban renewal policy in the clty.52
later federal

efforts such as model

urban

little oc

no

It would take

cities and cornmunity development

before grassroots participation could be actualized.

Mayor Jackson as "Grantsman"
As former pol Ice chief of Atlanta, Herbert Jenkins put it, during
the Hartsfield
around

for

and Allen

mayors

to

years,

compete

considered a trickle of

federal

"there was

for. n53

What

not much
at

one

federal
time

money

might

be

aid to cities during the Eisenhower
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years had become a f I cod by the ti me Pres i dent Carter took off I ce
the mld-1970s.
opposition

But over this period, mayors had become vocal

to

some

new

progrms

such

as

model

cities

In their

legislation,

especially during the era of the Great Society, because federal
were directed to quasi-autonomous and Independent units.

In

funds

Mayors lacked

control, Implementation, and power over many of these programs.

After

all, they had come to understand that the transfer of federal ai d was
al so

a

transfer

decentralization

of
In

power.54

an

effort

The
to

most

mute

recent

mayoral

effort

criticism

toward

has

been

development

bloc

legislation I ike the Community Development Block Grant (CBDG).
In
grants

1975,

2,488

and Atlanta,

localities
Oakland

received

community

and Newark were

receive first round allocatlons. 55

among

these

cities

to

While less restrictive, the program

does req u I re an app I I cat I on pFocedure wh I ch must conta I n a long range
cc~prehenslve

development plan for the city.

mayors were the dom i nant actors
a I so took

a

I arge

part

In

In al I but a few cities,

I n the app I leati on process.

reso I v I ng

c·:')j1f I I ct

delegating authority over implementation.

between

Mayors

agenc I es

and

During the fIrst year of the

program In Atlanta, for example, both the Community and Human Relations
Development Office and the Budget Office had varying opinions on how
the city should spend

Its first allocation of 18.7 million in 1975.

Mayor Jackson mediated the dispute although his recommendation that the
Budget Office

Implement the

program

specif Ic projects was not fully

working

with

neighborhoods

adopted by the councll. 56

and

Over the

period, from 1975 to 1980, Atlanta received a total of 95.7 mil lIon In
mSG money second to Newark anong the three cities.
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Mayor Jackson claimed to have special access to President Carter,
especially since the President at that time was from the state of
Georgia and Mayor Jackson had known him as governor.

The consensus

among knowledgeables In Atlanta Is that the cIty received quite a lot
of federal

funds It mIght not have gotten had It not been for the

efforts of Mayor Jackson.
regarding Jackson's

But there were al so some negative vi ews

impact.

AccordIng to one economic development

expert:
We shou I d be gett i ng a lot more wIth JImmy Carter up
therel But Atlanta has been held In disrepute In some of Its
uses of Community Development Block Grants--where It was once
In the forefront in the utilIzation of bloc grant money~7
While the cIty had gotten money there had been a problem of management
and execution.

These problems seemed to have Improved In Jackson's

second term.
WhIle there was little intergovernmental
urban renewal

aid around except for

In the Hartsfield and Allen administrations, there were

rapid Increases beginning the Massel I administration.
overall

In Table 4-7 the

increases of federa I and state al d are shown over time for

selected

years

intergovernmental

In

the

aid

four

administrations.

reached a peak

In

Atlanta,

total

In 1974 of 63.9 mil I Ion

In

absolute dollar amounts and federal aid reached a peak of 45.6 mil I Ion
in absolute dollar anounts and as a percent of local revenues In the
same year.

Yet,

it was In Jackson's term that the city began to

receive large amounts of federal money over a longer period.

State aid

to the city was 35.3 million or 14 percent of local revenues in 1978,
an al I time high across mayoral administrations also indicated in the
table.

This seems to suggest that even though the state legislature in
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Georgia has a history of dislike for the city, state ai:;
necessarily denied nor was the city
mayor.

~/as

not

Ignored because It had a black

Federal aid reached a peak of 38.5 mil lion or 19 percent of the

total revenues In the Jackson administration durIng this period.

SUtv'.MARY

In Atlanta, a new coal Itloo formed that had been developing In the
1969 elections,
support.
World

War

with

a majority

black composition and some white

Black Atlantans had demonstrated throughout the period after

"

ao

unusual Jy

high

maturation

of

black

po I It I ca I

development when compared to either Newark or Oakland as we shaJ I
discover In the fol low I ng chapters.

Whi Ie the Atlanta Negro Voters

League was the gatekeeper for black Interests, only a few benefiTs
accrued to the

black

community.

policemen was of partlcul ar

The

appointment of

eight black

importance under the hegemony of Mayor

Hartsfield during the earlier period.
Perhaps the most significant feature of Atlanta politics during
this time was that black voters In Atlanta out-voted whItes In relatIon
to the total proportIon of the yotIng population In mayoral elections.
This fact became more Important as blacks became a voting majorIty.
But today with the demise of the coalition, blacks must take their cues
from IndivIdual candidate organizatIons.
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Table 4-7

:

Intergovernmental Aid in Atlanta, Select Years
Fiscal
Year

Federal
Aid

Percent
of Local
Revenue

Total
Local
Revenue

8
3
2
2

.3
.3
.4
1.0

1
1
1
2

37.8
37.7
40.0
43.0

3.0
6.5
6.7
4.7

5
8
8
5

.9
1.7
4.0
4.1

2
2

57.4
76.6
83.9
98.4

4.1
9.4
9.5
8.4

4

5.6
10.4
15.8
45.6

5
7
10

Massell

14.4
26.0
32.0
63.9

,Jackson
,Jackson
Jackson
,Jackson

62.3
53.6
56.0
76.2

14.9
23.3
27.6
35.3

38.5
22.7
22.0
33.4

19

Acbnin.i strat ion

Total
IGR

State
Aid

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63

lIartsfie1d*
Ilartsfie1cl
lIartsfie1d
Hartsfield

4.7
2.9
3.3
3.4

3.0
1.1
.9
.7

1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

Allen
Allen
Allen
Allen

8.6
14.1
14.1
14.9

1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

~bssell

1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78

*Selected
Source:

Massell
~lassell

Percent
of Local
Revenue

6
6
4
7
11

13
14

5
4

22

11

10
14

~..

"
Ii

rI'

107.9
152.2
156.3
204.5

I.

! H'~

204.6
203.9
214.4
245.5

L

Years, last tenns for each mayor.
Computed from

~ity

Government Finances

t;
(1948-1978)~

U.S. Bureau of the Census.

f-'
f-'
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:n terms of Impacts on the selected policy arenas, Incrementalist
po I I cy change seems to best descr I be the patterns found In compar I ng
Jackson with

his

predecessors on selected expenditure categories.

Despite Increased mayoral powers under the city's new charter, there
were no radical shifts in expenditures which may be the result of the
overall

economic

picture

for

the

country.

Jackson

seemed

more

effect Ive I n expand I n9 or red I str I butl ng city jobs to ml nor i ties and
women.

Significant gains were made by minorities In the percentage of

new hires, as a percentage of upper admInIstrative posItIons and on

!
1

appointed commIssions and

i!

strIdes In appoInting and staffIng an affirmatIve actIon offIce and In

;

bureaus.

Jackson

also made signifIcant

i

Including minorities in city contractIng.

I
~

While Jackson was portrayed

as a good grantsman, there is also the fact that there was simply more
federal money around duri ng the Iatter years of the study than in the
earl ier administrations.
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"First .. _ why is it often true Lhat when
critics confront the American as Negro
they suddenly drop their advanced critical armament and revert with an air of
confidellt superiority to qllitc prilllitive
modes of aIlalysis?"1

token, the level of political power
exercised hy hlacks, either as ill(lividllals or as a eOllllllunity, is discussed in the 1II0St general and symbolic tenlls. Casual and somctillles
impressionistic comparisons or
hlack political power in various states
OLITICAL scientists have long alld municipalities are llIade with uo
been aware of the need for clear understauding of the hases or
appropriate conceptual schemes or such cOlllparisolls. Atlanta has heen
li'ames of reference to guide empiri- the subject of sll(.:h analyses in both
cal inquiry.2 In a similar vein, politi- scholarly and pOPlllar publications.'i
cal scientists have ullderstood for
The prilllary purpose of this essay
some time the need to distingllish
is to allalyze alld assess the political
between having power, political and
power exercised by blacks in Atlanta,
otherwise, and being associated with
particularly since H.l65. Hopefully,
those who have it; between partiei- this paper will represent a lIseful
pating in the decision process and
step in developing an inventory of
actually influencing the outcome of
black political power in American
that process; and between the symcities, particularly in the South.
bolic trappings of political power
Such an inventory is especially imand political power itself.3 Howportant because the nature of black
ever, when the issue is black politiparticipation in the South has undercal power in America, critical disgone significant changes over the
crimination is often dropped, Fine
last decade. Passage of the several
disti nctions, both in terms of theoreticivil rights acts of the H.l50s alit!
cal orientation and preeise empiri1060s has removed most of the legal
cally useful definitions and indicabarriers to hlack political participators of political power, are left: unlion. This, cOllplt~d with sustailled
made. Milch of th~~ studv of hlack Illigratioll oj" hlacks from rural areas
political Ij/~· ill the Uni-ted States
lo cClltral cities, anti the C'xodus
lIlay be appropriately classified as
whites to sullllri>ia, has crealcd black
l
atheoretical.· Alld whell a thcoretical
majorities ill SOllie cities alld sub~cheJlle is evident, it is freqllelltly
stantial black ntillority populations
the inappropriate melting pot theory
of Am erie an plllralisll1. 5 By the same
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Black Political Elnpowerment in Atlanta:
NI yth and Heali ty
By

MACK

II.

JONES

I
I
t

I
AnSTIL\CT: Much of the scholarly literature on black politi-

I

cal life in the United States llIay be appropriately classified
as athcoretical. This paper develops a theoretical framework
for ullderstanding black politics and assessing black power
in AllIcric<l. The distinguishing characteristic of black political
life is the suhordinatioll of hlacks by whites and the concOlllitent instiLutiollalized belief that white domination is a
fllllctioll of the inherent superiority of whites. Given this as a
frallll' of reference,. the evolution of black political power in
Atlanta is traced. The discussion is divided into two periods,
the first beginnillg in 1965 ilnd extending to 1973, when
Atlanta elected its first black mayor, and the second covering
the first four years of the latter's incumbency.

or

~

\llIl'k 1/. J()III~S is Professor allli Chairmal/ of the Political Sciellce Department
.·\t/lwtll tr,dl;ersit!J. iUs essays (lIId articles Oil Mack politics have appeared ill
i;ICd.dtls, Frecdolll\vays alit! various alltlio[ogies. 11e is post presidellt of the
dtill/lld (.'ollj/:r(!lII:e II/Hlack Political Scielltisis allli seroes Oil the editorial board.
( !'brloll, tht' Social Science CJuarterly llllli the Heview of Black Political Economy.
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1. Ralph Ellison, "The World and the Jug,"
in Shl/dow (mel ,\cl. I \Jew York: Signet,
1966), p. 115.
2. See David Easltm, The I'olitical S!l~
lelll (New Yurk: Kuopf, 1867).
3. This dislindiou is ctJInmonplace iu
international relaliuus.
4. For a representative work, see D. H.
Matthews allli J. W. Pw:hw, Nel',,.ue~ {jllli
the New SOl/them I'olilic" (New Yurk:
Harcourt Brace alld World, 1966).
5. As early as 18·15 Louis Wirth called
atteutiou to the disliuc.:tiou betweeu racial
aud ethnic miuoritics ami discllssed the ill-

appropriatelless of explainillg the black
experiellce by' referring to the history of
etl.uic minorities. S"" L. \Virlh, "The Prohlem of ~linority Groups," in The Sciellce i)j
.\lUll ill \ \'0 riel C,.j~j~, ed. H. Linlon (New
York: COluulhia University Press, W·l,'5),
pp. 33H-72.
Ii. For earlier discussions of Allauta and
hlack politics sce llarry J lol!owav, Tit"
}'"litil's of Ih(' Soull,..,.,J Nel',fO (New York:
Halldolll I lou,,,, I !HiD), cliap. 0; C. A. Bacote,
"Tlit; N,;gro in :\ ILillI" 1'01 ities," }'lq,lou,
(1855); Claude SJII(ln, ·':\lIanla ExaJllpl,,:
Cood Sense and Dignity," ,\'(,IV Yo,./; nlll/'"
.\1 0 1',11 1. i 11(', 6 \Iay I ~J(i2.
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in others. As black political participa- cently Professor Harry Holloway has
tiun hecoJlles routinized in these attempted to use the rnodel'llizillg
cities, it will mean that for the first traditional system modeJ.7 In both
tillle in OIl. history hla<..:ks will <..:011- instances, the conceptual scheme
stitute lllitJ,·1 itiL'S or sizeable Illinori- grows out of the experiences of nOI1ties in political jurisciidions in black people and posits a level of
which the political eulture pre- isomorphism between their experis<..:ribes, rather than proscribes, their ences and those of black people
participatioJl. The nature of politics whkh is denied by even a cursory
in these jurisdictions must perforce examination.
dHlnge; the form and substance of
A fi'ame of reference for black
this inevitable change relliains to be politks should begin with those
seen.
factors which distinguish black poliCrucial to determining the nature tkal life from that of other groups
of these impendiJlg changes are, in- in American society, for these are the
ter al ia, the charadeI' of political factors which distill the essence of
organizatiolls and oth(~r supportive black politics. The distinctive charstructures developed within hlack aderistic of black political life, as I
eOJllnHlIlities, the reeruitment of have argued elsewhere,1! is the subhlaek leadership, voting hehavior of ordination of blacks by whites and
rank alld file, hoth hlack alld white, the cOlwolllitant institutionalized
awl the respollse of entreudlecl belief that white domination is a
white eCOllOllIie and political leader- fundion of the inherent superiority
ship to the dlanging cir<":ulllstances. of whites.
JIl des<..:rihing the evolution of black
As Hubert Blalock has pointed
pol i tica! pow<..:r in Atlanta s pe<..:ial out, men in superordinate positiolls
atkntioll will he given to these ad in such a manner as to preserve
factors. The discllssion will be di- their dominance and "In the United
v;ded iuto two periods, the first States, whites act toward Negroes ill
Ill"giuniug ill l!J65 aud extending to such a manner as to preserve their
IU7:J, when Atlallta elected its first position."9 Thus, it is theoretically
black Inayor, aud the second period use ful to conceptualize black policllvcring the first four years of the tics as a power struggle between
laltt·r's ill<":lIllli>eu<..:y. Before our pri- whites bent on 'maintaining their
lIlary tasks are addressed, however, position of dominance and blacks
it lila)' he useful to suggest all ap- struggling to escape this dominance.
propriate f)'lUlie of referen<..:e for The appropriateness of this <":011lInderstanding black politics and to ceptual scheme is borne' out by
develop a scheme fl)), assessi IIg hla<..:k several studies which indicate that,
political power.
whenever blacks make advances
FUAl\1E OF HEFEHENCE

As indicated, the IIiOSt frequently
used /i'anle of referell<..:e tl)!, analyzing
;lI1d interpreting hlack political life
ill the Ullited States <":olltinlles to he
the i lIappropriate lIIe Iti ng pot theory
()f Alilerieall pI lira I iSII1, although re-

7. Holloway, Politics, chap. L
8. This point is discussed at some length
ill Illy "A Frame of Heference for Black
Politics ill Black Political Life ill the U.S.,
cd. LellllealJ. HenoersOIl, Jr. (San Francisco:
Challdler, 1972).
!). If .13Ialock, Toward a Theory ofMirwrily
GroUJl lleiatiolls (New York: Wiley, 1967),
p. WI.

~
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toward politkal control, cOllnter
forces are activated in the white
COIl1Jl1l1ll i ty. 111
That whites are the dominant element in American political life cannot be gainsaid. Whether or not their
domination can be explained solely
in racial terms is another matt~r
which awaits definitive theoretical
clarity. As a beginning we may
assume that to the extent that white
political actors define themselves vis
a vis the new black political participants in terms of ethnic identity,
the white struggle to maintain their
dominant position will be reflected
primarily in racial terms. On the
other hand, if the dominant political
actors define themselves in relationship to the new black participants
in nonracial terms, as businessmen
or professional civil servants, for
example, their struggle to remain
dominant IIlay include strategies designed to integrate the new black
participants into their ranks. And,
of course, the converse holds true.
The self-definition of the new black
participants, as well as their definition of the entrenched white leadership, will determine the salient
characteristics of their strategy to
·change the existing subordinatesuperordinate relationship.
Within the frame of refercnce estahlished we llIay proceed to develop
criteria for analyzing and assessing
political powcr. Quite appropriately,
we Illay hegin by defining the concept of power. As Hobert Dahl has
argued,11 it is theoretkally useful to
conceptualize power as the ability of
one party to l)ersuude another to
perform an tH·l (l, acts which it was

I
I
f
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10. See U.S. Civil Hights COlllmissiou,
Political Participotion, H)()9.
11. Hobert Dahl, "The Coucept of Power,"
Behavioral Sciellce (July !!)55), pp. 202-jtl.
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not otherwise predisposed to do.
Definillg power in this way calls
attention to the fad that it is necessary to distillguish between the
sources or bases of power and the
actual exercise of powcr. M lIch of
the literaturc 011 bhwk political power
will simply list the lIulllber of black
voters or offi<..:cholders and suggest
that they autoll1alically demonstrate
a certain level of political p()wer.l~
Voting, holding offi<..:e, favorable
population distribution, and ecOnomic wealth may be bases or
sources of power-hut they are only
that-potential SOllr<..:es of power. III
themselves, tlley arc passive alit! illert. They Illay he converted into real
power oilly ~\'hell appropriate means
for operalionalizillg them are available and utilized. By that I mean
to suggest that specific means mllst
be available to bring a sourcc of
potential power to bear UPo)\ a party
who must be persuaded to act in a
given way. Thus voting in itself is
not power; having a black majority
in itself is lIot power; nor is havill).!;
black elected and appointed officials
power. These phenolllellil become
power only when they can he lIsed
to influence and affed tIl<.: behavior
of other adors-prindpally white
individuals alld groups.
The refl) l'e , any attcillpt to assesS
the political power of a given black
comlllllllity sholild include a discussieHl of the sodoeconomic and pol i tieal problems fa<..:ing the cOlJllllllnity
and the logi<..:al policy alteruatives
for solving, or at least ullielioratillg,
these problems. This is now popularly referred to as setting the
hlackagenda. This would lw illllowed hy a discllssioll of the for<..:es
12. For cxalliple, see CIIIIl,k StOlle, llillck
Politiclll Power ill ,\lIIeril"lI (New York: I).,)la,
l!)()tl). chap. 5.
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or groups whieh must be iutruelleed
ill order to seellre elHwtlllent of appr()lwiate polides; whieh, in turn,
would he 1~)lIowed by an inventory
of potelltial bases of power and of
the availability of appropriate means
for their operationalization.

prollounced. In 1970 blacks constituted'only 22.3 percent of the total
SMSA population of 1,390,164. Moreover, approximately five-sixths of
metropolitan blacks lived in the
inner city. Projections for 1980
speculate that as the metropolitan
population rises to 2,000,000, the
POTENTIAL BLACK
black percentage will decrease
POLITICAL POWEH
slightly. H Thus, the potential political
power of the black popu lation in
An inventory of the possible the core city will continue to rise
sources of black political power in
while the opposite will be true for
Atlallta would include saliellt popu- the SMSA. Moreover, except in
lation characteristics, including Atlanta, raw population strength
black economic strength, registra- will not give blacks any potential
tion and voting statistics, and the political power of consequence in
level of black ollieeholders. Let us the metropolitan area.
HOW descrihe these fadors and the
While total population figures by
means available for their opera- race yield significant insights regardtiolHdizalion.
ing the political potential of a
As of 1970 the city had a blaek group, an analysis of that population,
population of 256,465 which conin terms of relevant socioeconomic
stituted 51 percent of the total popucharacteristics, should allow for fur13
lation.
Demographers projected
ther refinements; it appears to be
that durillg the 1970s the central
true that the more affluent tend to
city population will increase another
Itave disproportionate influence in
2\),000 and that the city will be 61
the political process. Several anpercellt hlaek by 1980, barring analysts have asserted, that black AtlIexation or eonsolidation. During the
lantans are generally better-off
l\J60-70 decade the blaek popula- economically than blacks elsewhere
tion in Atlallta inereased 36.8 perin the United States and as a result
cellt while the white population have greater potential power. l :> We
showed ;) deeline of 60,084, or 20
can test this as'sertion by comparing
pcwent. Ti .US, it is clear that in
black Atlantans with their counterterms of slleer numbers the black
parts in comparable American cities,
POPUlaliOIl is potentially an imporusing statistics on income, incidence
tant force.
of poverty, and educational attainHowever, while the city limits of
ment as indicators of socioeconomic
Atlanta constitute political bOllndwell-being. Comparisons are made
aries, they do not represent ecobetween Atlanta and the five other
nomic frontiers. Atlanta is part of a
Southern SMSAs which had a popufive-coullty, economically illterdelation of one million or more perpelldellt Standard tvletropolitan Statistieal Area (SMSA), and the siglIificance of the hlaek population in
14. Hesearch Atlanta, Which Way Atlalltar
this larger region is 1I0t quite so (Atlauta: 1972), p. 3.
1:3. 1~)7{) ('I'USUS 011 }'lljlU/Il/ioll IIIH/I/(JIISjug, 1'<:(2)1 (Odobcr W71).

15. See Bacote, "The Negro in Atlanta
l'olitics"; Sitton, "Atlanta Example"; and "I
l1elieve in HUlllan Dignity, Fortu/le (September 19G1).
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sons ill 1970: Houston, Dallas,
Miami, Tampa, and New Orleans.
Two non-southern cities are also
used in the comparison in order to
place Atlanta in a national context.
As the table 1 shows, median income for b1.ICi: Atlanta families was
slightly ahli' the national mean for
black families, below that of Los
Angeles alld Chicago, and only
slightly above its two southern
rivals, Dallas and Houston, but significantly higher thml the other
southern cities.
When black family income is COI1lputed as a fraction of white family
income the picture does not change
markedly, although in this regard
black Atlantan's advantage over
blacks in the other Southern cities
is more pronounced. When iJldividual income, as opposed to family
income, is used as a standard, Atlanta's position remains esseJltially
the same. (See table 2.) However,
the incidence of poverty among black
Atlantans is significantly higher than
Los Angeles and Chicago and comparable to that of Dallas and Houston (See table 3.)
The 1970 figures showed that approximately 25 percent of Atlanta's
black f:'ullilies was below the low inTABLE
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TABLE

MEDIAN INCOME OF WAGE EARNERS
YEARS AND OLDER: ATLANTA
AND SELECTED CITIES, 1970

14

CITY'

WHITE
INCOME

BLACK
INCOME

BLACK INCOME
As PERCENT Of
WHITE INCOME

Atlanta
Los Angeles
Chicago
New Orleans
Miami
Tampa
Dallas
Houston

$5,402
5,153
5,612
4,747
4,061
3,536
5,013
5,339

$3,017
3,975
4,497
2,386
3,011
2,482
2,952
2,850

55.6
77.1
80.1
50.2
73.7
70.1
58.8
53.3

SOURce: U.S. Bureau 01 the Census. Census 01
the Population. 1970.
• Data are lor SMSAS.

come level as defined by the national
government. Again, black Atlantans
are less well-off than blacks in
Los Angeles and Chicago and ill
ahout the same position as those ill
Houston and Dallas.
To the extent that tile level of
formal education. illdicates socioeconomic well-being, Atlantans are
competitive with others in the COUIltry, hut not significantly better off.
As tahle 4 shows, median school
TABLE

3

PERCENT OF FAMILIES BELOW Low INCOME
LEVEL: ATLANTA AND SELECTED
CITIES, 1970

1

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME: ATLANTA
AND SELECTED CITIES, 1970

BLACK low
INCOMe LEVEL
As P~ACENT Of
low INCOMe
LeVEL ALL

CITY

WHITE
INCOME

BLACK
INCOME

BLACK INCOME
As PERCENT Of
WHITE INCOME

CITY

ALL
FAMILIES

BLACK

FAMILIES

Atlanta
Los Angeles
Chicago
New Orleans
Miami
Tampa
Dallas
Houston

$10,660
11,341
11,174
9,665
7,776
8,341
11.269
11,167

$6,450
7,196
7,863
4,743
5,640
4,681
6,309
6,391

60.5
63.4
70.5
49.0
72.5
58.5
55.')
57.2

Atlanta
Los Angeles
ChiCago
New Orleans
Miami
Tdmpa
Dallas
Houston

15.9
9.9
10.6
21.6
16.4
14.9
10.1
10.7

25.1
21.4
20.7
38.9
27.9
36.1
25.1
25.3

1.58
2.16
1.95

SOURce: U.S. Bureau at the Census. Census 01
the Population, 1970.

1.BO

1.70
2.42
2.48
2.36

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau 01 the Census, Census 01
tile Population, 1970.
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Atlanta
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Miami
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Dallas
Houston
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TABLE 4

TABLE 5

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT: ATLANTA AND SELECTED CITIES

SELECTED STATISTICS ON BLACK·OWNED BUSINESSES,
ATLANTA AND SELECTED CITIES, 1972

MEDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED

PERCENT 25 YEARS AND
OLDER WITH FOUR
YEARS COLLEGE

CITY

WITH PAID EMPLOYEES

0'

Total
Population

Black
Population

Blacks Percent
Total

Total
Population

Black
Population

Ratio
Black to
Total

12.0
12.3
12.0
11.2
12.0
11.9
12.1
11.8

10.4
11.9
10.8
9.5
9.9
9.6
10.6
10.4

87
97
90
85
83
81
88
88

14.3
12.7
11.7
10.6
10.8
9.4
13.9
13.9

6.0
6.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
3.8
4.6
5.4

.42
.49
,36
.39
.38
.40
.33
.39

0'

TOTAL
FIRMS

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the Population, 1970.
• Data are lor SMSAS.

years completed by blacks 14 years
alld older was 10.4, which was
slightly less than the figures for
Chicago, Los Allgeles, alld Dallas,
the same as for Houston, and
greater than the figures fc.)r the
otller SMSA. The percentage of black
Atlantans 25 years or older with at
.Ieast four years of college was only
slightly less than the figure f()r Los
Angel es alld significHlltly greater
than figures for the remainillg cities.
Another economic htctor worthy
of analysis is the number of blackowncd businesses inaslliuch as busincss elemcnts, both black and white,
are said to exercise disproportionate
inllucncc in Atlanta politics. To put
black-owncd bus i nesses i II proper
pcrspective, it lIlay be noted that in
W72 there were 194,000 black-owned
husinesses with gross receipts of
$7.1 billion. The figures represellt
approxi Illately 2 percent oLd I Alllerican firms allLl .33 pereent of total
receipts reported by all firms. IIi

As table 5 shows, black-owned
firms in Atlanta total 1,987, 442 of
them having paid employees. When
the size of the black population is
controlled, Atlanta's black business
sector appears to be considerably
more prosperous than that of the
other cities. Average gross receipts
for firms having paid employees
are greater than in Los Angeles and
only slightly less than in Chicago.
Nevertheless, the most telling statistic is the fact that only 4,222
persons (other than the self-employed) are employed by black firms
in Atlanta. This is not the most
auspicious base upon which to build
political power.
On other economic scales, At!.mta's black community made similarly poor showings. Black unemployment in 1976 was 14.1 percent,
as compared to 6.3 for Atlanta's white
workers.17 Although blacks constitute a majority of the population,
in 1970 they occupied only 75,169

Hi. U.S. Bureall of Cells US, 1!J7~ Survey of
AI jllll/ it!! OWlled JJu.sille~s, llillck 1\11372-1
(\\'ashillgtllll, DC: H.17·!) , p. 30.

17. Georgia Department of Labor, Georgia
Data for Affirmative Actio" Plalls, ealelldar
rear 1975, table 2, p. 5.

Average
Employ~6s

Atlanta
Los Angeles
Chicago
New Orleans
Miami
. Tampa
Dallas
Houston

1,987
7,042
8,308
2,145
710
461
2,197
4,673

Firms

Per Finn

Employees
(Number)

442
928
1,576
342
156
88
367
676

10
6
6
8
6
6
6
5

4,222
5,983
9,735
2,868
876
552
2,021
3,717

Average
Recoipts
Per Firm

$208,000
182,000
210,000
175,000
187,000
117,000
65,358
125,000

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972 Survey of Minority Owned Business Enterprises, Special
Report, MB72-14 (Washington, DC: USGPO, 1974).

housing units, while the white population occupied 90,690. III
During the first period covered
by this stu..iy, blacks constituted an
electoralldi,;ority in Atlanta. In 1972
the 82,933 black registrants were
43.6 percent of total registration.
Black registration in Fulton county
was 32 percent of the total-86,633
of 266,241. 10 By 1977 blacks constituted a clear majority of Atlanta's
registered voters, 10 1,898 to 89,111,
or 53 percent. In Fulton county the
black percentage had risen to 39 percent, 111,092 black registrants among
285,535 total registrants. 2o Thus
'blacks now cOllstitute an effective
majority in the city and it sizeable
minority in Fulton county. If black
electorai potential were converted
into commensurate political power,
blacks would effectively control
Atlanta city politics.
]8. Hescarch Atlanta, "Factors Belated to
Annexatioll," Illitneographed (January lU72),
p.21.
.
HI. Fulton County Oflicc of Voter Hcgistration, Ci/!! of Alillll/ll nt'gistani \'olas, 31
Jalluary ] 072.
20. Ihid., Septemher 1077.

In summary, this survey of the
demographic and economic characteristics of Atlanta's black community suggests that it is. only the
population distribution which stands
out as an important sOllrce of potential power. The ecollomic wealth
of the hlack community, as determined hy mediall family income
and the number of millority enterprises and their gross receipts, is
not especially significant. Thus, it
would appear that cOllversion of
black electoral potential into political power is crucial to black political
aspirations in Atlanta.
Healization of the potential power
inherellt in black electoral strength
is dependent, first of all, upon black
yoter registration a:nd the use of those
votes to elect persons who will work
towards the realization of hlack
agenda items. In sOJlle cases, perhaps most, operationalization will
be dependent upon the ahility to
lim)} functional coalitions. However, it should he kept in mind that
voting is not hlack power simply
because it makes possible the election of' "the heller of two evils" or
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because it settles an in-house struggle betweeu competing white factions. Only if tIle vidoriolls faction
relates positively to the blael.: agenda
do we have operational hlack power.
Chuck Stolle suggests that black
voting, when hlacks m:e lIot in a
majority, is potential power only
when there is a suHi<.:ient split among
the white electorate awl at least
one white fadion is willing to support black agenda items ill return
for black votes.~1 On this point
William Keech indkates that once
black e1edoral strength reaches 30
percellt, tlw potelltial power of black
votillg dilllillishes as white resistance
to black agellda items becomes 1II0re
rigid.~~

The three Inajor governillg bodies
in the Atlallta area are the City
Council, thc Atlallta Board of Edu':,ltion, alld the Fulton COllllty Board
of COIIIIUissiollers. As of H.l77, 9 of
lH city cOllucilpersons, 5 of 9 school
hoard memhers, and 2 of 7 county
conllliissiollers were black, as were
hoth the presidents of the <.:ity
council amI the school hoard. Blacks
also comprised 9 of the cOllnty's 28
state representatives and 2 of the 10
senators.
So far we have described the three
prilnary sources of potential black
political power itl Atlallta, eCOllomic
strength, voter registration, and
office-holding. We may now discllss
tIle extent to which they have heen
cOllvt.;rted into actual political power.
TilE BEGINNINC OF BLACK
EJ\IPOWEHMENT 1965-1973

Given the abscllce ofa centralized
cOllllllunity organization aIld SIIS:2,. StOlle, Blw:k Power, chap. 4.
:22. \\'illialllil. Keech, 'J'Iw ImJlact (lINe!!,/"(/
I'O/ill!!,: Ihl' flo/e oj Ihe Vole jll Ihe ()lIesl
/;'1' 1~'(,II(dil!l (Chicago: Hawl J\IcNalJy, W61l) ,
;l.
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tained voter registration activity,
etlorts to operationalize black political strength, up until 1969, had been
lilllit~d mainly to a static coalition
between black civic and elected
leaders and the dominant white
business and commercial elite. In
1969 black aldermen increased from
one to five and school board members rose from two to three. Since
that time black officeholders have
striven, in varying degrees, to exercise political power independent of
their' white coalition partners. This
section focuses primarily on those
efforts hom 1969 to 1973.
Before we attempt to assess the
impact of black officeholders, it is
necessary to establish guidelines for
stich an evaluation. In an earlier
article I argued that the tasks of black
of1iceholders are to synthesize the
various opinions and ideological
perspectives extant in their constitueudes, analyze the outstanding
problems in light of those opinions
and perspectives, suggest policy
alternatives for dealing with the
problems so conceptualized, and
try to get these policy choices
adopted as authoritative policy.23
Thus the political power of black
officeholders may be assessed in
terms of: (1) their success in reorderiIlg the priorities of their boards
and commissions and persuading
them to seek novel solutions to outstanding problems, particularly those
especially salient in black communities; (2) garnering for the black
community a more equitable distribution of existing benefits and services provided by government; (3)
thwarting the passage of measures
inimical to the welfare of their

constituents. It must be pointed out
that while the third criterion is it
necessary· manifestation of power,
if black officials are limited to playing this blocking role, the best that
they can do is maintain the status
quo-hardly the optimal role for
representatives of the oppressed
community.
Despite the fact that the coalition which ruled Atlanta was dependent upon black votes for survival, in the words of fortner Ivlayor
Ivan Allen, who was the coalition's
leader for eight years, "for nearly
two decades the black community
had been a silent partner in the election of city officials in Atlanta,
generally going along with whatever' moderate candidate white
business and civic fathers endorsed."24 However, in 1969 black
leadership refused to SUppOlt the
candidate for mayor chosen by the
white civic-business elite, but instead supported the candidacy of
Sam Massell,. a wealthy white
realtor who had been vice-mayor for
eight years under Mayor Allen. Why
the white business-civic elite passed
over Massell for the mayoral nomination after supporting him ill his
successful campaigns for vicemayor in 1961 and 1965 is not clear.
Massell was certainly a member of
the business elite. tvIayor Allen
simply states in his memoirs that hl:'
did not think tI".t Massell was qualified. 25 OtheL . lJeculated that antiSemitism might have been a fiLCtOr.
Atany rate, in the primary election,
plack leadership split between Sam
Massell and Horace Tate, a black
educator who also ran for mayor. The

23. See Illy "Black Office holuers ill Local
GoVel'llillellt of the SOllth: An Overview,"
Po/ilics: Prob/ellis oj Political Participa/iOIJ, liP. 49-72.

24. On this point, see Stokely Carmichael
and Charles Hamilton, lJIack Power (New
York: Ranuom House, 1969), pp. 5~-I:I4.
25. Ivan Allen, Mayur: Nules Oil the Sixties
(New York: Simon & Shuster, 1971), p. 222.
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black candidate received 49 percent
of the black vote, MasseJl, got 44.2
percent, while the business interest
candidate, Hodney Cook, received
only ahout 7 percent. 26 However,
the black candidate received virtually 110 white votes and failed to make
the runoff. III the runoff election betweell Cook and Massell, Massell won
by combining 25 percent of the white
vote and 92.2 percent of the black
vote.~7 Thus the black vote settled
what must be characterized as an
intraf~lctional fight among the white
business and commercial elite and
sent to city hall an administration
beholden to the black community. At
the same time five black aldermen
and a black vice-mayor were also
elected.
In spite of the overwhelming importance of black electoral strength
in the 1969 mayoral eledion, over
the next four years black officeholders enjoyed little success in reordering the priorities of their
boards. The most striking ftlCt about
the political impact of black officeholders was that they did not attelllpt to dcvelop a comprehellsive
agenda addressed to the fundamental problellls facing their constituents. This is n()t to suggest that
they diclnot attempt to use their position to ameliorate the conditions of
their constituents. However, their
efforts were devoted almost exclusively towards guaranteeing for
blacks a l1lore equitable share of
existing government benefits and
services withill existing priorities,
ensurillg that new programs were
structured and admillistered fairly,
and preventing the passage of legislation inilllical to black interests.
26. Charles Hooks, 'l'he At/lll1tll Elec/i{)II~'
of 1969 (AtlaHta: Voter EdllC'ltioll Project,
1970), pp. 6-lH.
27. Ihid .. Jl. 19.
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Thus, to tile extent that the prob- ranged for the Community Relations
lellls ofhlacks were fimctiolls of exist- Commission to conduct a thorough
illg priorities, 1)lack of{jceholding investigation of the Department.
was irrelevant. Even these limited
Similarly, under the chairmanefforts drew stiff opposition, as the ship of another black alderman, the
folloWing discllssion will demoll- Police Committee heard complaints
strate.
of "discrimination and racism" from
During the period uJlder discus- a black group in the police depatision, Atlanta had it weak mayor- ment. The vice-mayor, participating
council limn ofgovemlllent in which as an ex-officio member, called
the mayor appointed aldermanic upon city department heads "to
. cOlllmittees <lnllnalJy. COl1l1lJittee prove they are not discriminating
chairlllen worked with, and generally against employees or filce firing."29
monitored the condnct of, the he,lds The black chairman of another alderof the \ .1 •. IlUS city departments. The mallic committee, the Board of
llIa},or ;".eI vice-mayor were ex-of1ieio Firemasters, sent the Chief of the
1IIellli>ers of all cOlllmittees and, Fire Department a memorandum
since the mayor norlllally did not ordering him to eliminate all disattend cOlllmittee meetings, the viee- crimination and to double the nummayor was j>raclically a de fitcto her of black firemen in the deper1llanent voting member of every partment. 30
c01llmittee.
In addition to the specific cases
During the Hrst session of the new mentioned above, other aldermen
aldermall i c board, the mayor ap- used their positions to insure a more
pointed relatively small committees, equitable share of benefits and servaveraging from three to five mem- ices. Committee chairmen took great
hers, and he assigned at least one pains to ensure that city contracts
hlack aldermal! to each committee. were let to black firms and that city
Tell of the fifteen committees had contractors were equal opportunity
only three members. This gave employers.
blac!;s considerable leverage, the
At least partially in response to
vice-mayor awl the one black alder- the agitation by black aldermen and
Illan could deadlock it committee, the critical report of the Community
and in the case of a split between Helations Commission, in 1970 the
the two whites, the black members mayor directed all departments to
could prevail.
"implement actions that will' bring
Black aldennen took adVantage of about a change with a goal of 50 perthe situation a 11<) hegan 10 push f(lI cent minority employment in all
ending discrimiuatioll within the classifications within 40 months. al
departments. UPOII learning of f1a- The 50 percent goal was not reached,
grallt discrinlination ill tlte Water but as table 6 shows, modest gains
Departlllt:llt, liJr example, the black were made, particularly in the three
lIlelllller of the \Vater Department
COlllmittee, alollg with the vice2U. See "Jackson Raps City Racism,"
lIlayor, fon:cd the immediate elld' A.IIIIIIIII COllstillllioll, 15 May 1970, p. 5C.
to segregated bcilities,~~ alld ar30. Memorandum from Alderman H. D.
:2.0. Set" Atlallta ClllIlIlIUllity Hdatiolls Co m JIlissioli ... Bacial Collditiolls ill the Atlailia
\\'akr I)"partment:' (IU71).

Dodson to Powell Williams, Chief: Atlanta
Fire Department, 25 January 1971.
31. Quoted ill Atlanta Comlllunity Helations COlllmissioll, Cily of Atlilllill Millorily
Ilirillg illld Prollwtillg (1972), p. 1.
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TABLE 6

BLACK EMPLOYMENT: ATLANTA CITY GOVERNMENT. 1970 AND 1972

./

iI.
I

('!'Ie

1970
TOTAL

BLACK

WHITE

% BLACK

IV Operators
V Laborers
VI Service
VII Police
VIII Firemen

141
958
921
1557
2460
619
1039
932

10
146
158
363
1735
561
165
149

131
812
763
1194
725
58
874
783

7.1
15.2
17.2
23.3
70.5
90.6
15.9
16.0

TOTAL

8627

3287

5340

38.1

CATEGORY

I Managers
II Professional
III Clerical

1972
CATEGORY

TOTAL

BLACK

WHITE

%, BLACK

I Managers
II Professional
III Clerical
IV Operators
V Laborers
VI Service
VII Police
VIII Firemen

133
1070
1055
1569
2537
776
1271
992

18
205
265
408
1887
691
248
181

115
865
790
1161
650
85
1029
811

13.5
19.2
25.1
26.0
74.4
89.0
19.4
18.2

9409

3903

5506

41.5

TOTAL

SOURce: Community Relations Commission. City of Atlanta Minority Hiring and Promotion Update

(1972).

p.
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top job categories, although laborers
and service workers continued to
comprise the hulk of black city employees, 66 percent.
In conclusion, during the 19651973 period, in deference to their
minority status, and in the abseJlce
of a viable community-wiele black
political organization, black political
leaders pursued their objectives
through a loose coalitioll with the
white civic-business elite. However,
the coalition did not facilitate the
realization of black political power;
rather, it allowed black leaders to
become associated with those who
exercised power. For example,
even though the black vote was responsible for electing Ivan Allen
over Lester Maddox as mayor, and

Sam Massell over Hodne'y Cook to'
that oiHce in 1969, blacks did nol receive anything approaching an
equitable share of government benefits and services.
The election of 1969 was interpreted by many as the end of the old
coalition and the beginning of a new
one. IIistory will test this assertion.
III supporting the white candidate
over the black mayoral candidate in
1969, black leaders argued that having a mayor elected with heavy
black support would be an increment to hlack political [lotclItial.
However, the opposite seen IS to
have heen the case. Followillg his
electioll, the mayor appeared to he
lIIore cOllcemed with broadening his
base ill the white eOllllllllllily than
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with nlaiutailling black support,
as a brief look at the mayor's posture
vis tl vis the black community will
dCIiIOllstrate. When black aldermen
aud thc vice-mayor used their
!>trategie positions on aldermanic
comlllittees to push for certain
changes, the llIayor responded by
juggling comlllittee assignments,
during his second year, in such u
way that four important comlllittees
- finance, ordi nance, legislation
planlling and development, and ZOIlirlg- had no black representation.
In October 1971, the mayor, in a
major speech to a prestigious black
1(H"l1ll1 in Atlanta, called attention to
the mass exodus ofaffluellt whites to
the suburbs with the concomitant
diminishing tax base and intimated
that hlacks had a responsibility to
"lIaake the city more attractive as
all inducelllcut for them [whites] to
stay.":l~ The llIayor went on to discuss the Leal'S and needs of blacks
aud whites as if they were qualitatively indistinguishuble and to
adillonish his hlack audiences to
"thiuk white."
Two mouths later, speakillg before
the Hotary 4 i lib (if Atlanta, the mayor
aJillOlIlwed that he would have
legislatioll iJltroduced in the upeomiIlg session of the General Assembly which would expand the city
lilllits to take in 50,000 persons,
practically all of whom were white,
without it referenduIlI, and in time
for them to pluticipate iII the 1973
IIlllyoral elcdion.~3 Although the
Illayor i Jlsisted that his plan was lIot
racially motivated, the fact that
fivt' pages oflds twelve-page speech
wt'J'l' devoted allllost c,Hllpletely to

the racial implications of his plan
belied his statement. Ultimately the
expansion plan died in the State Senate when the presiding officer, Lester Maddox, former governor and
staunch segregationist, an unlikely
ally of the black community, refused
to call the measure from the (;alendar.
The foregoing discussion indicates
that between 1965 and 1973 black
leadership was only moderately
successful in operationalizing black
political potential through coalition
politics. The other coalition partlIer, the white business and commercial elite, was a bit more successful in pursuing its primary
. policy objectives, and its success
depended, to a great extent upon the
support of black leaders. Moreover, since population trends made
it clear that Atlanta would have a
substantial black majority by the mid
1970s, the interracial coalition politics of the 1969-1973 period established the broad parameters within
which the next phase of struggle for
black political empowerment would
occur. During this period the relationship between members of the
white business and commercial elite
and black leadership became less
paternalistic and more formalized.
Rather than simply informing black
leadership of their plans and then
expecting black support, which was
the arrangement in previous years,
white leadership bargained with
black leadership to determine the
specifics of important policy initiatives. The politics of paternalism
gave way to the politics of consultation, as it were.
A brief analysis of the resolution
of two important initiatives which
3:2. Address hy Salll Jl.la,sdl. Jl.layor. City emanated li'om the white business
elf Atiallt·.I. IJt,j~Jfe Hotary Clllh of Atlallta. and cOll\mercial elite during the
(kt"l,,"r 1!J71. p. 7.
'l.l. Add"·,, I,y Salll l\lassdl. l\layor, City period under review will demon"f :\tLlllt", hd~)r<' Hotary Clube of Atlanta. strate how this elite pursued its ob27 Odoher lU71.
jectives through the new politics of
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property tax to a sales tax, even
consultation. The two initiatives
are the 1971 campaign. to obtain though the latter would be more
voter app~·.,\,.II of plans to establtsh regressive and hence impose a
a billion ,kllnr metropolitan rapid greater burden on black J:ank and
transit system (MARTA) and the file. MARTA agreed, in turn, to re1972 campaign to have a new charter duce the transit fare froIII 40 to 15
cents fc.}r the first seven years of its
for the city approved.
According to fornwr Mayor I van operation,36 to run a rail line to llIl
Allen, the business elite had de- outlying black area not included iII
cided as early as 1960 to push for a its ini tial plans, and to establish an
rapid transit systell1.~~ The measure aggressive affirmative action prowas first put to the electorate in gram t(}r hiring and awarding con1968 during the period of paternalis- tracts.
Once the agreement between
tic politics. Two-thirds of the bilMAHTA
and the black coalition was
lion dollar project was to be funded
reached,
hlack leaders supported the
by the federal government while
referelldurn
almost unanimously.
the local share of one-third was to
The
issue
was
structured in such a
be financed by an ad valorem
way
tlHlt
anyone
who failed to supproperty tax. Black leadership had
port
the
referendum
was defined as
no significant role in structuring
opposed
to
economic
growth and
the proposition which was put to the
civic
progress.
Black
politicians
voters and as a result the measure
aspiring
to
higher
office
could not
was soundly defeated, with blacks
afford
such
a
label.
voting against it overwhelmingly.
or the two issues, the political
In preparing for a second refernegotiations
for the new city charter
endum, blacks were added to both
had
the
1II0st
fiu-reaching implicathe MARTA Board of Directors and
tions
for
race
and
politics in Atlanta
its stafr, and MAHTA hircd a young
because
the
new
government preblack executive as community relascribed
by
the
charter
was to be
tions director with primary responsibased
upon
a
completely
redistricted
bility for selling the proPOSitiOll to
black voters. The new proposition, city with rndical changes in the procwhich was ultimately approved by ess for choosing council members.
referendum, reflected the give-and- The power relationship between the
take of extensive negotiations which mayor and the council was to he aloccurred between white leadership tered significantly and the adminisand a task force representing the tration to be elected in 1973 wou\tl
black coalition and headed by the have responsibility for completely
senior black state senator and the restructurillg the city's 'administrative apparatus.
city's then black vice-mayor.:l 5
The substance of a new city charThe co,llition agreed to support
ter,
as well as the procedures through
the change from nnanci lIg by the
which olle would be adopted, would
be deterIllined by the state legisla3.1. Allell • .\IIIY"" pp. :12-3,i.
lure. 11o\Vcver, sillce measures
35. For a disclIssioll of ti,e dYlHlIlIics of
bargaining betweell black ali<I white leaders
sec Hay Aheruath>', "Atlallta's Hllpid Trallsit:
How Did It Pass," SVllthem jourrwl 2.
(Wintcr 1972), p. 3, ami Bt!1I Brown, "l3lack
Coalitioll Bargains, Supports MAHTA."
Svut/WrrI JOUr/wi 2 (Winter 1972). p. 8.

36. The agreement of the 15t farc was a
nOllhiudillg statclnellt of intcllt. bllt black
leadt!rs expected ~IAHTA to honor it as if
it were hilldillg policy.
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whieh apply ollly to a particular
cOlwty IIll1st he approved hy lllelllhers of the COllllty delegatilpls illihe
state house and senate, allY new
ehaller had to have the support of
black representatives fWIIl Fulton
coullty. Conseljuently, when the
gCllcral asselllbly appointed a C01l1Illissioll to develop a new dran charter, care was taken to illsure that the
C0Il1111issiOll had significant black
representation. The vice-chairllian
and ten of the twenty-six llwmhers
were blade
The draft charter reflected compromises on certain issues, ~ize of
the new council and the method for
electing eOllllcil melllhers, for example; other highly contelltious
issues, sllch as new sources of
revenue {()I' the city and desegregation of the public school system,
were igllowd completely; and at
least in one instance white business
and the cOlllmercial elite, doubtlessly with an eye to the future,
lIIanaged to have the charter reflect
their partieular interest hy speeifi..:ally calliIlg for a director to head the
departmellt of finance who would be
appoillted by the mayor, but responsihle to both the mayor and the
COllIICil.:11 Since it was generally
understood that the the II incllmhellt
head of the finance departnlCnt, 10llg
cOllsidered a friend of the city's
hllsilless illterests, would become
the director, the control of the city
governlllent's fillances would relllain
in friendly hands no matter who the
lIew mayor happened to be. t\lowover, the finallce department al1(l the
law department were the only city
departlllellts specifically authorized
ill the charter amI whieh, therefore,
could 1I0t be elimillated by the Illayor
aIHI the council actillg jointly.
Ikforc ~, .)ceeding to our allalysis
:37.

A/lUll/II

Cit!! Charta, Sec. 3-30.1.

of the 1973-1977 period, a brief
discussion of salient provisions of
the new charter adopted in 1973 is
in order because they provided the
{(mllal setting for black political elllpowennent. Under the old charter
when members .of the board of
. aldermen were elected at large,
five of the eighteen aldermen were
black. Under the new charter twelve
of the eighteen councilmen were to
he chosen from single-member districts and the other six would run at
large, but for designated places
based upon paired districts. With
the impending black voting majority,
if all council members were chosen
at large, blacks could control all
council positions as whites had done
under the old system. \ However,
whites still had a slight voting majority in 1973. Under the new charter
blacks had sizeable majorities in
seven of the twelve single-member
districts and a slight majority in an
eighth. With four majority white
districts and one at-large position
virtually guaranteed under the new
charter, whites were assured of
minimal representation.
Under the old charter, Atlanta had
a weak mayor form of government
with members of the aldermanic
board supervising the day-to-day
operations of city departments. Black
aldermen had used this power to force
departments to give greater respect
to black interests. The new charter,
whieh prescribed strict separation
of powers between the executive and
legislative branches, made snch
supervision a function solely of the
mayor's office.
Perhaps most important, the new
charter cOllverted the old ceremonial
position of vice-mayor into the positioll of president of council with
significant legislative powers. The
president of council would appoint
all coullcilmanic committees, pre-
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side over council meetings, and
supervise the newly createu coundltnanic staff. These powers would
make him the second most important
official in city governmellt.
The new charter also called for a
nine-member school board with six
members to be elected from singlemember districts and three chosen
at large.

coalitions hetween blaek and white
interests emerge? And, filially, how
would the rank and file white voter
read to these changing circUIl1stances? This section attempts to
describe the coming of formal hlack
politieal empowerment in Atlanta
between 1973 and 1977 by foclIsing
on these and related questions.
HACE AND TIlE

TilE CONSOLlDA TlON OF FOIU.IAL
BLACK POLITICAL POWEll

The approval of the new charter in

1973 by the state legislature signalled the end of centuries of white
political domination in Atlanta in
particular and to a lesser degree in
the urban South generally. By 1973
blacks enj •• yt·;} a population majority
and, as db._·l ,.;sed earlier, it was deM
that in a few years blacks would
have a sizeable voting majority
which would allow blacks to control
the city's formal political structures.
Since, historically, hlack political
participation had taken the form of
reactions to white initiatives, and
since white leaders had had disproportionate influence ill selectillg
black leadership, the nature amI
structure of politics in political subsystems ill which hlaeks constituted
effective majorities, alld could therefore seize the initiative without being unduly deferential to white intm'ests, were unknown. \Vould the
changing circumstances impel a new
type of black political leader to the
fore? Would the blaek leadership
class, developed and nurtured during the period of paterualislic politics, retain its status as black political leaders'? WOllld new hlaek leaders with different priorili,'s cll1l;rger
Would such leaders have the support
of black rank and file? How w(mld
vested white economic interests react to this change? Would new

1973

ELECTIONS

\Vhen final returns were caleubted, the lIew city government reHected the racial configuration of
the city almost on a one-to-one
basis. The l8-member city council
was evellly divided between blacks
and whites; the mayor was black,
while the president of the COlllH.':i\
was white, and the lIille-person
school hoard had five hlacl< and four
white members. These results were
lIot a manifestation of racial harmony and cooperation but rather reHective of the complexities of racial
pol itics.
~lore than 100 aspirants, ahout
half of whom were black, qualified
in time to compete for the 29 positions to he filled in the 197:3 e1ectiolls. While the numher of black
aspirants was sigllificallt, there was
110 sign or any city-wide hlack organizational effort to maximize hlack
electoral potential. Although blaek
leaders floated their usual "tickets,"
illdicating their preferences ill selected races shortly before the election, 110 blacks orgall ized and fan
as a tealll ill all effort to gainlllajority
cOlltrol of either the city council
or school board. Nor was there evidence of any screening device to
influellce the quality or (jlHllltity of
candidates. In SOllie races several
blacks qualified while the reverse
was tnll' ill otllCrs. Olle inCtllllbellt
blaek counci I member and olle black
school board llIember were 1I110p-
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posed. I II other contests, as llIany
as six hlack candidates competed
against one another. I n still another
contest, temr black aspirants COlllpeted against one white inclImhent.
In short, there was no community
strategy tell' dealing with the 1973
elections.
The ollly developments which
were at all suggescive of H comJIIunity-wide strategy occurred ill
cOllnection with the races for mayor
amI president of the city coundl.
Efforts were made to keep the numher of black candidates le)f mayor
to a minimum, and only two, then
Vice-Mayor MaYllard Jackson and
Senator Leroy Johllson, the sellior
hlack offi<.:eholder ill the city, qualified, although a third, an unorthodox IlIillisLer, Heverelld \Villiam
Sta/liJrd, anlloullced and ran a
laid' <.:alllpaigll hdill'e he withdrew
iu bvor of 1....layllard Jackson. In the
race for president of COlllldl, black
leaders organized apparently to preveil!, rather than elect, the election
ofa bhwk candidate. Unverifiable but
widely believed charges were made
that the black-white leadership cabal
had agreed to dissuade any serious
hlack candidate 1'1'0111 running f()J'
president of cOlillcil and to support
tlte white candidate favored by the
husiness alld commercial elite,
hanker Wade Mitchell. Maynard
Jackson adlllitted that such a propositiou may have been made but
denied having agreed to any such
deal.
Although several prominent black
politicbns had expressed interest in
Hllllling, nOlle of them actually
filed. This led civil rights leader
and labor organizer Hosea Williams
to enter the contest to, in his own
words, "bust the deal." Another
lIIiuor black candidate also filed
shortly before the deadline. On the

other side of the track, white forces
appeared to be no less disorganized.
There was no clearly identified slate
of candidates backed by a particular
interest. The Atlanta Constitutioll,
generally supportive of the white
business-commercial elite, endorsed
ten blacks in the race for the eighteen
council seats and six blacks for the
nine school board positions. The
paper also endorsed Senator Leroy
Johnson for mayor and white alderman Wyche Fowler for president
of the council.
III spite of the absence of any organized racial groups, race manifested itself when voters went to the
polls in the general elections.
Except for one, in each of twelve
council districts and in each of the
six school board districts, the successful candidate was from the same
race as the majority of the voters.
III the one exception, District 2, a
low income black area, the white
candidate won over his black opponent by picking up significant
support in heavily black precincts.
In the majority black precincts, the
white candidate's share of the vote
ranged from 23 to 55 percent, while
his black opponent's vote in white
precincts ranged from 4 to 20 percent.
Of the eleven city-wide contests,
blacks were successful in only four,
and in the six contests involving
interracial competition, blacks won
only one-quite ironically the
mayoral contest. Election statistics
show that the failure of blacks to
win more positions resultF.d fi'om
greater black support for white
candidates than vice versa, and lower
voter participation rates for black
voters in councilmanic and school
hoard races, even though more black
than white voters went to the polls
and participated in the mayoral
contest. For example, in the race
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lor city-wide Post 18, in which the major white candidates received an
white incumbent defeated four black estimated 79.3 percent of the white
3M
opponents without a runoff, the vote.
In
the October 12 runoff between
white incumbent's share of the vote
Massell
alld Jackson the issue of
ranged from a low of 21 to a high of
race
was
raised openly. This con62 percent, in 31 randomly selected
trasted
sharply
with the October 2
precincts in which black registration was at least 90 percent of the contest ill which the issue of race
total registration. The white candi- was somewhat muted .IS a result
date received an average of 34.5 per- of a gentlemen's agreement among
the candidates. Mayor Sam Massell
cent ofthe vote ill the 31 precincts.
campaigned
as the last white hope,
The situation was similar in the
predicting
gloom
and doom and the
other' city-wide interracial contests
for councilmanic and school board end of the city should Atlanta
positions. The victorious white elect a black mayor. Massell leaned
candidates in the councilmanic heavily on ,the old saw of deraces for Posts 13 and 16 received clining property values to arouse
23 percent of the vote in the pre- white voters since only 44 percincts where registered voters were cent of them had bothered to vote
90 percent or more black. In the on October 2. On the Sunday beone interracial city-wide school fore the election the Atlanta Real
board race, the white incumbent de- Estate Board took out a full page
feated her black challenger by re- ad in bold type in the Journal-Conceiving 30 percent or more of the stitution elldorsing Massell. Other
vote in 16 of the 31 precincts where ads admonishing white voters that
voters were 90 percent or more black. "It's Cheaper to Vote Than to lvlove"
In the general election for mayor, appeared in the paper.
As the data suggest, Massell's
voters cast their ballots overwhelmstrategy
may have backfired. White
ingly for a candidate of their race.
voter
tuntout
increased to 55 perApproximately 55 percent of eligihle
black voters participated in the cent, but black turnout wellt up
mayoral contest, while white partici- even more, to 66.8 percent. Morepation was 10 percentage points over Jackson more than doubled his
lower. The combined total votes of share of the white vote. For exthe two black candidates ranged from ample, in the October 2 election,
4.1 percent to 16.4 percent in the ~ 5 the combined percent of the vote for
selected Pl" 'ei [Icts where 90 percent the two black mayoral candidates in
or more of lile voters were white. majority white districts 6, 7, and 8
Theirtotal was less than ten percent was 10, 7, and 7 respectively, In
of the white vote in ten of the pre- the runoff Jackson received 23 percincts. The two major white candi- cent of the votes in both the sixth
dates fared only slightly better in and· seventh districts, and 19 perour 31 selected heavily black pre38. Figures 011 the distributioll of votes
cincts. The combined percentage f(lr
to race should be construed ollly
the top two white candidates ranged ac~ording
as rought estimates, because even though a
from a low of 5.5 percent to a high IJl'ecinct llIay he as much as !)O percent
of 19.3. Overall, the two black candi- white, the votes which the minority candidates received an estimated 84 per- datc received ill that precinct could have
cent of the black vote, and the three becll those of minority voters,
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CCllt ill the eighth. Overall, Jacksoll votcd ill the raee for president of
received approxilliately U5 perce lit eouJlcil. In the runoff the figures
of the black vote ami ] 7 percent of were identical fiJr both races,. 55.2
the white vote while 1\.Jassell gar- percent. Conversely, the black parlIered ollly 5 percellt of the black ticipation rate for the mayoral race
vote to go alollg with his H2 per- on October 2 was 54.9 percent but
ccnt of the white vote. Dill' to the only 46.9 in the president of council
sigllificantly higher black tUl'llout, race. For October 16 the figures were
jackson could have WOIl without 66.8 and 63.5 percent respectively.
white support.
..
In summary, neither the dominant
Olle of the lIIost importallt aspects white business and commercial
of the 1973 electioll celltered aroulld elite nor the extrenched black
the re~:)I\IISe to Hosea Williams's leadership group made a special
calldid .. ,, fC.H president of the city efii.ut to recruit and support a slate
coullcil. \Villhuns, a lieutenant of of candidates. Except for the effort
the late Dr. l\.iarti II Luther Ki ng, Jr., to ensure that a white was electeu
had illitiated several strikes and boy- president of the city couneil, there
cotts agaill~t sOllie of Atlanta's was little evidence of a concerted
premier establislllnel~ts to improve effort by the erstwhile coalition
wages alld working conditions of partners. Moreover, the nine black
hlack service workers ill the city. councilmen and the mayor who
Both the white and hlack leader- emerged victorious did not appear
ship grollps opposed his candidacy. to differ significantly from the officeNL:ither of thc two major "tickets" holders who had preceded them.
floated hy hlack leaders endorsed Five of the black councilpersons
hilll. Nevertheless Williams re- were businessmen, one a young
ceived aroulld 55 percent of the black minister, one a practicing attorney,
vote ill the first contest and approxi- one an executive with a major corIllately 66 percellt ill the rUllo/I poration, and one the young~r
His support was across the board, brother of a popular state reprealthough his share of the vote ill the seJltative. None had a radical reputalIIore aflluent hlack precincts was, tion.
011 the average, slightly less than
his perce!ltage of the total vote.
BLACKS IN POWER 1973-1977
Williams received virtllally no
voks hOlll allY white precillcts. In
The elections of 1973 gave blacks
thefirst race he rcceived arolllld 2..4 nominal control of the Atlanta city
percellt of tlte white vote alld 3.1 government. Since this was a novel
perccllt ill the l'IIllof/'. l\lost illler- situation, and there were no norms
l'Stillg is the bct that, while tllere around whieh behavioral expectawas the expected drop ill blaek tions could be built, there was
partit"ipatioll goillg dOWII the hallot cOllsiderable speculation regardillg
frolll Illayor to presidcllt of the what posture the new government
council, this was not the case for would take. As evidenced by the
whites. Those whites who wellt to comparatively high voter turnout,
the polls Illade it a poillt til "ole the campaign had generated unusual
agaillst lJosea Williallls while they ellthusiasm among black citizells,
wcre thert'. Oil Octoher 2., -H.2 who doubtlessly expected the new
percellt of eligible whites voted in governlllent to begin to redress
the lIIayoral race alld 43.7 percellt centuries-old grievances. White
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illtcrests, on the other halld, were official, and especially black ones
apprehellsive and apparently feared at this point in history, represcnts
tlIat a \IIajority black govenllncllt both an illtlividlHll accomplishuwllt
lI'oulll mean white suhonlinatioll. alld group success. Consequelltly,
!
.
.
. eOu III
\ Civcn t I"liS SItuatIOn,
It
( Ie ex- there will always be a eertaill
peeled that the first four years of amount of tension when theillcumhlack empowermellt would he char- bent attempts to balallce his illdiacteri:wd by fairly intense, yet vidual aspirations with group
\
guarded, racial conflict as these COIl1- needs and expectations. The norms
peting forcesjostled for position and, which will ultimately develop
ill the process, jlCgall to estahlish governing political behavior ill blacklIew lIonns for political behavior in controlled jl\l'isdictions will be cona city with a majority black popula- strained by these three factors.
The rise of black politieal power
tion but dominated economically by
in
Atlanta eoincided with the plalls
white interests. By 1977 the most
of
the
busilless and commercial elite
serious conflicts had been muted if
not resolved. Mayor Maynard jack- to retain and strengthen the city's
son was re-elected with a landslide economic viability and, in the procvote and the racial composition of the ess, increase its own affluence by
city council and school board re- building a series of modeJ'll luxury
mained unchanged. This section of hotels, a modern sports complex,
the paper analyzes the first four years it sprawling convelltion center, a
of black political empowerment by new airport and/or expalld the existfocusing on the general political ing one, alld a hill ion dollar rapid
setting of the new administration, transit system. These plans were
the important policy initiatives of sUllllnarized in the slogan "makillg
the mayor, the reactions of various Atlanta thc next great international
publics to the~e initiatives, ,llld city." Thlls, in spite of the dire sociothe accornplishmellt
the Jackson economic statistics for blacks cited
earlier, black empowenllent callie
auministration.
In Atlanta, as in other major to a vibrant rather than a decayAmeriean cities with black mayors, ing city, although Atlallta, like the
the economy is dominated alld con- rest of the country, was ill a retrolled by white interests which cession.
Based upon the activities of black
henefit in varying ways from the
inequitable status quo which black interest groups and the public disvoters expect the newly empowered cussion during the 1973 eleelio\l
hlack leadership to reverse. Givell campaigll, the behavior of Atlallta
the nature of local government fi- police-and particularly the altiIHtncing, however, black elected of- tudes of the incllmbent police chief',
ficials IIced the support of these john lnnlall-were ofmajorcol1cern
same white elements in order to to the black electorate. According
maintain existing levels of services, to neWS acco\lnts, 23 hlack persons
not to mention illcreasing thcm were killed by Atlanta police J'r<)Ill
tu73 to July 1974 and a number of
significalltly. At the sallie tillie, tile
others
had been wO\lnded under
'white busilless alld cOl1llllereial elite
qllestiollahle
circumstances. Blacks
needs a sYlllpathetic city govcmment to accommodate its plans for were sigllificantly \lllderrepresented
economic growth and developlllellt. Oil the police force, 1H1Inhering only
Finally, the election of any public 3.55 or 2~1 percent of the 1,.S'15-persoll
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f()J"ce.: w Shortly hef(}re the election,
Chief I lillian had allllollllced that he
would del), a recollllllendation by
the city persollllel hoard that twothirds uf all lIew police officers
llired be black until the racial imbalallce had been eliminated. His
positioll had beeJl supported by
white aiderlllen and the editorial
poliey of the city's mOflling paper.
Within the black cOIllmunity, the
mayor's support was solid. There
were diHereuces hetween him and
some of the 1Il0re senior politicians
who felt that the mayor was a political noviee who, due to fortuitous
circumstallces, had illhcrited the
/i'lIits of their past labors. ,These
fed ings were based UpOIl the arguIIlCllt that Jacksoll had not heen involved ill Atlanta polities until he
ntn unsuccessfidly and, in their
vit~w, quite precipitously, for the
U.S. Sellate against Herman Talmadge ill 1968. That was f()llowed
by his successful campaign for
viee-mayor a year later. Once he
beci.llae viee-Illayor he leapfrogged
over older black officeholders with
mayoral ambitiolls,'10
Filially, one other saliellt dimension
of the settiug in which the Jaekson
administration began deserves mentiolling. The new city charter, which
was approved hy the state legislature in 1973, gave the new administratiOiI responsibility for developing a reorganization plan for the city
goveflllllent within six rnonths. This
lIIeant that, unlike most new mayors,
Jackson would lIot be cOlllpletely
39. Figures taken /fOil I Clare/lce Bacote,
"Statbtieal Analysis of 1973 Atlanta ElectiOIlS," lIIillwographed (Hl73).
·10. For the senior black politicians who
already lad" seats in thc gCllcral asselllLly
or (In the city coullcil, since blacks had
little dla",'" for winning any state-widc
ra(,e:, the llIayor's officc rcprcscnted the
0101>, dl,tllec 1.)1' political advanccJllent.
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hostage to the heldover bureaucracy,
To be sure, wholesale dismissal of
senior level bureaucrats would have
been politically improvident. However, the mayor would have an opportunity to develop what he believed to be more functional administrative structures and to place
supportive personnel in key positions.
During the early days of his administration, Mayor Jackson took
great pains to demonstrate his commitment to establish a biracial
government by judiciously balancing major appointments between
blacks and whites. Everything, from
his inauguration committee to the task
force to develop his government
reorganization plan, was racially
balanced, complete with interracial co-chairpersons. The reorganization plan which was ultimately developed called for the existing 26
departments to be consolidated under nine commissioners. To head the
new departments the mflyor appointed five white and four black
commissioners.
In spite of this posture, during the
first three years of his incumbency
the mayor was, accused of being a
black racist by certain elements
within the business and commercial
elite, and he was roundly excoriated
by the city's major morning newspaper. These charges stemmed primarily from the administration's
eHurts to restructure the police department, develop effective afTIrmative action and contract compliance
procedures, and to have the proposed second airport located in the
southern part of the county, where
it would stimulate economic development more beneficial to black
residents than other proposed sites.
White opposition to the mayor's
initiatives resulted in scathing denunciations by a variety of white
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interests and eventually public discussion of the idea of having both
the police function and the airport
authority taken from the city and
placed under regional authorities
responsible to the state legislature.
The police problem developed
when the mayor moved to implement the reorganization plan which
called f(Jr a pt~ blic safety depart. ment within which police, fire,
and civil defense responsibilities
would be housed. The heads of
these units would be responsible
to the commissioner of public safety.
Rather than firing the incumbent
chief outright, as many blacks suggested, the mayor proposed to handle
the problem by making the chief
subordinate to the mayor's handpicked director of public safety,41
Chief Inman brought suit in a court
presided over by a friendly judge
who enjoined the mayor from appointing a public safety director
based upon Inman's argument that
the new charter's provision authorizing such action was unconstitutional.
The mayor responded by suspending
the -chief for 30 days and allnounced that he would be fired at
the end of his suspension. The suspension was given only to allow the
chief ample time to appeal the
mayor's decision.
The may.;r I \,en appointed a senior
white offic~;l .) serve as acting chief,
but the old chief surrounded himself
with armed suppOlters alld refi.lsed
to vacate the office. Again Inman appealed to a friendly jl;dge who enjoined the city ti'om removing him
and appointing an acting chief.
41. The following disclission of the relations between the Atlanta police department and the hlack community draws heavily
011 Larry 1-.loss, lJ/uck Political Ascellciullc!/
iJI Vr!ilIlI Ce/ltcrs ulld Black COlltrol of the
/..()cull'o/ice FUliction (San Fnlllcisco; H. & E.

Associates, lilrtilcolllillg), chap. 2.

J. J. 1.

Eventually higher courts declared
that the city could legally appoint
a director ofpuhlic safely, hut could
not sUlIlmarily fire ChicfInman until
his cOlltraet expired in 1980. The
mayor then appointed his chief
adJllinistrative assistant and former
college elassmate, Heginald Eaves,
as commissioner of public safety.
This appointment was roundly opposed hy the business and commercial elite and the local media.
The conflict between the mayor
and the business and commercial
elite regarding the airport problem
had at least two dimensions. First
of all, if a second airport were to
be built, Jackson wanted it located
in the southern end of the county
to balance the rapid growth of new
office parks and light industries
occurring in the northern portion
of the county. The business elements, with few exceptions, preferred the northern site since white
migratioll from the city was in that
direction.
The second dimension of the problem centered around the mayor's
insistence that firms receiving contracts to participate ill the $400
million dollar expansion of the
present airport participate in joint
ventures with minority firms in
order to obtai II contracts. The mayor
suggested that between 20, and 25
percellt of the contract work go to
minority finns.~2
~Iajor white opposition to the
mayor's initiatives first surfaced in
Septemher H)74 in a letter ii'olH
Central Atlanta f()J' Progress, the
major political organizatioll of downtown business interests, to Jackson
anel the president of the ci t}' ~ouncil,
which informed the recipients that
sOlne hllsiness operatiolls "h,ive
-12. lll!t:rvicw with Mayor Maynilrd Jackson, 22 luly 1fJ7fi.
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moved or are considering III :)Ving council member, who was usually
J(JI' other than economic or IlHillugereferred to as a liberal, was quoted
ment reas()ns:'~a The letter expl '.;ssed as saying "from now on, ifI'rn voting
the hllsillessmen's fears of tI e in- with all whites, so be it. . . .46 This
creasing crime rate, the gn wing disposition was accentuated three
racial imbalance in the city's vork- days later when the finance commitJ(lH'C, and the "perceived attill de of tee defeated a motion to eliminate
the i\'layor its anti-white,"·J.I
the salary of a black nominee for
Tlie next week at a {(}fIliI} in \ ,hich police deputy director from the
Atlanta's commercial elite gathered budget because he had been quoted
to discuss tl,e future of the city, as saying he believed in hiring
"hltwl, racism" was equated with more black than white police until
white 1.'".:iSIl1 as a coequal threat racial equality was achieved. The vote
to the city, and black leaders was split along raciallines. 47 During
were accllsed of being selfish for the same month the white president
opposillg annexation and consolida- of the council, in making committee
tion in order to maintain their assignments for the next year, repolitical dOlllinance. The Atialiia versed the four to three edge held
C (lIlstit IltiOIl carried the story as by black councilmen on the finance
the lead article on the front page committee and placed a conservaunder the sensationalist headline tive white councilman as chairman,
"Hacisl1l Killing City, Ivan Allen The executive committee which
Tells F()rulll:"I~
oversees the mayor's office was
Dming the first Jour years ofhlack loaded with whites, five to two,
political empowerment, the racial and whites were reappointed to
friction which arose between the head the .public safety and human
mayor and the business aud com- resources committees even though
lIIercial elite was also reflected in blacks had opposed this decision. 4H
city cOllllcil deliberations, On crucial Blacks had argued that, since these
votes illvolvillg the dispute between committees dealt with matters esthe mayor and the police chief, on pecially important to blacks, blacks
matters involving joint ventures, should be allowed to chair them.
on the appoilltment of the director
During the first term of Atlanta's
or Pllhlic safety, and on other im- majority black government, the fricportant issues black eouncilpersons tion between the administration and
illvariably voted together. Near the the white business and commercial
l'wl of the secolld year of the Jnek- elite was also apparent in the relason adlllinistration, ten council tionship between the administration
lilenlbers, sevell whites and three and other important white political
1)laeks, were reported as saying that adors, including the media, partiCllthe eoullcil was threakned by larly the major newspapers, and
serious racial dissellt. Ont' white the Fulton county superior court.
As a response to charges that the
·0. I.dler fmm Ilamld B)'()ekl"y, Pr<,sidellt,
Cl'lItral :\tLlIIla for I')'()gn's" 10 :\l.lYI)J'
\1'l)ll,ml Jal'k,o" alld I'rt'Sidelll of Ihe Cil)'
C"""l'iI \\\,l'h" Fuwll'r, Iti Sqlklllhl'r 1!J7..t.
·1·1. :\ttal'Ii"ll'1I1 III Brockley's kller. See
1'"1l'
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ali(I hlessed with experieneed leadership the dty beeallle a center of COIIIlIIeree alld a IlleCCi\ I'llI' eillergillg blacks.
Today IH)litical power has shifted. New
leadership wrestles with lIew problellis.
There are tensiolls alllOllg the people,
Camelot has hlded,52

To mallY hlack readers the editor's
!lole illferred that black leadership
had killed the Camelot.
Twice during the administration's
first term, in September 1974 and
October 1977, black leadership
called press conferences to complain of hiased press coverage. At
the 1974 press conference, State
Senator Jlllian Bond, speakillg ft)J' the
black eoal ilion, eharged that "the
two Atlanta newspapers . . . have
continuously attacked the mayor of
tlds city viciously and hlatantly,
creating widespread fear alllong the
citizens of Atlanta,"S3
'While the relationship between
the hlack administration and major
white interests was rather contentious during the fhst term
black
political empowerment, this was
not the case between the adnlinistration and identjfiable black interests,
although a number of intrahlack
community conflictual situations did
arise. The commonplace assumption
that blaek political actors should
present a unified position notwithstanding, such conflicts should be
expected; once the major common
objective of black empowerlllent
Throughout the Sixties, Atlanta was has been reached at least 1I00llinally,
the ordinary differences in philosCamelot. Spared serious racial tur1lloil
ophy, personal and group interests
49. Fulton CoullI)' Gralld Jur}', l'I'I:,clll- are sure to slIrfiLee ..
The first sueh issue developed in
//Iellis of Ihe S,·}Jlel//lJer-Oc/"I,,·,. Term
(1975), p. 5; see also .. Fulton .Ill ry Haps
HJ75 whcll i\layor Jackson ,ipparently
'''lIIdliug of Coutracts," ,\tlllllia COllslilllNovember W7S.
50. See slories iu .-\1/11;1/(/ COllsti/I/Ii,,",
SeptemlJer H ilnd 11, 'U76.

..t(), See "Councilmen Affirm Bacial Split,"
:\1/(/11111 COlistillltioll, 17 December 1975,
p, t,
n. See "Vote Saves Napper's Job.~ Atlalilil COII~titllli()II, 20 December 1975, p. 2A,
41l. Atlllllio COU.'>litlllioll, 26 December

city's joint venture program was unfair to whites and favored black
firms with political conneetiolls, the
Fultoll county grand jury considered
the allegation amI issued a presentment critical of the city's praetices;'1!/
Ten months later, a Fultoll county
superior court judge urged the
grand jury to investigate possible
reverse discrimination hy city and
county governments. The judge's
initiative was quickly seconded by
the prestigious Atlanta Bar Association. so In a subsequent presentment the grand jury reported that it
found no evidence that the city and
county governments were guilty of
"reverse racism."si
The At/allta Constitutioll opposed the administration's initiatives
to increase the number of black
police through preferential hiring as
well as the mayor's joint venture
program. Black leaders constantly
complained that the media was IInfair to blaek interests. In \Iay 1973,
the At/ullta Voice, a hlack weekly,
published a feature story entitled
"Papers Harass Elected Black Onicials," in which it charged that unfounded conflict of interest charges
against black officials were being
printed without supporting evidence. In March 1975 the C(J/lstitutioll nm a seven-part series 011 the
city entitled "A City in Crisis." The
editor's note introducing the series
said:
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51. Fulton Couut)' Craud Jury, I're,t'lItof II,,: Se}llelll!Jcr-Oc/o!Jer Terw
(1976), p. 5-7.
/IIellt~

52, :\I/iIIl/1l C{)II,~titl/lioll, 23 March ]975,
p. IA.
5:3. Quoted ill "Blacks Here Call 2 PapeTs
Illllallllllatory," .'\1/1111/11 JOl/nlll/, 22 Seplelllht~1' 1\)7·1.
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decided to capitulate to white denwnds and accept the resignation of
the black director of public safety,
Sillce· his appointment, white interests had consistently criticized
Eaves, and after the CUlIstitution
published exposes alleging that the
commissioner's personal secretary
had a criminal record and that one
of the comJllissioner's re,latives had
been given special treatment in obtailling a government-funded job,
pressure for his resignation became
intense. On the day that a press
conference had been called, ostensibly to announce Eaves's resignation, a group of black leaders physically restrained the commissioner
from making the announcement and
condemned the mayor for capitulating to white interests.51
A siJllilar situation developed in
1976 when the mayor submitted a reorganization plan to the city council,
which would have eliminated tlll:ee
of the existing departments, established a number of new offices, and
transferred several bureaus ii'om one
departl .. (·: it to another. The charter
adopte<l !II 1973 had authorized the
mayor to propose changes within the
administrative organization two
years after the first plan was adopted.
The mayor insisted that the proposed
changes were designed to enhance
efficiency.55 However, members of
the council and other black leaders
noted that two of the departments
to he eliminated, administrative
54. See "1\·layor Seeks Heplacelllent filr
Eaves." Allallta COlls/illltioll, April 15, 1975,
p. lA; and "Editorial," p. 6A; abo "Mayor
Asked Not To Fire Eaves," Atlalltll COllstiIUtill:l. 10 April lU75; and "Eaves Hangs On
To His Job." A./lall/a COIIstitutillll, 17 April
1U75.
55. See 1\LIYllard Jackson, "Statement of
Purpose and Justificatioll, Proposed Heorgaui:£ation, City of Atlallta," September
:W, W70.
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services and community and human
development, were headed by black
commissioners out of favor with the
white business and commercial elite ..
The commissioner of administrative
services, who was responsible for
contract compliance, including joint
venture efforts, had been roundly
criticized as being overly zealous
in pushing affirmative action. The
commissioner of the department of
community and human development had been denounced for not
acceding to the wishes of the busi-'
ness and commercial elite to spend
community development block grant
funds primarily on projects in the
downtown business districts. In
spite of the mayor's explanation,
black leaders, led by State Represcntative Hosea Williams, organized
"The Coalition to Save Atlanta"
and publicly opposed the mayor's
reorganization plan. The mayor
withdrew his plan when it became
clear that the council would not
approve it.56
The final intrablack community
issue to arise during the first term
of the Jackson administration involved the mayor's handling of a
strike by low-paid city employees,
principally sanitation workers,
whose earnings on the average were
below the poverty threshold. Although the mayor's position was
the opposite of that normally expected of a liberal mayor, he received overwhelming support from
both black leadership and the
white business and commercial elite.
In March 1977 low-paid city workers, represented by the American
Federation of State County and
56. See "Heorgani:£ation Council Members
Wary of Plan," A/lallta jounaal-Collstitutioll,
9 October 1976 alld "Jackson Drops His l'lan
lilf Hcvamp," AtLallta joumaL-CoTistitutioll,
6 Novembcr 1976.
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Municipal Employees (AFSCtvlE),
initiated ~:lli: <.! action against the
city to SUl)l" ;t their demand lor a
50-cents an hour pay increase, At
the same time the local union was
Oil strike, the parent international
union was sponsoring ~lds in national
puhlications portraying Atlanta as a
decaying antiunion tOWll rim by a
nonprogressive mayor. The mayor
said that although the workers' request for wage increase was justified, the city simply did not have
the money to meet the demand.
After negotiations broke down, the
mayor announced that workers who
did not return to their jobs would
be fired.
Similar strikes had OCCUlTed during
the tenure of Mayor Jackson's two
immediate predecessors, and in each
instance black leaders had rallied to
support the workers and forced
Mayors Allen and Massell to rehire
the' fired workers. Indeed, when
Jacksoll was vice-mayor he had
marched with the striking workers
against Mayor Massell, and when
the latter argued that the city had no
money for raises, Jackson replied in
a press statement that the city had a
responsibility to anticipate its needs
so that its employees could receive
a living wageY ,
In 1977 Jackson used the same
argument that his predecessor had.
In his final offer to the workers
he went even further by offering
to allow them to return to work if
"AFSCME agrees henceforth /lever
to recommend or engage in a strike
or other concerted work sto\Jpage
or slowdown.
against the City
of Atlanta."5H
, In spite of the :-'Iayor's union57. Maynard Jackson, presS statcment,
tmnscript, 19 April 1970.
58. Point 8 of the city's ofTer, 22 April
1977.
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busting tadics he was roundly supported hy hlack and white. leadership. Several hlack organizatiolls amI
prominent hlack political personalities held a press conference in
the offices of the Atlanta Chamber
of COIllIllerce, where Dr. Martin
Luther Ki ng, Sr., whose son had
heen slain while supporting workers
in a similar strike, announced that
the assembled group supported the
mayor and that he should "/ire the
hell out of the striking workers."59
The rt:'sponse of blaek leaders to
the mayor's handling of the sanitation workers' strike suggests that
blaek leaders may be predisposed to
support a black government on issues
and under circumstances in which it
would not support white-dominated
governments. Such a posture could
have tilr-reaching consequences hecause, to the extent that city governments, regardless of the race of the
mayor, are likely to support certain
c1;lss interests, black working class
elements, such as city sanitation
workers, will find it difficult to
marshall sufficient community support. III the past only support of
this kind has protected such workers
from unfair labor practices.
CONCLUSION

After his first term, Mayor Jacklisted his two major accomplishments as emling police brutality and
making city jobs aile! contracts accessible to all Atlantans, especially
minorities. Although no statistics on
police misconduct are availahle,
Illost ohservers concede that police
brutality is no longer an issue in
the city. The percentage of blacks
on the police foree increased from
approximately 21 percent, when the
SOIl

59. Hcvcrcnd Martin Luther King. Sr..
quoted inA/IIlII/1l COlI.~/itll/i(JlI. 5 April IH77.
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hlal'k COllllllissiollcr took over in
JBT!, tn aPPnlXilllately 35 percent in
I ~)7(),till As of August HJ77 blacks
('ollstitutcd .5] perccllt of the city's
7, ]·lO person work fiH'(.:e,''' as opposed
to ..j 1.5 perce Ilt of work forl:e of
B,lOU ill lU72.
As Illentioned earlier, under the
Ja<.:ksoll administration a <.:ontract
cOIllpliance offke was ('stablished,
alld for the first tillle all cOlltracts
clltered illto hy the city alld purchases IIlade were reviewed for
lllillOrity participatioll, Predse figIIres o/" tIlt' dollar value o/" minority
participation in eity <,:olltracts were
IIl1ilvailaille, TIle mayor's office reported Illinority participation in all
city cOlltract work rose from 2 perCl'llt ill ID74 to 1:3 percent in 1976.
'('Itt'SI' are significant H<.:COllIplish1l11'lIts, to he SlIre, and they were
Illadl' ill the bce of (:ollsiderable
oPl'ositioll, Yet they do Ilot represellt a rcordering of the city's priorities, hut ollly a Illore equitahle
share fiB' the black community within
existing priorities. To the extent that
tlw inequitable position of blacks
ill Atlanta alld other dties are at
least partially a functioll of existing prioritit·s, these conditions <.:anlIot he redressed through politi<.:s
as the gallle is currelltly played.
Titus tlte key to effedive COJllllllillity ellipowenllellt is the presClIlT o/" it well-organized and highly
disciplined COllllllllllity organization
which not oilly works to help elect
candidates sYlllpathetic to its interI'Sts, bllt also develops a plall for

(iO, Tht' HJ77 figures an- hawd IIpOIl dala
ill Cit!!
\ tlalltil .\/jll"rit!! j'artid/JIl/ioli
Ji 1'/'" rt • J-' 'J7Ii.
iiI, Figtll", ,.'olilpult'(1 1'1'0111 offil'e draft of
Eqllal Elilplo)'III<'1I1 Oppo!'tlillity (H ()ctoh""
IU77) St.,li,tilal Hq)()J't alld"'pplied hy At1.11I1a\ E'lll,d Opp()rtlillily Ullin'. Dl'l'eillhe!',
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adion, or an agenda, and works
with its candidates, other officeholders, and other political actors
to <.:onvert agenda items into policy.
Thus a community which has
achieved empowerment would be
olle which exhibits sufficient ideological clarity and organizational
discipline and efficiency to develop a consensus on the fundamental issues facing the community
ami to mobilize its resources to persuade appropriate decision-makers
to support the community's position,
The presence of such ideological
clarity and a disciplined organization are especially important for a
subordinate people who do not possess sufficient economic muscle to
exploit the vulnerabilities of their
adversaries. But by the same token,
the absence of such economic
muscle makes it extremely difficult
for a community to develop ideological clarity and organizational discipline. In the first place, members
of an oppressed minority are likely
to be impressed with the economic
success of the dominant majority
awl adopt its ideology, and, in turn,
its policy preferences and priorities,
assuming that if they brought empowerment and success to the white
elite they would do the same for
the blaek community. The minority
community fails to comprehend that
the prevailing ideology and the
policy preferences and priorities
flowing therefi-om are all essential
and Illutually reinfi.>reing parts of
the existing order.
Likewise, the absence of eeonOlllic muscle mitigates against the
development of disciplined political
organizations. The' economic elite
of the black community is comprised
lllaillly of individuals and groups
which owe their prominence, for
the most part, to those forces and
institutions which they are stmggling
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to overcome. Thus, a preponderant
majority of the leadership of the
lllinority community is almost always integrated into the existing
political order in such a fashion
that it is reluctant to contemplate
establishing independent, disciplined political organizations designed to maxilllize political power.
Illstead the Illinority leadership is
almost always basldid abollt power.
It will go to great lengths to ensure
the adversary that it does not wish to
lake over, that it does not wish to
take power, that it ollly Wallts to
participate in the decisiolllnaking
process. Instead of making,maximum
efforts to LIt-; mize their own communities, 1,1 develop eomlllunitybased priorities or agell(hts, and to
attempt to develop alli,uwes and
(;oalitions around their own independently determined policy
choices, black leaders' establish
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loosely organized and poorly disciplined <.:oordinating cOllncils wlli<.:h
seek to establish ad hoc alliances in
response to policy initiatives o/" the
adversary community. The prilllary
concern is with securing equal opportunity within the priorities.
The eleded black politi<.:alleadership which elllerges fro II I these circumstallces will be one which, even
though propelled into office hy hlack
votes, has 110 organizationally based
support. There are no regular structures lor political debate and deliberations betweeu black officials
and black rank allli file. Political
discussion of consequence continues
to be monopolized hy th~ white
eOlnmercial and IHlsiuess elite alld
the elected o/'ficinls. Ullder these circumstances, the political empowermeut of the black cOllllllllnity remai llS a goal to he attai lied rather
than an al ready realized III il estolle.
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However, these standards-such as nonpartisanship, sound administration, efficiency, and experience-often seem to serve as surrogates for
more venal attitudes and thus assume the currency of code words. These
seem to function for many as a way of expressing concern in a publicly
acceptable way, masking more basic fears.
7. As transition progresses, displaced elites may discover a new
threat or problem, the contemplation of which may divert their attention
from the dilemmas of displacement. The Yankee concern over the "new"
immigration illustrates the dynamics of this diversion: Such transfers of
concern may not only provide some measure of psychological relief but
may also serve on occasion to unite the displaced group and the new
victors in a common cause. The diversion of attention to a new problem
may also constitute a tacit way of signalling acceptance of the new political situation.
S. Elites among the displaced group are neither likely to abandon
the city in wholesale numbers nor to withdraw entirely their resources
from the city and the new governors. In Boston Irish politicians sought
sllccessfully to use Yankee resources. Many among the Yankee elite
remained in the city as transition progressed: some to cooperate with the
new governors, others to fight them. Many stayed to foster business
enterprises and the business climate of the city, or to maintain the cultural and philanthropic institutions of the city.

SUMMARY
In Boston the process of ethnoracial political transition resulted in
the full transfer of political power from the hands of one ethnic group,
favored by virtue of class status and heritage, to another, situated initially at the bottom of the white status hierarchy. There is no evidence to
suggest that the Irish were the pawns, 'unwitting or otherwise, of Brahmin
wirepullers. Society was transformed in a way that could not perhaps
have been predicted from the nature of Irish- Yankee relations prior to
1880. A combination of commitment to democratic norms and a pragmatic electoral calculus formed the groove along which Yankee adjustment proceeded. The question that remains is whether the character of
transition in Boston was a product of New England genius or whether it
illustrates a more general trait of adaptability in the American political
system.

_ 3 _ _ _ _ __
Transition to Black Rule
in Modern Detroit and Atlanta

Certain of the contrasts between Detroit and Atlanta could not be
sharper. Detroit is a great sprawling manufacturing center, self-styled
"capital" of the industrial crescent that hugs the southwestern shores
of the eastern Great Lakes. The fifth largest city in the nation, with 1.3
million people, Detroit is the home of ethnic groups from places as
exotic as the ancient Chaldean region of Iraq and as familiar to the
American experience as Poland and Italy. It is a blue-collar union city of
tough sensibilities, kin to Chicago and Cleveland, which flank it on
either side. It is, of course, a northern city, cold in the winter, gray and
gritty in its general aspect.
Atlanta, too, is a capital, not just of the state of Georgia but of the
southeast. Less than one-half million in population, it is a city nourished
by dreams of its own gentility and energy. The name Peachtree, the
city's major thoroughfare, evokes all those peculiarly Southern associations of plantations, society, and warmth, which, if stereotypical, are
not wholly irrelevant to modern Atlanta and its sense of itself. It is a
young city in contrast to Detroit, having emerged only in the post-Civil
War period as a regional depot. It is an economically healthy city, whereas
Detroit lives on the edge of financial collapse. Atlanta's residents are
55
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white and black, but not ethnic. There is no union movement to speak
of, for the city's lifeblood is in distribution, warehousing, and whitecollar office occupations, rather than industry; besides, it is a southern
city, traditionally hostile to organized labor.
However, there are important similarities between the two cities, as
well. For instance, both have spectacular new downtowns developed in
the 1960s and 1970s: Indeed, the flamboyant centerpieces of both places
were designed by the same architect, John Portman. Both cities have
long traditions of reform in politics, and in the early 1970s undertook
charter revisions that strengthened the powers of their mayors at the
expense of the city councils. It is no small irony that the first beneficiaries of these changes, developed largely by white reform commissions,
were two black mayors. In fact, the most striking similarity is perhaps
that both cities now have black majorities and black mayors.
Detroit and Atlanta also share a history of racial tension. In both
places the problem of race relations has run like a thick rope through the
finer weave uf politics: In many ways race has been and still is the
uverriding issue in local polities and government. This chapter explores
the problem of race in the modern politics of the two cities for the
purpose of contrasting the extraordinary tensions of the quarter century
after ]9-15 with what we shall later see to be the comparatively easy
adjustment whites in both places have made to black rule in the mid19705.

THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF RACIAL TENSION
Detroit and Atlanta have both been boomtowns in their time. In the
first half of this century Detroit's auto plants were perhaps the most
compelling industrial magnet in the nation, quadrupling the city's population between 19IO and 1950 (see Table 3.1). In the 1970s motor vehicle
manufacture still accounted for more than one-quarter of a million jobs
, of the nearly 1.6 million total employed in the Detroit metropolitan area,
by far the single largest source of work. The General Motors Corporation and the Chrysler Corporation both currently maintain several major
plants within the city; Ford facilities, absent now from the city itself, are
scattered throughout the metropolitan area. Names of the fathers of the
automobile industry adorn many of Detroit's streets and expressways.
There is still no better vivid symbol of the city than the massive Diego
Rivera murals at the Detroit Art Institute depicting the human toll and
promise of the auto assembly lines.
The first great growth spurt in population occurred in the years
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TABLE 3.1
Black Population Growth in Atlanta and Detroit
Atlanta

Year

Total
Total
population
black
(in thousands)

Detroit

----------PercentJge
black
.

i

1,

,
i

t

1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1975 (est.)

154
200
270
302
331
487
496
470

51
62
90
104
121
186
255
265

__

Total
,Total
black
population
(in thllusands)

._----------

33
31
33
35
37
38
51
56

465
993
1,568
1,623
1,849
1,670
1,511
1,385

5
40
120
149
303
487
660
770

Percentage
black
1
4
7
9
16
29
44
56

5011'<'(: U5_ Bureau of the Census_

around World War I, a product in part of a public relations gambit by the
Ford Motor Company. In an effort to expand and upgrade its workforce
and to reduce turnover, the company announced in 1914 the advent of
the 8-hour, $5 day, abolishing in the process the wage differential between skilled and unskilled workers. This unprecedented wage-" profitsharing," Ford called it-drew thousands of people to the city (Conot,
1974, p. 164). By the end of World War I the population had more than
doubled that of 1910.
Drawing principally on the European immigrant labor pool until the
1920s and then, increasingly, on the swelling black migration from the
South, the city reached a high point in its growth by the census of 1950.
The expansion of Detroit's black population had been steady but slow
prior to 1940. However, with the increase of skilled employment opportunities for blacks brought about by the labor requirements of war
mobilization (Weaver, 1946, p. 78), the city's black population doubled
between 1940 and 1950. Then, set at;ainst a marked increase in postwar
white sUbuf l1 3nization, the black proportion in the city grew from 16%
in 1950 to a cie.!r majority in 1973.
As Detroit began to lose population in the 1950s, Atlanta began to
surge. Atlanta had by this time achieved modest prominence in a successful competition for region:al dominance. Founded as a railroad center, the town had long fulfilled a depot function. The establishment of
air routes in the late 1930s and the relocation ,in 1941 of the fledgling
Delta Airlines from Monroe, Louisiana, to Atlanta made the city a central air transfer point for the entire Southeast. Today its residents boast
that Hartsfield International Airport is the second busiest in the nation.
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The city's key role in the regional transportation network made it a
major distribution and service center, enabling it to eclipse its nearby
rivals, Birmingham, Nashville, and Tampa. In 1972, 28% of the city's
workforce was engaged in wholesale and retail activities, a greater proportion in these occupations than in any of the top 20 employment
centers in the nation (Hartshorn ct a/., 1976, pp. 1, 5).
Atlanta has experienced two periods of significant growth in this
century. One was associated with the first "Forward Atlanta" program
of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce. Launched in 1925, this million
dollar promotional scheme to enlarge the city's industrial base was a
model of successful boosterism. Industries attracted to the city added
nearly $30 million in annual wages to the total city income between 1926
and 1929 (Allen, Jr., 1971, p. 149). Population grew in the 1920s by 35%.
The second major growth period occurred during the two decades after
11)50. A successful annexation in 1952 added approximately 100,000 people to the city, but Atlanta's natural growth can be laid mainly to the
pfllduction of jobs in the 1960s. Partly as result of a second "Forward
Atlanta" campaign, 1 the Atlanta metropolitan area enjoyed an annual
averdge increase of 23,000 jobs between 1960 and 1972. In that decade
the skyline of the city was transformed, as corporations built regional
and even national headquarters there. The city's population reached a
peak of jll">, under one-half million around 1970.
Black ,)(}pulation growth, as a proportion of the total, scarcely changed
ii1 the 50 years between 1910 and 1960. It is true that the annexation of
1952 stemmed a more rapid increase, but the decennial percentages are
nevertheless ren}arkably stable. The significant change came during the
I%Os, at the end of which blacks had achieved a bare majority. The
growth rate of the black population of both cities in the 1960s (36% in
Detroit and 31 % in Atlanta) is consistent with the average of 35% among
central citit>s in the 66 largest metropolitan areas of the nation ("Where
B1,ll'ks Are Moving," 11)71, p. 24).
Rapid growth of a minority population after a long period of slow
growth, combined with the relatively sudden achievement of majority
status, may be expected to induce certain social strains. Indeed, both
cities suffered civil disorders in the 1960s, although Atlanta's minor
troubles in 1%6 (and one incident in 1970) pale in comparison with the
Detruit uphedval of 1%7. But there were other demographic factors
besides the rapid growth of the black population during a generally
tense decade that contributed to a wide sense of racial unease in the two
'This $1.6 millioll prollllllilHhll effort was suggesled by IV.Jn Allen, Jr., in 1961 when
hl' IV.IS pre·sidelll ui Ihe AtI,lnl,1 Ch,lIllber of Cllmmerce. Ill' rodc the program to the
Ill.lYlll.llt)' illlil.!t ),,-,.Ir,
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cities-for example, the extremely high level of residential segregation
in both places.
According to an analysis by Taeuber and his associates of census
tracts in 109 American cities, residential segregation in Atlanta has actually increased since 1940 (SS<1rensen et al., 11)75), due in part to urban
renewal policies pursued during the 1960s that destroyed much lowincome housing and reconcentrated the displaced population (Stone,
1976, p. 117). In 1970 Atfanta ranked nineteenth among the 109 cities
examined by Taeuber, with a segregation index of 91.9. 2 The mean for all
these cities in 1970 was 81.6. In Detroit residential segregation has declined slightly in each decade since 1940, lodging just above the mean in
1970 at 82.1. ExpanSion of black residential areas was carefully controlled
in both cities through the use of urban renewal condemnations and
freeway construction.
Neither Detroit nor Atlanta has been unique in their levels of segregation. Nevertheless, the fact that neither city stands out in the degree
to which its respective black populations live in all-black neighborhoods
scarcely mitigates the effects of residential segregation. Residential segregation is pernicious, but not simply for the h ul11i1ia tion a ghettoized
people must bear. As David Harvey (1973) has pointed out, the spatial
ecology of the city affords various population groups differential access
to employment opportunities and public goods (for example, transportation, public health care, and recreation facilities), and it imposes widely varying externality costs (pollution effects, for example).
Other population characteristics familiar even to the most casual
observers of American cities also suggest a basis for racial tension. In
both cities, for example, as in the nation at large, black unemployment
rates were generally double those of whites throughout the 1960s. The
gap between per capita median black and white incomes in Atlanta in
1969 was exceeded by only 1 of the 25 largest cities in the nation, and in
only 5 of those cities was black income actually lower. Although black
income in Detroit was higher than in all the other cities in the top 25,
except New York and Chicago, white income was relatively even higher.
The black-white income ratio in Detroit was the elevel1th largest within
this group of citi!~s.
What is particularly important about these unemployment and income data is that both cities are popularly thought to be meccas of
opportunity for blacks (Range, 1974). Interview respondents in both
cities stressed the undeniable size and prosperity of the local black micl2The segregation index may be read .IS a percenl,lge of one r.Jcial group Ih.!t would
have to change residence to blocks occupied by members of the other ("ILl' in urder for the
city tu exhibit an unsegregaled or prtlpurtilln.Jte residential dbtributiun.
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die class. Furthermore, both cities ranked high in 1970 in a "quality of
life" study on an aggregate measure of economic health, central to which
were measures of employment opportunities and economic achievement
(Liu, 1976). The Atlanta Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)
was classified in the Liu study in the "outstanding" category on the
economic component scale, and the Detroit area was among those termed
"excellent" (p. 95).
Clearly, however, there were in the 1960s (and still assuredly are)
substantial levels of poverty and deprivation among blacks in the two
cities. A highly suggestive finding that not only corroborates the continued existence of a deprived population but also offers a glimpse of the
character of the social strains that might be generated as a result emerges
from the same quality of life study. Despite their high aggregate levels of
economic health-measured not only by income and wealth but by consumption patterns, employment, economic diversification, and productivity-both cities ranked low on a measure called the "social component." This is a summary factor measuring, among other things, "the
level and potentiality of the development and flourishing of individual
independence and dignity [and] the differences between the actual and
desired levels of equality or justice in seeking employment and housing,
in commanding goods and services, etc. as a result of race, sex, and
spatial discrimination [Uu, 1976, pp. 128-129]." It is, in short, a measure of relative deprivation. Whereas the Atlanta metropolitan area ranked
seventh out of 65 SMSAs on the economic measure, it ranked only 44th
on the social component. The Detroit area, ranked 28th on the economic
measure, was next to last among the 65 SMSAs on the social measure (p.
130). To the extent that poverty and deprivation have been at the root of
black political militancy, it would certainly have been reasonable to expect that whites in the two cities would have anticipated and sought to
deal with black rule with deep misgivings, profound wariness, reticence,
and, above all, great defensiveness.
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that was made up, additionally, of the UAW, the CIO, and white liberals. The record of this voting bloc was a discouraging one, however:
Between the end of the war and the election of Coleman Young in 1973,
blacks were on the winning side with only one mayor, Jerome Cavanagh
(see Table 3.2). Even at other levels of local government blacks were
slow to realize gains. At-large aldermanic elections, for example, prevented the city's black minority from breaching city council chambers
until the victory in 1957 of William Patrick, who served until 1965 as the
lone black councilman on a nine-person council in a city one-third black.
In the 1965 elections Patrick declined to run but WilS replaced by another
black, Nicholas Hood, who served alone until a special election in 1968
brought a second black to the council. In 1969 these two men were
joined b, a third black, Ernest Browne, in a city now nearly half black.
Although Cavanagh had appointed Arthur Pelham, a distinguished black
economist, to head the city controll.:!r's office in 1961 (the first black to
occupy a major policymaking position in Detroit government), at the
time the 1967 riot occurred, the only major black official on the local
scene was an aide to the mayor(Report of tIlL' NACCD, 1968, p. 185).
A brief survey of Detroit mayoral politics prior to Coleman Young's
election in 1973 suggests not only the pervasiveness of racial issues but
the persistent failure of black influence. Detroit's majority white coalition yielded only infrequently, and then most reluctantly, to black demands for more adequate representation. After the only major success
for black voters-namely the mayoralty of Jerome Cavanagh-white voters returned city hall to a candidate thought to represent their racial
interests more faithfully.
The city was governed through most of the 1950s by Albert Cobo, an
avowed Republican conservative. His initial Victory in 1949 was achieved
at the expense of a liberal Democrat named George Edwards. Conot
(1974, p. 403), among others, has interpreted that contest as a racial
confrontation. Edwards took a position in fdvor of open hOllsing and
TABLE 3.2

RACE AND POLITICS IN DETROIT AND ATLANTA
Racial antagonism was a fixture of daily political life in Detroit and Atlanl:! :11 the years immediately preceding the achievement of black rule. In
both cities the black community had traditionally occupied places in large
local voting coalitions that crossed racial lines, but here the similarity
ended between the respective political roles of the two black populations.
After World War 11 Detroit blacks increasingly figured as part of
a frequently shaky, often nominal, coalition in local mayoral contests

Postwar DetrOit and Atlanta Mayors
Detroit

,

!,

i

1
f
~

Edward Jeffries
Eugene Van Antwerp
Albert Cobo
Louis Miriani
Jerome Cavanagh
Roman Cribbs
Coleman Young

Atlanta

1939-1947
1947-1949
1949-1957
1957-1961
1961-1969
1969-1973
1973-

William Hartsfield
Roy LeCraw
William Hartsfield
Ivan Allen, Jr.
Sam Massell
Maynard Jackson

1936-1940
1940-1942
1942-1961
1961-1969
1969-1973
1973-
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incre,I';. J public housing, Cobo played openly on the fears of white
ethniL IllHneowners, who broke with the liberal UAW leadership to
defeat Edwards, Once in office Cobo's first act was to halt existing plans
for expanded public housing, His mayoralty is associated with a series of
policies in housing and freeway construction designed literally to contain
the city's growing black population,
.
On his death in 1957 Cobo was succeeded by Louis Miriani, Detroit's
"Little Flower." Miriani served 2 months as acting mayor before he was
elected to his own 4-year term with broad backing from labor, business,
and the newspapers. Miriani's mayoralty was marked by an increase in
police harassment of blacks, part of the mayor's war on "Negro crime."
When he was challenged in 1961 by political newcomer Jerry Cavanagh,
a 33-year-old liberal in the Kennedy mold, Miriani fought back by charging that Cavanagh was a mere candidate of the Negroes. With the UAW,
the Chamber of Commerce, auto companies, and the press behind him,
l'vIiriani did not expect to lose. Nevertheless, a heavy black turnout, 85%
of which went for Cavanagh, and the support of white liberals enabled
the young challenger to win. His victory marked the first time black
voters were on the winning side in Detroit local politics in the postwar
period. One of Cavanagh's first acts was to appoint George Edwards,
the man who had lost to Albert Cobo in 1949, to the post of police

}

...?,'

commissioner.
Cavanagh's two terms in office offer a study in contradictions. From
the beginning the mayor was convinced that the future of the city lay in
the social programs of Washington's New Frontier and Great Society
agendas. Particularly during Lyndon johnson's presidency, Cavanagh
became d national prototype of the new mayor who would lead his city
e
out of the wilderness to regeneration in the land of cooperative federal
ism. Cavanagh was the only elected official chosen by the President to
serve on the Task Force on Urban and Metropolitan Development. In
1966 the mayor simultaneously held the presidencies of the U.S. Conference of Mayurs and the National League of Cities. Federal antipoverty
j money came pouring into the city, urban renewal was changing the face
of a large residential area adjacent to the downtown, and private office
construction boomed in the central business district for the first time in
25 years. Cavanagh won reelection in 1965 without serious opposition.
Nevertheless, the quality of black life in the city remained poor,
.J seemingly impervious to the activity of the young mayor. Ghetto unrest
increased in this period, culminating in the 5-day riot of August 1967.
rorty-three people were killed, most of them at the hands of the police
dnd N,ltion,t1 GUilfd. Damage ran tll between $30 and $50 million. A
number of major corporations seriously considered leaving the city in
the aftermath.
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The Great Society programs, which President Johnson had introduced to the nation in 1964 in a speech at the University of Michigan just
40 miles from Detroit, seemed strangely unresponsive to black needs. In
Detroit, the Kerner Commission concluded, the new programs simply
produced "a deepsea ted hostility toward the institutions of government
[Report of tile NAACD, 1968, p. 286]." Police behavior toward ghetto
blacks remained an issue that aroused the deepest resentments all through
the 1960s. A National Urban League study conducted among Detroit
blacks in 1967 found that 82 % believed that the police used unnecessary
force in their dealings with blacks (p. 302).3 After the 1967 riot the city
was painfully slow to rebuild its devastated ghetto neighborhoods. Much
of the area destroyed in the riot was still barren in 1977, although work
by a black real estate developer was beginning on a new apartment
complex near the heart of the riot area.
In the workplace as well as on the streets there was evidence of
mounting racial tension and bitterness: In the late 1960s the emergence
of several black "revolutionary union movements" in the auto plants
signalled a growing gap between a large number of young black workers
and the established UAW leadership (Georgakas and Surkin, 1975). But
next to the riot, the most dramatic evidence of the quality of black life in
the city was the surging murder rate. During Cavanagh's first term the
number of murders-most of them perpetrated by blacks against other
blacks-averaged about 130 per year. After 1965, however, the numbers
increased to 214 in 1966, 281 in 1967, 389 in 1968, and 439 in 1969,
Cavanagh's last year in office (Aberbach and Walker, 1973, p. 2.1). The
crime situation provided fertile ground for racial demagoguery. From
1965 on Cavanagh came under attack from Councilwoman Mary Beck for
his "failure" to control black crime. Beck parlayed the "law and order"
issue into a mayoral candidacy in 1969, but she failed to make the runoff.
Cavanagh's mayoralty, full of promise at the beginning of the decade,
ended dismally. It was summarized aptly by a city councilman (1-137)
in 1976: "Cavanagh was a man of the 19605, a rallying guy, a man for
causes. But he wasn't very good at keeping house."
t/
By the middle years of the 1960s black voters in Detroit had managed to make several successful, although extremely tentative, challenges
to the white monopoly in local government. Yet despite the acquisition
of seats on the city council and school board, black people seemed in
certain essential ways almost as firmly locked into their traditional political roJ.' "i they had ever been in the postwar period, Basic political
subordin,ltion and marginality in relation to the whites who controlled
lJocl Aberbach and Jack Walker (1973, p. 53), however, report somewh'lt luwer figures
in their 1969-1971 study of Detroit.
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city government were still the rule. Among whites-and even among
many blacks-the prevailing structure of power was taken to be the
framework in which solutions to the "racial problem" would be worked
out in the future. To the degree that local action could have any effect on
the black condition, what was done, it was assumed in most quarters,
would have to be a consequence of progressive white initiatives or white
responses to black supplications. The alternatives of genuine black power
or black rule and their possible implications, if considered at all, resided
in the vague future. Toward the end of the decade, the races in Detroit
regarded one another with open fear and distrust. In this context it
wlluld have seemed groundless to predict that imminent transition to
black majority rule in that city would be met with white elite acquiesCt~nce.

J

By 1%9 Detroit blacks were ready to challenge the white monopoly
over city hall with the candidacy of Wayne County auditor Richard
Aust'll His opponent in the runoff was Roman Gribbs, a Polish-American
and s\,eriff of Wayne County. A Detroit Free Press survey of voters conduded that "race and race-related topics-mainly the schools and the
pulice-form the overriding issue in the campaign [Widick, 1972, p.
2ll7J." The two men nevertheless conducted a restrained campaign. "I
would rather have lost than heighten racial tensions," Gribbs later observed in his interview. "Anyway, if you'd won and you'd alienated
45'Yo of the city, how could you govern?" The UAW endorsed Austin,
but the black candidate was unable to make sufficient inroads in the
white vote. White rank-and-file union members broke once again with
their liberal leaders to help defeat Austin by slightly more than 7000
vules llutuf one-half million cast.
Cribbs has pictured himself as a "transitional" mayor, helping to
prepare the city for black rule. His pattern of appointments certainly
rl'ikckd a sensitivity to growing black power in the city: ApproXimately
.,\0% of Cribbs's department heads as well as his deputy mayor were
black. "In my first year I made more black appointments than Cavanagh
h.\d in his eight years," Cribbs claimed in the interview mentioned
earlier. Yet Cribbs also presided over the formation in 1971 of the police department's lactical STRESS unit (Stop the Robberies, Enjoy Safe Streets),
which became known as a killer squad in Detroit's ghettos.
As the decade of the 1960s closed and the 1970s began, the mood of
Detroit blacks was bitler. Greenberg's 1969 study (1974, p. 59) of black
opininn in the East Side ghetto area revealed that 71 % of his sample
exhibited d "high" receptivity to violence: One-fifth actually expressed a
willingness to take part in another riot, and two-thirds believed that the
1%7 riut h,ld been helpful to blacks. A survey done in 1971 found that
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54 % of black. Detroiters still believed that blacks had gained from the riot
(Aberbach and Walker, 1973, pp. 59-60). Widick (1972, p. 207) observes
that, not surprisingly, many whites were jubilant in 1969 that blacks
were turned back in their attempts to "take over." The prognosis for race
relations in those years was hardly bright. Aberbach and Walker concluded their study of the city by noting "the evident distrust and hostility existing between the races" as the two groups struggled "to develop a
satisfactory basis for social and political interaction," and that an "end to
racial contlict or tension there is unlikely in the near future [pp. 61-62,
216-217]."
If the role of Detroit blacks was to play the frustrated partner in a
losing coalition, that of Atlanta blacks was to serve as a silent voting bloc
in the city's ruling coalition. Allied with white business interests and the
press, this coalition stood throughout the postwar years in successful
opposition to lower-class whites. Once blacks were allowed to vote in
the mid-1940s, they did so through the following decade with "greater
unity of purpose and in larger percentages than either lower or upper
income whites [Greenberg, 1974, pp. 60-61/." White political figures-at
least those in power-were fond of saying in those days that Atlanta
government rested on a thft.;e-Iegged stool: business, the press, and
black votes.
The architect of this coalition-and the man who coined the slogan
that Atlanta was "too busy to hate"-was Mayor William Hartsfield,
first elected in 1936. When blacks became a modest political force in the
1940s, Hartsfield recognized the utility of the black vote, particularly as a
means of safeguarding the ability of the business community to pursue
its "progressive" policies-that is, economic development-and to maintain overall control of the city. Hartsfield thus established a working
relationship with a respected leader in the black community, attorney A.
T. Walden, founder in ·'949 of the black Atlanta Voters League. What
black Atlantans accomplished by their support of Hartsfield was to maintain in office what was (for the South) a rdcial moderate. The mayor was
never seriously challenged in his nei\rly quarter century in city hall,
although in 1957 he had to face Lester Maddox, the restaurateur and
arch-segregationist, making his first run for political office. 4
Aside from assurances that the city's influential whites would not
countenance a blatant racist in the mayor's seat, Atlanta blacks got little
else for their participation in the winning coalition. Not until 1965 did
41lartsfidd did lose the mayoralty briefly (by only 83 votes) to Roy LeCraw in a contest
that had nothing to do with racial issues. LeCraw served only 15 months in city hall before
being called up to active military dUly. Harlsfidd returned to office in a special eJection in
1942.
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bldcks eJect their first alderman to the city council. And in all the years of
Hartsfield's tenure, the norm that governed appointments to boards and
commissions was to maximize "respectability" rather than "representativeness," a rule that effectively barred blacks from such bodies (Stone,
1976, pp. 29-30).
The power of the Atlanta Voters League began to crumble slightly
in the early 1960s as the sit-in movement split the black community on
the issue of tactics (Greenberg, 1974, pp. 61--62). Ivan Allen, Jr., president of the Atlanta Chamber of Conimerce and key mediator between
black protestors and downtown merchants in the sit-in disputes, emerged
as Hartsfield's successor in 1961. Allen continued the Atlanta tradition
of racial moderation, a stance dictated in part by his reliance on black
votes. His opponent in 1961 was Lester Maddox, and the issue in the
cdmpaign was race. Allen had wanted to base his run for city hall on his
economic development program, but Maddox's challenge changed the
nature of the debate: "I could promise all I wanted to about Atlanta's
bright, booming economic future, but none of it would come about if
Atlant.:! failed to cope with the racial issue . . . . Undoubtedly, [Maddox]
would scream 'nigger-nigger-nigger' throughout the campaign [1971, p.
53 J." Allen attacked Maddox, claiming that the restaurant owner would
"bring another Little Rock to Atlanta." The strategy worked: Maddox
lost b.ldly, taking only 35% of the vote. Allen won all but 237 votes of
the nearly 22,000 cast in the black precincts (p. 60).
In 1965 Allen won reelection without a runoff. Blacks supported
him overwhelmingly again, in part in recognition of his testimony in
[.lVor of the 1l)6-! Civil Rights Act. To remind black voters of his role in
the hearings, Allen carried his transcribed remarks before the congressilln.ll committee with him in a leather-bound volume whenever he
L\Hllp.ligned hefore black audiences.
Although one black was elected to the city council in 1965 (1 of 18
councilmen), black participation in Atlanta government through the 1960s
was largdy :".' proxy. The extent to which blacks were essentially powerless in this periud is amply illustrated by Clarence Stone's study (1976)
tlf urban renewal in Atlanta in the Hartsfield-Allen years. The book
denlllnstr,ltes how litlle of importance blacks actually got for their participdlion in the "progressive" coalition that ruled the city. In his first years
111 city h,ll1 Allen showed little interest in Atlanta's extensive low-income neighborhoods, although in 1965 an estimated 160,000 city resi,lents lived in substandard housing (p. 117). Allen's development policies,
however, focll·;ed on the central business district. After minor civil disturbdnces inIY/16, in which the absence of neighborhood renewal plans
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was an issue, Allen did appear to embrace plans to refurbish the city's
ghetto areas. This interest was neither fruitful nor sustained, however:
"During his final years in office, Allen made it clear that he regarded
economic prosperity as a more fundamental community need than relieving poverty or improving neighborhoods [po 130 ]."
The election of 1969 marked the end of the reign of the Chamberdominated .::u.dition. When Allen (1971, p. 220) decided not to run again,
he had quit:ll)' passed word of his decision to the city's white "top
leaders" so they could begin a search for his successor. The eventual
choice of the white business community was Rodney Cook, a conservative Republican insurance executive with a record of state and local
public service. 'Vhen black leaders were told of the choice, they refused
to support Cook, and the coalition of the previous decades dissolved.
Although a black educator named Horace Tate made a tentative run
for the mayoralty, Cook's most serious challenger was the city's vice
mayor, Sam Massell. The vice mayor, a Jew, was regarded by the Chamber group as a political outsider and a maverick. Massell established
himself as a friend of the black community from the beginning, promising among other things, to increase black representation in city government. He won solid black support. In the runoff Massell took 55 1Xl of the
total vote, but only one-quarter of the white electorate supported him.
In the same election, four blacks were elected to the city council, and a
young man named Maynard Jackson was elected to succeed Massell as
vice mayor.

THE BLACK MAYOR ELECTIONS
In 1973 neither Maynard Jackson nor Coleman Young was the first
choice of the forces of opposition in their respective cities. In Atlanta
Jackson was regarded by the established black elites as a man who had
not waited his turn. Many of the men in the black community who
would be expected to finance a black mayoral campaign preferred black
State Senator Leroy Johnson (Range, 1974). In Detroit the Wayne County UAW believed that a white sociology professor named Mel Ravitz,
then finishing a term as president of the city council, was the strongest
candidate the labor-liberal-black coalition could field (1-19, 119).
It came as a general surprise, then, when both Jackson and Young
demonstrated great strength in the mayoral primaries. Jackson led the
field in Allanta with 46% of the vote; Massell, the incumbent mayor,
polled only 20%; and Senator Johnson managed less than 4%. In Detroit
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Young ran second to Police Commissioner John Nichols, winning 22%
of the total vote. Racial polarization was evident in the voting patterns
from the outset in Detroit, as Nichols won only 3% of the vote in black
precincts and Young won less than 2% in white precincts (DN, 12 Sept.
1973).
The Glll1paign in Detroit focused on the issue of crime and police
behavior, but the two candidates studiously avoided exploiting the racial issue, which everyone nevertheless recognized was the defining
feature of the contest. Nichols, however, did clearly stake out the lowermiddle-class white neighborhoods in the northern part of the city as his
home territory, and he won the fervent endorsements of the organized
city employees, particularly those in the uniformed services. Nichols
received only modest support from big business. Young pushed Nichols
hard for supporting the STRESS unit and promised to abolish it if elected.
The STRESS debate in particular emerged as the means by which the
racial conflict in progress could be fought out without engaging in open
racial demagoguery. If this strategem fooled no one as to the real nature
of the competition, it nevertheless preserved the appearance of a contest
fought on j"sues rather than on the basis of the color of the competitors.
Rdcial lines in the voting in the runoff election, however, were
apparently even more sharply drawn than they had been in 1969: Young
wnn fewer white votes than Austin had. But he took over 90% of the
large black vote, enough to provide him a narrow victory margin of
14,000 vutes out of a half million cast. Four blacks were elected to the
nine-persull council (DN, 7 Nov. 1973).
If both cdnLiid,1tes in Detroit sought to avoid the appearance of a
racial cunfrontation, no such inhibitions were at work in Atlanta in 1973.
As MaynMd Jackslll1'S campaign developed momentum, Massell became
desperate. Abandoning his reputation for racial liberalism to the winds,
he repeatedly charged that jackson's appeals to the black electorate made
him a "racist." Massell told white audiences that he could think of
nothing Jackson had done for the white community in his 4 years as vice
mayor (AC, Hl Oct. 1973). Later in the campaign Massell adopted the
slogan" Atlanta's Too Young to Die," and he began to predict "chaos" if
blacks took both the mayoralty and the city council presidency (14 Oct.
1973). The mayor's bald strategy offended the press as well as many
prominent figures in the white business community. "Massell's disappointing last couple of weeks in his 1973 campaign," a civic organization
president commented (1-227), "put Maynard Jackson into office just like
thal." and the Atlantll Constitution (12 Oct. 1973), in a comment reminiscent in intent of TIlL' Bostol/ Trill/script's remonstrance of those who would
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exploit ethnic hatreds openly, noted: "Mayor Sam Massell acts as if he
were running for mayor of a South African city which practices apartheid rather than mayor of a fully integrated American city,"
In the runoff Jackson received 59% of the vote. Nine black councilmen were elected, thus comprising exactly half that legislative body.
After the inauguration, Massell returned to his real estate business and
withdrew from public life.
In October 1977, Jackson won a second term in office, increasing his'
share of the vote to 63% against a field of colorless opponents. The two
closest competitors, a white businessman from the north side of town
who had run far behind in 1973 and a white Fulton County commissioner, combined to take only one-third of the total vote. At least one widely
known influential white man, former governor Carl Sanders, had flirted
with the idea of challenging Jackson but decided not to do so. Black rule
seemed firmly established in the city. On the day after the election a
reporter for the Alltlllia CUI/sli/l/tiol/ asked the white county commissioner if he thought "a white man could ever win another [mayoral] race." "I
don't think so," Commissioner Farris replied. "I think this was possibly
the last chance [10 Oct. 1977]."
The consolidation of black rule in Detroit by 1977 seemed even more
thorough than in Atlanta. Young's principal challenger was Ernie Browne,
a conservative black city councilman whom the press dubbed the "Black
White II,):,e." The election marked the first time that the two'major
contenders for the mayoralty of a big city were both black. 5 Playing to
the white ethnic and city employee constituencies, Browne attacked
Young's "flamboyant style" and suggested that the mayor was nothing
more than a "hood:um street-fighter./1 Browne won the support of the
Detroit Police Officers Association, which provided him with nearly
one-quarter of his campaign funds (ON, 6 Sept. 1977). Young was backed
by the black community (in the primary Browne received only 7% of the
black vote) and white business interests, including Henry Ford II and
the presidents of General Motors and Michigan Consolidated Gas. Key
issues in the campaign were Young's affirmative action efforts in regard
to the police and an increase in the property tax for the heavily black
public school system. In the runoff election Young won 60% of the total
vote. Ninety-two percent of the black voters supported the mayor. Browne
campaigned heavily in the areas that had gone for Nichols in 1973 and
won 90% of the white vote.
sIt will be recalled that it iook the Boston Irish nearly 30 years from O'Brien's first
mayoralty to stage an election in which the two molin candidates were both from the new
ethnic majority.
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SUMivlARY
Postwar politics in Atlanta and Detroit have clearly been marked by
the pervasive presence of racial issues. The racial cleavage has served as
the preeminent factor in defining the structure of political conflict in
these cities, and the problem of black power has dictated the major
strategic preoccupations of both blacks and whites. Until the 1970s Atlanta
politics was characterized by the continuing efforts of upper-middleclass whites to deflect both black power and lower-class white racism by
coopting the one in the fight against the other. The function of the
business-dominated "progressive" coalition was very much to perpetrate a polities of containment: Black political development was also held
in check in Detroit politics in these years, a function mainly of the
inability of the labor-led coalition to control its white ethnic rank and
file. It is important to note, of course, that in both cities blacks were
critical elements in biracial coalitions, but it is also important to observe
that black participation was predicated largely on conditions established
by whites. In return for their voting loyalty in Atlanta, blacks were
virtually g~laranteed by influential whites that city hall would not become a forum for a politics of unregenerate racism. Other rewards, however, were limited tu the degree that they threatened or interfered with
the pursuit of economic development goals. In Detroit black aspirations
were blocked by virtue of the fact that blacks were normally part of the
losing coalition. But even when they helped to elect Jerome Cavanagh,
they were not offered a substantial share of the formal power in the form
of government appointments or political office, despite the mayor's commitment to thl' principles of the Great Society.
With the emergence of black majorities in the two cities, several
changes occurred simultaneously. Blacks were able to break from the
white-dominated coalitions through which they had operated. Not only
were bt..lCks able to become essentially independent forces in their respective cities, but they lost their subordinate status in the local political
system. Black ..lspiralions no longer had to be deferred automatically if they
conilicted with white goals. The emergence of black power also marked
the end of the success of white containment strategies in both cities.
In a context in which racial tensions have traditionally. been acute
and in which much of politicS was conditioned by white efforts to hold
black power in check, the changes wrought by the development of a
local blild~ majority are particularly significant. And the question of how
the groups thM unce dominated the system and orchestrated its politics
have responded to this changed state of affairs lies at the heart of the
l11..ltter.

_ 4 _ _ _ _ __
The Psychology of Adjustment:
Perceptions of Transition
in Detroit and Atlanta

The change from white to black rule in city government is an event
of extremely high salience. All during the campaign local news media
are preoccupied by the implications of racial transition. On election day
voters in both black and white precincts turn out in unusually large
numbers (Pettigrew, 1972). During the postelection period and for several years thereafter the national media watch the new black mayor,
periodically reporting on his conduct of office. Curiosity about how
cities are faring under black rule attracts even foreign journalists, whose
readers may scarcely have heard of places like Gary or Atlanta (see, e.g.,
"Atlanta," 1975). But the attention devoted to racial transition in the
press only mirrors the concerns of the participants in the process, both
those who have just won power and those who have been displaced.
The public speeches made by black and white elites alike to civic organizations allLl service club's, at political rallies and press conferences .reflect
high avo ,11,~ness of the changes that have taken place in the political
order. The initial triumph of a black mayoral candidate is no ordinary
event in urban politics.
The psychological adjustment of white elites in particular to the
transformation of their 10C4\1 political world is a multifaceted process. On
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one level those who have been displaced focus on the process of transition itself, characterizing and dealing with its broad outlines. This involves describing the new structure of power, estimating the durability of
the change in that structure, putting into words the feelings the victory
of black power evokes--in general, trying to interpret the meaning and
character of transition.
On other levels displaced whiles focus on the person of the new
mayor as a way of coming to terms with their new situation, or on the
perceived impact and performance of the new regime in city hall. Although these are natural enough exercises in political observation and
evaluation, both the personification of transition and the effort to establish it ill the particular context of the moment may be seen as strategies
to reduce and specify the magnitude of change. Thus displacement is
made less ominous and practical responses are suggested, lending a
tangil.I,· immediacy to what otherwise is likely to be seen as a broad,
diffuse, and possibly enervating social transformation.
Underlying all three of these levels is still a fourth, namely a generalized sense of optimism or pessimism about the prospects for the city.
These feelin5s may, of course, be related to the perception of the transition process, the mayor, and his impact, but in many cases they appear
to be largely self-generated. In either event the psychological focus here
is on the future.
EXl'lnring these dimensions of psychological adjustment to transition
may help in estimating the extent to which white elites will make the
p.nticular resource of their support available to the new mayor. Support
in this sense refers to expressed or latent attitudes, either general or
specific in their fOLus, which help to create an encouraging, facilitative,
or permissive environment for the mayor. Supportive responses such as
good will, tolerance, or patience create flexibility for a political leader,
enabling him or her to make retrievable mistakes, 'to take initiatives with
confidence, to assume risks, and to commit resources with certainty.l
In an environment of support there is no rush to judgment. A
contrasting situation occurs, however, when prominent or visible members of the displaced group publicly assess the mayor or the political
situation uf the city using the language of fear, despair, or pessimism,
thereby in effeL'! withholding support from the mayor. The consequences
IlhlY range from undercutting investor confidence to discouraging other
whites from lending their expertise and prestige to the new regime. In
an atmosphere of dpprehension and distrust, the motives of the new
'See G,lIn~lln (ILJI,H,

~)p.

42-43) on such support as a resource.
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mayor are constantly called into question, and his or her ability to mobilize civic energies is limited.

FOCUSING ON THE TRANSITION PROCESS
RECOGNIZING TRANSITION; COGNITIVE RESPONSES
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White elites in both cities were acutely aware of racial transition,
although in Atlanta the phenonlenon was accompanied by a sense of
loss and invested with a degree of dramatic intensity lacking in Detroit.
Several prominent businessmen in the southern city described the shift
in political power to the black community as "traumatic" (Viorst, 1975,
p. 10; 1-210). In much the same fashion as Boston Brahmins looked to the
decades before the rise of the Irish, a number of Atlanta's elites idealized
the Hartsfield-Allen years as a less troubling, more manageable period.
In his classic study of Atlanta in the 1950s, Floyd Hunter (1953, pp. 65,
75, 113) had described the "power structure" of the city as consisting of
"a relatively small group" of white businessmen with close social ties.
And Ivan Allen, Jr. (1971), the city's mayor during the 1960s, has written
of his generation's accession to civic leadership that "we [were] successors to the throne," likening the situation to that which he and his
friends-bankers and businessmen-had faced "when we had taken
over the family businesses from our fathers I pp. 29-30]." Decisions
were made in the decades of the 1950s and 1960s by men who knew each
other, and they were often made out of the public eye.
The mystique of this past serves as a powerfully disconcerting symbol for white elites in the contemporary city, for it throws the present
shift of power into the sharpest contrast. "I n the old days," one busi-.
nessman recalled, "you could pick up the phone and dial the Mayor at
his office or his home or his club-your club-or his friend's houseyour friend's house-and you could get your business done, right there,
first-name basis [NYT, 26 Feb. 1975]." The head of a major business
organization (1-234) commented, "There are still some in the business
community who wish Atlanta was still 1961," and a white officeholder
noted in his interview (1-235) that when Maynard Jackson was first
elected, "We kept hearing about 'the way it was'."
Detroit elites viewed transition in more matter-of-fact terms; "The
people recognize change," said a city councilman (1-113). "We've got a
city that's probably 55 % black now." The period before black rule in
Detroit represents no idyll before the loss of innocence. If anything, the
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power-political power dichotomy to c~aracterize the nature of transition, they nevertheless harbored expectations similar to those in Atlanta of
black government as a probability in the foreseeable future. For most
people in elite positions in the two cities, the assumption that black rule
would be a durable phenomenon was a product of a simple calculus:
Governmellt is a product of electoral outcomes, which in turn are dependent un the racial composition of the city. "Majority" and"minority," insofar as these categories relate to the city, were understood almost
exclusively in racial terms. The sense that factors other than race might
conceivably divide people politically in the two cities was seldom expressed. Both Maynard Jackson and Coleman Young were seen as representing majorities defined by race. 2
The analysis of expectations concerning the durability of black rule
suggests that a rationaliZing response to displacement, that is, the assertion that nothing of lasting significance has changed, was relatively rare.
The electoral calculus is realistic. It assumes racial bloc voting. It recognizes the importance of the mayoralty to blacks (without explicitly acknowledging the justice of a racial claim on the position), and it accepts
race as the critical structural aspect of the city. Nevertheless, a few
people, particularly in Atlanta, maintained during Jackson's first term
that voters were more interested in getting "a good man" regardless of
his race, and that "given the right situation" a white could get elected to
the mayor's seat (1-116, 235, 233, 220). Two of the people who offered
such analyses were would-be contenders for city hall, who might have
been expected to maintain such self-serving perceptions. The more common pattern however, was to acknowledge racial transition in the respective cities as a development of significant and enduring proportions.

world of the years prior to the 1967 riot was regarded as unreal and
unworthy. The complacency bred by the failure to understand the depths
of racial disaffection was widely interpreted, particularly within the business class, as a failure of civic responsibility. The illusions of the early
part of that decade were best forgotten; Detroit elites for the most part
viewed the transition and sensed a kind of progress.
That prominent whites in the political and economic spheres of
Detroit did not speak of transition as "traumatic," as many of their
counterparts in Atlanta did, is in some measure a product of regional
differences. Notions of a racial order were simply more prevalent and
more deeply entrenched in the southern city and therefore presumably
all the more tender in the uprooting. Yet Detroit, like many northern
cities, could scarcely claim a significantly more virtuous record in race
relations than its southern counterpart. Furthermore, Atlanta's population is relatively cosmopolitan in its origins, for the city was an early
destination in the corporate migration to the Sunbelt.
The differences in early reactions to transition may more importantly
be a function of the differences in the structure of power in the two cities
prior to black rule. Whereas businessmen in Atlanta had filled a power
vacuum and reigned virtually unchallenged (KoUer and Lawrence, 1974,
pp. 144-145), the Detroit political scene of that period has been described as "a balance among .. , bitferly antagonistic interests [Banfield,
1965, p. 51)." Organized labor, local business (but not the automobile
corporations in those days), blacks, white ethnic groups, and city employees struggled in a politics of coalition-building to maximize their
intluence. The rise of black power in Detroit displaced whites but not a
stable, cohesive white power structllre. In Atlanta, however, the triumph of
black pO\ver was seen as having displaced a ruling class, dramatically
divorcing economic intluence from political power. In a paper delivered
befc·,· the Atlanta Rotary Club, an urban economist (Hammer, 1974)
stakd the matter in the following way:

COMING TO TERMS WITH TRANSITION: AFFECTIVE RESPONSES

The operation of the core area economy, which is predominantly a
~trllcture

owned and managed by whites, is greatly dependent upon

the policies and progams of the city government, which is increasingly
coming under tl:e influence of black political leaders. That is a new

situation that mllst be dealt with [p. 26].
An Atlanta editor (1-26) put it more starkly: "Blacks have the ballot box
and whites have the money."
In light of this analysis it is not surprising that Atlanta's white elites
almost universally assumed that black rule was to be a long-term prospect. Although Detroit elites were less likely to employ the economic
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Patterns of affect in Detroit and Atlanta showed a strikingly similar
progression to that which we observed in Boston: White elites in the two
contemporary cities responded initially to the prospect of transition with
fear, but Jiving under black government brought gradual and widespread
acceptance. Two important differences between Detroit and Atlanta elites
emerged, however. In the latter City those interviewed were mOre likely
to describe their early fears in stronger terms than did elites in Detroit.
Of greater consequence, a large number of people in Detroit went beyond
acceptance to express satisfaction with transition. In Atlanta such feel2As the Atlal/ta COllstitl/tioll (7 Jan. 1974) wrote editorially during the week of Maynard
Jackson's inaugur,ltioll, Jackson" is the standMd bearer for his racc."
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ings were limited almost entirely to the few whites who were actually
playing roles in the mayor's network of advisers and confidants.
Atlanta respondents described their anticipation of black power as
"fearful"; in Detroit people spoke of "concern," perhaps of their "apprehension." An Atlanta businessman (1-228) worried about "all-black
domination the way there used to be all-white," a concern reminiscent of
Rothchild's findings (1973) in his study of Kenya. A lawyer and campaign activist in the southern city (1-221) spoke of the "tremendous
initial shock" whites experienced as black rule became a reality. An
executive in a large real estate management firm (1-226) explained whites'
"great fear": "They were afraid they wouldn't be able to call up down
there any more at will." And a former high elected official (1-24) recalled
his fear that a black mayor would ride roughshod over white interests.
Initial apprehension was acknowledged in Detroit, but people suggested in the same breath that it was greatly tempered. Several pointed
out that ethnic succession is a historical commonplace in Detroit. Such a
pattern, fashioned by Italian and Polish stock mayors and coupled with
Richard Austin's unsuccessful run for the mayoralty in 1969, cushioned
the shock of the victory of a black candidate. Others spoke of the quick
emergence of support for the black mayor by certain prominent whites
as a factor that dissipated initial concerns, and a utility company executive hedged his interpretation of white response by suggesting that although whites were apprehensive over transition, they had no problem
with the particular black candidate himself (I-18, 123, 119).
If the language in which Atlanta elites described their anticipation
of black rule indicates a somewhat greater emotional disturbance than
people experienced in Detroit, there was nevertheless agreement that
white fears in both places had diminished. Most whites at the elite level
in these cities said they had accepted black government. But people in
Atlanta in particular described their response in terms of "coping" with
black rule, or of being "resigned" to it. In this context, then, acceptance
may be seen to involve acquiescence to a condition over which an individual has little control.
Many of those interviewed explained their acceptance of black rule
not as a function of its positive impacts but of the fact that it had few
negative consequences. Such a pattern may be taken as a hallmark of the
acceptance adjustment. Thus, a construction executive in Atlanta (1-213)
noted that he accepted black rule because it has no "hindrance." And a
former high elected official in Detroit (1-22), reflecting on his feelings at
the time of Coleman Young's victory, recalled that having a black mayor
did not "bother" him. Another figure in the northern city, the head of a
large business organization (1-110), noted that the move from a white to
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a black mayor "hasn't hurt the city at all." And a woman who headed a
civic organization in Atlanta (1-227) said: "A lot of people who thought
they couldn't live with a black administration have found they can do so
quM well."
Acceptance is t.he response of people who may believe they have
little opportunity to alter their condition but at the same time do not feel
seriously disadvantaged. It is a response essentially devoid of moral
content, and presumes no triumph or defeat of what is "right" or "fair."
Thus it represents an acknowledgement of the world as it is, a world with
which one must cope with equanimity, at least insofar as one's own
interests are not seriously threatened. Satisfaction, in contrast, is not
affectively neutral; it implies a sense that a condition which exists ought
to exist, that it is advantageous in some way. Although acceptance was
the modal response in both cities, a substantial proportion of Detroit's
elites, ranging from elected officials to corporation executives to bankers,
expressed satisfaction at black rule.
Satisfaction may be expressed in terms of moral gratification or it
may take more pragmati~ forms. The moral version is framed mainly in
the terms of democratic majoritarianism: Blacks are the majority and it is
right that m.ljorities rule: As whites as a majority were "on top" before,
so it is now fair and proper for blacks to be on top. Black rule is not
something simply to be coped with; it is, under the circumstances, inherently legitimate.
The pragmatic version leaves moral considerations unexpressed but
nevertheless .lssumes them. It is the good consequences that result from
rule by rightful majorities on which the pragmatic version focuses. Thus, a
former Detroit politician (1-133) evaluated black rule as "a positive thing.
It gave blacks in this city a sense of participation and identification with
the city that no white mayor could have done." Another official argued
that black rule had improved black-white cooperation, and others mentioned simply that black government was "good for the city," ~'the best
thing that ever happened to it" (1-135, 137, 132, 138).
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In assessing the implications and character of transition, elites in the
two cities tended to emphasize different aspects of the process. In Detroit
the perception was widespread that working-class white ethnics in particular were bearing the major costs of transition. The white homeowner
neighborhoods of northeast Detroit were seen to lack spokesmen and
effective political organization. Arguing that municipal nonpartisanship
foreclosed the possibility of an interracial party coalition along the Jines
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of the Wayne County Democratic organization, elites tended to view
white ethnics in the city as isolated and demoralized by black rule.
In Atlanta the question of whether particular white groups suffered
disproportionately from displacement was seldom considered. To the
extent that Atlanta elites thought of the white community in terms of its
various p ..nts, it was a small and dying traditional leadership element
that was seen as bearing the heaviest costs. Atlanta had recently experienced a generational shift in its white leadership structure. The members
of the aging plutocracy that ruled in the Hartsfield-Allen era had largely
retired or died by the early 1970s. Yet a few were still active, and it was
this small group, products of a dying Southern culture, who felt themselves to be especially out of place in the new order.
If elites in the two cities did not feel that the shift to black government had burdened them particularly with any specially heavy disabilities, Atlanta respondents nevertheless believed that the "rules of the
game" had changed. They spoke repeatedly of the situation as a "new
ballgame" necessitating adjustments. They had to learn, as one businessman noted, how to talk to "black power people." And several came
to the redlization that whites from the business community in particular
could no longer hope to achieve positions of political leadership (1-212,
213).

It is not surprising, then, that elite evaluations of the transition
process in Atlanta were extremely tentative compared to those in Detroit.
The factl'IMt the shift was peaceful-that "the lid has been kept on" -was
remarked frel\Uently (1-26, 222), an observation that suggests, perhaps,
how limited white expectations were prior to transition and how simple
it was to fulfill them. Others noted how difficult it was to lose power "to
people you don't know". (1-217, 227), a plaint of people accustomed,
surely, to Atlanta's genteel tradition of a limited and intimate ruling
class. But for a banker in Detroit (1-129). "The style and color of the
mayor hasn't made much difference." And a Detroit man who once
sought the mayoralty himself (1-17) remarked: "People have come to
understand that black rule doesn't make any difference .... The problems still exist. Nothing is so different. Government is government with
all its limitations."

THE IMAGE OF THE MAYOR
American mayors and their cities often seem to develop a symbiotic
relationship, one coming to stand for and reflect the other. Perhaps
voters tend to select a mayor who is a faithful product of their particular
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city's culture. There could have been no mistaking the fact that Richard
Daley was from and of Chicago, any more than that Richard Lugar was
from and of Indianapolis. To the outside world, especially, the image of
the city is in part a function of the image of the mayor. But to speak of
symbiosis is also to say that mayors, as personalities and political leaders,
tend to make a modest imprint on the cities they govern. Both of these
attributes may worry a mayor's political Opponents and provide hope
for his or her supporters. When the mayor is black, the concerns of his
or her white Opponents and the hopes of his or her white supporters are
intensified accordingly. No one is without opinions.
In certain significant ways M,lynard Jackson and Coleman Young
reflected the culture of their respective cities, despite the novelty of their
blackness. When Jackson first won the mayoralty he was a young man,
born in 1938, who came to power at the same time as those of his
generation in the white community assumed business and civic leadership. His youth and urbanity fit the city's sense of itself. As Atlanta's
prominent figures had always been, Jackson was well born, with parcnts who occupied a substantial position in the city's black community.
His father was a clergyman in a major Baptist church in the city, and his
mother was a professor of French at Spelman College. Jackson graduated from Morehouse College by the age of 18 and went On to earn a law
degree. In 1968 at the age of 30 he began his political career, first by
challcnging Senator Herman Talmadge in the Georgia Democratic primary (thus becoming the first black to run for statewide office), and then
by running successfully against a white Opponent in 1969 for the vice
mayoralty of Atlanta.
If Maynard Jackson represented Atlanta's tradition of gentility and
ambition, so Coleman Young personified Detroit's labor heritage. Young's
climb to the top was a struggle; his apprenticeship a long one. He was
born in Alabama in 1918, but his parents moved north to Detroit when
Young was 5 years old. During World War II he served in the Army Air
Corps as a member of the all-black TUSkegee Airmen. Once he was
arrested at an air base in indiana for attempting to integrate an officers'
club. After the war Young became a labor organizer in Detroit's auto
plants and was later elected organizational secretary of the Wayne County
CIa, the first black to hold such a position. In 1948 he directed Henry
. Wallace's prt'!.>idential campaign in Michigan. This, plus his subsequent
founding of the National Negro Labor Council, brought him a subpoena
irom the House Un-American Activites Committee. In 1960 he was elected
a delegate from Detroit to Michigan's Constitutional Conventior•. From
this experience he launched his political career in 1964 by winning a seat
in the state senate. In 1968 he was chosen as Michigan's N,)tional Demo-
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cratic Committeeman, and in 1973 he was elected to his first term as
mayor of Detroit (Tyson, 1(76).
White elite perceptions of Young and Jackson appeared to be shaped
by at least four interrelated factors. These perceptions were in part a
product of the mayors' personal characteristics-their career histories,
styles, and personality traits. However, both men were seen not simply
as mayors, but as Mack mayors. Thus race was a second factor employed
widely to explain the mayors' performances and characters. A third
factor determining the ways in which the two men were seen concerned
certain values of the observers themselves, and a fourth factor, the perceived impacts of the mayors.
Coleman Young was seen as an experienced and shrewd politician;
Mayll:'1 J Jackson, despite his 4-year tenure as vice mayor, was regarded
as ine>.perienced. "Coleman is the most qualified politician in the COuntry," a Detroit journalist (1-119) said: "He knows the issues and he
knows politics." Others who were interviewed agreed (1-116, 131). Atlanta
elites, however, often commented on Jackson's lack of long experience
in public life and attributed many problems to his greenness. "It would
have been better to have gotten someone with a track record," an Atlanta
editor (1-26) noted. And a banker (1-211) assessed Jackson as "inexperienced ... He's going to make mistakes, and they're verypublic."
Both mayors were viewed as urbane, articulate, intelligent, and
even "charismatic." Jackson was likened to a preacher in the pulpit and
a salesman who "could sell a blind man bifocals." His eloquence was his
most widely adnlired characteristic. Young was regarded as "a streetwise politician," a man with a lot of "Negro P9litical savvy."
The blackness of the two mayors was an inescapable and dominating characteristic. Indeed, Young was admired for his mastery of what
were seen as peculiarly black gifts, and his blackness was viewed as
having given him special advantages in his dealings with others. A
department store executive (1-136) analyzed the sitwation in the following
way: "He comes from the streets, he's smart. When he talks to labor, he
talks str.light, even though he's on the other side of the bargaining
tdble." A city councilman (1-137) saw similar advantages in Young's
bldckness: "He has some tough union problems but he can get by with it
because he's black .... He gets along with militant blacks."
The novelty of a black mayor was s~en to induce a certain caution in
those with whom he dealt. A former city official (1-133) argued that the
mayor's race allowed him greater latitude in dealing with the state and
national governments: "He can do and say things that cause [President}
Ford and l Governor! Milliken to shake a bit. White pols are a bit scared
of dealing with and shouting at black politicians .... When he's critical
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of Ford or Milliken, they are more apt to listen." Although several people criticized what they regarded as the mayor's failure to assuage the
fears of the white community (1-112, 138), the mOre general view was
that Young had managed to forge links to both the black community and
white business (1-14, 110, 136). His record of militance on racial issues
prior to his election was seen as haVing created for himself a high degree
of freedom of action to deal with white business leaders. His civil rights
credentials "make it possible to cooperate with the corporate community
and not be seen as a stooge or toady [1-111]."
For white Atlantans, however, the race of their mayor created problems. Jackson's blackness was seen as the Source of what was perceived
as "touchiness" and arrogance. "Every time he gets criticized, he thinks
it's racist," a former candidate for the mayoralty (1-28) noted. A city
councilman (1-233) expressed the same widely held view: "A major weapon of Jackson's is to call anyone (me, for example) a racist, a polarizer,
when they disagree with him or argue." Ironically, Jackson himself was
viewed by some as a racist. "He thinks too much in terms of black and
white," said a banker (1-219). And a county commissioner and corporate
executive (1-220) believed that "everything he does is geared to helping
the black people .... He's a racist. People are disenchanted with him."
Jackson was seen as a man caught in between two constituencies
with radically opposed interests, the black community on the one hand
and the white business community on the other. He was indicted for his
inability to bridge the gap between'these two groups as well as for his
inclination to play to the interests of the former. A one-time state official, now a lawyer in a major Atlanta firm (1-229), offered an analysis
shared by a large number of Atlanta elites: ''I'm sure he's being pressured from all sides and he probably feels he's got to relieve the problems of poor blacks in the cities. He also wants to consolidate power in
the hands of blacks who are running the city. OK, I understand that, but
it's scaring the whites."
When Jackson's critics spoke of their disappOintment because he
had chosen to be "a black man's mayor," they were setting his mayoralty against a standard of impartiality that their Own emphasis on the
inevitability of Atlanta's racial dichotomy belied. The concern that whites
~xpressed over Jackson's efforts to "do for blacks" was in part the re~ponse of a new minority uncertain of its position in the new order. "A
lut of his early speeches arid decisions," said a city councilman (1-224),
·'were attempts to make up for black disenfranchisement. He seemed to
imply that whites were going to really have to pay for a long time."
,"ore over, such concern suggests a reluctance to accept as legitimate a
black mayor's belief that he may be obliged first to address issues of
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special significance to those chiefly responsible for his election. The
symbolic benefits a black in city hall can provide for his black constituents
were scarcely acknowledged by white elites in Atlanta.
Despite the differences in the way in which elites in the two cities
assessed the impact of their mayors' race, there was a notable absence in
both places of racism as a mode of expression or as a context for evaluation. Pierre van den Berghe (1967, pp. 11, 23) has defined racism as the
belief that physical traits are determinants of social behavior and moral
or intellectual qualities. Differences in physical traits (socially defined
"racial" differences) then become the basis for invidious distinctions.
If Jackson's blackness was perceived as a source of his problems as a
leader, it was put in such a way as to imply that Jackson personally
could not handle the burden of his race gracefully. There was no analysis by white elites in Atlanta that suggested that blacks in general were
not fit to govern. In Detroit elites believed that Young capitalized on his
blackness to good advantage, but they did not believe that any or all
blacks would or could do so because they are black. Pernicious racism,
manifested by the use of racial epithets or uncomplimentary generalizations about blacks as a group, was absent from the public discourse of
elites in both cities, just as it was in Boston during the Yankee decline.
There are several possible explanations for elite avoidance of racist
speech and analysis. One is that the white elites interviewed were simply not racists, at least in a blatant or self-conscious sense. They either
had moved beyond such modes of thinking or they had never employed
them to begin with. If they were apprehensive about black rule, it was
not that they believed that blacks as such could not govern competently
or fairly but rather that power had shifted to a once politically deprived
g(",<) lacking both experience in government and a record of political
ledl.ership. Therefore apprehension arose from the unpredictability of
the situation.
A second explanation is that racism was regarded as imprudent.
Power breeds respect, or at least the dppearance of deference. The resort
to racism constitutes a potentially dangerous provocation for a new
minority to consider.
A third explanation suggests that racism was displaced by the use of
neutral-sounding criteria of evaluation that function in effect as code
words, masking unacceptable modes of thought and expression for both
users and their audience. In Boston, we may recall, the conflict between
Yankee and Irish was conceived in public discourse not so much as an
ethnic struggle but as one between the forces of reform and machine.
Explicitly anti-Irish and anti-Catholic pronouncements were shunned,
and indeed, disavowed by a substantially large proportion of the Brahmin
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community. This pattern seems particularly apparent in Atlanta. Whereas the Boston Irish 'were attacked for their commitment to ,a politics
inimical to the prinCiples of good government, Maynard Jackson was
criticized for his lack of managerial experience and administrative ineptitude, as the following quotes show ..1
1 rate him low on management. 1 attach a lot of importance to that. He
has no experience in business Ifonner high elected official, 1-24J.
He's a good salesm,l/1 [but] not an effective administrator [banker,
1-211].
Jackson can't make decisions in the sense in which an executive should
make decisions [city councilman, 1-235].
Lawyers are bad administrators. One advantage of businessmen in
politics is that they have admillistrative experience. That's a problem
with Maynard [department store executive, 1-212J.
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Such business attributes may be important for a political executive,
but the standard of managerial experience is one shaped by Atlanta's
past, when mayors were white bUSinessmen, rather than by the different conditions of the present. Naturally enough, perhaps, white elites
projected their Own values onto a conception of the mayoralty, but by
elevating managerial experience to a position of primacy, they established a narrow notion of the range of functions of the elected political
executive. That such a role might include political leadership-mobilizing,
innovating, symbolizing, mediating-was scarcely admitted. (In contrast,
Coleman Young was generally praised for his leadership qualities and
his forcefulness [1-14, 132, 131, 118, 119, 121, 114].) Hence, it is not
simply because Jackson sought to playa Mack leadership role, thereby
hovering over some implicit boundary between the acceptable and the
unacceptable, that the use of the standard of administrative experience
appeared to take on the coloring of a masking strategy. The analysis of
the neutral-sounding standard as a code word is lent credence by the
fact that few blacks could pOSSibly meet it, for blacks have generally
been denied major managerial roles in government and business.
None of these three explanations for the absence of racism in the
. evaluations of the black mayors-that those interviewed were not racists,
that they considered racist analyses too risky in their position, or that
they sublimated or masked their racism-is so compelling as to elimilThese are appilfently charac!t:ristic indictments in black-mayor cities. White elites in
Newark accused Kenneth Gibsun, tile city's black mayor, of being a poor ildministrator
(NYT, 10 July 1977), and the SJllle \Vas SJid of GJry's r..layor Richard H,llcher (see Poinsett,
1970, p. 133).
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nate the possibility of the others. The pattern of discourse was probably
a function of all three. What is important, of course, was that racist
analysis and language were not considered acceptable in either city for
whatever reason. Despite the salience of the racial factor in the assessments of the black mayors, the absence of racism must be seen as an
important, if possibly subconscious, contribution by white elites to the
maintenance of comparative racial amity and to the moderation of what
racial conflict does occllr.
By eschewing racist analysis, white elites critical of the black mayor
diminished the severity of their minority situation. Although they generally assumed that black rule would be a durable phenomenon, focusing
their discontent on what they saw as the shortcomings of the individual incumbent rather than on the perceived defects of the race as a
whole opt'ned the way to accepting both the principle of black rule as
well as future black mayors. A focus on the individual mayor also helped
to create more manageable strategic options for the white minority than
an analysis that framed discontent purely in terms of a white struggle
with a black majority of questionable competence and intentions. If the
electoral calculus made the search for a white candidate a futile enterprise, at least the white minority could hope to find a more acceptable
black in the future.

THE PERCEIVED IMP ACTS OF THE BLACK MAYORS
The first actions taken by political executives after they assume
office are likely to be heavily fraught with symbolic significance. These
early initiatives establish a set of expectations about the new officeholder's style and predilections. Subsequent activity is compared to that
taken in the "first 100 days" or its mayoral equivalent. It is through these
intial actions, too, that a politician begins to payoff or reaSSure the
important elements in the constituency that elected him or her. For all
these reasons, a newly elected mayor may be expected to take his or her
first steps with greatly calculated care. For both Maynard Jackson and
Coleman Young the earliest and most visible actions involved efforts to
challenge and control the police, La increase opportunities in government for blacks, and to foster the economic development of their respective cities. It was to these areas that elites generally referred in offering
an evaluation of their mayors' impact on the city.
One of the common questions asked of the elites who were interviewed for this study was to assess the generdl performance of their mayor.
Follu\\ lip questions sought to explore the specific criteria on which the

general assessment was based. Atlanta elites were divided in their general assessments, although those who expressed "disappointment" in
Maynard Jackson were a substantial majority. Of those people willing to
make a general assessment, those who offered positive evaluations came
largely from the political sphere: a former mayor, several city councilmen,
and professional campaign managers (one of whom was close to the
mayor). Negative assessments were concentrated among business elites.
In Detroit Coleman Young was almost universally praised in general
terms by people from all sectors of the elite group. Table 4.1 presents a
breakdown of the specific issue areas and the manner in which mayoral
impacts were assessed.
The dilemmas involved in policing a city probably create more intensely felt racial animOSity and involve more people in both racial COmmunities than any other of a host of perennial urban problems. Unlike
other sensitive issues, such as bUSing, which primarily galvanizes the
white community, or the desegregation of residential areas, which mainly
affects specific neighborhoods, the twin issues of the conduct of the
police and tile control of crime are matters of intense and general 'concern. Star"l, put, whites worry about the threat of black crime and the
possibility that police efforts to control it will be hindered. Blacks, Worried themselves about crime, fear the repressive capacities of overwhelmingly white police forces and the dangerous implications of prevailing
racial stereotypes regarding the urban criminal. In this context a challenge to the police offers a new black mayor a tempting and dramatic
opportunity to ..iemonstrate to the black community that having a black
in city hall makes a difference where police behavior is concerned. At
the same time, however, such a challenge evokes great anxiety among
whites.
In both Atlanta and Detroit incidents involving the mayors and
their police forces emerged as the most salient events defining the character of the mayors' performances. Both mayors had campaigned heavilyon the shortcomings of the police services, and once in office each
sought to assert control Over the police. Young was the more adroit in
his challenge. In his inaugural speech he sought to establish from the
outset an uncompromising position on crime-thereby allaying white
fears-by ordering "pushers, ripoff artists, and muggers" to "hit the
road [NYT, 6 Jan. 1974]." Against this background he acted less than 2
months later to abolish the highly controversial tactical police lInit called
STRESS (Stop The Robberies, Enjoy Safe Streets), which in its 3 years of
existence had been responsible for the killing of 17 Detroiters, most of
them black. Besides fulfilling his campaign promise to do away with
STRESS, a unit to which the police and variolls organizations of elderly
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TABLE4.1

.

Perceived tv\ayorallmpact in Issue Areas, Ranked by Frequency of Mention
Negative

Neutral

Positive

A Ilanta (1975)
I. Ecunomic

I. Adminis-

6

devl'lllpment

1. Police

19

2. Economic
development

11

trdtillil

Il

2. Hllllsing

-I

2. White flight

3. t:CllllOlllic
dl'veiopillent

3

3. Administr,ltilln

.1. Nl'ighbLlrhllllll
pre"l'rv,Hion

2

relations

6

Crinll~

2

5. Garbage

4

5. Othl'r

b

6. Airport

-I.

2

3. Adminisstration

9

4. Race

expansion

2

6. T.1X

increase
7. Other

TlIt,oIll11'ntillns

2
55

9

21)

2

1",,(,01 rl'Sp"lllli.-llto ,1Ilo\vl'rill~

33

d~:'l':-'~II\l'1\1 ljUl'stldllS:

Detroit (1976)
I. Adlllillistr,ltion

2. l'l'OllllllliL
lil-velol'lllent

1-1

I. FCllnlllllic
lil'velopment

2

2. White
10

3. Police

7

-1. 1{,lLl'
rei,Hil'II'

I)

Hight

1. Administration

9

2. Police

6

3. Race
rl'lations

2

4. Other

3

5. t )thl'r
Tllt<llllll'lltillns

37

3

Totdl resp"llldl'nh ,1IlsIVering
d!';,~L":-'~1l1L'n( qlll.'Sli()IlS:

06

31

20
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whites were deeply committed, Young also pledged to increase minority
representation on the force, 85% of which was white. In the spring of
1975, however, the retention of new black policemen, whose presence
on the force had risen from 15% to 27%, was jeopardized when declining tax revenues forced the city to plan layoffs among its uniformed
services {Tyson, 1976). Since layoffs are normally determined by seniority, the newly hired blacks would ordinarily have been the first to go. To
prevent this Young ordered the exemption of that group of black policemen from the layoff order, subjecting the remainder of the force to the
seniority rule. Resentment among the police and in many segments of
the white community was intense (1-116, "120, 131, 137).
Young began to gain credit in the white community, however, by
his actions during and after a near riot in the city in July 1975. When
angry young blacks gathered two nights in a row to protest the shooting
of an 18-year-old youth by a white bar owner, Young himself went to
the scene to talk to the crowd. After the trouble subsided, he repeatedly
praised the police for their professionalism and restraint. A labor leader
(I-14) commented on the incident: "He was out there on the front line.
This changed a lot of policemen. I-Ie's gotten their cooperation. He's
gained a growing confidence among the white community because of
that incident last summer./I The head of a large business organization
(I-ll0) assessed the impact of the mayor's response in the same way:
"Respect for Young shot up with the incident out on Livernois. He went
right out there and walked the streets and rattled some heads./I
Young managed both to signal the black community by his actions
in regard to the police and to maintain or regain at least minimal credit in
the white community. The mayor's relationship with the police was
seen as the single most obvious indicator of the quality of his performance. Despite conflicting pulls of the two racial communities on the
police and crime issues, it was felt on the whole that Coleman Young
had done a reasonably good job. Even a high official in the Detroit Police
Officers Association (1-116), a critic of the mayor, conceded: liThe relationship between Youpg and the police is about as good as it could be,
given tIll' fact that he came into office knocking the police./I What is
imporLltlf about the pattern of sentiments regarding this particularly
delicate issue area is that it suggests a relatively permissive and flexible
white elite attitudinal matrix within which the mayor may act. The mayor
in Detroit was able to operate in a situation in which he could regain
credit and approval, even if he had taken actions perceived by many as
threatening or injudicious.
In Atlanta, Jackson's dealings with the police became an even more
important point of departure for white eliks in assessing the mayor's
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perform,mce than the analogous events in Detroit were. Both his acknowledged· critics as well as those who claimed to be friendly to the
Il1dyor agreed that he had mishandled his efforts to gain control of the
police. The cunsequence of jackson's strategy was to overdraw what
modest credit he had .It the outset in the white elite community.
Jackson had campaigned against Police Chief Inman in part in response to black claims that Inman ran a "racist" force (NYT, 24 June
1974). After his election Jackson sought to fire Inman. The police chief
refused to go, claiming in court that he could not be removed during his
8-year term. While the issue was in the courts, Jackson, under authority
granted in the new charter, established the post of Commissioner of
Public Sak!, to oversee both police and fire operations. The county
court then upheld Inman's claim to a job on the force but at the same
time added that the mayor could not be prevented from exercising his
power of direction and supervision over Inman (AC, 16 May 1974).
Jackson moved promptly to assign Inman to head the division of police
services, a position that effectively removed the former chief from the
inner circle on the police force.
The court also upheld Jackson's authority t<;> establish and appoint a
Commissiol1l'r of Public Safety. Several months thereafter Jackson appointed Reginald Eaves, one of his aides, to the "superchief" position.
[dves, an old college classmate of the mayor's, had earlier returned to
Atl,mta from Boston where he had worked in the corrections system.
r-.,'Iembers of the white business community charged "cronyism" and
protested the appointment of a man without police experience (Ae, 3
Aug. 1974).-1 Edves's appointment was nevertheless approved by the
L·ity council, 12-6, as three white and all nine black councilmen supported
thL' mayor's choice.
In the succeeding 6 months various "scandals" involving Eaves
CdllH' to light: an incident of nepotism, the alleged misuse of police
property by one of Eaves's men, the hiring of an exconvict as Eaves's
person,,1 secretdfY, and so on (Ae, 16 June ]975). Downtown business
Il'dders renewed their protest against Eaves, demanding his resignation.
One informant close to the mayor (1-23]) suggested that privately Jackson
\\,~IS ready to let E,lVes go, and Eaves himself apparently believed that he
:-.hlluld Il'ilve. lIowever, when Wyche Fowler, the white president of city
cOlillcil dlld d lll,lll with mayoral ambitions, took up the demand for
LlVCS'S resignation, the mayor was moved to defend his commissioner.
L1Vl'S rellldincd in offiCI:.
.. It W.1S during Ihb C<lIllrovl'rsy Ih.1l jackson suggested Ihal some of the opposilionto
rdcbt. j,I'''''lIl d,linlL'd th"t this w<!s the only lime he had C<llIed anyone a racist
(",elll AlI,lIlld SUll·eed?", 1')75, p. 112).
LI'·l·~ \\',b
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The mayor's appointment and subsequent defense of Reggie Eaves
was not regarded by Atlanta white elites as an isolated mistake of narrow dimensions. "That's one decision that's had bad long-range effects,"
noted a former candidate for mayor and member of the business community (1-28). "Eaves killed Maynard politically," said another businessman, the head of a major construction and development company (1-213).
Others suggested that the appointment polarized the city racially, that it
hurt the city's chances to attract business, and that it destroyed Atlanta's
"image" (1-22, 27, 29, 231). That a single decision could become so
important as a negative measure of Jackson's performance indicates that
his credit-a function of the scope and intensity of the matrix of supportive attitudes-was relatively low among white elites from the outset and
easily withdrawn. The case suggests a situation in which critics have
prejudged the mayor and have simply waited for an excuse to pounce.
Having found it, they could give vocal free rein to their accumulated
misgivings.
If challenging the police served as the most visible reassurance the
black mayors could make to their black constituents, economic development efforts may be thought to perform a similar function vis-ii-vis
the white business community. The two mayors worked particularly
hard in this area, but the fruits they harvested in terms of positive white
elite evaluations differed in their respective cities. Both mayors took
office in a period of national economic recession, but each city felt the
impact and suffered in its own way. For Atlanta the economic downturn
meant the cr,,1 of an extraordinary growth period, especially in real
estate and building construction. By the mid-1970s Atlanta entrepreneurs discovered that they had overbuilt. The supply of office space,
hotel rooms, and convention facilities far outstripped demand. The number of jobs in construction declined from a peak of 50,000 in the early
1970s to 31,500 in 1976 (NYT, 9 Jan. 1977). For a city that had cherished
an image of itself as a boomtown, economic stagnation was a shock to
morale. As a consequence, Atlanta's white elites, particularly in the
banking and business communities, were preoccupied with economic
recovery during the first half of Maynard Jackson's first term.
Although concern about the local economy was also deeply felt in
Detroit, the roots of the northern city's difficulties were quite different.
Whereas real estate speculation and the rising cost of money had brought
Atlanta's economy to a halt, a decline in purchasing power among the
nation's consumers had badly affected Detroit's auto industry. In 1975
unemployment in the city rose to 15.6%, the highest among the nation's
24 largest metropolitan centers. Between 1969 and 1973 the number of
people employed in Detroit declined by 20%. Since more than one-third
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of the city's lax revenues is derived from city income and state sales
taxes, Detroit's fiscal condition hovered near the edge of bankruptcy
(Report of tilt: Mayor's Task Force, 1976, pp. 1-3).
The economic situation of the two cities impelled white elites in the
business and banking sectors particularly to place a high priority on local
government efforts to aid in the stimulation of job development. Jackson
and Young were both active in such attempts. Led by Chamber of Commerce officers, teams of businessmen accompanied by their respective
mayors traveled repeatedly to other cities in search of industries interested in moving. Both mayors were thought to be skilled in salesmanship, but only Young was felt personally to be an asset. "When we want
assistance in selling," a Detroit Chamber officer (1-110) nofed, "we go to
Coleman. When we bring VIPs in from Washington or New York or the
trade associations, he's the host. Coleman believes in this city. No one
has a greater commitment to this place." According to another Chamber
spokesman (1-11), Young "makes a good impression for our business
image. He sells the city."
Although Jackson's participation in such efforts was acknowledged
by Atlanta elites and his personal skills recognized, his mayoralty was
nevertheless regarded as a liability in the business world. A newspaper
editor 0-29) offered a common view: "We were beginning to get national
business headquarters here, but now interest is dead. You can't call
people racists every day and have industrialists move to town. He didn't
understand this." In addition, several people argued that the appointment and retention of Reggie Eaves had frightened off potential investors
(1-21, 219). Others criticized his efforts to increase black job opportunities for it: ",mpening effect on development: "The blacks want jobs.
Soml~one :1 IS to do projects to make jobs. But here these people are
damaging the very things that would make more jobs. The blacks say
you can't build unless Yl)U hire so many blacks. So these things can't be
built [1-2151."
Neither Jackson nor black government in general were blamed for
the city's economic st.lgnation itself. About half those interviewed suggested that the city was caught in the throes of a national slump over
which Jackson could have little influence. For these elites Jackson was
viewed as a victim of circumstances. Those elites who argued that Jacksun's presence was harmful Jld so not in the belief that he was responsible
for the onset or depth of the recession in Atlanta, but rather that he represl'nted a sibniiicant barrier to swift recovery.
\3(lth mayurs were also active in efforts to foster development and
~'\p'lnsilln uf lucal industry and capital. Jackson was cited several times
in inte. views for his f.1cilitation and promotiun of a downtown housing
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project financed by a large local consortium, and he was regarded as
friendly towMd airport expansion. But his efforts in such areas were
seen as n(';irl12r visible nor persistent enough to earn him a reputation of
sensitivity to business concerns.
A mayor's visible actions may be taken as signals to particular constituencies. Although perceptions of his or her sensitivity to the interests
of a given constituency are in large part a function of the mayor's activity, such perceptions are also to some degree a product of the willingness
of the audience to pick up those signals and interpret them in the manner in which the signaler wishes.
For a black mayor to participate in out-of-town trade missions with
the Chamber of Commerce crowd or to appear at various business forums with bankers and executives, as both Young and Jackson often
did, is to court significant political risks. By pursuing such activities a
black mayor walks a thin line between what may be seen in the black
community as "legitimate" relations with business and "selling out."s
Thus to take a black mayor's overtures to the business community purely
at face value and judge them insufficiently energetic or too infrequent is
to deny the relevance of the associated symbolic and political costs he or
she lisks. Such a response cannot be regarded as particularly sympathetic.
It is not unreasonable to argue that if Atlanta elites recognized the potential costs the mayor might incur with his black constituency, then whatever public efforts Jackson made on behalf of business interests should
have won praise, regardless of the actual amount of activity. But white
elites there did not suggest that the mayor did what he could (they
therefore did not seem to understand his dilemma). Their acknowledgment of his activity was at best neutral in tone.
In Detroit, however, Coleman Young's attempts to foster local business interests were regarded as responsive and helpful. A Chrysler Corporation executive (1-118) commented:
He works diligently with the business community to keep us where we
are. He worked very hard to get us to keep our Jefferson Avenue plant,
and so far it looks like we will. It's an old, uneconomical, multistory
plant. ... Coleman worked for a state law that allows a plant to renovate but keep its tax assessment the same for ten years. This will make a
company think twice about building a new place. We took advantage of
the new law with our Mack Avenue plant. Staying meant thnusands of
jobs here. n
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Executives in General Motors and Michigan Bell Telephone each gave
-;imilar accounts of Young's attempts to help their corporations. And an
officer of Detroit Renaissance (1-124), an organization devoted to business promotion, noted:
Coleman Young sits on the board of Detroit Renaissance. His priorities
are Detmil Ren,lissdl1ce's priorities. We agree .... The investment [for
Renaissdnce Center] was made <It a point when it was assumed there
was going to be black leadership. There was no panic in the business
community.

It is, of course, possible that Young was more successful than Jackson
in sending positive signals to the white business community. But even if
this were the case, that community was also more willing than its counterpart in Atlanta to interpret those signals favorably.
A third area that elicited a large number of evaluations involved
specific administrative actions taken by the two mayors. The majority of
these assessments focused on the quality of mayoral appointments. Opinion in both cities was divided. Patterns of praise and criticism, with only
.1 few exceptions, seemed without overt or latent racial content. One of
these exceptions involved the approval expressed by several people in
each city for their mayor's efforts to involve more blacks and women in
responsible positions in city government. But most assessments of mayoral appointments focused on the perceived skills and characteristics of
the appointees. Jackson, for example, was criticized for "bringing in outsiders, a reference primarily to his appointment of Jules Sugarman,
once in the Lindsay administration in New York City, to the post of city
administrator. Others, however, praised that same appointment, seeing
in it a sign that Atlanta could still attract competent white people to
public service. And because the man had a good reputation as an administrator, his appointment was also taken by some as an indication that
Jackson had recognized his own administrative shortcomings.
If, 011 balance, elites in both cities were more critical of mayoral
appointments than not, individuals nevertheless had their various favorites, both black and white, in city hall. These favorites stood in contrast to the" cronies," the "politically oriented types," and the incompetent
and unqualified who were thought to make up the rest of the appointees
brought into the administration. By all indications, strategies of criticism
of mayoral appointments seemed to reflect the perceptions of wel\informed observers of city politics rather than the plaints of a group
displaced. In this sense the commentary differed little from what one
might expect to find in any city under any mayor.
Adlll'llL-.trative performance of the mayors with regard to other
II
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issues besides staffing the major departments and boards elicited assessments determined largely by the broad economic interests of the
observers. Banking and corporate officials in Detroit, concerned about
the city's fiscal solvency, were particularly impressed by what they saw
as the mayor's courage and decisiveness in cutting expenditures and
ordering layoffs to offset the municipal budget deficit. 7 Several labor
leaders praised Young's fair manner in his dealings with city employees.
In Atlanta real estate developers and construction executives sharply
criticized Maynard jackson's orders to award some city contracts to blackowned firms, arguing that these efforts were delaying progress on airport expansion and the construction of the city's mass transit system.
When Jackson refused to support a large wage increase for the city's
predominantly black sanitation workers in 1977, however, precipitating
a prolonged strike, white elites issued statements of support for the
mayor's stance in dealing with the union (NYT, 5 April 1977).
In general neither mayor was perceived as a particularly skillful
administrator. But we may observe once again that what distinguishes
the asseS'dnc_nts of the impact of the two mayors in their respective Cities
is that Detroit's elites were willing to accept, indeed occasionally praise,
Young for other qualities. By doing so they entertained a broader vision
of the nature of the mayoral role, thereby relieving the mayor from the
constraints of rigid expectation. Thus it is possible to conclude that in his
first 2 years at least, Mayor Young enjoyed a latitude for action that was
a result of the context of basically positive elite support. Jackson, however, like the Irish mayors judged against the reform ideal, was expected
to conform to a more narrowly defined standard, which he did not meet.

THE GENERAL MOOD: THE NECESSITY OF OPTIMISM
No matter how they feel privately, city dwellers are likely to react
defensively to any public suggestion that their town has sunk irretrievably
into the quagmire of urban problems. White elites in Detroit and Atlanta
are no exception to the rule. "Detroit ain't down yet!" argued Max
Fisher, a major industrialist and financier, on the opinion page of The
New York Tilllt.'s (3 Oct. 1976). And in a !;hort position paper, Thomas
Hamall (n.d.), executive vice president of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, wrote: "Atlanta is not a city in crisis; it's a city facing a crisis and
responding to it in many positive ways. Look up, Atlanta!" Such profes7By late 1975 Young h,ld (lit the city p<lyroll by reducing the r,lIlks of Illunicipal
employees from 25,000 to 21,000 (ON. 26 Oct. 1975).
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sions of faith and exhortations are, indeed, common in the two cities;
moreover, they seem largely unrelated to people's views of transition,
the mayor, or his performance. They seem in some sense to be a condition of survival.
Among those with whom the future of the city was discussed,
majorities in both cities-16 out of 20 in Atlanta, and 14 out of 19 in
Detroit-expressed profoundly optimistic views. The largest number of
the optimistic assessments can only be said to be generated by booster
impulses or blind faith. Professions of confidence emerged as if by compulsion, unsupported by reason or analysis.
Things .ne going to work out I fonner elected official in Atlanta, 1-214].
I have a fin)) belief that Atlanta's going to come out of this [department
store executive, 1-22HJ. .
I don't know how we're going to get on top of our problems, but we'll
dLl it I AIl.lnt.! county commissioner, 1-230).

I think Atlanta is moving forward to fulfill its great destiny. I fully
believe th,ltldty councilman, 1-223J.
I'm optimistic about Detroit and continue to be .... We've got a great
city I fmmer elected official, 1-122J,
I'm optimistic. I'ln ,) dedicated Detwiter [corporation executive, 1-125].

If there's .1 solution to the problem of urban life, we'll find it here in the
city of Dctfllit [corpllr.ltion executive, 1-132J.

For others, optimism is based on economic projections. Massive
building prl)jects in the downtowns of both cities, the construction of a
rapid transit ;.;ystem in Atlanta, and l'mployment projections are among
the factors that provide hope for a healthy future. Still others feel that
the nature of their investments in the city permits no other outlook: "We
have to be optimistic," a utility company executive in Detroit (1-123)
s.lid. "We have a three and half billion dollar investment in the state of
Michigan." And a city councilman in Atlanta (1-235), a full-time corporation lawyer, pointed out of his office window in downtown Atlanta and
noted: "There are enough people within walking distance of us who
have a big enough investment in Atlanta to make sure the city will make
it."
The optimism of elites in Detroit and Atlanta is the reflection of a
pervasive nationdl trait: Americans are characteristically an optimistic
people (Andrews and Witney, 1976, p. 326; Watts and Free, 1976). Yet
the hopeful projections regarding the future of the two cities are in no
sense rationalizations; although such optimism may be the product of
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blind faith, it seldom assumes a false current reality. Rather, the optimism emerges from an explicit recognition of the problems of urban life
and racial transition and represents a confidence in the collective ability
to overcome whatever obstacles impede the fulfillment of the destinies
that Americans have always expected.
One may understand the optimism of these elites as a kind of necessity. In part it stems from tht: need to protect self-esteem: Who, after
all, wishes to be associated with a losing proposition?tI And how can one
justify one's life if the future is not meaningful? In a related way optimism is essential to the protection and fostering of one's economic interests. To the extent that one believes the health of the city to be dependent
on continued investment by private capitalists (thus creating jobs and
tax revenues), any public gloominess regarding the future will be taken
as a warning by those with money to spend or lend. Optimism thus
becomes essential for maintaining the image of the city in the business
world.
The optimism we observe among elites in Atlanta and Detroit may
be seen as a modest resource for' the cities' mayors, for in a sense such
beliefs represent a commitment that may possibly be called into play. A
belief that lithe city is going to make it" or that "things will work out
somehow" is both prelude and incentive to efforts to achieve the goals
of survival and success. Furthermore, the doubts of outsiders regarding
the economic and political viability of the city have the effect of unifying
people in a defensive response. To refuse under these circumstances to
join efforts to ensure the survival of the city, even if it is a black mayor
who organizes those efforts, is to belie one's optimism.

ELITE ATTITUDES AND THE ROLE OF THE PRESS
Although editorial policies and reporting strategies of metropolitan
dailies lTi.\V not alwaysaccurately reflect nor greatly influence local elite
opiniOI~. L,~wspapers nevertheless represent the most visible and widely
distributed medium for the promulgation of certain elite views of a mayor
and his administration. For other clites, newspaper opinion provides
a foil against which to react. Furthermore, to the extent that the local
press has any nationwide visibility-particularly for potential investors
and other members of the press-it helps to iorm a particular view of the
city and the mayor. The stance the press adopts thus serves as an impor"Two of those in the Slllilll group of pessimists were men whose political careers had
recently ended in defeat. A third W,lS preparing to leave the city for greener professiOlhl1
pastures and did so shortly "fler the iield portion of this study \vilS completed.
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t,1I1t ~lem~nt in shaping th~ general attitudiIldl context within which a
Il1d),or must .let.
In Detroit the two major daily newspapers adopted a generally
supportive stance in both their editorial policies and their reporting
strategies, a fact that provided Mayor Young with substantial breathing
room, A content analysis of editorials that mentioned the mayor and his
administration, the results of which are reported in Table 4,2, shows
that the more liberal Free PreS:) (which endorsed Young in 1973) as well
as the more conservative News (which endorsed Nichols) were seldom
critical of the mayor. Actual praise began to fall off slightly as the mayor's
first term proceeded, but it still remained substantial. Inspection of monthby-month trends in editorials shows that editorial opinions were generally a function of specific issues rather than of any preconceived notion of
the Chdr.lcter or ability of the mayor, Thus, patterns of criticism and
praise fluctuated with the newspapers' judgments of the mayor's particuldr behavior .lnd positions, Neither Detroit paper carried out any
reporting strategy designed to cast doubt upon Young's abilities or to
~nhance his str~ngth (1-12,13, 119),
A former e1eckd official (1-133) explained the gentleness of the press
by arguing that the papers were "faint-hearted about taking on black
political power, They say 'What the hell' and aim their circulation at the
suburbs, , , , The papers don't even criticize Coleman when they ought
to," Journalists, however, suggested that the mayor h_ad done nothing to
elicit sharp criticism, His administration was relatively free of scandal
and seriolls errors of judgment. Thus, to the limited extent that the
Detroit n~\Vspapers contributed to the matrix of attitudes within which
the maYl)r oper.\t~d, it was for Coleman Young a supportive and permissive contribution,
The two daily Atlanta papers showed a different pattern. Although the
editorial positions of the more conservative JOllnlal were on balance slightly
more critical than supportive, its reporting strategy revealed no particular
bidses. The COlls/illl/ioll, however, while generally positive in its assessments of Jackson's administration on its editorial pages, Simultaneously
,~arried out a highly visible and profoundly critical front-page reporting
strategy, In the spring of ]975 the paper ran a seven-part series entitled
"A City in Crisis," in which the mayor's shortcomings featured prominently, Each installment began with the following Editor's Note:
Throur:, ,.il IIH' Si:>.ties, Atldntd was Camelot. Spared serious racial
tllrlllLlil "Ild blessed with experienced leadership, the city became a
gre.ll Cl'nler Lli commerce dnd iI mecca for emerging blacks, Today,
plliitil"li puwer hds shifted, New leadership wrestles new problems.
Tlwre drl' knsiul\s .1Il1ll1lg the peuple, Camelot has faded. What's happening tn Atl.lnt.l? Will the dre,lIn survive 123 MdfCh 1975J?
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TilE POLITICS OF DISPLACEMENT

The reporting team went on in its seven stories to cite such problems as white flight, the lack of experienced and "cohesive" leadership,
racial polarization, crime, and scandal (mainly Eaves's improprieties)
as reasons for a pessimistic prognosis. Much of the blame for the city's
condition was laid at the feet of the mayor. "In his 15 months in office,"
the paper wrote (23 March 1975), "Maynard Jackson has come to symbolize to many white businessmen the troubles in Atlanta."
Officials in the Chamber of Commerce and Central Atlanta Progress
(an organization of downtown business interests), as well as department
stlH'e executives and other businessmen, viewed the COllstitution series
a~> misleading and dangerously overstated (1-216, 234, 228, 212, 232,
222). In a speech to a local business club, a one-time president of the
Jaycees (Bryant, 1975) summarized common fears:

I A Is

d businessman, deliver me from the thrust of the reporting exemplified in those seven Mikles about the city. The word goes down:
Atlclntans are questioning and lack confidence in their own city. Reporters and editors around the world relay the word that Atlanta is up
fpr grabs. And, bango! all the Forward Atlanta money, foreign and
domestic trade mission efforls, industrial development efforts and literdlly millilll1s of dollars invested in national and international publiC
reidlions ilnd advertiSing are all washed down the drain by the Sunday
morning headlines ..

Many business leaders prOfessed to be unable to explain the newsp,)per's "vendetta" against Jackson, which, more than its editorial pages,
was taken to be the measure of its true opinion. Comments by several
prominent figures suggest that plain fear over the loss of white power
was a prime motive force behind the series. A long-time political insider
on the Atlanta scene (1-217) observed: "The newspapers are such sorry
things now. Tarver Ithe publisher of the COllstitlltioll] isn't worth talking
to. They used to be able to do anything they wanted, but now they
can't." And;} former department store executive (I~212) commented of
Tarver: "He acts like somebody took his candy."
The split between the newspaper, traditionally counted among Atlanta's most influential institutions, and the business community over
the issue of the paper's reporting stance toward the mayor and the
city suggests that criticism of the mayor that also implicates the city
oversteps certain implicit boundaries. Business spokesmen in Atlanta
attacked the COllstitl/tioll not so much for imposing the constraint of
critical scrutiny on the mayor but rather mainly for its possible effects
on the city's economic prospects, given the form the newspaper's strategy took.

To a large extent the distress of the business community over the
"City in Crisis" series mu ted the im pact within the city of the COllstitl/tiO/l'S assault on the mayor. If the matrix of elite attitudes within which
the mayor operated was not more or less universally supportive, as it
was in Detroit, then at least the mayo'r's major antagonist was isolated
from its own natural allies. In addition, the daily editorial fare Atlantans
received from the Constitutioll was on the whole at odds with its more
concentrated reporting campaign. In the end the paper rather than the
mayor lost the most credit.

THE ALLOCATION OF WHITE RESOURCES:
SUPPORT AS A RESOURCE
If we limit our notion of support to mean the existence of generalized good will toward the mayor, then we llIay conclude that such
support existed only in Detroit. Given that city's history of racial turmoil,
this is perhaps remarkable enough. But there are, in addition, other
supportive factors present in both cities that contributed to the ability of
the two mayors to govern. In both places white elites essentially accepted the fact of racial transition. That such acceptance was underlain in
part by a realistic appraisal of electoral possibilities (given the demographic balance) suggests a practical commitment to majoritarianism, a
basic democratic form .. The commitment to majority rule is no mean
safegu:"d of the winner's right to govern. The perceived capacities of
the ind;, i :uals involved aside, the black mayors' claims to city hall were
accorded therefore a certain legitimacy. Another supportive factor was
the absence of overt racism or racist analysis, a factor that must have
served to limit the depth of racial animosity, and yet a third supportive
element Wi'cS the widespread optimism of white elites regarding the
future of their cities.
Atlantans were to be sure substantially less generous in their support of their mayor and all that he represented than were Detroiters.
Atlantans maintained a narrower conception of "mayorship," were more
nostalgic for the past, less patient in their judgment of the mayor's
performance, and less prone to see the mayor's blackness as in any way
advantageolls to him or to the community. Nevertheless, Maynard Jackson did not face an unrelenting monolithic pattern of noncooperation
and rejection. He was the object neither of fear nor of revulsion. Atlanta's
white elites resignedly accepted his presence. Although the matrix of
altitudes within which he operated cannot be characterized as permis-
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sive or facilitative, neither was it so confining as to pre<;lude governance.
In contrast, in Detroit white elite attitudes formed a comparatively flexible cllntext fur mayoral activity, and Coleman Young maintained a stock
nf credit among whites in significant positions that provided a high level
of security.

_ 5 _ _ _ _ __
Strategic Adjustments
to the New Order

At Maynard Jackson's first inauguration, an undeviating affirmation of conventional symbols of resp~ctability, the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra played the choral movemen.t of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony,
and the new mayor's soprano aunt entertained the crowd with a collection of arias and classical songs. In his inaugural address Jackson spoke
not of policy and politics but of love. More than 90% of those in attendance at the Civic Center ceremony were black, most of them middleaged (AC, 8 Jan. 1974). Although both the outgoing mayor, Sam Massell,
and then governor Jimmy Carter came to the event, few members of the
acknowledged white "establishment"-principally downtown business
figures-were there. Indeed, in the succeeding weeks, members of that
group were publicly relatively silent about the mayor and their feelings
toward him. Much of the attention of the white community focused
tensely on the city council, for its members, immediately upon taking
office, engaged in a minor racial struggle over the proper scope of the
powers of the white council president.
The celebration that accompanied Coleman Young's accession to
city hall was more flamboyant and less self-consciously cautious. The
official party lasted 3 days. A popular Motown entertainer sang for
lUI
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representatives and low- and moderate-income members of the community on their corporate boards. One of the planks, the expansion of the
urban homesteading programs which would confiscate abandoned properties and turn them over to low-income people, is the basis for ACOIIN'S
current ten-city squalling campaign.
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Village J/(li[e, 26 March 1979.
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DARE to Struggle
Organizing in U rhan America
Jim Jacobs

Origins of DARE: The Cockrel Campaign
and subsequent dissolution of the Detroit
T Alliance for a Rational
Economy
contains many imHE DEVELOPMENT

(DAUE)

portant lessons. What follows does not pretend to be a dispassionate, analytical view of DAnE. I was a leader in the organization, and
was responsible in part for its positive and negative qualities. There
is a tendency among former DAnE leaders to avoid critical public
assessment of the organization's strengths and weaknesses, because
they hope· to see another such independent political organization
emerge and so are anxious not to project an image of failure. 1 In
my opinion this view is profoundly wrong. First, it denies the
political commitment of all socialists to examil1e critically their
past practice. Moreover, DAnE was not a failure. It was one important step in a very painful process as the American left learns how
to work within the American urban context.
DARE was created in September. 1978, at a convention attended
by over two hundred Detroit activists. Over half of the delegates
were black, many representing neighborhood organizations. A
signficarit number also worked in human service areas; some were
city workers. There were also a llumber of black activists who had
been involved in high school liberation movements, the campaign
to abolish STUESS (an undercover ullit of the Detroit Police Department which resulted in the deaths of a number of young blacks in

The allihor Iviihes 10 a(kliowit'd.l!e Iht' aid oj Sarah Ka.{a/(lll ill preparali(lll ,~r Ihis
essay. I .. Iso walillO Ihallk DLll'id Rid"lt" Salll I~H/III<IIl. 1111" tht' IIIIlIly [(llllr"d!'s i/J
Dt'lroil who hl'ipt'd lilt' 10 ./oYIIllllatt· //I y ideas I/wn' (it"lYly. I <1111 Tt'sp,'llsibit·, h(lwever, Jor Ihe (tlllll'lll. - J.J.
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the early 1970S), or the defense of the New Bethel defendants.
They were both working class and professionals. The white activists were primarily drawn from the Motor City League, an organization developed in the early 1970S that did antiwar, anti-political
repression, and trade union organizing. There were also a significant number of radical church activists from groups such as Christians for Socialism (CfS). The white activists were from more
professional and college-educated backgrounds.
The major impetus to DARE and the nucleus of its leadership had
emerged from the successful campaign to elect Kenneth Cockrel to
the Detroit city council one year earlier. Cockrel, a black attorney,
played a major role in a number of police-community struggles in
post-rebellion Detroit, including the New Bethel incident and the
anti-STI~EsS campaign. He was also a leader in such left black
organizations as the League of Revolutionary Black Workers, the
2
Black Workers' Congress, and the Labor Defense Coalition. The
Cockrel campaign was a mass mobilization effort involving over
one thousand people which resulted in Cockrel obtaining 167,000
votes, fmishing seventh out of nine candidates.
The Cockrel campaign was not overtly socialist in its ideology
or program. However, in interviews to the media, Cockrel always
identified himself as a socialist. Moreover, he consistently refused
to break with his own past left efforts at organizing black workers,
maintaining that "nothing has changed as far as my basic beliefs
go." 3 His campaign literature called for strong community control
of the basic urban institutions of housing, schools, and health. The
Cockrel campaign also called for the elimination of the five per
. cent Detroit utilities tax extracted from all citizens.
The Cockrel campaign was based upon the conventional wisdom of local Detroit politics: a candidate wins through name recognition. And clearly, to the average Detroit citizen, Cockrel was
projected as a black radical politician. It is also significant that
while the conservative Detroit News supported Cock rei (in an
editoral he was praised for his" thorough undertanding of what ails
the city") 4 neither the U AW nor the Democratic Party supported
him. The actions of these twO institutions are normally crucial in
determining the fate of most local political candidates. The fact that
Cockrel was able to win a council seat through his own organizali0nal efforts enhanced his claim to independence.
DAnE was the logical organizational step to consolidate the elec-
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tion victory. The purpose of DARE was to create an independent,
mass political force, led by socialists, that would fight for transformation of the local Detroit political agenda. The organizers of DAnE
were openly critical of the capitalist system, but the organization
was open to all who wished to participate. In practice, the focal
point of DARE'S activities became the Detroit city council.
Members in DARE were assigned to task teams, or work commissions. Later, in 1979. the organizational structure was altered to a
geographical quadrant structure in which DAnE members were
placed by virtue of their residential location. The leadership of
DARE was a seventeen-person executive board elected at large at the
DARE convention.

Early Growtb
ARE'S MAJOR CONTRIBUTION

to Detroit politics was its cri-

tique of and opposition to the Renaissance strategy of Mayor
D
Coleman Young. In essence, Detroit's Renaissance was a
downtown redevelopment project developed by the mayor in collaboration with representatives of Detroit's industrial and financial
capital. It was to be accomplished by a massive infusion of federal
money. much of it originally intended to aid community development projects, as well as by tax incentives to private real-estate developers. Decision-making power for the new development projects was centralized in quasi-governmental bodies that were not
accou~table to the public for their actions. The result was a new
downtown Detroit dominated by business and commercial interests, at the expense of Detroit's poor and working people. 5
DARE'S first major effort in opposition to that strategy focused on
the abuse of municipally granted tax abatements to private capital.
Although the ostensible intent oflocal tax abatements was to stimulate local development by subsidizing smaller firms, in fact larger
corporations were using them to obtain tax breaks with no local
rationale. o

In December, 1973, DAnE initiated a lobbying effort that resulted
in the majority of the Detroit city council refusing to permit a
twelve-year tax abatement for a General Motors plant moving
from Detroit to suburban Livonia. Under Michigan law, if a plant
moves into a new community within Michigan and asks for tax relief, the community where the plant originated must" sign off"
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before any abatement can be granted. DARE argued that since GM
was going to build its Livonia plant anyway, there was no reason
why the city should vote to save the giant automaker tax dollars,
especially when GM was abandoning its Detroit plant with no
future plans for reinvestment. The surprise decision not to grant
GM a tax break was reversed by the city council one month later
after combined pressure from GM, the UAW, and Mayor Coleman
Young. But the DARE intervention in the GM Livionia move initiated a politicization process through which questions of abatement
were in the future to be examined closely jn the city.

"City Life in 1980s," which attracted more than five hundred citizens. The conference brought home its general critique of the
Renaissance strategy by taking all participants on a two-hour bus
tour through the projects. The conference also initiated a fifteenthousand signature petition drive opposillg property tax abatements for Riverfront West, a luxury apartment complex to be constructed in the downtown area with massive amol.ll1ts of federal
aid. Riverfront West was an outstanding example of how the
wealthy were participating in the reconstruction of downtown Detroit at the expense of the majority of poor and working people.

In at least two instances, DARE members of the Cockrel staff
were responsible for a series of creative "negotiation sessions,"
where exiting firms received a city tax abatement "sign-off' only
after payment of a monetary penalty to the city for tax revenues
that would be 10st.7 But although DARE was successful in making
the tax abatement question a major public issue, in the end few
members of the city council joined Cockrel in voting against what
the businesses wanted.

The efforts of DARE organizers in supporting Detroit community
organizations combined with the ability of Cock rei to raise issues
at the city council were beginning to attract new people to the organization. In one year DARE grew to an organization of over two
hundred members geographically divided into four quadrants of
the city. There was a regular monthly newspaper. Moreover, ill
terms of both leadership and membership DARE was racially balanced, making it unique among urban progressive organizations.
It was these characteristics that led John'Juclis of Itl These Tillles to
call DARE "the only significant socialist organization in a major
American city."!!

1\ NOTHER

POLITICAL

theme sounded by

DARE

in its first phase

~ was the need for community control over major institutions

in the city. In the spring of 1979, DARE supported the workers of
Receiving Hospital, the only municipal medical facility in Detroit,
in opposing the sale of the hospital to a private corporation. In the
New Center area, DARE supported the efforts of an ACORN community organization to halt efforts at relocating residents to make
room for rehabilitated housing for professionals. The demands of
the ACORN community organization in the New Center area were
taken by Cock rei to the city council table, and more re-location
benefits were won for those being displaced.
DAUE also supported the challenge of many community groups
to a new city policy of metal dumpsters and one-person garbage
trucks, which they feared would lead to faster deterioration of garbage removal service. The DARE executive board prepared a petition drive demanding that the city council postpone the decision to
purchase the trucks. Cock reI called for a city council public hearing
on the question, and through DARE'S efforts at publicizing the hearing, over five hundred Detroiters packed the auditorium to voice
their displeasure at the mayor's decision.

By September 1979,

DAUE

was able to host a conference titled

The Political Context

T

HE DEVELOPMENT OF DAUE in Detroit was no accident. First,
the relative success of previous political work by leftists, and
particularly by the Communist Party, made the context of local
debate in Detroit more progressive than that which prevails in
many other American cities. The rich legacy of political struggle in
the Detroit automobile industry contributed substantially to the
context ill which DARE emerged. A number of signficant local ofticials - including Congressman Georg(; Crockett, Congressman
John Conyers, city council president Irma Henderson, and city
council member Maryann Mchaffery-have close tics with the Detroit left. Indeed, the paramount example of local political leadership tics with the left was Mayor Young, who in the 19405 was the
national leader of the National Negro Labor Congress, who organized in the UAW and was fired from Ford Motor Company, and
who responded in the 1950S to a McCarthyist investigation of his
"communist past" with a scathing public denunciation of the
House Un-American Activities Committee.
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Second, Detroit in the I ~nos was a black-majority city. While the
1967 rebellion first made black unrest visible to the white population, the black community had been organized into block clubs,
union caucuses, church organizations, and local political clubs for
years. These groups provided the backbone of support for black
and progressive white politicians in local, state, and federal electoral efforts. The struggle for black control of communities and institutions in Detroit is a rich one, encompassing the schools, police
force, UAW locals, sports, and cultural affairs. The election of Coleman Young in 1973 as Detroit's first black mayor was one major
step in this process. To the degree that DARE was indentified as part
of the black liberation struggle, it received positive support from
the Detroit black community.
Third, the cadre that organized DARE had a formidable track record in successful mass electoral organizing. Emerging out of the
League of Revolutionary Black Workers, Black Workers' Congress, Motor City Labor League, From the Ground Up, and Students for a Democratic Society, they were in agreement that the
electoral area was significant place for left involvement. Moreover,
they had already been successful. In 1972, most of the same individuals engineered the election of Justin Ravitz to Detroit Recorder's Court.
The DAilE leadership also possessed a common political ideology
which helped the new organization to develop a clear political
presence. First, they were determined to win electoral power.
Since the early 197os, most of these individuals had rejected" new
left n counterinstitution organizing and Marxist-Leninist partybuilding as .. sandbox n politics. Inste.ad they proposed actual bids
for power which would provide the institutional" space" for experiments in introducing socialist programs in the urban context.
Second, they believed that electoral campaigns must be anchored
in the community. Indeed, the intention of DARE was to become a
socialist-led organization, emerging in electoral politics, but
rooted in the community. As one DAnE leader put it:
As we became a mature community organization, we can offer the
c1e:lr prospecc to ochers chac citizens' accion and socialism work
togtthn. DARE can bring a socialist perspeccive to the local citizen
action movell1ent. ')
Third, from the outset the

DARE

leadership maintained a firm com-
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mitment to a multiracial org:lI1ization. It was an answer to the various forms of black nationalist groups that emerged in the 1900S to
argue that Detroit should be an exclusive preserve of black people.
DAnE would promote black and white unity as essential for any
progressive change in the city. Fourth, DAilE was dc:signed to take
advantage of the nonpartisan character of local politics. It could
operate outside traditional party politics in local elc:ctions without
opening itself to the charge of undermining the "lesser evil" in
heavily Democratic Detroit. Finally, DAilE identified with Detroit
issues in preference to suburban, state, or federal ones. Although
DARE people certainly were concerned about national political issues, the organizational thrust was almost exclusively within local
Detroit politics, on the basis of the conviction that control on the
local level was )mportant and that on that level victories could
be won.

Growing Pains

T

HE EASE with which DAilE emerged obscured the difficulty of
....... sustaining organizational development. This became rc:adily
apparent in the pc:tition drive initiated against the tax break for the
Riverfront West Apartment Development. Each quadrant was
given the task of gathering signatures. However, the grallting of a
twelve-year tax abatement for a yet nonexistent project in downtown Detroit was fairly remote from the concerns of most Detroit
citizens. The petition drive became a way to educate citizens as
to the character of downtown development and the meaning of
tax abatements; but the actual collecting of signatures was timeconsuming and difficult. The petition drive was finally completed,
but only through the heroic efforts of a few DAnE members, and at
the cost of the diminished confidence of some DARE leaders in the
quadrants' ability to get work done.

In retrospect, the difficulties in the petition drive were rooted in
the inappropriateness of the issue. In the fall of 1979, Detroit was
entering its second recession in five years. The interest of Detroit's
working people was focused not on taxes (although the tax abatement question was in fact an important one on the larger terms),
but on jobs, on investment, and on the question of t~deral aid to
the ailing auto industry. In a city in which roughly one-third of the
work force was employed in an auto-related illdustry, a major concern was inevitably the economic viability of the Chrysler Corpo-
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ration, and the question of federal loan guarantees to Chrysler
dominated the headlines. \0 It is to DARE'S credit that it succeeded in
making tax abatement a major local issue, but to define that issue
as crucial to DARE'S strategy may have been detrimental to DARE'S
own development.
DAnE did attempt to intercede in the Chrysler issue in the spring
of 1<)80 by holding a community meeting at an East Side church to
call for public representation on the Chrysler Board of Directors.
A DARE position paper stated that if Chrysler obtained new city tax
concessions and/or funding to redevelop any of its aging Detroit
plants, then it should be publicly accountable for its investment decisions. The Chrysler Forum attracted over one hundred people,
yet missing from the audience were large numbers of black Chrysler workers, who were one group targeted by the organizers of the
event. More seriously, apart from the demand for public input into
Chrysler investment decisions, there was little agreement inside of
DAilE on what to do with Chrysler. Nor was the specific issue of
Chrysler plant closings linked to the general problem of industrial
plant closings in Detroit. After the Chrysler Forum, DARE did not
again take up any employment issues atTecting industrial workers.
Many DARE leaders, in evaluating the event, concluded that workers were without confidence in any plan to establish more jobs at
Chrysler. While worker passivity was clearly a problem, there was
no attempt made to go beyond this obvious fact and develop linkages with the rank-and-file groups that were struggling against the
passivity.
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1\ T ANOTHER TIME the local Nazi party asked the city council for
I1 a parade permit to hold a public event in celebration of the
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birthday of George Lincoln Rockwell. Cock reI proposed a massive
city-council-led counterdemonstration of the Detroit progressive
community against racism. This bold move, by which the body
granting the permit would also organize a counterdemonstration
of fifteen thousand Detroit citizens opposing the aims of the
march, would cut through sterile debate on .. whether to allow the
Nazis to march" and would mobilize people around an issue of real
sociar importance. It appeared that even the most conservative
white city council members would join the call for the counterdemonstration, which would be an important symbolic action
against white racism, and would aid in bringing together various
community organizations and groups around that vital, iss(le.
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The Cock rei proposal produced the most substantial political
debate in DARE'S brief history. Dlack and white members attempted'
to grapple with the political, strategic, and tactical questions of
civil liberties, racism, and how to fight the Nazis. After stimulating debate, the organization voted to endorse the Cockrcl action
and to organize people to attend a public hearing of the city council
to consider the ql1estion. Unfortunately, the Revolutionary Communist Party, Revolutionary Socialist League, and other ultra-left
groups who were opposed to the Nazis getting any p'ermision to
demonstrate disrupted the packed city council hearing and refused
'to allow anyone to speak. Anum ber of people were arrested, and a
majority of the city council became convinced that violence would
erupt if the Nazi march were faced with a massive counterdemonstration. They denied the Nazis a parade permit, offering rhem an
alternative site which was rejected by the local fascists. ThllS, the
march never happened, and DAnE'S strategy was never implemented. 11
While DARE maintained its organizational presence in the city
through activities such as these, a number of structural problems
began to emerge. First, quadrant meetings, rather than acting as
foci for the development of program, became no more then transmission belts from the executive board to the group. On that basis
it was hard to sustain the interest of local community people.
Second, DAnE's quick growth, coupled with the widely held
belief that Cockrel wanted to run for mayor, caused the Young
administration to perceive DARE as the major political threat to its
base. Thus, despite the careful way in which Cockrel and other
DAilE leadership distinguished the organization from Cockrel's
career, DAilE'S criticism of the Renaissance strategy was experienced as an attack upon the mayor. Young referred in one interview
to DAilE and AconN people as carpetblggers, a characterization
clearly unfair to the DAilE leadership with long roots in tlie community, as well as to ACORN which also had a base of local activists.
The traditional bbck coml1'.unity institutions quickly got the message that suppOrt for DAilE would be seen as hostility to the mayor.
Black participation in DAnE at the grassroots level began to wane as
the mayor attacked DAI~E.
Opposition from the VA w was still more intense. The union had
always been hostile to Cockre1, in large part because of his past
involvement with the League of l~evolutionary mack Workers.
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During the city council elections, the UAW not only refused to support Cockrcl but used its local black leadership to campaign for
conservative white candidates on the UAW slate in the black community. After Cockrcl's election, the union ignored him and DAnE.
When the Progressive Alliance was organized by the UAW in 1978,
DARE was not invited. DAilE invited UAW international officers to
participate in the Chrysler Forum, but they did not even respond.
The refusal of the UAW to engage in any relationship with DAilE
or the Cockrel office is unfortunately all too characteristic of the
union's role in local Detroit politics. 12 The UAW hostility was
ll13tter-of-factly accepted by DAilE, which refrained from testing its
ties with secondary UAW leadership, either in the Detroit locals or
through the UAW-CAl' program. This was an error because it was
clear that Cockrel was popular among the rank and file, and DAilE
might have carved out some basis of support for future work with
an aggressive strategy toward the secondary union leadership.
of DARE brought another challenge:
1980, the Citizens' Party extended itself to DAnE. llarry Commoner addresed the 1980 DARE
convention, and there appeared to be interest within the DARE
membership ill becoming part of a third-party effort. However,
for a number pf tactical and strategic reasons, DAilE did not pursue
a relationship with the Citizens' Party. One of them was the fear
that in the black community, where the mayor was mobilizing
voters on the basis that a racist Republican victory would hurt
chances of the city to obtain federal funds, any thrust for a third
party would isolate DAnE further among black voters. In 1980,
DAilE supported a slate of local candidates and endorsed no one for
president. Yet the issue of national political alignments was one
that continued to present itself in an ullclear way to the membership.
HE QUICK INITIAL SUCCESS

T the lure of national politics. In
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DAilE" worked best" on concrete, limited projects. The energetic
mobilization to get out the vote, the careful preparation of public
events, the intricate division of roles for DAilE projects, the attention given to any mailing or piece of literature, were all strong
points for DAilE. In those respects, DAilE was an organization that
took itself seriously and that attracted working people.

But there was no political consolidation around an ideology or a
program. There was no serious attempt to stimulate the political
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development of DAnE members. In contrast to the extreme organizational discipline and careful planning that went into all DAltE
events, the lack of political clarity and ideological development
was striking. Most DAnE members could make a critique of the
mayor's downtown development plans, but if challenged for an
alternative, they could offer only a few nllimbled phrases about
"letting the people decide."
In short, DAnE'S early development had generated a competent
core of black and white activists, a critique of Detroit urban development, and, with the presence of Cock rei on the city council, a
focal point for mass programs and strategy. These were necessary
preconditions for the development of an urban socialist organization, but they were not sufficient to move DARE forward. What
was missing was a clear consensus on ideology and a political perspective on how to behave as a socialist organization.
By focusing upon ideology and political perspective I do not
mean to imply that "armed with the correct line, everything is
possible." DAilE was faced with objective dilemmas that could not
be easily overcome simply through any political perspective, correct or not. Yet when analyzing organizalional behavior, partiClIlady when an organization c1.1ims to be under socialist leadership,
there is a need for some ideological benchmark to evaluate successes and failures.
Second, the objective conditions, whatever they are, are faced
by the strategies and tactics which emerge from some perspective.
Unless one maintains a belief that organizations should be no more
than Pavlovian respondents to outside stimuli, the choice of which
perspective you take-to advance, consolidate, retreat, or whatever- will determine your succc:ss. I would maintain that socialist
organizations, because of their implicit class perspective, their
commitment to locate the cause of problems within the functioning of capitalism, and their understanding of the centrality of
racism and sexism to any working-class struggle, among other attributes, arc more able to handle whatever .. conjuncture" they
face. DARE might not have stopped the Renaissance strategy, but
because of our political commitment to socialism, we would be in
the best position to launch all effective critique.
Finally, a socialist perspective explicitly implies a clear commitment to democracy. This is more than a formal constitutional
guarantee that all members have rights and the power to decide
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isslIes. Nor is it the simplistic notion of letting the people decide,
which often characterizes community-organizing strategy. That
would often degenerate quickly into the organizer manipulating
the process, selectively feeding information to "the people" so that
their decision surprisingly corresponded to the organizer's original
wishes. A socialist organization has leadership that interacts with
the membership. Indeed, democracy becomes essential because it
is the only guarantee that new cadre will emerge as leaders from
the membership. Thus, a socialist organization must impart a
ditlicult quality, the ability of people to think for themselves. The
absence of organizational debate and struggle is the absence of a
socialist perspective.
The failure to develop a socialist ideology did not mean that
was non-ideological or pragmatic. Rather, there was an increasing reliance upon a community-organizing ideology. 13 DARE'S
eventual dissolution, after such a promising start, resulted primarily from the difficulties of its non-socialist, community-organizing
style.
DAnE

The Community Organizing Model
f

COURSE,

every left organization must be sensitive to the

O issues raised by the communities in its area. Moreover, many
:1j
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community-organizing techniques that encourage citizen participation, democracy, and political activism should be a part of any
urban socialist practice. However, the political assumptions that
underlie community organizing often conflict with the development of urban socialist organizations.
Central to community organizing is the belief that the "community" is the major social category toward which political work is
directed. The community is a specific territory with its social and
economic network of people. Communities have identifiable local
leadership which must be unraveled by organizers.
This perspective tends to avoid the significant category of class
and class relationships. 14 Communities, more often than not, are
made up of people with various class belongings. It is misleading
to designate a "poorer" looking area as a "working-class community" and a somewhat" better-off" area as a "lower-middle-class"
. community. Within all communities there are class ties through
work, and class roots through social experiences, that are salient in
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the creation of socialist urban movements. If there are choices to
make, this is the criterion that must be emphasized.
For DAnE, emphasis upon the concept of community made it less
likely that the organization would conduct political work inside
the trade union movement. Although DAItE members could not
easily be active in the UAW, many members belonged to unions in
social services, teaching, health services, and local government
occupations. It would have greatly strengthcncd DAnE to have concentrated more on developing a presence in local workplaces and
union struggles.
Among DARE members who were Detroit public school teachers, there were initiatives to work within the progressive caucus of
the Detroit F.ederation of Teachers. One DAnE member was successftdly elected to the executive board of the local. But there was
little organizational support for the efforts of these few individuals,
and their work perceived as peripheral to DAnE'S main activity of
fighting the Renaissance strategy.
DARE'S inability to form tks with Detroit municipal unions was
especially unfortunate. In large part, those workers provided the
natural institutional basis for opposition to the Renaissance strategies. Although the leadership of those unions was highly sympathetic to the mayor (who was once a local union leader for Detroit
sanitation workers), their membership was also the first to suITer as
the fiscal crisis of Detroit intensified. The Young administration's
plan to sell Detroit Receiving Hospital provoked an immediate
outrage from the unionized employees which DAnE initially supported. Unfortunately, DAnE did nOt sustain its efforts with this
group.

A second assumption that is central in community organizing is
that local politicians must be forced to act through confrontations. ls This implies organizing a local base for suppOrt around an
issue, holding a meeting and planning a demonstration that will
force authorities to respond to the concerns of the group. The positive aspects of this approach are its focus upon mobilization, COnfrontation, and the tact that political power comes to ordinary
people through the ability to demonstrate support. All serious
political organizers benefit from these methods. A drawback of
this approach when used exclusively. however, is that it leads to
the conceptualization of every issue in terms of the" community"
versus the "politicians." This approach obscures the need for the
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community to win allies, to develop alliances with other groups,
institutions, and politicians. Such alliances not only strengthen the
power bloc in favor of a particular initiative, but also act as a check
upon the natural tendency of narrowly defined constituency
groups to pursue their own interests to the exclusion of all others. It>
N DAHE, this issue was posed sharply because we were both an
organization that sought to represent the interests of workingclass people in Detroit, and a political machine for Ken Cockrel.
While these are not inherently opposed, they do present some difficult political, strategic, and tactical questions. Unfortunately, in
DAilE we never came to grips with these questions directly. The
only area in which there was a somewhat clear policy was that
specific city council tactics and strategy were left to Cock rei and
the council staff. Sometimes key issues before the council were discussed in DAHE, but normally they were reported to the organization after council action had been taken.

I

A half step to resolve the issue would have occurred if DAilE had
successfully implemented a strategy to run a slate of candiates for
local ot1ice. With more than one candidate in office, DAilE would
have been forced to focus upon larger coalition building. Another
possibility would have been to recruit other local officials who
could integrate their political supporters into the organization. Although there were some other elected officials in DAHE, only Justin
Ravitz and David Kerwin, both judges in Detroit Recorder's
Court, played visible roles in DAnE.
In Detroit there already existed an established group of progressive officials when DAilE appeared on the scene. While many of
them did not possess an ideological or electoral base independent
of the Democratic Party and the UAW, their political views and
their votes on issues were progressive. Futhermore, they were recognized spokespeople for senior citizens and poor people in the
city. For DAnE to develop any long-term strategy, it had to develop
some relationship with these individuals. That relationship never
materialized. Indeed, the more DAilE pursued its hegemonic intentions of attempting to dictate by itself a strategy for fighting the
Renaissance, the more strained became the organization's relations
with other local officeholders, particularly on the city council. The
progressive members of the Detroit city council had been active in
a number of ways to support the concerns of working and poor
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people. They had not, despite their public statements critical of the
Renaissance, joined Cock rei in many specific votes against it.
However, they had fought against federal budgets cuts and military spending. By attacking them, DAnE became isolated and exposed itself to charges of self-serving, irrational, or duplicitous
behavior.
DAilE'S reliance on the .. community to versus .. the politicians"
backfired most gravely when it came to its relationship with
Mayor Young. Even though DAnE leadership and Cock rei at the
council table did try to avoid criticizing the mayor directly, the
media continously played up the" Cockrel challenge" to Coleman
Young. DAilE proved unable to extricate itself from a scenario in
which Detroiters .. chose sides." Instead of concentrating on the
issues and seeking a means to enter into alliance as well as debate
with Mayor Young, DAnE allowed itself to be drawn into a zerosum game: you were either in the camp OfDAHE or the camp of the
mayor. The more this polarization developed, the mOre unable
DAnE was to generate credibility in the black community.
ANOTHEIl FUNDAMENTAL TENET of community organizing is that

1"1. people are" organized" by dealing with the immediate issues
affecting their neighborhood. In urban communities, this means
that garbage removal, abandoned housing, trafflc lights, and police
service provide the essential" issues" for organizing. The assumption is that through "non ideological " issues people will begin to
see the elite in control and the need for overall change. In addition,
these are issues around which people can win victories which will
raise spirits and encourage the belief that change is possible. Any
issues that might divide the community are avoided in this approach. DAilE'S choice of programs was heavily influenced by this
type of thinking. Tax abatements were selected as an issue because
they were concrete, could appeal to almost all people, and could
provide a "real" victory if the city council could be made to vote to
save taxpayers money. Thus, the more divisive, but potentially
much more attractive issue of economic crisis in the auto industry
was evaded.
Besides raising the right issues, an effective socialist organization
should deepen the issues raised, demonstrate linkages, and raise a
vision for the future. DAnE spent a great deal of dIort in amassing
an enormous amount of empirical information that detailed De-
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troit's urban problems. But most of the problems were already
apparent to city residents. The real question was what alternatives
could be developed. What would a socialist vision of a city look
like? It is to DARE'S credit that it provided the initial impulse for the
pamphlet "Rational Reindustrialization," by Dan Luria and Jack
Russell. 17 But DARE never publicly took these issues on, perhaps
out of fear of engaging in a utopian exercise.
Lack of an unfolding strategy contributed to the organization's
episodic practice. There could be hundreds of people mobilized for
an event, but the next DARE meeting would include only the hardcore activists. DAnE was never able to consolidate its activists into
committed cadre. In part the reason lay in the political education
programs. The literature that DARE produced was often excellent in
terms of content, yet it was unclear how many people in the organization read and understood the implications of the material. DARE
was strongest in action, but weakest in education of the membership. This explains why so few new leaders emerged from the
DAUE membership during the existence of the organization.
There was no clear idea of what DAnE wanted, except when it
came to election ballot propositions or electoral support for candidates. Then, DAilE was mobilized, almost like a division in battle,
to march for victory. What was DARE aiming for? How did its activity reflect an ideology? These remained disturbing questions for
members in DARE as well as for sympathetic supporters.

The End
y TIlE SPRING
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Of1981, DAilE was losing members, especially in

the black community. Cockrel was increasingly isolated in the
B
city council, and there appeared to be no strategy for the 1981
mayoral elections. Attempts by DARE to form a slate were unsuccessful because the strongest candidates, such as Justin Ravitz,
were not available to run. In March, 1981, Cockrel decided not to
seek re-election. This was his personal decision based upon a
number of factors, but it appears certain that one of them was the
condition of DARE. It!
After Cockrel's decision, the DARE executive board could not
agree on any long-term strategy for the organization. DAUE had
worked best in electoral campaigns, and other forms of politiCal
work did not seem attractive. I'} Unfortunately, the long-term sig-
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nificance of DARE as a left urban political organization was not considered when it was dissolved. The ending of DAItE meant the giving up of an organizational presence in Detroit politics that would
be hard to rebuild. Morever, in voting for dissolution, the DAItE
executive board did not encourage the membership to continue
political work as a group in any particular area, or with any alliance
of local forces. This had the effect of demobilizing the membership, many of whom wanted to continue some form of political
activity. After the vote to dissolve in June 1981, DAUE disappeared
without a trace. The sudden ending of DAUE was a setback for the
left and for Detroit.

Conclusion

D

and equally quick departure raise some important questions for urban left organizing. It is possible in
the present conjuncture for socialists to run successfully for local
office in many parts of the country. 211 While this is indeed a positive
development, it now places a more difficult issue on the agenda.
How can a socialist organization be built to sustain the dectoral
victory, extend it, and encourage the realization of changes facilitated by it?
ARE'S RAPID RISE

The history of urban left politics in the U.S. provides examples
of debatable relevance for today. Nor can one easily look to foreign
models for such work. In Italy, for example, Communist Party
mayors have the backing orthe Italian Communist Party, a national
St rLlc.ure that can offer them political and organizational Sllp~)Ort.
In our, case, each socialist elected is a small beachhead that can only
be painfully maintained by local \!ffort.
Finally, DAilE'S experience suggests that any left political strategy
in American urban centers must develop an understanding of the
dynamics of the black liberation struggle. III large part, left forces
can operate in the urban centers because they can enjoy suppOrt
from black and national minorities bottled up in cities. On the
other hand, the struggle of black people is an independent movement in which socialist forces will playa role, but perhaps not a
dominant one. In this regard there arc real questions of how effective white left cadre are in electoral work among predominamly
black and Hispanic urban citizens. This may bring a new urgency
to a suburban-city alliance, since the white working class has in
large part abandoned most large industrial centers.
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The A lIlerican left came a long way in urban politics in the 1970s.
in a sense represented a constellation of the best dements
from the black workers', anti-war, and community organizing
moveJllents. Though it made a substantial contribution to the
political life of Detroit, it did not succeed, because it was frozen in
anillides inappropriate to the conditions in which it had to work.
Creative thinking about the quality of internal organization, the
relationship to other political forces, and issue priorities is necessary if left: 0rganizational activity is to make a difference to urban
pulitics in the 19/1os.
DAnE
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Dan Luria and Jack Russell, .. Rational Reindustrialization: An Economic
Development Agenda for Detroit" (Detroit: Widgetripper Press, 1981).
Excerpts from this pamphlet arc printed in this issue of Socialist Review.
Throughout the existence of DARE, Ken Cock rei maintained a clear distinction between his role in the organization and his role at the city council. Cockrel was not accountable to DARE for his votes on the city council.
Conversely, DARE was not burdened with responsibility for Cock rei's
votes. llut the symbiotic relationship between the two localities, while it
enhanced both at one time, also threw them into crisis simultaneously.
Conflicts over this issue resulted in the resignations of Ken Cock rei and
Sheila Murphy right before the organization dissolved. It should be clear,
however, th,at DARE did not dissolve because they resigned.
For signs of this change, sec "Community and Electoral Politics: An
Interview with Mike Rotkin and llruce Van Allen," Socialist Review no.
47 (September-October 1979), pp. 101-1I!!; "Community and Electoral
Politics in New York City: Interview with Ruth Messinger," ibid., no. 54
(November-December 19110), pp. 33-54.
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Introduction
Indians in the United States today
T is one for survival.American
It has been a struggle during the entire two
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hundred years of the existence of the United States as an independent state bent on the destruction of the Indians as a people. In its
expansionist drive the United States provoked the formation of
American Indian nationalism as a necessary strategy for survival.
After a period in the early twentieth century of a United
States policy of benign neglect, followed by "reform," another
attack on the existence ofIndians as a people came in the 1950S and
once again awakened Indian nationalism as a survival strategy. The
context for struggle in the present period is different, mainly in
terms of the United States' position in the world as the world's
most powerful economy as well as its military and political belligerence and the counterpoint to that power-struggles for seIfdetermination alld national liberation in Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, the Middle East, Asia and the Pacific. The United
States economy and state, including its domestic policies, are so integrated with its dominant position in the world that the United
States has become increasingly vulnerable to internal social movements.
The American Indian nationalist movement in the United States
has wide support from the national liberation movements and
from many of the newly independent non-aligned countries. Unfortunately, its relationship with other social movements in the
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of the most sig·nificant emerging trends in electoral politics is the in_
creased appearance of minority candidates for public office; especially at
the local leveL Bet\'.:een 1965 and 1975, representatives of many disad\"antaged groups including blacks, chicanos, women, Asian- and native-Americans
have arisen as nominees for major elective positions. Although attempts to compare these movements with prior ethnic or nationality groups have produced some
controversy,! perhaps even more important has been electoral reaction to the
growth of minority and black political influence in American cities.
~
?-,,founting efforts to achieve major political goals for black Americans have
probably been most clearly reflected in the increasing number of black candidates
for leadership positions in urban areas. In 1969, when Thomas Bradley first sought
the office of Mayor of Los Angeles, there were only 29 black mayors in the United
States; and only 2, Carl Stokes and Richard Hatcher, served in large cities. 2 By
1974, however, there were ]07 black mayors, including Bradley; and several of
them were elected in big cities like Los Angeles, Atlanta, Detroit, and Newark, as
weU as in smaller communities such as Raleigh, North Carolina; Dayton, Ohio;
Pontiac, 1\Jichigan; East St. Louis, Illinois; and East Orange, New Jersey. 3 Within another decade or t\\'0, it is likely that a 'majority of the mayors in the nation's
largest cities ,\;l! be black.
Yet, the emergence of black mayors can be attributed more to the growth of
the black population in cities· than to the apprO\·al or receptivity of white ,·oters.
In 1967, when Slokes and HZltcher were victOlious, they received only 19 and 15
percent of the white vote in Cleveland and Gary, respectively. Although subsequently Slokes managed to increase his marbrin in the white community by 4 percent, and Hatcher by 7 percent, both candid..:tcs were running as Dem("cl:1tic
nominees in predominantly Democratic cities. s Similarly, in Detroit, black ;:,:1:·.)ralty candidate Richard Austin received only 18 or 19 percent of the white vote in
1969;6 a.nd his counterpart, Coleman Young, may have drawn an even smaller
vote among whites when he won in 1973. 1 In the same year, :r-.Jaynard Jackson,
successful bhck c~lndidate for mayor of Atlanta, polled only 23 percent of the
NE

O

'See. for (,::~!lIIple. Ed~Z!r Lin. Ethnic Politics ,'n America (:\'ew York: Scott. Foresman,
1970): and RaY1l1ond E. Wolfiw;er. The P"rilies of Progress (En"Irw,>0cl Cliffs: Prentice-Hail, 19i.J.). Chapter 3. c'pcciall,· pp. 71-73.
'For an insic;-htful account d the election of Stokes iT! Clevebnd. Ohio. and L,f Hatcher in
Gary, Indiana. ,("e Jeffrey K. Hadden, Louis \fa>otti. and Vinar ThiC'·"en. "The \laking of the :\'egro \fayors, 197+," Trans-Action 5 (January-Fehruary 1968): 21-30.
'Charles H. Le·.. ine. Racial Conjlict and the American J!aror (LC'xing-ton. \fass.: Heath.
1974). p. 116 .
• For an "arlier cli'cu.·;i()n that reco"nized the p"litical implicatio:J' oJ (hi, rre"d, see Oscar
Glanty, "The Xegro Voter in Xorthern Tndu,tr;al Citie,." )j'e<tcm Prolitical Quarterly
13 (December 1960): 999-1010.
'Thomas F. Pettigrew. "When a Black Candid.,tc Run; for :'-fa)'or: Race aEd Voting Behavior." in Harlan Hahn, ed .. People and Politics in Urban Society, L'rban .-\ffairs Annual Re"iews, 6 (Bc\'crly Hills: Sage Publications, 1972). pp. 100, 106 .
• .Vew York Times, :\'o\"{:mber 6. 1969, p. 38; Denise
Lewis. "Vict(!ry and Defeat for Black
C~r,dida(es," Black Politician 2 (April 1971). p. 67.
R,,1)("I"t L, Pis!>r. "Strength of Black Vote Cave Young His Hi,t, .. ric Victory." Detroit Nc:("s,
X""ember i, 1973. pp. 1,10.
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white vote in that city.s Perhaps mo'st notably, Ke;meth Gibson, the \\inning- bbr:
candidate for mayor of Xewark in 19iO, drew only 16 or Ii r:;,ercent of th~ "Ii :.
vote against incumbent Hugh Addonizio, who \\"as under federal indictme~i1 ':,
extortion and income tax e,"asion. D In each of the cities, the ,ictory of black ~;;:.
didates could be attributed to the large black percentage of the popt:!ation, w::ic:!
ranged from approximately 3i percent in Cleveland to 48 percent in ::Jewark: h
intensive black votcr registration drives; to high turnout in the black communi!,..
and to the cohesion of black voters, who cast from 88 to 9i percent of their b:!lln,;
for black candidates in these elections" 'White voters did not contribute signific?nti·,.
to the support of any of these black mayors. In fact, "in most cases, black candi.
dates have been unable to capture more than 25 percent of the white vote."lO
Both the growing importance of black politics in urban areas and the racial
polarization reflected in these votes, therefore, provide the Los Angeles mavora!t\.
elections of 1969 and 19i3 \vith special theoretical and political significanc~. Un',
like the other cities, black residents comprise only 15 to 18 percent of the popuIatio:1
of Los Angeles. Yet, in both elections, black city councilman Thomas Bradley \\';l.~
a major contender for mayor. The election of Bradley in 19i3 constituted the first
victory of a black candidate for mayor in a predominantly white city in the cnited
States.
The candidacy of a black le:1der for the highest office in the nation's third
largest city had a £Dr-reaching effect upon the nature of political conflict in many
other cities. Bradley's quest stirred the :1.mbitions of black leaders elsewhere: and
many of them were no longer content to cast their support to white candidates or
to accept the le:1.dership of \\"hite politicians. Illustrative of the impact which
Bradley'S first nomin~tion h:'d upon other cities is the cbservation of former Atlanta
, mayor Ivan Allen, Jr., who presided for many years 0,"('[ a progressive alliance of
white business interest, :1.ncl bbck \"oters:
Ironically, e,"ellts clc:lr :1.cross the country - in Los Angeles - mon were
to tear the roof off A.t1::nta's black community. In the mayoralty primary
there, a black ex-policeman named Tom Bradley ran vel)" strongly against
: '1cumbent Sam Yorty. This, regardless of what :m)'one says, char:ged the
~ntire attitude of t 1 :C' hhck electorate in Atlanta. Bradley's strong showing caused AtbnUt's bbck leaders to feel they had made a mist:1kt: this
time in \\"anting to \\'ork hand-in-hand as they always had with the '\I"lut~
power stnlcture." .. , If a Negro C:ln make a ,ho'wing like that in Los
Angeles, they be:;an to S:lY to themselves, a Negro can be elected mayor
of Atlanta. It \'::1, :It this point that negotiations broke down between
me :lnd the black le:lclership of the city.u
Perh:lps e\'en J !lor(' iii ;porU! nt th:1.n Br:ldlcy's sl ,owing in the first e1ecti o:1S wa'
his ,ictory at the l'n!Js ;o;:r ye:1.rs btcr, \·:hich :<ppr::,rcd to pi'ove th:lt a blz.ck c::.::dichte could cntcrt;lin ,Ol;le hopes of politic-al success even in a ,,"hite co!]s~iwe:Jcy,
Altr.ough C:1.lifornia \'otc·!'S ];;,,·c elected bJ;::ck leaders to such major 0mces ;:; S,~.;r
Superintendent of Scl~nols Zlnd Lieutenant Governor, both before ;,:~·d ,:,}.::e t;;('
1973 vote, Bradley'S r)t'ction as m~,yor seemed to symbolize the promise of a o'Jlution to persistent urban problems" For many, his \\"in raised the hope tl::1t j:l0bl;.
zJtion had subsided 2nd tllat !'u.cial inte.zr:1tion and harmony ('ould be bOll;>; if'
American cities.
Tom L:nthicum. "Jack~on Wir., O',cr ?\f as,cll." .1 t!anta Constitution .. OctoJer 17, 1~~~.
pp. 1. 22; ~'Int'~;ratin? At12n~a's PO":cr Elite," BZ':'iiness T-Veek, )J'()\-r~T!;"}er 2..f.. 1~.·,
p. 64.
~ Pctti;-rc\\r, ~;\VJ-::en a BJ2C.k C3nGidate Run:; for ~,Jayor/' p. 104.
,. L·sine, Rac:"al Conflict . p" 11 i.
:1 han ,-\!len, Jr"
",:th P:::u] Hc'''phiIJ. _~h:y.'T: .\'otes <ill the Sixties (Xew YUl"': S;!l1":, J<
, S'~:l:,tcr, 1971), p, 222.
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The elections in Los Angeles also have major theoretical significance for social
;:ientists. They appear to demonstrate that a black candidate could attrD.ct the
;upport of subst::mtial segments of the \\·hite elecorate. Perhaps eyen more im;lort:lntly, they raise the possibility of an infonnal electoral coalition between black
~.nd white voters. Obviously, in an oyenvhelmingly white city, black politicians
(".1.l1l1ot eJo.-pect to gain a majority solely on the strength of the black ,-ote. In addition to the united support of the black community, they require at least minimal
:;.ssistance from major sectors of the white electorate. Hence, the election returns
{rom Los Angeles can be examined in an effort to determine, in "arious circum,tances, which segments of the ,\·hite community might form a coalition \'lith
minority \'oters in behalf of black candidates for high elective office.
In an earlier study based upon three cities in the South, Holloway identified
three major types of alliances between black and white voters.12 The "consen'ative
coalition" was the linkage between the black community and powerful white business and financial interets in Atlanta, which may have collapsed under the weight
of Bradley's candidacy in Los Angeles. 13 A technique entailing "independent
power politics" den>loped in ~femphis in which concessions were sought in exchange for a cohesive black voteY Although this approach might amount to a
coalition when it results in the delivery of a large bloc of black votes to a white
politician, it also may be used as a truly independent basis of black political
nength when white votes are either unnecessary to sccure a majority or seemingly
impossible to obtain. ls Finally, in Houston, a "liberal coalition" has emerged in an
attempt to unite block voters with low-income -whites, bbor unions, chicanos, and
'I"l-:ite or Anglo libcrals from the business and professional world. ls Although the
"independent pO\\-cr politics" stratej'Y ~eems to be based cs,entially upon social
c1t";lvages, both the "conservative" and "Eberal" c(XllitioIls reflect ~ome important
;:l'ld contrasting implic<ltions concerning thC' :::ssor:iation between social attitudes
:1'1d socioeconomic. status ;::! no];'! whites. Prior research on ,oeial c1:1,s :l:ld rJ.ci:d prejuuice or attitudes toward bbck
ca!1did'!t,,~ frC'quentlv has failed to yield clear or cono:<tel1t resultsY Although
some' . c:· ~s have indic:1ted tli;,t r;:1ci~l prejudice ter.ds to decline :loS socioeconomic
;::atus inClC';:J.ses,ls later resc;Jrrh 1:.;::s ,harply challenged that conclusion. 19 Relatively
~{~,ry Holloway, "Negro Political Stratp<;y: Coalition or h:1cpendent Pnwcr Pnlitics?"
Social Science ()uarterlj' -1-9 ID("n-;nj,(-r 1%8,: 534-47,
:- n-:'l)ite its potenti;1 we:lk~c,,,e>_ lhi< type of cnalition COl1tin\J~d to attract. f:l\-e,rabJe cc,m;";lents from ,odal ,cienti,ts for :n;;m- \'pars. In :lddition tr, Holloway, Jbid .. see James
Q, Wilson, "The ;\e;ro in PoEtics,'; Daedalus 94 (Fall ; 965): 968. For -~!1 ~"o'~-sis
..,f / l'·":n,:" p2.ttt:rns in this, -;:Et:"n_,pc _Tack \Val1:er_ "X~;:;r() Voting in :\tlanla_ 19:13~?61." Phylon 24 (Winter 1963): 3i9-87.
"'.\"ilEaTTl E. \Vric::ht. Jfcmphis Pnl:t:'cs: A Study in Racial E:0C V(ding, Eagleton r:,;tit~te
C::sc Studies in Practical Politics I Xc\\" '{ork: ~rcGra..... -H:;l. 1962).
"_~.n i:-:dcpcndent black vari:mt of this' ,trategy has seemed to cl<:\-<.:!op in such :\L'rthc!7l ,,;,:"5
;)5 G:try and C];:\"(:bnd in w'·,ich h!:!ck voters crmstitu((; ~ :1cJ.r-majnrity or 2 . - ' --:::(":11
eleCiDral base to jt!;:;tifv the p~'( -=ncrt of Enaided \-ictoI"':. In '-uch localitic-::. 1-']-1('; . :-<.·\r~.
(!C";):llr:ng any 1\( IP~ ~f at~ra,·t;ng ':7nificant \\·hitc: ~:..~]!/)rt. I"'iiay focu~ the=:~~~S
::.lr:'!o~~t cxcIUSIYc]\' l!pC)n efft::,ts to ~e':-u!"c benefits fo!" ::';r: r...lack ron1D1Untty. p:.~
'f)ly
in part to so1idify their 1f.1dcl-~~1ip in that con~t:t.l!r:;r:c::. S~C Levine~ Rac';al C ,j:.:~t('t,
pp. 53-67, 69-84_ 109-1:25: Charle3 H_ LC\'ine and C!!~';;-r. r-::J.ufman, "l:r>an C.:, ';:r-t
-,

2.'

~ Con'trc::l1t on ~\f:l::(~r:"!l L[".1c("r:::h~p: L~~sons [r'.:71 GZ.IY ~nd Cleveland/~ .l::~cI1·(an

Politics Quartcrl:r 2 (January 1974): 78-106,
-, :or :mother interc;ting and irl<£ntful all:J.ly;is of lh" Er.-~~rr·n coaliticn, "':e C::;,~;dler
D::l.\-idson. Eircc;a[ Politics (Baton P,ou2"e: Louisi2.!:2. S:':':-o l::li\"Cl·!'ity Pres-, 1972).
R,'-.in :\1. Williams. Jr., Stra'lgcrs .vext Dnor (En:.:!r,-_r,cC: Cliffs: Pr("ntice-~a!l, ] :36-1)_
!J?- 50-56: Bruno B,ctt1chc:::1 :!lld :\fu,ris J~!-,'j\\-itz_ S'{:::: C!.ange and Pi<-jlldice (Glen__
coe: Free Press, 1964), p. 22.
, See, for e:ample, Seymour :\1. Lipset, Political J[ an 'G" -:- ':;"; City: D~~'-,!~d~\-_ ; 0'30: :
\feh-in Tum:n. Desegregation: I?l~s~·_'fal1ce end ?t~t;.?:·T..I._-: :P6nccton: Pr:ncett,:1 "LTni_
'_er-sity Press, 1958) .
. P_il'~::Hd. F, Hamilton, Class a;:d Politics in the [.-niter:: _7:<;.:,: IXe\\" \"",k: Wiley, 197~!,
"?E:cia!ly pp, 401-34.
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low-status whites of equivalent education may be less likely to endorse discrimi.
natory practices than middle- or upper-middle-class whites ;20 and low-income white
neighborhoods often have given less support to segregationist poiiticians such as
George 'VaJJace than have upper-class areas. 21 In general, measures of racial preju.
dice seem to be closely related to voting for black candidates.~2 Yet, one surVey of
white attitudes toward the candidacy of Senator Edward W. Brooke in ?\1a:ssa .
chusetts concluded that "the 'most prejudiced' were distributed relatively evenly
throughout all important demographic groups, suggesting that racial prejudice {s
a phenomenon that is determined only in part by socioeconomic status."n In fact.
the prior study of voting in the 1969 Los Angeles election failed to show a stron~
direct relationship between median income or education and support for Bradlev~
when the proportion of non-white residents was controJJed.24 When this contr~l
was introduced, the association between those variables was very weak, although
slightly positive. It should be noted that this correlation is different from the inverse relationship which was printed in the prior article about the 1969 election
due to a technical error; namely, a data card placed out of order in the original
computer run. (See "The First Bradley-Yorty Election: A Reanalysis of a Recon.
sideration," pp. 645-46 of this issue.) Hence, the interpretation offered in the
prior aiticle, based on an inverse correlation, is not supported by the reanalysis of
those data, which are reported in this study. However, this discrepancy does not
substantially affect the analysis of the direction of change in voting patterns between the J 969 and 1973 elections.
The association between socioeconomic status and support for black candidates
has crucial implications both for the type of coalition that black voters might attempt to form with segments of the white community and for the political strategies
that black candidates might employ in seC'king to gain C'lection in a predominantly
white constituency. The necC'ssity of an "independent power politics" strategy
would be demonstrated by a perfect correbtion, unaffected by control \-ariables,
bet\\Ten social characteristics and the \'o(e for a black candidate. A simple and
direct association between support for a black candidate and increasing socioeco.
nomic ~tat\1S among whites could pro\ide strong eyidence of the feasibility of a
"conservative coalition" between black ,'oters and high status white business interests. On the ( ,l,t'r hand, there are at least three different electoral patterns that
might be invoh; ,1 in a "liberal coalition." Initially, a strong illverse association
bct\";een measures of social class and the \'ote for a black candidate could imply
a nf'cd to solicit support among low-income white.s. Secondly, a significant direct
;:c;c;ociation between votes for a black candidate and the proportiori of other minority groups in the population may indicate the desirability of concentrating attention on the dewlopnirnt of alliances \\ith those minorities. Third, 3. weak positive
or esc;entially nonexistent as~ociation between social status and voting for a black
c;'mdidate, \\ith the rfl"ects of race J'cmo\'('d, may inciicate relatively undifferentiated
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"Charles H. Stcmber. Education and Attitude Change (New York: Institute of Human Rebtion, Press. 1961).
"\f:chael Ro"in. "Wallace and the ~fiddle Class: The White Backb5h," Public Opinion
QuartcTly 30 (Spring 1966): 98-108: ~f. ~farraret Conway, "The White Backlash
Rc-exa~ined: Wallace and the 1964 Primaries." S()cial Scimce QuaTteTly 49 (Decemb('r 1968): 710--19.
" John F. Becker and Eugene E. He:l!on, Jr .. "The Election of Senator Edward W. Brooke."
!'i,btic Opini()n Quartcrl)· 31 (Fall 196i): 346-58: Joel D. Aberbach and Jack L.
\\'?lkcr, Race in the City (Boston: Little. Bro\\'n, 1973). p, 171.
"B~ck<:r and Heaton. "The Election of Senator Edward W. Brooke," p. 354. For another
'IT,e,. indicating that luw-incc>me whites might he more apt to support a black candidate than their higher-status counterparts. see Nathan Glazer and Daniel p, :\fo},nihan,
fll·yvnd the Jfelting Pot (Cambridge: :\f.I.T. Press, 1963). p. 30i,
"H:;,r1an Hahn and Timothy AIm)" "Ethnic Politics and Racial Issues: Voting in Los
.\ngeles," Western Political Quarterly?.J. (December 1971): pp, 719-30.
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;upport for .such candi~ates among w~1ite voters, regardless of. so.cioeconomic disunctions. Fmally, the dIscovery of a dIrect and moderate assocIation between support for a black candidate and social status among whites might suggest the existence of an alignment between black voters and white liberals from the business
and professional classes.
Each of these possibilities for a coalition also seems both to imply and to depend upon the strategy adopted by black aspirants for public office. Black candidates who have dismissed or renounced potential white support by pursuing a
strategy of "independent power politics," for example, might be expected to portray themselves as the sole and exclusive champions of the black community. By
contrast, the hope of being coopted by white economic interests may be the most
feasible strategy for black politicians seeking advancement through a "conservative
coalition." However, there are also four optional tactics that might be followed by
black leaders who attempt to mold a "liberal coalition.." Black candidates could
attempt to attract support from low-income whites by launching a crusade of
"have-nots" who seek some of the advantages enjoyed by privileged sectors of
society. This type of coalition could be promoted by the advocacy of so-called
"redistributive" policies that aim to improve the position of persons at the bottom
of the socioeconomic hierarchy at the ex-pense of those who have been the traditional beneficiaries of public as well as private economic programs. However, it
also entails certain political risks, not only in the possible alienation of relatively
high-status liberals, but also in the potential loss of campaign contributions. Alternatively, black candidates may seek to join in a common cause with other ethnic
minorities that have felt the sting of discrimination imposed by dominant white
groups ;~)Ut the success of this approach could depend both upon the numerical
size or \'oting strength of other minorities in the population and upon their willingness to link their political fortunes to the goals of the black community. Third,
black a;;pirants for public office could attempt to dismiss racial overtones in a campaign by de-emphasizing or ignoring issues that would fan the fbmes of prejudice.
Finally, black leaders might appeal to white liberal allies by ad\'ancing overarching
programs that would benefit the C'ntire community and by depicting themselves as
legitimate and viable challengers to the persons they are opposing.
In many respects, the electoral response to black candidates probably is determined by the strZlLegies thZlt they pursue, the nature of the comtituency in which
they are rUllning, and thc particular circumstances of a specific election. Unlike
other politicians who may not face the threat of a polarized electorate, black
leaders are constnnth' confronted by the dilemma of presenting themselves as
candidates who Jl1C'rC'ly happen to be black or as representatives and spokesman
for the black COJ1lll1l111ity, In many sittlations, their ability to play eithcr role might
be shaped hoth by their 0\\'11 actions and by the behavior of their Op?Ollents, Fundament:lJly, ]'O\"('\'('f. the stl'ate~,.jcs that they employ, especially in seeking white
votes, as well as their realtions to cZlmpaign issues and events, could detel1TIine not
only their prospecls nt the polls but also the long-term possibilitiC's of an electoral
coalition bet\\'ccn \\'hite Zll!ci bbck segments of the community,
The purpose of this re,;earch, therefore, is to e;.,-plore the ll<lture of electoral
coalitions reflected by \'oting behavior in two elections \\'hich im'oh'ed a plOminent
black u'1ndidate for mayor in a predominantly white city. ;\'0:: tt(;l~pt is made in
this study to test \':lrious theories of ethnic politics 25 or to dl'tclllline the precise
"See Raymond \\'olfinger, "The De\'elopment and Persistence of Ethnic \'ot:ng," American
Political Science Ret'icw 39 (December 1965): 896-908; ?\fichael Parenti, "Ethnic
Pc-lities and the Persistence of Ethnic Identification." An:erican Political Sc:'ence Re;'ic1O 61 (September 1967): 717-26; Peter y, ~fedding, "The Per,j,<tence of Ethnic
Political Preferences: Factors Influencing the Voting Beha\,ior of Je,,'s in ,-\u<!raJia,"
J c:cish Journal of Sociology 13 (June 19i1): 17-39, :\br:lham ),filler. "Ethnic:ty and
Political Behavior: A Re\,iew of Theories and ar. ,-\ttempt at Reform'-1!ation," Western
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impact of specific campaign issues upon the changing preferences of Los Ano-el es
voters. Instead, attention is focused upon voting patterns that might denote ~on
flicts or alignments among various segments of the electorate. By investigating the
lines of cleavage that divided the city, it is possible to make some general a~se~s.
ments of the infonnal and unorganized alliances that emerged in the 1969 and
1973 elections invoking :Yfayor Tom Bradley.
THE

Los

ANGELES 1\.fAYORALTY ELECTIONS OF

1969 AND 1973

Data for this ,tudy were obtained from two sources. First, 1973 election returns from 3,168 precincts were derived from a report tape available from the Los
A.ngeles City Clerk. Second, socioeconomic data on census tracts were deriVed
from the 1970 Census, Fourth Count Summary Tape. The precincts were matched
with, and their data aggregated for, the corresponding census tracts.26 Although
aggregate data do not pennit inferences about indiv-idual behavior,21 they can be
used to develop generalizations about the voting behavior of electorates with
identifiable characteristics. 28 As noted in the prior study of the vote for Bradley
in his first mayoralty campaign, "Since cities generally contain relatively clear residential divisions by social status as well as by ethnicity or race, this method permitted the investigation of voter reactions to candidates ... in various segments
of the community."29 :Moreover, this analysis allows a comprehensive examination
of voting patterns or cleavages throughout the city. Both the data and the methods
employed in this researc.h, therefore, were designed to ensure comparability \v:ith
the earlier study and to facilitate the comparative examination of the 1969 and
1973 mayoralty 'elections in Los Angeles.
The opportunity for comparison also was enhanced by the fact that, in both
e'ections, black city councilman Tom Bradley was pitted against white incumbent
Mayor Sam Yorty. In m2ny respects, however, this was where the similarities between the two eJection years ended. In the 1969 primary, Los Angeles voters rejected three edllc8.tional measures, including a $289 million school bond issue, a
proposed $1.55 rai~e in the school tax rate, and a planned 10 percent increase in
the tax rate to support local junior colleges. By contrast, in the pnm""Y four years
later, city voters approved a plan for low-rent honsing for the ele l .+ and a $28
million junior college bond issue. Furthennore, in 1069, two self-styled "consen'ative" candidates. Richard Ferraro and Dr. Donald Newman, defeated two
incumbc>nt "Jiberal" ~chool bO:lrd mrmbers. Dr. Ralph Richardson, a white educator, and the Rev. James Jones, a black ~inister, respertively. A third "liberal"
candidate, Dr. Robert Doctor, won a slim victory over his· "conscn·ative" challenge,. In 1973. Dr. Dortor easily outpollcd {iye candidates in the primary. But,
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P,,/:'!ical QUGrtcrly 24 (September 1971): 483-500; Richard A. Gabriel, "A New
Theory of Ethnic Voting," Polity 4 (September 1972): 405-28. Rich:lrd A. Gabriel,
The Ethnic Facior in the Urban Polity (New York: ?-.fSS Information Cc.rporation,

19i3).
,. For a description of the procedures employed in matching precinct and census tract data,
see Harlan H:lhn, "Etn')s and S(,c:al Class Referenda in C:madian Cities," Polity 2
(Dccc:n ber 1969): :295-315. The authors wish to acknr.wlcd~e the as,istance of :\£s.
Susan .·\."larita, :1~d of :\~r. Charle, Hubay of the Popubtion Rc-sc-arch Laboratory :lnd
the Program for Data Rc,carch at the UniYcrsity of Southern California.
"w. S. Robinson. "Ecological Corrclat;o;1s and the BehJ\·jor of Indi\'iduals," American
Sociolor;ical T!.,Z·ifW 15 (J\me 1950): 351-57.
" ,.l..'.Istin Ranney. "The Utility a;1d Limitations of Asgrc;:ltc Data :n the Study of Electoral
Bch2vior," in Austin Ranney, ed., Essa)'s on the Bchaz'zClral Study of Politics (Urbana:
Vni\"Cr;ity of IlIi;1ois Press, 1962). pp. 99-100. For a gcne:-al disclls;ion of the ;:Jroblems :lnd the ad\'antages of the analysis of 2ggregate cat2, ;ee Harlan Hahn. "Ecokgical
DJta and St~uctural Characteristics: Some Xotes on the Ho:nogeneity of Precincts and
Cc:oms T:-acts," unpubJished paper pre<entcd at the 2.Dnu3.1 m~eting of the Western
PoEtic:!1 Science A"ociation, Albuquerque, Xew :\fexico, Ap,il 8-10, 1971.
., H2.l-.n a"d .l.lwy, "Ethnic Politics and Racial r"aes," p. i22.
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in the 1973 "run-off" election, the two "conserv:J.tives," Ferraro and Newman,
won reelection over black candidates Diane Watson and Arnett Hartsfield, respectively. At the same time, Burt Pines upset incumbent city attorney Roger
.-\rnebergh.
Similarly, the mayor's race re\·ealed eJ...1:ensiYe change in e'ectoral choices both
beD\·een the April primary and May "nm-off" of the first election :J.nd between the
1969 and the 1973 elections. In the 1969 primary, Councilman Bradley amassed
an impressive 42 percent of the city \·ote to lead fifteen other mayoralty candidates.
A month later, he saw his margin vanish as Mayor Yorty, who had receiyed 26
percent of the total vote in the primary, won reelection with 53 percent of the total
vote in the "run-off" election. Perhaps the principal event that intervened between
the two votes was Yorty's injection of the i£sue of race into the campaign. As public opinion polls showed him trailing badly, Yorty unleashed a series of strong attacks in which he accused Bradley of being "anti-police," of conducting a "racist"
appeal for black votes, of retaining a fonner Communist on his staff, and of rec.eiving the support of "militant" and "e". tremist" groups.30 As a result, a social
scientist who conducted surveys during this period concluded, "A detailed analysis
of our post-runoff interviews reveals that many of the whites who initially favored
Bradley were in fact more anti-Yorty than pro-Bradley. The election placed them
in a harsh avoidance-avoidance conflict between a Mayor they did not like and a
challenger whose race presented a threat."sl The effects of Yorty's charges were
evident in the difference in the mean percentage of the vote between the 1969
primary and "run-off" elections in predominantly white and chicano sections of
the city. While the mean \'ote for Brndley increased by only 5 percent in both
areas, Yorty scored a gain of 26 percentage points in chicano neighborhoods and
:m increase of 31 perccntaf!"c points in white areas. S2
By contrast, in the 1973 primary. Bradley again led all mayoral candidates
with 35 percent of the vote. followed by 'torty \,,,ith 28 percent. This campaign.
however, was not marked by the racist campaign accusati0ns that had characte,ized
t.:~e prior election. Bradley Il1O\'ed to \ictory over Yorty by capturin!T 54 percent
of the vote in t1]e general election of 1973.
Between 1969 and 1973. ho\\"Cyer, SOIl' rc ·:1tivply gr:1dual shifts had occurred
,\~thin the Los Angeks clertora.e which indicated the nature of the electoral coalitions that were emcr~ing. Table 1 presents the mean percent:~ge of the vote for
Bradley among major ethnic or racial ~egments of the community33 in the general
elections of 1059 and 1973 .
.\s th(' mean percentages indicate, Bradley was able to obtain an almost completely UJ1ifi('d and cohesi·'e \·ote in the black community of Los Angeles in both
elections. By avoiding intrar:1ci::11 dh·isions or defections, he s:ui,{ied the requirement of bbck solidarity. \\'hich is probably a prerequisite for ::my black politician
who aspires to high electi\·e office in 2.n intcr:-acial constituency. On the other
bnd, the data seem to suggest the futility of any attempts, at least in these e1ec" John C. Br,llt-n' and Grant B. Geyer, Yorty: Politics of a Con.otant Candidate (La, /,ngeles:
PJ.lis"(~cs Publishers, 19i3). pp. 166-i2.
:n Pp!tig-rcw. "WIH:!l a Blad: C.:mdic1ate Runs for :\Iayor." p. 103.
" H:;lm and .,\ir!1Y, "Ethnic FoE tics J.nd Racial Issues, p. 723.
"Ibid. The s:me procedure used in the sluGY of the 1!:lo9 election \\";).s employed to define
and to cl35>ify cc;-!sus tracts, Predominantly black areas were dt'fincd as tracts in ,·.. hich
50 percent 0:- :"ore of ,he population was Don-\,'hite; tracts in which 50 percent or more
of the population ,,'as cou!;tc,d :lS Spanish in the 1970 census were classified as predominantly chicJ.no; "nd white 2.~eas were identified as those having a white popuiation of
60 percent (,r more. While the 1~69 dat;:. wen b;).sed upon the 1060 CC:1SUS. the 1973
dala were ba'cd upon the 1970 census. The 1969 st"t:stics r(;ported in Tables 1. 2. and
3 are based upen a "P:<D~JFis of the 1969 data. discussed earlier in this ~nide" These
fi~res rep!ac~ those rC:?Gr~ed in ibid. The avt!10rs wish to a('.kno~'·lledge the :!s51stance
of ~fr, Rodger :-'f:ldisc·n in the re:l:12.lysis .
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TABLE

1.

Los

,,-

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF THE VOTE FOR THOMAS BRADLEY FOR MAYOR OF
ANGELES BY MAJOR ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUPS, 1969 AND 1973
:=;

••-5:;.

Black
......... __ .......... _ ...................................... .
Chicano .............................................................. _.

\Vhite ............................................. _........ _......._.....

--..:.::.t-- ..

1969

1973

89%
43
37

91%
51
46
~

Source: See fn. 33.

tions, to fonn a coalition based solely upon the votes of blacks and other minorities,
Although Bradley managed to increase his margin in chicano neighborhoods bv
8 percentage points and eventl1ally to achieve a slight majority there, the vote i~
predominantly chicano areas of the city did not appear to be sufficiently strong or
cohesive to provide a finn foundation for a united assault by minority groups upon
the highest office in Los Angeles, Perhaps most importantly, however, the data
indicate that a black candidate could attract substantial support among segments
.of the white community. Between 1969 and 1973, Bradley not only increased his
proportion of the vote in white tracts by an average of 9 percentage points, but he
also came with.in striking distance of securing a majority of that vote. Unlike other
cities in which black mayoralty candidates have not been able to gain more than
one-quarter of the white vote, Los Angeles seemed to provide an environment in
which voters in predominantly white areas might be willing to assist black politicians in their quest for major elective positions.
Bradley was apparently not the only beneficiary of the combination of strong
support in predominantly black areas and support from other segments of the community, In the election of the city attorney, challenger Burt Pines received an
average of 68 percent of the vote in black areas, 51 percent of the vote in chicano
areas, and 50 percent of the \'ote in white areas, Superficially, at least, it appeared
that support from white neighborhoods may have provided the margin of victory
for Bradley, while the \'ote in the black community may have been the "balance
of power" in the race for city attorney which tipped that election to Pines.
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VOTI:>iG PATTERNS I;>; THE ELECTORATE

Despite these alignments, however, <In examination of the demographic correlates of the vote seems to suggest a Ligh degree of similarity, not only between
the mayoralty elections of 1969 and 1973, but also between the vote for Bradley
and the vote for Pines. 34 To pennit meaningful comparisons, Table 2 contains the
coefficients of correlation between selected socioeconomic and ethnic characteristics and the vote for mayor in 1969 and 1973.
I n both the 1969 and the 1973 (' lections, the demographic correlates of the
vote for mayor "'ere remarkably similar. Support for Bradley in both elections not
only ,,"as directly related to the non-white proportion of the population, but it was
also inwrsely associated with increasing social status of neighborhoods. In the two
elections, ncitl1C"r the signs nor the magnitude of the correlations seemed to change
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"In general, there was a close association betwcen electoral patterns in the contest for city
attorney and the mayoralty election of 1973. Not only was the vote for Pines highly
relatt'd to the non-white percentage of the population (+.71); but it was also in\'ersely
a';sociatC'd ,,·ith the percentage of Spanish ethnicity (-.18), median education (-.13),
median family income (-.29), the percentage of profe,;,ionaJ and managerial employees
(-.30 l. the percentage of clerical and <ales personnel (-.14) and median house \'alue
(-.18). On the other hand, support for Pines was directly related to the percentage
of craftsmen and foremen (+.12) and the percentage of laborers or sen'ice workers
(~.44), Since the vote for Pint'S and the ,'ote for Bradley were highly interrelated
(-.88), the data seem to suggest the possibility that some type of "independent power
politics" strategy, based either upon Bradley's strength in the black community, or upon
an exchange of support between Bradley and Pines, may have emerged in Los .-\ngeles
\"hich contributed to the election of both c""didates.
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TABLE 2. COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETW·EEN SELECTED SOCIOECONOMIC A;(D
ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS AND THE VOTE FOR MAYOR OF Los ANGELES, 1969 AND 1973
PERCEST FOR BRADLEY

percent non-white ............................... _ ............... _.
Percent Spanish ....................................................... .
~fedian education ........................... _ .......................
~redian family income ............................................
Percent professional or managerial ..................... _.
Percent clerical or sales .........................................•
Percent craftsmen or foremen ...............................•
Percent laborers or service workers ...................... _
:\fedian house value ......... _.... _ ................. _..........._

1969

19i3

+.84
-.03
-.36
-.32
-.34
-.22
+.03
+.48
-.33

+.86
-.19
-.20
-.27
-.31

-.28
+.08
+.57
-.23

Source: See fn. 33.

appreciably. Perhaps the most hotable feature of both analyses was the strong and
direct association betvveen the vote for Bradley and the non-white proportion of the
population, which appeared to overshadow the other variables. As the percentage
of non-white residents of an area increased, the vote for Bradley also increased.
Furthermore, this association was not affected by socioeconomic characteristics
such as income or education. As the prior study of the 1969 election noted, "The
partial coefficient of correlation between the proportion of non-white persons and
vote for Bradley, with income (+.83) and education (+.82) controlled, remained
strong."3S Similarly in 1973, the partial correlations between the non-white variable and the vote for Bradley, controlling on median education and median income, were both +.86. The data, therefore, did not corroborate the frequently expressed fear that the electoral choices of the middle- or upper-middle-class black
areas might diverge from the voting patterns of working-class black areas, or that
they might provide reduced support for black candidates. Moreover, the same
pattern was evident in the 1973 vote for Pines. The partial coefficients of correlation between the percentage of non-white residents of an area and the vote for
Pines, controlling for educa tioll and income, were +.71 and +.68, respectively. The
strong and cohesive yote sen:red by Bradley among relatively high-status as well
as low-income segments of the black community apparently afforded him an independent base of political strength which was transferred, in part, to Pines.
On the other h:md, the d;J.ta demonstrate little evidence of the emergence of
an electoral coalition bet\ITen blacks and other minorities in Los Angeles. The
association between the yote [01 Bradley and the percentage of Spanish ethnicity
not only was inverse, but this negative correlation was increased in the second election. 36 Apparently, as the proportion of chicano residents in an area increased, the
percentage of the vote for Br;Jdley declined. Unlike the vote in the black community, the analysis also suggested some indications of disunity among chicano
voters. The partial coefficients of correlation between the percentage of Spanish
ethnicity and the vote for Bradley, controlling on median education and income,
were -.41 and -.31, respectively. Thus, when education and income \,·ere introduced as control variables, the inverse association between percent Spanish and
the vote for Bradley was strengthened sEghtly. Similarly, the partial coefficients
of correlation between percent Spanish and the vote for Pines, controlling on education, were -.35 and -.31. n·"pectively. In predominantly chicano areas, as income
and education increas('d. the \'ote for both Pines and Bradley seemed to decline.
" Hahn and AImy, "Ethnic Politics and Racial Issues," p. 727.
,. Readers should not be disturbed by the fact that the association between the percentage
of Spanish ethnicity and the yote for Bradley was inverse, even though the mean vote
for Bradley in predominantly chicano tracts reflected a narrow majority. While the
latter measure examines predomina:;1tly chicano neighborhoods, the former variable reflects the distribution of chic:inos in all areas of the city.
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The analysis, therefore, provided some substantiation for the proposition that the
principal support for Bradley and Pines in chicano areas was provided by low_
income rather than by relatively high-status segments of that community.
By contrast, the simple coefficients of correlation between the vote for Brad_
ley and various measures of socioeconomic status appeared to indicate some possi.
bilities for the development of an alignment between low-status white and black
areas. In both the 1969 and 1973 elections, increases in the indices of high social
status, such as education, income, house value, and the percentage of professional,
managerial, clerical, and sales personnel, were associated '''lith declining support for
Bradley. On the other hand, the percentage of laborers and service workers, which
is generally regarded as an indication of low social status, was related to an increasing vote in favor of Bradley. Throughout the city, as socioeconomic status
in neighborhoods increased, the vote for Bradley decreased, and vice versa.
Yet, those associations also may be influenced by the fact that blacks occupy a
disproportionate share of the positions at the bottom end of the socioeconomic
spectrum. In order to disentangle these factors, it is also necessary to examine the
association between measures of socioeconomic status and voting, independent of
the effects of the non-white percentage of the popubtion. Table 3 reports these
partial correlations for the 1969 and 1973 mayoralty elections. The findings of
both analyses are compatible with the conclusions of other studies. The very weak
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TABLE 3. PARTIAL COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION* BETWEEN SELECTED SOCIOECONOMIC
CHARACTERISTICS AND THE VOTE FOR 1fAYOR OF Los ANGELES, 1969 AND 1973

.1

PERCEST FOR BRADLEY

Median education . __ ... _... _.. ___ ....... _......... _............. _...
Median family income .. __ .................... _. __ ................

1969

1973

+.08
+.13

+.16
+.26

* Controlling on pe:-cent non·white
Source: See fn. 33_

aSsocIatIon bet\\'een measures of social status a~c' the vote for Bradley in 1969,
which were disclosed by the partial correlation' c1r:s not contradict the results of
se\-eral surveys of portions of Los /.ngeles, including one which noted that "the
blue-collar environment does not ~eem to be a massive source of ... support for
Yorty."37 Similarly, the moderate direct ::ls50ciation betweent increasing socioeconomic status and the Yote for Bradley ;1mong whites, uncovered by the partial correlations in the examination of the 1973 mayoralty contest, is generally congruent
V\-ith the findings of a limited study of \-oting patterns in selected precincts in the
b tter election. S8
The reanalysis of the 1969 data revealed a slight, direct correlation between
income or educ:J.tion and the Bradley vote, controllirg for percent non-wlute. Removing the effects of race thus greatly reduced the strength of the rebtionship,
although the direction of association was changed. By contrast, in the 1973 election, the use of the nO:1-white percentage as a control \'ariable changed the signs
or the direction of the associations between education and income and the yote
for BradJey; but it did not appreciably change the magnitude of the correbtions.3~
,r Yinc-cnt Jeffries and H. Edward Ransford, "Ideology, Soda! Structure, and the Yorty-

Bradley ::-'fay0ral Election," Social Problems 19 (Winter i972): 369. See a150 Pettigrew. "When a Black Candidate Runs for ~!ayor."
"Robert ?-.{ott Halley, "An Analysis of Ethnic Voting Patterns in the 1973 Los A.ngeles
Municipal Elections" (:\1.A. thesis, Vniversity of Southern California, Los _\n:;eles,
C:!!ifomia, 19i4).
'" In 1973. the partial coe:ncients of correlation between median income and education, .:-ontrolling on both the percE'ntage of non-,,·hite residents and the percentage of S;nn:sh
cthnicitr, were -!-.23 ar,d -'-.11. respectiyely.
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.-\lthough most of these statistics, and almost all others reported in this study, were
sif!!1ificant at the .001 level, the partial correlations between income or education
3~d the vote for Bradley in 1973 were twice as large as the equivalent measures
from the 1969 ,·ote.
Signific:mtly, the electoral trends evident in this analysis of the vote for Bradley
did not appear in the vote for Pines. The partial coefficients of correlation between
!11edian education and income and the vote for Pines, controlling on the non-white
\'ariable, were +.14 and +.05, respectively. While Pines seemed to receive approval
from the same segments of the black and chicano communities that favored
Br:ldley, the vote for Pines appeared to be relatively unrelated to the socioeconomic
sources of support that contributed to the vote for Bradley when the intervening
effects of race were removed. Although Bradley did succeed in amassing a large
and cohesive vote in the black community, the evidence provided few indications
of the emergence of an "independent power politics" strategy in which he would
have sought election either without the aid of votes in white areas or with the
assistance and collaboration of other white candidates in a biracial exchange of
support.
Yet, the results also contained some interesting implications concerning the
possible formation of electoral coalitions be1:\veen white and black electorates. In
1969, in white areas of the city Bradley appeared to draw relatively undifferentiated support that was only marginally related to social status. In 1973, however,
this association was enhanced markedly as he became an increasingly legitimate
and viable challenger to the incumbent mayor. The findings, therefore, raise some
interesting and important questions regarding the shifting nature of electoral alignments and strategies. Although attempts to answer these questions must remain
somewhat speculative, some obsen'ations can be made' in an effort to provide a
more comprehensive interpretation of the results of this research.
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Perhaps the most important difference between the two campaigns in Los
An8'cles invoked the nature of the issues presented by the candidates. The effectiYeness of the racial issues injected into the 10":' campaign seemed to be related
not only to the aggressiveness of Yorty's accusL:')!. , but also to Bradley's response.
As \{auIin noted,

~'Richard

L. :\fauJin, "Los Angeles Liber<>Jism," Trans-Action 8 (~fay 1971): 51.
" Thesc siatem<:nts are b;!,ed upon ob,ervations of the election campaign and upon intcr'Ciews
conducted by :\fr. Larry Eastland, of the University of SO:Jthern California. with the
C3.:npaisn oGc;a], of both c:mdidates four days prior to the election.
'
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In essence, Tom Bradley contributed to the backlash sentiment by being
black in a de facto segregated society, by espousing liberal political views
easily interpreted as being soft on militant protestors and in any case Jess
rele\'ant to the immediate interests of potentiaL allies and by employing a
person \\'hose ,Communist party connection seemed to back up Yorty's
claim that Bradley was in league with campus and rodical militants.~o

In 1973, BradJey conducted a low-key campaign in which he did not use
;1ny black leaders from outside Los Angeles - as I had counseled him in

-

II

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE VOTE

By contrast, in 1973, Yorty seemingly sought to pre.·ent embarrassment or criticism
by avoiding at lC:lst the overt presentation of racial charges and by asserting that
the principal C:llupaign issue was his retention in office. At the same time, Bradley
attempted to avert the question of race and to emphasize issues such as environmental concerns and transportation that might have a wide appeal to the entire
Los Angeles electorate. 41 As Carl Stokes, the former mayor of Cle\'eland, concluded,
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1969. When Bobby Seales, fresh from his defeat for the mayoralty of
Oakland, gratuitously endorsed Bradley's candidacy, Bradley quickly
moyed to publicly reject Seales' endorsement. He didn't want to do it.
Bl!t he had to if he wanted to keep those white \'oters "'hose fears he had
so carefully allayed over the four years. 42
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Since Bradley had designed his campaign to calm the anxieties and to advocate
policies favored by relatively high-status white liberals, the empirical findin!lS
indicating support from tnat segment of the electorate might not have be:n
unexpected.
Although the findings reported in (his study do not reveal the origins of the
shifts in the electorate or the impact of specific issues upon the voters, some interpretations of possible trends and changes between the two elections might be extrapolated from the only available panel survey data on this subject, which was
conducted during the 1969 elections. 43 In these surveys, Los Angeles voters were
asked to report for ,,,hom they had voted in the primary election, their preference
in the general election, and later the candidate they had actually supported -in the
"run-off." Respondents were classified, on the basis of their ran kings on self-anchor_
ing scales, into those that were satisfied 'W-ith their gains in relation to both their
own and other social and economic groups; those who felt deprived in relation to
the group with which they identified, but who were content with their progress in
relation to other groups; those who believed other groups had surpassed them, but
who felt secure in comparison , ...-ith their own group; and those who perceived
deprivation in reference to both standards. 44 The results revealed that the greatest
defections between the intention to vote for Bradley and the actual ballot cast in
the 1969 "run-off" ejection occurred among those voters who were content with
thcir personal progress in comparison with both their own and other groups. The
second largest group of Bradley defectors emerged among those who were satisfied
with their progress in relation to their own group, but who fcIt deprived when the
st8.ndards of an cxternal group \\"l'rc applied:ls Since the injection of the racial
issue by Yorty was the plincipal cycnt that occurred betwcen the two surveys, the
presumption that those voters may have been responding to racist appeals seems
plausible. Apparently the groups \\-hich felt the greatest anxiety and who were
most threatened by a black candidate consisted of white voters who wcre satisfied
with their progress in life and who may have been anxious to prcserve the gains
that they had made as well as tho.,e \\·ho fcared that another group was outstripping them. Although these finding-~ do not reflect direct measures of social class,
they suggest some interesting inferVllces concerning both the socioeconomic correlates of \'oting for a black candicJ:; ie :ll1d the formation of electoral alliances bet\\'een black and white voters.
As the results of this resc:lrch indicate, there were challges in the electoral
cleavages and alignments bet\\ cen the two Los Angeles elections involving Tom
Bradley and Sam Yorty. In the 1969 election, which was marked by extensive
Dcial innuendos rrJld accusatiom. measures of social status were only \-ery weakly
related to the vote for black c:lndidates, when the ir,tervening effects of the nonwhite proportion of the population ".-ere removed. By contrast, in 1973, \,-hen
racist charges and appeals were not;:;bly subducd 0;:' lacking in the campJ.ign, the
partial correlations between the Brrrdley \-ote and income or education,contl'Olling
on the non-\\'hite percentage of the population, doubled. In the absence of the
'" Carl B. Stokes, Promises of Power (Xew York: Simon and Schuster, 19i3), pp. 2il-i2.
" Pettigrew, "When a Black Candidate Runs for :\fayor."
A This classification is based upon the ,ocial-psychological research of W. G. Runci..rnan,
Rc/ati,;e Deprivation and Social Justice (London: Routledge and Kcgan Paul. ! 966)'-' P(~ttigrew. "When a Black Candidate Runs for yfayor," p. 116_
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issue of racism and in a campaign that emphasized overarching programs which
would supposedly benefit the entire community, Bradley apparently was able to
attract a sufficient number of votes among middle- and upper-middle-class sectors
of the white community to forge a winning coalition. The electoral trends in the
second election, therefore, indicated the possibilities of an electoral alliance between the black community and relatively high-status white liberals.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER CITIES
~.
'\-=- ••.

Although the results of this analysis include some important implications for
elections in other cities, they also may have been influenced by particular or unique
features of the election campaigns in Los Angeles. Despite the smoldering reservoir of black discontent that erupted in dramatic violence in W'atts in 1965, Los
Angeles has not been characterized by extreme degrees of racial polarization and
bitterness that have afflicted many other cities. The surveys conducted during the
1969 campaigns, for example, disclosed that

!z.:

:;;:.:...:-:::~.-

supporters.~

Perhaps the relative lack of crude and overt racial prejudice in Los Angeles did
assist Bradley in polling a brger proportion of the white vote than did black mayoralty candidates in any other city. ~foreo\'er, the 1973 campaigns '~'ere conducted
in a period of less racial tension than \\'ere the 1969 elections. In the wake of violence, protests, and demonstrations tbroughout the country, many voters may have
expt'ricnced greater anxit'ty about the prospect of a black mayor in 1969 than they
did four years later. Finally, in both elections, Bradley confronted a mayor whose
popularity had been steadily declining throughout the city. Although a\'ailable
data do not pennit an asse;:,ment of the proposition, a great deal of the support
that Bradley received may h3\'e been as much an "anti-Yorty" vote as it was a vote
for a bbck candidate. 47
Perhaps most important, JlJwe\"er, was the nature of the issues pre<cnted to
the electorate. In the first c;:mpaign, typified by claims of raci~m and extremism,
this rese:uch i:ldicated that Br:lclley recei\'ed only slightly less support among white
voters in working-class areas than in high-income white neighborhoods. It was
primarily during a campaign in which the racial issue was effectively removed
from public discussion that the partial correlations revealed a moderate tendency
for the Bradley vote to increase as the socioeconomic status of the areas increased.
Although many attempts haw been made to form a coalition between the black
community and relatively high-status white liberals, the results of this research do
not indicate th3t such an ~llliance will necessarily comprise a universal, stable, or
enduring partnership.
The findings have some br-reaching implications. Initially, they suggest the
extent to which candidates can affect voting patterns and the electoral responses
that they receive from their constituents by the nature of the issues that they pre" Ibid., pp. 103-4.
., The fact that the "anti-Arrlebergh" >entL.'l1ent appeared to be not as strong may i:l part
,cxplain the differences between the voting jJattems for Br;ldley and Pines in 1973.

.-~ ~
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respondents in Los Angeles did not typically evince the more blatant
forms of racism; thus, they overwhelmingly rejected notions of biological
inferiority, of sanctioned racial discrimination and segregation, and of the
fairness of treatment of Negroes in America today. But the somewhat
more subtle and symbolic forms of racism - "most Negroes who receive
welfare ... could get along without it if they tried" - is reflected in our
Los Angeles data and does differentiate between Bradley and Yorty
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sent to voters ..~8 Additionally, and perhaps more importantly, they indicate the vulnerability of black politicians. As this research implies, the elimination of racial
issues from a campaign obviously may offer some advantages to black candidates .
But black political leaders are constantly e:-..-posed to the threat that their opponents
might inject such issues into an election, with potentially devastating consequences
for their prospects of victory. Finally, this study indicates the extreme flexibility
and fragility of any electoral coalition bet\-veen black and white electorates. As
circumstances and issues changed in the separate mayoralty elections in Los Angeles, electoral cleavages and alignments also appeared to shift significantly.
Perhaps of even greater significance than the changes in the white electorate.
however, are the. patterns which may emerge in the black community. As man~
commentators have observed, the rise of black political strength, especially i~
cities, has been marked by a mounting demand for changes in the allocation of
governmental benefits. 49 This movement has been accompanied not only by the
growth of separatist tendencies, but also by n\lo corresponding trends. Increasingly, there has been a shift from "indivisible" public policies, which allegedly benefit
the entire city, to "divisible" programs, in which rewards can be allocated to different segments of the comrnunity;50 and from "distributive" politics, in which
benefits are dispensed incrementally to reflect the existing configuration of local
power and resources, to "redistributive" politics, in which advantages can be
granted to new groups only at the expense of those who have traditionally enjoyed
the perquisites of political influence. 51 Although some politicians have been able
to retain the support of high-income groups by focusing the attention of voters
upon "indivisible" and "distributive" programs, both the pressing needs and the
growing militancy of minority groups eventually may compel politicians to devote
increasing effort to the development of "divisible" and "redistributive" policies.
As a result, America might witness the emergence of a new breed of leadership,
,
which could inflict deep-seated cleavages and divisions within both white and black
se~ents of the electorate. The outcome of this conflict could have a decisi\'e impact upon the futnre of urban areas.
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"For a discussion of issue voting, see the ,pecial issue of the American Politics Q,w,rterly 3,
Julr 1975 .
.. Litt, Ethnic Politics, p. 150; Hahn and Almy, "Ethnic Politics and Racial Is,ues," p. 7~8.
,,;} Lc\"ine, Racial Conflict, pp. 19-23.
"Harlan Hahn, "The Amr:ic.?n :\!'aror: RdrU5pert and Prospect," Urban Affairs Qua;terlJ'
11, ::\0.2 (December 1975): 276-88,
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ETHNICITY A=~D SOCIAL CL-\SS: VOTING IN THE
1973 LOS A~GELES ;\I1:J::\ICIPAL ELECTIONS
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eeUl\1UL~TED

hindsight may change our historical perspective, but for the
present it seems that the most appropriate label for the last decade of
~ American social history is that of accelerated socioeconomic change
marked especially by a resurgence of ethnically based pluralism. 1 The white, Anglo,
and largely Protestant community has been induced or forced to move from a
monopoly to a bargaining position in its domination of business, education, and
politics. And nowhere is this tentative pluralization of power along the ethnic
lines of cultural cleavage more apparent than in the politics of the large metropolitan areas of the nation.
But while the center of political competition along the lines of ethnicity has
always been in the city, the cast of characters has changed. Before World War II
the struggle for political control over municipal services, education, and the police
was primarily between the Anglo and the European immigrant. The out-migration
of these ethnic groups from America's urban centers over the last decade, however,
has e!1abled urban black residents to play an increasingly prominent role in municipal politics. And the incorporation of black citizens into the political life of American cities has helped to focus scholarly attention on a single component of "ethaicity" - that of race.
The appearance of a so-called "black politics" in America's largest cities during the] 960s, and the persistence and reinforcement of voting patterns along racial
lines, h,:lVe also prompted ."ome important qualifications to the prevailing concepts
of assimilation. 2 . \ suryey of the an.ilable literature and journalistic commentary
on mayoralty elections between 1967 and 1973 in N"':''1rk, Cleveland, Gary, Detroit,
and Atlanta, where black and \\·hite candidates str-d ' pposed on the ballot, reveals
at least two significant patterns (see Tanle 1).
First, racial identity appears to have become a major factor in determining
the candidate preferences of both black and white voters. Second, white candidates,
w!lCther liberal or conservative, have received v;rtually no support from black
\,oters; and blaek candidates, even when they are highly qualified for electi\'e office
and when their policy positions have coincided with the interests of traditionally
liberal voters, ha\'e drawn only marginal support from the white electorate. 3 The
findings reported here thus support the arglUTIent that ethnicity or, more specifically, racial identity, has become a major determinant of "oting when black and white
candidates confront each other on the election ballot.
,

THE FI:-';-DI:-';-GS OF E.-\RLlER RESE.-\RCH

The limited rescarch on the rebtionship between socioecoy-:omic status and
·.·.i,ite support (or opposition) for black cundidates has yielded a body of conflicting
1

For ~ome appropriate commentiiry em rhis p:.;nt . .,.:e Robert Alter, "A Fcvcr of Ethnicity,"
Commentc.ry 59 (June 1972): 6i.

'S'~c

Harlan I-bhn and Timothy .-\lmy, "Ethnic Polilics and Rac:al Issues: Voting in Los
.-\i1:;elcs," W".;!enz Palz"t:cal Q'1a/terlr 2+ (Dc-cemher 1971): 719-30.

, .\n I_·:-:tcn'~\·e lc\"ic\v of :!1cse t!c·nds. 2.!ld ~lJ~2J::~i!- of the d&ta reproduced here in Table 1,
;,:ay be f(.und in Robert ::'1. ED.ller, ".\n A.naI:;sis of Ethnic \'oting P:tttems in the
1973 Los An:;"cles ;,fl!I1icipal [Je:c::ons" (:,f~:,;'er'5 t.be3is) LTni\"erslty of S'':luth(:rn C:1.li[,_ IT'ja, ! 9i4).
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TABLE 1: A

city
1967
Cleveland
1967
Gary

Candidates
'';inner/Loser

U.

SURVEY 01' VOTING PATTERNS IN RECI>NT BI-RACIAL MAYORALTY ELECTIONS

Black/white
Population
Ratio

Black/Whi te
Voter
Reg is tra tion

*Stokes/
Taft

38%/62%a

4 01./6 O%a

*Hatcher/
Radigan

55%/45%a

49%/51%ab

% Black vote
for Black
Candidate

% white vote
for Black
candidate

'"<;"

50.5%/49.5%a

95%a

19~

'\:l
0
-.
;::.-

51%/49~

93%a

13~

Margin of
Victory

: !:

N
N

~

'·.1'

;' I

,L ;\.
j .. :

<..,

....
;oj

I

"'!?.-

1O

I'

...
<;

!

.:

I

\:l

1969
Detroit

Gdbbs/
*Austin

42%/58%

1969
Los Angeles

Yorty/
*f3rad1ey

18%/82%a*

c

40%/60% .
J

50.5%/49.5%c

88%c

19%c

17%/83%:*

53%/47%d

88%f

32%[

\'.

I,'"i'

I

...

Y."'

;

~.

I.:"

'I

:':' ,:.:i

1970
Newark

*Gibson/
Addonizio

52%/48%**
g

40%/60%**
g

56%/44%h

95%·l.

20%h

1973
Detroit

*Young/
Nichols

50%/50%j

51%/49%j

52%/48%j

92% .
J

9% .
J

1973
Atlanta

*Jackson/
Masse11

54%/46~

49%/51%1

59%/41%m

95%m

23r"k

,!:,
'.~

oX' bJ;lck cadlljdatt~ .
•• N"wilI'k and Los Angeles have sizeable Spanish surname populations which have been included in Ihe white category of both the black/white population ratio and "Iad/whil" \'0 It,,·
registratio ll ligures.
(a) .klfcr}' lIacldl'l1, LOllis If. j\iasotti, and Victor Thit',sscn, "The l\laking of the NI'.ltro l\layol1J/ J TrlJus·Action 5 (.ranuary~F(·brllaI'Y 1967), 21-30; ]\fark Levy and l\'ficiwcl Kl'allwl',
rltf! 1~/!:'li(;.F(ldor (New Yor!;::. ~inlOll & S('hlls~4~r. 1!)72)" 6B·G9j (b) f\lcx Pojnsc'~. "~Ia('k Power at ,Ihe P!-llls':: ?~!JOIl)' (ja.nunr'y 19(j8), 24-35; (c) Denise J•. Lewis, "Viet("'y allcl, Jkfeal [01'
1:1., .. k CiO"d,dal,-;," llia,-k }'"IIIIO(//l 2 (,I) (/\1' ... 11971), 3'I-n; (d) RIchard ManUm, Lo; A"geles Llberahsm,
lrr",s-A"/101I II (May 1971),40-51; (e) Rlch,ml nerglool7., "1I'g/,,-st VOle
TllfllUllt EXPI~dcd fOl' Tw'.sd:l), ~Jayol'al ElectIOn," Los All/!clt'J Times (May 26, 1969), l-B; (f) Hal'lan Ifahn and Timotliy Alloy, "Ethnic Politics and Racial Issues: Voting ill Ln.'! AII1-WIt~S,H
jj'"s/I'I'II Po/ilir.al Qllflrl",./y U ('I) (D,-co-",bec 1971), 719-7:10; (g) Time Malf,arillc (June 15, 19711, 20; (h) Busi"e" Week (Julle 27, 1970)1 36; (i) Newsweek (fune 29, 1!17(J) , 17- (j)
/J,'troit N~Wj (Novl~lllb(!r 7. 1!)7:l), I, iO-A. 'rim/'! Alagm:ine (NUVt~JUbcl' 19, IH73), 37; (k) Business U"",t. '1IIlegJ'ating Atlantas Power Elite,' (November 2·J. J97.1 . I;~'; (I) 'j'ime A/agaZi'H~. "Polillc~\1 Uric[: Jackson Wt:iKh'l [u," (O('lohcl' 15, 197:,), (m) Jon Nordhcillle,', "A JUnek Man WillS llattJc ()f Atlanta," New York Times (Octoher 2J, 1973 • Iv, j: J.
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and confusing results." This confusion is also apparent in our present research
context, that of biracial municipal elections in Los Angeles. A study of the 1969
Los Angeles municipal elections, carried out by Harlan Hahn and Timothy Almy,
examined the effects of ,ocioeconomic \'ariables and ethnicity on voting behavior.s
The authors drew the following conclusion:
The result of this analysis revealed that when the intervening effects of
race were removed, the inverse association between income and the Bradley vote was not re~·ersed. In fact, this relationship not only persisted; but
it also was strengthened .... In other v,'ords, relatively high income and
education appeared to be related to opposition to these candidates independent of the effects of race. 6
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Thus Hahn and Almy argued that opposition to black and/or liberal candidates
came from the higher socioeconomic areas of Los Angeles and that economic class
was more determining than racial identity in the distribution of the mayoralty
\·ote.
These findings, however, are inconsistent with the results of other research.
Jefferies and Ransford"T and 'Acock and Haller came to the opposite conclusion
for the same election with the fonner study using survey data and the latter reanalyzing the aggregate data used by Hahn and Almy: racial identification was
more determining in the distribution of the Los Angeles mayoralty vote than was
socioeconomic status. There also was evidence that relatively high income was related to support for black Gl!1didates. These conflicting findings need to be clariT
fied, and the consequences will have obvious importance for the prevailing concepts or hypotheses that purport to describe the political role of ethnicity in
American politics over time.
THREE H--:"POTHESES ON THE ETHNIC VARIABLE

Ifere we refer to the concepts of ('thnic assimilation, mobilization, and nona;;simibtion. 9 The first concept has been !:,,,\-en popular currency by Robert A. Dahl
who argues that an indiyidual's ethnic identity is strongest during the initial stages
of residence in the host culture, but subsequently declines with upward social
mobility. The ethnic group becolJ1(,~ increasingly assimilated by the host culture,
and Dahl trcats this particubr p:1W'rn as an independent variable that is im'ersely
related to ethnic identity and yoting. The assimilation hypothesis, howe\'er, appears to be most relevant to \\-hitC' European immigrants taking up re,idl:l1ce in
the cities of the eastern United Sl.:1tes during the nineteenth and carly t\\'entieth
centuries. It thus is no coinciclclce that Dahl's conclusions are based largely on
the results of his research in ~('\\" H:\\"Cn, Connecticut. 10
• For example, see :\fichael Rogin. "1\";:.lIace and tht> :'-fiddle Class: the White Backlash."
Public Opinion Quarterly 30 (Spring 1966): 98-108; :\1. Margaret Conway, "The
'White Backlash Reexamined: \\'a1!ace and thp 1964 Primaries," Social Science Quarterly 49 (December 1968): 710-19; and JOlln F. Becker::rnd Eugene E. Heaton, Jr ..
"The Election of Senator Ed"'ard VV. Brooke," Public Opinion Quarterly 31 (Fall
1967): 346-58.
, Hahn and Almy, "Ethnic Politics," pp. 719-30.
• Ibid., pp. 726-27.
'Vincent Jefferies and H. Edward Ransford, "Ideology, Social Structure, and the- Yortyn,adley :\fayoralty Election," Social Problems 19 (Winter 1972): 368-69.
'.\bn C. Acock and Robert ~\'L Halley, "Ethnic Politics and Racial Issues Reconsideyed:
Comments on an Earlier Study," Western Political Q:wrterly 28 (December 1975):
737-38.
'For a re"jew of the rclc ..-ant literature, see Peter :\fedding. "The Peroi,tcnce of Ethnic
P'2!itlC':11 Preferences: Factors In!1ucYlclng the ·'/otiTIg Behavior of Je\\-s in 4-\ustralia,"
J,:ci.shJc:!TnalofSociology 13 (June 1971): 18-19.
K,. ~'crt ,\.. D"hl, Who GO~'erns? (::\ew H3.,-en: Yale V~:"_'r5ity Press, 1961). For further
t·::.;:~:!~; and 50phi:tic3.tion of D:lhl's findir1Ss: :J.nd in t!'1e ::'\"e"\\- II2xen cOTltext, see Abra-
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AND METHOD OF THIS STUDY"

Attempting to clarify the findings and hypotheses noted above; we have focUsed. . L.
our research on the relationship between race 'and' socioeconomic status (SES) in .<: ,.".
th\,! voting for blacK, and/or liberal candidatesih the 1973 Los Angeles municipal'/,,;;
elections. We thereby hope to reduce' the confusion generated oy eoz:trary findings .:,,},:~!,:,
and competing hypotheses. as they relate to the 'political role of the 'racial com-i ',c'
popent of ethnic identity. And, in particular, we hope to cOntribute to theory de~:
veJopment in the field by replicating the Hahn-AImy study of the 1969 Los Angeles
.
.
municipal elections, but byusing' a different metho? of analysis. .
. In order to deterriline the relationship between voting patterns and selected
ethnic and ,ocial class i.rariables, \\'e have used the election returnS and demographic
charactelistics of 422 citywide precincts comprising 84 randomly selected census'
tracts. The characteristics depicted by the census tracts have been used to constmct our independent variables. The voting results (dependent variables) derive
from the precinct data which haxe been aggregated to census tracts following an
earlier method employed by Hahn.14
More precisely, our socioeconomic and ethnic variable o <11\. based on the data'
collected from the 1970 Census of Statistics for t~e Los Angei(;~ -Long Beach metropolitan areaY The census tracts have been taken from those used by the Los
Angeles Metropolitan Area Survey (LA~vfAS) carried out annually by the Uni\"ersity of California, Los Angeles. 16 Although it usually is statistically questionable
to infer individual behavior from aggregate data,l.1 ecological e\idence may be used
to determine the voting behavior of identifiable elector:1tes. 18 And as Los Angeles
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Raymond E. Wolfinger has argued for a mobilization concept of the role of
ethnicity in political behavior.ll He finds that voting along the lines of ethnic
identity intensifies as the ethnic group secures the perquisites of middle-class status.
Only as the ethnic group moves beyond lower-class status does it acquire the skills
and resources necessary for mobilizing what approximates a bloc vote. Contran.
to the assimilation hypothesis, upward social mobility is seen. here as a catalyst fo~
ethnic voting, not its inhibitor.
An alternative argument is advanced by :Michael Parenti.1.2 His research sUO'_
gests that while ethnic voters may have been acculturated by the American soci~
environment, they have not necessarily been fully assimilated. Parenti finds that
assimilation represents more than the opportunities associated ,vith "occupational,
educational, and geographic mobility."1.3 IIi short, Parenti sees' ethnic identity as
playing a political role that may continue to operate independently of the effects
of mcial mobility or the characteristics of economic class.
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ham ~-filJer, "Ethnicity and Political Behavior: :\ R(;\'iew of Theories and an Attempt
at Reformulation," Western Political QuaTtcri)' 24 (Septe:11bcr 19i1): 483-500.
B Raymond E. \\'olfinger, "The Development and Pcrsi,tt'nce of Ethni' Voting," American
Political Science Review 59 (Dcccmber 1965): 896-908.
"~Jichael Parenti, "Ethnic politics alld the P':ni.<tt-nce of EthniC' I uentif.cation,'· Amcr£can
Pdit.:ral Science Re,';c:v 61 (September 1967): 717-26.
:3 Ibid., p. i24.
" For a description of the pruccdun:s employed in matching preci:1ct and ('cr;sus tract data.
see H::orl:m Hahn. "Ethos and Social Class: Refercljda in Canadian Cities," Pcllit)' 2
(Dw::mber 1969): 295-315.
:s Bureau of the Ccnsus, The 19iO CCT'.511S of Statistics f"'T tne Los Angeles-Lung B%ch
kfetropolitan Area (Vv2shin3"ton, D.C.: GO\'cmmcnt Printing Office, J9iO).
,. Survey Research Center, "Los Angcles :vIetropoli:an ...... rea Sun'ey," Uninrsity of C::!Efc.rnia,
Los Angeles, 1973.
" The .<tandard reference here is \V. S. Robinson, "Ecolnr,.'1cal Cc'rrclatians alld thc Beha\'ior
of Individuals," American Sociolo:;:cal Rc:'iew 15 (June 1950): 351-57.
"Sce Austh Ranney, <'The Utility and Limitations of A~gresate Data in the Study of
E1cctr)ral BehJ..vior.~' in Austin RJ..!-..r)(:'y. ed., Essays OTt tlu: B{'ha::iaral Stud}' of Politics
(Urbana: Uni"crsity of Illinois Press, 1962). e~pecialiy pp. 99-100.
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is characterized by rather clearly defined socioeconomic and racial residential districts, it has been possible to use aggregate data to evaluate voter support for
;dected candidates and issues in terms of socioeconomic status and racial identity.
The operationalized election variables include the proportion of voter support
(by census tract) for the following candidates and issues: (1) Thomas Bradley, a
black and liberal candidate for mayor; (2) Burt Pines, a white and liberal candidate for city attorney; (3) Diane Watson, a black and liberal school board candidate; (4) Arnett Hartsfield, a black and liberal school board candidate; (5)
Robert Docter, a \-,·hite and liberal school board candidate (in the primary election); (6) Proposition A for low-cost housing for the elderly (primary election) ;
and (7) Proposition C, school bonds (primary election).
The operationalized socioeconomic variables include the following: (1) median family income (dollars-annual); and (2) median years of education. These
two variables were used in the study by Hahn and Almy. Additional socioeconomic
variables were used consisting of (3) percentage population employed in professional or management categories; (4) percentage employed as craftsmen, foremen,
or operatives; and (5) percentage employed as laborers or service workers. These
latter variables ,\Tere used to measure the socioeconomic status of populations designated by the census tracts. The operationalized ethnic (or racial) variables include the fellowing: (1) percentage white; (2) percentage black; and (3) percentage Spanish language and/or surname. '
The methodology of the research includes a multiple regression analysis which
examines the role of cach of the independent variables as determined by its beta
weight; we also rely on a tabular presentation of the percent,3ge of voter support
for ,elected candidates and issues ;1ccording to the predominant racial group
characterizing those census tracts with a h~ghly homogenous population.
RESULTS OF THE
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The 1973 Los Angeles municipal elections were marked by a sharp reversal
of the voting patterns exhibited in the 1969 contest. 19 In 1973, liberal c:ll1didates
and issues were ;:;enerally supported by the voters.
In the April primary election the \-oters ov,-_ .-' .elmingly approyed a city measure providing low rent housing for the elderly and a $28 million bond issue for
junior colleges. 2o In addition, liberal school board member Robert Docter easily
\\"on reelection from a field of five candidates. Especially in these election contests,
the \-oting majority demonstrated a. preference for moderately liberal programs
and candidates. And in the context of this liberal trend, the black mayoralty cand;d~te Thomas Bradley led all candidates with 35 percent of the primary \-ote. IncUJ~lbcnt mayor Sam Yorty received 28 percent and thus, as in the 1969 elections,
prepared to assault Bradley in the general elections from the vaunted position of
the lInderdog.
In the ?vfay general elections, however, Bradley defeated Vorty, 54 percent to
46 percent. Liberal candidate Burt Pines also won an upset yictor;' O\-er ir:cumbent city atton:cy Ro~er Arnebcrgh. Despite these liberal trends, however, the
t'·.\-O incumbent ;:chool board con<cry;-,ti\-es, Donald Xewman and Richard Ferraro,
\''-011 rrelection onT black candid:.tes Diane 'Watson and Arnett Hartsfield.
A:-<ALYSIS OF THE ELECTTO:-; RESULTS: THE ETHNIC VARIABLE

In the 1973 Los Angeles municipal ejections nearly all contests featuring black
and/or liberal canuicbtes exhibited \oting patterns which di\~ded the electorate
:. See H~hn .and .-\Imy, "Ethnic Politics:". for ~ rc:view of the is.'lies and p~r'onalities comTJeting In the 1969 Los :\ngclc5 :TluruclpaI c-~ectl(\ns.
'" Sec the report by Erwin Eaker, "Final, V1!Gfficial Ekd;rJ!1 Retm!1s," [,as Angeles Times,
. \p:-:] 5, 1973, pp_ 3 8-nd 30.
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TABLE 2. MEAN PERCENTAGE OF TH~ VOTE BY MAJOR ETHNIC Oil
RACIAL GROUPS IN Los A!,;GELES 1fuNICIPAL ELECTIONS, 1973

::

CHAR.~CTF.RlSTICS

- --;"'"

=

ETHXIC
BY CE:\"SUS TRACT

-=-,i

Primar), election:
Turnout ....................... _.............. .

--

~-.-

Bradley ..........................................
Reddin ......................................... .
Unruh ..........................................
Yorty ........................................... .
Docter ..........................................
Proposition A ............................. .
Proposition C ............................. .

~~-.
~

'.,::

..';'

~

3 ..

,.-.

,. !

~
~

.'
:,:

I
11

!;

I;

il

II

II
4~

!l'I

~~!

ii

"'1

~!

black
IX; 16)

Spanish

(N;7)

(N;I4)

!N = 47)

65%

54%

54%

32

32

55%

10

12
21

76

2
11

7
68

25

32
59
81

90
67

57

General election:
Turnout ........................................

75

60

Bradley ....................................... _.
Pines ..............................................
Watson ................................. _.......
Hartsfield ......................................

90
78
78
76

56
38
37

52

mixed

0----

29
57

77
55

60
54
59
45

44

:.l,:hit~

24
15

19
35
58

77

51
61
46
53
33
39

along racial Jines. Table 2 reports the percentage of the vote for candidates and
issues in census tracts identified as predominantly black, Spanish, mixed, or white. 21
The most apparent evidence of racial di\ision in the electorate was in the pronounced tendency of blacks to exceed all other ethnic categories in terms of voter
participation and support for black and/or liberal candidates. For example, in
the census tracts designated as black, fully 75 percent of the registered voters turned
out for the general election as opposed to an average of appro,,;mately 60 percent
of the regi~t('red voters in all of the other census tracts.
Racial cleavage was especially ob\;ous in the mayoralty contest, where Bradley recei\'Cd heavy support from voters in black census tracts during both the primary (76 percent) and general (90 percent) elections. Similar voter support was
evident in the ,chool bO:Jrd elections, where black candidates 'Watson and Hartsfield received slightly less support in the general election - 78 and 76 percent,
respectively. In addition, the percentnge \'oting i,n black districts for the white
liberal candidates (and for offices without black candidates) was 68 percent for
Docter and 78 percent for Pines. This is inr higher than the percentage for either
of these libernl candichtes in other (non-black) census tracts.
In white census' tracts Bradley received a remarkable 46 percent of the vote
in the general election. The two black school board candidates; 'Val~on and Hartsfield, won only 33 and 39 percent of the \'Ole, respectively, and in spite of the fact
that the voters in the;;e areas had given liber::!l candidate Docter 58 percent of the
\'ote in the primary election. This pnrtind:lr defeat of the black :lnd liberal school
board cnndidates may have been a partial !"I"ponse to a year of unparalleled violence and \'nndalism in the Los Angeles pt:blic ,chools. And the reluctance of white
\'oters to support black school board cnndidntes may "Iso ha\'e reflected the sensitivities of whites to the issues of school inlC'cr!':Jlion and,chool busing. But it is significant that not all white \'oters trnn5[(-r1'ro their hostilities on these particular
i"'les to the candid:lcy of a black mayor.
Our findings also show that the voting patterns in Spanish and mixed population districts were nearly identical to each other, ;-tlthough the Spanish language
"For the purposes of this research, predominantly black areas are defined as those census
tracts in which 70 percent or more of the rc<idC'nt po;-nllation is ncn-white. 'White areas
are identified as having a white population of 70 perccnt or more. Spanish areas are
designated as tbose census tracts with 50 percent or morc with Spanish surname ar:d/or
Spanish-"peaking population, Areas with less than 70 percent ,,·hite population, and
with. morC; tl-:an 30 percent noa-"'hitc popdation (all groups), are classified as ;,,;xed
c1ectlon d"tncts.
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or surname areas do show slightly less support (in the general election) for black
and/or liberal candidates than do the mixed districts. As aggregated here, howe\'er, the O'I;erall yoting trends in all non-black districts are strikingly similar, suggesting that the \'oting cohesion of blacks is higher than that of other ethnic minorities, at leaH in a biracial election where the principal contestants are white and
black. TIlls in turn ~uggests that any theory of the assimilation, mobilization, or
non-assimilation of ethnic groups into American society f'ITS insofar as it fails to
distinguish between the \'arious ethnic groups themselves.
Although all ethnic voting categories approved referendum proposals for lowcost housing for the elderly and increased educational funding, black districts again
shO\\'ed considerably greater support for these measures than did the other groups
represented in our data. These findings also demonstrate the relatively high cohesion of black voters and their more pronounced liberal orientation on both issues
and candidates. especially in the context of biracial elections.

I
i

ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTION RESULTS: SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Table 3 presents the mean percentage of the vote by blue-collar white census
tracts compared to high SES white census tracts. 22 These findings from the 1973
Los Angeles elections raise serious questions about the conclusions of Hahn and
Almy in their study of the 1969 Los Angeles elections: namely, that SES is inversely
related to voting for a black and/or liberal candidate when the variable of race is
controlled.
TABLE

3.

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF THE VOTE BY MAJOR WHITE' SOCIOECO:-lOMIC
GROUPS IN Los ANGELES :\1UNICIPAL ELECTIONS, 1973

C,-,didates

Bradley ..................................................................
'Vats on ..................................................................
FIartsfield ..............................................................
Pines ..................................................................... .
Docter ................................................................ ..

Blue·Collar
Ct:nsur Tracts
(N =13)

High SES
CO!Jus Tracts

40%

55%
37
46

32

34

53
57

(.V = 13)

55

62

The high SES white census tracts show consistently more support for the
white liberal c:1ndidates (Pines and Docter) than do the blue-collar white census
tracts, ::dthough the differences her::: are rebti\'ely slight. This pattern also holds
for the less prominent black school board candidates, \Vatson and Hartsfield.
However, in the case of the Ili:ljor liberal bbck candidate, Thomas Bradley, the
differences are much more dr:lllJ;ltic. 'Vhere:ls the majority of \'oters in the high
SES white Cf'llSUS tracts supported Ik1dley (55 percent), only a minority of the
\'oters in the blue-collar white CC11.<;us tr:lcts (40 percent) supported his candidacy.
This finding is c1eJ.rly in the oppo<ite direction of that reported by Hahn and
AIm}': even if SES is signific:lntly I"<.~bted to \'I):ing in bir:1cial elections, the direction of the rebtionship is positiw r:ld,er than im-crse. The greater reluctance of
blue-collar \'oters to support liberal but black candidates may ::\lso reflect their
,'sreater scnsiti\'ity to job cornpc:tition from black workers :lnd the relative ndner:lbility of blue-collar neighborhoods to the inroads of black residents.~3
,., For the purposes of this study, blue·collar ,,·hite districts ::tre defined as the top 15 percent
of white census tracts in tems of the total percentage of craftsmen, foremen, or operat;\'es, and percentage laborers or ,en'ice workers. H;gh SES white districts are defined
as the top 15 percent of while census tracts in terms of percentage pop1.!htion employed
in pl~ofe.~sjonaI and mt!!1(lgcment categorjes. See .:dso T.::.ble 4, Le]o,,;v. and the related
di:;Cll~sion, ,··;here other !!1C3...:ures of SES are ex;:..nlineci.
::"1 T:1C gr~2.ter SU?v ort fur b!:?ck ~:.nd libc:ral candidates registered by high SES ,-oters in ,,'hite
(~;,tricts may 2.150 be 2.:;;·ibut~,ble to the presence of :! s;;nific:.nt Je\';ish electorate. In
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From Tab!es 2 and 3 above, it is clear that voters in the black census tracts
voted hea\;ly for liberal candidates in the 1973 Los Angeles elections, and even
more hea\il)' for liberal black candidates. :\Ioreover, there appears to be a positive
relationship bet\\reen SES and support for black and/or liberal candidates.
To examine the reopective roles of racial and socioeconomic characteristics
however, a multivariate analysis is required. A multiple regression program w~
thus carried out with the percentage ,'ote of ez.ch election district serving as the
dependent variable; median family income, median years of education, and percentage black residents are the independent variables. Tne two socioeconomic
variables (income and education) were chosen to be consistent ""ith the t\\"o major
socioeconomic variables used in the earlier study by Hahn and Almy. Because of
the widely differing scales of measurement, beta weights ,,'ere employed to facilitate comparison (see Table 4) .~,
The zero-order correlations reported in Table 4 indicate that both median income and education are negatively related to the percentage of votes for Bradley
(liberal black candidate for mayor), Watson (liberal black candidate for school
board), Hartsfield (liberal black candidate for school board), Pines (liberal white
candidate for city attorney), and Docter (liberal white candidate for school board).
However, the beta weights indicate that their independent effect differs dramatically from their zero-order effect. In the case of Bradley, the beta weight for income is .09 and for education .05. Thus both socioeconomic variables have a very
weak and statistically insignific.'1nt positive value when their independent effects
are examined. With regard to Watson, the beta weights are -.01 and .07 respectively, and for Hartsfield .08 and .15 respectively. These \'alues, regardless of their
sign, are too small to have any substantial effect on voter support for either candidate. In the case of Pines, the beta weights are -.02 and .05 respectl,'ely, and for
Docter-they are .19 and -.03 respectively. Although 1\\'0 of these coefficients have
a,negative sign, they are so close to zero that they Zlre both !'tatlsti('ally insignificant
and substantially tri\iaJ. In no case, then, have we found either of the socioeconomic variables to have :my s\1bstantial effect on the designated candidates \"hen
we control for ethnic and other demo~raphic ,'ariables.
Los Angeles, Jewish voters represent 13 percent of re<;istered voters. and their turnout
ilt the polls is typically higher than tl;at of nor.-Jewi:h whites. A limited sample of 10
Jewish precincts and 32 white-Gentile precincts [Anton Calleia and Richard 1-fauIlin,
"Ca.llcia-~{;lUlIin Voter Profile" (Los Angt'les: mimeographed, 1973). pp. 1-4J re\'eals
substa.ntial differences in voter support for black and/or Iih~;-al candidates. with Jewish
districts showing considerably gre;"ler ,upport for stich candidates. The following table
is from the Callcia-Maullin study.
ETHsrc YOTI:-:r. r,,::"'n:~::'\'s !~y rl~!'GI:-;':T

Tc:dsh

Candidates
Docter· ......... _..... .

~

fl
j~

I~
ji

Ii
Ii

r,I

Ii

1I
L
;"
~

:

~i

;j
:' ~

(X = 32)

71%

ll%

36

52
31

~[~~e~..~::::::=:::::::::::

62
;2

Hartsfield ... _.. _...................

59

\\'·at.~on

... _... __ ....... ____ .......... .

Whiu
GentUl!

(N = /0)

37

* prim3.ry eJection
In our present study. and within the Jl;ch SES ca.tegories, Jewi5h pr~c'incts ,!i\'e a ccr;·
si,tently higher percentage of their \'01<:> (approximately 39 perc~nt1 to Bradley [han do
the white-Gentile districts (approximaJely 4i percent).
"The choice of multiple regression to analyze the data summar'.zed in Table 4- is justi.'ied
by our findin.'jS on the intercorrc-htion beh\ een the \"ariables of education <lnd :nco:ne
,,·ith race. (See X.B. in the table.) The use of a stepwise mc:lt:pJe regre~sjon ;o!ution
\\'ould not ha,'e 2ffected the cl0minance of the race variable as tIle primary predictor.
Onl-.- in the cases of Hartsfield and Docter does the combin~d wcir;htinz of income 2.r.d
c-ducatinn ?,cld more than t\\'o perrent to the \'ariati0n explained by only the race \'ari- .
able. Tl;~ beta \\'eightings reported in Table 4- also r.:ake c:':ar the less c1cte~!:!i:"2g
roles ;:.1.:::.ycd by lTICOlnC :1nd cduc3.tion: 3.S cOlr:p3.rcd v;ith r"3.ce, :r: the distribut~on of t:ie
\·ote.
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TABLE 4. ZERO·ORDER CORRELATIO:-;S AND BETA -WEIGHTS BETWEEN SELECTED
SOCIOECONO)lIC OR ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS AND THE VOTE IN Los ANGELES
LOCAL ELECTIONS, .1973

S-!

d

"

f.

!

~

~

t

a<;:

.Hcdian
family
mcome

Bradley........ r:
beta:
\Vatson ........ r:
beta:
Hartsfi~ld .... r:
beta:
Pines ............ r:
beta:
Docter ......... r:
beta:

-.30*
+.09
-.39*
-.01
-.26*
+.08
-.37*
-.02
-.05
+.19

Jlcc!ian
Pert-cntage

'"ears

black

ciucation

+.88*
+.94*
+.91*
+.94*
+.89*
+.99*
+.81*
+.83*
+.42*
+.50*

-.27*
+.05
-.32*
+.07
-_20
+.15*
-.31*
+.05
-.09
-.03

~~

R'

+.79*

i ~
; ;
I,

li

+.84*

I!"
Iiti

+.66*

1/

+.84*

il

~,

.f-.:
;,

+.20*

i-

t
~~ ..

* p<.05
~.B.: The intercorreIations for the independent variables are:

t

,

education
income .__ ......... _.......__ ._...
. i3
education _.. _..... ______ .. __. 1.0

r

% black
-.46
-..11

On the other hand, the zero-order correlations for percentage black and voter
support reyeal highly significant and positive relationships between the variables.
The beta weights also remain quite large. Because of the intercorrelation of SES
and percentage black, it is necessary to focus on the beta weights instead of on the
zero-order correlations. The beta weights measure the independent influence of
each variable when the effects of the other variables in the equation are removed.
Thus the beta weight for percentage black vote in the Bradley election is .94, me3.l1i;1g that there is a strong tendency for black precincts to support Bradley regardless
of their median income or education. :\ similar pattern emerges for the two black
school board candidates, 'Vatsol1 and H::rt;;field, _where the beta weights for the
ethnic variable are .94 and .99 respecti\-ely. In the cose of the two white liberal
candidates, Pines and Doctor, the comp2rable beta \I"eights ~lre .83 for Pines and
.50 for Docter. These brge ond positi\'e beta weights cle:nly indicnte that the
yanable of race - not socioeconomic status - is the most determining factor in
the distribution of \'oting- support for bbck ond/or liberal condidates. \Ve are the
first to zldmit that the strictures of Iog-ical inference ond the rules of statistical
analysis do not pcrmit us to dr::l\\' sim/or conclusions for comparable elections in
other cities, or c:n'n for Los\ngcles in 0ther election years.·
.t;;O:-lE Fl'RTlIER TE:\T\TlVE CO""Cl.l'SIONS

These filld;l1~s nCH'fthckss help IlS to c';al'latc the three hypotheses regarding
the polit;col role of ethnicity &;'-Ilw'd e:lrlic'[ in this orticle, and they beor even
more directly on our J""essmcnt of the finding:; reported by Hahn and Almy for
the Los :\ngeles municipol c1ections of 1969. The large \-alue of the beta \\eight
for percentage black Yoters. "cported ;n T:lble +. pro\'ides comiderable support for
P::nenti's distinction bet\\'eel; :-;cclI!turation and J,,;;imilation. at-least in the c;)se of
,he hhck minority !i\-illg in Los .-\ngelcs in the parly 19705. Specific;:J!ly, the dramatic independent role of et:l!1icity <;uggests that ::ssimibtion has not occurred for
these b~zlrk citi,:ens, unless \\-e v::lnt to define :l;:similation in terms of support for
the liberal subculture of .-\nlC'ric:ln politics. En:n in this c::5e, hO\ve\-er, the :J.ppJ.rcnt ]iberZllism of black \-oters 111:'1)' be only coincidental to their demonstrated
tJrc:ference {or black c~:.ndidates . .-\.l1d it ,hodd be noted thJt the clTect of ethnicity
is J:lOSt dr~'Ll<1tic for the black cmdic1:ltes (Bradley, \Vat50n. ,q;cl Hartsfield). e\'en
t 1:ough it is still strongly po,:t;ye in the t\\"o cases of thc \\'hi(-:: liber~1 e~ndid:1tes
P:nes :,nd Docter).
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The percentage of a census tract that is black thus emerges as the major predictor of voting behavior for voters who must choose between black and white
candidates. By comparison, census tracts designated in our study as Spanish Sur_
name and mixed demonstrated no appreciable differences in voting patterns frorn
white districts. This might sugge5t the possibility of ethnic assimilation for these
particular groups. Howe\'er, this very tentative conclusion must await the re;;ult!
of more detailed voting research, And any firm conclusion on the ethnic assimila_
tion of 11exican-Americans, for example, would h;1\"e to be based on an analysis of
voting in an election which included a Mexican-American candidate, Only under
such circumstances could the role of ethnic identity for this particular community
be dearly differentiated from the roles of partisanship or ideological orientation.
We should repeat here, then, our earlier observation that any hypothesis on the
political role of ethnicity in general or race in particular must take into account the
particular characteristics of C'ach ethnic group: some ethnic groups appear to be
more susceptible to assimilation than others, just as in the realities of American
life some are treated more equally than others.
And it is clear from our findings that an emphasis on socioeconomic status,
which marks both Dahl's and vVolfinger's theoretical orientations, is difficult to
confirm in the context of biracial C'lections. Our study of the independent effect of
both income and education shows that neither variable has an appreciable effect
on v9ting behavior. We also find that class makes almost no direct contribution
to an explanation of variance in the dependent \·ariable of voting. It should be
added, however, that these findings are not :l.S directly related to vVolfinger's argument (the mobilization hypothesis) as they are to Dahl's (the assimilation hypothesis). Because the multiple re6"ression solution has a::sumed linearity it has not
generated any specific findings concerning the po,sibility of middle-class blacks
sho\\ing more (or less) C'thnic identification in their \"oting behavior, But our findings also permit us to doubt th:lt the introduction of the SES v;).riable would enhance the impressive prC'dictiYe pO\\"l:r of p<'rcentage black \"oters in biracial
elC'ctions.
Finalh' 0:. ~ findings are ob\'iously inconsistent with those reported in the study
-:ited earlier i.,y Hahn and Almy. \Vhile socioeconomic status contributes some
e,,-planatory power when there are no controls for ethnicity, its independent effect
is relatively trivial and the explanatory power it does demonstrate may be largely
the consequence of the high correlation bet\\'een black voters and low SES, Our
finding-s show that white yoters with low SES are less likely than white voters \\ith
high SES to support liberal black candidates - a relationship which is precisely
opposite to that reported by I-bhn and Almy. Our findings also confirm what
grass-roots politicians have lonr; understood from a more impressionistic point of
\"iew: that whC'J1 confrontC'd with \\"hite and black candidates, it is difficult, perhaps
;;nro'sible. for a Iar'_:e percentage of American \'oters to tramcend the issue of race,
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Chaoter Five

Limitations of Black Urban Power:
The Case of Black Mayors
MICHAEL PRESTON

The new black politics is in search for what many blacks curren tly
believe to be the only game in town. That game is the search for
political power. The thrust that began in the 1960s, rather than
recding, has intensified. This trend is exemplified by Mervyn Dymally, the
newly elected Lieutenant Governor of California. Dymally was recently quoted
as saying: "Politics is now the cutting edge of the civil rights movement."· This
belief is shared by other black elected oft1dals throughout the country, and
whether one shares this belief or not, it is a fact that electoral politics is cur·
rently the dominant game in the black search for equality.
.
There are several emergent patterns which suggest that the reservoir of political energy among blacks is slilI very high. First, Ihe Congressional Black Caucus
has grown from nine members in 1969 to eighteen members in 1975 (sixteen
members and one non-voting delegate from D.C. in the House and one Semitor).l This represents the highest total in United States history. Black congre' men are different from their white bretluen in that black congressmen .~
considered by most blacks to be "congressmen-al-Iarge." They speak, batt
dividually and collectively, for blacks nation wide.
Second, and perhaps the more interesting political development is the h,W
focus on state politics. The 1974 election produced two new black Lieutenant
Governors (in California and Colorado); a Secretary 01 State in Mic~jgan; and a
State Treasurer in Connecticut. This group joins Wilson Riles, who was reelected
Superintendent of Public Instruction in California. The emergence of black
elected officials statewide isa relatively new pattern. Aside from Senat0lf
Brooke's election as Attorney General of Massachusetts and Gerald Lamb's elec·
tion as State Treasurer of Connectkut, few blacks survivcd statewide elections in
the preceding ten year period.)
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The I n-t deL'lillllS also pwdlH.:cd some new black slate le~/alOrs. Some of
illese iflLlud~: Rllbal Holmes, Atlanta; Joseph Rhodes, Pillsburgh;' an(T Antonio
I.. IlJrrislIiI. BilllliilglJalll. The impetlls behind the election of black-senators
(mill the Suulh has been lhe Voting Rights Act of 1965. Civil rights observers
and llllieis h:IW haill'd the Vuting Rights Act as the most successful law enacted
,Iurillg the period llf the "Cleat Sociely." The results in the eleven southern
SI~tl~S shuI\' lli.1l bLirks ckct~d 10 stale legislatures increased from 60 in 1965 to
9-t ill 1~J7S. WhL'1I the Votillg Rights Act was p<Jsscd ill 1965 there were fewer
th~lfl 100 hlac'k elected office hulders in thcSe! Slates; today there are over 900
blacks holdillg uffice in the Suuth. And if we include blacks in Southern state
legislalures, there :tre, al'ulfdillg to the Juint Celllc!r for l)olitical Studies, 3003
black ekLled uliici;.ds lIationwidc 4 While theSe! ligures represent substantial
plllglt'SS they alsu indicak huw much remaills to be done.
The optimislll lhal flows from these increases, when put in perspective, shows
tllat black decrcd tlffici;ds huhl less than one percent of the 79,000 pUblic
()ffic'l's thrllllghllUt the Suuth. 011 the natiun<Jllevel, where blacks are 12 percent
"I the popliblioll, lheir 3003 black ekcted olTici<Jls rl!preSe!nts approxim<Jtely
~i.\-tt'liths .It ulle pelceilluf the dl!Cled ufficials in the nation.
TiwJ, lh.: ell\(:lgellce uf blacks in the urban political arena is the most signifil:tllt polJllL,d d(:l'dtlPllll!lIt ill reCent years. The symbol of the new black urban
politic'> IS Ih.: black mayor. Tud;;y there are 26 medium and large cities with
hb(i-. 11l;lyllr~. Sum.: or tlr ... ,e illdudc: Berkeley and Cumpton, California; College
I'Jlk, ~,brjl,,"d; AIIIl AdhlralluCralld Rapids, Michigall (Presidcnt Ford's home
(uWII); Ch~~i'd lIiil, Nllrth CHulilla; Boulder, Colorado; New Brunswick and
!\e\\.lrk, i':ew J':ISt'}/; C:HY, Indiana; and Atlanta, Georgia. In addition, three of
the n:tliun's I"rgest ci til!s have recen tly I!lectl!d black mayors- Los Angeles,
DellOit and Washington, D,C. In the last year alone the number of black mayors
rll~e fl Uill !U tu 108 -an increase of 30 percen t. S And while most of these
IlIJyurs come fru/II small rural communities in the South, an increasing number
of l>lacks arc becol1ling mayors in large and medium size cilies in the NOrlh. 6
Blad: Il\Jy ors , theil, have bl!collle Ihe "hub" of the new black urban politk'S.
Their .:kctiull signals SOllh!thing else-the gradual institutionalization of black
puliticJI pl)Wer in lht: urban arella.
The t:kctilHl of black mayors in cities where blacks are a distinct minority
di,pels the argument tltat black calldidatcs can will only where blacks are already
a majority.7 The rect'nt election of two black lieutenant Governors and several
other black ~LlIewide offillials ;jlso helps to Gounter this argument. Contrary to . I~
pupular belrd, most uf the cities with black mayors do not have predominantly
black PUpu/atillns. In th..: majority of these cities (17 out of 26) blacks are a
distinct millont y .H III fact, ill only I hree of these ci tics could blacks ha ve elected
Illayors witholJt wllltl! SllppJlrt: Compton, C:ilifofllia; East 51. Louis,Illinois; and
Wasliinglllll,O.C.'
lt i, illlpllrlanl lu nute that the new focus un electural politics represents a
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new ~t rategy for blacks and Itas sOllle important policy implications: (I) elec·
tural politics can be used to improve the social and economic positions of black
Arneri-::lIIs; allli (2) blacks currelltly seem to believe that Illore call be gained
from workillg within the system lhall ffl)m without. III other words, blacks have
COlli!! [0 believe that "political power" is bellcr than "street power." And
whether they will continue to believe that "politics is the ncw CUlling edge of
the civil rights movement" may well depend less on what black politicians say,
but more on what they are able to produce.
What does the new emphasis on institutional leadership mean? First it means
that some of the flair with which blacks pressed their demands will be missing. A
focus on institutional leaders i.S less dramatic than a focus oll'one charismatic
leadl!r. Less drama mealls less media atlentioll. Second, the shift to a mOre
diffuse leadership has also lead to a shift away from a preoccupation wilh
prcsidl!ntial politics as the key to protecting and adv:mcing black political rights.
This decline in presidential reliance is a belief that the recent civil rights laws
hav~ fl\oved the arena from the n<JtionaJ to the state and locallevcls. It has alS('
been clear for some tiine that neither the Nixon nor Ford administrations 4l11!
receptive (0 advancing bhlck rights. In fact, President Ford has let it be known
1o
that his domestic policies are very similar to those of George Wallace. There ~
lillie wonder, then, th<J1 black inlerest in presidential politics is on the decline.
Third, given the ded inc of ill terest in presiden tial poli tics by blacks and rhe
diffusion of nl!W black elected oillcials at the state and local levels, blacks h.lve
COllie to expect more from their black e1e.;ted ofllcials. TIle view taken b) (hi:,
paper is that if the high expectations of blacks are not to be dashed on the rt.J,:.s
of despair, a more realistic assessment of the limitations on black urban power'j,
needed. That is to say simply that black mayors are limited in what they can dbl
to irnprm'e the plight of their black constituency. Out before we look at th.e:
Iimitatitlll: on the new urban politicS, we must first understand how politic,'
became the new cutting edge of black urban politics.
The maturation of black urban politics must be viewed as part of the IIlOt.:
general development of black political activity. Indeed, it is probably mlillll II)
the point to say that 10 understand the matur;tion of black urban politics .. ell!
needs 10 also understand two basic factors: (I) the unique historical backgrounli
of blad:s in America; and (2) the use by blacks of a theoretic"ii'i" framewor~whidi
has its roots in the beginning of the early 19th Century. The new thrust Cor
urban power by blacks roughly parallels the search for power by other immi·
grant groups.
Oanid N. Gordon, for example, describes how in Ihe early 19th Cemwy
mass.:s of propertyless people became politically active and established the \\':.ud
system of elections and the dire.;t eh:ction l)f mayors. He asserts that ward·
elected city c~ncilmen spoke for th.:ir local areas. lIe goes onto suggest that
cha'lges in municipal government produced a system within which immigrants
could later obtain political power. II 'Ole point here is that newly politiciled,
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llllnligrant groups challenged old values of participation and sougllt (0 broaden
thelll to induJl: their own values.
The chalkllgl! hy blacks to urban authority structures, then, is Hot new. In
Ltc I, V.O. Kcy, Jr., in his dassic, Politics, Parf;es and Pressure Groups, observed
thaI. "To CHVl: out a place for itself in the politico-social order, a new group
Illayhave to fight for reorientation of many of the values of the old order."1l
This is what past immigrant groups have done, and it is preCisely the same tactic
thaI is /lOW beillg attempted by /lew groups-mainly blacks. Black urban politics
takcs its theoretical orientation from the llIore general political experience of
other i: .. ,jgrant groups, bUI its roots are based on its own historical past.
Onl: ..,y 10 conceptualile that past is to look at the phases through which
bbck politics has passed. These phases arc: (I) politics of protest; (2) politics of
parti~·ipati()n; and (3) politics of 1eforlll. 13 A brief review of these phases will set
the stage for the fillal phase, whkh is the basis for the new urban politics. This
phas.: is b.:st described as the politics of gllVernance.

political machine. What Edward Banfield has said about Hartfield of Atlanta can
alsl) be said about Daley in Chicago, i.e., blacks have rcceived ()nly minor rewards fl)f their votes. 11
The critkal aspect of the politics of participation is that it is still in vogue.
This type of politics relics Oil the numerical strength of the group to ascertain
bendlts. And its bargaining power, if it has any, depends on its political alliance
with one or another group. Power is enhanced with financial resources; but fOf
blacks the only resources they have is the ballot, and in most cases it has been
used badly. For politics of participation to be effective, and this is still the
dominant situation for blacks in this country. it must adhere to one dominant
political principle: that those who do nothing for blacks should be rewarded in
kind.
.
This principle should be used in national, state and local politics. That il hliS
not been used effectively to date does not mean that poor judgment at one time
needs to be continued. 111is principle, if applied properly, should lead politicialls
to anticipate swift retribution if they disregard black rights. If the deed is ~;eba
live, the orgl1nized response at the next election should reflect the deed. PO\1(er,
when limited mostly to the ballot, must be used judiciously to "reward friwh
and punish enemies" as labor was once urged to do by Samuel Compers_ T(:) be
sure, there are limits to this type of strategy. Votcs cannot easily be swung from
one party or candidate to another. Blacks, with their heavy commitmcJilb to the
Democratic pady, it may be argued, will not easily be moved. 111e 5t rategy
seems vil1ble only in those nonpartisan cities where parties are absent. '3 'l;hile
the argument is a good one, it may be missing the point. 111e black vote mayw(
be swung easily, but it ·can be used just as effectively in some cases by not votilg
for the party's candidate. Tha(, I believe, is partially what happened in the 1972
presidential election. A variant of this strategy has been used in Houston, :r>Jx:Js.
for example, where running a black candidate who could not win had tlc'effect
of denying the vote to other undesirable candidates.

Politics of Protest

PilJkst pnliti..:s has betll, for blacks, the dominant politics over the last 100
YCJrs. Its actil)(ls were aillltJ at currecting certain blatant racial injustices in the
poti li,·;J1 systeill. The basic targets, according to Hamilton, were de jure segregation in .:du(;Jtion, hOllsing, emploYIlIel\t, the military and public accommodatioll~, as well as ili~qllitable teachers' salaries, all white juries, acts of lynching,
voter rcgistr<ttion dC::llials, and so 011. 14 The strategies ad()pted to protest these
iilcqu,ditics varied fW11l elitist-oriented legal suits to direct llIass action. And
whik rac~ was the focus, the basic appeal was 1II0rai. The politics of pro!est
appeak,l tu the morality of Americans and sought white aIlies to help secure
these rights. Two results were the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting
Rights Act of 1965.
The politics of protest resulted in sOllle legal victories, but left the basic
mucture of governJllcnt intac\. As Kl!nneth Clark notes, the politics of protest
was a conservative puliti..:s. IS Stated differently, protest activity only asked for
inclusilln of the Ncgro in existing society and did !lot call for changes in the
p'llitical and economic structure.
Politics of Participation

The politics of participatieVI has becn (and in some case~ stiIl is) primarily'·
focllsl:J oil n!cognition. The rewards have been mostly symbolic, reminiscent of
Wolt"lflger's description of cthllic poIitics. 16 Whether it was the Republican or
the Democratic party, blacks have received little more than symbolic recogni·
tion-that is, the appuintment of a few blacks to political office. In local politics
blacks participated ill political alliallces with white groups but received limited
bellefit~. In Atlanta in thc 1940s the alliance was with the while middle-class
bllsinll~ groups; in Chicago siace the 1930s it has been with the Democratic

I.

Politics of Reform
This type of politics is characterized by an attempt {2rchange exi~ting StllCtural arrangements that may impede the advancement of Ilew gro;~ps_· it is
similar to what Cordon reported about earlier immigrant groupS.19 Thi'is the
type of activity by· blacks that one observed in the 1960s, a period "Ihicil
witnessed increasing demands in some cities for "community control" lWd/Ol
political decentralization. Hamilton argues that "this demand stems from a de.It is hl!re that I think Hamilton's cat~'gories break down. I believe that both f~r conceptual '11l~naIYlical reasons, his politics of gowrllJncc should be dividl!d into two
categories. Thus I have added th.: putilics of reform and uscd the politics of goveru:lilla: to
dena Ie the currllnt llIectoral emphasis. The politics of reform normally precede the !Dove
to\\..ard eh:ctoral politics. Where groups cannot dornin3te Of control their commullilies,
thq scllk ways to alter the structure to get more equitable rewards. This may be donJ. by
boycotting, demonstrating, or the usc of other pressure type of activities.
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sire 011 Ihe pan of those groups to restrudure decision'maklng iristitutions in
urban an:as in ofli<:r to lIIaxilllil.C the ability of local residents to govern ... "20
What Ihis plme su~csts is that thl! politics of participation is a limitcd politics.
It is lilllitcJ by certain stnu:lLIraJ arrangements which prevent the black vote
frllill hl'ing effective, ranging fH)/lI centralized governmental structures to non.
rl'splJnsive bUfl:alldatic: institutions located in the black'community.21
The rcsistalH:e of these structures to change has led to what Alan Altshuler
lias l'allcd a "crisis ,)f legitilll<lcy."u For, what came to be questioned was not
just the t'}/t!/,'Iil'ell':ss of thesc institutions, but thcir legitimacy as well. These
institutions were s,'en as political institutions designed to oppress black people.
And Ihus cunlIllunity control was urged as a means of political reform. The
ubsnvation by David E. Apter underscores this point: "Politics is peculiar
insofJr as principles of legitimacy arc normative first and structured second ... 23
AnJ SCYIlJOlIr Martin Upset follows up the point by stating:
, .. while cffectivl!nes:; is primarily instrullll!ntal, legitimacy is evaluative.
(;Il11lpS regard a political system as legitilllatl! or ilkgitimatl! according to
thl! \~ay ill which its values fit with thl!irs.24

Tk politics of reforlll, theil, was initiated by groups who sought to restruc.
ture tlie urban decision making procl!ss' 50 that it would reflect their interests.
171t! 4 Ut'stitJtl rais~d ill the politics of reform is 1101 whelher community control
or po/iti,:al dt'('t'/llr,Jlizafioil is ejjici':T1t or inefficient, bill whetha the illsli/llli,)I15 ure 1Ilt:<'lillg Ih~ 1It't'ds of Ihe people they are supposed to Serve. When the
que~ti('11 is ~lllswere:J in the negative, as it has been by most blacks, then the
'llIe:,t will be for clllltrol or alteratioll5 of those institutions. In the final analysis,
a polilics ,)1' reform seeks to give excluded groups a feeling of efficacy and
Iq(i!il1l:lcy, Unlike: the: plllitics of participation and politics of protest, it seeks a
lestruc:turing of llll! urban decision making process. Where it is numerically
p,)ssibk, blac'b have now come to seck a more stable form of political activitytile: Pdlili, , , :' governance.
At $')111.: stage of the p,)litical process a group will attl!mpt to exercise domi.
nant power llVCf a particular unit. This may be done ilol several ways: first, where
nUlllerical slft:llgth permits, groups may simply out vote other groups to win
public office in Jlready established structures; second, where the population is
more evenly mixed, a gpoup ~llay form a coalition with other groups to win' '.
political office; and third, where a group is a distinct minority, they may will
public uffice by ,howillg the m.tjority they have the competence to be an out.
standing public olliciJI. The election of black officials in large and mediunl size
citit:~ :tdliere to the patterns discussed above.
Cities with black mayors arc of several types. The type A ciLy is one in which
blacks arc a majority (N '" 3); Iype B dties have a more evenly mixed population
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(N = 8); and Iype C cities ale thosl! where blacks are a distinct minority (N :;;

II). The schema in Table 5-1 describes the various types of voters in the
twc.:nty·three cities with black mayors.
In sOllie of these cities, blacks have become the majority; ill most, however,
they are still the minodty. All of the core cities, however, have large, black, poor
popubti11lls. Herein lies the dilelllma for black mayors: in most of these cities,
black. JllJyors callnot be elected without white support, but it is equally true that
they depend heavily on the black vote. Thus as blacks move to the fourth
phase-the politics of governancc·-black elected ofl1cials will be faced with nol
Table 5-1_ Racial Mixture of Voten in Cities with Black Mayors"
V()ter~

Cities

Blacks

Type A
Type B
Type C

50%+
30-50%
0·30%

%
IVhite

Under 50%

N= 3

50-70'70

N
N
N

Over 30%

= 8
= 11
= 12

*The racial mix ture of the~ cities raises significant empirical questions on the kinds of Itold.:r·
ship styles exhibited by mayors in these cities. This will be explored in a later paper, Also
s.:e Tabh: 5-2 for a list of these cities.
ollly the problems uf reform, but with the need
changes as well.

10

effect substantive pclicy

Politics of Governance
The politics of governance is the new focus of the black urban politics. It is a
pragmatic politics. As used here, the politicS of governance, as distingu;i>heJ
from the politics of reform, means not only an alteration in structural form but
also an attempt to control the decision-making process through the cleCliilnil
system. In other words, the politicS of governance seeks to institutioruiiizc,
where possible, the political power and values of the new group.
111is new pragmatism is based on the assumption that J,I.le interest~ off black
people can be enhanced and advanced with the acquisition of politic;i1 JlQWCr.
Kwame N. Krumall put it this way: "Seek ye the political kingdom and alltrungs
shall be added unto yoU."lS While this may be an exaggeralion, it has, nevenhe·
less, come to be accepted as folk wisdom by most black politicians today.
The pragmatic view holds that blacks have three alternatives to the present
American political system: try to overthrow it, try to ignore it or try to control
it or decide ~10 does. 16 The first, according to Chuck Slone, is reckless romanticism. TIle second is an implicit acceptance of the oppressor's control over their
lives. The third has become illcreasiJlgly a realistic strategy for blacks to control
\
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4. These cttles are among those with the oldest housing in the country, and
many have experienced a sharp decline in their housing supply.
5. 111e capacity of these cities to raise revenues from their own taxes is among
the lowest in the nation.
6. Contrary to popular belief, a sizable majority of these black mayors do not
preside over weak mayor systems. 28

JlI<Jjllr Illetroplliitan centers, SOlJlhern coullties, and congressional districts. That
the pragmal ic view has WOIi out is seen in the inCfc<Jsing number of black elected
nlficials, Ihe IIIl1sl iJllportant of WhOlll, fro/ll the standpoint of the politks of
gllvcrllaw:t:, <Jrc Ihe black mayors. It is here that black urb<Jn politics draws its
IlIIjllf ,trt:lIgth; alld it is here that /llo,t blacks today are resting their major
hupes for a mort: egalitarian society.

In some cases, the black mayor's pJigh t is like that of the gambler who
knOWingly plays against a marked deck because it is the only game in town. One
assumes that he plays because he enjoys the challenge, or because electoral
politics is where the "action is." Whatever the case, the mayors not only face
problems, they frequently arc limited in what they can do about them.

The Problems of Black Mayors in
Large and Medium-Sized Cities

Black lIIayors arc in general :Jgll'elllent that "politics is the lIew cutting edge
<If the civil rights lIIovement." For eX<Jlflple, 10hnny Ford, Ihe bl<Jck mayor of
Ilhkegt'e hJS said, "In the late 19505 and 60s those marches were <lppropriate.
We wt'[c rrying III demonstrate that scgreg<Jlion W<lS wrong. We <lppe<lled 10 the
l'OIlSCi.:IlCt: of AIllt:rica. Now all thuse bws are on Ihe books .... The question is,
illlW 111;) t we arc ill the dllOr, how do we take adv<lntage of it?" Clwrles Evers,
;il~yll[ Ilf Fayette, Miss., has said, ... "I think we are in phase three and four
II ow '" III': 1I1llJlS ,If'! Op':l1 ... now we begin the economic <lnd politic<J1 ph<lse of
lUI stru~gk f,}f equalily and justice."n
Olle of the -Illost popular black mayors is Maynard lackson of Atlanta. He has
,i;lled Ihat there arl! still cOlJlmunity civil ri&hts le<lders, "but more and more of
he biad cOllllllunity is evolving 10 the point that it manifests its concerns and
,lSitiullS Ihf(JlIi~1 the eb:tcd bla..:k oft1cials rather than independent or black
,OIl-.:!.:.:teJ ufficials .... " Finally, Johnny Ford of Tuskegee sums the views of
)Lick IIIJyors up this way: "The mayors have a particularly viable role because
ht:y ;He in a P(Jsilion 10 make decisions---day·to-day decisions-lhat affect
'';llpk's hllu,l.!s and jubs_ ... "
It is C!.:;H, thcn, that SOniC black mayors see their role as the new "cutting
clge." To be Slife, there arc still civil rights organizations, but there is no longer
lHovement with widespread appeal. In fact, the black mayors arrived on the
,.:ne just as the civil rights movement declined. Electoral politics, not civil rights
;ganizatioll, !>eelllS to be ""inning the day.
But politics is not all glamour, for election to public office carries enormous
::;pollsibilili.:s. The problems of cities with black mayors are in some cases
gllificantly different from Ihose of other cities of the same size. Analysis of
·f5 cilies with a pllpulation of 25,000 or more led to the following conclusions:

Umits of Mayoral Power. It has been argued that the quality and perform<lnc~
of mayoral leadership reflect how well resources are employed to mobilize
politically effective constituencies, to seek out and maximize fiscal assistanc.:
and available programs from the federal government, and to overcome formal
resistance from executive authority and municipal powers in dealing with urban
problems. 29 More specifically, leffrey Pressman has argued that big city mayors
require tile fllHowing seven resources to exercise effective community leadership:
(J) Sufficit'i.l financial and staff resources on the part of the city government;
(2) city jurisdiction in social program areas- _e'.g., jobs, education, etc.; (3) major
jurisdiction in these policy fields; (4) a salary for the mayor which will Jet hi:;u
spend full time on the job; (5) sufficient staff support for the mayor-for policy
planning, in tergovernJllenl __ rela tions, etc., (6) ready vehicles f(lf publici ty, sudlt
as friendly newspapers or television stations; and (7) politically oriented groups,
including a political party, which the mayor could mobilize to help him achjeve
,
particular gooJs. 30
Given these preconditions of mayoral leadership, do bl<lck mayors in big ani!
medium size cities have the necessary resources to exercise effective leadershiil~?
We might address this question by looking at the mayors' (I) personal leadedJ:ap
qualities and (2) statutory powers.
~:;

I.

A~

lIoted earlier and cu/ltrary to popular belief, most of the medium and
LHgt:-size cities wilh black mayors are not predominantly black. In over half
blacks arc a distinct lIIinority.
. Those cities governt:d by blacks rank among the poorest, most overpopulated
Cllies in lht: lIatiulI.
~bllY of these cities with black mayors are among those which suffered the
largest loss of whih! population to the suburbs. Those losses occurred prior to
lhe t!ielliurl II' the bbck mayoc.
I

A. The Black Mayor: Leadership Styles. In some respects, black mayors
differ fcom other mayors in that they normally Jack party support, get fe!j('
resources from powerful interest groups and are independent from political
machines. They face other problems as well-that is, while they draw their
support in most cities from a majority white vOling popUlation, the most needy
in the city arc bl<lck. These fat;tors forl:c! black mayors to rdy heavily on their
personal leadersh.i?, quaJi ties.
Personal leadership styles arc important to most politicians, but especially so
for blacks. Black mayors depend heavily on their styles to get them eke ted or
reelectecf. For the most part they lack lIIost of the resources that Pressman
spccifie~ for big city leadership. On the other hand, they are active, innovative
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types whu emphasize new programs and policies; they believe in governmental
hdp solw social problems; but they frequently fail 10 achieve
pco;!.ralll objectives, dtller hecause they are dependc:nt upon Washington for
financial assistanCe! or because the goals of social welfare policy may alienate
crucial gwups within their political constituencies. 31 As was noted earlier, black
l\laylHs an~ faced with three rather diverse situations: (I) a predominantly black
deL'turalc (this h t!lle in only three cities); (2) a balanced mixture of black and
white vOkrs; and (3) a predominantly white voting·age population. And since
die List two arc Ihe most representative, programs must appeal to a broad
$<!~IJlcnt of the public. Black mayors, under these circulllstances, must take a
lIniwrsali,tic vi~w. In doing so, they become in essence, cosmopolitan mayors.
BLick lIlayors arc also cllSlllopolitan for other reasons. First, urban problems
are state plOblcms. In lllallY slates, the cities are still under Dillon's rule. That
means Ihal the stale governments havc, if they choose to exercise it, unlimited
I'<lwer over local governmellts except where state constitutions provide the
(1II1IraIY. Another restraint on cities is the "one man, one votc" principle, which
I\;IS JlleJnl, as Mallhew Holden so aptly pointed out, an important incrcase in the
suburbs' inllllcnce in slate legislative politil:s. ThaI is simply because scats follow
pC'lIple. Jl
Ulle eX:II11ple of the pOll:lltial inJ1l1encc that state legislatures can have on
citic's will suffice. III l'n5 ill Atl.lilla, Maynard Jackson hegan his second ycar as
tlH~ cily'~ IIrsl bt..ck IiIJYor. As lJIor.: whites have /lcd the inner core, Atlanta has
~unc frolll 38 percellt black in 1960 to 55 percent black in 1975. 33 White
business interests which until recently ran the city are unhappy; they assert that
the downtowil's robust economic health is being threatencd by crime, poor
schnols, racial polarization and white flight. As a result, some members havc
talked I" I ,ovcrnor George Busbee and membcrs of the Gcneral Assembly about
tht! nCl!d III study anll<!Xalioll and Jllerger of services. Most of the people going to
Capilol lJiIl have becn white, but there is also a feeling in Atlanta's black
COlllJllllllilY Ihat something Illllst be Jon.: to expand the tax base. The General
Assembly has .llso been asked to study whether governmental effiCiency in the
nlc:tropolitan area could be improveJ through merger, of say, city anJ suburban water anJ pulice departments.
What docs the mayor think? Mayor Jackson has acknowledged the need for
an cxpand!d tax base and collperation of certain services and states that he
I
would support "a certailJ enlargement, if it is done right." Right now these are
unly studies. Once these studies are completed, however, and if the legislature so
dlllllses, cllnsllJiJ:J!ion o.r merger might be reqUired. Being an urban mayor today
JIleans, for JIIost bbck mayors, being cosmopolitan.
SecoJld, urban prllblems are national problems. Most of the major decisions
about heahh, education, housing and transportation, for example, are made in
W:I~hingtoJl. BLIck mayors must deal not only with a local constilUency and
state legislatures but abo wilh the federal bureaucracy. When dealing with state
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kgisi:J tures and the' federal bureaucracy, the black mayor Jllust make the
transit illn from a cosmopolitan mayor to a diplomat.
.
. Diplomats are supposed to be able to negotiate with others. When, for
example, black mayors are being threatened by a stale legislature, they will have
to bccome diplomats of the highest order if they arc to protect their political
base of power. On the other hand, as James Q. WilsoJl has pointed' out, they will
have to deal with an "audience" that is "different [rom their constituency."~
By. "audience" Wilsoll means those persons whose favorable attitudes all.:!
responses the mayor is most interested in, lhose persons from whom he received
his most welcome applause and his most needed resources and opportunities.
Constitucncy means those people who vote for hilJl in elections. The new
audience will become crucial for black mayors given the poor fiscal conditions (I[
their cities. 'nlis audienc:e consists of various agencies (moslly fcderal) that give
grants directly to the cities; foundations, especially the Ford Foundation; Ih.:
mass media-which give major access to thc suburbs, the state and thc nation. Ht:
also has his aflluent-oftcn liberal-suburban voters who must apprllis..: hi:;

i/ltl'rv~l\tioll to

I
~

leadership abilities.
For black mayors lhis audicnce is crucial. From this audience come puwer
and resuurces to meet the demands for services and to hire new staff; publfcit}'
comes from media exposure; from foundations comes expertise. If black m,(/(HS
are lIot to become innovators without funds, they will have to bcccnrc ,kiliil:l
diplomats in an arena that is crowded with other skillful pclitical actors.
We should also be aware that black mayors are mostly independc.nt frolll
political machines or local ruling elites. They have little if any parry SUppOiTl alld
must develop their own campaign organizations and financial support. Beillll~C
of their indepcndent posture, they have difllculty in transferring elec.tJr;J1
coalitions into new public policies. Reforms are often blocked by a reluctalkt <:ilY
council or a recalcitrant bureaucracy (o::.g., Gary).
Independent black mayors have two olher major problems: (1) blaocmayors
are normally handicapped by not being able to influence the selection ~f statC
and congressional candidates. In some cities (e .g., Chicago) the mayor C01Lroh.
legislative and congressional delegates. lllCSC delegates pr2.\.ect the int.~rest.Jf the
city of Chicago. (The black delegates from Chicago present a prott!enl, they
speak for city interests, not the for interests of black people.) For black Jnaynrs
in those cities where control is weak or nonexistent, legislators need HoI b.;
accountable to city interest; and (2) black mayors also lack control over county
machines which lIlay run elections, control courts, operate independent law
enforcement departments, cOlltrol prosecution, etc. County govenlluel~ts as in
East SL Louis, for example, are an alternate form of maintenance of the old
>t1Y' •
organizations displaced in cities by the election of black mayors.'"
.These two points wen: brought to my attention by Phillip Monypenny, a colk:.i~ at
the University of lUinois, Urbana.
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III bric:f, Ihc black lIIayors in largc and mcdium-sized CIties ~re often-both
indepenLienl and coslllopolilan in IIUllook. They have, however, not yet become
capablc JiplufIlats. Mayor Jacksllll, for example, has not negotiated well witll the
busillcss dilc llr slatl! It:gislalllre, and Mayor Hatcher has had problems developIIlg gUllJ interg,lwrlllllcntal relatiolls with the state and federal bureaucracy.
ClJllst!qllently, some of the support they need is lIot forthcoming_ 111ercin lies
allother lIlajor limit to mayoral power.
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Table 5-2. Methods of Election, Voting-Age Population and Term of Office
Term

City and Hare
Prichard, Ala
Bcrkelc:y, Cal.
Compton, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal
Boulder, Colo.
Atlanta, Ga.
East St. Louis, Ill.
Gary,lnd.
College Park, Md.
Dctroit, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Highland Park, Mich.
Inkster, Mich.
Ponti;Jc, Mich.
Ypsilanti, Mich.
East Oralll.:c, N.J.
New Brun,·.vick, N.J.
Newark, ;'U.
Chapd liill, N.C.
Rald~h, N.C.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Washington, D.C.

It Statutory Pow a of llIack Mayors. Other limits are structural or institu-

tional, :lnd must ,lie embedded in local charters. City charters specify the
Ilh.:th')lls by which a citizen becomes a mayor, the mayor's appointive authority,
terms of office, and the form of government. 11ley also specify the mayor's
JUllwrity to veto ordinanc.:s and preparo th.: budget. Regardless of a mayor's
p":Jsollal virtues, sllch provisions may well determine the actual amount of
alllhority a mayor has. To what ext.:nl, then, do these factors limit the black
mayOl's impact 011 city g(lVeflllllent in large and mediulll-sized cities? Are black
mayors lIdllg electeJ to poweri.:ss positiolls by whites?
ACClHding to th.: Juillt Center fur Pulitical Stlidies, ten of the 23 black
fIlayors hav.: charter authority and responsibilities to inl1uence the course of
their l'UlIllllunities. The other thirken black mayors have no such authority and
must find puwer, if any, through p.:rsonal' talents or by being a member of the
c:ity council. These thirteen have 110 sigllificant authority over appointments and
budget control and 110 veto oVer ordinances and resolutions. 3s
The study also found three other significant factors relative to black mayors.
First, the fact that over half of the black mayors are in weak statutory position~
is significantly lelated to the size of the cities. Weak mayoral forms are common
in cities with a popUlation of 25,000 to 250,000 where 74 percent of black
mayors serve. 'nlere is 110 evidence tha t white millori ties are delibera tely electing
blacks to weak mayoral governmen ts. Second, most black mayors are elected to
four-year l.:cms and most succeed themselves. Third, black mayors are elected by
popular vote in communities which have a majority white voting age popUlation.
(Sec Table 5--2).
As for the forms of government, over half of the medium and large-s.ized cities
have council·manager forms of government, not uncommon for cities in the
25,000 to 250,000 range. In fact, accordillg to the International City Managers
Association, nearly 56 perccnt, of thc cities of that size have this form of .
governmenl. 36 Most of the larger cities where blacks are 45 percent or more of
the population do lIot have city council forms-·e.g., Atlanta, Gary, Newark, and
Washington, D.C. (See Table 5-3). The commission form exists only in East Sl.
LOuis, and it is currently being changed to the mayur-council form. The mayorwuncil form is found in ten uf the 23 cities with black mayors, and six have
administrative ofncers appointed by the mayor.
The probkm here is that each mayor-council city operates differently, and
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Election by
Popular
COUlicil
Vote
Vote
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Total voting age population
Percent
Number
black a
24,549
93,022
42,517
1,966,855
48,443
377,438
41,848
107,425
20,293
1,017,608
130,727
23,897
22,538
53,472
23,567
55,898
31,515
240,033
20,157
88,857
312,055
166,849
532,404

46
20
65
16

•

46
63
48
3
37
9
46
44
23
16
46
17
48
8
20
24
27
64

of
office
(years)
4
4

4
4
2
4
4

.4
2
4

4
4
4

2
2
4
4
4

2
2
..,

..

4

*Less than one percent
aCalculations based on data taken from U.S, Census of Population, 1970.
SOURCE: Joint Center lvr Political Studies, October, 1974, p. A2.
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the power of mayors l1uctll~tes accordingly. For example, control over the
budget equals power. The m~yors who are authorized to submit or veto budgets
have more power than those who cannot. In Atlanta, the mayor controls the
budget by serving on two bodies: the budget commission, which has four
members (three are appointed by the mayor), and the appro.e.~iations co~nmlil1Ji:e,
which consists of the mayor, three members of the coundl (appointe~ by l1be
mayor), the chairman of the council's finance committee, the chief admini£l.ative oincer and the director of IInance. They prepare the budget, and ~he Illilyor
submits it to the council. In Atlanta, then, the mayor has control over she
budget. But in Washington, the mayor prepares a babl\l;ed budget for submission
to the council and the Congress. 111e Congress retains "line item" approval of
the total DiSJ.Pct budget. In New Jersey cities, budget items catlnot be vewedby
the mayor. But in ten cities, black mayors have veto power.
In even fewer cities, mayors are lilrlited in their appointive authority by civil
service rules and departmental personnel systems. In Gary, for example, the
,
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Table 5-3. Form of Government in Cities with Black Mayor$

'I!<' d,JIJ

alld CifY

Mayu,·
Curwei/

Mayur,CUlmci/
wilh chief
admin. office,

Council·
Managa

I. In the police department, the chief and all eight of his deputy chiefs are white
llIal!!s. as arc also 22 of the 24 inspectors, 45 of 49 captains, 160 of 186
lieutenants and 458 of 609 sergeants. Of 118 employees GS-9 and above. 68,
or 75 percent, arc white. Hardly any of the top police officers live in
Washington-not the chief, none of his eight deputies, none of the 24
inspectors, only one of 409 captains and just 18 percent of 186 lieutenants.
2. In the fire department whites hold JO 18-72 percent-of the 1410 GS-level
jobs. Only 259 of these 1410 GS employees live in Washington.
3. Environmental Services, Corporation Counsel's office, Department of Highways and Trame, Department of General S!!rvices, Office of Municipal
Planning, Public Library, Motor Vehicles-all are /lIuch like the fire and police
departments. Finally, the Personnel Department has 54 jobs GS-9 and above,
wi th blacks holding 17 and women of all races just 14. Only 18 pe rcent of the
GS-12 and above employees live in the city. And thiS, the council member
asserts, is headquarters command for mWlicipal elllpluyment. 37

Cummission

5,OU() - 49,999

Prichard, Ala.
Clillege Park, ~Id.
Highland Park, Mich.

x
x

x

Inbl~r,

Mich.
Mich.
New Brunswick, N.J.
Chapclllill, N.C.

x
x

Yp5il~nti,

J,O()O- 99,999
Complon, Cal.
Boulder, Colo.
E. Sl. Llillis, ilL
POJltiac, Mich.
I· ,,,I Or;lflg e , N.L

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

Itl,OllO
249,999
lin kelc~', CaL

"-;,II)"I"d.
(;1~Jld Rapids,
F:deigh, N.C.
".II'lull, Ohio

x
x

~tkh.

x
x
x

ci,lltlU- 499,999
\ll.ll'lla, G, ..
hC\"Hk, N.J
,'III 'uIJlali,

x

x

Ohio

x

999,999
~l. ::-.lllllt.!lun, D.C.

I'J,tJllL)

IlIihon

x

lIf llllile

x

I llJ, Allb,,:k's, (':.11.
,iel!\)il,

Mich.

x

,URl'L: Joilll C.://t<:T i'" Political Studies, October 1974, p. A4.

,iiCe are rlln by a city colllmission; two Illembers are appointed by the council
,J one by the mayor. Unless the mayor can obtain the consent of the other
't) members of the commission (in a recent case he could not) he cannot fire
e pulice chief eVe/l if he desires to do so. In fact, it is not uncommon to find in
l
),,1 cities statutory provisiom whi<!h govern the action of firemen, policemen
,I teachers. SUllle lIlunicipalities have rules governing all municipal employees.
the larger cities, ethnic claims restrict mayoral powers. The police, firemen,
ucators and sanitary workers arc alJ well entrcnched. A recent report prepared
I the city couHcil in Washington shows how deeply some groups are enilcllCU.

In Washington, D.C., a study by one member of the city council to assess the
iflllative action and promotion upportunities for minorities found that:

Ir

The point made by this study may also apply to other cities with black
mayors. Washington, D.C., a city that is almost 80 percent black, is, as
Councilman Barry puts it, run by '''an occupational army of white males."38 The
implication for affirmative actiOll is clear-if black men and women arc to get
jobs with the city, a new assortment of jobs must be made available. If not,
cont1icts will ensue over the current ones. This point should not be lost on all
the doom sayers of the "Great Society's" programs. For after all, if it did nothing
else, it created new jobs in municipal governments which allowed for black
employment without the necessity of having to directly challenge the old entrenched bureaucracies. Whether this was "good" or "bad" need not be argued
here-wh:.t needs to be questioned is how black mayors will fare under these
conditions,
The new black mayors have limited powers; like while mayors they
become iacilitators or housekeepers. Only about ten have substantial POW"f
over budgets and appointments, and even here they have limits. Black ma!l'(}.~
govern cities where most voters are white and the needy_ are black. As.o
consequence, policies must be broad in scope and, of necessity;'tif limited v~ue
to poor blacks. Personality has its role, but statutory authority puts severe
restrictions on its use. Without question, the election of black mayors is an
important development in black urban politics. Yet, if one is to assess the
present for future trends, it becomes an open question whether electoral
"politics can or will continue to be the cutting edge of the civil rights
movement." The implications are serious and deserve a final comment.
"'I' .

Conclusions
The institutionalization of black urban politics is now a reality. Yet there is
one fundamental fact about the accretion of political power that black politicans
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have yt!! {o karn; (hat is, organization equals power. TIle point is importanl
because thosc who scck anJ get power will nut keep il for long if the'y do not
have all orgafliLcd politil:al hase. Political organizatioll is not only necessary to
will dcclillns, it is also necessary to govern effectively. The assumplion here is
Ihal election 10 Illl\itical office is not all end result bu! only a means 10 achieve a
more Je~ircJ outcoll}e. Political power caJlnot be used effeclively when it is
dependent ~'lldy upon the "charism:lIic traits" of the leader; rather Ihe effective
liSe of polit ieal p"wer depcnds nn organization. This discussion leads us to
several problems about the nature of black urban politics.

help shepherd through sixty major pieces of legislation in six years, the war on
poverty, the Congressional Black Caucus' efforts to protec t black interests, etc.
Second, this st rategy offers the possibility of moving froIll the local level 10
the development of a unified national political network which would allow
blacks to make serious demands on the political system.
Option 2: The Formation of a National Black Party. Option two has been
much discussed, but little systematic research seems to have been done. The
success of this option will be determined by the success of option one-mainly
the development of a unified national political network and a high level of
partidpation. But in general and in the immediate sense, it is not profitable to
expend considerable energies on this option for several reasons: (I) the structural dlaracteristics of American politics deny the possibility of third parties,
Whose success historically has been limited. Historical and institutional forces do
not lend themselves to third parties. In addition, America does not have a
history of unbridgeable religious and cultural beliefs as do some other countries.
TIlerefore, a two-party system rather than a Illulti·party system is likely to
dominate for some time to come.
Hence, the position taken by Baraka, to join a new Pan-Africanist Party based
on Marxism, is likely to prove unproductive at best and self-destructive at worst.
TIlis option seems 10 be a variant of the politics of withdrawal, except that it
seeks to build a power base independent of the existing power holders, i.e.,
whites in general, but mainly the two parties and the powerful interest groups.
Nothing would be more destructive given the nature of pluralist politiCS and the
organizational weakness of blacks in America.
The discussion of the options above places much emphasis on: (I) the struc·
ture of power and the nature of politics in America; and (2) the, significance of
interest groups in American politics. 11lese points need to be stressed because
much of the writing on black politics ignores these two points or fails to stress
their importance adequately. These :He the kind of constraints that the new
black urban politics must con tend with. AmI it is for this re(!son that the analysis
of the struclurallirnits of black mayors is important.
.;
:.

Endemic Problems: There arc two basic structural constraints on black
ptllilics. They arc: (I) the stlllcture of political power-Le., black politics suffers
frulll weak (lllliliLal orgallization at lhe local level; and (2) the structure of
[lulillcal pllWCr at the nll/iollllllev.:! where gJOup representation is also weak and
effcdive nalionalurban policy is dependent upon group bargaining power. To be
dfcLlive, glllUjl hargaining power is dependent upon group organization. The
pluralist lutur.: of AUlL'rican politics implies that outcomes are determined by
and gaiJl~J JiIJ/1/ a pusitiull of orgallized strellgth. To bargain from a position of
wcaknt'" is a virtual guarantee of neglect; at best, unorganized groups can expect
few r~\\':' I
'1 h(' I
lhJill1S described above spell out significant endemic problems of
tiLtck UfbJIl pulitiL's; hence they also describe some of the political realities of
black jlolili~"
Prub/,'1Il (J/lt· lucal organizat ional weakness-can possibly be controlled, if
JlU! SUfJlluUJlteJ. On the other hand, problem two-nature of organizational
wca\...JlC5s,· is flIore elusive. Blacks cannot hope to control the situation exclusively by th.:ir efforts; it requires cOlllition politics-among blacks and whites on
a basis uf COIllnHlI1 intcrest. The point made by members of the Congressional
Black Caucus is pertinent here-th~y have pointed out that they have no
permalll!flt cilernies, no permanent friends, just permanent interest. If these two
problems represent "the nature of things" in American politics, then only
structlllal changes can alter or eliminate the problems. In the meantime,
however, what arc the options?
Or,tion I: Local Voter Mobilization. Mayor Jackson of Atlanta has called
for a nalillfl'll black strategy based oil local voter mobilization. This seems to be
olle of the Jllost effective Illeans to deal with the problem of weak local political
organi/.alioll. Rclat~d tactics would include Chuck Stone's caIl for more partici·
pJtioIl in e\cctor,d )lulitics (espcdally by black youth), voter registration drives
in urb'lfl and rural areas and voting with Ihe party that is likely to maximize the
options of bl:Jck ,-,}ters. Tilt! point here is that the "politics of participation"
must be pretCrred to the "politics of withdrawal," .since the former has previou:;ly defllullstratcu its potentialities-e.g., Adam Clayton Powell's ability·to

Implications. Possibilities and Problems of the
New Urban Black Politics

t ....

Generally speaking, most articles on black politics (some explicitly and some
implicitly) advocate more participation by blacks. Some possible reasons are:

1. TIle emerg~e of a new willingness of whites to commit their welfare to

I
I

outstanding black candidates. Proof comes from the emergence of black
mayors who have been elected in cities not having a predominantly blacki
.
.
~
electorate, e.g .• Los Angeles, Boulder, Grand Rapids, etc., and the electIOn of
two lieutenant governors in states where blacks arc a distinct minority;
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2. The argulllellt Illade by sollie that the emergence of black mayors implies a
higher level of politic:al sophistication hy black politicians.

I

com:spolidillJj change ill the sImctllfal characteristics of city politics which by
IwWre (Ire paillfully restrictil'e and ofTen ullresponsil'e. The control of th.:
bUlcaucracy by <.:ntrenched groups leaves many mayors open to "creative
sabotage" by career bureallcrats. Thus, where the sword is dull 011 one edge, it is
Iikdy to Cllt only one way.
finally, for black urban politics to reach its full potential, there needs to be a
1Il0le systematic discussion of the following points:
(I) If the new urban politics is to succeed, there must be a simultaneous
em\!rgcnce of new organizational strength. That is, the emergence of new mayor~hips will havc to be correlated with an increase in interest .group activity. It is
rwive to thillk that politics a/one call be Ihe new CUlling edge; black urban power
will have to bc supplemented and ex tended by organizational power. 111at means
vcry simply that the NAACP and the Urban League will become (or should
become) more illlpl)[tant in the future. Hot less. 111ese organizations have
support in thc black community and are invalu3ble in the struggle for equality.
'nley are also stable and 'well urganized. Given the nature of American politics"
and thc dismal history of black Americans in this country. to rest one's hope on
ulle strategy is politically indefensible and intellectually unacceptable: This point
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Consequently, politics not directly based on electoral power-welfare rights
organizations, tenants unions, general obstructions directed to specific ends-one
all likely to be as important in the future as they are today. What we are
suggesting is that people, whose implicit cooperation is necessary to aUlhoritid
doing their jobs, have power. Albeit, it is not as strong as other more stable
institutionalized groups, but is is power nevertheless.
(2) The emergence of black mayorships offers yet another opportunity to lhe
black community-that is the development and recruitment of new young blacks
with administrative expertise. All mayors need their own men in key positions
and the black mayor is no exception. That does not mean replacing all white~
with hlacks; it docs mean recruiting competent blacks and developing their
expertise. One of the major weaknesses of the black community is a lack of
expertise. Where skilled personnel exist, they should be recruited. An effective
recruitment process can help determine the distribution of power, the decisional
process and the control over policy outputs. Control of the recruitment process
is vital to the success of .the new black urban politics. Think, for example, of the
possibil;[i~:; which might arise from a new urban politics which can take advantage of ihe emergence of blackmuyors, the emergence of new political
sophistication, a reorganization of power capabilities of black interest groups
and effective control of the recmitrnent process ill urban politics.

\

This elllergt:nce has certain cOllsequences for the new urban politics. First, it
can 11Ilssibly lift O[ instill a sensc of pride in blacks about their community.
SCClllld, thl! WIl!lgencl! will illl!vilJbly raise the level of black expectations. Both
wnsequencl's put black mayors on the spot. That is, black mayors are expected
to ddiwr cl!rlain outcollles dcmanded by blacks; but, black mayors also face
:,evac instilliliollal constraints, and these will limit their ability to deliver on
these lklllands, If they filii to deliver, the role of the black mayor will become
mUle SYlllbolic than suilstilnlive. The failure to deliver. moreover, might also
haw other serious consequences; blacks are liable to lose hope. become more
frustraled and come to view the failure as substantial evidence of the futility of
tlleir plight. 'nle result may be a resort to unorganized collective violence.
The rbe of black mayors can thus become a two-edged sword; that is, it may
becollle a tempurary source of black pride on the one hand, but it may, on the
olher hand, also become a signal that the system docs not work for blacks. The
question thus becomes: will the ellIergence of black mayorships be a political
adl'alltage to blacks or will it lead to increased political cYllicism? The question
has its tollts in the fact that while black
, mayors <He emerging, there is 110
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CJIlllot bc overstressed.
'I11is is not to su~cst that pressure tactics are to be abandoned. On the
contrary. ~'I;'ctoral politics and organizational interest draw most of tneir
SlJstetlanc, :: ()1l1 the tactics used by pressure groups. Electoral politics never has
been, nor IS it likely tll be in the future, the only way to achieve equality.

i.

(3) What is needed in the mass media's discussion of the plight of the cities is
more sustained coverage and attention 011 pcuhlems confronting urban politic),
rather than relying on occasional "special reports." Elsewhere in this\,·(}1ume
E. Terrence Jones has made this point, though his concern was not specifio.lJy
on the pligh t of black mayors.
If the above three tactics of the new urban politics require coalitions Clb
blacks and whites, occasionally denying one party black support and giving it tll)
another, denying it to both major parties or lending support to a third party»
then that is what should be done (e.g., in New York politiCS, groups employ suo\
tactics). 1llis is the politics of expediency, whose objective is to maximize ,U~(:k,
options.
In the final analYSiS, wha tever the tactics or strategy, one thing is cer:tJio:
black mayors face severe limitations that will restrict what tll$y can acc0!jplhb ..
Where this is understood by black citizens. black mayors will not be faced w.j[t\
unrealistic demands; where high expectations exist and performance is low, IlIhe
growth of electoral politics as the new cutlillg edge will surely diminish.
What, then, can we conclude about the /lew black urban politics? If then! is
anything which can be asserted, it is that there is "no olle best way." Instead, a
general strategy is required which includes an arsenal of tactics, each to be 'a~d
as the specitiWituation dictates. The dynamics of Amt:rican politics compels
such an approach, and the future protection of black Americans may well
depend on it.
't
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NOTES
I. QlIlltl:d in the Nt'II' }'ork '/'if/lt's, November 7,1974. Dyrnally is the f~rst
black tn be dt'cled I i.:ulcnanl Governor in the stat.:'S history.
e
2. Tilt' newest melliher of tht: CaucUS is Harold Ford of Tenn.:sse . Thus
i'-orll became the third black cOIl~resslllan d.:cted from th.: South. Both Barbara
.Itlfdan of Texas and Andrew Young of Georgia were reel.:ct.:d. It should also be
Ikl(ed that a whitc liberal congr.:ssman from California, Fortney Stark, has
le.:.:n(ly applied ior cauCUS IIll!lIlbaship. His status has not yet been determined.
3. otha hlaL'ks have been elected 10 statewide positions but most of these
,Jre of low visibility .
.1. Natillual Kosta of B1a.:k E.lected Officials, Joint Center for Political
S(udi.:s,4 t 1974 J, p. XIV. Latest figures released by the Center now show 3503

r,

blJ.:k dCdl:d oificials in tile nation.
5 Ibrringtllll J. Bryce, "l'rol>lell1s of Governing Amaican Cities: The Case
lIi M"dillJl1 and Large Cities with Black Mayors," joint Center for Political
)'IIIJ,c'l. IlJ74. Also see "On Ulad: Mayors," Ne'w York Times, April 19, 1975.
I ill, [lJper is an analysis of 23 of tile 26 cities with black mayors. It excludes
\\,' JLl), Ie xaS, GaiJll'sville, FllHiJa; and Chadot tesvillc, Virginia.
b. CitieS of 25,000 or over arc today the typcs of citics in which most
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,\",eriL.lOs livt:.
7. SL'C for exaJllple, the ar~uJllent of Mack tI. Jones, "Some Notes on Black
l'uliti.:.d Conditions in the U.S. South," 'paper, W.E.B. DuBois Conference,
Ikp.tClll1<:1lt of Sociology, Atlanta University, (ktohcr 3,1974.
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Bryce, p. AI.
IbIJ.
liu,)il!J in lhe: Nc:w York Timc:s, July 25, IY7S.
Danid N. Gordon, "Immigrants and Urban Governlllcntal Forms in
:\",ai,~tn Cities, 1933-1960," AlIlcriC/l1i jOIlYIIlJl of Sociology, 74 (September,
I 'Jbti), pp. J 58- 71. Also cite:J in Charles V. Hamilton, .. Racial, Ethnic and
Social Class: Politics and AJminbtration," Public AJmillistration Review, 32
t\.
9.
10.
II.

,0ctO\)(:I, 1972), p. 63t\.
I::. V.O. Key, Jr., Pulitics, Purties and Prt1s.'iurt1 Groups (New York: Thomas

Y. Cronlwdl, IY64), p. 57.

13. /lamil(on, pp. 640-45. I have adJed one category to the phases suggested
by llamillon and that is the politics of rdorm. I distinguish this from his politics
of governance lata in this paper.
H. IbiJ., p. 640.
IS. Cil<!J in ibid., p. 641. ,
16. Raymond E. WolfiAger, '''Some Consequences of Ethnic PolitiCS," in
ILtrman leiglcr anJ Kent Jennings, cds., The Electoral PrOCt1SS (Englewood
Cliffs, N J.: I're:ntict!-llall, 1966). St:c.: also Woliinger, "The Development and
I'ersislt:nce of Ethnic Voting," .1 mc:ricdll political Science Review, 59 (December, 1965).
17. I'll ward C. llanfidd, Big City Politics (New York: Random House, 1965).
I'olitics in Chic'ago pn!senls an excellent exalllph: of how political machines
maintain pow~r. For blacks, it offers thc politics of recognition. That is, blacks
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hold some: highly visible offices in the city, in the state legislature and are
represe:nted in the Chicago congre:ssional delegation. Second, the loyalty of the:
black masses is kept through high welfare payments (Chicago delegations
consistently support higher appropriations of wdfare paYJIlents against
downstate and suburban interests), funds for Community Action Programs,
neighborhood projects (e.g., Woodlawn), effective city transportation systemdone with federal subsidies, black cultural programs, and subsidiz.:d public
housing. Bill the breakthrough on employment, quality of education, and
limited success of blacks in all bureaucracies means that most benefits arc
divisible. Substantive policies are diverted and "recognition" given instead. por a
useful way of looking at the benefits class interests and etllnic groups derive
from political action, SCI: Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs? (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1961), p. 52. On the'uses of ethnic politics, see Raymond E.
Wolfinger, "Some Conse'!uences of Ethnic Politics," p. 47.
18. This important point was suggested to 1lIe: by Fre:d Wir!, a colleague at
the University of Illinois, Urbana.
19. Cited in lIamilton, p. 643.
20. Ibid.
21. An excellent example of the usc of structural barriers can be found in
Let! Sloan, .. 'Good Government' and the Politics of Race," Social Problems, 15
(1968). Citc:d also in Hamilton, p. 643. Also see Joyce Gdb, "Blacks, Blocs and
Ballots: The Relevance of Party Politics to the Negro," in Joyce Gelb and Marion
Lief Palley, eds., The Politics of Social Challge (New York: I/olt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1971), pp. 158-71.
22. Alan A. Altshukr, Commullity Control: The Bluck DemlJlUj flJf Participation ill Large Americall Cities (New York: Pegasus, 1970).
23. David E. Apter, The Politics 0/ A/odemizatioll (Chicago: The University
of Chkago Press, 1965), p. 16.
24. Seymour Martin Lipset, Political MlJ" (New York: Anchor Books, 1963),
p. 64. Also sec lIamilton, p. 644.
25. Cited in Chuck Stone, "Politics: Participate or Perish ," The, Black
Collegian (March/April, 1974), p. 39.
26. Ibid., pp. 39-40.
27. These major statenH:nts are drawn from the Champaigll-Urbana News
Gazette, October 10, 1974.
28. Bryce, p. A I.
__
'",
29. Alan Shank and Ralph W. Conant, Urball Perspectives: Politics and
Policies (Boston: Holbrook Press, Inc., 1975), p. 145.
30. Jeffrey L. Pressman, "Prl!conditions of Mayoral Leadership," American
POlitical Science R cl1iew, 66 (June, 1972), p. 51 2.
~
31. Some of til.: ideas developed here are drawn frolll James D. Barber, The
PreSidential Character (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-llall, 1972), pp.II-I3.
32. r..fatthew Jiolden, Jr., "Black Politicians in the Tillie of 'New' Urban
POlitics," Review of BI~ Political Econumy, 11 (Fall, 1971), p. 68.
33. The following account i~rawn frolll the New York Tillles, Fel-Jruary 26,
1975.
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Black Mayors: The Dilemmas of Power

CONSTRAINTS ON BLACK MAYORAL LEADERSHIP

What difference has the election of a black mayor made in the
lives of citizens in your city? This is one of the key questions
asked of respondents in Cleveland and Gary in our research on
the performance of the Stokes and Hatcher administrations.
Inquiries regarding the performance of black mayors take
on enormous importance in view of the frequently voiced claim
that political empowerment of the black community can best be
achieved through the ballot box. 1 Relying on the process of
mobilization, blacks can, according to this analysis, gain control
over instruments of power in cities and use these instruments to
deliver crucial benefits to masses of black citizens. The election
of Stokes and Hatcher in 1967 provided the first opportunity to,
test this theory of black political empowerment.
Implicit in the emphasis on electoral politics as a solution to
the multifaceted problems of urban blacks is the assumption that
blacks will enjoy as much success as earlier ethnics in translating their control over ci~ies into important instrumental benefIts.
Our data from Cleveland and Gary, however, do not support this
assumption. To the contrary, they suggest firmly that black mayoral administrations will face much more severe constraints than
those encountered by other ethnic administrations on their ability
to respond effectively to the pressing needs of the black community.
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It is important to note that these limits on black mayoral power
will exist irrespective of the quality of leadership exhibited by the
individual mayor. Social, economic, and political constraints that
limit his ability to deliver meaningful benefits are rooted into
the environment in which he operates. These constraints inevitably produce for the black mayor dilemmas of power that place
the goal of thoroughgoing urban reform far beyond the co'mpetence of his administration.
Black mayors share with white mayors a range of problems
that sharply restrict their ability to engage in effective policywaking. Few contemporary mayors have sufficient power to effectively manipulate the forces of their environments. Rather, the
hard reality of the situation is that due to the accumulation of
urban problems over many years, the task of running a major
American city has become a nearly impossible one. Indeed, these
problems have become so immense that often the best a mayor
can hope to do is hold the line against urban decay and social
conflict. As Ford Foundation urbanist Paul Ylvisaker has observed, "Under present rules of the game, no mayor of any central city can win."2 Among the most vexing problems adversely
affecting the leadership capabilities of big city mayors are the following: (1) a declining tax base spawned by reliance on the property tax and the dispersal of large sectors of the white community
-both citizen and business-into surrounding suburbs; (2) the influx into central cities of high-cost citizens-especially poor blacks
-in desperate need of governmental assistance for survival; (3)
racial conflict generated by competition between blacks and whites
for dwindling job opportunities and access to decent schools,
homes, and recreational facilities in the central cities; (4) the
emergence of a city bureaucracy protected by civil service, "which
has become increasingly autonomous and has taken on an increasingly large role in the governing of the city";3 (5) decentralization of power from strong party organizations over which the
mayor exercised control, to a plethora of governmental agencies
and competing interest groups over which he has little effective
control; (6) the impact on the social, economic, and political life
of cities of policies made by corporate elites in private sanctuaries
beyond the effective scrutiny and influence of any public official,
including mayors; and (7) insensitivity to central city needs by
important state and national officials.
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The problems delienated above are accentuated in the case of
black mayors by the additional factor of race. If the political and
economic resource base needed to adequately cope with expanding urban problems is weak for white mayors, it is even weaker
for black mayors. The special demographic and political conditions in a major city that contribute to the election of a black
man as mayor also create numerous constraints on his effective
action and therefore more rigidly constrict his capacity to govern.
What this means is that the black mayor-more so than the white
mayor-is likely to be powerless (or power poor) under circumstances that demand that he command and sagaciously exercise
enormous power. Lacking sufficient power, his programs of urban
reform will not produce the instrumental benefIts so passionately
desired and urgently needed by his black constituents. This gap
between needs and performance vividly illuminates the crucial
dilemmas that the absence of power produces for black mayors.
Before proceeding further, it is necessary that we spell out the
unique constraints that impose such extraordinary limits on the effective political power of black mayors. First, it is undoubtedly
true that in the foreseeable future most black mayors will be
elected in dead or dying cities whose accumulated maladies are
swiftly moving toward the point of no return. These cities will
bear only a modest resemblance to the financially secure governmental structures captured by white ethnics. The election of black
mayors signals instead the onset of black takeover of bankrupt
cities consumed by social conflict, physical decay, and enormous
financial problems. Black majorities in cities reflect the salient
trend of white exodus to the suburbs and the concomitant buildup of high-cost black citizens in the central cities. White settlement in the suburbs places the most valuable taxable assets in
the metropolitan area beyond the jurisdiction of central-city officials. However, increased demands for services coupled with
years of neglect make the fiscal needs of central cities more
pressing than ever before. When a black man is elected mayor,
these trends are accelerated as middle-class whites, engulfed by
racial fears, flee in unprecedented numbers to suburbia, and poverty-stricken blacks, fired with visions of unlimited opportunities, settle in large numbers in the central city. In sum, black
mayors will inherit monumental problems but will lack the basic
fiscal resources to adequately cope with these problems. Conse-
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quently, unless extraordinary remedies are found for the declining
income base of central cities, black city administrations will
operate under circumstances that offer little hope for success.
Second, given the weak fiscal resources of central cities,
black mayors will have no choice but to seek supplementary revenue from outside sources. One such possible source is the state
government. But black mayors are likely to find that state officials will not be very responsive to their pleas for fiscal assistance. Suspicion and tension between local and state officials
are deep-seated and long-standing. The election of a black man
to the top political position in the city will most assuredly not
mend the fractured relationship between city government and
state government. In a period when state governments are hard
pressed to marshal sufficient resources to adequately meet the
needs of politically active and influential white citizens, it is unlikely that state officials will respond in a serious way to the request by black mayors for greater shares of state fiscal resources. 4 To the contrary, given the present complexion of state
politics-often involving an alliance between suburbs and rural
areas against central cities-it is quite probable that state officials will continue to place the interests of affluent suburbanites
over the interests of disadvantaged central city residents when decisions concerning the allocation of state funds are made. Thus,
at the crucial point when black city administrations will be struggling for fiscal survival, state governments are more likely to be
a part of the problem than a solution to it.
More hopeful as a source of external funding for black mayoral
administrations is the federal government. As a consequence primarily of important political linkages between local and federal
officials, ;./t . federal government has tended to be fairly sensitive
to the fi::;c.ll problems of city governments. However, for black
mayors federal funds are both a bane and a blessing. Although
these funds have been crucial in helping city governments satisfy
citizen demanus, they have also served to tighten federal control
ov.:r city decision-making. In many instances federal intrusion
in local affairs of this sort is highly undesirable. 5 Recent decisions
by the Nixon and Ford administrations to sharply cutback funds
for urban poverty programs further illuminates the excruciating
dilemmas surrounding the role of contemporary black mayors.
Compelled to pin their hopes for funds on outside help, they are
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constantly threatened with being abandoned at sea by changes in
political winds completely beyond their control. Under such circumstances, it is easy to understand why even the most able
black mayor will often watch helplessly as his plans for urban
reconstruction are mutilated by a host of inimical political forces~
Third, blad. mayors must cope with the opposition they will
face from other actors in the power structure of city government
who will be hostile to their programs of social and economic improvement for low-income citizens and black political empowerment. In this regard, it can be noted that black mayors will inherit entrenched city bureaucracies staffed by white workers
with maintenancE:: needs and incentive systems that clash markedly
with their own. Many of these persons will be the mayor's natural political enemies, having opposed him vigorously in the
campaign, and will engage in overt and covert forms of political
sabotage at every opportunity. However, because they are protected by civil service, he will have no choice but to accept their
insu.bordination as an administrative handicap that cannot be
easily corrected.
Defiance and opposition from the city bureaucracy will likely
be matched by open resistance to the mayor's program by other
white-dominated city agencies such as the council and the police
department. Operating in most instances with an inexperienced
staff, the black mayor will be in no position to compete with the
leaders of these agencies for support from the local press, the
business community, labor, and other crucial political interests.
His difficulties in this respect will be magnified by his position
as an outcast in the local party structure. Elected over the intense
opposition of regular party leaders, the black mayor can expect
little assistance from the local party in his continuing struggle to
amass sufficient power to govern the city. More likely, local party
officials will be among his most aggrevating political adversaries .
Of all the political forces arrayed against the black mayor, party
politicians will assume they have the most to lose if his administration succeeds. Consequently, on programmatic as well as racial
grounds they must usually wage a continuous campaign of opposition, isolation, and sabotage.
Finally, the election of a black man as mayor of a major American city builds up extraordinarily high expectations from his
black constituents that cannot be satisfied. As we have seen, the
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waging of emotionally stimulating (1ampaigns is a key ingredient
in the mobilization effort in the black community that must
be made to elect a black man to the mayorship. However, one
of the unintended consequences of this mobilization process is
the genewtion in the minds of black constitutents of exaggerated
notions of the mayor's power to dramatically reverse the priorities
of local government. Many black citizens are unaware of the
myriad constraints that limit the leadership potentials of black
mayors. The price the mayor must usually pay for overestimations
of his real power is widespread citizen disappointment in his performance. Consequently, many black citizens who staunchly
supported the black mayor in the election will become disillusioned and withdraw their political support from his administration.
In light of the dilemmas of power discussed above, the job of
big city mayor-especially when the position is held by a reformoriented black politician-emerges as one of the toughest and
most challenging public offices in America. The remaining sections of this chapter examine the success and failures of Stokes
and Hatcher in meeting the challenges of the mayor's office,
and assess the meaning of the Cleveland and Gary experiences
for the future of black politics in America.
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CONFRONTING THE CITY BUREAUCRACY

Carl Stokes and Richard Hatcher entered the mayor's offices
of Cleveland and Gary deeply committed to fulfilling the social
and economic aspirations of their black constituents. They
were not in office very long, however, before they discovered
that the political environment of city government substantially
mitigated against a shift of policy priorities in the direction of
the black community. One of the most important impediments
they faced in this respect was intense and persistent opposition
from the city bureaucracy.
Hatcher's problems with the city bureaucracy in Gary were
multidimensional. Although he was generally expected to transform the Gary city government into a marvel of efficiency and
productivity, Hatcher found that he was saddled with a city
bureaucracy that was, in terms of its organizational structure,
patently obsolete. Even a cursory examination of the structure
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of city government revealed a city bureaucracy with no clearly
established lines of authority for departments and no wellestablished chain of command-nor was there very much coordination of functions and responsibilities. Each department
operated in effect as a separate entity; the only common link
between them was the requirement that each of thirty department heads report directly to the mayor. Few rules governing
the conduct of employees were set forth; those that did exist
were generally ignored. Under such circumstances, bureaucratic
efficiency was an irrational expectation.
The city bureaucracy was not only inefficient but entrenched.
It was virtually impossible to fire experienced city employees
-even those not covered by civil service-without creating the
kind of political difficulties Hatcher wanted most to avoid.
Consequently, whereas implementation of the administration's
program required competency and honesty, the bureaucracy continued to be incompetent and corrupt. This defect was compounded by the stubborn defiance of the mayor's orders by holdovers frorp the previous administration. These individuals did
not attempt to hide their dislike both for the mayor and the social,
economic, and political priorities of his administration. Several
publicly proclaimed that their allegiance was not to Hatcher
but to the county organization-and they boldly challenged
Hatcher to fire them because of their attitudes and their politi. cal loyalties.
The first five months of the Hatcher administration were
characterized by continuous conflict between Hatcher and members of the city-hall work force, including several members of
his cabinet who charged the mayor with failing to suffIciently
delegate authority.6 In June 1968 Hatcher fmally began taking
steps to gain control over the city bureaucracy. The first of these
steps involved seeking outside help. Major universities in the
Gary area were called upon to make available to Hatcher urban
specialists ttl :tdvise him 'on administrative matters. Private research and .Jldanthropic agencies such as the Ford Foundation,
the Potomac Institute, and the Urban Coalition were also approached for funds and technical assistance. Through these
sources a corps of expert talent was assembled to evaluate
priorities and suggest possible avenues of administrative reform.
In addition to these part-time consultants, the Ford Foundation
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awarded Hatcher a grant to hire three full-time special assistants
(or super executives) to work in critical areas of his administration. With this money, Hatcher established the posts of special
assistant for personnel and finance, special assistant for housing and community development, and special assistant for public
safety.
Hatche/:'i next step was the convening of a three-day conference involving fourteen members of his cabinet for the purpose of engaging in wide-ranging, straight-forward discussions
on administrative reform. Out of this conference came a series
of proposals for wholesale administrative reform of the municipal bureaucracy. The most important recommendation put forth
by the conference was one proposing a substantial decentralization of administrative authority. A chain of command was
established within departments, and department and division
heads were delegated considerable authority to run their operations without constantly checking with the mayor. Conference
participants also agreed that Hatcher would have to get tough
with those elements of the city bureaucracy who persisted in
flaunting his authority.
Stokes also faced considerable hostility from members of the
city bureaucracy in Cleveland. Like city workers in Gary, members of the Cleveland bureaucracy were-for the most partprotected by civil service and therefore beyond the effective
administrative control of the mayor. Stokes attempted to solve
the problem of bureaucratic resistance by promising pay raises
and better working conditions to city workers. 7 Although these
incentives helped to reduce tension between city workers and
the mayor's office, they did not totally erase the hostility Cleveland's predominantly white municipal work force felt toward a
city administration headed by a black man.1l
Stokes's administrative problems were compounded by conHicts between the mayor and members of his executive staff.
These conflicts centered primarily around disputes between
Stokes and his major administrative appointees over the extent
to which decision-making authority should be centralized in the
mayor's office. Sharp disagreements on this issue and a range of
specific policy matters resulted in a rash of resignations and
dismissals among key members of the Stokes administration.
The first major city officials to leave the Stokes administra-
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tion were Paul D. White, law dire.ctor, and Dr. Kenneth Clement,
special consultant to the mayor. White was a prominent black
lawyer and former municipal-court judge. As law director, he
served as acting mayor in Stokes's absence and was first in
line of succession if the office of mayor became vacant. White
resigned after only four months in office. His resignation was
prompted by what he viewed as Stokes's unwillingness to consult with him on important matters falling within his area of
responsibility. 9 White was succeeded in the position of law
director by black Cleveland attorney, Clarence James.
Dr. Clement, who served as Stokes's campaign manager in
1967, took the position as special consultant to the mayor at an
annual salary of $1.00. In addition to advising the mayor on a
range of subjects, Clement was given the responsibility of coordinating city-hall patronage. Clement terminated his position
with city hall after five months. During his brief affiliation
with the Stokes administration, Clement had been embroiled in
frequent policy and personality conflicts with the mayor. His
ulti.mate departure from the Stokes administration was sparked by
what he described as Stokes's insufferably low tolerance for
honest criticism.
Turmoil and conflict within the Stokes administration led to
the resignation or removal of other city officials. In September
1968 Stokes fired Police Prosecutor James S. Carnes because
Carnes publicly criticized a committee to investigate police
procedure established by law director James. For several months
prior to his dismissal, Carnes had been feuding with the mayor
over the issue of salary increases for assistant city prosecutors.
In October 1968 Stokes fired Police Chief Michael J. (Iron Mike)
Blackwell because he refused to obey the orders of the safety
director and resisted efforts by Stokes to reform the police department. Blackwell was replaced by Deputy Inspector Patrick L.
Gerity. Gerity's career as police chief was just as tumultuous as
Blackwell's. The new chief took over the reigns of the police
department in the midst of heated attacks by the council on the
Stokes administration for failing to halt a sharp upturn in crime
and a parallel dispute between the police department and the
mayor's office. Gerity was the proverbial man in the middle.
He was lashed by the city council for failing to put enough men
on the streets to insure citizen safety. Council President Stanton
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called for the resignation of both Gerity and Safety Director
Joseph McManamon, charging them with failing to provide
leadership. "The Police Department has never been worse. It
lacks leadership. There is need for revision."l0
Get'ity was also the object of attacks from the Cleveland Police
Patrolman's Association, which repeatedly accused him of attempting to defend the mayor's office against legitimate police
complaints by harrassing anq intimidating its members. In
September 1969 the association filed suit in U.S. District Court
asking for a permanent restraining order barring Gerity from
interrogating patrolmen concerning their membership in the
association, and threatening or suggesting disciplinary action
against patrolmen who were association members.!l Finally,
Gerity began openly feuding with Mayor Stokes and Safety
Director McManamon. The most serious incident was Gerity's
criticism of the administration's decision to appoint 60 policemen to the force over his objection that department evaluation
of the men had found them to be unqualified for police work.
Gerity boycotted swearing-in ceremonies for 209 new policemen because of his objection to the appointment of 60 of them.
Stokes was bitterly stung by Gerity's criticisms and began immediately looking around for a new police chief. When word
::;pread that Stokes was considering several outsiders as his replacement, Gerity called his men together for a pep talk to ask
them to stick together and vigorously oppose an outside choice.
On 26 ,January 1970, Stokes announced the appointment of
his third police chief in two year::;. The man chosen by Stokes to
::;ucceed Gerity a::; chief was William P. Ellenburg, a twenty-sixyear veteran of the Detroit police force. Ellenburg was greeted
with a cool reception by Cleveland police, who resented the
appointment of an out-of-towner. El1enburg left no doubt, however, that he intended to be a strong chief and began immediately
to shape ~1. ~ Cleveland force in his own image. William Ellenburg'::; can.'.:r as Cleveland police chief turned out to be one of
the shortest, and most controversial, in the city's history. One
week after his appointment, Cleveland was jarred by charges
made by Lawrence A. Burns, former Mafia attorney and fixer,
that he had made monthly payments to Ellenburg to protect an
abortion racket in Detroit from 1959 to 1963. Ellenburg vehemently denied the charges, and Stokes went on Cleveland tele-

vision to ask citizens not to leap to conclusions until the chiefs
guilt or innocence had been firmly established. The seriousness
of the charges against Ellenburg was heightened by the fact that
Bums had submitted to a lie detector test in Detroit and passed
with flying colors. Ellenburg, on the other hand, flatly refused
. to take a lie detector test. Stokes's image was so impaired by the
Ellenburg affair that he personally lead a team of investigators to
Detroit to look into the charges. Arriving in Detroit, Stokes told
newsmen:
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This is important to me. Maybe you don't understand how important
it is to me. The problem of a police chief is the biggest problem I
have as mayor. It is the biggest problem any mayor can have today.
I picked my man and I am responsible for picking him. Certain
charges have been leveled against him and I have decided to come
to Detroit-to the source-and investigate those charges. No one else
could investigate them as I can. And when I am through, I will go
back to the people of Cleveland and report what I have found. 12

The investigation conducted by Stokes in Detroit neither confirmed nor denied the charges leveled against Ellenburg. Seeing
no apparent relief from the cloud of suspicion the charges against
him had established, Ellenburg voluntarily submitted his resignation as chief to Stokes after only ten days in office. Stokes immediately appointed veteran Cleveland police inspector Lewis
W. Coffey as the new chief.
The shock of the Ellenburg resignation was eclipsed in impact six months later by the resignation of Benjamin O. Davis,
Jr., as Cleveland safety director. Davis had been appointed safety
director after Stokes's first safety director Joseph McManamon
resigned in December 1969. McManamon was generally despised
by rank-and-file police. He had been at the center of numerous
disputes between the Stokes administration and the police, and
was viewed by officers in the ranks as Stokes's hatchet man.
Cleveland policemen were especially disturbed by the way McManamon handled the 1968 Glenville uprising in which three
policemen were killed by black nationalistsYI Davis's appointment as a replacement for McManamon was enthusiastically
applauded by Cleveland police. They were most impressed by
his military credentials and his reputation as a sound administrator. At the time of his retirement, Davis was the top-ranking
black person in the United States military, holding the rank of
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lieutenant general. In 1954 he became the first black person to be
named a general in the Air Force.
During his service as safety director, Davis was an invaluable
asset to the Stokes administration in the white community. Complaints by whites about Cleveland's high crime rate sharply
diminished as Davis quickly established his reputation as a strong
advocate of law and order. Under Davis's command, relations
between the Stokes administration and the police department
markedly improved. Cleveland police believed that Davis was on
their side and would back them up in their frequent clashes with
nationalist groups in the black community.
The favorable opinion of Davis held by whites was not shared by
blacks. A number of incidents occurring over a period of several
months convinced many blacks that Davis was the wrong man for
the job of Cleveland safety director. Blacks accused Davis of discriminatory law enforcement, taking a hard line against black
nationalists (such as the Black Panthers) but failing to aggressively pursue whites who regularly attacked blacks in white neighborhoods. Davis's reputation declined to such a low ebb in the
black community that he was subjected to blistering attacks by
the Call and Post, a black newspaper that had been uniformly
supportive of policies of the Stokes administration.
.
Davis's resignation was prompted by conflicts between the
mayor and the safety director over police policies toward the black
community. Friction between Stokes and Davis first developed in
April 1970 when Stokes turned down a Davis requisition for dumdum bullets (soft-core bullets that expand on impact) for Cleveland police. The split between Stokes and Davis widened when
Stokes refused to take action against persons in the black community who criticized Davis's approach to law enforcement.
Davis identified these persons as his enemies and therefore the
enemies of law enforcement. Stokes disagreed, saying he could not
take action against these individuals as long as they had not violated any specific laws.
In his letter of resignation Davis cited two reasons for his decision to leave the Stokes administration: (1) that he was not receiving from Stokes the support his programs required; and (2)
the continued support and comfort Stokes gave to the enemies of
law enforcement. Upon receiving Davis's letter, Stokes insisted
that he name the specific enemies of law enforcement he had in
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mind; when Davis refused to do so, Stokes released the names of
seven individuals and institutions that the general had labeled in
previous conversations as his enemies. 14 Stokes told newsmen
that Davis wanted him to silence each of these persons and organizations by cutting off city money and firing them from city
jobs.
The charges contained in Davis's letter constituted the worst
political blow visited upon the Stokes administration since his
election in 1967. Commenting on the impact of the Davis resignation, one close Stokes associate stated: "If all the deepest thinkers in a 50 mile radius had gotten together to decide how they
could most hurt the mayor, they could not have decided upon anything more damaging than this."15 For three years Stokes had
been valiantly struggling to reverse the widespread notion in the
white community that he 'was soft on black criminality. Davis's
charges had the effect of undoing much of what had been done in
establishing the credibility of the Stokes administration on the
sensitive issue of law and order.
Periodic scandals in the Stokes administration also resulted in
the resignation or dismissal of a number of other key city officials. In the early months of his administration Stokes fired
one of his top black assistants-Geraldine Williams-after a Cleveland newsl;'li,er published a story accusing her of being pUl~t
owner of a C;leat spot-a liquor establishment selling liquor on
Sunday and after hours in violation of city codes. Another Stokes
assistant-William Stein-was fired after being shot in the home of
one of his married female clients. Stokes was forced to ask for
the resignation of his public relations assistant, William Silverman, in the wake of revelations that Silverman's services were
being financed by a $72,000 grant from the Greater Cleveland
Associated Foundation, a tax-exempt institution. Undoubtedly,
the most damaging scandal of all, however, was the civil service
scandal resulting in the resignation of two Stokes's appointees
-Charles L. Butts, and Jay B. White-from the Civil Service Commission. Butts and White were later convicted of destroying 940
answer sheets and 940 identification sheets of a 1968 promotional examination administered to members of the police department. Charges that both men had committed perjury in testimony before the county grand jury investigation of the police
scandal were dropped.
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The ahnve discussion embraces only a partial list of key individuals whu left the Stokes administration at various points. Overall,
between December 1967 and July 1970, more than twenty major
officials resigned or were fired from the Stokes administration. 16
Indeed, departures from Cleveland city government under Stokes
took place at such a devastating pace that it appeared at times
the administration was entrapped in a perpetual game of musical chairs.
The problems of mayors Stokes and Hatcher with the city
bureaucracy were not limited to the work force in city hall. Like
other big city mayors, they were called upon to respond to demands for high salaries and other prerequisites by aggressive and
politically conscious organized groups of city workers. The tactic
most frequently employed by the organized city bureaucracy in
Cleveland and Gary has been the strike. On several occasions,
strikes by city workers during the Stokes and Hatcher administrations produced crises of major proportions. A strike by Gary
firemen in 1967 for higher wages, for example, sparked a serious
confrontation between the Hatcher administration and the fire
department. On the first night of the strike, a four-alarm fire
broke out at the Broadway Lumber Company. Only three members of the. Gary Fire Department actively fought the blaze-Fire
Chief Alonzo Holiday and two assistant fire chiefs. Assistance
from Civil Defense volunteers and firemen from surrounding
towns was impeded by striking firemen who threw bricks, cut
water hoses, and engaged in other acts of sabotage. Fire trucks
from Hammond and East Chicago were turned back at the scene
of the blaze by Gary firemen who jumped on trucks and pulled
out hoses. In the midst of the confusion, the Broadway Lumber
Company burned to the ground. Damages were estimated to range
in the millions of dollars. Before the firefighters dispute was
settled, 59 firemen were suspended and contempt of court proceedings were initiated by the city against the firefighter's
Ulllon.

In Cleveland a transit strike in 1970 brought public transportation to a hulL, and created massive traffic jams in the downtown
area. The strike also had a catastrophic impact on downtown
business, with some major department stores reporting an initial
drop in sales of as much as 30 percent. Before significant headway could he made on a settlement of the transit strike, Cleve-

land was hit by a garbage strike. With strikes by two major service units occurring simultaneously, the city of Cleveland was
practically paralyzed; garbage piled up on the streets, and health
and safety problems mounted in the absence of dependable public
transportation. City officials attempted to ease the garbage problem by instituting a system of "do-it-yourself' pickups, but the
plan fizzled out after being in effect less than an hour.
Stokes was able to bring the 1970 service crisis to a halt only
by agreeing to wage demands that would cost city taxpayers over
twenty million dollars in excess of original budgetary projections.
To meet these added expenses, Stokes had to violate his promise
not to ask for a tax increase. In doing so he created a storm of
political protest from city councilmen and rank-and-file taxpayers.
'rhus, the political revolt of Cleveland's organized bureaucracy
in 1970 placed Stokes in a no-win position. Whatever decision he
made regarding the demands of the city's labor force would produce more political liabilities than assets.
The most difficult problems Stokes and Hatcher faced relative
to the organized city bureaucracy centered around their relationship with the police. White policemen tend to naturally resent the
election of a black mayor and frequently attempt to use every
means possible to defy his authority. Friction between Hatcher
and the police surfaced within weeks of his election when more
than a third of the force walked off the job in protest over low
wages. Although an early settlement of the strike was reached, a
sizable dissident element of the department never fully accommodated itself to the reality that a black man was in command of
the mayor's office. When Hatcher ordered policemen to remove
American flag shoulder patches from their uniforms because
blacks considered them symbols of white racism, smoldering resentments by white police rushed emotionally to the surface.
Gary policemen protested the order, claiming that the flag was
a symbol of American patriotism and insinuating that the mayor's
attitudes raised serious questions concerning his status as a loyal
American. In the wake of stubborn police defiance of his order,
Hatcher capitulated, defusing for a time tension between his administration and rank-and-tile white policemen.
Stokes's prohlems with the police were far more serious. Con;
flict between S~okes and the police stemmed in part from his insistance on sweeping reforms in the police system. Stokes's re-
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form program was aimed at making the police department not
only more efficient but also more responsive to the black community. Cleveland policemen fought the mayor on the issue of
reform at every turn; they regarded the mayor's plans as too
radical, and resented mayoral interference in the internal affairs
of the department. The most fundamental factor underlying friction between Stokes and the police, however, was Stokes's
handling of the 1968 Glenville rebellion. This incident involved
three nights and two days of violence in Cleveland that left ten
people dead, including three policemen, scores of injuries, and
millions of dollars in property damage. The wave of violence was
triggered when police were allegedly lured into the Glenville section of Cleveland and ambushed by a group of black nationalists.
Fred (Ahmed) Evans, a well-known Cleveland black nationalist,
was arrested and charged with leading the attackY Word of the
gun batt l( between black nationalists and the police quickly
spread, crllwds of community residents formed, and a full-scale
urban riot precipitiously developed.
Mayor Stokes was informed of the crisis about one hour after
the violence in Glenville erupted. Stokes immediately conferred
with police officials and set up a command post at city hall.
The mayor then worked through the night to bring the violence
under control. Early the next morning Stokes met with more
than one hundred black leaders to discuss strategies for preventing a further outbreak of violence. No concensus was reached.
Later that afternoon, Stokes met with black leaders again and approved a plan to defuse tensions by withdrawing white policemen and national guardsmen from the riot area and replacing them
with about five hundred black citizens and policemen. In making
this decision, Stokes was aware that he ran the risk of alienating
white policemen infuriated by the death of their comrades. But
at the time the decision was made, he was concerned primarily
with avoiding further lost of life and was persuaded by arguments
by black leaqers that the black community should be given a
chance to solve its own problems. The strategy agreed upon
was implemented on the second night of the disorder. Only black
persons with appropriate placards and armbands were allowed
into the interior of the riot area. Black mayoral representatives
walked the streets, breaking up crowds, cooling tempers, and keeping the peace. The mayor's strategy was a qualified success;
although occasional lootings and burnings were reported, no
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further violent clashes took place. Stokes had gambled, and apparently won. On the next night black emotions had sufficently
subsided to pennit the imposition of a curfew and a return to
patrols by white police and national guardsmen.
Stokes's bold action in removing white guardsmen and policemen from the riot area was warmly appluaded by the local press
and the black community. At the same time, the decision was
roundly condemned by white ghetto merchants whose stores were
looted, some members of the city council, and rank-and-file
policemen. White policemen angered by the previous days' events
were anxious to move into the black community and take retaliatory action against militants of every description. In the heat of
the first night's violence, some white policemen had already been
reported involved in the shooting up of a black militant club
house, and a nearby ghetto apartment building,18 and the beating
and tear-gassing of black patrons in a ghetto tavern. The restraining order issued by the mayor inflammed the passions of white
policemen beyond the boiling point. Police radio messages
bristled with obscene and derogatory comments directed toward
the mayor and his committee. When the police dispatch broadcasteq for a car to answer an emergency in the black community,
an anonymous voke replied "Get the hell off the air." A request
for cars to respond to a fire call produced the reply, "Let Mayor
Stokes go piss on it." Other calls elicited responses such as "Let
'em burn the damn place down," and "To hell with the mayor."
In the weeks following the Glenville rebellion, Stokes's relations
with the police steadily deteriorated. One Cleveland police officer
resigned in protest against the mayor's handling of the Glenville incident; another sixteen-year police veteran traveled to
Columbus in an attempt to persuade Governor Rhodes to remove
Stokes for "willingfully neglecting to enforce the law, gross neglect of duty, malfeasance, misfeasance, and non-feasance in office."19 The Cleveland FOP issued a strong denunciation of the
Stokes administration and called for the resignation of Safety
Director McManamon~ Posters showing Stokes and McManamon
together with the caption "Wanted to answer questions for the
murder of three policemen," began appearing on the bulletin
boards of police stations throughout the white community.20
These incidents were clear signs that the breach between Stokes
and the police was so wide that it could never be healed.
In succeeding months, Stokes attempted desperately to mollify
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the police by approving their requests for more equipment, higher
salaries, more personnel, training in guerrilla-warfare tactics, the
creation of a special backup unit to deal with dangerous felons,
and special fringe benefIts such as time-and-a-half pay for overtime and the payment of tuition fees for policemen who completed college courses. These measures had little visible impact
on the attitudes of Cleveland policemen toward their black mayor.
Indeed, white policemen were so irredeemably hostile to the
Stokes administration, that they felt compelled to actively campaign against him in the 1969 general election. To circumvent
state restrictions against police involvement in politics, members
of the FOP secured petitions to act as election day judges to
challenge the registration of citizens voting on Issue 1 concerning
the extension of the right to vote to nineteen year olds. On election day, the FOP concentrated its efforts in black precincts;
some of the policemen involved refused to remove their firearms at polling places. The effect of FOP election day activities
was to give a powerful boost to the candidacy of Ralph J. Perk,
Stokes's Republican rival, by driving blacks away from the polls
through harassment and intimidation. Stokes won the election
despite police opposition; however, during his four years in office, he was never able to win the support and cooperation of a
significant portion of Cleveland's predominantly white police
force.
CONFLICT WITH THE CITY COUNCIL

Political opposition to the policies of the Stokes and Hatcher
administrations was by no means confined to the city bureaucracy. Both black mayors also faced serious and substained resistance t(l their programs of urban reform from their respective
city count; ~ ,. Given Hatcher's background as a former city councilman and the presence of four blacks and one Mexican-American on the nine-man Gary council in 1967, many political observers 'predicted that his relations with the council would be
extraordinarily productive. This assessment, however, proved to
be almost totally inaccurate. Hatcher's first term as mayor was
characterized by an uninterrupted series of confrontations with
the city council. Only two councilmen, one black and one white,
consistently voted to support the mayor on major policy issues.
John Armenta, the Mexican-American who was expected to hold
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the balance of power in favor of the administration, turned out
to be one of Hatcher's most vociferous and persistent critics.
In retrospect, it is clear that many members of the council
viewed the election of a black mayor under controversial circumstances as a golden opportunity to reassert the council's authority as a cOl'qual branch of city government. To fulfill this objective they went to extraordinary lengths to embarrass, rebuff,
and antagonize the mayor-all for the purpose of whittling his
perogatives and authority down to managable size. For example,
one of the first actions taken by the council after Hatcher's election was to revert to the procedure of requiring a three-fourths
vote to pass a measure returned to the council from the city planning commission. This action effectively killed efforts by the
commission to rezone certain areas of the city to facilitate the
construction of new public housing units; it also sent a fIrm
message to city hall that the council did not intend to rubber
stamp administration proposals. Upon formally declaring its independence from city hall, the council quickly proceeded to turn
back one measure after another transmitted for its consideration by the mayor.21
The climate of conflict surrounding Hatcher's relationship
with the city council resulted in the imposition of huge revisions
by the council in the mayor's annual budgetary requests. Thus
in 1970 the council trimmed nearly one million dollars from the
administration's proposed public-employee salary schedule.
Hatcher's request for $1,000 across the board raises for fIremen was reduced by the council to $600, an act of economy
precipitating the disastrous ihemen's strike discussed earlier.
Additional council cuts eliminated the entire staff of the Gary
Youth Commission. And in an action clearly designed to humilitate the mayor, the council voted to reduce the salary of human
relations commission director Charles King from $14,000 to
$13,000. King had consistently been one of the council's most
vocal critics and one of Hatcher's strongest supporters.
Hatcher's most serious conflict with the council centered
around the attempt by the council in 1969 to dilute the formal
powers of the office of mayor. This action took the form of a
proposal by councilman John Armenta to reduce the number of
Hatcher's appointees to the fifteen-man human relations commission (HRC) by nine and distribute them equally among the
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members of the council. Armenta argued that such a redistribution would result in broader community representation on the
commission. The Armenta proposal was headed for certain
passage when two hundred members of black youth gangs
crowded into the council and persuaded several councilmen to
change their vote. One of the youthful spokesmen addressed the
members of the council in the following emphatic terms: "What
you want us to have? Nothing? You're crawling with us and
we're tired. The game is over. If you mess with the mayor you'll
have to talk to us about it. That's not a threat, that's a pmmise."22
When asked why they consistently failed to support Mayor
Hatcher's policies, most Gary councilmen were inclined to reply
that Hatcher was not a practical politician-that he rarely attended council meetings and did not make them privy to his plans
in advan('~ .. In an interview with one of the authors, Hatcher
rejected the ;c charges, asserting that he was readily available for
councilmanic consultation. Hatcher expressed the belief that
the reasons for the council's opposition to his legislative program were almost purely racial.
Stokes also encountered considerable resistance to his policies
fyom members of the Cleveland city council. For a city of its size,
the Cleveland city council is unusually large. The council is composed of thirty-three councilmen, all elected from~· wards.
Throughout most of the Stokes era, blacks held twelve council
seats; the balance-twenty-one-were held by whites. Early in the
Stokes administration a deep split developed in the council along
racial lines. White councilmen, seeking to protect the interests of
their white constituents, lined up solidly in opposition to Stokes. 23
Black councilmen-with several notable exceptions 24 generally
suppor~ed the major legislative programs of the Stokes administration. Opposition to Stokes by the dominant white councilmanic faction rendered Stokes largely ineffective in his
political relations with the council. Lacking a voting majority,
Stokes had to rely upon the veto or threat of a veto as his primary political weapon. 25 Although his veto power provided
some bargaining leverage, it was far from enough to give Stokes
the kind of influence with the council he needed to transform his
dreams of municipal reform into public policy.
Stokes's lirat serious clash with the council came in February
19G8 when he proposed an increase in the city income tax from
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.5 percent to a full 1 percent. Council leaders strongly opposed
the tax increase on the grounds that such an increase lacked
popular support and had not been satisfactorily justified by the
administration. In the wake of stiff council opposition, Stokes
decided to take the political offensive. His first step was to
engage in a round of political speeches designed to mobilize
support for the tax increase from important community, organizations. Next, Stokes took out full-page ads in both Cleveland daily newspapers urging citizens to pressure councilmen
to support the tax proposal. This tactical maneuver enraged
Stokes's councilmanic opponents. Councilman Anthony Garofoli
accused Stokes of attempting to blackjack the council and vowed
not to be intimidated. Council President Stanton observed that
he had never been subjected to such pressure in all his years on
the council, and added: "I'm not impressed by the newspaper
camapign to stampede this council without proper documentation."26
Stokes's campaign to secure a tax increase was given a substantial boost by the passage of a referendum proposal that
decreed that Cleveland policemen and firemen be paid salaries
3 percent higher than those paid to policemen and firemen in
any major city in Ohio. The pasl:lage of this proposal produced
immediate demands by other city workers for higher wages. In
light of these developments, the council voted to approve Stokes's
request for a tax increase.
. The skirmish over the 1968 tax increase marked the beginning
of a period of continuous conflict between the council and the
Stokes administration. Like their counterparts in Gary, white
Cleveland councilmen took advantage of the special political
problems faced by the city's black mayor to assert their independence from the city administration. Operating as a cohesive
unit, the council majority subjected the administration to a number of political defeats. For example, a vigorous campaign by
Stokes to get a tough gun-control law established was defeated
in the council by a two-to-one vote. Despite the tradition of
pro forma council approval of mayoral appointments, two key
Stokes appointments-one to the Transit Board and one to the
City Planning Commission-were rejected by the council. In
1969, the council took the unprecedented step of withdrawing $7
million from Stokes's prepared budget and placing it in a reserve
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account that 'could not be tapped without prior council approval.
The intent of this action was to diminish the independent administrative authority of the mayor.
The most serious setback suffered by Stokes at the hands of
the council was his failure to induce council action on the LeeSeville public-housing project. This project involved plans by
Stokes to build 277 units of public housing in a middle-class
black neighborhood called Lee-Seville at a cost of $4.5 million.
The Lee-Seville housing proposal ran into strong opposition in
the city council. Leading council opposition to the Stokes proposal was Lee-Seville councilman Clarence Thompson, who objected to the housing project on the grounds that it would lead
to the overcrowding of schools and recreational facilities and
impose a severe strain on existing sewer lines. In view of Thompson's objections, the chairmen of council committees considering various aspects of the Lee-Seville proposal agreed to invoke
the principle of councilmanic courtesy and pigeonhole the legislation until differences between the mayor and Thompson were
ironed out.
Beginning as a minor dispute, the Lee-Seville issue mushroomed into a major political battle between Stokes and the city
council. Stokes denounced Thompson's position as a subterfuge to
hide the class prejudice of Lee-Seville residents toward lowincome blacks. He called upon the council to allow the people to
decide the issue by holding public hearings on the Lee-Seville
project. Thompson remained adamant, arguing that he was not
kgainst the construction of public housing for the poor but was
concerned about the deleterious physical effects of SUCh housing
on his neighborhood.
Charges ',nd countercharges generated by the Lee-Seville
controver::;~ locked Stokes in the most intense political battle of
his administration. Stokes took his campaign for public housing
to the public, exhorting community leaders to organize mass
rallies to pressure the council to begin public hearings on LeeSeville legislation. In doing so, he clashed sharply with LeeSeville residents who assailed him for making their neighborhood
a laboratory for his experimental housing program. They also
roundly condemned Stokes for insinuating that their resistance
stemmed fnan class bigotry rather than honest concern for the
physical well-being of their neighborhood.
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The battle over Lee-Seville raged for more than a year. A vote
in the council to reactivate Lee-Seville legislation on 17 June 1969
set the stage for the demise of Lee-Seville as a major public
issue. Consistent with its previous stand, the council voted twenty
to thirteen to keep Lee-Seville legislation pigeonholed in c.ommittee. V iC',;ing the council action as the end of the road, Stokes
announced that he was abandoning his campaign to establish
public housing in Lee-Seville.
Ladies and gentlemen of the Council, from this point on, the issue
of public hO'.lsing in Lee-Seville is entirely up to you. My responsibility as mayor has been fulfUJed.27

Underlying Stokes's monumental defeat on the Lee-Seville
project was the unflagging political opposition of the council
president James Stanton to the programs of the Stokes administration. Conflict between Stokes and Stanton dated back to 1968
when rumors began to spread that Stokes was maneuvering to
oust Stanton as council president by defeating his councilmanic
allies in the 1969 city elections. Stanton-who was known to be
politically ambitious-had maintained tight reigns on the council
through his power as president to make committee assignments.
If Stokes succeeded in removing him as council president, Stanton stood not only to lose his power, but would also be robbed
of his chances for higher political office.
Seeking to protect his political interests, Stanton became one
of Stokes's most persistent and vociferous opponents. It was
Stanton who first raised the issue of the foundation grant to
William Silverman and led the charge to force Stokes to fire
Silverman. Stanton also played a crucial role in the Lee-Seville
controversy, backing Councilman Thompson fully, and holding
a majority of the council in line against pressure by Stokes to
force Lee-Seville legislation out of committee. On the floor of the
council, Stanton played Brutus to Stokes's Caesar, taking advantage of every opportunity to project potshots at the Stokes
administration. The tug of war between Stanton and Stokes
reached its apex in the 1969 city elections with both men
fielding opposing slates of candidates for the city council. This
contest proved to be a standoff, with Stokes as well as Stanton
picking up new seats and losing old ones. Failing to substantially
break Stanton's grip on the council in the election, Stokes joined
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a dump Stanton bid in the postelection reorganization of the council. With strong support from county party leaders, Stanton was
able to easily defeat his opponent-twenty-first-ward councilman
Edward Katalinas-in the party caucus, and retain his position
and power as council president. Although a virtual shoo-in for
Congress in 1970, Stanton continued to vigorously oppose Stokes.
His unceasing opposition so crippled Stokes's legislative program that Stokes was prompted to accuse Stanton of stopping
the wheels of city government single-handedly: "In my 20 years
in public life, I have never seen government brought to a halt
Ly one man, such as Council President Stanton has done."28
Thus, both Stokes and Hatcher faced deep-seated and enduring
opposition from the Cleveland lmd Gary city councils. The consequences of this opposition were far-reaching, affecting signiflcantly lr ,,;ir ability to implement programs of social reform.
COMMUNITY CONFLICT

Policies of the Stokes and Hatcher administrations were also
strongly influenced by conflict and tension in the black and
white communities of Gary and Cleveland. One of the most
important sources of conflict in the black community was the
inability of both black mayors to immediately fulfill the social
and econoillic aspirations of their black constituents. Apparently,
promises by Stokes and Hatcher during the mayoral campaign
established' in the minds of many black citizens unrealistic expectations of the extent to which their administrations would be
able to solve pressing problems in the black community. In Gary,
for example, many blacks viewed Hatcher as a miracle worker
who would solve over night community problems that had been
ignored for decades. This perception of Hatcher's powers was
,an inevitable by-product of the high-pitched, emotional campaign waged in the black community to achieve his election to
the mayor's office. As one respondent explained:
Dick [Hatcher] tried to be everything to everybody. That poor
fellow in the street felt that things were going to be different once
Hatcher took office. Everybody who wore a button or carried a
placard felt "I'm going to get something out of it. Everything is
going to change." Not that Dick said these things were going to
happen, but this was the feeling-that Dick was going to be a cure-all
for all the ills of the ghetto, Dick was going to be a cure-all for all
the problems of the community.
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Neither Stokes nor Hatcher could satisfactorily explain to rankand-file blacks the constraints on their power that prevented
them from living up to their campaign promises. The upshot was
a tremendous sense of disillusionment by many of their most
ardent black supporters. Having placed total faith in the election
of a black mayor as the answer to their problems, these citizens
began to suspect that they had become victims of yet another
act of political betrayal-that the black man they had put in the
mayor's seat was selling them out. Consequently, within weeks
of their election, Stokes and Hatcher were faced with the immense problem of growing hostility toward their administrations
in the black community
To cope with' this problem, both Stokes and Hatcher sought
to establish programs that would demonstrate beyond the shadow
of a doubt that they were sensitive to the needs of the black
community. Thus, one of Hatcher's first formal acts as mayor
was the announcement that his administration would give priority
attention to problems in the areas of housing and employment.
This announcement was designed as an unmistakable signal to
the black community that Hatcher intended to live up to his campaign promises that he would use the office of mayor to reverse
the cycle of poverty and dependence among low-income black
citizens.
Hatcher fully recognized that he could not successfully tackle
social and economic problems in the black community without
obtaining outside funds-especially funds from the federal government. Consequently, much of his time-and that of his staff
-was devoted to identifying and vigorously pursuing outside
funding sources. These efforts enjoyed remarkable success.
By the end of his first year in office, Hatcher had, successfully
obtained federal commitments to Gary in excess of $30 million. 29
This achievement earned him the title of master of the art of
"grantsmanship" from local officials across the country. By June
1970, the total amount of federal assistance to Gary had climbed
to $86 million, with $10 million from HUD still to be released.
Federal funds secured by Hatcher were supplemented by substantial donations from private foundations, businesses, and
local civic associations. Most of the funds raised by Hatcher
from public and private sources were used to establish housing
and employment programs in the black community.
'Stokes also launched an aggressive campaign to secure public
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and private funds to underwrite social and economic programs
for low-income black citizens. In March 1968, he traveled to Washington and returned with a pledge of $12 million in federal funds
to reactivate the University-Euclid urban-renewal project.. Federal money for this program had previously been held up because
of deficiencies in Cleveland's renewal efforts under the Locher
administration. Stokes successfully argued that in the few months
he had been mayor, substantial progress had been made in improving the city's ability to establish and maintain a workable
renewal program. Another request for federal funds by Stokes
resulted in a $1.5 million grant from OEO to the Hough Area
Development Corporation to promote and develop small business
enterprises in tht black community. Stokes was also able to secure a pledge of $1.5 million from the New York'Life Insurance
Company to improve t.he quantity and quality of housing in the
Hough area.
By far Stokes's most impr~ssive fund-raising veqture, however,
was a program labeled by Stokes's publicity assistants as Cleveland Now. This program, established in May 1968, involved a vigorous effort to raise $177 million over a period of eighteen months
to attack problems in housing, jobs, and health. Specifically,
the money would be channeled into six separate programs in the
areas of employment, youth resources, health and welfare, neighborhood rehabilitation, economic revitalization, and planning.
The bulk of the funds for the program-about $142 million-would
come from the federal government. About $23 million would be
provided by atate and city governments. The balance of the funds
-some $11 million-would be raised through solicitations from
business and industry and private citizens. To facilitate the collection o. I ,'ivate funds, Stokes assigned the Greater Cleveland
Growth lusociation the tal3k of raising $10 million from the
business community. At the same time, a special organization
called Group 66 was established to raise $l.5 million from private citizens.
In its totality, Cleveland Now represented the largest most ambitious program of urban reconstruction in the history of the country. In announcing the program, Stokes stressed its importance
as an avenue t\1rough which citizens from every walk oflife could
participate in the redevelopment and revitalization of their city. Response to the mayor's plea for communitywide support of
Cleveland Now was instantaneous and overwhelming. John
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Sherwin, cochairman of the business fund-raising effort announced on 2 May that $350,000 had already been pledged from
industry and foundations to support a $750,000 summer-activities
program. Numerous other contributions from business and industry qui('l:ly followed. The campaign for public contributions
was given d spectacular start by a $1 million donation from Dr.
Leland Schubert, a retired college professor and resident of the
Cleveland suburb of Bratenahl Place. Gifts of all sizes soon began pouring into Cleveland Now offices from across the city.
Cleveland Now containers were placed in shopping centers and
schools; special projects were developed by youngsters, civic
clubs, and other groups to raise money in support of the mayor's
community development program.
During the first phase of the Cleveland Now campaign more
than $5,678,000 was raised. This money in turn earned over
$188,000 in interest, for total receipts of over $5,860,000. The
overwhelming proportion of these funds were spent on projects
designed to revitalize and rehabilitate the black community.
Thus a report published in November 1969 showed that more than
$1 million was spent on improving the quality of ghetto housing;
$205,000 on job development in the black community; $557,000
to promote small-business development in the black community;
and more than $1 million on black youth-services activities. au
In sum, Cleveland Now represented a tremendous effort on the
part of the Stokes administration to provide viable solutions to
the social and economic problems of' Cleveland's black citizens.
The vigorous pursuit by Stokes and Hatchel' of public and private monies to tackle pressing problems in the black community
removed much of the doubt from the minds of rank-and-file
citizens in Cleveland and Gary regarding their sensitivity to the
needs of the black community. These programs constituted indisputable proof that the priorities of city government had
changed drastically under the leadership of a black mayor. The
political payoff~ to Stokes and Hatcher of this perception of'their
administrations by blacks were inestimable. Essentially, both
mayors were able to effectively reverse the trend of waning support for their administrations established during their fIrst
months in office. By the end of their first year as mayor, both
Stokes and Hatcher were riding new crests of popularity in the
black community.31
This is 'by no means to suggest that Stokes and Hatcher were
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able to mobilize support for their administrations by all sectors
of the black community. '1'0 the contrary, long after their programs of social and economic reconstruction had begun to show
signiflcant results, they continued to receive substantial opposition to their administrations from some important elements of the
black population. For example, blacks associated with organized
crime in Gary continued to be dissatisfled with the Hatcher administration, because Hatcher sought to follow through on his campaign pledge to crack down on syndicate operations, including
numbers and prostitution rackets in the black community. Legitimate black businessmen were also at odds with the policies of
the Hatcher administration. Many of these individuals had been
accustomed to receiving special funds through the Lake County
political machine in return for their political support. Hatcher
refused to honor this hoary tradition, thus depriving these black
businessmen of thousands of dollars in patronage benefits.
The most serious opposition Hatcher had to face in the black
eommunity, however, came from members of his campaign organization who believed that he was not faithfully executing the objectives of the campaign. Specifically, complaints by Hatcher
volunteers centered around the following issues First, many
were bitter because they were not consulted on initial appointments to Hatcher's administration. Some of these persons had expected to receive appointments to positions in the Hatcher administration themselves but were bypassed; others merely wished
to have a say in major appointments and were dismayed when
persons they did not support were given key positions in the new
administration without their consent. Second, many volunteers
were disturbed by the fact that Hatcher did not take significant
steps to remove his enemies from the city bureaucracy and replace them with his political allies. Third, and most important,
many volunteers sharply criticized Hatcher for not using the office of mayor to build a power base in the black community.
On this issue volunteers observed that Hatcher had neither established an ongoing political organization of his own nor attempted to destroy the machine organization in the black community. Volunteer members had hoped that the campaign
organization would be transformed into a permanent political
force working on a continuous basis to expand the influence of
the black community in the political process. Hatcher and his ad-
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visers, however, vetoed the maintenance of the campaign organization as an instrument of power after the election. They
contended that the organization was tired from the grueling campaign and needed a rest and that they were compelled by the
rush of events to shift gears from electoral politics to administrative politics. Quizzed on this point a Hatcher aide told one of the
authors:
We don't have time to give the organization right now. We're struggling for our lives down here and if we don't produce, we won't
need an organization. It would not be in our best interest to start
right now. There are certain dynamics that have to be worked out.
We've talked about this and we're waiting until the next election to
get people involved again.;!~

Few of the black volunteers agreed with this approach. Most of
them felt as if they had been used to place Hatcher in office and
then arbitrarily cast aside.
The upshot of the decision to disband .the campaign organization was to drive a substantial political wedge between Hatcher
and many (Jf his closest politicai allies. Dejected and disenchanted,
a numbei" (lr the volunteers vowed not to work in another campaign; others suggested that if they worked, they would do so
only after extracting definite commitments from Hatcher in advance. The decision to disband the campaign organization in the
black community left no effective political organization in the
black community to challenge the influence of the black precinct
organization. Consequently, the roots of the machine's power in
the black community remained intact, making it nearly impossible for independent black candidates-even those with the
support of the mayor-to successfully compete for major public
offices.:13
Lingering opposition to Stokes in the black community emanated fundamentally from two sources. Cleveland black nationalists continued to be a major thorn in the side of the Stokes administration. The chief complaint of the nationalists was that
Stokes did not project the image of a relevant and committed
black politician-that he was too much wedded to the system. As
evidence, they cited the disproportionate number of white moderates and black conservatives appointed to key positions in the
Stokes administration. They also pointed to the law and order
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orientation of the police department, and Stokes's own public
attacks against hoodlumism in the black community. Tension between the Stokes administration and the black nationalists became very severe in the wake of Stokes's dismissal of Geraldine
Williams as one of his administrative assistants. Many nationalists
considered Miss Williams their only link to city hall.
, Criticism of his administration by black nationalists was not a
matter of small concern to Stokes; he was very cognizant of the
fact that his credibility among this element of the black community might very well mean the difference between tranquillity
and violent social unrest. To strenthen his rapport with black
nationalist groups, Stokes agreed to participate in a nationalist$ponsor~d parade celebrating the anniversary of the Hough riots.
Although the image of the mayor of Cleveland marching in a
parade with black nationalists carrying rifles (which turned out to
he fake) was shocking to many Clevel~nders, this gesture by
Stokes went a long way toward salvaging his reputation in the
f~yes of radical blacks who had tremendous influence in the black
community. This bow in the direction of black nationalism was
followed up with the allocation of Cleveland Now funds to black
nt.tionalist groups for community service programs, the appointment of Baxter Hill, a leading Black nationalist spokesman, to
the community relations board, and the close monitoring and
control of police action against black nationalist groups. These
steps by Stokes eventually reaped huge benefits. After the asi.;ussination of Martin Luther King, Stokes was able to keep the
lid on violence in Cleveland by calling on black nationalists to
serve as agents of peace in the black community. Similarly,
during the Glenville disorders black nationalists were among the
most effective of the black leaders dispatched to the black community by Stokes to quell further violent upheavel. By the end of
his first term, relations between Stokes and black nationalists
had improved to the point that many nationalists were motivated
i,o actively campaign for his reelection. Indeed, a number of nationalists by that time had become convinced that Stokes was
Hot only a relevant and committed black leader but their best
insurance against massive assaults against them by the police.
Asked by an interviewer in 1969 what would happen if Stokes
lost, one nationalist leader morbidly replied: "The police will
1.lpen war on us. We'll catch he11."34
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The other major source of opposition to the policies of the
Stokes administration in the black community was middle-class
blacks. One issue of tremendous concern to middle-class blacks
was law and order. Many middle-class blacks frequently complained to Stokes about the ineffective protection they were receiving from the police department against black hoodlums who
roamed the streets beating up people and breaking into their
homes in the name of black nationalism. Councilman Leo Jackson was so enraged by the wave of black-on-black crime in his
·district that he led several demonstrations to city hall to demand
that the police department upgrade its law enforcement activities
in the black community.
The most intense criticism of the Stokes administration registered by the black middle-class, however, came from the citizens
of Lee-Seville over the issue of public housing. As we have
seen, despite a determined effort by Stokes to convince them
that they had an obligation to open the doors of their community
to low-income blacks, the overwhelming majority of Lee-Seville
citizens remained adamantly opposed to Stokes's plan to locate
a major public-housing development in their neighborhood.
Opposition in the white community also presented a host of
political problems for the Stokes and Hatcher administrations.
The election of a black mayor tends to inspire automatic hostility and resistance in the white community. This reaction by whites
stems in part f}'Om the fact that the election of a black mayor
means the reduction in white control over city government. Former mayors in Cleveland and Gary customarily catered to the
special needs of white groups, giving to whites reassurance that
city government was being run in their interest. The election of
Stokes and Hatcher changed all of this. To their chagrin, white
citizens who had always been first in line when bene1its were
distributed were now forced to stand back and watch the priorities of city government shift toward the black community.
'fhis shift in priorities, coupled with the natural inclination of
whites to find the idea of a black mayor repulsive, served to
make whitp "pposition to the policies of the Stokes aile] Hatcher
administratiuns virtually unavoidable.
Gary whites viewed Hatcher with an unusual degree of cynicism
and suspicion because of his reputation as a black militant.
Hatcher's ringing defense of black power in numerous speeches
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around the nation led many white .citizens of Gary to the conclusion that he was the worst kind of black official-one who was
supersensitive to the needs of blacks, to the detriment of whites.
In this context it is interesting to note that a number of our white
respondents in Gary suggested that they would readily accept a
more moderate black as mayor, but were unalterably opposed
to Hatcher because he had gone overboard in his advocacy of
black causes. As evidence of the rampant bias of the Hatcher administration they pointed to the fact that nearly all the federal
programs were established for the black community. At the same
time, they charged that services by the city administration to the
white community had declined to an all-time low. Specifically,
they complained that under Hatcher, garbage collection in the
white community had become erratic, streets and curbs had deteriorateJ, "lid fire protection had become substantially ineffective. White citizens also blamed the Hatcher administration for a
sharp rise in street crime. They contended that the presence of a
black man in the mayor's office had given blacks the impression
they could do whatever they wished and get away with it. Letters
to the Post Tribune frequently accused Hatcher of handcuffing
the police and coddling black gang members through federally
sponsored programs.
Unlike hi::: relationship with the black community, Hatcher's
relationship with the white community did not improve. To the
contrary, the longer Hatcher remained in office, the more intolerable he became to a sizable proportion of the white electorate. By the end of his first year in office, Hatcher's relationship with the white community had reached such a low point
that a serious campaign was underway to disannex predominantly
white Glen Park from the rest of the city. The campaign for
disannexation centered around the issues of law and order, improved services, a moderate tax rate, and protection of neighborhoods, jobs, and schools from black encroachment. Spearheading the drive was Gary Councilman Eugene Kirkland and
state Senator Bernard Konrady, both of whom perceived the
annexation issue as an excellent device for promoting their
political careers at Hatcher's expense.:l ;)
Serious opposition to the Hatcher administration was exhibited not only by Gary's white citizens, but also by its whitedominated institutions. For example, Hatcher was at war with
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the white press in Gary from the day he stepped into office.
The Post-Tribune, Gary's only daily newspaper, was extraordinarily harsh in its coverage of the Hatcher administration,
playing up mistakes and underplaying important accomplishments. Hatcher did not find the response by the Post-Tribune
to his administration either surprising or difficult to explain.
In his view, the paper represented the very personification of a
racist institution that refuses to accommodate itself to the reality
of black mayoral leadership:
Behind its [Post-Tribune'sJ criticism of me is the notion that a black
man could not possibly be capable of running the city better than
white men have been able to 00. So they criticize me for being an
incompetent administrator. . . . In any other city, if the mayor went
to Washington and brought back millions of dollars in federal funds,
he would be greeted at the airport with a brass band. Yet when I
come home I am criticized by the local press for being out of the
city too much, or fur going around the country making black power
speeches. 36

Another major white institution that refused to reconcile itself
to Hatcher's control over the mayor's office was the Lake County
Democratic machine. Hatcher's tenure as mayor was marked by
intense conflict between his administration and the regular Democratic organization. Hatcher was able to beat but not destroy the
county machine. The survival of the black precinct organization
in the black community after 1967 left the machine in an excellent position to continue to compete with Hatcher for black
political support. In the 1970 Democratic primary, control over
the black precinct organization in Gary by the machine resulted
in the defeat of every candidate endorsed by Hatcher. Hatcher's
political influence was successfully challenged by the machine
again in 1971 when Dozier Allen defeated him in an intraparty
contest for the chairmanship of the Gary Democratic organization. Allen ran for the party chairmanship with the solid backing of the county machine.
The Allen victory was a prelude to an all-out attempt by the
machine to beat Hatcher in the 1971 mayoral primary. Tapped
to run as the machine candidate in the 1971 primary was Dr.
Alexander Williams, black county coroner and long-time member of the regular Democratic organization. The results of the
1971 mayoral primary were surprising given the substantial in-
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roads the machine had previously made-or appeared to have
made-into Hatcher's base of power in the black community.
Hatcher won the 1971 primary by a comfortable margin of
1:3,908 votes. It is important to point out that Hatcher's victory
in 1971 did not rest on an organized mobilization effort as in
1~)G7 but upon his continuing personal popularity with rankand-tlle bltlck voters,:17 Apparently, leaders of the machine
grossly overestimated the extent to which Hatcher's rapport with
the black community had been damaged by his frequent clashes
with his 1%7 campaign volunteers and sundry other elements
of the black political power structure. The overwhelming support
for Hatcher by blaeks in the In7l mayoral primary (Hatcher
received ~)O percent of the black vote) clearly demonstrated the
r('silieney of his image in the black community as a strong, honest,
progressive, and effective black administrator.
Contributing also in important ways to Hatcher's 1971 victory
was the weak popular appeal of Dr. Alexander Williams in the
black community. Running with the full force of the Lake County
machine behind him, Williams was able to poll less than 9 per("['nt of the black vote. Central to Williams's poor performance
ill the black community was his image as a racial moderate and a
puppet of the white-controlled Lake County machine. Despite
cOllst.ant denial that he was a machine candidate, Williams could
not exorcise from blaek minds the conviction that white machine
\'OSHeH were calling the shots in his campaign and would exercise
COn1IlHu1lling influence in city government if he became mayor. 31l
During the tirst six months of his administration, Stokes's
relationship with the white community-in comparison with
l1atcher's-was fairly good. Stokes did not present as militant
all' image as HaLeher and thus was not viewed to be as much of a
threat by rank-and-file white citizens. Moreover, a higher percentage of Stokes's cabincL was white, moderating to a large
degree the impression of a black takeover. Stokes also went to
greater lengths than Hatcher to win over large segments of the
white community. He employed the concept of the town-hall
meeting to move his entire cabinet into white neighborhoods for
a series of face-to-face encounters with white citizens. These
meetings served Stokes extremely well. Drawing on his famous
wit and charm, Stokes was able to transform hostile white citizens into responsive admirers who competed with each other for
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handshakes with the mayor at the end of the evening. Stokes
was able also to prove his courage by dueling with hecklers
planted in the audience. Invariably the overriding impression that
he created was one of fairness and genuine concern for the
problems of all Cleveland citizens. As a result, he was able to
significantly diminish the fears many whites had that a black
mayor would be insensitive to the needs of the white community.
Stokes's relationship to the white community was strengthened considerably by the strong support he received from the
white business establishment. Leaders of the Greater Cleveland
Growth Association were among Stokes's closest advisers and
political allies. Stokes relied upon these business leaders to
not only spearhead major civic programs like Cleveland Now but
to also intervene politically in his behalf to enhance his ability
to compete with other important city and county institutions.:w
. Cleveland newspapers also helped to promote Stokes's acceptance in the white community. Both the Plain Dealer and the
Cleveland Press were "cautiously supportive" of the Stokes
administration. Although their treatment of some issues-such as
the fight over public housing-was extremely damaging, the
white Cleveland papers generally sought to defend Stokes against
attacks from some of his most abrasive white critics. Both papers
displayed considerable pride in the fact that Cleveland was
governed by a black mayor, and consistently emphasized how
well Stokes was managing to cope with the "handicap" of his
blackness.
Stokes's relationship with the white community took a decisive turn for the worse after the July 1968 Glenville rebellion.
Many whites had looked upon Stokes as a safety valve against
unrest in the ghetto. Although not blaming Stokes directly for
the Glenville uprising, few whites could hide their disappointment that a black mayor could not keep the black community
under control. Feelings of disappointment turned to hostility when
it was revealed that $10,000 in Cleveland Now funds had been
awarded to Ahmed Evans to conduct a summer youth program and
that part of I hese funds had been used to buy the weapons that
had killed t.ie three white policemen slain in the Glenville disturbance. After Glenville, Stokes was the object of bitter denunciation by white Cleveland policemen. These attacks were
played up in banner headlines by the Plain Dealer. White ex-
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tremists began coming out of the woodwork, espousing doctrines
of racial hatred. One faction of George Wallace's American
Independent Party started an abortive move to disannex the
Westside from the rest of Cleveland. Many white Clevelanders
began making plans to move to the suburbs; others who stayed
in the central city remained profoundly suspicious of Stokes's
cozy relationship to militant elements in the black community.
These white attitudes dictated that Stokes make an all-out effort
to sell himself again to the white community in the 1969 mayoral
elections. 40
Stokes's most serious political problems in the white community centered around his poor relations with the Cuyahoga
County 0:,1. Dcratic party organization. Relations between Stokes
and county officials were strained to the breaking point by the
19{j7 mayoral primary. Rivalry between Stokes and party officials
continued after the 1967 election, with the party chairman Porter
seeking to com bat what he viewed as efforts by Stokes to consolidate all power in the mayor's office. When Stokes announced
for reelection in 1969 Porter first opposed him, and finally
reluctantly acceded to county party endorsement of Stokes in
the primary. As soon as the official party endorsement of Stokes
was validated, Porter announced his resignation as party chairman. Dr. Samuel R. Geber succeeded Porter as acting county
chairman. Heversing Porter's stand, Geber pressured county
party officials and rank-and-flle workers to campaign actively for
all endorsed candidates, including Stokes.
The truce established between Stokes and the county party
organi::ation was short-lived. Reelected mayor by a comfortable
margin, Stokes made the decision early in his second term to
begin to vigorously press for representation and power for the
black community in all major areas of Cuyahoga County politics. Stokes was particularly concerned about increasing black influence within the structure of the county Democratic organization, since blacks had been one of the prime contributors to
party success, but had never received benefits commensurate
with their contributions. To facilitate a concerted drive to wring
concessions f1'om party officials, Stokes joined with a number
of prominent Cleveland black politicians to form the TwentyfIrst District Democratic Caucus. The caucus would serve as an
independent force to mobilize black political resources with the
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view toward enhancing the bargaining power of the black community within the Democratic party. Congressman Louis Stokes,
brother of Carl Stokes, was elected chairman of the caucus.
The caucus launched its first assault against the power structure of the county organization at the May 1970 county convention. Seeking to establish a firm foothold in the leadership
hierarchy of the county organization, the caucus recommended
the selection of the black Cleveland councilman George Forbes
as vice-chairman of the County Central Committee. Forbes's
selection was vigorously contested by the Cleveland city council
president James Stanton who accused Forbes of maintaining unswerving loyalty to Mayor Stokes. As an alternative to Forbes,
Stanton recommended Dr. Kenneth Clement, former Stokes campaign manager, who had become an arch foe of the Stokes administration. When the county convention met, Clement was
elected vice-chairman. Stokes issued an immediate denunciation
of the convention proceedings as a farce and an affront to the
mayor of Cleveland because he was not consulted in the selection of party officials. Declaring his independence from the
county organization, Stokes described himself as a "national
Democrat" and said that in the future he would endorse candidates
for public office as mayor of Cleveland not as a party official.
Following Stokes's lead, the Twenty-first District Caucus announced its formal withdrawal from the Cuyahoga County Democratic party. At a meeting held on 23 May, the caucus voted to
forbid its members from holding any office in the Democratic
party organization' or accepting membership in its executive
leadership. Further, the caucus pledged to enter its own slate
of candidates for the November election. Announcement of the
caucus slate in September sent shock waves through Cuyahoga
County politics. Viewed previously as a satellite of the county
party, the caucus struck a crucial blow for independence by
endorsing ten Republicans along with a number of Democrats.
To underscore the fact of independence, the caucus also announced that it was dropping the word "Democratic" from its
name. County party officials were enraged by the endorsement
of Republicans by the caucus and vowed to take revenge against
Stokes, whom they held responsible for the action. Responding
heatedly to the caucus action State Representative Anthony
Russo declared: "I don't see how there can ever be a reconcilia-
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tion with the party. I don't think Mayor Stokes wants to run for
reelection next year with the party endorsement."41 The most
drastic reaction to the caucus came from Cleveland Congressman Charles A. Yanik, who announced that he was withdrawing
his offer to recommend Louis Stokes to the powerful House
Appropriations Committee because Stokes had lost his credentials
as a Democrat in view of caucus endorsement of Republicans.
Yanik's action had the effect of making the split between the
caucus and the county organization permanent. Mayor Stokes
announced that in light of Yanik's decision, he was closing off
all discussions with party officials relative to the return of the
Twenty-first District Caucus back to the Democratic party. In a
strongly worded statement, the caucus echoed Stokes's position,
declaring Yanik's actions as contemptible, and asserting that
it would not be blackmailed into deserting its principles, organization, and unity. "The 21st District Caucus reafirms its independence and rejects Mr. Yanik's conditions."42
Stokes's troubles with the county organization served to reinforce the growing feeling he had that he should not run for reelection in 1971. His revolt from the party organization virtually
guaranteed that his reelection would be an uphill battle. As in
1967 and 1969, his election in 1971 would depend heavily on his
ability to mobilize substantial support in the white community.
However, this time, unlike 1969, there would be no major push
by party officials to open the doors of ward clubs in the white
community. Indeed, party regulations prohibited campaign activities at party meetings by nonendorsed candidates. Without
substanti:ll party support in the white community, Stokes's ability
to pull e 'l1gh votes out of the white community to win reelection was a major question mark.
Beyond electoral considerations was the larger question of
whether or not the rewards of the mayorship in terms of concrete achievements were worth the efforts that would have to be
summoned to win reelection. During his second term, Stokes
found himself at war with practically every major political organization in city government, including the press, the city
council, alld disparate elements in the black community. And a
Humber of searing battles still lay ahead. Rejection of a proposed
tax increase by the voters had left the city in such desperate
straits that a sizable proportion of the city bureaucracy would
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have to be laid off. Stokes did not relish the storm around the
mayor's office that these necessary economies would produce.
These cOll'liderations weighed heavily on Stokes's mind aS,he
contempkkJ his political future in the spring of 1971. His
ultimate decision came as a shock to his frieneb and enemies alike.
In April 1971 Stokes announced that he had decided not to run
for reelection. The official reason given by Stokes for retiring was
his desire to expand his political influence to the national level.
Behind this public position stood the stark reality that Stokes
had come to the conclusion, after months of soul-searching, that
he had gone as far as he could as mayor of Cleveland. Having
labored diligently for four years to bring about major reforms in
city government, Stokes was discouraged by the results. Rather
than endure the mental anguish, personal sacrifice, and physical dangers of mayor for two more years, without a reasonable
prospect for making major improvements, SLakes decided to bow
out.
lt would have been highly uncharacteristic of Stokes to retire
from politics altogether. Having stepped out of the 1971 race,
Stokes assumed the role of back-stage manipulator. In the primary,
he supported James M. Carney, who defeated the city council
president Anthony J. Garofoli in the mayoral race. The general
election witnessed the entrance of Arnold Pinkney, black schoolboard member, as an independent candidate for mayor running
with the support of the Twenty-first District Caucus. Stokes
made the inter~sting move of shifting his support in the general
election from Carney to Pinkney. In a magazine article, Stokes
explained the factors underlying this shift in his political support:
I felt the city was entering a period when there could be no more
change or movement; the need was for someone to hold what we had
won until the mood changed and someone else came along to build
on it. I wanted it to be a Black man. I sought out Arnold Pinkney,
my former administrative assistant, who was then president of the
School Board, and asked him to runYI

Despite an all-out effort in the black community, Stokes was
not able to transfer his political prestige and popularity to Pinkney.
To the surprise of many political observers, the 1971 mayoral
election was won by the Republican candidate Ralph Perk. The
key to Perk's victory was the overwhelming support he received
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in the white community. While whites were voting en bloc for
Perk, blacks were splitting their votes between Pinkney and
Carney. In contrast to Stokes's massive sweep of the black community, Pinkney was able to poll only 75 percent of the black
vote. The other 25 percent was cast for Carney.
Pinkney's inglorious defeat in 1971 marked the end of Carl
Stokes's career in Cleveland politics. Immediately after the election, Stokes hit the speaking circuit, seeking to develop a national
constituency. His quest for national stature culminated at the
1972 National Black Political Convention, where furious efforts
were made by Cleveland delegates to obtain convention endorsement of Stokes for president. This move was quickly deflected by a resolution passed by the convention not to endorse
a candidate for president prior to the Democratic and Republican conventions.
The reelection of Richard Nixon as president in 1972 represented the final event in Stokes's political career. With all viable
options in politics closed to him, Stokes decided to accept an offer
to become anchor man of a local television news program in
New York City. At the time Stokes departed for New York City,
the political future of blacks in Cleveland appeared nearly as dim
as in IH65, when Stokes suddenly emerged to shake the foundations of American urban politics.
EVALUATION OF THE STOKES AND

HATCHE~

ADMINISTRATIONS

The trials and triumphs of the Stokes and Hatcher administrations discussed above point to both the possibilities and the
limitations of the electoral process as an instrument of power for
the black community. That the election of black mayors in Cleveland and Gary has made a difference in the lives of black citizens
in these cities is beyond dispute. Reforms in the city bureaucracy introduced by Stokes and Hatcher produced substantial
improvement~ in the housekeeping functions of city government.
These improvements resulted in savings totaling millions of dollars in public funds. H Reforms of this sort laid the basis for a
significant reordering of the priorities of city government. Stokes
and Hatcher attempted more vigorously than had any previous
mayors to harness available resources and direct them toward
the alleviation of poverty and hopelessness in the black community.

In Cleveland, under Mayor Stokes, this vigorous search for
resources resulted in the construction of an unprecedented number of public-housing units for the black poor, the establishment
of day-care centers and health clinics in the black community,
the generation of seed money to establish businesses owned and
operated by blacks, and many other important benefits. Similarly, in Gary, under Mayor Hatcher, the first public housing
was built since the Korean war; programs to attack problems in
the areas of employment, drug abuse, and health were launched;
and poverty funds previously centralized in the county were
transferred into the economy of the central city. In both cities
blacks were hired in significant numbers for the first time in
supervisory and skilled jobs in city government. The entrance of
blacks into the city bureaucracy in professional capacities resulted in the generation of millions of dollars in additional revenue for the black community. For example, before Stokes took
office in Cleveland, few. blacks were employed by the city government. T'b,)se who were on the city payroll usually held menial,
low-payinl.; lJositions. When Stokes took office, he made the establishment of an effective affirmative-action program to recruit
talented minorities into city employment one of the priority goals
of his administration. Over a period of four years he was able to
dramatically reverse the pattern of black exclusion. During this
period more than 270 minority individuals-most of them black
-were hired in high-level, professional positions. The annual
aggregate income of these new city employees was more than
$3 million.45 Similar programs were adopted in both cities to
facilitate competitive bidding by black firms for city contracts.
1'he resulting increase in the profits of black businesses had an
appreciable affect on the social and economic condition of many
blacks in Cleveland and Gary. In general, the economic benefits
that Stokes and Hatcher were able to transfer to the black community had the effect of lifting many blacks into the middle
class, and paving the way for the forging of new career opportunities for blacks with training, skill, and initiative.
Perhaps as important as the tangible benefits were the
psycholobrical rewards. The aggressive attempt by Stokes and
Hatcher to root out the underlying causes of black poverty had
the latent consequence of diminishing black distrust of city
government. These efforts stood out as incontrovertible proof that
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a black mayor could be trusted not to forsake his race once he assumed office. Moreover, they provided impressive evidence that
the black community could expect to receive greater sympathetic
understanding from a black mayor than from a white mayor,
Irrespective of his ideological inclinations.
Stokes and Hatcher were also important symbols of black
wide and achievement. Their political exploits were vicariously
,~~hared by masses of blacks who looked upon them as the
quintessence of the successful and effective community leader.
Feelings of racial pride produced by the election of black mayors
tend to be especially strong among black youth. Commenting on
I, his phenomenon one black respondent in Gary observed:
Mayor Hatcher't; election hat; taught black youngsters one important
thing: the only thing standing between my being mayor or fire
('11 iet' (,r city engineer or city attorney is education. If I can get the
education J can get the job. The proof of the pudding is in the tasting.
I don't believe my son can be president until I see a black president.
I can't encourage my son to be [Pret;ident] Johnt;on because Johnson
it; whitl~. But I can encourage him to be Hichard Hatcher because
Hatcher it; black-and we tried to get the blackest one we could find
so white folks couldn't claim him.

Although the accomplishments of the Stokes and Hatcher administrations are undeniably important, they have not been
I!nollgh to ignite the process of decolonization in the black community. One crucial aspect of sllch a process would be black
control over major public and private institutions in the city and
county, and the utilization of the resources of these institutions
to place the management of social, economic, and political matters affecting the black community in black hands. No such
dHlnge in the power position of the black community in Cleveland and Gary has begun to emerge. Nearly a decade after the first
successful mass mobilization of blacks in the electoral process,
the power structure of' both cities remains overwhelmingly white.
Few blacks own major businesses in the downtown area or play
major roles in the operation of such establishments. Banks, department stores, automobile agencies, insurance companies,
indeed all moneymaking institutions of great significance, are
,;till managed and controlled by white suburbanites. In Gary,
U.S. Steel stands as a corporate giant, absorbing the labor of the
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black community, despoiling the environment, and causing
irreparable injury to health, yet beyond the effective economic
and political control of the black city administration:1Ii Consequently, blacks remain concentrated in semiskilled positions in
the corporation, and major ccrporate profits flow out of Gary
into the accounts of company officials in Pittsburgh and stockholders across America, The Cleveland Browns football team
constitutes another corporate enterprise heavily dependent upon
black labor. Yet black interest in the team is almost purely
athletic not financial. Black participation in corporate profitsharing-as in the case of U.S. Steel in Gary-is minuscule.
Colonial economic relations remain fixed. Stokes did much to
assist the development of small businesses in Cleveland; however, the larger imperative of black expansion into the corporate structure represented the kind of political issue that lay
far beyond the competence of his administration.
In no area where substantial power to influence the distribution of resources in Cleveland and Gary resides are blacks adequately represented. Blacks in both cities are most heavily
represented in city governments; but even in this area it is clear
that black visibility greatly surpasses black power:l ?
Outside the central city, black representation and influence
have not been significantly broadened by the election of black
mayors in Cleveland and Gary. County government remains a
sacred white preserve, and blacks continue to have only token
representation (and practically no influence) at the state level.
The impact of black power in the city has therefore been substantially diluted by countervailing powers exercised by whites
in control of important state and county agencies.
Underlying the absence of adequate black representation and
influence has been the failure of Stokes and Hatcher to institutionalize black power by building permanent bases of black
political ~;L(ength in the black community. Hatcher had a golden
opportunil: after the 1967 election to weld the black community
into a cohesive political machine that could control elections and
make demands on party of1icials for significant representation
at all levels of the party structure. A calculated decision was made
not to move.in this direction; as a consequence, the black
community remained unorganized for political purposes in the
interim between elections.
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The push by Stokes to consolidate power in the black community after the 1969 election is precisely the kind of effort
that must be made if progress toward the institutionalization of
black power is to be achieved. The Stokes experience serves to
highlight the fact that this process will be fraught with tension
and frustration. Party officials will not readily accede to demands
by independent black political organizations like the Twenty-first
District Caucus for representation and influence. The struggle for
power is likely to be quite protracted, requiring a high degree of
discipline 'lnd commitment on the part of black leaders and their
constituc;. ;::;. It has been the absence of such sustained discipline
and commitment that has rendered the Twenty-first District
Caucus in Cleveland largely ineffective as an instrument of power
in recent times, much of its potential diluted by internal feuding
among the top leadership. It is hoped that future generations of
black politicians will be able to avoid the pitfalls that have so
shattered the black political movements begun so auspiciously
in Cleveland and Gary in 1967.

1, This position is mOi:lt often voiced by whites as an argument against extralegal black protest. Moderate and conservative black leaders have also warmly
ellloraced the thesis of the primacy of electoral politics. Perhaps the most
articulate moderate black spokesman on this point is Bayard Rustin who, in a
widely read at-ticle published in 19()5, called for the mobilization of the black
vote in the following terms: "The urhan Negro vote will grow in importance in
the cuming yean;. If there is anythillg positive in the spread of the ghetto, it is
the potential political power bases thus created, and to realize this potential is
olle of the most challenging and urgent tasks before the civil rights movement.
I f the lIlovement can wrest leadership uf the ghetto vote from machines, it
will have acquired an organized constitutency such as other majur groups in our
nociely now have," Bayard Hustin, "From Protest to Politics: The Future of Civil
Hights Muvement," in Black Liberation Politics: A Reader, ed. Edward Greer
(HUnton: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1971), p. 250. Black nationalists also generally
include success at t.he ballot bux as a crucial element in their program for comIllunity control and institutional reform, Sec, for example, Stokely Carmichael
and Charles V, Hamilton, Wack Power (New York: Vintage Books, 19(7), chap. 2.
:.!. (~uoted in Newsweek, :.l August 1970,
:1. Haymond S. Franklin and Solomon Resnik, The Political Economy of Racism
(New York: Ilolt, l{inehart and Winston, Inc., 197:l), p. 211.
.1. Ibid" p. :.! 15.
5. For example, the political balle established through the numerical concentration of blacks in central cities is now being seriously threatened by federal pressure
for metropolitan government.
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6. This issue eventually lead to the resignation of Hilbert Bradley, long-time
. civil rights activist. all Hatcher's city attorney.
7. Cleveland Press, 23 May 1968.
B. One aolution to the problem of bureaucratic resistance, of course. is the
substitution of black workers for white. In both Cleveland and Gary. however.
changes in the racial composition of the city bureaucracy were stifled by civil
service regulationll as well as political considerations. Given the anxieties aroused
in the white community by the 1967 mayoral elections, neither Stokell nor
Hatcher believed he could afford to further alienate whites by attempting to
remove white workers en masse from the city bureaucracy. Given the exclusion
of blacks from the city bureaucracy in the pallt, a mallsive substitution of whitell
by blackll would 'have also meant a substantial reduction in the quality of city
services until such time as blacks gained the necessary experience to perform
their job assignments efficiently and effectively.
9. Specifically, White complained that he was not consulted until the lallt
minute abo::lt legal aspects of a proposed utilitiell building on Lakellide Avenue.
Further, he expressed dismay that he was not consulted on the appointment of a
chief counsel nor informed of legal detailll surrounding a multimillion dollar
agreement with the airlines for improving Cleveland Hopkins Airport.
10. Cleveland Press, 6 May 1969.
11. Cleveland Plain Dealer, 12 September 1969.
12. Cleveland Press. 3 February 1970.
13. In August 196B. six hundred members of the Cleveland Fraternal Order of
Police passed a resolution calling for McManamoll's resignation because of what
they viewed as his mishandling of the Glenville incident.
14. The seven individuals and institutions on Stokes's list were: The Cleveland
Council of Churches; the Cleveland Call and Post; the Friendly Inn Settlement
House; Harllel Jones (leader of Afro-Sel); Rev. Baxter IIill (director of Pride, Inc.);
the Rev. Arthur Lemon (director, Cleveland Community Relations Board); and the
United Committee to Combat Fascism.
15. Cleveland Plain Dealer, 29 July 1970.
16. For a complete listing of these ollicialll and a brief description of the
factors surrounding their departures, see the Cleveland Plain Dealer, 29 July 1970.
17. After a long and controversial trial, Evans wall convicted and sentenced to
death.
lB. A black janitor in the building was later found dead.
19. Cleveland Press. 14 August 196B.
20. Louis H. Masotti and Jerome R. Corsi, Shoot-Ollt in Cleveland (New York,
Frederick A. Praeger. 1969), p. 108.
21. As a case in point, in March 1969, the council vetoed administration legilllation that would have greatly improved Gary's housing crisis by permitting private
developerll to build 590 low-cost housing units in the Miller area.
22. Marshal Frady, "Gary. Indiana," Harper's, August 1969, p. 39.
23. The solidarity of the white bloc was broken to SOllle extent in 1970 when
two white councilmen joined with eight blacks to form a rebel Democratic caucus
within the council.
24. One of Stokes most vocal critics was black councilman Leo Jackson, representing Ward 24. Jackson frequently complained of the rising crime rate in the
black community and chided Stokes for his tolerant attitude toward black militantll.
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25. To override a mayoral veto by two-thirds majority, white majority
councilmen had to receive the aSl:listance of members of the black minority.
Under ordinary circumstances black councilmen were unwilling to join with the
dominant white faction to override a Stokes veto. On the importance of Stokes's
veto power, l:Iee Kenneth R. Greene, "Overt ISl:lue Conflict on the Cleveland City
Council: 1970-1971" (paper delivered at the annual lneeting uf the American
Political Science Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1973), p. 12.
:W. Clelle/and Press, 14 May 1968.
27. Ibid., 17 June 1969.
28. Clelle/and Plain Dealer, 26 June 1970.
29. Among the federal grantl:l received by Hatcher in 1968 were $4 million
to complete Gary's Midtown Wel:lt urban renewal project, $4_8 million for the
initiation of a renewal program in Gary's Small Farms area, and $l.3 million to
el:ltablil:lh a comprehensive model cities program.
30. See Cleveland Press, 27 November 1969.
31. Thil:l point il:l establil:lhed fIrmly in our formal interviews and private
conversations with blacks in Cleveland and Gary. For an al:lsel:lsment of Hatcher's
popularity in the hlack community, see Sheldon Stryker, "The Urban Scene:
Obl:lervationl:l from Recent Research," addrel:ll:l to the College of Artl:l and Sciences,
Alumni Inl:ltitute, Indiana University, 6 June 1969.
:12. Thil:l unattrihuted quotation il:l derived from interviewl:I conducted in Gary,
Indiana, by the authors.
3:1. For a detailed discussion of the pOl:ltelection breach between Hatcher and
his campaign volunteerl:l, see William E. Nelson, Jr., Black Politics in Gary:
Problems llnd Pruspects (Washington, D.C.: Joint Center for Political Studiel:l,
1972).
:l.t. Samuel Lubell, "Negroel:l are Proud of Stokes' Record," Cleveland Press,
17 October 1})69.

35. The reaction of blacks to the Glen Park disannexation movement was
mixed. Some responded angrily, considering it an inl:lult that when a black mayor
takel:l over whites make planl:l to l:Ieparate from the city. Hatcher denounced
the movement as a new "apartheid" and accused its leaders of "murdering" the
city. Oth., 'lacks, howevcr, took the position that if whites wanted to leave,
hlacks sh,.' let them-that Batchcr should not occupy himself attempting to
pacify bigots wearing track shoes. Some even wryly suggested that if Glen Park
separated, the city of Gary should disconnect the sewers at the border line and
chargc toll fevs for Glen Purk whites who would have to drive through the heart
of the city to get to their job::; at U.S. Steel.
:ili. Interview with Mayor Richard G. Hatcher, 7 January 1969.
:n. See Nelson, Black Pu/itics in Gary, pp. 30-3l.
:IH. This impression was greutiy magnified by a rumor that spread through
the black community that Williums had tried to withdraw from the race but was
slapped and forbidden to do so by machine boss George Chacharis. Although
the truth of I he rumor was highly questionable, many blacks apparently believed
it. Hatcher sought to capitalize on the rumor by promoting the campaign theme
"unbought, ullbossed, and unslapped."
:19. Stokes in fael came to expect that the Growth Association would perform
this functioll uutomaticully. Thus when the Growth Association failed to become
actively involved in his light to cstuhlish public housing on Cleveland's Westside,
Stukes wrote its president a letter upbraiding the organization for refusing to
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"come to ~j'ril'd with the gut issues of the central city." See the Cleueland 'Plain
Dealer, 28 ,It, iy 1970.
40. Stokes was able to generate sufficient support in the white community to
turn back strong challenges from "law and order" white candidates in the 1969
primary and general elections. A close analysis of the Hl69 campaign clearly
reveals, however, that much of Stokes's success in the white community was
attributable to the ofticial endorsement he received from the Cuyahoga County
Democratic party.
41. Cleveland Plain Dealer, 29 September 1970.
42. Cleveland Press, 16 December 1970.
43. "Why Carl Stokes Quit Cleveland," Ebony, November 197:1, p. 134.
44. For example, one newspaper account in 1970 suggested that reforms in
bidding practices before the Gary Board of Works made by Hatcher had resulted
in revenue savings of approximately $600,000 a year. See Gary Post-Tribune,
29 August 1970.
.

45. For a listing of these individuals, their job titles, and salaries, see the
document published by the Stokel:l administration entitled, Meaningful Minority
Employment (Cleveland: Office of the Mayor, 1971).
46. An interesting account of the autonomous position occupied by U.S. Steel
in Gary is Edward Greer, "Limits of Black Mayoral Hefol'm in Gary: Air Pollution
and Corporate Power," paper delivered at the annual meeting of the American
Political Science Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, ID7:t
.47. In Cleveland, the election of a conservative white mayor in 1971 has
substantially reduced even the symbolic presence of blacks ill major administrative positions in city government.
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Introduction
The central figure in urban politics is the mayor. In most cities, the mayor
plays a major role in setting the tone of politics. Indeed, even when the
formal powers of the ot'lke are circumscribed, the mayor usually has a
prominent role in establishing policy priorities, in budgeting, and in appointing individuals to city offices and commissions. Thus the mayor can
make at least a moderate amollnt of difference in the city's political environment and the types of policies adopted.
For the past several decades, racial conflict has been one of the most
pressing problems of American cities. City mayors have often played
important parts in cooling or aggravating racial tensions. Mayors have
taken a variety of stances, from advocating hold-the-Iine segregationist
policies at one extreme to encollraging racial harmony and equality at the
other. In recent years, of course, few mayors anywhere have overtly
endorsed segreg~ltion. Virtually all municipal officials now at least verbalize agreement with the goal of improving conditions for blacks. Of
course, there is a profound difference between endorsing black progress
[lOd actually working to develop favorable policies, and gross variations
still exist in the commitment of mayors to racial equality.
Until the late 1960s, the mayoral contest in most American communities was among whites--candidates were differentiated by their policy stands, but rarely by their skin color. In 1967, however, Richard
Hatcher of Gary, Indiana, and Carl Stokes of Cleveland, both black men,
were elected to mayoral seats. Blacks in these and other municipalities
came to believe that they could move toward resolving pressing urban
issues by electing someone of their own race. The success of black
mayors in dealing with such issues will be addressed later in the book,
but, however well or poorly they fared in altering public policy, the symbolic importancc of black mayors cannot be denied. Indeed, this symbolic
value may have increased as black mayors have been elected with reasonable frequcncy during the past ten years.
Growth in the number of black mayors has been slow but significant. By
19n, nearly 10 percent of our 264 cities had black mayors, a figure
essentially unchanged froIll 1975, but one that represents a significant
increase from 1972 (7 percenl) and 1970 (4 percent). Overall, nearly 16
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percent of these cities had a black mayor at some time between 1970 and
1978. Since the black population in these cities was about 25 percent, in
1978 blacks held mayoral posts at about 40 percent of the rate one might
expect by chance alone (i.e, 10 percent black mayors/25 percent black
population=40 percent). While far from directly proportional, this does
represent a dramatic increase over the 16 percent proportionality rale of
1970. The absence of change in the rate of blacks winning mayoral elec. lions between 1975 and 1978 may indicate that the period of rapid growth
among ·black mayors h~s ended. It is too early to draw firm conclusions,
and only time will allow us to determine whether 1975-78 ret1ected a
temporary pause or a halt in the increase of black mayors. It is of some
interest to note that all black mayors in these cities in 1978 were male;
black females were conspicuously absent (Karnig and Welch 1979).
Unlike the systematic research on which urban settings are most conducive to the election of black city council members, little work has been
done in connection with black mayors. The one example of large-scale
comparative research on black mayors (Marshall and Meyer, 1975) was
able to explain only about 10 percent of the variation in the presence of
black mayors during 1960-71. The researchers' conclusions are limited by
the use of a long time frame (the types of cities electing black mayors
probably changed radically during that twelve-year period), by the inclusion of vice-mayors with mayors, and by the use of only socioeconomic
and demographic predictor variables. They did find, however, that the
existence of black mayors is affected by such factors as black income,
education, and occupational status relative to whites; region; and proportion of blacks in city population. Theirs was an important first step,
but a full analysis would include other factors.
Among these factors are our four categories of potentially significaht
variables: white population and demographic factors; educational, organizational, income, size, communication, and protest resources of the
black popUlation; political and election characteristics of the city; and
federal antipoverty funds injected into the community in the lat~1960s
through the War on Poverty and Model Cities programs. Using these
same factors, we will analyze the presence and success of black mayoral
candidates. Examining black candidates, which has not so far been done,
seems essential in understanding black officeholding. The obvious prerequisite for electing a black mayor is a black candidate. If blacks are not
elected mayor, it could be because blacks are simply not recruited (or
self-recruited) to bec0lllJ\..<;andidates or because black candidates are not
elected by the citywide constituency.
Of the cities for which we have data, only 27 percent had black candidates in their last mayoral election before 1975, and only 7 percent (13
cities) had more than one black candidate. Overall, blacks averaged
9.4 percent of all the candidates running for mayor. This percentage,
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These indexes are imperfect, ilJecause they do not tell us whether blacks
were "serious" candidates-that is, whether they mounted a "real"
campaign and received a substantial number of votes. Especially where we
have many black candidates (or many total candidates of both races, for
that matter), we can assume that not all of them were serious contenders.
Yet our measures do tell us something useful about the willingness and
ability of blacks in various cities to enter citywide political contests. As
we shall see later, there are in fact some key ditre'rences between cities on
this important variable.
'
Our presentation is divided into 'two parts. First, we display simple
frequencies to pinpoint the kinds of cities that black mayors and black
candidates come from. We will compare our black mayoral and candidate
variables on each of the independent variables, organizing our discussion
around the four categories of variables discllssed earlier and describing
the incidence of black mayors and candidates in the various types of
cities. This mode of analysis is especially helpful in answering the question, What kinds of cities nominate and elect black mayors? These tabular
displays will also provide preliminary indications of what factors may
significantly influence black mayoral candidacy and success. In the second part of our presentation we try to reach some conclusions about
which relationships are spurious and which are not. Although it is impossible to completely determine causal patterns, we will use multiple
regression to sort out variables whose influence seems to be strong even
when other factors are held constant.

then, indicates that the representation ratio for blacks as candidates was
only 0040, almost identical to the representation ratio for blacks as
mayors. Thus, blacks are represented equally as candidates and as
mayors. This may suggest that blacks have about the same chance of
election as whites once they become candidates for office.
The evidence thus seems to indicate that the chief obstacle to the election of black mayors is encountered before formal candidacy. Our data do
not allow LIS to judge whether no qualified blacks are interested in the
post, whdher interested blacks simply anticipate defeat and therefore do
not seek the office, whether they do not possess satisfactory resources to
vie with whites in gaIning candidacy, or whether racist practices by
political parties or by the electorate in primaries operate to exclude black
candidates. It is possible that all these processes work to limit black
candiLiates. But once blacks become mayoral candidates, their opportunities for victory are roughly equivalent to those of whites who have become forlnal candidates.
Only a minority of cities have had black mayoral candidates, let alone
black mayors. Are black candidates and mayors likely to come from cities
of a particular demographic category, region, political structure, or type of
black community? Or are they more or less randomly distributed among
cities with at least a modest share of blacks? In answering these questions,
we can help to predict the kinds of communities likely to continue electing
black mayors.

!

Data and ProceLiures
The independent variables were described in chapter 2. The dependent
variables are several. First, we have data on the number and location of
black mayors holding office in 1970, 1972, 1975, and 197&-a rather comprehensive account of black mayoral presence in United States cities in
recent years. We examined each year separately, then aggregated the
years so that a city had a score of I if it had a black mayor during any of
the years under analysis, 0 if it did not. By examining each year separately, then all years together, we can see whether aggregating black
mayoral presence over a longer time span adds to our knowledge of what
city characteristics promote the election of black mayors.
The data on blacks as candidates pertain to 1974-75 elections. In all.
184 of the 264 cities over 25,000 that were at least 10 percent black had a
mayoral contest in those elections. We examined two indicators of black
candidacy. First, we created a dichotomous variable to indicate the presence of any black candidate. Then, for cities with black candidates
(N "" 54). we analyzed the differences between those communities where
blacks won the mayoralty and those where they were unsuccessful.

Black Candidates and Mayors: A Descriptive Analysis
Becoming a candidate is the first formal step in the process of' being
elected to office. Among most American cities, there are three common
methods of candidate nomination, determined by city statutes or state
laws. One can file for the race as an individual, be nominated by a political
party, or collect enough signatures on a nominHting petition~In only !l ,01
handful of cities is the process accomplished in some other fashion. Individual filing is the most common path in these 264 cities.
Even where the candidate needs no formal group endorsement, becoming a candidate usually involves being asked to run or at least obtaining
pledges of support from friends, associates, and perhaps others (Seligman
et al. 1974). The decision to seek elective office is almost always made in a
social context: it is rare for H candidate to run in isolation from any
organized or ad hocgr~uping. Therefore it is important to examine black
candidacies in terms of potential environmental resources. A reasonable
person knows that an election campaign takes time and money; before
spending that time and money, he or she must believe there is some
~
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possibility of election. So it is important for the candidate, as well as the
researcher, to survey the community resources and conditions that might
intluence his chances of success.
The factors actually promoting the success of a black candidate may in
some cases, but not all, mirror those encouraging the candidacy itself. To
win a citywide race, a black candidate usually must have resources that
reach beyond the black community. If a city is dominated by whites,
numerically or otherwise, then at least some support must come from the
white community, ordinarily from its more "liberal" elements. We would
therefore expect to find slightly different correlates of black success than
of black candidacies. Further, the election of ~ black mayor can be thought
of as the joint product of the conditiolls that cause blacks to be nominated
(or to choose to run) and those that affect their chance of election once they
are candidates.
White Populatio/l J)l'l1Iogrtlphic Factors

We will first examine the association between black candidacy and general demographic and white population factors. Table 5 indicates that few of
these factors are related to the incidence of black candidacy. One exception is the regional location of the city. As predicted, black candidates
are less frequent in the South (24 percent of all southern cities) than in the
Midwest and especially the West.
The Northeast also has a relatively small number of black candidates
compared with other regions outside the South. This low number of northeastern candidacies (23 percent of northeastern cities) is consistent with
Robinson and Dye's (1978) study of black council members. The low
candidacy score has developed even though blacks in the Northeast have
the reSOlil':es that would enable them to participate more effectively in
electorai I,dlitics: large black communities with relatively high socioeconomic resources. We will explore this puzzle in more detail in the mul·
tivariate analysis.
Moreover, black candidates tend to be generally more successful in the
West and Midwest, winning 58 percent and 33 percent respectively of the
races in which blacks are candidates. In the South and Northeast, black
candidate success rates are only 17 percent and 25 percent. Since regional
location i~ strongly related to the presence of black candidates and modestly related to their success, it follows that the presence of black mayors
is also associated with region. In fact, the effect is similar, with the
Northeast occupying roughly the same position as the South, while the
Midwest and West tend to elect more black mayors (table 6). Only 10
percent of the southern and northeastern cities had a black mayor at any
time during the 1970s. Yet, in the Midwest and 'West, approximately
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Table 5
Black Mayoral Candidacy and While Populalion 'lOd Demographic Faclors

White Population
.lOd Demographic Faclors

Proportion of
Cities Having
a Black
Candidate

Black
Candida Ie
Success·

.24
.23
.28
.75*

.17
,25
.58
.33

.23
.22
.31
.39

.24
.33
.44
.14

.25
.27
.29
.00

.33
.15
.50*

.20
.33

.33

.22
.31
.40

.31
.30
.19

.21
.37
.36

.27

.31

Region
Soulh (95)b
Northeast (35)
Midwest (43)
Wesl (8)
Populalion size
25,000-49,999 (73)
50,000-99,999 (41)
100,000-499,999 (52)
500,000 and over (18)
Medilln white income
Less than $8.000 (12)
$8,000-$9,999 (95)
$10,000-$12,499 (70)
12,500 and over (7)
Percenlage foreign-born
0-9 (90)
10-29.9 (60)
30 and over (33)
Percenlage in educalional services
0-6.9 (61)
7-9.9 (64)
10 and over (59)
Overall mean
"Based only on cilies wilh black candidales (N=54).
b( )=N for each category.

"The relationship belween black candidacies and Ihe demographic faclor could be considered
stalislically significant al the .05 level. Si"nce we do nol have whal is, slriclly speaking, a
sample (in mosl cases it is a universe of a defined sci of cilies alone point in lime), two
interpretalions of this level of significance may be considered. Firsl, one might w.;yJt to view.
Ihose relationships Ihat are slarred as simply strong relalionships by some defined crilerion. 'i
Others might choose to view our universe of cilies as a sample of cilies across lime and
therefore inlerpret a relationship that is significant al .05 more traditionallY-lhat the
sample will refiect Irue relalionships in Ihe popUlation from which it was drawn 95 oul of
100 limes.

one-third of the municipalities had chosen a black to be mayor at least
once in the decade.
No consistent relat~ships with black candidacies appear among the
other white popUlation and demographic indicators. City size shows no
clear pattern. Surprisingly, the income level of whites also appears to
have no effect. The richest communities do show fewer black candidates
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city, the more likely the city is to have a black mayor. There are several
reasonable explanations for this finding. First, it may be that recent immigrants are not more antiblack than are others. Percentage foreign-born is
an imperfect measure of ethnic competition. Ethnic identification persists
beyond the first generation, and the political strength of an ethnic population may increase as its proportion of first-generation ethnics decreases,
because the ethnic group becomes acculturateU to American politics .
Third, the percentage foreign-born includes a small number of Spanishspeaking immigrants from Mexico and Cuba. Although this population
is not necessarily supportive of black candidates (see Hahn Klingman,
and Pachon 1976), its position as a minority is quite unlike that of Eastern and Southern European ethnics. Spanish-speaking immigrants do
not have the political muscle that Eastern European ethnics possess in
many cities and therefore probably do not provide the political competition to blacks that the other groups do. Finally, cities with large ethnic
populations are generally not southern, and thus these ethnics may be
more supportive of black election than are whites in southern cities .
As with black candidacies, the percentage employed in education, city
size, and white income appear unrelated to the presence of black mayors.
Since these and other variables are associated with the percentage black
in a city, we will withhold generalizations until the multivariate analysis.

or Black Mayors and White Population and Demographic Factors

--------White Population
and D.:mographic Factors
Rcgion
South a (l2~)
NOrlhcast (50)
Midwest (163)
Wc,t (19)
Population sizc
25,OO0--50,OllO (10~)
50,OllO-l)9.99<) (61)
100. 0()(}-4 9l) ,99<) (73)
SOO.OOO and over (20)
Median whitc income
Less than $8,000 (13)
$8,OOn-$9,999 (135)
$10.000-$12,499 (107)
$12.500 and ov.:r (9)
Percentage foreign-born
0--9.9 (121)
10--29.9 (79)
30 and over (63)
Percentage in educational services
0--6.9 (84)
7-9.9 (118)
10 and over (57)
Overall mean
._------_.

1970

1972

1975

1978

Ever Had,
1970-78

.11

.()2
.04
.19
.11*

.()4
.08
.18
.21*

.06
.04
.16
.26*

.10
.10
.31
.37*

.05
.05
.01
.05

.07
.08
.08
.00

.08
.12
.11

.17

.10

.07
.11
.10
.15

.00
.02
.06
.11

.08
.06
.09
.00

.08
.07
.15
.00*

.15
.07
.12
.00

.00
.05

.03

.10'

.\0*

.04
.13
.18*

.05
.11
.16

.09
.24
.22*

.03
.05
.03

.06
.08
.07

.10
.10
.10

.11
.11

.17
.16

.06

.17

.04

.07

.10

.10

.17

.I)Oh
.()4
.O~

.13
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.19
.14
.20
.15
.13
.22

.11

Federal Antipoverty Efforts

We hypothesized that cities that had substantial federal antipoverty programs in the 1960s would be the most likely to have black candidates and
mayors. There is some evidence that these antipoverty efforts stimulated
the development of a black leadership cadre that later could be tU~lled
toward electoral politics (Eisinger 1978; Moynihan 1969). To look for this
effect, we recorded whether the city participated in the Community Action program (CAP), the Neighborhood Youth Corps program, and the
Model Cities program. We also assessed the amount of federal poverty aid
going into the city in one of the early, more prosperous ye,lrS- of the :;
programs (1966). The factor we thought would have the most influence in
stimulating black leadership formation was the presence of CAP agencies.
However, when we examine table 7, we find that Model Cities and Neighborhood Youth Corps programs are most strongly related to the presence
and success of black candidates. For example, roughly twice as many
communities with Model Cities programs had a black candidate (39 to 21
percent); black candi~es in these cities won at a robust rate of 46 percent, whereas black mayoral candidates in municipalities With no Model
Cities experience won at only 18 percent. Neither candidate presence nor
success is apparently linked to participation in CAPs. These patterns are
also reflected in our data on black mayors. The incidence of black mayors

for each catcgory.
"The ligures are the propol1ion of cities in each category that have had black mayors.

a( ) = N

'P"" .05. See table 5.

than the other cities, but the number of cities with affluent whites is very
small, and, in any case, there are apt to be few blacks in wealthy white
cities. Contrary to our expectation, municipalities with the lowest percentage; of foreign-born residents have fewer black candidates than other
cities, though there is no difference between communities with moderate
and high percentages of foreign-born residents. One explanation for this is
that the cities with fewer foreign-born residents are more likely to be
southern cities-those treating blacks least well. Finally, cities with large
educational establishments seem to have fewer black candidates, contrary
to our hypothesis. It may be that this too reflects the relatively small
percentage of blacks in these cities.
The relationships are only slightly different for the presence of black
mayors. The association between black mayors and percentage foreignborn is the reverse of what we expected: the //lore foreign-born in the
I
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is strongly tied to Model Cities participation, very weakly related to
Neighborhood Youth Corps participation, and not related at all to the
presence of CAP agencies.
Table 7
Black May,,, "I Candidacy and Federal Antipoverty Efforts

Federal Antipoverty
Programs and Funds

Proportion of
Cities Having
a Black
Candidate

Black
Candidate
Success·

,27
.26

.29
.32

.35
.21*

.37
.22

Community Action program
Present (104)
Absent (110)
Neighborhood Youth Corps
I're~ent

(711";

Absent (106)
Model Cities
Present (56)
Absent (1211)
Total antipoverty funds, 1966
0(611)
$1-20,000 (33)
$20,001-70,000 (30)
$70,001 and over (52)

Per capita alllipoverty funds, 1966
0(24)
$1-$149 (32)
$150--$649 (62)
$650 and over (4H)

.39.21

.40
.24
.19
.23
.12
.29
.26
.31

.46'
.18

,

.\3
.30
.43
.33
.17
.29
.31
.40

"Ba"ed only on cities with black c'undidates (N =54).
,05. For explanation see note to table 5.

P~':

As table 8 shows, black mayors are as apt to be found in cities with or
without CAPs and Neighborhood Youth Corps programs. About 16 to 18
percent of cities of either kind have had a black mayor. In contrast
roughly twice as many Model Cities communities (27 percent) have
elected black mayors as municipalities without this program (13 percent).
Whether this relationship is real or is spuriously produced because cities
chosen for Model Cities programs have large black populations will be
explored in the multivariate analysis.
The presence and the success of black candidates are also associated
with the amount of per capita poverty money spent in the city. Although
these relationships are not statistically significant, they are in the predicted direction. However, the antipovelty measures have only negligible
effect on the presence of black mayors.
We can conclude, then, that cities that had more antipoverty resources in
the 1960s, particularly Model Cities and Neighborhood Youth Corps pro-

Dlack Mayors

Table 8
Presence of Black Mayors and Federal Antipovel1y Efforts
Federal Antipoverty
Programs and Funds
Community Action program
Present (139)
Absent (125)
Neighborhood Youth Corps
Present (107)
Absent (157)
Model Cities
Present (75)
Absent (187)
Total antipoverty funds, 1966
0(33)
$1-$100,000 (96)
$200,001-$700,000 (46)
$700,001 and over (63)
Per capita antipoverty funds, 1966
$0 (33)
$0---$149 (47)
$150-$649 (91)
$650 and over (61)

I

1970

1972

1975

1978

Ever Had,
1970-78

.04"
.04

.07
.07

.10
.10

.09
.10

.16
.18

.05
.03

.08
.07

.12
.08

.11
.08

.18
.16

.07.03

.12'
.05

.19'
.06

.19"
.06

.27'
.13

.03

.09
.09

.09
:04
.07
.10

.06

.12
.15
.15
.21

.04
.04

.04

.03

.14

.03
.06
.03
.03

.09
.06
.05
.08

.09.
.09
.OS

.13

.09
.02
.17'

.06
.11
.06
.16

.12
.17
.14
.20

IYfhe figures are the proportion of cities in each category that have had black mayors .
*p ...05. For explanation, see note to Hlble 5.

grams, subsequently have had more black candidates as well as more
successful black candidates, and hence a higher probability of having a
black mayor. Apparently this positive effect has persisted beyond the
immediate infusion of funds. Whether the antipoverty money caused the
proliferation of black candidates and their success is a question we 'will
turn to in the multivariate analysis later in the chapter.

Political and Election Rilles
If we shift our attention from federal antipoverty efforts to the"political.
characteristics of cities, we find the relationships with black electoral ac- '4
tivity much less strong. For example, neither mayor-council nor citymanager communities are significantly more likely to have black candidates. Black candidates do seem to be somewhat more successful in
council-manager systems (table 9), though this pattern is not reflected in
black mayoral presence (table 10). Despite the findings that mayor-council
cities produce polic~ more in accord with minority needs (e.g.,
Lineberry and Fowler 1967), mayor-council systems do not appear to
increase the election of black mayors. Indeed, during 1970-78, only 13
percent of such communities had a black mayor, whereas 18 percent of
the commission cities and 20 percent of those with manager systems have
had a black mayor during the 1970s.

~
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.21
.33*

.25
,33

,30
.25
.27

.14
.37
.30

.20
:31*

.23
.33

,25
.19
. 24
.37

.38
.20
.08
.47

hypothesized that simultaneous races would foster more black mayors,
because simultaneous elections encourage turnout, which in turn might
stimulate black voting. However, it appears that the timing of these elec~
tions is irrelevant to black activity or success.
Table 9 indicates that there are more black candidates when the
mayor's term of office is four years than when the term is shorter. Given
the relatively low economic status of blacks, it may be that potential black
candidates would not want to sacrifice economic security for the possibility of only a two-year term. Further, as noted above, longer terms of
office are more attractive for several reasons. In general, there should be
more candidates of both races when the mayor's office is more desirable.
This reasoning is further supported by the lack of a relationship between
term of office and either success for black candidates or the presence of
black mayors. We would not expect term of office to enter into voter
calculations, at least not in ways favoring black candidates. In fact, it
appears that voters are somewhat more likely to favor blacks when the
term is two years instead offour, suggesting that they are more willing to
"take a chance" on a black mayor if the term if brief.
We developed a similar hypothesis concerning mayoral salary. We

.29
.27

.30
.32

Table 10
Presence of Black Mayors and Political and Election Rules

Table 9
Black Mayoral Candidacy and Political and Election Rules
Proportion of
Cities Having
lack
Pm1isanship
Partisan (75)
Nonpartisan (100)
Form of government
Commission (15)
Manager-council (75)
Mayor-council (ll6)
Mayor's term of oftice
Less than four years (66)
Four years (I Ill)
1\'1ayor's salary
$0-$6,999 (64)
$7 ,()O()--$15,999 (26)
$ I 6,OOU--$25 ,999 (50)
$26,000 and ova (41)
Indepc:ndcnce of elections
Simultaneous (77)
IlIllt!pendent (99)
"Uased only on cities with black candidates (N=54).
• fI~.05. For explanation, see note to table 5.

Black candidates emerge more often in nonpartisan systems, though the
reason for this is unclear. Certainly, in some cities where political parties
are powet!'!'!, the party leadership may try to keep blacks from running for
this most unportant citywide office and may slate them for minor offices
instead. However, many partisan systems operate without strong parties
capable of slating candidates. Rather, candidates are chosen in primaries
without much party organization directed at "turning out the loyalists,"
Likewise, many presumably nonpartisan systems behave in some respects
like party systems, with candidates sponsored and supported by political
parties even though no party name is on the ballot. Black candidates are
more successful in nonpartisan systems, and this is reflected in the presence of black mayors. In the 1970s a mere 8 percent of pat1isan cities had
a black mayor, while 21 percent of nonpartisan communities had elected a
black mayor. In light of arguments favoring partisanship-since it putatively promotes black representation-these findings are provocative. At
the mayoral level, at least, it is possible that party elections actually
reduce blacks' chances of gaining the mayoralty.
Whether local elections are held simultaneously with national or other
elections seems to make no difference in either the presence of black candidates, their success, or the consequent incidence of black mayors. We

Political and Election Rules
Partisanship
Partisan (88)
Nonpartisan (174)
Form of government
Commission (28)
Manager-council (J 18)
Mayor-council (118)
Mayor's term of office
Less than four years (109)
Four years (150)
Mayor's salary
$0-$6,999 (107)
$7,000--$15,999 (43)
$16,000-$25,999 (56)
$26,000 and over (49)
Independence of elections
Simultaneous (106)
Independent (144)
W'V".
Mode of election
By people directly (217)
Other ways (47)

1970

1972

1975

1971l

Ever Had,
I97a--7ll

.00a
,04

.03
.09

.07
.12

.06
.12

.Oll*
.21

.07
.03
.03

.07
.08
.07

.07
.11
.09

.04
.12
.09

.Ill
.20

.04

.06
,Oll

.09
,II

.08
.11

.10
.05
.02

.09
.09
.00
.18*

.23
.14
.02
,20*
.17
.17

.04
.06
.00
.00
.08

.10

.12
.09
.02
.16*

.02
.05

.09
.07

,10
.10

.09
.10

.04
.04

,06

.11

.09
,IS

.13

.09

.13
.21
~14*

I

Jj

.13
.34*

"The figures are the proportion of cities in each category that have had black mayors,
·p~.05. For explanation, see note to table 5.
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maJontles. Black candidates, won in fewer than 30 percent of the cities
with lower black population levels, but in 88 percent of the cases with
black majorities in the electorate. Parallel evidence is found in the data on
black mayors in the 1970s. Once again, black majority cities have an
extraordinarily high rate of black mayors-more than 80 percent had a
black mayor during the time period. But no more than 17 percent of the
cities with black minorities had a black mayor during the decade. Black
popUlation size, then, has a profound effect, but only after the 50 percent
mark is reached. A closer inspection reveals that the proportion of black
mayors does increase slightly (though not proportionately) as black
popUlation increases in the North, but it has no such effect in the South
until blacks become a majority.
Other black resources also seem to be instrumental in promoting black
candidacies and representation. In particular, black income and education
have a notable effect. As the ratio of black to white incomes increases, so
too does the number of black candidacies as well as their rate of success.
In cities where the black income gap is less than $3,000, the presence of
black candidates and the probability of their election is more than double
that in cities where the gap is more than $5,000. Black candidacy is also
strikingly more likely where black educational attainments are higher and
is markedly more frequent where blacks have a median educational level
of at least eleven years. llIack success in winning elections, however, is
not so strongly affected by black community education levels, though
there appears to be a difference between those with less than nine years'
education and all other communities. Blacks are ten times more likely to
be elected mayor in cities where blacks have a high median education than
where median education is less than nine years, and the differences between cities with high and low black income resources are also clear.
These data show beyond question that blacks tend to profit politically in
environments where they are relatively properous and have gained more
education. Of course, these findings are not startling. Social science research has uncovered a consistent positive linkage between political activity and individual social class characteristics, though Alford and Lee
(1968) found the opposite relationship between class and activity in examining city-level data with controls for political factors. Our findings,
however, provide preliminary support for Ollr original proposition that
black socioeconomic characteristics strongly affect black representation.
The incidence of black candidates, their Sllccess, and the consequent
, presence of black mayors are associated with black organizational and
protest resources as well as with simple demographics. Though the relationships are not perfect, all three of the organizational resourcesblack civil rights groups, financial institutions, and media outlets-are
significantly linked to the presence of black mayoral candidates. Although
none of these resource indicators are significantly associated with candi-
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date success scores, the cities with more civil rights groups and black
financial institutions do tend to have black mayors more often. However,
since these organizational measures are also related to black population
size and other aspects of the black community, we must await the multivariate analysis before we develop a final assessment of their effect on
black representation.
Table 12
Presence of Black Mayors and Black Resources

Black Resources
Socioecollomic resources
Black/white income ratio
Less than .60 (126)
.60-.799 (114)
.80 and over (24)
Median black education
Less lhan 9 years (62)
9-10.9 years (158)
11 years and over (44)
Populatioll resources
Percentage black in city
10-19.9 (119) .
20-34.9 (90)
35-49.9 (41)
50 and over (12)
Or}:alliwtiOlwl resources
Ulack banks and savings and ImlOs
Present (44)
Absent (220)
Black media outlets
o (152)
Radio or newspaper (54)
Radio (/lid newspaper (58)
Number of civil rights groups
0(61)
1 (77)
2-4 (152)
Protest resollrces
Number of racial disturbances, 1961-68
0(180)
1 (57)
2 or more (25)

1970

1972

1975

1975

Ever Had,
1970-78

.02"
.05
.08

.03
.09
.21*

.05
.11
.29*

.04
.12
.25*

.19
.42*

.00
.03
.11*

.02
.OS
.14*

.02

.03

.10

.10

.21*

.IS*

.01
.02
.07
.33'

.05
.06
.02
58*

.08
.06
.07
.75'

.04
.07
.10
.83'

.17
.S3·

.05
.04

.07
.07

.14
.09

.20'
.07

.25*
.15

.05
.04
.02

.OS
.09
.03

.08
.15

.10

.08
.11
.12

.16
.19
.17

.00
.05
.05

.02
.08
.09

.05
.09
.12

.02
.09
.14*

- ..;. .05
.18
.20'

.04
.02
.08

.06
.09
.16'

.07
.11
.28*

.08
.07
.28*

.29
.36'

.10

.03
.17
.34'

.13
.13

'4

.13

"The figures are the pro~ion of cities in each category that have had black mayors.
*p,,; .05. For explanation, see note to table 5.

Finally, as we expected, black candidacy, black candidate success, and
the presence of black mayors are more likely in cities that experienced
racial disturbances in the 1960s. The pattern is particularly evident in

,,
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table 12. In 28 percent of the cities having had two or more riots there was
n black mayor in 1978, yet only 7 to 8 percent of the communities with
fewer than two riots had a black mayor. And over 1970-78, cities with
two or more riots had about twice as great a likelihood of having a black
mayor as those Wilh one disturbance or none. The multivariate analysis to
follow will 1,1\ us whether this relationship is spurious.
In sum, all the black resources we examined are related to the presence
of black candidates. The link to candidate success was weaker, though
black inco.lle, population, and protest resources were related. Except in
the small number of cities where blacks are a majority, black resources
may not be the compelling factor in a citywide victory; a successful candidate needs to attract white organization and financial resources as well.
This is somewhat substantiated by the distribution of black mayors. Black
population size, black income and educational resources, and black proll'St are slill important in predicting which cities will have black mayors,
but black organizational, financial, and media resources evidently recede
in influence.
CO/lelusiolls: Where Black Mayors Are Foulld

Of our four types of factors, black resources and the inflow of federal
poverty money appear to be most closely related to the presence and
success of black candidacies and to the overall incidence of black mayors.
If we were lo extrapolate into the future, the black resource findings in
particular would augur well for possible improvement in the level of black
mayoral representation. For example, black educational attainment is
rising uppreciably; and, though the relative incomes of blacks and whites
have remained fairly stable, the absolute income of blacks has grown. One
might venture to predict that, as a result of rising black social class
characteristics, black victories in mayoral elections will become more
frequent. Even more important, perhaps, blacks continue to increase their
proportion in many city populations, a factor that becomes a key determinant of black success once blacks achieve majority status. Despite
these changes, however, there has been 110 increase in the incidence of
black mayors between 1975 and 1978. Any speculation about "trends" in
these Ilndings therefore remains hazardous.
We have sOLlghtlo determine the types of cities where black candidates
and mayors are most often found. But various characteristics of cities are
very much interrelated. Cities with large black populations, for example,
are more likely to have had both federal poverty programs and more riots.
It is necessary to untangle the relative effects of these diverse characteristics before we can ascertain with confidence the factors that promote
black electoral success at the citywide level. Therefore we move on to a
multivariate presentation, where we attempt to uncover the comparative
imporlance of our variables in promoting black candidacy and electing
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blacks to office. We will use mutiple regression. This technique allows us
to eliminate factors whose relationship with the mayoral variables is
spurious and to evaluate the comparative effect of the remaining variables
in explaining the black mayoral outcomes. J
Black Candidates and Mayors: A Multiple Regression Analysis
We begin our multivariate analysis by examining the combined effect of
each cluster of variables on our dependent measures. Table 13 presents
the results of this analysis. There are too few cases to assess accurately
the effects of independent variables on candidate sllccess. Therefore, we
focused exclusively on three measures of black mayoral politics: (J) the
presence of a black candidate in 1974-75 elections; (2) the election of a
black mayor during 1970-78; (3) the presence of a black mayor in 1978.
The results from the 1978 data give us a very up-to-date picture, and the
1970-78 composite variable provides a check against 1978 being an atypical year.
Table 13
Vilriation in Black Milyoral Cilndidacy and Mayoml Prcscncc Explaincd by Variablc Clustcrs
Vilriilble Clusters
Black resources
White population
and demographic factors
Fedcml antipoverty cfforts
Political and election rules

Black Candidilcy

Black
Mayor, 1978

Black Mayors,
197(). . . 78

15.8%
8.6

~O.3%

11.4

24.5%
7.3

7.1
3.7

5.8
5.8

6.5
5.5

We see that, for all three dependent variables, the black resources
cluster accounts for the most variance, ranging from slightly less than 16
percent for the candidacy variable to almost 25 percent for the 1978
mayoral indicator. White population and demographic factors are the next
most potent set of characteristics, though their contribution to txplained ~"
variance in the dependent variables amounts to only 7.3 to 11.4 percent.
Federal antipoverty efforts and municipal election and political rules
make even smaller contributions, running from 5.8 to 7.1 percent for the
antipoverty indicators and from 3.7 to 5.8 percent for the political measures. This analysis indicates, then, that the black resource cluster is by far
the best single predictor of black mayoral candidacy and election.
However, this foriff'of analysis does not inform us which of the independent variables, taken together, are the most powerful. It may be, for
example, that many of the black resource variables appear important in
explaining black sllccess in mayoral elections only because of their rela- .
tion to other variables, notably black population size. It may be that
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federal antipoverty efforts or city political characteristics have liD effect
once black resources are controlled. Ideally, we would like to know the
relative intluence of each of our twenty-three variables in explaining the
occurrence of black candidates and black mayors. As a practical matter, however, that is impossible because of the strong interrelationships
among the variables. The presence of very powerful interrelationships
(i.e., multicollinearity) does not permit us to undel1ake an analysis utilizing all twenty-three variables. In a multiple regression equation, if two
variables are related at a substantial level-for example, at r= .70-then
one of the measures may show a strong positive relationship to the dependent variable and the other a very small association or even a large
negative one. This happens because the first factor has captured all the
joint variation that is shared with the dependent and the second independent variable, leaving the second independent variable with iittle
residual variation to explain.
To minimize the problem but still portray as accurate a picture as possible of the relative effect of each of these variables, we used a several-stage
process to winnow the number of independent variables. We decided to
enter into a regression equation any measure that had been significantly
related to the dependent variable in either bivariate relationship; a multiple regression that included all variables in its category (e.g., all black
resource variables); or a multiple regression where the dependent variable was regressed on all twenty-three variables. An indicator that was
significantly associated with the black representation rates in any of these
three analyses would then be considered for the final multiple regression.
Our second step was to enter the variables that remained after this
weeding-llLlL into a second regression procedure. At this stage, seventeen
variables rt: ll1ained in the two black mayoral regressions, nine in the candiJacy analyses. An inspection of the regression output revealed further
problems of multicollinearity that the first step had not solved. For example, community size was strongly related to a number of other characteristics, such as black tinancial and media resources, some of the political
variables, and so forth. A further pruning was therefore needed. At this
step we eliminated all variables that had an F ratio of less than .50. The
procedure allowed us a way to obtain a multivariate result free of large
errors owing to multicollinearity without mistakenly omitting from the
anlaysis some independent variable that might have a substantial effect on
the dependent variable. We were left with thirteen variables in the
black mayoral regressions and seven variables in the black candidacy
regresslOli .
Our regression of black candidacy on the independent variables reveals
that very few factors have a significant effect on the presence of black
candidates (table 14). As one might expect, the proportion black in the
community has the largest effect (jJ = .36). The median education of the
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black population makes a strong contribution to explaining black candidacy as well (jJ = .30). Contributions of the other variables are less strong,
though cities that participated in the Model Cities program are more likely
to have black candidates than those that did not. Of the political characteristics, only nonpartisanship has a statistically significant relationship
with black candidacy. Cities with nonpartisan systems are slightly more
likely to have black mayoral candidates than cities with partisan systems.
This might be due to the greater ease of being nominated in some nonpartisan systems. None of the city demographic characteristics have any
bearing at all on black candidacy. The only variable that remained until
the final regression model was northeastern region, and its regression
coefficient was negligible.
Table 14
Significant Variables in Final Black Mayoral and Candidacy Multiple Regressions

Variable
Percentage black
Black/white income ratio
Percentage in educational services
Median black education
Number of racial disorders
MlIyor's salary
Midwestem locale
Northeastem locale
Partisanship
Mayor's term of office
Model Cities participation
Mode of election
Total R2

Black
Candidacy

.36

.30

Black
Mayor,

Black
Mayors

1970-78

1978

.38
.24
.24
.20

.46

.19
.16

.21

.13
.13
-.10
-.11

-.17

-.11

.22

-.12

.23"

.37C

~

.32h

"The Northeast region, the mayoral term of office, and the per capita poverty funds received
had insignificant relationships with the black candidacy variable in this finl!1 regression.
"Midwest locale, median white income, racial disorders, mayoral salary and"fcrm of office4
partisanship, and Model Cities participation were not significantly related to the mayoral
variable.
<Median white income, commission form of government, mayoral salary lind term of office,
and participation in Model Cities were not significantly related to the mayoral variable in
this equation.
• All variables significant at .OS. For explanation, see note to table S.

In sum, it appearri'hat the presence of black mayoral candidates is most
strongly related to black resources, especially the proportion and the
educational level of the black population. Partisanship had a very modest
effect on this candidacy variable. And participation in the Model Cities
program has the expected positive effect on the presence of black candi~
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lates, even with other factors controlled. Table 15 summarizes these
illdings. It is clear that black resources are by far the most powerful
lredictors of black candidacy, contributing uniquely J3 percent of exllained variance. The political variables explain only 2 percent uniquely
lnd 4 percent in combination with the others, and (he final two clusters
:xplain even less. In fact, city popUlation characteristics explain no variltion whatever.
,able 15
Jniqlle and Shared Contributions to l{! in Black Candidacies by Variable Clusters
J ariable Clusters

lIack resources
'olitical and election rules
;cderal antipoverty effort
Nhitc population and
. demographic factors

Unique

Shared

TOlal

.13

.04
.04

.17
.06
.05
.00

.02
.03
.00

.02
.00

An analysis of the black mayoral measures yields somewhat different
Iindings (table 14). Again, however, the greatest predictor of black
mayoral presence is the proportion of blacks in the city. The beta weights
uf .46 in 1978 and .38 in 1970-78 are by far the strongest of any of our
independent variables. In 1978 the next strongest predictor of the preswee of black mayors is median black education, with a beta of .21,
whereas in 1970-78 the black/white income ratio is even more strongly
j'elated with a beta of .24. In all, four of the nine significant variables in the
1970-78 equation and three of the five in the 1978 equation are black
~esource variables.
The contributions made by white popUlation and demographic characteristics are substantially smaller. In both regressions, the percentage in
educational services is related in a moderately positive way, and the
110rtheastern locale of the city is related in a modestly negative way.
Although the former relationship was predicted, the latter was not. Thus
the location of a city in the Northeast was a stronger negative predictor of
its having a black mayor than was location in the Deep South. In referring
1.0 the bivariate findings along with the multivariate ones, it is not difficult
io see why, in a statiscal sense, this is so. Cities in the Northeast had
lipproximately the same percentage of black mayors as did those in the
'Deep South (in fact slightly fewer in 1978). At the same time, however, in
contrast to the South, the northeastern cities have black populations with
greater resources-particularly education and income, but also protest
,esources-and that would lead one to predict higher rates of black
mayoral leadership in the Northeast. Thus there is reason to expect the
N0rtheast to have more black mayors than the South because of its wealI hier and better-educated black populations. In an important sense, the
flbsence of black resources in the South accounts for the low rate of black
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mayors there, but the small number of black mayors in the Northeast is
largely unaccounted for by other factors in the regression. Hence, northeastern location is negatively related to the dependent variable. This
explanation does not give us substantive answers to why cities in the
Northeast should have fewer black mayors than It hose in other nonsouthem regions. One reason may be that blacks are a larger minority in northeastern cities than they are in either the West or the Midwest. And the
environment of which they are a part is undergoing greater decline than
are cities in either of the other two nonsouthern regions-or in the South,
for that matter. Consequently, many whites in the Northeast may feci
especially threatened, politically as well as economically, by these two
factors in conjunction. In none of the other regions that we examined are
both these factors present; in the West and Midwest the black urban
populations are not as large as they are in the Northeast, and in the urban
South, though the black populations are at least as large, the cities are
growing and expanding economically, rather than shrinking and losing
economic resources.
Further, a number of large northeastern cities continue to be machinedominated; where the machine prevails, it may be unlikely that a black
would be encouraged to run for mayor. Black mayoral success is often
achieved by casting aside the ~nachine-sponsored candidate (as happened
with Hatcher in Gary). If the machine thrives, black chances are di7
minished, becallse the machines traditionally have been controlled by
white ethnic groups not predisposed to allow others to gain political power.
However, machine behavior cannot be considered the sole cause of the
relationship. We have thirty-five northeastern cities in our sample, and
only a small fraction could be said to experience any kind of machine
control.
,
Political characteristics make a slight but significant contribution to
explaining the presence of black mayors. Nonpartisanship seems to have
a small positive effect on black election in 1970-78, as it did with black
candidacy. This effect IS smaller than any we have discussed but is still
statistically significant. Further, if we look at the nine-year time"span, we :;
see that the mode of mayoral election is also slightly and negatively
related to the presence of black mayors. Black mayors are less often
found in cities where the ma'yors are elected directly by the public. None
of the other political variables are significantly related to the presence of
black mayors.
Finally, with all the controls introduced, the participation of a city in the
Model Cities progf201'l' or other federal antipoverty programs does not
have a significant effect. Apparently, it.s bivariate relationship with the
presence of black mayors was due to its intercorrelation with black population and other black resources. Even though the Model Cities experience appears to have stimulated black candidacy, this does not carryover
to black electoral success. Presumably, whatever boost the program gave
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black interest and skill in politics, it did not give the impetus necess'ary to
ensure victory with a predominantly white electorate.
.
Table 16/sllmmarizes the relationships of the independent variable c1us[as to black mayoral presence. The unique varia~ce explained by each
cluster, along with the variance it explains in common with the other
tiariables anu 1[:-; consequent total variance, are outlined in that table. The
findings there reaffirm the previous discussion. The lion's share of the
variance explained is accounted for by the unique contribution of black
resources. It alone explains 22 percent of the 31 percent explained variance in 1978, and 21 percent of the 34 percent in 1970-78. Its shared
variance is negative, indicating a suppressor effect on the part of the other
variables. 2
As we noted earlier, the key black resources are population size and
~,ocioeconomic development. When blacks constitute a majority of the
pllpulation, they tend to elect a black mayor. In fact, when black popula! Ion size exceeds 50 percent, blacks obtain a disproportionately large
number of mayoralties. For example, blacks won more than 80 percent of
the mayoral posts in these cities, though they constituted, on the average,
kss than 60 percent of the total population. There is, then, as expected, a
high degree of racially determined voting in mayoral elections. Where
blacks constitute a majority, there is actually underrepresentation of
~vhites in the mayoralty-and, where whites are in the majority, there is
dlllkrrepres~ntation of blacks.
Our evidence also indicates the powerful role of socioeconomic
resources-that is, black education and income. Where the black populat ion is better developed socioeconomically, it is more capable of vying
with whites for elective office. It is likely that better-educated and more
aflluent black communities have a greater number of "qualified" aspir;;nts for office, higher rates of electoral participation, and enhanced financial capacity to elect black officials. Even with mUltiple controls
l:stablished, therefore, as the black middle class grows in size, so do the
~hances of eit!cling a black mayor.
In 1978 white population and demographic characteristics make the
only other important unique contribution to predicting black mayoral
presence, though political characteristics do contribute some shared variai1ce. In 1970-7H the unique variance contributed by white population and
demographic factors and by political and election rules increased somewhat over the 1978 findings. Still, in this latter regression, black resources
claim by far the largest share of the explained variation.
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Some explanation may be offered for the slightly different findings for the
one-point-in-time data (1978) and the longitudinal data (1970-78). In both
cases, black resources are
, clearly the most important predictor of success
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in electing a black mayor. In the longitudinal analysis, however, other
factors seem to be more important than they are for 1978 alone, One
iogical explanation for this is that, at any given point in time, the relatively
small number of mayors holding office in these cities leads to measurement error in estimating the etfects of city characteristics on electoral
::lIccess; that is, there are so few black mayors that the effects of various
dlaracteristics are likely to be overestimated or underestimated slightly at
Ihat point. The defeat of a black, or the election of a black mayor by one
ilr two other cities, may cause a considerable shift in the size of the
~stimators. However, when we examine a nine-year period, the number
Df black mayors is considerably larger, and the correlates of the presence
.A· those mayors is more stable. As we mentioned earlier, if the period
:;overed is so long that there are important shifts in the kinds of cities that
:lected black mayors, one's conclusions could be questionable. However,
eferring back to the bivariate relationships displayed earlier in the chapel', we can see that the relationships between presence of a black mayor
Illd the whole array of city characteristics stayed fairly constant. The
~ame kinds of cities that elected blacks in 1970 were likely to do so in
1979, though the relationships often grew somewhat stronger. Given the
,agaries of these kinds of data, however, we believe that the findings
KroSS the four data points are remarkably consistent.
If we turn from measurement problems to the substance of our findings,
bvhat do we have? Our major finding, it seems, is obvious, yet very im)ortan1. That is, blacks are increasingly able to convert population and
,ocioecollomi<' resources into representation in municipal office. As black
·'opulations ,', dW larger, better-educated, and less poor, the chances of
l;tving a black mayor improve. Since, in fact, black urban populations are
;rowing proportionally larger and are raising their educational and income
;tanding, it is reasonable to expect that more and more cities will have
)Iack Ill'tyors. In examining the phenomenon of black mayors, then, re;<!archers should not focus on political and general demographic factors to
he exclusion of resources within the black community itself.
Generally speaking, demographic shifts in the black population are not
rends over \-\ hich we have much control; many would like to see the
ncollle and educational status of the black popUlation improve, not
lecessarily so blacks could win political office, but to make their everylay lives easier. Winning political office, for most, would be a goal very
,;';condary to improving employment, housing, and other conditions of
ife.
Do our findings yield any policy recommendations? Are there other
actors, under the control of policymakers, that might be changed to
lrolllote the election of black mayors'! At this point the answer seems to
)~ a qualified no. We would not want to decrease mayors' salaries to
.Uract more black candidates; improving the income of blacks would
t
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certninly be a more desirable goal. The effect of partisanship on black'
officeholding is so minimal that it would be difficult to generate enthusjasm for promoting nonpartisanship. Ami the relationships between
black mayors and each of the other political and povel1y inflow characteristics are so low that we are not even sure that nonspurious relationships exist, let alone that we should begin changing institutions to
promote the election of blacks.
However, the mayoralty is probably the most difficult urban office to
win in terms of the financial resources and name recognition necessary. It
is certainly possible that political and other characteristics outside the
black population itself are relatively random with respect to the election
of a black mayor but that, if we look at other urban offices, more systematic findings will emerge. With this in mind, we turn to a consideration
of black candidacy and election to the legislative branch of urban
government-the city council.
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THE ELECTION OF BLACK MAYORS, 1969, AND 1973*
JOHN O'LOUGHLIN AND DALE A.. BERG
ABSTRACT. The failure of black mayt)fal t:anJiJales in i)etruit ano Los Angeles
in, 1969 can be attributed to _an increaseJ voter turnout by the white electorate,
combilled with bloc-voting by blacks and whites. In 1973 racial bloc-voting increased in the Detroit and AthilJta mayoral elections and continued at a high rate
ill I ,liS, Allgcks. iliad. l:allJiJalcs wele successful ill lhe three cities because of a
significantly higher rate of black voter turnout.. Significant changes in the voting
surfaces uf the three cities occurred between 1969 and 1973 related to residential.
change, the choice of candidates, voting age, and social status. The success of black
political candidates can be predicted with some accuracy.
t~e

1969 strong challenges for
office of
I Nmayor
were made by black candidates in
Detroit. Los Angeles, and Atlanta. Black mayoral candidates, Austin (in Detroit) and Bradley (in Lus Angeles), came within three' percentage points of victory. In 1973, black
mayoral candidates were successful in these
three cities. This paper will analyze the bases of
electoral support for the mayoral candidates in
all six elections. It will attempt to answer three
questions: I) Why were black mayoral candidates unsuccessful in Detroit, Los Angeles, and
Atlanta in 1969, but successful in these same
cities ~ur years later? 2) Are comparable blocs
of electoral support available to black candidates in these 'cities and is racial bloc-voting by
blacks and whites the dominant method of
electing mayors inracially-div.ided contests?
3) Can the success or failure of black candidates in racially-divided elections be predicted
.
with any accuracy'!
This study differs from previous geographic
investigations of municipal voting because of
its comparative and longitudinal character. 1
Dr. O'Loughlin is Assista1/t Prof('ssor of Geography
at the Ulliversity of /l/iI,ois in Urballa, IL 6180/, a1/d
Mr. Bn%: is willi the lIIillois Departmellt of Business
and Economic Development in Springfield, IL 62701.

• The authors acknowledge the cartographic assistance of Karen Siemiarowski and Becky Berg and the
critical comments of Curt Roseman and Jerry Fellmann on an earlier version of this paper.
1 P. F. Lewis, "Impact of Negro Migration on the
Electoral Geography of Flint. Michigan, 1932-1962:
A Cartographic Analysis," A nnals, Association of
American Geographers, Vol. 55 (1965), pp. 1-25;
K. R. Cox, "Suburbia and Voting Behavior in the

Emphasis here is placed on common patterns
of voter support, differences in turnout rates,
similar election' issues. and the nature of the
local political environment. The election outcomes in the three cities'may be compared be.cause each city has a nonpartisan ba1l9t. Party ,
labels are not allowed on the ballots and in all
three c~ties nonpartisanship appe~rs to be accepted in electing city officials.~ The issue of
party was raised in only one of the six elections
under study, the 1969 Atlanta run~ff between
Sam Massell and Rodney Cook. 3
In 1969, blacks made it through the primaries successfully in Detroit and Los Angeles
but Horace Tate finished third in Atlanta behind Sam Massell and Rodney Cook. Tate's
failure to reach the runoff can be attributed to
a split in the black vote, forty-nine percent of
which went to Tate, 'forty-four percent to Massell, and the rest to Cunk (Table I).·
Londo-n Metropolitan Area," Anna/s, Association of
American Geographers, Vol. 58 (1968), pp. 111-27;
S. D. Brunn and W. L. Hoffmann, "The Spatial Response of Negroes and Whites Toward Open Housing:
The Flint Referendum," Anna/s, Association of AmeriClln Geographers. Vol. 60 (1970). pp. 18-36; and I. R.
Ml:Phaii, 'The Vote for' Mayor of Los Angeles in
1969," Allllais. Association of American Geographers,
Vol. 61 (1971), pp. 744-58.
~ This is not to say that the electoral support of the
candidates is indepelldent of party.. In Los Angeles,
although Bradley and Yorty are both Democrats,
Bradley's support was concentrated in Democratic prccincts while Yorty's vote correlated strongly. with the
presence of Republicans.
:I A. Coffin, "Cook. MasseU Quit Sparring," Atlanta
Constitution, October II, 1969, p. I-A.
~ C. S. Rooks, The Atlama Elections of 1969 (Atlanta: The Voter Education Project, Inc., 1970), p. 6.
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TAIlLE I.-ELECTIoN ReSULTS OF 1969 AND 1973 MAYORAL RUNOFFS

TABLE

June

2.-:--;~MBER

OF PRECINCTS AND AVERAGE PRECINCT SIZE. 1969 AND 1973

P~rc~ntal1!~

City

Candidalrs

Detroit
Los Angeles
Atlanta

1969
Roman Gribbs
Richard Austin
Samuel Yorty
Thomas Bradley
Sam MasseU
Rodney Cook

olVot"

(White)
(Black)
(White)
(Black)
(White)
(White)

50.60
49.40
53.27
46.73
55.46
44.54

City

Y..ar

Detroit
Los Angeles
Atlantll

1969
1973
1969
1973
1969
1973

Numb~r

of
Prrcincts

1.111
1,122
2.924
3.231
149
194

Av~rA~~ Nllmh"r of
R"l1!istrr~d Vot"rs

Prr Pr"c inct

666.62
731.05
357.80
379.96
1420.79
1063.70

Source: Calculated by authnn.

Detroit
Los Angeles
Atlanta

1973
Coleman Young
John Nichols
Thomas Bradley
Samuel Yorty
Maynard Jackson
Sam MasseU

(Black)
(White)
(Black)
(White)
(Black)
(White)

51.59
48.41
56.34
43.66
59.23
40.77

Source: Calculated by authon.

census tracts, they rarely coincide precisely.
The process of allocating precincts to census
tracts is time-consuming and fraught with inaccuracies as, for example, the necessary assumption of equal distribution of population
within precincts.
BLACK ELECTORAL· BEHAVIOR

ELECTORAL AND CENSUS DATA

The basic unit of analysis in this study is the
precinct, the smallest unit for which electoral
data are available. The small size of precincts
gives this unit great advantages over other geographic base units in the study of electoral
(and population) patterns (Table 2). ~ewis,
for example, demonstrated clearly how an analysis of precinct voting patterns can be used to
approximate intercensal estimates of the black
population. II
Other than the vote totals, few data areavaiJable on a precinct basis and are rarely consistent from city to city. For this reason, researchers have been forced to group precincts by
census tract in order to gain population and
socioeconomic estimates that may be correlated
with the electoral data. S Although there is
usually considerable overlap between the
boundaries of the precincts and those of the
Ii Lewis. op. cit., footnote 1. This use of election
returns is limited to those elections where the population ~rolJp~ demonlilrnte extrl.'lllrs of vCllin~ lwhavior.
n Studies which have adopted this approach include
McPhail. 01". cit .• (oolnote I; s. D. Iltllnn. W. 1.. HolTmnnn and G. H. RornS:l. "The De(~'al of a YOllngltlWn
School Levy: A Study in Urban Political Geography,"
Southeastern Geo/?rapher, Vol. 9 (1969), pp. 67-80;
D. R. Reynolds and J. C. Archer. An Inquiry into the
Spalial Basis of Electoral Geography. Discussion Paper
No. II. Department of Geography. University of Iowa.
1969; and H. Hahn and T. Almy. "Ethnic Politics and
Racial Issues: Voting in Los Angeles," Western Polilical Quarterly, Vol. 24 (1971), pp. 719-30.

Research on various elections that pitted
black against white candidates has indicated
that racial bloc-voting (the overwhelming support of a group for a candidate of the saJ;De
race) explained· most of the. variation in the
voting pattern. 7 The variable that determined
the success or failure of black candidates ·was
the percentage of the white vote that they
managed to win. Obviously, the- size of this
percentage necessary for victory depends on
the size of the black vote.
In many cities, with the continuing shift of
the white population to residences outside the
1 J. K. Haaden, L. H. Ma~sotti and V. Thiessen,
"The Makin~ of the Ne~ro Mayors 1967," Transaction, Vol. 5 (1968). pp. 21-30; M. D. Tryman. "Black
Mayoralty Campaigns: Running the 'Race'," Phylon,
Vol. 35 (1974). pp. 346-58; C. Stone, Black Political
Power in America (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill. Inc.,
1968); K. G. Weinberg. Black Victory: Carl Stokes
and the Wlnninl: of Cll'l·dand (Chicago: Quadrangle
Book~. 1968); J. C. Waugh. "Tom Bradley's Nonpartisan. Ripartisan Coalition ("ampai~n." T"~ Rltlrk
"oli,;d,,,,. VIII. J (1 11 7(1). 1'1'. I) II. IlIuc'\'olilllt hy
the blaek c!cclor:lte is dilicusscd in Lewis. 01'. cit.,
(uolnole I; J. Q. Wilsnrr, ""ow Ihe NClrthern Nej:ro
U)oCli "is VOle." Til,' R,·porll·r. Vol. 22 (1968). pp.
11-12: H. Gosnell, "The Negro Vote in Northern
Cities," National Municipal Review. Vol. 30 (1941),
pp. 264-67; J. Walker, "Negro Voting in Atlanta,"
Phylon. Vol. 24 (1963). pp. 378-87; and W. J. McKen. mI. ''The Negro Vote in Philadelphia Elections." in M.
Ershkowitz and J. Zikmund II, eds .• Black Politics in
Philadelphia (New York: Basic BoolI.s. Inc., 1973),
pp.73-83.
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city limits and the growth of the black popula- exceeded that of whites, whereas for other election in the city, the proportion of voters who are tions it was substantially lower.12 In Los
black is now either a majority or approaching Angeles, the average· citywide turnout for mayparity with the total number of white registrants. oral elections was forty-two percent in the priThe percentage of the voters who are black mary and forty-nine percent in the runoff,13
usually lags five to ten percentage points behind Contrast these figures to a primary turnout of
the proportion of the city's population that is sixty-six percent and a turnout of seventy-six
black. In Atlanta in 1970, when the proportion percent in the runoff when Tom Bradley ran for
of the population that was hlack was 51.3, the mayor ill I !)h'J. The apathy that usually charpen.:elllagc of lhe vuters black was unly 43.3. ·actcrizes municipal races is not present when
This lower proportion is attributed not only to black candidates enter the race.
Another factor governing the success of black
a relatively large proportion of the black population under the voting age but also to a higher candidates is the strength of the voting alliance
mobility rate that influences their ability to meet with liberal whites. This alliance, referred to as
residency requirements. The lag is attributed the "Atlanta (or Manhattan) Coalition," brings
also to a higher proportion of the black popula- together blacks with upper-middle income
whites in a voting bloc to support liberal cantion in the lower social classes. 8
For cities where blacks still are in a minority; didates. The "Atlanta Coalition" of blacks and
a balance of power position can nonetheless be middle-class whites, put together by Mayor
achieved by the black voters. Stone claims that Hartsfield in the 1950s, dominated Atlanta polifor the black vote to become the balance of tics till 1973 and kept moderates (on the racial
issue) in the mayor's office.
power, three preconditions must exist: 1) black
The alliance between blacks and upper-midvoter cohesion-a bloc vote, 2) a two-way
dle class whites can be explained in terms of
split of the white vote, and 3) the political oscil- Banfield and Wils.on's concept of "public-relations of fragile loyalties among blacks.o The gardingness."14 They presented data showing
first two factors operated in Cleveland (1967), that, in referenda, blacks and upper-middle
Gary (1967), and Newark (1970) where black· income whites favored public expenditures that
ctindidates, with ninety-five percent support . conferred benefits such as money for schools
from blacks, achieved nineteen percent of the and hospitals on poorer segments of society but
white vote in Cleveland, twelve percent in Gary, resulted in higher property taxes. These "puband fifteen percent in Newark. 10
·!ic-regarding" groups contained large proporAn important determinant of the success of tions of Anglo-Saxons and Jews. Opposition to
black candidates is their ability to get their sup- these expenditures is found in groups who
porters 10 Ihe polls in hlrge numbers. volcr espouse the "immigrant" ethos, and whose conregistration drives in black neighborhoods are ception of politics is one of competition among
common before an important election. l l The individual (that is, family and parochial) intersalience of a particular election to· tlie black ests.l~ Members of this group are dominantly
population will affect the registration and turn- low- and middle-income homeowners. They
out rates. In black-white contests for the Hous- view public expenditures as benefiting blacks
ton school board (1962) and Texas state legis- while they themselves must suffer higher taxes.
lature ( 1966) the turnout rate for blacks
de Sola Pool. R. P. Abelson and S. L. Popkin,
"A Postscript on the 1964 Election," American BI!"a~'ioral Scientist. Vol. 8 (1965), pp. 39-44; and E.
Banfield and J. Q. Wilson, City Politics (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press and the MIT Press,
1963), pp. 293-312.
9 C. Stone. op. cit., footnote 7.
10 Tryman. op. cit.. footnote 7, pp. 349-55.
II A keystone of Carl Stokes' campaign strategy in
the Cleveland 1967 mayoral election was a massive
registration drive in black wards. See Hadden, Massoni and Thiessen, op. cit., footnote 7.
R I.

12 C. Davidson, Biracial Politics: Conflict and Coalition in the Metropolitan South (Baton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Press. 1972), pp. 87-89.
13 E. Banfield, Big City Politics (New York: Random House, Inc., 1965), p. 85.
14 Banfield and Wilson, op. cit., footnote 8, pp. 3844.
16 E. Banfield and 1. Q. Wilson, "Public·Regardingness as a Value Premise in Voting Behavior," American Political Science Review, Vol. 58 (1964), pp. 87687; and E. Banfield and 1. Q. Wilson, "Political Ethos
Revisited," American Political Science Review, Vol. 65
(1971), pp. 1048-62.
.
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ISSUES AND CAMPAIGNS

Prescott has suggested that "the most definite
analysis will be possible either when the electorate is offered two or more deeply contrasting
policies covering a wide range of. subjects, or
where the election centers on one specific and
clearly defined issue."16 With the possible exception of the 1969 Atlanta mayoral runoff, all
six elections under scrutiny here meet these two
criteria. The candidates were the issues. Not
only did the candidates offer sharply contrasting
views on the municipal choices, but they themselves, because of their race, were seen by a
large number of voters as the main point of
contention. Race and platform correlated
closely in both Los Angeles elections and in
Detroit and Atlanta in 1973.
Elections do not take place in a political
vacuum. They occur in the context of the city's
political sociology, and more specifically, at
the conclusion of a campaign. A brief review of
the main campaign issues and strategies follows.
The large daily newspapers in the three dties
studied here (Detroit Free Press, Los Angeles
Times, and the A Ilallfa Constitlltion) provided
details of the campaigns.
The 1969 Detroit mayoral campaign was
characterized by moderation. In the· primary
Mrs. Mary Beck had run a one-issue campaign,
that of crime control. She finished third with
only twenty-two percent of the vote. Roman
Gribbs, of Polish background and the incumbent Wayne County Sheriff, proclaimed himself
a middle-of-the-roader. He proposed a nineteen-point program that emphasized a review
of the police department and improving housing conditions in the inner city. Richard Austin,
the black candidate. also stressed his moderate
stance. His campaign strategy was two-fold: to
allay the fears of whites and to convince them
that a responsible black man could successfully
govern Detroit. After winning the primary. he
hopcd that he could donhle the numher of hlack
voters with a registration drive. cooperation
from more militant black leaders, and money,
volunteer help, and endorsements. In addition.
Austin was endorsed by three big unions
(United Auto Workers, Teamsters, and Steel16 1. R. V. Prescott. "Electoral Studies in Political
Geography," in R. E. Kasperson and 1. V. Minghi.
eds .• The Structure of Political Geography (Chicago:
Aldine Publishing Company. 1969), p. 380.
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workers), the Detroit Free Press, and the Urban
Alliance. Gribbs' endorsements came from all
three city police organizations and from the
conservative Real Detroit Committee.
By 1973, the number of blacks registered to
vote in Detroit was close to the number of
whites registered. Three centrist candidates were
eliminated in the primary' leaving John Nichols,
the police chief, facing Coleman Young, a black
State Senator, in the runoff. The election campaign was more bitter than that of 1969. It
focused on the city's extremely high crime rate
and operations of the police department. Young
was endorsed by the city's two major newspapers and the major unions. Nichols. as expected.
won the support of the policemen's groups,
white ethnic clubs, and homeowners associations.
.
In sharp contrast to the Detroit race of 1969,
the Los Angeles mayoral campaign of the same
year was bitter and focused on the qualifications of a black man attempting to become
mayor of the third-largest city in the country.
Discussion of local issues (student militancy at
local colleges. unrest in the high schools, role
ilf police in the community. ,and crime control)
was entwined with the color and personalities
of the candidates. Sam Yorty, the incumbent,
managed to portray Tom Bradley, the former
policeman, as soft on crime and himself as
tough. "Yorty has denounced Bradley as dishonest. a Black Power advocate, and an associate of radical leftists. He has gone so far
as to charge Bradley with being anti-law-enforcement because of his criticism of the police
department's community relations program."11
Bradley's strategy was to revive the liberal
white-Mexican-black coalition. Although the
Los A ngeies Times supported the moderate
Republican, Alphonso Bell, in the primary, it
switched its endorsement to Bradley in the runoff.
In 1973, the positions of Bradley and Yorty
011 the main issues werc c1carcut. As in 1969,
Yorty focused the campaign on Bradley's ability
to govern Los Angeles. Bradley's strategy differed dramatically from 1969 when he lost. He
debated Yorty on television and raised the issue of Yorty's long absences (370 days in four
years) from the city. With help from a large
corps of volunteers and support from labor. in
11 Time, "Los Angeles: The Bradley Challenge,"
May 23. 1969, p. 26.
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addition to endorsements from leading Democrats and the city's major newspapers. Bradley's
campaign was aggressive and focused on
Yorty's shortcomings as mayor and his own
experience and background~
In the 1969 Atlanta primary a:l candidates
but one adopted moderate positions. The black
candidate. Horace Tate. was endorsed by Mrs.
Martin Luther King. Jr. and Dr. Ralph Aber-.
nathy but other black leaders supported Massell or Cook. (These endorsements were reflected in a th ree-way split of the black vote.)
Massell expected to pick up most of his support after Tate was eliminated. Maynard Jackson, the successful black vice-mayor. remained
neutral. Because of the lack of sharp differences
on the issues between Massell and Cook. the
competition between the two was based on personalities. The incumbent mayor. Ivan Allen.
backed Cook. A "get-out-the-votc" campaign
by both candidates and the accusations of illegal campaign practices by Cook and antiSemitism by Massell were the only highlights of
the contest.
In 1973. after barely making it through the
primary and faced with a blaek opponent and
a black-majority electorate, Massell pointed out
that he hired more blacks than any other
Atlanta mayor and called Jackson a racist.
Jackson. who had supported a strike by black
garbage workers and who had made charges of
police brutality. in turn pointed to his biracial
campaign staff. Massell tied Jackson to the
more militant Rev. Hosea Williams, a candidate
for the city council presidency, by claiming that
"if Maynard Jackson wins. Hosea Williams will
win."'· It was ironic that Massell, who had been
elected on the strength of black votes in 1969
and who had certified credentials as a racial
moderate. should raise the racial issue.
NONPARTISAN El.ECTIONS

Banfield and Wilson provided a three-way
classification of cities on the strength of nonpartisanship. 111 Detroit i~ l.'Iassilied ill thl' llIiddk
group of cities wherc formal organizations other
than political parties takc part in municipal
election campaigns. Los Angeles is placed in
the most nonpartisan group of cities-cities in
I~ N' ......fll"·,.k. "A Talc of Two Cities." Octuher tS.
1973. p. 35.
I!I Banfield and Wilson. op. cit .• footnote 8, pp. 15 153.
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which the political parties play no role and
where there are no purely local parties or slatemaking associations. Emphasis is placed on the
candidate's own efforts at building a campaign
organization and raising funds. Atlanta belongs·
in the category of cities where the Democratic
and Republican parties play a limited role in
local elections. Generally, however, the two
parties do not interfere in the selection of candidates or in the campaign itself.
Several authors have shown that nonpartisan
elections are nonpartisan in name only, stressing the strong relationships that exist between
candidates, political parties. interest groups, and
newspapers. ~o Besides the voting cues provided
by these groups, voters in nonpartisan elections
receive other electoral stimuli. Newspapers in
nonpartisan cities play a significant role in the
choice of candidates. The nlajor dailies in the
three cities in this study strongly support the
use of nonpartisan elections in their city and
endorse candidates for all offices.:':'
A comparison of black electoral success in
partisan and nonpartisan cities revealed that
black representation on city councils in partisan
cities is higher than those with .nonpartisan
ballots. 22 Minority candidates have .a most difZO C. R. Adrian, "Some General Characteristics of
Nonpartisan Elections," A merican Political Science Rerieli'. Vol. 56 (1962), pp. 766-76: C. R. Adrian. "A
Typology of Nonpartisan Elections." Western Political
Quarterly, Vol. 12 (1959), pp. 449-58: O. P. Williams'
and C. R. Adrian, "The Insulation of Local Politics
Under the Nonpartisan Ballot." A merican Political
Science Re~'iew, Vol. 53 (1959), pp. 1052-63: H. Ejlen. B. H. Zisk and K. Prewitt, "Latent Partisanship in
Nonpartisan Elections: Effects of Political Milieu and
Mobilization." in M. K. Jennings and K. H. Ziegler,
eds.. The Electoral Process (Englewood Cliffs. NJ.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966), pp. 208-37: E. C. Lee.
Thc' Politics of Non-Partisanship (Los Angeles: University of Calif01 nia Press. 1960).
:':1 According to Banfield. an endorsement by the
Atlanta COllstitutioll is said to be worth 5.000 votes in
a city-wide election. The Detroit daily newspapers, the
Free Prt'.fS and Drtrait NrIl'J. are !'loth stronilly committed 10 "good ./-:IlVl·IIlIl1t·Il'" lind play lin infillC'ntilll
and generally conservative role. The endorsements of
the two major Los Angeles dailies, the /lnald.
Erall/ina and the Times, are believed to count for a
great deal with a substantial part of the electorate. As
one newspaperman stated (in a nonpartisan election),
"you can'i tell the players without a scorecard, and we
sell the scorecards." Banfield. op. cit.. footnote 13. pp.
32-33, 60 and 89: and Aanfield and Wilson. op. cit..
footnote 8, p. 157.
Z2 L. Sloan. "Good Government and the Politics of
Race." Social Problems. Vol. 17 (1969). p'p. 161-75.
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ficult time being elected in nonpartisan at-large
contests where they have to face the city-wide
electorate. In Detroit, a black was not elected
to the nine-person Common Council until
1961, even though the proportion of the population that was black exceeded thirty percent.
In Detroit, Atlanta, and other cities with a
growing black majority, white candidates will
find it increasingly difficult to win election to
nonpartisan at-large seats.
The 1969 and 1973 elections involving black
mayoral candidates contradict the general statements made here on nonpartisan elections. By
injecting the element of race into the choice of
mayor, they succeeded in raising the salience of
the election in the voters' minds. Turnout increased dramatically over previous years. The
months before the elections were distinguished
by vigorous campaigning by the candidates in
thc wards. by constant debatc on the is~ues
which were more clearly defined than ever
before, and by intense lobbying for endorsements from the press, labor and business
groups, ethnic organizations, and local political
figures.
HYPOTHESES AND METHODOLOGY

The three hypotheses of this study are: 1)
that bloc-voting by blacks and whites was present in the 1969 elections but diminish~d in'1973
as social tensions eased in Detroit. Los Angeles,
and Atlanta; 2) that a combination of a blocvote from the black popUlation and a significant
proportion of votes from upper-income whites
provided the voter support for black candidates;
and 3) that a continuing high turnout of blacks
and a decreased turnout of whites from 1969 is
related to the success of black candidates in
1973.
Possibly the biggest problem facing a researcher in the field of electoral geography is
that of isolating voting choice by groups. The
most accurate method is a survey of individual
voters stratified by sex, race, education, party,
and income. If the aim i~ to explain voting
choice, such survey data are essential. The
problem of ecological correlation precludes the
possibility of using aggregate data from the
Census or from precinct records.~:1
2:1 For a discussion on the problems of ecological
correlation in electoral geography, see K. R. Cox. op.
cit., footnote I and R. E. Kasperson, "On Suburbia
and Voting Behavior," Annals, Association of Ameri-
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. In this paper, the aim is not to explain the
voting choice of individuals; we are concerned
with areal patterns of support for the candidates. The communities themselves are the units
which we wish to study and we are interested in
the relationships between community-level variables. In addition, when we are examining the
turnout of blacks and whites, we isolate· only
those precincts that could be classified as ninety
percent black, ninety percent white, and ninety
percent Spanish-speaking. The method appears
to be more accurate than that proposed by
Glantz and allows the researcher to analyze the
differences in turnout between groups.24
The use of isopleths enclosing a given proportion of the vote for candidates or chorcpleths indicating racial and social groups has
some Iimitations. 211 When maps are used in conjunction with ~tatjsticnl test~. however, they
can add to an understanding of the pattern!; of
electoral choice.
The ninety percent isopleth was selected as a
measure of bloc-voting. In addition, isopleths
were drawn at other levels indicating the relative strength of voting attachment in those precincts. The isopleths were superimposed<l"On
maps indicating the racial makeup of census
tracts. Primary emphasis is placed on those
areas incorporated by the ninety percent line. 28
This figure guarantees the isolation of those
neighborhoods which are all black or that are
trending in that direction. The use of the isoplethic overlay method is much preferred to
statistical correlation because of the time and
data-unit differences. This technique shows the
best results when the population group mapped
is spatially concentrated.
VOTE PROFILES

In democracies the exp.ected distribution of
the vote is bell-shaped. Most districts split almost evenly between the candidates; few discan Geographers, Vol. 59 (1969), pp. 405-11. For
political science, see W. P. Shively, "F.colo,::ical In
ference: The Use of Aggregate Data to Study Individuals." A mrrican Political Scicnc(' R('view, Vol. 63
(1969). pp. 1183-97.
24 O. Glantz, "Recent Negro Ballots in Philadelphia," Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 28 (1959),
pp.430-38.
25 P. F. Lewis, "Geography in the Politics of Flint."
unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Michi·
gan, 1958, pp. 14-15.
2ft Isopleths incorporating individual and isolated
precincts are omitted from the isoplethic overlay maps.
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FIG. I.
Histograms of black candidate vote, by
precinct (1969 Atlanta histogram is MasselJ vote).

tricts will show more than seventy-five percent
or less than twenty-five percent for the candidates. This is especially true in the· American
democracy where extremes of voting are rare.
Alternatively, if bloc-voting is present, the profile of the vote should resemble a V-shaped
curve, with large numbers of districts at the
extremes and few near the center. This vote
profile is seen in elections where two antagonistic groups support their candidates exclusively,
as in Northern Ireland and Cyprus.~7
Contrary to the usual American pattern,
both the 1969 and 1973 vote profiles for Detroit have extreme V-shapes (Fig. 1). In 1973
over one-half of the 1,122 precincts in the city
showed either more than ninety percent or less
than ten percent support for Young, the black
candidate. In fact, the 1973 profile shows a
mor~ extreme distribution than in 1969. The
::7
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Prescott. op. cit., footnote 16. p. 379.

moderate images projected by Austin and
Gribbs, a sharp contrast to the bitter 1973 campaign, is reflected in the 1969 profile. By 1973,
the continued expansion o~ the black ghetto and
the shrinking size of the white population led to
an increase in precincts predominantly black.
This popUlation change is reflected in the larger
proportion of precincts giving the black candidate over sixty percent of the vote in 1973. The
first hypothesis, that bloc-voting decreased
over the four-year span in Detroit, is not substantiated by the vote profiles.
Los Angeles presents an ideal case study of
the trends in bloc-voting. The· same candidates·
and similar campaign issues were present in
both elections; The two profiles for Los Angeles
exhibit neither the characteristics of the bell-·
shaped or V-shaped curves. pearly, in both
. electionll. nmdlcy hud.1I core of hloc-votclI in .
the black neighborhoods (Fig. 1). In contrast
to this, Yorty did not possess .such a .core of
strength. Yorty's success. in 1969 lay in winning
fifty to eighty percent of the vote in over half
the city's precincts. His inability to repeat this
. in 1973 contributed to his defeat. Vote preferences in white areas trended towar&-the middle
of 'the spectrum in 1973, indicating a move
away from the overwhelming support these
neighborhoods had given Yorty four years
earlier. Bloc-voting in the black neighborhoods
was replicated in both elections and Bradley
picked up support in white precincts in 1973
and this, added to his solid black support, ensured his election.
The two profiles for Atlanta should not be
. compared directly (Fig. 1). In 1969 both candidates were white, while in 1973 Maynard
Jackson, black, reached the runoff; the correlation between Massell's vote in 1969 and] ackson's in 1973 was r = +.74S (r = .SSS).The
success of both candidates depended heavily
on a bloc-vote by the black population. Both
voting profiles indicate bloc-voting. although
the 1973 histogram indicates. a trend towards '
the extreme values, caused by Jackson's candidacy. Massell's 1969 appeal was more uniform
than Jackson's in 1973; no precinct gave Massell less than ten percent in 1969. Whereas
both voting profiles appear similar, the voting
choices behind the histograms are. entirely different. In 1969 the white vote split between
Massell and Cook. but by 1973 the vast majority of whites voted for Massell. Bloc-voting by

a
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the white population, which had gained ground
in the late 1960s, was a reality by 1973.
Comparatively, the 1969 profiles for Detroit and Atlanta were similar and exhibit the
typical V-shape distribution of votes that is
characteristic of bloc-voting. The Los Angeles
profile for that year was significantly' different
because both candidates, in addition to their
. core-areas of support, split the votes of other·
precincts. The 1973 comparison reveals the
same 'positions with respect to bloc-voting. Detroit shows the most extreme pattern of blocvoting; Atlanta follows, while the Los Angeles
precincts indicate the least bloc-voting. This
ranking is a function of the candidates and election issues in each city and the size and extent
i of racial segregation in the precincts. 2R
The vote profiles for the three cities do not
indicate a diminution -of bloc-voting hetween
1969 and 1973. The reverse is true for Detroit
and Atlanta where cxtreme voting was noted,
while in Los Angeles the anti-Bradley vote. was
moderated and his bloc-vote consolidated.
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DETROIT, 1969 AND 1973

The correspondence between the census
tracts ninety percent or more black and the
ninety percent (for Austin) isopleth is noteworthy (Fig. 2). Those few. all-hlack tracts nor
incorporated by the ninety percent line are en-'
closed by the isopleth of eighty percent. Black
ghetto outliers inlhe-southwest, north, and
southeast are each enclosed by the bloc-vote
isopleth. The Turnbull Corridor, a racjallymixed neighborhood in the center of the city.
falls outside the ninety' percent isopleth indicating the divided loyalty of its residents. The
general vote pattern indicates two cores of
strength: for Gribbs in the western and northeast neighborhoods, and for Austin in the central neighborhoods. Between these two cores
is a regular transition zone; the proportion of
the vote for Gribbs increases in a regular fashion away from Austin's inner-city core.!!!'
!!H The Taeuber Segre!!ation Indices indicate that Atlanta is the most racially segregated of Ihe three cities
with a 1960 index of 93.6, followed by Detroit
(84.5) and los Angeles (81.6). K. E. Taeuher. "Resi·
dential Sesre!!:Ition," Sdl'l/Ii{ic A /IIt·ric-un, Vol. 2 I 3
(1965). PI'. 12-19.
:!II B:lsed on visual coml':Iris()n. the I' .....cenla!!e of
Ihe vote ohlained hy Auslin 1:I!!!!cll live 10 Icn percentage poinls behind the proportion of Ihe lract POI'ulation that wa~ black.
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Isoplethic overlays. Detroit. 1969.

Unlike the large contiguous area that gave
more than ninety percent to Austin, the basis of
Gribbs' strength was scattered throughout the
white neighborhoods of Detroit (Fig. 2). Many
of these precincts have large Polish-American
populations and the strong vote for Gribbs, who
is of Polish descent. is partly a reflection of
ethnic-based voting. If the precincts greater
than eighty percent for Gribbs are included. almost all census tracts more than ninety percent white are enclosed by the two i50pleths.
The major exceptions arc those areas ncar the
central business di5trict where the white population . il; predominantly 5in~le. or l·hildks"
l"ollplcs. Unlike the strong blm:-vote that characterized black voting. the preferences for
Gribbs lagged significantly-behind the white
proportion of the locai population and AU5tin
picked up some support. however little, all over
the city.
Thc correspondence between the bln(:k population distrihution in Detroil nnd the ninety pereenl isopleth for Young is rcmarkable (Fig.
3). Many tracts more than half black but less
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1969 AND 1973.
Unlike the rather clear lines of the voting
surface in Detroit, the spatial pattern of the
1969 vote in Los Angeles is complex (Fig. 4);
Bloc-voting is evident in south-central Los
Angeles as the ninety percent Bradley isopleth
encloses not only tracts that are more than
nine-tenths black but many precincts in the
scvcnty-five tn nincty percellt black lone. This
pattern is contrary to the lag 'effect (tbe difference between the percentage of the population black and the percentage of the tota) vote .
for black candidates) that isusuaJly found in
black neighborhoods. The same concentric
rings of decreasing Bradley support are evi-,
dent also in the black enclave, Pacoima, in ,the
San Fernando Valley. The tendency for a
stronger pro-Bradley vote at the center of the
black ghetto is analogous to ethnic-based vot. ing, where it has been noted that .ethnic support
for the local candidate is greater in the core of
the neighborhood_ao , '
A sharp contrast to the bloc-voting by the
black population of Los Angeles is the electoral
preference of the white population. As McPhail
indicated, Bradley received significant support
, from the upper- and middle-income white areas
of the western part of Los Angeles.:1l In these "
precincts, llradley received almost half of the
votes cast (Fig.4).3:l Yorty's main support, in- .
dicated by the eighty percent isopleth, was in
.the extremities of the city. These communities
arc similar in their lower-middle class white
, socioeconomic composit.ion.:I:I. Tn his clllnpaign.
LOS ANGELES,
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FIG.3. ,isoplethic overlays. Detroit. 1973.

than three-quarters black gave Young massive
support. This apparent support for Young by
some whites can be explained by ghetto populalion expansion betwcen 1970 and 1973. Areas
which hmf had subslantial white popu/,ations
had hCl'lIlIlC all black in this three-year period.
,. The percentage of the vote for Young can be
used as a surrogate for the location of the black
population. In Detroit, the ninety' percent. isopleth incorporates only those tracts fifty to'
seventy-five percent black that comprise the
leadin!redge of the black ghetto and not those
tracts separate from the main black population
concentrations. leading to further support for
the above thesi!:..
Unlike 1969, the white candidate received
over ninety percent support in large contiguous
sections of northwest, northeast, and southeast
Detroit (Fig. 3). This vote isopleth does not
coincide with the edge of ninety percent white
concentrations. The nonconcurrence can be explained by population movements since 1970,
especially in northwest Detroit which is experiencing black in migration.
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Jews (New York: Free Press, 1956), pp. 93-96.
31

McPhail, op. cit., footnote I, p. 750.

:I:: Bradley did significantly beller in these white

neighborhoods where the median educational level was
over 13.5 years.
, .
:1:1 A survey of Los Angeles voters showed that the
variable. Troubled American Beliefs (defined as strong
patriotic feelings. as well as law and order threats
from left-wingers) was a strong predictor of the 1969
Yorty vote. For people who ranked high on the
Troubled American Beliefs score, sixty-seven percent
still voted for Yorty even when they considered him to
he incompetent. Yorty was supported by seventy-seven
percent of blue·collar workers; sixty-four percent of
the clerical. managerial, and sales group; and fifty-one
percent of white-collar professionals. On the other
hand. Bradley received strong voter support from
whites twenty-one to twenty-five years of age; sec
V. leffries and H. E. Ransford, "Ideology, Social
Structure and the Yorty-Bradley Mayoralty Election."·
Sociul Prob/('ms, Vol. 19 (1~72), pp. 358-73.
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Y orty directed his appeal at this portion of the
electorate and the eighty percent support he received here indicates that he was successful.
The constituents who chose Yorty were scattered throughout the city, with the noticeable
exception of south-central Los Angeles. The
sixty percent isopleth is evidence of this dispersed support (Fig. 4). All of the San Fernando Valley (except Pacoima), the Mexican
neighborhoods of east Los Angeles, the VeniceMar Vista-Westchester region in the southwestern corner, and that portion of the city
south of Watts showed strong support for the
incumbent.
The Spanish-speaking population of Los
Angeles is large (18.42 percent in 1970) and
constitutes a growing political force in the city.
Their registration and turnout rates are below

the average for the city, diluting this electoral
potential. 34 Tracts, predominantly in east Los
Angeles, that included a majority of the population ~s Spanish-speaking were mapped. Yorty
received between sixty and seventy percent of
this group's vote. Competition between blacks
and Spanish-speaking populations in Los Angeles prevents 'the possibility of an electoral
coalition. In terms of electoral success, the
Spa]1ish-speaking population lags far behind
the black minority, whom they outnumber
slightly. As has been shown by Grabler, Moore,
and Guzman, the Mexican-American popula34 L. Grabler, 1. W. Moore and R. C. Guzman. The
Mexican-American People: The Nation'S SecondLargest Minority (New York: Free Pres$. 1970).
pp. 563-71.
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tion rejects the notion of a political coalition
with blacks. 311
A comparison of the isoplethic overlays for
the black population of Los Angeles in 1969
and 1973 indicates the expansion of the area
in the south-central part of the city enclosed
by the ninety percent (for Bradley) b;opleth.
This partly is a reflection of the expansion of
the black ghetto but also is an indication of the
decline in Yorty's popUlarity. The drop-ofT in
Bradley strength is extremely sharp to the south
but nlOTe gradual to the northwest, reflecting the
decrease in the black population (Fig. 5).
Bradley also picked up strong support in outlying areas where he did not do well in 1969.
The bloc-vote by blacks in 1969 persisted but
35 Grabler, Moore and Guzman, op. cit., footnote
34, pp. 567-69.

Bradley also increased his proportion of the
white vote, especially in middle-class white precincts.
Since Yorty lost so much support between
1969 and 1973, it is not possible to isolate precincts where he got a large proportion of the
total vote. He did, however, manage to maintain his strength in six locations scattered
through the city (Fig. 5). These cores are i11distinguishable in socioeconomic or racial charaderisties from other precincts that gnve Yorty
a majority of the votes; they are the core of
his support. The fifty percent isopleth follows
the line of the Santa Monica Mountains, similar
to the sixty percent isopleth in 1969, and it also
incorporates the precincts south of Watts. The
decline in Yorty preferences was evident in all
white neighborhoods. He could not afford to
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If the 1969 Atlanta mayoral election signaled
the breakup of the "Atlanta Coalition," the
1973 mayoral election sounded its death knell ..
The city's vuters split along racial lines in their
candidate preferences. For the first time, the
white population voted as a bloc on the side of
the losing candidate, Massell. Jackson was the
recipient of a bloc vote by blacks, who had supported Massell overwhelmingly in 1969. This
dramatic shift in electoral allegiance illustrates
clearly the disruption of established voting patterns caused by the entry of a black candidate
into the electoral arena.
As in 1969, the vote of the Atlanta black
electorate in 1973 went overwhelmingly to one
candidate (Fig. 7). Because of black population expansion, tracts with black minorities in
1970 had black majorities in 1973, and accordingly the ninety pen:ent isopleth encloses these
tracts as well as the older black neighborhoods.
Only in the eastern part of the city does the isopleth fail to encompass the black majority census trads, where a residual of Massell strength
remained.
Only seven precincts gave more than ninety
percent of the total vote to Massell. The~ precincts are scattered throughout the white neighborhoods of the city. In the middle-income
white southwestern corner of the city Jackson
managed to pick up between one-third and onehalf of the votes cast, a reflection of his racial
support from the black population (about ten
to twenty percent of the total) in these precincts.
VOTER TURNOUT

FIG. 7.

Isoplethic overlays. Atlanta. 1973.

Cook. the average percentage for Cook was
74.49 in high-income precincts and 64.7 in lowincome precincts. The injection of party questions into the campaign (Cook was a Republican) and the moderate racial stand by Cook
helped this transfer of support away from the
"Coalition candidate," Massell. The voting
preferences of whites in Atlanta were split and
allowed Massell to win handily .•

The different turnout and registration rates
between voting groups is an important but
often neglected aspect of the American electoral
system. An accepted measure of turnout is the
percentage of the registered population that
actually votes. Despite the fact that this measure can be computed easily. it neglects the voting agc population that is not rcgislcn·d. A hettcr measlIre would be the percentage uf the
voting age population (persons older than eighteen) who voted. Dat3.-0n voting age populations are difficult to obtain for intercensal years.
In electoral contests where the blocs of
voters are numcricaIIy similar, the differential
turnout rate between the groups is critical. This
also holds true for contests where a third candidate hopes to be successful by winning the
votes left after his or her opponents split the
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majority vote. A major reason for the failure of
black mayoral candidates in 1975 in Cleveland.
Philadelphia, and Baltimore was the low turnout in black precincts. 3H In both 1969 and
1973. black mayoral candidates in Detroit, Atlanta, and Los Angeles based their hopes of success on a high turnout in black· neighborhoods
assuming that they would benefit from a blocvote in these precincts. It is hypothesized that
a continued high turnout in black neighborhoods, in contrast to a decreased turnout in
white neighborhoods, contributed significantly
to the success of black mayoral candidates in
1973.
In Detroit and Los Angeles, the average
turnout of the total electorate, as well as that of
the constituent groups, dropped significantly
(ten to thirteen percent) between 1969 and
1973 (Table 3) .In Atlanta, however. the turnout rates increased dramatically between 1969
and 1973 signifying the entry of a black candidate into the mayoral runoff. Black candidates
can produce a sudden increase in the electoral
participation of blacks and whites, as happened
in Detroit and Los Angeles in 1969. In that
year. the city-wide turnout rates jumped about
fifteen percentage points above the norm of
mayoral elections in Detroit and twenty-five
points in Los Angeles.
No precinct in Detroit increased its turnout
rate from 1969 to 1973. The salience of the
1973 race was reduced from the high level of
1969 in all neighborhoods of the city. The
greatest reductions in turnout (more than
twenty-five percent decrease) took place in the
white neighborhoods of northwest Detroit,
along the eastern boundary of the city and north
of downtown. In black precincts, the most common change was a moderate decrease of between ten and twenty percent. While fewer people voted in 1973, they exhibited a more
extreme voting choice. It was in those precincts
that provided the extreme votes (over ninety
percent for Young and over nincty percent for
Nichols) that the voter turnout showed the
sharpest declines from 1969.
39 C. Stone, "We Ain't Ready, We Jes' Ain't Ready,"
Philadelphia Daily News, November 5, 1975, p. 10;
R. B. Cramer, "Shaefer, OIinsky Leading GOP Foes,"
The Sun (Baltimore). November 5, 1975, p. 1; S.
Jacobs, "Cubans' Potential to Swing Elections Remains
Largely Unexploited in First Real Opportunity," Miami
Herald, November 9, 1975, p. 2-0.
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TABLE 3.-TuRNOUT RATES 1969 AND
RUNOFFS

Year

Total

90%+
Black

Detroit
1969
No. of precincts 1,111
221
Mean
60.89
70.59
Standard dey.
6.64
7.21
1973·
No. of precincts 1.122
295
Mean
50.64
52.89
Standard dey.
6.86
8.23
Los Angeles
1969
No. of precincts 2,924
154
Mean
74.36
83.66
Standard dev.
7.70
5.02
1973
No. of precincts 3.231
191
Mean
60.84
71.77
Standard dey.
9.64
5.91

1973

MAYORAL

90"1'.+
White

90%;t
Spani. speaking

461
68.97
6.89
448
50.76
7.08

996
73.50
5.99

40
67.93
7.58

989
63.03
8.89

48
55.61
7.73

Atlanta
1969
No. of precincts
Mean
Standard dev.
1973
No. of precincts
Mean
Standard dey.

149
48.83
5.09

46
54.05
9.00

73
53.47
1.38

194
57.98
8.64

61
63.74
7.59

65
57.64
10.35

,.

Source: Calculated by authon.

In Los Angeles, only 100 precincts showed
an increased turnout from 1969. The largest
contiguous group of precincts with increased
turnout appeared in the Westwood-West Los
Angeles area, a neighborhood with a large number of college-age voters who cast their ballots
for the first time. Bradley benefited from this
change in the electoral law. At the other extreme, precincts which experienced turnout declines of greater than twenty percent were in the
cores of the candidates' strength. Declines in
turnout of ten to fifteen perccnt were scattered
throughout the city. Zero to ten percent losses
were found in the wealthier neighborhoods
along the Santa Monica mountains and in the
newer middle-class black neighborhoods.
Unlike Detroit and Los Angeles, Atlanta's
voters went to the polls in record numbers in
1973, the first time a black candidate reached
the runoff. Not unexpectedly. the biggest increases in turnout, the result of Jackson's can-
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black electorate, establishing a campaign organization, and increasing black registration levels. Unsuccessful races were made by Stokes in
Cleveland, Bradley in Los Angeles, and other
black candidates in Detroit and Atlanta before
eventual successes.
Stone has suggested nine preconditions fo;:"\
CONCI.USIONS
black canllillatcs to be successful: J) they must
A recent survey indicated that over 130 black be considered as serious candidates by the black
l1laYl 1 rs now hllid Ilflil"e; till' majority of these commtlli-ity; 2) the black community must heollicials arc dl!cted from small cities (two- lieve that a black has a chance to win; 3) the
thirds are from towns of less than 10,000), black community must unite in a solid bloc
dominantly in the South, and are elected from vote; 4) the black candidate must have strong
constituencies ranging from 100 to 0.2 percent organization, good campaign techniques, and
black. ~o One-third of these mayors live in towns plenty of money; 5) the black candidate must
more than ninety percent black and two-thirds campaign for the white vote as assiduously as
were elected in towns where the population is . for the black vote; 6) the black candidate must
more than one-half black. The three cities be a member of the majority party; 7) no other
whose mayoral elections are reviewed here are black candidate of significance should enter the
the largest cities that have elected black mayors. race; 8) there must be a minimum of one-third
The number of black mayors can be expected black voters in the city; and 9) the media in the
to grow but this growth probably will not take city must either endorse the black candidate or
place in a regular manner. In November 1975. at least remain neutral. 42 Tryman states that
black candidates entered mayoral races in conditions 1, 2, 3, and 8 were met by the suc. Cleveland, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Miami, and cessful black candidates in Newark, Cleveland.
Gary. Only in Gary was a black candidate suc- and Gary. Stokes in Cleveland particularly ben..:;
cessful. In the other four cities, a relatively low efited from the fifth condition.43
turnout of black voters hurt whatever chances
In the five mayoral elections involving black
tt1e black candidates had. This was especially . candidates under analysis in this paper, conditrue of Philadelphia (black voter turnout 50.4· tions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 were met in all five
percent; white voter turnout 71.2 percent), races. Condition 8 was met in Detroit and AtBaltimore, and Cleveland.']
lanta but not in Los Angeles, while condition
The defeat of a black candidate in the ini- 5 balanced the black candidate's advantage in
tial attempt at the mayoral omce seems to be Los Angeles because of Bradley's strcnuous efalmost a prerequisitc for later success. The forts to court the while vote. The black camliinitial aUcl1lpt is illlPortant in politicizing the Jates were cnJorsco by major newspapers in
Detroit (1969 and 1973), Los Angeles (1969
and 1973), and Atlanta (1973); the white
~u "Btack Mayors:J36 Preside in Cities Ranging
from Six to Nearly Three Million," Ebony, November, candidate was endorsed in no election where the
1975. pp. 164-73.
candidates were of different races.
41 Stone, op. cit., footnote 39, p. 10. In Baltimore,
To Stone's nine preconditions for black sucthe black candidate was hurt by her membership in
the minority party (the Republicans are out-registered cess may be added two more, based on the analseven to one in the city) and an especially low turn- ysis in this paper. First, the serious attempt to
out in black neighborhoods. See Cramer, op. cit., footcapture the mayoralty by a black candidate
note 39, p. l. In Miami, a virtually unknown black
candidate lost by mOre than five to one. Less than ten must have taken place before and, second, the
percent of the registered black population cast ballots, turnout of black voters must be greater than
compared to twenty-five percent of Anglos and forty
that of white voters. The turnout rate of black
percent of the Latin population. See Jacobs, op. cit.,
footnote 39. p. 2·0. In Cleveland. because of a grow- voters necessary to elect a black candidate will
ing black electorate. a viable majority-party candidate vary with the proportion of the total electorate
and a precedent of electing a black mayor, it appeared
that is black, assuming the continuance of
didacy, appeared in black neighborhoods. This
statement is particularly true for middle-income
black precincts, while the turnout in some lowincome black precincts actually decreased from
1969, similar to the pattern in Detroit and Los
Angeles.

as if this city might elect a black mayor in 1975; an
exceptionally high turnout by white voters killed this
possibility. See "Elections '75: A Mixed Bag," Newsweek, November 17. 1975. pp. SO-53.

4~
43

Stone, op. cit., footnote 7, pp. 229-30.
Tryman. op. cit., footnote 7. p. 357.
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bloc-voting by blacks.H In nonpartisan con- was combined with a share of the white vote, it
tests, the candidates are often from the same provided the victory margin. While bloc-voting
party so that whatever advantage might accrue has been decried by some commentators as
to the black candidate from being a member of often leading to the election of unqualified.
the majority party is thereby eliminated. The candidates, Johnson has argued that blacks, as
real test of the accuracy of these eleven condi- the Irish, Italians, and Poles have done in the
tions (nine suggested by Stone and· two sug- past. "should put aside their differences within
gested in this paper) is whether the outcome of the race and unite behind the men who will look
racially divided elections can be predicted be~ selfishly at the black man's interest. "45
fore the poIling day.
.
Predictions in American politics are always
The success of black candidates in 1973 in hazardous. If present population trends conDetroit, Los Angeles, and Atlanta was the re- tinue in American metropolitan areas, more
sult of a combination of factors. Metropolitan large cities will elect black mayors. The particresidential trends led to a growth in the number ular timing of their election depends largely on
of blacks registered to vote and a decline of the the eleven factors listed above. The basic reawhite electorate between 1969 and 1973. Al- son behind black electoral success so far, howthough overall turnout in 1973 was down from ever, has been a united electoral front by the
the peaks of 1969; except in Atlanta, the black black population. It is possible that splits along
turnout was significantly greater Ihlln the while ideological. sociul class. or rnrly lincs will diturnout rate. Black candidates benefited from a vide the black electorate in the fu~ure and allow
solid bloc-vote in all of the elections; whcn this a white candidate to win on a white bloc vote.
In the foreseeable future, bloc voting will re-·
44 In the 1975 Philadelphia mayoral election. black
main the dominant method of voting when the
voters gave Charles Bowser, an independent black candidates are racially different.

candidate. fifty·seven percent of their vote. The remainder went to the Democrat. Frank Rizlo, and the
Republican, Thomas Foglietta. See Slone, op. cit .. footnote 39, p. 10.

.:; J. H. Johnson. "Vote Block. Vote Black," Ebony,
September. 1968, p. 136.
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ABSTRACT. Significant changes in the electoral support of black mayors occurred in 1977. Bloc-voting against black incumbents by whites decreased dramatically in alI cities, except Detroit, while bloc-support for the mayors continued
in black precincts. Overall turnout was lowered significantly but black turnout
rates continued to exceed white rates. The "Manhattan Coalition" of blacks and
upper- and middle-income whites was revised in 1977 in Atlanta, Los Angeles,
and New Orleans, but Detroit continued to experience a strong electoral cleavage
based on intraracial cohesion and little crossover voting. The black mayoral victory in New Orleans was based on the same combination of factors as in the
other cities in 1973.
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Los Angeles, and Atlanta in 1973 provided an
added test of the electoral predictions.
Although opportunities for longitudinal
Atlanta. They found that black mayors were study and further testing of empirical models
. elected in these cities in 1973 because of black exist, such studies have been rare in human
bloc-voting, support from a small but signifi- geography. In electoral geography, however,
cant proportion of the white population, and longitudinal studie's are encouraged by incuma higber black voter turnout. Because of vote bents running for reelection and consistent
consistencies based on social cleavages in electoral regulations. Despite these incen1969 and 1973, they predicted the probable tives, existing studies, both at municipal and
success of future black mayoral candidates.! national scales, tend to be of geographic patAn unrivaled opportunity to test these pre- terns of voting returns for a single election. 2
dictions and evaluate electoral trends since Notable exceptions include studies of support
1973 was provided by the 1977 mayoral elec- for the Danish Communist and New Zealand
tions in these three cities. The incumbent Social Credit parties by Barnett, Taylor's exmayors (Young in Detroit, Bradley in Los An- amination of class and voting in England,
geles, and Jackson in Atlanta) ran for reelec- Lewis'S' review of the effects of black migration and thus provided a continuity of choice tion on the voting surfaces of Flint, and Rowfor voters in these cities. Additionally in 1977, ley's study of the council elections in Greater
a strong challenge for the mayoralty in New London. 3 By taking predictions and models
Orleans was mounted by Ernst Morial, a black
appeals court judge and former state legisla2 P. J, Taylor, "Political Geography," Progress ill HIItor. Morial's opponent in the runoff was An- man GeoRrtlphy, Vol. I (1978), pp. 153-62. A notable
thony DiRosa. the most conservative white exception is Morrill's review of his reapportionment plan .
candidate in the primary. Incumbency was not See R. L. Morrill, "Ideal and Reality in Reapportiona factor in New Orleans where political ment," Annals, Association of American Geographers,
63 (1913), pp, 463-77; and R. L. Morrill. "Redistrictchoices and circumstances similar to Detroit, Vol.
ing Revisited," Annllis. Association of American GeogN a recent paper, O'Loughlin and Berg exIblack
amined the bases of electoral support for
mayors in Detroit, Los Angeles, and
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and testing them with new data, electoral·
geographers can develop a coherent body of
knowledge based on consistent review and
modification.
.
With the emphasis on consistency, the three
foci of this study are based on the results of
O'Loughlin and Berg's study.4 The electoral
support for black mayors is analyzed under
three research headings: 1) Bloc-voting-did
it change between 1973 and 1977 in black and
in white precincts? Did the presenc-e of incumbents affect it? 2) White Support for Black
Candidates-did the proportion of white support, critical to black mayoral wins in 1973,
change in 19771 Did a significant proportion
of upper-class whites vote for black candidates with lower income whites giving
bloc-support to white candidates in 1977? 3)
Turnout-was black voter turnout still significantly higher than white turnout in 1977? Was
the importance of turnout lessened by a
growth in the proportion of the black votingage population in each city?
As in the earlier study, the citie's are examined within the context of local political
culture, social conflict, population composition, campaign issues, and political personalities. It should be emphasized that the four
cities under study here use nonpartisan ballots
and that, although party registration is correlated with support for a particular candidate,
party considerations do not directly enter into
the campaigns or the coalitions supporting the
candidates. 5
THE 1977 ~fA YORAL ELECTIONS

A careful distinction must be made between
Los Angeles and Atlanta on the one hand and
Detroit and New Orleans on the other. In
1977, Tom Bradley and Maynard Jackson in
Atlanta won reelection without runoffs (Table
I). Bradley received more votes in the primaries than the combined totals of his eleven
opponents, while Jackson scored a landslide
victory over four major opponents, Bradley's
Michigan, 1932-62; A Cartographic Analysis," Annals,
Association of American Geographers, Vol. 55 (1965), pp.
1-25; and G. Rowley, "The Greater London Council
Elections of 1964 and 1%7: A Study in Electoral Geography," Transactions. Institute of British Geographers,
Vol. 53 (1971), pp. 117-32.
• O'Loughlin and Berg, op. cit., footnote I, p. 238.
5 See 0' Loughlin and Berg, op. cit., footnote I, pp.
227-28 for a discussion of nonpartisanship.

.
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popularity was impressive because his opponents included such local political figures as
Howard Jarvis and state senator Alan Robbins. Jackson had a black opponent but she
received less than five percent of the primary
vote. In some circumstances, it is easier for
an incumbent to win in a primary because opposition is diffused over many opponents
while a single rival can crystallize opposition
to the incumbent's policies. In addition, voters are generally less interested in primaries
and even strong opponents have difficulty in
arousing interest in their candidacies.
In Detroit, the incumbent, Coleman Young,
won convincingly over his black opponent,
Ernest Browne. Young had been opposed in
the primary by Browne and two white candidates. This election demonstrated an interesting change of electoral strategy by white voters. The nomination of two blacks to the
runoff would seem to suggest that the primary
was not characterized by racial bloc-voting.
In fact, white voters in the city (almost half of
the total) neglected the white candidates to
support Browne because they perceived him
as a "moderate black" and saw him as the
only candidate capable of beating Young in a
runoff. The rapidity of electoral change and
political control as a function of racial voting
and demographic trends is well illustrated in
Detroit where, until 1973, whites controlled
the mayoralty, city council, and school board.
Morial's victory in New Orleans by less
than 4,500 votes (2.5 percent of the total cast)
was made possible by the primary success of
Council-member Joseph DiRosa, the most
conservative of the three white candidates. In
the first primary, white turnout averaged seventy-four percent (compared to sixty-six percent for blacks) and DiRosa received thirtynine percent of the total vote but only four
percent of black votes. Morial's vote was just
the opposite (fifty-eight percent of black and
five percent of white support) while the other
candidates showed mixed black/white support.6 Thus, the second primary (runoff) presented voters with a choice of two candidates
at the opposite ends of the racial voting spectrum. 7 Morial knew that DiRosa's nomination

Ci'y

Detroit

Los Angeles

Atlanta

New Orleans
• Prim:uy election with m,
Source: 1969 and 1973 ros'

was his best hope of ev
could mobilize black v
and, in addition to a bl2
white liberal support. s
Voting percentages .
1969, 1973, and 1977 i!
(Table I). From narro\'.
narrow victory in 197
1977, black candidates
les, and Atlanta woule
of continued election.
the experience of black
state assemblies, and c
election of black mayc
Atlanta, and New Orle
ing black majorities. 9
black population const
fifth of the total and to
success is based on his
city-wide popularity.lO
of continued black ele(
made with caution, esr
based on a sample of t.
cumbents have been reI
Cleveland mayoralty (a
Stokes' from 1967 to 1
three percent black 5th
in Atlanta. Additionall
vote might allow a wh;
• Rosenzweig and Wildgen
• H. Walton, Jr., Black 1
Structural Analysis (Philadel
Company, 1972); and J. R. H(
.. Urban Black Politics," Ani,
Political and Social Science,
'" .. A Triumphant Decent
April 7, 1977.

6 A. Rosenzweig and J. Wildgen, "A Statistical Analysis of the 1977 Mayor's Race in New Orleans," Louisiana Business Survey, Vol. 9 (April, 1978), pp. 4-8.
7 Similar eliminations of moderate candidates occurred
in primaries in the other three cities in 1969 and 1973 .
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T.'IBLE l.-SL"MMAR\· STATISTICS OF VOTING PROI'ORTl0" DISTRIBUTIONS
,-

-

',: ..-

Percentage of
precinct~

Coefficient

City

Detroit

el~hty

over
percent

Mean

of variation

Austin
Young
Young

49.40
51.59
61. JO

2.307
3.351
0.534

.213
.001
-.511

33.9
38.8
48.1

Year

Candidate

19.69
1973
1977

Skewness

Los Angeles

1969
1973
*1977

Bradley
Bradley
Bradley

46.73
56.34
56.86

0.629
0.855
0.218

.251
.206
.775

15.1
18.2
19.6

Atlanta

1969
1973
*1977

Massell
J~kson

Jackson

55.46
59.23
62.67

1.861
1.720
0.482

.791
.098
-.428

33.3
40.0
48.2

1977

Morial

50.05

0.610

.272

26.9

New Orleans

.

• Primary election with more than one opponent.

Source: 1%9 and 1973 results from O'Loughlin and Berg:

1m resull. calculated

was his best hope of eventual success since he
could mobilize black voters for a high turnout
and. in addition to a black bloc-vote, win some
white liberal support. s
Voting percentages for black candidates in
1969, 1973, and 1977 indicate a definite trend
(Table 1). From narrow defeat in 1969 through
narrow victory in 1973 to landslide wins in
1977. black candidates in Detroit, Los Angeles. and Atlanta would appear to be assured
of continued election. If we can judge from
the experience of black legislators in congress,
state assemblies, and city councils, continued
election of black mayors is likely in Detroit,
Atlanta, and New Orleans· with their increasing black majorities. 9 In Los Angeles, the
black population constitutes only about onefifth of the total and to large extent. Bradley's
success is based on his cross-racial appeal and
city-wide popularity. to However, projections
of continued black electoral success must be
made with caution. especially since they are
based on a sample of ten elections. Black incumbents have been replaced by whites in the
Cleveland mayoralty (after two terms by Carl
Stokes from 1967 to 1971) and in the fortythree percent black 5th congressional district
in Atlanta. Additionally, a split in the black
vote might allow a white candidate to win a
• Rosenzweig and Wildgen. op. cit., footnote 6. p. 8.
H. Walton, Jr., Black Politics: A Theoretical and
SrruclIIral Analysis (Philadelphia: Lippincott Publishing
Company, 1972); and J. R. Howard and R. C. Smith, eds.,
"Urban Black Politics," Annals, American Academy of
Political and Social Science; Vol. 439 (1978).
'0 "A Triumphant Decent Man," New York Times,
April 7, 1977.
9
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three-way contest. although such an occurrence is unlikely in nonpartisan contests because the primaries guarantee only two candidates on the runoff ballot and a third
candidate would have to rely on write-in support.
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ELECTORAL BEHAVIOR IN RACIALLY-DIVIDED
ELECTIONS
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Almost all successful black candidates are
elected from black-majority constituencies. 1I
Unlike Hispanic-Americans, black voters express their perceived self-interest and give
bloc-support to candidates of their race, predictable responses to their ethnic group identification and attitudes towards politics and
society.12 Black electoral success is often
helped by socioeconomic factors such as high
income, occupation, and education levels of
whites, as Cole showed in his study of New
Jersey cities. 13 Regional differences between
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It C. S. Bullock, III, "Election of Blacks in the South:
Preconditions and Consequences.·.. American Journal of
Political Science. Vol. 19 (1975), pp. 727-39: H. J. Bryce,
"Problems of Political Management and Implementation
of Local Government: A Minority Perspective," Public
Administration Review, Vol. 35 (1975), pp. 812-18; and
H. Marshall and D. Meyer, "Assimilation and the Election of Minority Candidates: The Case of Black Mayors,"
Sociology and Social Research. Vol. 60 (1975), pp. 1-21.
12 N. P. Lovrich and O. Marenin, "A Comparison of
Black and Mexican-American Voters in Denver: Assertive Versus Acquiescent Political Orientations and Voting
Behavior in an Urban Setting." Western Political Quarterly, Vol. 29 (1976). pp. 284-94.
.3 L. Cole, "Electing Blacks to Political Office: Structural and Social Determinants," Urban Affairs Quarterly,
Vol. 10 (1974), pp. 17-39.
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North and South and structural factors, such
as the size of districts, also' are important. 14
Studies which focus on intercity differences at
an aggregate scale overlook neighborhood circumstances, especially the voting behavior of
whites in racially divided elections.
Much of the research. on white voting behavior stems from Key's classic study of the
racial issue in southern elections. ls In particular, his hypothesis that support for liberal
candidates (or black candidates in the 1970s)
would decrease in districts with large black
populations because of white fears of black
empowerment has generated much discussion. 16 Research with both southern and national samples indicate consistent differences
between the South and the rest of the country,
and between the Black Belt and the rest of the
South. Key's hypothesis is accurate only for
the South, attributed to "the presence of a
distinctly southern subculture concerning race
relations. "17 Wright found more support for
George Wallace (his test of the hypothesis) in
the Deep South as a function of black concentration but, additionally, pointed to the importance of individual state contextual effects.
Thus, race has a contextual effect on voter
choice because primary group processes and
issue proximities are major mechanisms
through which the presence of black populations is evaluated by the voters. 18 Rural-urban
differences in this effect were not significant.
Racial differences in candidate choice are con14 A. Karnig, "Black Representation on City Councils:
The Impact of District Elections and Socio-economic
Factors," Urhan Affairs Quarterly, Vol. 12 (r976). pp.
223-42; D. Taebel, "Minority Representation on City
Councils: The Impact of Structure on Blacks and Hispanics," Social Science Quarterly. Vol. 59 (1978). pp. 14252; and T. P. Robinson and T. R. Dye, "Reformism and
Black Representation on City Councils;' Social Science
Quarterly, Vol. 59 (1978), pp. 133-41.
I. V. O. Key, Jr., SOli/hem Politics in State and Nation
(New York: Alfred P. Knopf, 1949), pp. 43-44.
,. R. Schoenberger and D. Segal, "The Ecology of Dissent," Midwest JOlirnal of Political Science, Vol. 15
(1971), pp. 553-86; E. Black and M. Black, "The Wallace
Vote in Alabama," Journ(/I of Politics, Vol. 35 (1973).
pp. 730-36; and D. Knoke and N. Kyriazis. "Persistence
of the Black-Belt Vote: A Test of Key's Hypothesis,"
Social Science Qu(/rterly, Vol. 57 (1977), pp. 899-906.
11 M. W. Giles, "Percent Black and Racial Hostility:
An Old Hypothesis Reexamined," Social Science Quarterly, Vol. 58 (1977). p. 416 .
,. G. C. Wright, Jr., "Contextual Models of Electoral
Behavior: The Southern Wallace Vote:' American Political Scien"e Review. Vol. 71 (1977), pp. 491-508.

sis tent and are produced by the prese
black candidates or, to a lesser exte
ideological splits (on the race issue)
white candidates. 19 Although Greele
shown that white ethnic groups differ i
attitudes towards blacks, these diffe
can only be tested using individua
data. 20 Conservative white candida
northern states are expected to receiv.
strongest support in white neighbor
close to expanding black ghettoes, but
dates running a national campaign can
pected to be evaluated .on more than 10
sues and fears. Consequently, the bes'
of this hypothesis are local, especially
oral nonpartisan elections.
When blacks constitute a minori.y,
candidafes must rely on white allies fc
tory. Among these potential allies, two f
have generated most interest and contro
lower-income whites who would f(
"class" alliance and upper-income \\
forming a "Manhattan Coalition." Depc:
on how they view their potential allies,
candidates adopt a coalition strategy str
issues of concern to their potential whit
porters. It may seem unusual that up!=
come white voters would ally with black
as occurred in Atlanta from the early 19
1973, these two groups kept moderate
mayors in office. The alliance was not
on party coalition but rather on local a:
cial circumstances. Research by Murra
Vedlitz has shown that lower status whi
southern cities tend to vote with blac
state and national elections (with partisa
lots) as part of the Democratic majority,
differing in local elections with nonpa
ballots. Polarized voting rose rapidly !
1960s and continues at a high level as
candidates run for office. Black ele(
cohesion results and white voters show
lower support for black candidates than i
mally the case for white candidates w~
,. T. Pettigrew, "When a Black Candidate R
Mayor: Race and Voting Behavior:' in H. Hal:
People and Politics in Urhan Society (Beverly Hi!
if.; Sage Publications, 1972), pp. 95-118.
Z. A. M: Greeley, "How Conservative are Ai
Catholics?" Political SciellCl! Quarterly. Vol. 9~
pp. 199-218. WASPS (White Anglo-Saxon Prot.
express the most consistent negative attitudes I
blacks while Polish-Americans are the most conSe
of the Catholic groups.
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"urrorted oy hlacks. Atlanta showed consistent ~llpport for the .. Manhattan Coalition,"
even in national elections. while New Orleans
presented a mixed (pluralist) pattern, as
. blacks' voting allies varied by type of election
and race of candidate. 21
The 1969 and 1973 mayoral elections in Los
..\ngeles have been the subject of conflicting
studies which have related support for Bradlev to the socioeconomic characteristics of
pr:ecincts. In their original paper, Hahn and
Almy concluded that, when race is controlled,
there was an inverse relationship between socioeconomic status and support for Bradley in
the 1969 election. Recalculation of their data
by Acock and Haley showed the reverse, a
positive relationship.22 The 1973 elections allowed a retest of the conclusions. Hahn and
:'lis coworkers found further support for their
;Iass-based voting interpretation, while the
counter viewpoint was again put forward that
'he voting was ethnically (racially) based. 23
:"os Angeles is exceptional because of the
arge support of whites for Bradley. In other
mayoral elections, black candidates received
')etween nine and twenty-three percent of the
vhite vote. 24 The crucial question remains: is
white support for black candidates based on
social status and variable from city to city, or
o consistent patterns of crossover voting by
Ihites exist?
In close contests, the level of turnout of the
voting blocs is critical. Unlike their perforlance in national-level contests, blacks vote

"' R. Murray and A. Vedlitz ... Racial Voting Patterns
the South: An Analysis of Major Elections from 1%0
.v 1977 in Five Cities." Annals. American Academy of
Political and Social Science. Vol. 439 (1978). pp. 29-39.
,. H. Hahn and T. Almy, "Ethnic Politics and Racial
sues: Voting in Los Angeles." Western Political Quar'Iy. Vol. 24 (1971). pp. 719-30; A. C. Acock and R. M.
Halley. "Reply to Hahn and Almy," Western Political
.... wrterly. Vol. 28 (1975), pp. 737-78; H. Hahn and D.
. "ingman, "The First Bradley-Yorty Election: An Analis of a Reconsideration," Western Political Quarterly.
)1. 29 (1976), pp. 645-46.
"3 H. Hahn, D. Klingman and H. Pachon, "Cleavages,
Coalitions and the Black Candidate: The Los Angeles
Iyoralty Elections of 1969 and 1973," Western Political
arterly. Vol. 29 (1976). pp. 507-20; and R. M. Halley,
-.. C. Acock. and T. H. Greene, "Ethnicity and Social
·:Iass: Voting in the 1973 Los Angeles Municipal Elec1S," Western Political Quarterly. Vol. 29 (1976). pp.
-30.
• Halley, Acock and Green, op. cit., footnote 23, p.
-22.
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in large numbers in local highly salient eleclions.~;' Turnout, in both black and white precincts, increases dramatically when blacks
first contest political office. 21 ; Olsen's "isolation theory" (that blacks vote in lower numbers because they have disproportionately
lower social status) has been criticized by
Danigelis and others. ~7 Instead a "political climate" model has been proposed which states
that black political participation is a function
of the prevailing political conditions and attitudes to their participation. Additionally, an
"ethnic community" model, focusing on the
idea that increasing race and class consciousness within black communities enhance activism, was proposed by Myrdal. 28 In an extensive test of the relationship between turnout
and socioeconomic status, Murray and Vedlitz showed that while the r2 was .56 for white
precincts, it was only .25 in black areas in
their sample of five, large southern cities,
which included Atlanta and New Orleans.
While the proportion of white adults registered rose from forty-seven percent in 1944 to
sixty-seven percent in 1974, the proportion of
blacks registered rose from six percent to sixty-eight percent for the same period. While
the black turnout rate is slightly lower than
the white rate, in mayoral elections and important Democratic primaries, it occasionally
'exceeded the white rate. 29
Why is the level of participation in black
precincts higher for given levels of socioeco.. H. B. Brotman, "Voter Participation in November
1976," Gerontologist. Vol. 17 (1977). pp. 157-59.
t6 Pettigrew, op. cit., footnote 19.
21 Olsen concluded that blacks who identify as members
of an ethnic minority tend to be more active than nonidentifiers. M. E. Olsen. "Social and Political Participation
of Blacks," American Sociological Review. Vol. 35
(1970), pp. 682-97; N. L. Danigelis. "Theory of Black
Political Participation in the United States," Social
Forces, Vol. 57 (1977), pp. 31-47; and B. London and J .
Hearn, "Ethnic Community Theory of Black Social and
Political Participation: Additional Support," Social Science Quarterly. Vol. 57 (1977). pp. 883-91.
28 G. Myrdal, R. Sterner, and A. Rose, An American
Dilemma (New York: Harper, 1944); A. M. arum, "A
Reappraisal of the Social and Political Participation of
Negroes," American Sociological Review. Vol. 72 (1966).
pp. 32-46; and B. London, "Racial Differences in Social
and Political Participation: It's not Simply a Matter of
Black and White," Social Science Quarterly. Vol. 56
(1975), pp. 274-86.
29 R~ Murray and A. Vedlitz, "Race, Socioeconomic
Status and Voting Participation in Large Southern Cities," Journal of Politics, Vol. 39 (1977), pp. 1064-72.
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nomic status and less subject to social status
variations than in white precincts? In addition
to the "ethnic community" model, another
possible explanation is that blacks may be better organized within their community and this
organization may stimulate higher levels of
political activity than expected given the relative socioeconomic deprivation of the group.30
Obviously, certain elections have a greater
salience for black voters, such as contests
with black or racist white candidates or primaries offering a clear ideological choice.
Within black neighborhoods, turnout increases as education levels increaseY Special
registration drives for important elections
often achieve spectacular results. Getting people to register is only half the battle, however:
only 52.5 percent of those newly registered in
Central Harlem voted in the ensuing 1976
Presidential e1ection. 32
DATA, HYPOTHESES, AND METHODOLOGY

The basic data set consisted of precinct
electoral returns for the mayoral primaries in
Los Angeles and Atlanta and for the runoffs
in Detroit and New Orleans. Although the
number of precincts varies from city to city
(Los Angeles has 3221 precincts, 1122 in Detroit, 428 in New Orleans, and 193 in Atlanta),
their small size ensures very detailed voting
data and homogeneity of racial and socioeconomic status in most precincts. Precinct data
provide the best aggregate data available to
electoral geographers and have been analyzed
extensively.33 For each precinct. the total registered, total number voting, number of votes
Murray and Vedfitz. op~ cit., footnote 29, p. 1070.
G. C. Wright, "Black Voting Turnout and Education
in the 1968 Presidential Election," }ollmal of Politics.
Vol. 37 (1975). pp. 563-68. For another view on the same
point. see M. Coveyou and D. PfeitTer. "Education and
Voting Turnout of Blacks in the 1968 Presidential Election." }ournal of Politics. Vol. 35 (1973). pp. 995-1001.
32 C. V. Hamilton, "Voter Registration Drives and Turnout: A Report of the Harlem Electorate," Political Science Quarterly. Vol. 92 (1977), pp. 43-46. A registration
drive in black precincts in Philadelphia swelled the percentage ofhlacks among registered voters from 30 to 37.6
percent in the period before the 1978 City Charter Referendum. See R. Goldwyn. "Do you really think a Black
can he elected mayor?" SUI/day Bulletin [PhiladelphiaJ.
April 29, 1979.
33 Lewis. op. cit.. footnote 3; I. R. McPhail. "The Vote
for Mayor of Los Angeles in 1969:' Anl/als. Association
of American Geographers. Vol. 61 (1971), pp. 744-58: and
D. R. Reynolds and 1. C. Archer. "An Inquiry into the
30

for each candidate. and for Atlanta and New
Orleans, the number of blacks and whites registered were collected. 34 Precinct boundary
changes between 1973 and 1977 were minimal
in Detroit and Atlanta. but were substantial in
Los Angeles. These Los Angeles modifications, while denying the possibility of comparison of results for individual precincts, do
not prevent longitudinal analysis of areal patterns because of small precinct sizes.
Although there is considerable correspondence between precinct and census tract
boundaries in all four study cities, the process
of allocating precincts to census tracts is difficult and certainly not worth the effort when
the temporal gap between the census year
(1970) and the election year (1977) is large.
Johnston has recently called attention to the
problems of aggregate correlational analysis of
census and voting data and Cox's causal model of suburban location and Conservative voting in London, based on the regression of party support and socioeconomic component
scores, has bee·n criticized. 3s
In this present study, census data were used·
to determine a sampling framework. Using the
1970 data, areas of more than ninety percent
black and ninety percent white were mapped
for each city. In addition. high- and middleincome areas (more than $11,000 median family income) were mapped. Sample precincts
were selected from these areas in a random
manner for the analysis of turnout rates and
white support for black mayors (Tables 2 and
3). Precincts near the black ghetto in 1970
were avoided since they may have gained
black population since the census and therefore contain more than ten percent black population. This method allows the researcher to

31
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Spatial Basis of Electoral Geography," Discussion Paper
No. II, Department of Geography, University of Iowa.
1969 .
.. This racial breakdown is not available for Detroit and
Los Angeles precincts.
.. R. 1. 1ohnston, "Political Behavior and the Residential Mosaic," in D. T. Herbert and R. 1. 10hnston. eds ..
Social Areas in Cities. (New York: 10hn Wiley & Sons.
1976). Vol. 2. pp. 65-88: K. R. Cox, "Suburbia and Voting Behavior in the London Metropolitan Area." Anl/als.
Association of American'Geographers, Vol. 58 (1968). pp.
111-27; P. 1. Taylor. "Causal Models in Geographic Research," Annals. Association of American Geographers.
Vol. 59 (1969). pp. 402-04: and R. E. Kasperson. "On
Suburbia and Voting Behavior:' Annals. Association of
American Geographers. Vol. 59 (1969). pp. 405-11.
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OR THE BLACK MAYORS.

Lipper and muJdlc: Income

Low income

mean

st. dey.

mean

2,02
3.89
6.17
4.04

9,79
43.28
21.81
14.35

City

44
106
19
35

Detroit
Los Angeles
Atlanta
:'-lew Orleans

i

7,95
57.29
29.29
27.20

h
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48
]07
17
20

1977

"it.

t~vaJuc

dey.

3.27
6.78
7.43
5.00

3.07
4.38
4.33
13.02

.....

All ,.valucs !ooil1niticanr from zero at Ihe .01 level for a one· tailed test.
-A

;

isolate the effects of race and socioeconomic
status on political variables while avoiding the
pitfalls of changed spatial realities because of
a temporal lag between census and election
years.
The hypotheses for this research stem from
the O'Loughlin and Berg results. The hypotheses tested were: I) bloc-voting, both by white
and black voters, existed in the 1977 elections
and showed no significant change since 1973;
2) that black mayors continued to receive support from white middle-class voters significantly higher than from low-income white
voters; and 3) that the turnout in black precincts was still significantly higher than in
white neighborhoods.
Isopleths enclosing precincts with more
than ninety percent for the black mayors were
used to indicate areas of bloc-voting. This
technique has been used qy Lewis, Glantz,
and O'Loughlin and Berg and its use to determine bloc-voting has been supported by Rosenzweig and Wildgen. 36 Unlike the previous
study by O'Loughlin and Berg, isopleths with
bloc-support for white candidates were not
deemed worthwhile except in Detroit because

of the few and scattered precincts of their
bloc-vote. This absence of bloc-voting in Los
Angeles and Atlanta can be attributed to the
lower salience of the elections to the white
voters because of the proliferation of candidates, diffusion of anti-Bradley and anti-Jackson support, the perceived difficulty of defeating entrenched incumbents, and the fact that
elections constituted primary, not general elections.
The analysis in this study parallels that of
O'Loughlin and Berg with the exception that,
instead of using the population of more than
ninety percent black and ninety percent white
precincts, a random sample was drawn and
tests of significance are used in this present
study. This approach is necessitated by the
difficulty of determining all precincts in these
categories and the sheer volume of precincts
involved which would invite miscategorization. Additionally, instead of using isopleth
overlays, this study uses statistical tests to
determine significant differences in support
for black mayors in white middle-income and
low-income precincts.
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THE ANALYSIS OF BLOC-VOTING

"I Lewis. op. cit .• footnote 3; Rosenzweig and Wildgen,
op. cit., footnote 6; and R. V. Campbell and D. B. Knight,
"Political Territoriality in Canada: A Choropleth and Isopleth Analysis," Canadian Cartographer, Vo/. 13
(1976), pp. 1-10.

TABLE

3.- VARIATIONS

The average vote (based on the precinct results) for black candidates increased over time
in Detroit, Los Angeles, and Atlanta, even
though both Bradley and Jackson faced a multiplicity of opponents in the 1977 primaries

IN THE TURNOUT RATE,

Precincts over
Citywide turnout
City

Detroit
Los Angeles
Atlanta
New Orleans

n

mean

st. dey.

1122
3221
193
428

49.74
42.05
41.42
76.42

9.15
12.34
9.86
8.90

ninety percenl black

216
103
43
55

mean

st. dey.

54.44
58.45
46.28
75.14

7.06
13.88
8.85
6.98
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ninety percent white

101
229
50
87

mean

st. dey.

(·value

49.07
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10.04
8.14
10.54
8.64

57.13*
76.80*
3.55·
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(Table 1). The advantages of incumbency are
well-knownY Not only did black mayors have
this advantage in 1977 but also benefitted from
growing black electorates in their cities. In
Atlanta, for which accurate data are available,
the proportion of the electorate that 'was
black exceeded fifty percent (53.5) for the first
time in 1977. Of course, more than the black
proportion of the electorate is involved in the
electoral outcome. Crossracial voting, differential turnout between the main voting blocs,
and the strength of intraracial electoral cohesion all combine to set the mean citywide
vote. Jackson's large margins in 1973 and 1977
indicate the combination of these factors in
Atlanta. In both years he benefitted from the
largest black majority, a high turnout in black
neighborhoods (a tradition in Atlanta), and a
significant white support (ten percent in 1973
and twenty-six percent in 1977). In fact, Jackson's increased majority in 1977 can be attributed to increased white support, indicative of
support for his policies, particularly for. his
hardline stance against public employees on
strike. 3s In a runoff in Los Angeles, Bradley
undoubtedly would have received an even
larger vote proportion, just as Young did in
Detroit. Morial's very narrow win in New Orleans replicated that of Young in 1973. Vnlike
black candidates in the other three cities, Morial won on his first attempt. ,It was suggested
by O'Loughlin and Berg that a serious attempt
by a black candidate for the mayoral office
must take place before eventual success. 39
While on first sight it might appear that Morial's victory defies this statement, Morial had
already faced the total New Orleans electorate.
while running for a city council at-large seat
(against DiRosa) in 1969. Thus. he was well
known in the city, a prominence magnified by
his pioneering role in Louisiana politics .
The Coefficient of Variation summarizes the
distribution of the black candidates' voting

'.", .

..... :

..

:.. ,-~:~::::-:- .•-.- ~

37 R. A. Erikson. "The Advantage of Incumbency in
Congressional Elections:' Polity, Vol. 3 (1971), pp. 395405; and W. L. Kostroski, "Party and Incumbency in
Postwar Senate Elections." American Political Science
Rel'iell', Vol. 71 (1977), pp. 166-76.
3. M. H. Jones. "Black Political Empowerment in Atlanta: Myth and Reality:' Annals, American Academy of
Political and Social Science. Vol. 439 (1978). pp. 90-117:
and w. King. "Jackson Wins 2nd Term in Atlanta Con·
test:' New York Times. October 5. 1977.
39 O'Loughlin and Berg. op. cit.. footnote I. p. 237 ..
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proportions relative to their mean support
(Table I). Large values indicate more variation about the mean, showing more extreme
values. Bloc-voting by both black and white
voters is indicated by percentages over ninety
percent and less than ten percent for a candidate, and produces a V-shaped distribution
(Fig. I). Detroit had the largest Coefficient of
Variation until 1977, when the figure for New
Orleans was slightly greater. Most of the Coefficient of Variation can be attributed to black
bloc-voting. In all cities, the number of precincts giving more than eighty percent of the
vote to black candidates increased from year
to year, so that by 1977, nearly half of the
precincts in Detroit and Atlanta gave fourfifths of their vote to black candidates (Table
1). The relatively low levels of extreme voting
in the other two cities are due to a polynucleated ghetto in New Orleans, and a relatively small ghetto and white crossover voting in
Los Angeles. The degree of skewness is generally low and positive (Fig. 1. and Table 1).
The exceptions in Detroit and Atlanta in 1977
were caused by high peaks of black bloc-voting in both cities.
'
The comparison of the vote-profiles in 1977
with those of the previous years revealed interesting contrasts between the four cities. All
cities showed a sharp decline in bloc-voting
against black mayors. This drop is probably
the most significant feature of the past' decade
as strong electoral opposition to the black incumbents has weakened. At the other extreme, black bloc-voting shows no signs of
decrease and actually increased in 1977 in Detroit and Atlanta. Bradley has shown increasing crossracial appeal in his three mayoral
races. In New Orleans' first interracial contest, the vote-profile is the most platykurtic of
the distributions, reflecting the city's polynucleated ghetto, many interracial precincts, and
white support for Murial. When New Orleans' vote-profile is compared to those for
the other three cities in 1969 and 1973, it is
obvious that bloc-voting was not an automatic
response of the voters although most voters
did vote for the candidates of their own race. 40
The isop1ethic maps of support for black
mayors confirm the persistence and spatial expansion of bloc-voting by black voters in 1977
(Figs. 2-6). White bloc-voting, as exemplified
." Rosenzweig and Wildgen. op. cit.. footnote 6. p. 8.
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Vote-profiles for black mayoral candidates, 1969-73-77.

by the ten and twenty percent isopleths for
black candidates, vanished in Los Angeles
and Atlanta and appeared in only a few New
Orleans precincts. Only in Detroit was bloc-

voting by whites still substantial (Fig. 2). This
bloc-vote by whites was for a black mayoral
candidate, Ernest Browne. who had directed
his campaign to the white electorate. Thus. it
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constitutes a crossracial bloc-vote, a new phenomenon for white voters and one that most
likely will be repeated as whites, in minority
situations, are faced with a choice of two
black candidates, Only a decade ago, black
voters in the same cities were forced to choose
between white candidates and consistently
opted for that candidate who was most liberal
on the racial issue,41 The regular contraction
of the white bloc-vote area in the extremities
of Detroit from 1969 through 1973 to 1977 illustrates both the regular expansion of the
black ghetto. especially in northwest Detroit.
and the contraction of determined anti-Young
vote (Fig. 2),42 Lewis suggested that isopleths
of black bloc-votes can be used to approximate intercensal locations of the black ghet-

., J. Q. Wilson. Ne~ro Polirics: The Search for Leadership (New York: Free Pre~s. 1965); C. Stone. Black
Politiml Puwer in America (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill.
Inc .. 1968); and Walton. op. cit .. footnote 9.
42 R. Sinclair. "Ghetto Expansion and the Urban Landscape: A Case Study in Detroit." Wiener Geo~raphi.l'che
Schrifll'n. Vol. 2 (1976). pp. 191-206 .
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toes. 43 Additionally, white bloc-voting can
also indicate the location of the edge of totally
white neighborhoods.
A comparison of the isopleths indicates a
narrow transition zone, which is interracial
(although changing to black) in population.
and split in its electoral choice (Figs. 2 and 3).
The 1977 Young vote shows a slight expansion
over 1973 with some infilling around the edges
of the ghetto in central Detroit. The Cass Corridor. running northward from the CBD, filled
in at its northern fringe but the southern part
is still split in its support for Young, reflecting
its mixed black. Mexican. and Appalachian
white composition. Young's support is firm in
black neighborhoods while the anti-Young
vote weakened between 1973 and 1977. both
spatially and numerically.
One index of Bradley's growing popularity
is the growth of his core of support in the
black areas in south-central Los Angeles (Fig.
4). He could not rely only on bloc-support
43
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from blacks for victory but he needed about
a third of the white vote for a majority. He
achieved this combination in both 1973 and
1977 to such an extent that it is not possible
to isolate precincts of anti-Bradley bloc-votes
in 1977. His lowest votes were in San Fernando Valley precincts and in the southern exten':
sian of the city, similar to 1969 and 1973, except that the opposition was diffuse and
turnout was lower. Bloc-voting by blacks now
covers most of four city council districts and
again indicates the spread and direction of
ghetto growth.
The ninety percent isopleth in Atlanta expanded between 1969 and 1973 but remained·
in basically the same location in 1977 (Fig. 5).
As in Los Angeles, bloc-voting against the
black mayor by whites almost disappeared in
1977. Jackson, by picking up between twenty
and forty percent of the vote in northern and
southern white precincts and a bloc-vote from
blacks, was assured of easy victory. With this
combination of support, a candidate is unbeatable in Atlanta, provided that the black

turnout rate is not significantly lower than the
white rate.
Morial's bloc-vote was overlaid on a racial
map of New Orleans (Fig. 6). This is necessary because the correspondence between the
two distributions is tested for the first time in
1977. The core of Morial's vote lies at the
heart of the polynucJeated black ghetto, delimited by those census tracts over eighty percent black in 1970. When tracts between forty
and eighty percent black are added, all of the
precincts of bloc-support are covered. Undoubtedly.~ many of the tracts that were racially mixed in 1970 gained black population
by 1977, leading to a higher vote percentage
for the black candidate than the proportion of
the census tract's population which was
black. 44 The difference is explained by the
presence of more blacks in 1977 than is indi-

.. This phenomenon was also observed for Detroit. Los
Angeles. and Atlanta by O'Loughlin and Berg. up. cit.,
footnote I, p. 230.
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Black bloc-voting in Los Angeles, 1969-73-77.
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cated by the 1970 census figures and their
higher turnout. New Orleans does not exhibit
a spatial regularity of bloc-vote, as in the other
three cities, because its ghetto is not compact.
Nevertheless, the bloc-vote achieved by Morial in 1977 is comparable in pattern and
strength to those achieved by the other three
black mayors in 1973.
This study of bloc-voting indicates its continuation (and intensification) in black neighborhoods but a diminution in white precincts
(with the exception of Detroit) in 1977. Black
mayors gained a greater proportion of white
votes in 1977 so that the hypothesis that blocvoting is still the method by which interracial
contests are decided is upheld for black precincts but its importance is on the wane in
white precincts. In the trend away from white
bloc-voting, Los Angeles leads while Detroit
is still the most racially-divided city at its polling booths. Both southern cities, Atlanta and
New Orleans, now have black-majority elec- •
torates and black mayors with interracial appeal.
WHITE SUPPORT FOR BLACK MAYORS

.; :~~~:'-.:·>-0.·:~·:·~ :: ......

The level of white support for black mayors,
now in the position of incumbents, is an im-

portant issue. Has the level of this support
risen or fallen since 1973 when black mayors
first won election in Detroit, Los Angeles, and
Atlanta? Presumably, if white voters are satisfied with the policies and performance of the
incumbents, the crossover vote will rise above
the low levels of 1973. However, without a
survey of the feelings of the white population
at the time they voted, it is impossible to calculate how much of increased crossover voting is due to satisfaction with policies and performance, and how much is due to a lessening
of racial tensions, and a consequent willingness to judge the candidates on qualifications
rather than racial background.
Since both New Orleans and Atlanta collect
information on race at the time of registration,
it is possible to determine exactly the level of
white support for black mayors in these two
cities. In 1977, in precincts more than ninety
percent white, Jackson received 25.29 percent
of the vote and Morial received 21.25 percent
in New Orleans. Thus, in addition to ninetyfive percent of the black vote, each mayor received one-quarter to one-fifth of the white
vote. These figures indicate that the "Atlanta
Coalition" has revived after the battering it
received in 1973. when Jackson first contested
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Black bloc·voting in Atlanta. 1969-73-77.

the mayoralty, and only ten percent of the
white voters supported him.4s Morial's ability
to gain twice the level of Jackson's 1973 white
support must be attributed to his assiduous
campaigning in white precincts, his local
prominence and reputation, and the particular
" Rosenzweig and Wildgen. op. cit.. footnote 6. p. 8.

..... ---·x.

political culture of New Orleans, where racial
electoral lines have been less rigid than in other southern cities. 46
• If an .. Atlanta Coalition" exists in the four
cities, the level of vote proportions for the
mayors should be significantly higher in up<. Murray and Vedlitz. op. cit.. footnote 21.
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per- and middle-income white precincts than
in low-income white neighborhoods. To test
this proposition, a random sample of precincts
in both types of neighborhoods were compared in their vote percentages (Table 2).
Bradley won a higher proportion of the white
vote than any of the other three mayors, while
Young received less than one in ten of the
white votes in Detroit. Both Bradley and Jackson increased their white support from 1973,
but Young's white vote did not change. The
causes of these intercity differences must be
sought not only in attitudes and the character

of the candidates, but also in the political culture of each city, the level of racial tensions,
ethnic cohesion, and the importance and
strength of the mayoralty. 47
The hypothesis that black mayors received
significantly higher levels of support in high--
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For political culture and the role of the mayoralty.
see E. Banfield. Bi!! City Pvlitics (New York: Random
House. Inc .• 1965) and for the ethnic factor in interracial
contests see J. K. Hadden. L. H. Massotti. and V. Thiessen. "The Making of the Negro Mayors 1967:' Transaction. Vol. 5 (1%8), pp. 21-30.
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and middle-income preCincts was supported in
Los Angeles, Atlanta, and New Orleans (Table 2). In Detroit, however, Young's vote was
higher in low-income white precincts, contrary to the direction hypothesized. The percentage difference is small (1.8 percent) but
significant. The greatest opposition to Young
centered in the precincts on the rim of the city,
where, although their income is relatively
high, white voters strongly opposed Young's
policies. In this city, recent electoral history,
local racial tensions (particularly those produced by ghetto expansion in northwest and
northeast Detroit) outweigh socioeconomic
status as vote determinants at the polling
booth.
Apart from the income differences in white
support for black mayors, areal differences
within the upper- and middle-income white
precincts were also evident in Los Angeles,
Atlanta, and New Orleans. Bradley received
his greatest white support in 1977 in the same
white areas where he did well in both 1969 and
1973. West Los Angeles, particularly the precincts fronting the Santa Monica Mountains
and the ocean, gave him up to seventy percent
of the votes cast. Here the median educational
level is high and in white precincts where income is a function of blue-collar status, Bradley received his lowest white support. In both
Atlanta and New Orleans, the black mayors
received greater support from white precincts
near downtown, many populated by young,
highly-educated professionals, than in precincts of similar income status on the fringes
of these cities. In New Orleans, a sharp difference between wealthy white areas in the St.
Charles Avenue and Uptown areas and those
along the Lakeshore appeared in 1977. This
electoral difference mirrored that between
"old" New Orleans wealth, supplemented by
newcomers who are renovating houses in the
center city and "new" wealth in post-1950
neighborhoods along the Lakeshore. 48 Neigh.. The "neighborhood" effect influencing urban voting
surfaces. after social factors have been filtered out. is
discussed in D. R. Segal and M. W. Meyer, "The Social
Context of Political Partisanship," in M. Dogan and S.
Rokkan. eds., QuantitaTive EcoloKical Analysis in The
Sodal Sciences (Cambridge. Mass.: MIT Press. 1%9),
pp. 217-32: K. R. Cox, "The Neighborhood Effect in
Urhan Voting Response Surfaces," in D. C. Sweet. ed.,
Models of Urban STructure (Lexington. Mass.: D. C.
Heath and Co .• 1972). pp. 157-85: and Johnston. op. cit..
footnote 35.

borhoods of similar socioeconomic status produce different voting percentages because the
voting decision, although influenced strongly
by social position, also is affected by other
sociopsychological considerations, related to
education, ethnicity, location (neighborhood),
and age.
Because black mayors are able to gain a significant proportion of the white vote, their future reelection seems assured in Atlanta and
New Orleans. Because of the growing black
majority in Detroit, a black mayor probably
will continue there, although voters are racially bound with less than one-tenth of each
group voting for the candidate of the other
race. Bradley has achieved remarkable success in attracting white voters. Whether
another black candidate could duplicate his
performance remains a dubious proposition.
THE TURNOUT FACTOR

When a black first runs for mayor, the citywide turnout rate increases dramatically over
previous elections'. Later elections with black
candidates are likely to have much lower turnout rates, as in Detroit and Los Angeles in
1973. Thus, it is not surprising that the New
Orleans turnout rate in 1977, the highest ever
recorded in that city, should be much higher
than any of the other three cities (Table 3).
The 1977 turnouts were down by eighteen
and fifteen percent in Los Angeles and Atlanta
because of the traditionally lower interest in
primary elections and the predicted easy wins
for Bradley and Jackson. The Detroit turnout
was only marginally down in 1977, with slightly more voters turning out in black precincts,
indicative of Young's efforts to get out the
vote and the continued high interest in the effort to unseat him.
O'Loughlin and Berg emphasized the importance of turnout in deciding close races, a
function of equally matched bloc-votes. They
stated that black candidates can win only
when the black turnout rate exceeds the white
rate as happened in 1969 and 1973. 49 To compensate for a smaller bloc-vote, black candi• dates need a higher turnout from the registered black electorate.
The hypothesis that black turnout was significantly higher than white turnout was supported for Detroit, Los Angeles, and Atlanta
•• O'Loughlin and Berg, op. cit., footnote I. p. 237.
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(Table 3). In New Orleans, the white turnout
was higher, although not significantly so. The
greatest gap between the two groups was in
Los Angeles because white voters, particularly in the San Fernando Valley, stayed away
from the polling booths. This stay-at-home
movement was produced by the predicted win
for Bradley, the only question being whether
he would win a majority in the primary. Voter
interest remained high in Detroit but declined
dramatically in Atlanta, particularly among
white voters. 50
While the turnout of white voters was eight
percent higher in·the New Orleans primary, a
strong effort by Morial and his supporters in
black precincts reduced the gap to two percent in the runoff. Within both types of neighborhoods, turnout rates among middle-class
voters were greater, ranging from ninety-one
percent in a middle-income black precinct to
fifty-five percent in a black public housing
project. 51 In New Orleans, significant differ~
ences in turnout were not a function of race,
but of socioeconomic status.
Given variations in turnout, the question of"
who benefits from these differences is important. Simple correlation coefficients between
turnout and the vote for the black mayor were
+0.301 in Detroit, +0.179 in Los Angeles,
+0.321 in Atlanta and -0.119 in New Orleans.
In three of the four cities, the mayors had
higher support in precincts with higher turnouts, an expected result since turnout was significantly higher in black precincts. (The correlation between percent black and turnout in
Atlanta was +0.326 and -.067 in New Orleans.) Because victory margins were large in
three of the four cities, the mayors did not
have to rely on higher turnout in black precincts for victory. Nevertheless, it is significant that black turnout continues to be higher
in contests that have black candidates, indicating the greater salience of these elections
to the black popUlation.
CONCLUSIONS
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The upward trend in the number of black
elected officials is leveling off. Whether the
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When the 1977 turnout rate was compared in upperincome and low-income white precincts, no significant
difference was observed except in New Orleans where
the rate for upper-income areas was significantly greater.
51 Rosenzweig and Wildgen. op. cit., footnote 6, p. 6 .
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rapid growth of the late 1960s and early 1970s
will occur again is very doubtful. A small and
irregular increase in black mayors as a consequence of demographic trends and shifting
allegiances can be expected, however. The
preconditions necessary for the election of
black candidates have been listed by Stone,
Tryman, and O'Loughlin and Berg.52 Based
on analysis of the 1977 elections, it must be
stated that significant new trends can be seen
in mayoral elections with black candidates.
While all four candidates benefited from black
bloc-voting, Bradley in Los Angeles, Jackson
in Atlanta, and Morial in New Orleans received large white support. The obstacles
faced by former black candidates such as raising campaign money, gaining acceptance by
the local political powers, and media exposure
are diminishing. These obstacles are especially lower for those blacks who have succeeded
in gaining election to other local political office. Thus, all four mayors used these less important posts as ladders to the mayoral office.
.
Stone was correct in stating that black electoral success is based on a large black population (and consequent bloc-vote), media support, some white votes, and acceptance by the
political parties. Stone's fear of a second black
candidate was based on the assumption that
this would result in a split of the black vote. 53
However, as shown in Detroit in 1977, this
need not happen if the white popUlation support one of the black candidates, thereby ensuring two black candidates in the runoff.
O'Loughlin and Berg's two preconditions "for
black mayoral success (previous exposure of
the black candidate to the local electorate and
a higher turnout b.y blacks) were met in the
four 1977 elections, except in New Orleans,
where a slightly higher white turnout was negated by nineteen percent white support for
Morial.5-I
The major question arising from this study
is whether Detroit or Los Angeles will provide
the model for future elections involving candidates from different races. In three mayoral
52 Stone. op. cit.. footnote 41; M. D. Tryman. ··Black
Mayoralty Campaigns: Running the ·Race ... • Phylvn.
Vol. 35 (1974). pp. 346-58: and O'Loughlin and Berg, op.
cit .• footnote I, pp. 237-38.
5:l Stone. op. cit., footnote 41. pp. 229-30.
.. O'Loughlin and Berg. op. cit .. footnote I. p. 23"7-38.
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elections, the scale of racial bloc-voting has
not declined significlntly in Detroit, even
though both 1977 candidates were black. On
the other hand. cross racial support for Bradley, first clearly evidcnt in 1973'and continued
in 1977, has ended hloe-voting by whites in
Los Angeles. It is difficult to separate the effects of the personalili~s (Young and Bradley)
from the general c/c!ctoral trends and the effects of demographic ~ize. To evaluate these
differences, we mu,1 wait untjJ these two mayors are no longer canditlates. This question of
continued raciai hloc·voting versus the blurring of racial lines. at IC:1st among white voters, has important implications for the electoral future of the Cnitcd States. Should white
voters in other cilic, \"tre fOi black candidates
to the same extent Ih:lt white voters in Los
Angeles vote for Brad,cy. many more blacks
will be elected to political office, and not only
from black-majority ui'lricts.
White support for h/:tck mayors varied significantly from onc nc:ighhorhood to another
and especially hetwc:e:n ~ociul classes. As the
clearcut raciallinc'i llf 1%9 ha ve become more
fluid, other factors em he expected to enter
the electoral equalion. As race diminishes in
significance, social cia"",, party membership,
economic rivalric:s. and ideological splits,
which combine to ut.-cide most American elections, will gain in importance, Black mayors,
recognizing these factors. have appealed to
upper- and midule-c/ass whites for support,
hoping that ideology and programs are more
important than skin color to many white voters. The overwhelming victories of Bradley
and Jackson and \Ioriai's win at his first attempt indicate the success of this approach.
Mayoral election" with black candidates in
Memphis. Phibue:lrhia. and Birmingham in
1979 and the 1977 Charlotte, North Carolina,
contest have heen characterized by consistent
patterns of bloc-voting related to black electoral success. Only in Birmingham did the
black candidate: h~ncfit from a bloc-vote from
the black electoral.e (44.6 percent of the registered voters). a hIgher turnout of blacks than
of whites, incrcased voter turnollt from the
primary and a sm'~lIer. but decisive, percentage (ten) of the wh~te vote. In the other cities,
black voters coheSIon was outweighed by other factors, including white majorities, little
cross-racial support for hlack candidares and
black turnout rates lower or equa./ to whites.
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It is clear that in elections involving black candidates and characterized by racial tension
and bloc-voting, black candidates must either
benefit from a majority black electorate or put
together a set of electoral coalitions and forces
similar to the black mayor of Birmingham to
be assured of success.
It was recently stated that "most black politicians now view politics as the cutting edge
of the civil rights movement. "55 Reviews of
the performances of black mayors in office has
shown them to be hampered by structural and
institutional controls inside government and
by economic and business elites outside it.
While blacks have achieved "potential power" in Atlanta and Detroit by winning most
city offices, "real power" remains beyond
their grasp.56 The lack of political machinery,
ruling traditions, economic muscle, flexibility
in switching votes (black voters remain overwhelmingly Democratic), and continued racism combine to reduce the effectiveness of
black elected officials. 57 Although political office is the only power resource that blacks collectively possess, they cannot always exercise
it effectively. Keller found no significant difference in expenditure patterns between black
and white mayors because, although black
mayors wished to reallocate expenditure
priorities, spending is highly constrained by
institutional controls. 58. While the pluralist
view of American politics may stress the benefits accruing to the black electorate from organization and participation, the resulting political prizes are often control of old, poor,
declining, majority-black inner cities. 59
In most democracies, party-based voting remains the most important variable in explaining the geographical pattern of votes. SO Nonpartisan elections are especially interesting
and worthy of study since they remove the
" M. B. Preston. "Limitations of Black Urban Power:
The Case of Black Mayors," in L H. Massotti and R. L
Lineberry, eds .• The New Urhan Politics (Cambridge,
Mass.: Ballinger Press, 1976), p. III.
," Jones, op. cit.. footnote 38.
•
>1 M. B. Preston. "Black Elected Officials and Public
Policy: Symbolic or Substantive Representation," Policy
Studies Journal, Vol. 7 (1978), pp. 196-201.
.. E. L Keller, "The Impact of Black Mayors on Urban
Policy," Annals. American Academy of Political and Social Science. Vol. 439 (1978), pp. 40-52.
,. Bullock. op. cit.. footnote II: and Bryce. op. cit ..
footnote II.
.... Taylor. op. cit., footnote 2. p. 154.
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direct party effect and allow the researcher to
focus on the other factors determining vote
choice. Johnston has recently reviewed the
importance of the spatial context (the neighborhood factor) in the study of elections. 61
6. Johnston. op. cit .• footnote 35; P. M. Scanlon. "Spatial Variations in Electoral Behavior in Urban Brisbane.
1972," Australian Geographical Studies. Vol. 15 (1977).
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This study of black mayoral support emphasized social cleavages as a determinant of vote
choice and, significantly, showed that neighborhood factors based on race are declining in
importance as black mayors extend their support in white areas.
pp. 23-41; and J. S. Wolfe and A. Burghardt, "The
Neighborhood Effect in a Local Election." Canadian
Geographer. Vol. 22 (1978). pp. 298-306.
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Black Employment in Municipal Jobs:
The Impact of Black Political Power
PETER K. EISINGER
University of Wisconsi". Madison
An analysis of affirmative action data regarding levels of black employment in the civil service of
forty-three U,S. cities indicates that observed variations are mailJly a function of the size of the black
population and the presence of a black mayor. By interpreting the size of the black population as an
indicator of potential bloc voting power and by making explicit the links between the mayor's office
and the personnel system, we may conclude that civil service hiring represents one tangible benefit of
black political power. Other possible hypotheses explaining variations in levels of black employment
are less satisfactory, including the argument that minority employment is mainly a function of the expansion or contraction of the public sector. The research suggests that to some degree a politics of
ethnicity which involves the distribution of divisible economic goods to a particular group as a consequence oj that group's political power ~ still Q possibility in American cities.

The task of monitoring the accession of blacks
to elected office iq the United States has occupied
substantial scholarly energies over the past decade
(see, for example, Campbell and Feagin 1975;
Cole 1976; and Karnig 1976). Much of this work
has accomplished what are essentially census
functions, documenting the numerical revolution
in black representation, I its regional incidence,
and the distribution of black officeholders across
types of jurisdictions and offices. Some of these
studies have also explored the political structural
and socioeconomic conditions under which blacks
are likely to be elected, particularly to offices in

The research for this paper was supported by funds
, granted to the Institute for Research on Poverty by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. I wish
to thank Richard Merelman and Bert Kritzer for their
helpful reading and Michael Dunham for his computing
assistance. Several anonymous referees also made valuable suggestions. The conclusions are the sole responsibility of the author.
'Estimates of the total number of black elected officials in the United States in 1964 range from a low of 70
(Williams 1977, p. 24) to a high of 280 (Krislov 1967, p.
41). After the Voting Rights Act of 1965, black voter
registration increased sharply, and several years later
the Joint Center for Political Studies began to monitor
black electoral achievements. By 1969 there were a total
of 1,185 black elected officials. In the succeeding decade
the number of blacks holding office increased by 288
percent, bringing the total in 1979 to 4,607. Twenty
cities with more than 50,000 people had black mayors
(Joint Center for Political Studies 1979). It is this rapid
numerical rise since the late 1960s that I have called a
revolution. although it should be noted that blacks contribute even now less than 1 percent of all elected officials.

urban government (e.g., Bullock 1975; Jones
1976). There are still few explorations of the impact of black officials, however, and those that do
exist are comparatively rudimentary. After more
than a dozen years of sustained black electoral
achievements in urban politics, it is appropriate to
begin more systematic inquiry regarding the extent to which electoral political success has produced substantive benefits for blacks.
The question is of interest in part for the light it
throws both on the possibilities for and benefits of
a contemporary politics of ethnicity.' One major
element in the definition of ethnic politics is the
allocation of divisible symbolic or material
benefits to a particular ethnic group. Most
scholars have focused on the symbolic dimensions
of ethnic politics, regarding the process mainly as
an exercise in "descriptive representation," where
representation "depends on the representative's
characteristics, on what he is or is like, on being
something rather than doing something" (Pitkin
1967, p. 61, emphasis is Pitkin's). Thus, the ethnic
factor in politics has been seen to manifest itselfin
the calculations of those in power and the conditions that permit the political penetration of certain groups and the exclusion of others (Lowi
1964; Cornwell 1980). Ethnic politics has typically
been regarded as a politics of recognition, in
which the achievement of office is chiefly a symbolic accomplishment (Wolfinger 1974, p. 336). A
natibnality or racial group whose co-ethnic has
won or been appointed to office often experiences
a kind of political coming of age, winning at least

:rrhe terms ethnicity and ethnic subsume the category
race. a usage which follows Milton Gordon's.definition
of an .:thnic group as "any racial, religious, and national origins collectivity" (1961, p. 263).
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Black Employment in Municipal Jobs

tentative acceptance among the club of electoral
competitors.
It is striking, however, that few students of ethnic politics have asked the question: Did ethnics
whose representatives achieved office in a particular jurisdiction get anything as a result that coethnics in other jurisdictions who failed to attain
representation did not? Such a question suggests
that ethnic representation ought to be evaluated
not simply for its symbolic value, but as an activity, or in Pitkin's words as "an acting for others,
an activity in behalf of, as an agent of someone
else" (p. 113). For the political scientist, she goes
on to argue, the test of representation is how well
the leader acts to further the objectives of those
whom he or she represents (p. 116).
There is, of course, a long tradition of studies
of urban machines whose very raison d'etre in
many cases was the ethnic quest for the substantive rewards of politics. Indeed, a number of
scholars have shown that the rise of the Irish in
certain places at least led to the disproportionate
capture by that group of jobs in the public sector
(Clark 1975; Erie 1978). One problem with our
understanding of the Irish phenomenon, however, is that there has been little systematic comparative effort to relate Irish employment gains to
variations in Irish political power. Furthermore,
since the benefits, if any, that have accrued to
other groups that practiced a politics of ethnicity
have not been studied systematically, it is possible
to interpret Irish achievements, if we continue to
insist upon a political eX'planation, as a product of
their special political genius in an age before the
rationalization of municipal personnel systems
through civil service reform. Whether or not other
groups-blacks in the present case--can expect
similar gains as a result of their political successes
in the contemporary period is an open question.
Black Employment in Local Government
One divisible benefit whose distribution may be
influenced from city hall is employment in the
local public sector. Although today the hiring of
municipal employees is governed almost entirely
by civil service rules, affirmative-action doctrines
provide a means by which some degree of racial
advantage may be introduced into the most rationalized personnel systems. Studying the extent
to which blacks have penetrated the municipal
service has a number of virtues that bear on an
examination of the possibilities of a black ethnic
politics.
To begin with, public employment achievements themselves have important implications for
the economic well-being of the black community.
The local public sector, Proposition 13 fever not-

.
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withstanding, is still a modest growth industry.'
Work in public-sector employment is not only
more secure than comparable private-sector work,
but in many job categories, it is generally better
paid. Blacks also have better access to high-paying
managerial and professional employment in the
civil service than in the private sector (Erie 1978).
Significant racial representation in public
employment may also enhance minority power, as
Kranz points out (1976, p. 94), particularly in
bureaucratic policymaking, information gathering, agenda setting, and implementation. Minority gains at the managerial level also have implications for recruitment and promotion policies
within agencies which may, even in a civil service
system, be advantageous to minority workers.
Black public employment not only possesses the
virtue of significance as a goal to be sought in
politics, but, for our purposes, it is also an easily
measurable, divisible, and relatively unambiguous
prize. The percentage of blacks in the total
municipal work force of any given city as well as
the percentage of blacks in selected occupational
categories in the local public sector, offer several
dependent variables amenable to varieties of
regression analysis. Affirmative-action data for
individuaI cities make it possible to establish comparisons across cities as units of analysis in which
black electoral strength' varies. In contrast, a
number of important studies to date of the impact
of black political"power are case studies focusing
on a single city or on a limited. number of cities
controlled by blacks (Keech 1968; Levine 1974;
Cole 1976; Jones 1978; Eisinger, in press).
Although these authors are able to identify a
variety of apparent consequences of black power,
they have not always been able to distinguish with
precision those consequences that occurred as a
direct function of black power or to measure
those impacts, nor have they sorted out in any systematic way alternative or contributing explanations for black gains.
Another group of studies has examined the impact of black electoral success on municipal expenditure patterns (Keller 1978; Welch and Karnig
1979; Gruber 1980). These studies must assume
that certain expenditures, measured as aggregate
'Between 1970 and 1979 local government employment grew every year except for 1976, when a decrease
of approximately 2,000 employees was registered nationally out of a total of nearly 9 million workers. Since
1972, the year of passage of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act, and 1979, the local government work
force has grown by some 1.5 million employees. In the
late 19705 the rate of growth slowed, but an additional
66,000 workers were nevertheless added to the local
public payroll between 1978 and 1979, an increase of 0.7
percent (ACIR, 1980, p. 172).
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disbursements for broad functions, are more
beneficial to blacks than to whites. Among the
various problems with the use of aggregate budget
expenditures, however, is that they are not divisible for analytical purposes along racial lines. The
use of aggregate expenditures in various functional areas as dependent variables requires some
questionable assumptions about which broad
areas are of greater or lesser importance to the
black electorate and black politicians. For example, Welch and Karnig (1979) hypothesize that the
presence of a black mayor and strong black council representation will result in a lesser increase in
spending for protective services and physical
facilities than in white-dominated cities. Yet why
would not black mayors seek to spend more for
police and fire services? Blacks are the chief victims of crime, and the incidence of fire is greater
in poor areas. As for spending for physical facilities, black mayors have, in fact, pursued vigorous
public works building and economic development
strategies, partly as a way of creating local jobs. It
is thus equally plausible to hypothesize that black
power would lead to more spending for protective
services and physical facilities. Assigning special
racial interests to broad functional expenditure
categories is an exercise fraught with ambiguity.
We cannot, it seems, be confident of the meaning of findings using aggregate expenditure levels
by function as the dependent variable. In contrast, the distribution of public-sector jobs is
clearly divisible by race. Variations in the level of
black representation in public jobs offer an unambiguous means by which to gauge black fortunes.
Two studies suggest what is for present purposes a crucial link between the local political system and the rational bureaucratic world of civilservice hiring. Thompson's investigation (1978) of
city personnel administrators, most of whom are
appointed by municipal chief executives, found
that those who are sympathetic to minorities are
more likely than others to launch efforts to recruit
-blacks. Furthermore, they are more willing to endorse modifications in hiring and recruitment
standards and practices to facilitate minority hiring. The study does not supply data on the results
of these actions. Eisinger's examination (1980) of
politics in Detroit and Atlanta under black
mayors argues for the importance of mayoral
leadership in achieving affirmative action gains in
the civil service. In those cities the political system
appears to work its way into the administration of
personnel practices in several specific ways. The
black mayors appointed black personnel administrators, ordered special recruitment efforts
within the minority community, pushed for a
reassessment of selection procedures which led to
a de-emphasis of written examinations, and appointed a number of black department heads,
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who have the final responsibility for choosing
names from the civil-service examination lists. In
Atlanta the black mayor appointed the first city
affirmative-action officer, whose post had been
created but unfilled under the preceding white
mayor. Levels of minority employment in those
cities rose sharplY, suggesting that even in a world
of universalistic selection procedures, personnel
practices are apparently subject to local politics.

Data and Hypotheses
Under the Equal Employment Opportunity Act
of 1972, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which prohibited discrimination in private
employment, was extended to state and local governments (Hill 1977). The law requires local
government units to file annual affirmative-action
reports on the race and sex of all full-time
employees, except those in education, by function
and occupational category. The data on which the
following analysis is based are drawn from those
EEO-4 reports filed by individual cities with the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Since the law prohibits the EEOC from releasing these data except in aggregate form, information had to be gathered from cities themselves.
Affirmative action officers or personnel departments in a sample of cities with populations over
50,~ were asked to supply the percentage of
blacks in the total municipal work force and in
each of the two top civil service occupational
categories (administrators and professionals) for
1973 and 1978. Of the 131 cities sampled, 85 (65
percent) finally responded. Thirty-six of the
responding cities, however, had extremely small
Oess than 10 percent) or nonexistent black populations, and an additional six cities could supply
only partial data. The final analysis, then, is based
on complete data from forty-three cities with
"Ii'i'Oreihan 10 percent black population in 197.!'
The median 1970 population of the forly-thW
Cities was 361,000; on the average 2"8' percent of
Their inhabitants were black.
Black employment levelS in the forty-three cities
are somewhat higher than the national averages
compiled by the EEOC, as data in Table 1 show.
Figures also indicate growth in the percentage of
blacks in municipal employment both in the nationally aggregated totals from 1974 to 1978 and

'All cities over 250,000, with the exceptions of New
York and Honolulu, were selected. When it was determined that size had no apparent effect on any of the
dependent variables, the ~amples were merged. Size is
still nevertheless controlicd in the mer~ed sample.
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among the forty-three cities between 1973 and
1978.
Among the sample cities, blacks are over-represented in the total work force according to the affirmative action effort scores but under-represented in the highest or prestige occupational categories.' Effort scores are ratios of percent black in
the total work force or in individual occupational
categories to the percent black in the city population. Disproportionate hiring of black workers in
unskilled, clerical, and menial city jobs accounts
for the total over-representation. Effort is calculated on the basis of percent black in 1970. Since
we cannot assume a constant rate of increase in
the black population during the 19705 across
cities, we must be less than confident about the
validity of the absolute magnitudes of the 1978
scores and of the true dimensions of the change in
effort between 1973 and 1978. In this study, the
change in effort over time is not analyzed, pending availability of 1980 census data. Nevertheless,
effort scores do suggest the relative magnitude of
black under-representation in different occupational categories within cities, and I have used the
1978 effort scores in a limited way as the best basis

[t.

I

_.Ie forty-three cities
national averages
1 in Table 1 show.
III the percentage of
lent both in the na1974 to 1978 and

exceptions of New
When it was deter-ffeet on any of the
were merged. Size is
merged sample.

'c'e

'''Prestige'' is used here to refer to those jobs at the
top of the skill and pay hierarchy of public employment
occupational categories. The term is not meant to connote the reputational attributes of particular jobs. The
full EEO-4 job ranking is as follows: officials and administrators, professionals, technicians, protective service, paraprofessionals, office and clerical, skilled craft,
and service and maintenance.
Officials and administrators .record the highest
average salaries. Professionals have the second highest
average, according to nationally aggregated data (Benokraitis and Feagin 1978, p. 42).
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of intercity comparison of proportional hiring
available.
Black employment levels among the cities in the
sample vary widely, as Table 2 shows.
To explore the impact of black electoral power
on variations in levels of black representation in
the local public work force, we may focus on
several hypotheses regarding the receptivity "f the
personnel system to minority hiring.
HYPOTHESIS NO.1. Black municipal employment levels are afunction of the presence of black
office holders. In other words, as blacks gain
political authority, their presence in public sector
jobs rises. Welch and Karnig (1979, p. 106) caution that the power of mayors to implement policy
goals is greatly constrained by a variety of forces
beyond their control, but several case studies of
cities with black mayors indicate that the racial
composition of the public work force did change
under the black chief executives (Levine 1974, p.
79; Eisinger 1980).
It is also possible that as blacks achieve substantial representation on city councils, legislative
pressures can be brought to bear on the operations of the personnel system. Thus we would expect that the presence of a black mayor andlor
strong (proportional) representation of blacks on
the city council will be associated with high levels
of black employment.
HYPOTHESIS NO.2. Black municipal employ:ment levels are a function of the size of the black
population in the city. A substantial black population may simply offer such a large labor pool
that public employers will naturally draw more or
less proportionally upon it for workers. The history of job discrimination in America, however,
should make us suspicious of the power of such
natural processes. Black achievements in every

Table 1. Black Municipal Employment Levels, U.S. Municipalities, and Sample of 43 Cities

Total black full-time civil
seIVice municipal work force e
Black city civil service'
administrators arid officials
Black city civil seIVice
professionals

U.s., 1974-

U.S., 1978-

43 Cities, 1973 b

43 Cities, 1978

%

%

%

%

20.2

26.5% (106.5)

32.9% (119.5)

6.3

7.7

9.3 ( 35.9)

14.8 (47.5)

12.6

13.4

11.2 ( 43.6)

18.2 (61 )

19

aSOUTce: U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Minorities and Women in State and LOClZi
Governments, 1974 (1977) and Minorities and Women in State and Local Government, 1978 (1980). Data are
based on all 1,120 municipalities employing 100 or more full-time workers.
bFigures in parentheses are afimnative action effort scores. They are mean ratios of percent black in particular
work force categories to percent black in the city population (1970).
(Does not include sch601 personnel or CETA workers.
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Table 2. Mrmnative Action Rankings, 1978,43 Cities
, ,

Total Municipal Work Force

%

Black
1. East St. Louisa
2. Gary8
3. Atlanta8
4. St. Louis
5. Detroit3
6. Newark8
7. Hampton
8. Norfolk
9. Memphis
10. Columbia
11. Philadelphia
12. Durham
13. Columbus, GA
14. Pontiac
IS. Berkeley 8
16. Baltimore
17. Oaklanda
18. Raleigh
19. Beaumont
20. Cincinnati
21. Miami
22. Houston
23. Little Rock
24. Indianapolis
25. Ncw Rochelle, NY
26. Birmingham
- 27. Chicago
28. Los Angelesa
29. Waco
30. San Francisco
31. Akron
32. Dallas
33. Tulsa
34. Columbus, OH
35. Pittsburgh
36. Austin
31. Oklahoma City
38. Hartford
39. Toledo
40. Milwaukee
41. Bridgeport
42. Rochester
43. Buffalo

78.9
77.0
55.6
55.3
53.9
48.2
45.6
44.0
44.0
43.4
42.2
39.8
37.7
37.0
36.8
36.0
35.8
34.3
34.0
32.0
31.8
30.4
29.2
27.0
26.0
25.4
25.1
24.7
24.1
24.0
22.5
21.2
20.4
20.0
20.0
20.0
18.6
IS.4
17.4
16.7
14.9
14.5
13.0

Administrators and Officialsb

%

Effort
East St. Louis
114
Gary
146
Atlanta
108
Berkeley
135
Detroit
123
Newark
89
Hampton
180
57 . - Chicago
Oakland
113
Pontiac
'140
Philadelphia
124
102
St. Louis
130
Columbus, GA
Houston
137
153
Indianapolis
Little Rock
77
102
Columbus, OH
Raleigh
ISO
Baltimore
110
Norfolk
119
138
Miami
Cincinnati
117
Durham
117
ISO
Tulsa
173
Memphis
Dallas
85
Hartford
77
138
Waco
121
Beaumont
185
Austin
Birmingham
128
San Francisco
85
186
Buffalo
Akron
105
Los Angeles
100
Rochester
167
Pittsburgh
116
Milwaukee
66
124
Bridgeport
New Rochelle, NY
111
Oklahoma City
93
Toledo
85
Columbia
64

Black

Professionals c

%

Errort

East St. Louis
100
Gary
119
Newark
64
Atlanta
135
St. Louis
73
Detroit
58
Hampton
116
Durham
82
Berkeley
68
23.5 87 _ Chicago
Pontiac
21.2 62
Baltimore
19.3 47
Philadelphia
19.3 73
Indianapolis
18.7 72
Tulsa
17.0 94
Little Rock
15.8 63
Memphis
13.8 73 Raleigh
13.2 47
Oakland
13.0 28
Columbus, GA
11.0 39
Cincinnati
9.4 41
Houston
9.0 33
Birmingham
8.8 23
Miami
8.0 73
Buffalo
7.0 18
Rochester
6.8 27
Columbia
6.5
23
Milwaukee
6.2 31
San Francisco
6.0 19
Oklahoma City
5.7 48
Dallas
5.7
19
Los Angeles
5.5 42
Columbus, OH
5.0 25
Austin
4.4
24
Akron
4.1
22
Hartford
3.3
19
New Rochelle, NY
13
2.5
Bridgeport
2.5
17
Norfolk
2.0
12
#
Waco
1.7 11
Toledo
1.3
8
Beaumont
3
.4
Pittsburgh
0.0
0

69.0
63.0
32.6
32.3
32.2
31.9
29.1
26.8
23.7

Black
71.0
71.0
49.1
42.2
38.2
37.6
34.3
27.4
27.1
23.6
22.4
22.0
21.3
21.0
20.4
20.0
18.0
17.5
14.9
13.5
13.0
12.7
11.6
11.3
10.6
10.3
9.4
9.1
8.0
7.9
7.9
7.7
7.5
7.1

6.5
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.S
1.9
.4

.3

Effort
103
134
91
83
93
86
135
71
115

72
88
47
69
117
186
80
46
77
43
47
48
49
39
SO
53
61
31
61
62
49
32
43
40
60
36
42
40
34
IS
24
14

13
2

aCities with black mayors in 1975.
bnte relationship between percentage of blacks in total work force and administrators and officials is .83 (pearsonr).
cThe relationship between percentage of blacks in total work force and profeSSionals is .86 (pearson r).
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area have seldom come as a matter of random
happenstance but have instead been the products
of agitation, pressure, and authority. Before the
great local electoral mobilization of blacks in the
19705, a large black population alone was certainly no guarantee of significant black penetration of
the municipal work force, particularly in job categories valued especially by whites.'
A modification of the large labor pool argument is that the city as an employer is faced with a
growing lack of white interest in municipal jobs
and therefore has little choice but to hire blacks'
where they constitute a substantial portion of the
available work force. Although we have no data
on levels of white interest in central-city jobs, we
may infer declining interest from patterns of white
migration to the suburbs. Such population shifts
are associated with suburban job growth (U.S.
Dept. of HUD, 1980, pp. 1-17); they have also accounted disproportionately for black population
gains in the central cities during the 19705 (New
York Times, Apri116, 1981).
A large black population indicates not only a
big labor pool, however, but also a voting bloc of
major proportions. Local government employment opportunities for blacks, then, may be a
function of the size of this bloc. Although we
have no way of measuring comparative levels of
black electoral turnout or bloc voting tendencies
across a large number of cities, we can tap black
electoral mobilization. Mobilization is measured

essionalsC

"

Black

\

j

City

i

Effort

71.0
71.0
49.1
42.2
38.2
37.6
34.3
27.4
27.1
23.6
22.4
22.0
21.3
21.0
20.4
20.0
18.0
17.5
14.9
13.5
13.0
12.7
11.6
11.3
10.6
10.3
9.4
9.1
8.0
7.9
7.9
7.7
7.5
7.1

103
134
91
.83
93
86
135
71
115
72
88
47
69
117
186
80
46
77
43
47
48
49
39

SO
53
61
31
61
62
49
32
43
40
60
36
42
40
34
18
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6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.8
1.9
.4
.3

'Affirmative action figures for city employment
before 1972 are difficult to come by. The point, however, may be illustrated in several ways. For example,
consider data on blacks on the police forces of major
cities before and after the cities elected black mayors. In
1970 the average black population of the five largest
cities that later elected black mayors was 49 percent, but
the average percentage of blacks on the police forces of
these cities in the late 19605 was 12 percent. By 1978 it
had risen to 31 percent (Eisinger, in press), an increase
that cannot be explained solely by increases in the black
population in those cities. Data on municipal employment in Atlanta, one of the few cities to have compiled
reliable early data on black employment, are also suggestive, as the table below shows.

24
14
13
2

Black Municipal Employment In Atlanta
Before
Black

Mayor
(1970)

,fficials is .83 (pear-

-

. 5 (pearson r).

Total work force
Administrators
Professionals

38.1
7.1
15.2
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here as the percentage change in the number of all
local blacks elected to public office betwct:n 1973
and 1977, including not only city but also state
and national officials. It is certainly not unreasonable to view mobilization levels as closely
related to the character of black voting behavior,
and given case study evidence on the impact of
black voting (Keech 1968), it is plausible to
hypothesize a link between electoral behavior and
employment gains.
HYPOTHESIS NO.3. Black municipal employment levels are a function of characteristics of the
black labor pool. The characteristic most relevant
to assessing the employability of a particular labor
pool is its education level. Hall and Saltzstein
(1977) found in their study of twenty-six Texas
cities that the level of education among Hispanics
(but not among blacks) explained some small part
of the variance in the percentage of Hispanic professionals in the city work force. We would not
expect educational level to be associated with
black presence in the total work force, since most
cities have de-emphasized written examinations
for unskilled and semiskilled jobs since the
Supreme Court decision of Griggsv. Duke (1971).
But it is plausible to suppose that as more blacks
in the labor pool have college degrees, as a group
they will be more competitive for administrative
and professional occupations.
HYPOTHESIS NO.4. Black municipal employment levels will vary depending on whether the
local public sector is expanding or contracting.
Given the low seniority levels among black publicsector employees as a group, public sector contraction is said to have a greater impact on black
employment than on white. In New York City,
for example, a 13 percent reduction in the city
work force in the mid-1970s translated into a loss
by 40 percent of the city's black male workers
(pascal 1979). Personnel cuts in Detroit in the
recession of the late 1970s also hit black workers
particularly hard (New York Times, September 7,
1980).
.
By the same logic it may be argued that in a
period of expanding public employment, blacks
will tend to catch up as city governments strive to
meet affirmative action goals or to deflect black
pressures or both by distributing generous shares
of plentiful public jobs.

Post·Black
Mayor

Testing the Hypotheses

(1978)

An examination of the simple correlations between the black employment variables and the
measures selected to test the four hypotheses
shows that the most important independent variable is the percentage of blacks in the city population (Table 3). As we have observed, there are at
least three possible explanations for such a find-

55.6
32.6
42.2

Source: Atlanta Personnel Department. The first black
mayor was elected in 1973 •
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ing, and they are not simple to sort out. One explanation is that since there are more black:; in the
available labor pool, they will more or less
naturally find their way into the hiring process in
proportions consistent with their presence in the
population. A second possibility is that cities in
which blacks constitute a large part of the population are cities that have been abandoned by large
numbers of whites seeking employment elsewhere,
thus leaving municipal employment to blacks. A
third explanation is that a large black population
represents such a potentially formidable voting
bloc that blacks are able to compete successfully
with white job seekers in the public sector. Black
employment, in other words, is responsive to
black political influence.
Let us test these three explanations. Table 4
presents a series of partial correlations in which
the percentage of blacks in the population is controlled. There is some support for the natural hiring process explanation, particularly as it relates
to low prestige (semiskilled and unskilled) city
jobs. We may infer this simply because the two
major political variables, black mayor and' black
mobilization, are related somewhat more strongly
to the percentage of blacks in administrative and
professional positions than to the percentage of
blacks in the total work force. This finding suggests that political energies are focused on jobs
that count, leaving mainly labor-market factors,
such as the racially skewed distribution in the
population of formal job qualifications
(measured, say, by comparative racial school
dropout rates; see Hill 1978, p. 30), to influence
staffing of low-prestige jobs. The partial correlation analysis, then, supports the proposition that
both political and natural hiring processes may be
at work, depending on the category of jobs in·
question.
We could be more confident that natural processes offer a major explanation, however, if we
were to find a positive relationship between black
employment and the presence of a municipal residency requirement for public jobs, controlling for
percentage of blacks. In such cases cities would be
obliged to draw only on the local labor pool; suburban job aspirants, mostly whites,1 would be
eliminated from the competition for central-city
civil service jobs (whether they wanted such jobs
or not). Among the forty-three cities, 23 (53 percent) have enforced residency requirements, but
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'The black work force in metropolitan areas tends to
be heavily concentrated in the central cities. An average
of 78.8 percent of all black workers in the metropolitan
areas of the sample cities (N = 33; data were unavailable for 10 cities) lived in their respective central cities
according to calculations based on 1970 census data.
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as Table 4 shows, the relationships between black
employment levels and the existence of a residency
requirement are negative. Blacks are more likely
to find municipal employment in cities where the
possibility exists for competition with the largely
white suburban labor force, which suggests that
the workings of "natural" hiring processes do not
constitute a sufficient explanation. It is not simply
the greater availability of black workers in cities
with residency laws that accounts for patterns of
black employment•
Even though the possibility for substantial
white competition for municipal jobs exists in
cities where blacks have achieved significant penetration of the public sector, it may be the case that
whites are simply not interested in city jobs. We
have no data to determine individual-level preferences among white job seekers, but we have
several aggregate-level variables that are suggestive of preferences. For example, white workers'
lack of interest in municipal jobs may perhaps be
inferred from white flight from the central city,
much of which, presumably, is responsive to suburban job growth. In this case we should find that
as whites vacate the city (producing an overall
population decline), black municipal employment
levels should rise. But the partial correlations in
Table 4 show just the opposite; black employment
is in most cases positively related to city population growth during the 1970s•
Perhaps in those cities where blacks have
achieved significant penetration of the city work
force, whites have chosen to pursue more aUractive job possibilities in the private sector, leaving
the public sector to blacks. If this were the case,
we should find that black employment and
growth of white-collar manufacturing jobs in the
··metropolitan private sector should· vary posi-'
tively; that is, as prestigious opportunities in the
private sector expand, competitive pressure for
public jobs should lessen, enabling blacks to win
more city jobs. But the relationships, though
generally quite weak, are negative. Competition
for city jobs should be sharper where there is less
growth or no growth in the private sector, but in
city employment, blacks nevertheless do relatively
better in some small measure under those conditions.
The evaporation of white interest, as far as we
may hope to infer it from these aggregate data,
does not provide a convincing explanation of the
strong relationship between black population and
black employment; nor is the natural hiring processs explanation entirely satisfactory, although it
certainly appears to be a contributory factor.
There is, however, a third explanation, namely a
political one. Case. studies that extend as far back
in time as Keech's examination of the impact of
black voting in Tuskegee and Durham (1968, pp.
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76-8; see also Campbell and Feagin 1975; Jones
1978) suggest that politicians, both white and
black, are under pressure to distribute goods such
as public jobs to blacks where blacks constitute a
significant or potentially significant voting bloc.
As we see in Tables 3 and 4, the black mobilization score, our surrogate for black voting energy
and success, is generally related in the predicted
direction to black employment. This finding offers modest support for a political explanation.
A political explanation of black municipal employment levels need not rely entirely on the presumed influence of black voting blocs, however.
A central assumption in the practice of ethnic
politics is that a particular group will be in a more
powerful position to have its demands met if it has
a coethnic in a position of authority than if it must
supplicate an officialdom controlled by other
groups. There are, indeed, positive relationships
in Tables 3 and 4 between levels of black public
employment and the presence of a black mayor,
but black proportional representation on city
councils appears to be of little consequence.
The likelihood that a city will have a black
mayor is, not surprisingly, strongly related to the
percentage of blacks in the city's population (r =
.58), which suggests that we may face a problem
of multicollinearity. Although I shall deal again
with this potential problem below, it is important
to note that the variable, black mayor, has a certain logical integrity quite separate from black
population. It has already been. argued that locaL
chief'executives can be important in the personnel
process in an authoritative way if they wish. In ad-
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population. Part of the explanation for this patduring the 19705 seel
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sector expansion and job turnover. Although a
this general finding
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last decade, the number of job openings may
impact of black poli
simply not have been great enough to permit
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Table 4. Partial Correlations between Black Employment Variables and
Selected Independent Variables, Controlling for Black Population
Clange,
Independent Variables
Residency law
Black mayor
Black mobilization score
Population growth,

1970-803
Percent growth in
metropolitan whitecollar manufacturing
jobs 1972-77b

Black
Total
Work Force

Black
AdministIators

%
-.35··
.18
-.01

%
-.09
.37··
.21

.12

-.06

1973-78
Black
Black
Professionals Employment

%

%
-.02
.30··
.16

.13
-.03
.28··

.14

-.06

-.04

-.02

-.05

.03

Otange
Black
Adrninistrators

%
-.28···
.14
.13

.43··

-.20

Multiple r.
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municipal employmf
To do this, multiple
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the survival ability
variables when manj
pendent variables w~
equation in order t
capacity of each Val
plained variance. Tt
entered last in order
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variance when all el
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of the total R2 for e:
The three models!
variations in the pe
tively powerful, pro

Clange
Black
Professionals

%
-.28···
-.16
-.13

.17

-.17

•• p< .OS
•••p< .10
aU.S. Bureau of the Census, preliminary 1980 census reports.
bU.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1977 Census o[ Manufactures (October 1980, Washington, D.C.).
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pool. The percentage of blacks with college edu- and .72. The ability of the independent variables
cations was chosen over mean level of black taken together to explain variations in change
education to explore in particular the relationship (models 2, 4, 6) is somewhat lower. Future
between the size of an educated labor pool and the research must explore the factors underlying the
achievement of occupations requiring advanced unexplained variance here, although much of it
schooling. My assumption is that the greater the can probably be explained by shifts over the past
proportion of people holding a college degree, the decade in the percentage of blacks in the populamore competitive the group will be in the quest tion.
for prestige city jobs. The percentage of blacks
Percentage of blacks clearly contributes the
with a college education ranged from 2.2 in most of any variable to an explanation of black
Newark to 9.3 in Hampton. Table 3 shows, how- employment levels in 1978. When everything else
ever, that there is no relationship between educa- is controlled, the other two black political p~wer
tion and absolute black employment levels in any variables-':"black mayor and black mobilizationjob category. Variations in black employment are are not very powerful predictors of black penetranot apparently a function of variations in the tion of the total work force, but the black mayor
variable does increase in importance relative to
quality of the labor pool.
Finally, let us examine the support for the ex- the other variables in explaining black employpanding pie notion, namely that blacks will tend ment in the two prestige categories. Indeed, black
to do better in public employment where the city mayor shows the second highest heta scores in
work force is expanding. The data in Table 3 show models 3 and S. And even though it is entered last
consistent support for this hypothesis. Growth in the equations, it still explains an additional 3 to
during the 1970s seems particularly to have multi- S percent of the variance when all else is conplied black professional opportunities. Of course, trolled.' No other variable except for percentage
this general finding does not necessarily contra- of blacks has as consistently an important effect
dict or displace the previous arguments concern- in explaining black employment levels in 1978.
ing the influence of black voting power and the Except with regard to growth in total black emimpact of black political authority. The exercise ployment, the mobilization score does not fare
of authority in this case-that is, the capacity to well when so many other variables are controlled.
influence the distribution of public jobs-depends This does not mean that the phenomena that the
on the ability either to produce those jobs or to mobilization score measures are unimportant, but
take advantage of jobs already available. In the only that they are not powerful enough to show
multiple regression exercise that follows (Table 5), up when so many other factors are controlled.
the coefficients suggest that mere expansion of the Modest support for the proposition that explains
public sector work force is not a sufficient ex- . total black employment as a function of black
planation of black employment levels. Black presence on the labor force is provided by the.
power is necessary in some modest measure to negative beta coefficient for city population
convert opportunities into black gains.
growth in model 1. Patterns in the relationship of
black power variables to the change measures are
Multiple Regression Analysis __ _
inconsistent at best.- - - - -_ .. ---.
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Let us examine the relative importance of the
black political power explanation for black
municipal employment levels in American cities.
To do this, multiple regression tests were run for
each dependent variable in which our focus is on
the survival ability of the black political power
variables when many factors are controlled. Independent variables were entered stepwise into each
equation in order to determine the incremental
capacity of each variable to add to the total explained variance. The black power variables were
entered last in order to subject them to the most
rigorous test of their ability to explain additional
variance when all else is controlled. Table 5 presents both beta coefficients and a decomposition
of the total R2 for each variable.
The three models (1, 3, 5) which seek to explain
variations in the percentage of blacks are relatively powerful, producing Rl scores of .82, .70,

Otange
Black
Professionals

%
-.28·"
-.16
-.13
.17

-.17
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Conclusions
In an essay written ncar the beginning of the
serious mobilization of black urban electoral efforts, Frances Fox Piven (1973) was greatly pessimistic about the capacity of blacks to penetrate
the local public job sector. Blacks, she wrote,
"come at a time when public employment has
'The relationship (Pearson r) between percentage of
blacks in the population and the presence of a black
mayor is 0.58. Farrar and Glauber (1967) suggest a simple rule of thumb in assessing the possibilities of multicolline:;lrity between independent variables. If the simple
correlation in question exceeds the mUltiple correlation
of the model, then there may be a problem. The 0.58
figure exceeds the multiple R in the models related to
change in black employment but not to models 1,3, and
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been pre-empted by older groups and is held fast prize for minority groups to capture. It is often
!hrough civil service provisions and collective bar- assumed that city government is powerless to aff .. ining contracts. Most public jobs are no longe~ fect the economic well-being of minority urban
allocated in exchange fOJ political allegiance, but dwellers because local resources are neither exthrough a 'merit' system based on formal qualifi- panding nor wholly controlled by city hall. But af-·
cations" (p. 380). As we have seen in the fore- . firmative action in city employment is redistribugoing analysis, however, black municipal employ- tive of existing resources, and to some modest
ment increased in the 1970s, and part of the ex- degree those redistributive processes appear to be
planation appears to lie in the growth of black in- subject to the pressures of local black political
influence.
fluence over city hiring practices.
The basic conclusions of this analysis may be
summarized as follows.
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7-------Explaining the White Response
to Transition:
The Impact of Black Rule

In the autumn of 1977, Coleman Young and Maynard Jackson easily
surmounted electoral challenges to win second terms in their respective
city halls. The mood in both cities seemed optimistic. Economic recovery
from the recession of the early part of the decade was well under way, as
residential and downtown construction surged. Political observers spoke
of the emergence in both places of an "unusual coalition" of blacks and
big business (NYT, 9 Sept. 1977, 6 Oct. 1977). To all appearances the
apprehensions of white elites over black rule had evaporated in a flush
of good will (1-237).
The swiftness with which white fears had been largely allayed and
transformed to acceptance-even in some cases satisfaction-seemed a
drastic telescoping of a process that had taken far longer in turn-of-thecentury Boston. Black rule in the modern cities appeared almost unremarkable a scant 4 years after the initial black victories. Maintaining and
cooperating strategies were the predominant responses of white economic and political elites, whereas subversive efforts and electoral contestation were disorganized, moribund, or entirely lacking Except for the
decisions of a few white mayoral hopefuls not to run for city hall, there
was little evidence of elite or corporate withdrawal from the city or its
1·17
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affairs. The adjustment of white elites to the new configuration of power
was at all times peaceful and notably free of rancor. Although white elite
opposition to the black mayors was not widespread, that which did
develop was predicated for the most part on a search for accommodation
r<.ther than conquest. l3y all indications, then, transition to black political
dominance had nut only proceeded smoothly, but in such a way as to
preserve for the new governors a high degree of access to the various
resources controlled by white elites. It is surely doubtful that any observer in the late 1960s, schooled in the well-established lessons of American race relations, would have predicted accurately the essentially yielding,
acquiescent character of the white elite response to transition.
In an important sense it seems evident that political transition in the
two cities has taken place in and further reinforced a culture of accommudatiun, which may be seen in the broad attituCiinal changes that
emerged in the aftermath of a long history of intense racial conflict. The
culture in each city has certain specifically local origins and characteristics, but is nevertheless the clearly identifiable offspring of more general
American traits. It is notable for the relative absence of bitterness on the
part of the displaced and the lack of vindictiveness among the leaders of
the new political majority. In its local versions in Detroit and Atlanta the
culture of accommodation is a product of white elite judgments and
adjustments as well as of the sensitivity of the new victors.
The culture emerges from the recognition that blacks and whites
living in the same city share sume very basic interests. Its major dimensiuns consist uf nonnative guidelines for governing relations between
the races in a particular stage of development. The generation of norms
of Jccommodation and their application to ethnic political conflict have
not been uncommon in American politics, but the extension of the culture to black-white relations is new.
The accuracy of a description of American ethnic political relations
as governed eventually by emergent norms of accommodation is, of
course, dependent upon a developmental perspective. Initial stages in
interethnic relations in America-often of substantial duration-have
historically been marked by unfettered brutality, repression, and discrimination against subordinate groups by the dominant ones. The decimation of the Indians, the treatment of blacks, Catholics, Orientals, and
Hispanic Americans, and the more subtle humiliations imposed on AmeriCdn Jews all provide ample illustrations of American conformity to a
virtually worldwide attraction to variations of a politics of ethnic repression and discrimination. Yet in all of these cases the relationship between the subordinate group and the dominant society has undergone
transformations leading at least to peaceful modes of contact and at best
to more equitably structured il1teractions. And what is striking more·a
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over about these transformations is that they have not occurred-except
in the case of the American Indians-as a consequence of conquest by
one group over the other.
Cause and effect here are by no means simple to sort out. In part,
groups seem to work out patterns of accommodation from the sheer
exhaustion of maintaining hostilities. In addition, nationalistic pressures
in wartime, the broader range of opportunities generated by an expanding
economy, and growth of the suburban escape valve may also have contributed historically to diminishing interethnic animosities. In times of
lessened interethnic tension, subordinate groups may find fewer barriers to successful political mobilization and thereby work their way into
the political system.
On the other hand, however, the key event in the diminution of
dominant group hostility toward a subordinate ethnic group has often
seemed to be the successful capture of important political office by the
latter. In such a situation of transition, members of the formerly dominant group must, if they do not migrate, acknowledge a certain degree
of formal interdependence with the newly powerful group, for the fortunes of both groups depend sui::stantially on the quality and character
of the gO\'I~rr ling enterprise. This is likely to foster a sense of mutuality
in the political community. As Robin Williams, Jr. (1977) has written,
"When individuals of different ethnic gcoupings are placed in relationships of positive interdependence in which successful performance requires cooperation, tl~ere will be an increase in helping, in mutual liking
[po 277]." It would appear then that transition marks a critical stage in
ethnic political relationships by helping to stimulate the emergence of a
culture of accommodation.
The norms of the culture of accommodation do not by any means
suggest an end to ethnic-based political conflict nor (even more unlikely)
a societal willingness to apportion the fruits of politics more equitably to
take into account the n~wly emergent group's entry into the club of
electoral competitiors. Accommodatio/l means rather that the subordinate
group that has competed successfully in electoral politics acquires a
certain poIiticallegitimacy and measure of respect it did not have before.
It must now be taken seriously, for it has demonstrated a capacity to
take for itself the offices that were heretofore the preserve of the dominant group.
Judging on the basis of both the interview material from Atlanta and
Detroit and the actual behavior of elites in those cities, it would appear
that certain normative themes are characteristic of the culture. Physical
and verbal violence for political purposes is essentially nonexistent. Weapons important in the arsenal of white politics in those places only a few
years ago, such as race-baiLing, mob action, police brutality, and incen-
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diary speeches, have vanished from the scene. Optimism 'rather than
despair about the future of the city emerges as a rhetorical refrain.
Old pflttt~rnS of resistance (George Wallace standing in the schoolhouse dool' which characterized the response of the dominant group
under challenge, have given way to bargaining strategies once the group
is out of political power. Cooperative interracial relationships for mutual
benefit-described as coalitions of the private and public sectors or of
business and" neighborhoods" -have become ruling models. Elites of
both races are more prone to speak of the convergence of racial interests
and the search for means to accommodate this new mutuality than of
autonomous racial development or racial conflict. Compromise rather
than conque"t or intransigence is the norm for dealing with racial disputes, and to encourage such accommodation both cities have witnessed
the proliferation of institutionalized and quasi-formal settings for carrying out "dialogues" between the leaders of the two races.
Above all, the culture of accommodation legitimizes the new arrangement of political power by explaining it as a product of democratic
processes. The sanctity of electoral outcomes, majority rule, and "fair
play" are all norms readily employed by white elites in seeking to come
to terms with black government.
Neither this rhetoric of democracy nor the other elements of accommodation are to be taken lightly; the culture is neither posture nor
mere verbal facade. It describes a set of rules for the transfer of formal
pl)Wer and adjustment thereafter by which these white and black elites
live and beyond whose limits no one seriously thinks to go. It is true that
this culture appears to come into play in American society primarily
once a particular stage in the development of ethnic political relations
Ius been reached, namely when competition is at last pursued in the
electural arena. This suggests that a major reason for obeisance to the
democratic and accomnlOdationist norms on the part of a displaced group
is the need to create or reinforce a climate of tolerance that will guarantee their survival in a system in which they are no longer absolutely
politically dominant. But whatever the motives, these cultural formulae
seem to work to diminish the intensity, volatility, and unpredictability of
ethnic political competition.

EXPLAINING TRANSITION
To suggest that acquiescence to transition on the part of displaced
elites is a direct product of a benign culture of accommodation is only to
begin to explain why the white adjqstment to black rule has taken the
form it has. The crucial question to address is how the culture of accommodation is sllstained in this situation. What in short can explain
.,
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why white elites have accepted so easily the logic of democracy-namely political displacement-and a cooperative role in the new order? If
we dismiss the notion that pure virtue has shaped the dominant white
responses, then we are left with three possible general explanations.
The first is that transition to black rule is essentially cost-free, if not
even irrelevant, to white elites. To lose control of city government is
simply to lose possession of a hollow prize. This explanation has several
components. It assumes first of all that control of city hall has limited
symbolic value for whites. More important, perhaps, it assumes that city
government cannot hurt the interests or well-being of white elites in any
significant way. City government is so inherently weak that it cannot
regulate important white activities or redistribute public goods and resources to the black community. Finally, it assumes that city government is essentially incapable of advancing white interests, whatever
they might be; therefore, to lose control of government is to lose no
advantage. In short, this explanation suggests that whites can afford to
sustain the benign norms of the culture of accommodation because control of city government does not materially affect their interests. However, although this is an important and, indeed, seductive explanation,
careful scrutiny of the evidence suggests, as we shall see later in this
chapter, that it cannot be sustained.
A second explanation, for which there is a firmer basis, focuses on a
variety of environmental factors that both encourage acquiescence to
transition and militate against resistance. These factors include national
and local cultural forces shaping the character of race relations, the
configuration of economic interests, and the nature of the local political
and social structures. All of these appear to have converged in such a
way as to create a climate conducive to the maintenance of a culture of
accommodation. According to this perspective, which I examine in Chapter 8, white acceptance of transition is partly a product of liberalizing
trends in racial attitudes. In addition, positive incentives in the form of
economic benefit and social stability encourage acquiescence, and certain features of the political and social structures in the two cities serve
to dissipate potential opposition.
A third possible explanation for the benign transition process, discussed in Chapter 9, begins with the assumption that politics in America
is limited as an instrument of social change; therefore, certain very basic
established interests are not likely to be affected greatly by any sort of
political developments. This explanation differs from the notion that
transition is cost-free be~ause city government is powerless. It depends
rather on ,Ii I analysis of the role of politics generally in America!) life.
From thb ; '(lint of view the debate over the degree to which city hall
possesses inherent power is immaterial. American government in any
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jurisdiction and of whatever endowments observes certain restraints
that guarantee at certain levels the preservation and integrity of groups
that lose conventional electoral contests. Because of this, white elites can
feel secure. Political defeat is not life-threatening, nor does it result in
dispossession, exile, discriminatory or confiscatory taxation, or the with-.
drawal of civil liberties. Neither is the maintenance of privileged class
status profoundly linked to control of political office, for the notion of
expropriation is anathema to American political practice. In short, survival
-and the survival of privilege-does not hinge on political victory.
Losers in American politics can therefore live with their loss and survive
in the new order virtually as well as they lived in the old. This does not
mean that political office is unimportant at some level, but that the scope
of American politics must be looked at in its proper perspective.
These lill.·c explanations for acquiescent white adjustment to black
rule-that cit y government is irrelevant to white interests, that a variety
of environmental factors encouraged acceptance, and that politics in
America operates within a firmly established set of reassuring limitsare pitched at different levels of generality, from the specific elements of
the environmental explanation to the more general considerations concerning the nature of power inherent in city government to the broadest
analysis of the character of American politics. As \ye shall see, they are
not equally valid. Yet with modifications each may contribute to understanding thl transition process in Atlanta and Detroit; furthermore,
they can help us to understand both historical and future ethnoracial
political transitions in America.

DOES IT MATTER TO WHITE ELITES
WIIO RUNS CITY HALL?
The key to this plausible, yet inaccurate explanation for the easy nature
of transition to black rule lies in an analysis of American urban government as an essentially powerless entity: City hall can neither profoundly
hurt nor help, deprive nor enrich. It is based on the premise that the important decisions affecting life in the city are made by superior governments and by private sector firms. Thus control of the apparatus of local
government is essentially irrelevant. 1 Since blacks seemed to have invested
the mayor's seat with such substantial symbolic import, whites could afiord to aClJuiesce to black victory in the interests of social peace without
jeopardizing any important interests. The converse side of this argument
is that if whites lost nothing of significance in losing city hall, then blacks.
gained nothing beyond the honorific gratifications of the mayoralty.
'A

rcprc~cnt.Jtivc

stdtcmcnt of this argument appears in Walton (1972, p. 201).
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Before examining this explanation it is important to concede at the
outset that city government in America is inherently weak. One-third of
its revenues (and nearly one-half for large cities) come from superior
governments, which have preempted the best tax sources. The local
property tax, the major source of local revenues, is the least productive
tax source and the least responsive to economic growth. Furthermore, it
places big cities with their massive revenue needs in a weak competitive
situation vis-ii-vis suburban towns in the effort to attract major industrial and commercial tax producers.
In addition, governmental authority at the local level is so highly
fragmented that mayors do not always control functions as crucial as
public education, housing, welfare, and public health. Cities are creatures of their states, which determine, often in the most minute detail,
the powers they may exercise. City governments can do very little on
their own of a systematic nature to create large numbers of j~bs, redistribute income, or provide great amounts of good housing.
All of these weaknesses notwithstanding, local government is still
the major service provider in the public sector. The range and quality of
services a city chooses to offer materially affect the quality of life in a
city. City government not only shapes the nature of public services
consumed but also influences the private sector. City hall increasingly
has tools at its disposal to bring leverage to bear on private sector firms,
influencing their hiring practices, their investments, and their location
decisions. If the formal powers inherent in the mayor's office are modest, the vantage point the office provides for what might broadly be
called "leadership" is not without consequence for special constituencies. Indeed, c<'rtain relatively novel strategies-affirmative action, preferential city purchasing-have begun to open up that allow mayors to
exercise some modest, though undetermined, impact on income distribution in the cities. In short, if city government is weak in some respects, control of it is nevertheless increasingly a meaningful prize to
be sought for certain purposes. In order to establish the nature of those
purposes, it is necessary to determine both what whites have lost by
losing majority status and control of government and what blacks have
gained.

THE INFLUENCE OF BLACK GOVERNMENT ON
SUBSTANTIVE BLACK AND WHITE INTERESTS
As the analysis in Chapter 4 suggests, white elites anticipated the
transition to black rule in 1973 with fear. They believed that black rule
marked the end of an era of more comfortable, understandable dimen-
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sions, and that they and their interests no longer resided at the center of
political power in the city nor did their problems seem to shape the
agenda of concerns. Atlanta businessmen in particular worried about
the "image" of a city headed by a black. In both cities the change was
understood not in terms of a turnover in the personnel of city hall but as
a loss by one race to the other.
By 1978, however, the symbolic implications for white elites of a
black in city hall had evidently receded in importance; patterns of acceptance had firmly taken hold. In contrast, interviews conducted in
1')78 indicated that for blacks the importance of having a black in power
to serve as a role model for members of the local black community and to
provide evidence to the nation-indeed to the world-that a black could
move among and even speak back to influential whites had not diminished. And in a variety of substantive areas the moral authority of a
black leader was considered crucial to black gains.
If the blackness of the mayor no longer greatly mattered to white
elites a few years after transition as a symbol of the change in their
world, how much did it make a substantive difference to white and
black interests? Some of these interests are such that black gains do not
imply white losses; indeed, some interests apparently converge. Three
stand out most sharply in these two categories: police behavior, relations
with the federal government, and economic development. Other interests are in opposition, however, and must be viewed in terms of a
modified zero-sum equation. Areas in which black gains imply, to some
dl·gree, white losses (the zero-sum equation is not a perfect one) include
dffirmative action in government, the distribution of local government
contracts and business, and the autonomy of private sector hiring practices.

PULleE BEIIAVIUI{

When officiaL in the administrations of Coleman Young and Maynard Jackson were asked vlhat difference, if any, it had made to black
people to have a black mayor, they invariably mentioned improvements
in police conduct as the single accomplishment most visible to the ordi,
I1My citizen. Several blacks in positions of major responsibility were able
to recount stories of their own humiliating treatment by the police in the
past. "But there's no police brutality toward blacks these days," said one
high Atl,lI1tl otticial (I-2-±O). "They treat people like people now." And a
Dt'lruit ufiicial (I-1-12) noted similarly that "Black people see the police
depdftment as the police of all the people, not just for white people.
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That's a major achievement. The department more genuinely represents
Detroit. This is symbolic of what Coleman has done for black people."
Documenting these changes in police behavior with harder evidence
is difficult. l 1ther observers, ho~vever, have made similar judgments
about the 1I.,nsformation in police-community relations (Jones, 1978,
p. 115), and, like the black officials in the two administrations, they
attribute much of the responsibility to the two mayors. 2 To the extent
that changes in police behavior have occurred, they are all the more
striking given the fact that the police, particularly in Detroit, believed
they bore the brunt of the costs of transition to black rule.
Some elements of mayoral policy toward the police were zero,sum in character, as far as whites were concerned: for example, the replacement of white police chiefs with black men, and the affirmative
action policies regarding hiring and promotion discussed below. 11 is, of
course, quite likely that much of the change in police behavior can be
laid to the increase in the number of minority officers both on the street
and in positions of authority, a specific policy goal of both black mayors.
But the change in police behavior is also probably a result of such specific actions as the abolition of the STRESS unit in Detroit and of the more
diffuse moral authority asserted by the black mayors. These must be
seen ultimately not in zero-sum terms but as a consequential gain for
both blacks and whites.
White interests, either at the elite or mass level, are not basically
threatened by such changes. mack gains in terms of the respect they
command from the police have not come at the expense of whites. Finally, it is important to note that the nature of police behavior has long
been an issue of supreme importance in black ghettos all over America,
and the mayoralty is far from irrelevant as a vantage point from which to
affect it.
RELATIONS WITH THE FEDERAL

GOVEI~NMENT.

Since the days of Mayor Richard Lee, whose small Connecticut city
seemed at one point to have cornered the lion's share of federal urban
renewal funds, it has been widely conceded that the character of the
mayor can make a Significant difference in what a city gets from Washington. The energetic pursuit by a mayor of good relations with the
federal government can be translated directly into federal largesse. Thus
2james Q. Wibon (1968; p. 233) argues that the IllOSt import,lIlt IV,ly in which il local
political culture impinges on police beh.wior is through the sel,'etion uf a pulice administrator and the Illolding of expectati,lIls th.!t govern his role. In Atl,lI1ta and Detroit the
mayors ilre the key ligures in th" ,electioll pn)ee~,; .lnt! m,l)' tlll'rdure t,lke subst,lnti.!1
responsibility for wh.lkver eh'lIlg ... , IIltimately ,)Ccur in polk ... pr.!dice,.
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the mayor's office provides a genuine base from which the activist mayor
exercise leadership in this area. If there is little formal power in the
mayoralty with regard to federal-city relations, there are nevertheless
Sdbstantial opportunities that mayors can generate and exploit to their
city's advantage by cultivating links to Washington.
In losing their hold on city hall, white elites could no longer presume to control the forum of the mayoralty and the nexu.s of opportunities it provides for tapping the federal pipeline. But the black mayors in
Detroit and Atlanta quickly demonstrated both that they could command attention in Washington and that the things they sought were of
interest to white business as well as to the black community. By 1978
Detroit ranked first among the nation's 48 largest cities in the amount of
federal money received as a proportion of revenues raised locally. For
every dollar the city of Detroit raised itself, it was receiving 69.6¢ from
the federal government, compared to an average among this group of
cities of about 50¢ (Stanfield, 1978, pp. 868-869). Although Atlanta's
receipts from Washington fell below this average, the city experienced a
140% increase in federal funds between 1976 and 1978, which placed it
among the most active growth leaders (Allman, 1978, p. 47). Clearly,
both cities were winning better than average shares of the federal pie
toward the end of the 1970s, even in a period of general growth in
federal-city fiscal transfers.
In a number of particular ways the two cities appeared to occupy an
especially visible place in the federal scheme. Both black mayors claimed
special access to President Carter, Jackson by virtue of his association
with Carter in Georgia politicS, and Young because of his extremely
early and vigorous support of Carter's candidacy. Several close associates
of the two mayors were in fact subsequently appointed to positions in
federal agencies by the President, including Bill Beckham, Young's former deputy mayor who became Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Department. Other ufficials from Detroit and Atlanta took high positions in HUD, OMB, and the Department of Transportation.
Both mayors also maintained close relations with Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Patricia I-Iarris. During a visit to Detroit in
the fall of 1977 Secretary Harris made an emotion-laden tour with Coleman Young to the Blackbottom area, the neighborhood in which the
mayor had grown lip. On the spot, Harris committed HUD to $80 million in mortgage guarantees for 2100 units of housing in the area. A
short time later a Detroit savings and loan association announced plans
to develop housing in Blackbottom without the backing of the federal
mortgage guarantees, marking the first time in 30 years that a privately
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developed housing project had been contemplated by white financial
interests in the city.
Among the most recent visible benefits the two cities gained from
the federal government was inclusion in a set of economic development
programs backed principally by the Economic Development Administration. Detroit and Atlanta were among the initial 37 areas and localities
included in the EDNs long-term demonstration economic development
process, called Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (initiated in 1978); both were also among the first 25 cities in an interagency
program called the Neighborhood Business Revitalization Program (announced in 1978). In addition, Detroit was one of seven designated
"Commerce Cities," which involved yet another pilot program (1978) for
. economic development. Finally, both Detroit and Atlanta were among
the 45 cities and towns to receive Urban Development Action Grants in
the first round of funding announced in April 1978. The grants, authorized by the 1977 act extending the Housing and Community Development Program, amounted to $1.2 million for Detroit and $1.7 million· for
Atlanta, and were designed, like the other economic development programs, to ~.pll' private business investment.
.
All of mese Carter administration efforts were designed as pilot
programs to create jobs by encouraging private investment in central
cities through various subsidies and financing schemes. Federally guaranteed loans, financing assistance, comprehensive economic planning,
and the training of local public officials in economic development strategies appealed to black politicians and public servants whose main concern was the creation of jobs, as well as to the white business communities
in both cities. Officials believed that the inclusion of their cities in these
pilot programs was a product both of their mayors' grant-seeking activities and good reputations in Washington, and of the business-public
sector coalitions that both men seemed to have successfully fashioned.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Subsidizing the profit-making capacities of private enterprise through
the expenditure of public monies has been a traditional feature of American government. But the notion of a "partnership" between the public
and private sectors to help "save" the cities achieved a renewed currency
with the emergence of President Carter's urban program (see Report of
the President's Urban and Regional Policy Group, 1978, p. 7).
Urban economic development, as it is understood by both white
and black elites in Atlanta and Detroit, may be defined as the expendi-
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ture of public resLlurces tLl encourage private investment for the purpose
of creating or saving both central city jobs and tax base. Blacks in government and whites in the business community tended to view economic development strategies (in a nascent stage in the middle of 1978) as
mutudlly bLlleficial. White interest in subsidized economic growth converged with the city governments' hopes of maintaining or expanding
the local tax bdse and job opportunities. In both cities the bulk of the
public money spent to "Ieverage" private investment came from the
federal government. But matching local money and an elaborate local
infrastructure to plan and administer the use of federal funds was a
substantial local contribution to these efforts.
Although many of the resources for development were federal in
origin, the initidtive 10 seek such funds and develop local capabilities lay
squarely with Ihtl mdyor~. This was particularly evident in Detroit. During Gribbs's administration the city bureaucracy had only two or three
people assigned 10 industrial and commercial development tasks. Under
Young Ihis number had increased to nearly 30 by mid-1978. The number
of city empluyees engaged in economic planning went from 1 to 12 in
!he same period.
State enabling legislation, pushed by the Young administration, allowed Detruit to establish an Economic Development Corporation (EDC),
whose function is mainly to acquire and develop land parcels for industrial parks, ,1I1d a Duwntown Development Authority (DDA), which
may formulate ,Illd implement plans to develop downtown commercial
and reside'ntial real estate. [n addition, the Detroit Economic Growth
Council (DEGC), established by the mayor in 1976 to study the city's
fisc,,! condition and composed of representatives from business, banking,
,1l1d the public sector, was transformed into a permanent quasi-public
body in 1978, With financing shared by the state, city, and local business,3 the iunctiun of Ihe new DEC.C is to provide staff services to the
EDC and the DDA and to channel money from the federal Econoiilic
Development Administration by advising the city (as recipient) on its
placement. Federal commitments to job development, industrial expansion, public works, and residential rehabilitation in Detroit totalled $800
million between ]975 and early 1978.
Economic development activity, funded through EDA grants, money
from the Small Business Administration, federal public works funds,
and HUD grants iti guided in Detroit by the mayor's "Move Detroit
FOJ'\vard" pbn. The first version of this plan, developed early in Young's
JTh" city .tnL! th" ,tdte edeh contribute $375,000 to the annual $1 million budget;
priv.tk bu,in"" nll\tribuk, $25tl,OOO,
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first term, is thought to have been influential in the formulation of
Pr/:?sident Carter's urban program (1-142, 145). A second version, taking
account of the new state enabling legislation permitting the city to establish various development authorities, was released early in 1978.
The elaborate infrastructure for econlllnic development in Detroit had
not yet been matched in Atlanta in 1978, although various plans were on
the verge of implementation. Jackson had established a Mayor's Office of
Economic Development in 1977 to plan, review, and evaluate proposals
for spending public money for job and business development. Plans were
to be implemented through the new Atlanta Economic Development Corporation and a proposed Local Development Corporation designed to
channel loans from the Small Business Administration. However, public
works programs in Atlanta far outstripped Detroit efforts in this area,
due mainly to the massive ($450 million) airport project, the largest
capital development effort ever funded in the Southeast. Although some
plans for this had been laid prior to jackson's initial election, final planning and implementation were shaped by the Jackson administration.
In all of these various efforts public loan guarantees, local matching
funds, public facilities improvements (e.g., parking ramps), outright
grants, land acquisition, and so on were to be used to encourage private
investment in the expectation that this would preserve and generate
jobs and tax revenues. In 1978 it was too early to tell whether the mayors
would succeed in these efforts, but in both cities black public officials
and white business representatives spoke optimistically of muIti-billiondollar development schemes and the general prosperity Ihey were expected to bring.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Both black mayors actively sought to increase the number and proportion of blacks in all areas of city employment. Since total city employment decreased in Detroit and grew only slightly in Atlanta during
the mid-1970s, black gains came to some degree at the expense of whites.
White out-migration from the two cities, however, reduced to some undetermined vxl,nt the expected share of city jobs that whites would have
gotten jf SUCil jobs were distributed on a strictly proportional basis. Thus
each additional black city employee (assuming the total number of employees is held constant) did not displace a white counterpart.
In both cities the mayors asked black men and women to fill nearly
half the appointive positions in city government (see Table 7.1). Blacks
were more likely than whites to hold paid administrative positions as
heads of deparLments, although whites were more numerous in both
cities on the various unpaid boards and commissions, many of them
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TAHLE 7. J
Radell Bre"kdllwn of Melyoral Appointments in Detroit and Atlanta
----_. __ . _ - - - -------,_.._---

TABLE 7.2
Affirmative Action in City Government Employment
Detroit b

Atlanta ll

Board~

and

cOll1l11is~ions

M.1Yor's executive
stdff
Other (judie'l Ii
t,bk forc'es)

1973

Tot.11 "ppointments

1978

Detroit

45.1

NA"

NA

NA

53.1

53.9

15

19

20

A tllIlI til

41.5

42

46

47.5

49

55.6

252

237

71

56

U.S. cities

17.9

19

20.6

NA

NA

NA

9

12

unavailable
2

5

48

A. Percentage minority in total classified service

/J

B. Percentage minority in managerial and professional
positions in classified serVice

20

55

43

578

298

49%

42%

honorific in nature. 4 Although black representation in all appointive
positions prior to 1973 can only be very roughly estim9ted, the number
of blacks in those years did not come close to reflecting their proportion
in the Lity population.
Affirmative action at the appointive 'level was seen as important
not only tl) ensure the representation of black interests but also to influence the structure of job opportunities for blacks within city agencies. Personnel directors in both cities (both of them black women in
1978) stressed that the evaluation and promotion of employees are the
ultimate responsibility of department heads. Both believed that sympathetic black administrators had favorably affected the distribution
of blacks in responsible positions (1-143, 238, 243), and affirmative action data appear to provide evidence for these claims. Table 7.2, Part
B, shows striking increases in both cities between 1973 and 1978 in
black representation in managerial civil service positions. These in"D,lIlid P. Moynihan and James Q. Wilson's study (1964, p. 299) of patronage politics
in New York State found that out-groups (primarily of upper-class Protestant background)
during Dell1oCf.ttiL administrations tended to be appointed to honorific boards and COffimis~ions, whereas Catholic, J<!wish, and raei.11 minorities tended to be appointed to paid
administrative positions.

".

1977

12

Black

SllInu': Ddt" supplied by mayors' uffices.
"h!\lor,,, f,,, Atl.lIlt" .... ~ l'lIl1\lIlativc fur the 1973-1977 period.
II FihllrL'~ dfl' f,)r 1\)77 unly.
{ Thi ... l.Ih'g,ury illdudl..'s d fcw OrientJ.ls, Hispanics, cl.nd Native Americans. as well as a nunlber
l)f peuple \\'lhlSl.:' r.H t..'~ Wl:'rl" unh.lhH,vn tu olfi,,:iais «unpiling these data.

..

1976

Black

Detroit

Managerial
grade
Professional
positions

Percent"ge bldck llf those
\vhu!lL' r,h.:L' is kn()\vn

1975

White

,;encie~,

Ibee unkl\own or other"

1974

White

Depdftmcnt dnd agency
din.~Lt,)rS
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12.1

NA

NA

NA

23.5

32.2

22.8

NA

NA

NA

41.1

37.6

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

32.6

19

20

23

25

28

42.2

Atlallta

Managerial
grade
Professional
positions c

$ollr<'<s: Detroit and Atlanta figures wer~ supplieJ by the respective City Personnel Departments.
National tolals are conl.lin~d in U.S. Equal Fmployment Opportunity Commission. Mill"riti!'s iII/I/ WOlllt'll
jll

Sldlt'lUlJI LVl'al GOllt'nIHlt'''! (\>V,lShingtlHl, D,C.),

"NA = not available.
b All cities in SMSAs. Blacks made up 22.3% of the popul •• tion in these cities in 1974.
cDefined by jobcdtcgory. fur example, engineer. budget dnalyst. archilect.

creases occurred at a faster rate in fact than the increase in overall
black city employment, as a comparison of Parts A and B in Table
7.2 indicates.
Affirmative action efforts in Atlanta and Detroit predate the election of the black mayors. Mayor Gribbs had ordered all Detroit city
departments to develop affirmative action plans, and his order was
supported by a city council resolution in 1971. In Atlanta Mayor Massell had created the post of affirmative action officer in the Personnel Department in 1973. Furthermore, in 1972 the U.S. Congress extended
the equal employment opportunity clause (Title VII) of the 19M Civil Rights Act to include state and local government. One effect of this
was to force local governments to make annual reports to the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission on affirmative action gains.
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Despite these early actions, however, the influence of the black
m,lyors seems dear. The Atlanta affirmative action post, though created
in 1973, was not filled until early 1975 by Maynard Jackson. Both cities
initiated extensive and active recruitment efforts under the black mayors
to search out minority job candidates. During the black mayors' first
terms both cities had reev,lluated and changed their selection procedures to place less emphasis on stamLlrdized written exams. Atlanta
had instituted an extensive employee counseling program and an internal discrimination cl)mplaint system. Detroit's Personnel Office had begun to identify promising minority professionals still in college in order
to lure them into city government with the offer of internships during
the last year of their college training. And, as we have seen, the appointment of black supervisors and department heads apparently had a
ripple effect, opening advancement opportunities for blacks farther down
in the employment hierarchy.
A study of black employment in local government prepared by the
Southern Regional Council also suggests, by implication, the importance
of the presence of black leadership. A large black presence in a city's
pllpul.ltion is not enough to ensure substantial black employment opportunities. Examining employment patterns in 16 southern cities, which
averaged more thiln one-third black in population, the Council found
that blacks ilnd women together represented only 7% of all employees
e.lfning over $13,000 in 1975. None of these cities had a black mayor.
Only 2 of the 16 cities had affirmative action plans with specific goals for
minority and female hiring (NYT, 25 May 1978).
Affirmative action efforts in Detroit and Atlanta also extended to the
police forces. During 1966-1967, blacks constituted only 9% of Atlant,I'S police force, 5°/.) of Detroit's (Fogelson, 1977, p. 248). By 1978, 33%
of Atlanta's police were black, as were about 30% of Detroit's. The
increase in blacks on the forcL', an explicit goal of both mayors, is not
simply a function of the greater proportion of blacks in the population.
Estim,lting the black population at roughly 40% in 1967 in both cities,
the underrepresl~ntdtion ratios l)f black police tl) black population for
Atl,lIlt.) and Dl'Iwit were about .23 and .13, respectively.s By 1978, assuming black populations of roughly 55%, underrepresentation ratios had
diminished to .60 in Atlanta and .55 in Detroit.
'The r,lli, , . ,lIldelTl'prl'senl<lli'lil is c,llculaled by dividing the percentage of blacks on
Ih .. ~,,'lic'l' Illrll by IlIl' perc'ellt,lgl' 01 blacks ill the populdtion. A score of 1.0 indicates
prllporlioll,t1 rl'prl',enl.llion. A sc'ore of 0 indicates no blacks on the force.
AII,tIlI,I" public s,llety diredm \V,IS bl,lck ,1S well .IS two deputy directors during the
1'1/")· 1'i71! period, Dc'lllIit', chiei of police IV"S black, dnd blacks occupied 9 of the 21
di,lrid lllllllll.lllllL"l po,ilions in IlJ7t!.

"
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Most black city administrations have not been content to rely solely
on affirmative action plans to increase black representation among local
government employees. They have, in addition, sought to structure the
recruitment pool from which city employees are drawn to favor blacks
through the imposition of a residency requirement. /) With the city no
longer obligated to draw from a predominantly white metropolitan labor
pool, black job aspirants in the increasingly black central city presumably
find their chances of landing a city job increased.
Detroit has had a residency requirement for all city employees, both
appointed and classified personnel, since the turn of the century. During Young's tenure the city responded vigorously to a challenge to the
residency rule launched, by the Detroit Police Offjcers Association in
1975 durillg ,ontract negotiations with the city. The ordinance was upheld in bind log arbitration.
In Atlanta the current residency requirement was apparently a special project of Maynard Jackson's. Although the city had once had a
stringent requirement applying to all city personnel, it had lapsed just
prior to World War II. As vice mayor, Jackson began to study the possibility of reinstituting such a law. At that time nearly 90% of all white
policemen lived outside the city. When he became mayor, Jackson immediately imposed by executive order a residency requirement on all
appointed personnel. In addition he pushed for a city ordinance applying to policemen and firemen, which the city council passed in 1976. It
applied, however, only to new hiring. 7
CITY PURCHASING AND PRIV ATE SECTOR HIRING PRACTICES

When the black mayors came into office in Atlanta and Detroit, only
a tiny percentage of city purchases and contracts were made with firms
owned by blacks. By 1978, however, both cities were spending one-third
of their purchasing dollars with minority firms (see Table 7.3). Although
the two cities let contracts on the basis of competitive bidding for every"Residency requ:rements that restrict city jobs to those who live within the city limits
are not designed soldy to f,\Vclr millority groups. Approximately Ihree-qu.Jrters of ,III cities
oVer 250,000 impose sm:!l requirelllents 011 their poliCt~. I),ltd on the incidence of more
gener,11 residency I"ws Me not ,1\',lil"ble (leMA, 1974, p. 222). Nevertheless, it is noteworthy th.!t a number of large black-m,lyor cities have actually instituted some sort of residency law during the btdck IIldyor regimes. These include Atlanta, Newark, Gary, and Wa$hington, D.C.
7Just as the ordinance passed, the courts imposed a hiring freeze on the police and fire
departments in which white-instituted discriminiltion suits were being settled. Two years
later the freeze had not been lifted. Thus, the residency requirement h,ld not yet had any
effects in 1978.
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TABLE 7.3
Pen:ent,lge (1f ('ity Business ll Going to Minority-Owned Firms
-----.-~------------~-.

Detroit
Atlanta

JY72

JY73

IY74

1.5

3
2

13

1976

1977 b

1978 C

9<1

20

33
33 e

16

Stlur!',': All tihlUl.'~

we,L' !luppHcd by the fI...'SPCt.:tivc city pUfchdsing departments.
l'ljuipml.'llt, profcssilHldl services, contracts.
/. AII~nl,1 lul,11 spending in 1977 \v,., $227 million. Delroit spending amounted to $108 million.
The luwer figure lor DelJ'llil 1lI,ly be dCCllunled (or in parI by the fact that substantial spendingJur rcp.,ir~ .Ind IIMintt.-'lhll1l'C, h'f cxumplc~b h.mdled by individual departments and does not come
thruugh celltr.,1 plln..'hd~ing,. MlIlority ligures lur thuse cKpcnditurcs are not available.
'" 1~7H "hurL'~ tor lif~t 1..lu,trtl'r only.
d hr::.t lull Yl'.lf lIt upertlliull of UrdiIlM\CC 52MI t.
{' hrst llu.lrtel' .1Her p.b~.lh"" 01 Finley Ordindn(c.
IIL'tty lilbillt':;:> il\dlldL'~ Sltl'plil'S,

thing from paper clips and janitorial supplies to major public works
construction, both have developed a number of ways to ensure substantiallHil~ority participation in city business.
In Atlanta the so-called Finley Ordinance passed during Jackson's
first term establishes a post of city contract compliance officer. This
()fficial may set minority hiring goals for all firms planning to bid on each
purchase or pniject. Firms that cannot or will not attempt to meet the
target established by the city are declared ineligible to bid. Firms not in
cllmpliance but with a plan tll hire minorities to meet the city's goals
m'l)' bid, but their bid may be turned back, even if it is the lowest, if the
(.)ntr.lct compli.lnce officer is not satisfied that it is a good faith plan. 8
Since many white firms could not begin to meet minority hiring
glhlls, which range as high as 4()(Yo on some construction projects, the
city ztllows joint ventures. These are arrangements in which a whiteowned firm .llld a black-owned firm merge their resources, submit a
joint bid, and share the contract and profits on the basis of a negotiated
formula. Thus small black firms with predominantly black employees
enable many larger, nuncompliant white firms to participate in city contracts. But the small black firms, which could not have competed on
their own, clearly benefit from the arrangement.
Although a number of business leaders (particularly in construction) have complained vociferously about joint-venturing and the policy
of city attempts to influence hiring practices, only one lawsuit had been
filed by mid-1978 to challenge the ordinance. Despite complaints, few
"The plan is simi 1M 10 one put into effect at the federal level. In 1965 President
Johnson ordered .Ill firms with more than 50 employees doing at least $10,000 worth of
bu,incss wilh Ihe fl'der.11 govcrnment to submit affirmative action plans to Washington.
1;,lilure to "olllply IVas to resull in l'xdusion from further bidding. President Carter, howeVef-, is the iirst president to enior.:e this executive order vigorously (NYT, 26 May 1978) .
.,
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firms had actually withdrawn from competitive bidding on city work. Of
some 3000 firms doing regular business with the Atlanta city government, only 30 were on the ineligible list in mid-1978. Many of these
latter were not local firms. Several major companies, however, mainly in
the construction industry, had never sought to comply with city hiring
targets and therefore did not bid on public sector contracts.
Although Detroit also requires affirmative action reports from all
firms submitting bids for city work, it has gone a step further than
Atlanta. Ordinance 52-H, passed in ]975, establishes a preference system for local firms:
[In comparing bids) the bid of any Detroit-based firm shall be deemed a

better bid than the bid of any competing finn which is not Detroitbased, whenever the bid of such competing firm shall be less than two
percent lower t1un the bid of the Detroit-based firm on ,IllY contract bid
upon in an amount of $JllO,OOO or less ilnd less thiln one percent lower
on any amount bid in excess thereof.
The ordinance is specifically designed to aid "those small business concerns which ... are owned by socially or economically disadvantaged
persons," according to its lengthy preamble.
In addition to preferential treatment of Detroit firms-which are not
all minority-owned, of course-the city Purchasing Department actively
solicits bids from minority firms. The department also runs a vigorous
advertising program aimed at minority entrepreneurs: "We encourage
them to come in and become aware of what products we buy," an
official in Purchasing (1-140) explained, "Often businesses aren't aware
of the diversity of the city's purchases."
By compelling firms interested in bidding on city business to meet
affirmative action criteria, the city possesses a modest tool to influence
private sector hiring patterns. In both cities officials assert that elite level
political support for affirmative action hiring increased under the black
mayors, although these assessments were made before the 1978 Supreme
Court ruling in the Bakke case (1-145, 244). Both cities broaden their
influence over private sector hiring by requiring affirmative action on
the part of any firm benefitting from the expenditure of public funds
apart from the purchasing and contracting process, For example, Detroit's
Economic Development Corporation writes affirmative action target goals
into a contract with a firm that plans to locate on industrial park land
that the EDC has assembled and developedY In addition the ,mayors
"All COlLl!".l. ts financed primarily with federal money-public works, nMSS transit
funds, economic development-dlso carry wilh them requirements th.llminority firms bet
a certain proportion of the business and Ihat minur;ty workers hold a cert.lin percent.lge of
the jobs.
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have used the moral authority of their positions to speak out against
discrimination in corporate boardrooms and executive offices. Maynard
Jackson's pressure is credited with gaining token black representation
on one of the major Atlanta bank boards.

CONCLUSION
To suggest that city government is a hollow prize for blacks, just as
they have begun tn win important mayoralties, is a curious conceit of the
cynic. Few nf those S,lI11e observers suggest that it is an irrelevant goal
for white aspirants. Despite the well-acknowledged limitations of city
hall, the office has not been found to be irrelevant to certain meaningful
interests of buth blacks and whites in Atlanta and Detroit. Of course the
power and influence inherent in the mayoralty must be placed in perspective. But as Leonard Cole (1976) has written, "Whatever the shortcllmings UJ I" ' American political system, the argument that local officials
are unimpu; l.Hlt is specious. They do face red tape and bureaucratic
roadblocks; they are often sandwiched between an abusive electorate
and unCI.lJ1cerned state and federal officials .... But at the same time
there is power within local government [pp. 23-24]."
Wh.lt, in sum, is the nature of that power and how does it bear on
the llllestion of white acquiescence to black rule?
Tr,msition WilS not in certain ways cost-free to white elites. They
could nu lonl~er .lssume routine access to the decision-making process,
nor could they expect in the lung run to control the forum for leadership
tll,lt the mayordlty affords. In more concrete terms, the possibility of
their llsing the police as a means of repressing the black underclass has
greatly diminished, since that instrument of internal social control increasingly rests in the hands of blacks themselves, from the street level
to the police chief's office. In addition, white business discovered precipitOllsly lhat it would have to share its former monopoly over city business contracts with black-owned enterprises, and that access to that
business and to Cl~rt,1in other benefits derived from the expenditure or
backing of public monies would depend on more regulated hiring practices. Hnwever, the most visible "costs" to the white community, namely affirmative action in public sector employment, were borne not so
much by white elites but by whites in the labor force. Nevertheless, the
bitterness at preferential hiring and promotion, felt most acutely perh.lps by the police, WilS 11l.,t translated into effective political opposition
to bl,ICk rule in either city.
White elites quickly Cdme to see, of course, that transition to black
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rule did not affect certain areas of white interest at all, and in some
instances produced benefits that the black mayors believed were important to both races. As long as business activity was dependent strictly on
private sector financing and contra~ts, city government (or Washington,
for that matter) could do little to elicit socially responsive investment or
hiring decisions. (For example, although such situations are increasingly
rare, several major construction firms in Atlanta still were not hiring
many blacks in 1978 and were able to maintain that policy because they
restricted their activity entirely to the private sector.) However, the incentive of public economic development money generated in large part
by mayoral activity is likely to bring more and more firms within the
orbit of affirmative action programs, but at the same time make continued commitment to the city in the form of investment an economically attractive option. Both business and city hall believed that all stood to gain
from such economic development policies.
John Mollenkopf (1978, p. 146) has suggested that the black mayors
are little different from their white predecessors in that they too have
sought to develop and lead "pro growth" coalitions. These are the urban
renewal and development groups of the 1950s and 1960s-deve!opers,
bankers, city hall, and the Chamber of Commerce-reincarnated but
with a different racial mix. Although the point is to a limited extent
valid, there are some crucial differences.
The old progrowth coalitions concentrated on downtown development, "slum" clearance, and highways to bring commuters to the city
core. The new progrowth coalitions have sought to build on vacant or
abandoned land (Detroit's riverfront develupment and Atlanta's BedfordPine area are cases in point); included neighborhood rehabilitation, small
business revival, and housing as important components of their development schemes; pressed private industry on affirmative action as a
condition of tlwir participatiun; ilnd generally opposed destructive highway corridors. Most important, the new coalitions have been built on
the basis of a perceived mutuality. Black interests, as they are defilled by
the /!lack adlllillistratiolls, have played as central a role as the interests of
white capital in the establishment of economic development goals. Indeed, unlike the urban renewal groups of Allen's Atlanta or Cobo and
Cavanagh's Detroit, the new coalitions represent an attempt by blacks to
harness white economic power rather than vice versa. It is too early,
perhaps, to evaluate the ultimate success of these efforts by the black
mayors for the ordinary people of their cities. But it is clear that blacks
are no longer the weak adjuncts to the dominant white coalitions of
prior decades, standing helplessly by, watching the men they helped to
elect encircle their ghettos with office towers and freeways.
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In summary, the notion that whites acquiesced so easily to black
rule because the mayoralty is irrelevant to their interests is vastly oversimplified. It is more accurate to argue that the evident costs of transition for white elites have been balanced out by benefits to some degree.
Yet it cannot be said that the black mayors bought off the white business
community, for the benefits whites derived (or hope to derive) from
economic development particularly are of equal interest to the black
administrations. Nor can it be argued that white elites could afford a
certain tolerance because black government is so dependent on white
business investment and commitment. For one thing, many of the accomplishments of the black mayors were achieved without the substantial
support of whites in the business community. For another thing, it is
clear that dependency is increasingly a two-way relationship, particularly insofdr as public funds for private economic development must be
solicited and ddministered by the city. It seems evident, then, that the
benign quality of the white response cannot be explained very well as a
function of the limitations or the irrelevance of the mayoralty.

_ 8 _ _ _ _ __
Explaining the White Response
to Transition:
Environmental Factors

An explanation of white acquiescence to transition cannot be built
on the false assumption that white interests are autonomous from local
politics. A more convincing explanation for the character of the white
response focuses on a variety of environmental forces at work in the
society and in the particular cities in question. White response may be
viewed as i!,volving several kinds of adjustments at both the psychological and strategic levels, and different sets of environmental factors may
be brought to bear for e,lch of these adjustments.
Why were white elites willing to regard black rule as a legitimate
outcome of the political process in the first place? An examination of the
cultural environment in which transition took place may elucidate the
reasons for the peaceful character of the adjustment, set against national
and local histories of racial antipathy and specifically local fears of bl~ck
government. By the term cultllre I mean here those shared mental products that give shape and purpose to social experience; thus, certain
attitudes, norms of political conduct, standards, aspirations, and traditions and myths that relate to the social collectivity and are widely shared
may be considered aspects of culture.
However, not only did white elites respond to transition by accepting
1(,9
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Black Mayors and the Urban Black Underclass
GAITHER LOWENSTEIN
The continuous growth and confinement of a permanent
underclass within the community signals the depth of the
socioeconomic crisis faced by Blacks in the eighties. Inattention to the underclass represents the single greatest
danger to maintaining a healthy cohesive Black community}

The emergence of Black mayors on the American
political scene during the late 1960s was greeted
with enthusiasm by leaders of the' Black political
movement. Arguing that "political action is an essential part of the ultimate liberation,''2 influential
Blacks ranging from Stokely Carmichael to Gary,
Indiana's Mayor Richard Hatcher voiced the belief
that the election of Black mayors was a prime example of the emergence of Black Power (Nelson and
Meranto 1977).
Since the election of Hatcher and Carl B. Stokes
in 1967, Black mayors have been elected in Newark,
Los Angeles, Atlanta, and a number of other large
American cities (see Table 1). As the number of

Black mayors has increased, an interesting issue has
emerged. Nelson and Meranto have stated that a key
question concerning the election of Black mayors is
their ability to deliver meaningful benefits to the
low-income sector of the Brack community (1977).
In spite of this importance, most studies concerning
the redistributive accomplishments of Black mayors
have dwelt primarily upon increases in municipal
government hiring of Blacks and local contracting
of Black entrepreneurs as examples of "the alleviation of po~erty and hopelessness in the Black community."3 For example, in concluding that "the capture of city hall ·can have important economic consequences for the Black community," Peter Eisinger.
based his entire analysis on the increased participation of Blacks in municipal service jobs and city
purchasing decisions. Because more Blacks were
hired by city governments and more contracts were
given to Black·owned businesses under Black ad-
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'-ministrations, Eisinger concluded that "Black mayors
are making city government a significant focus for
the redistribution of income" (August 1979).
Table 1. Communities with Black mayors by
ulation and region, 1979.

pop-

Number of communities

~
C
OJ

w

til

-;
(5

.c

:;

Population size

!-<

J5

100,000 or more
50,000 to 99,999
25,000 to 49,999
15,000 to 24,999
5,000 to 14,999
1,000 to 4,999
Less than 1,000
Total

11
9
13
23
53

4
1
4
3
12
41

76

61

191

126

6

u

OJ

-5
0

-5
0
Z

z

1
1
1
0
1
1
1
6

3

6
6
2
10
10
14
51

w

~
3
1
2
1
0
1
0

8

Source: Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster
of Black Elected Officials, 1979.

The fact that Black mayors have acted significantly to increase city contracting and hiring of minorities is not being disputed here. What is being
called into question is whether the act of placing the
most upwardly mobile Black residents into government positions results in significant redistributive
benefits accruing to a broad segment of the Black
community. There can be little doubt that mayors
such as Srokes and Hatcher have expanded career opportunities for Blacks already possessing skills, training, and initiative. However, there is surprisingly
little known about the degree of success Black mayors have had at providing increased benefits to underclass Blach in their communities. Even less is known
about non·programmatic issues such as the perceptions of the poor Black citizens themselves.
The fUl'damental question being addressed by
this study is whether or not an interest group can
increase its share of the positive externalities of public policies by electing one of its members to the top
political position within a community. More specifically, are poor Blacks who live in cities with
Black mayors any better off than those residing in
cities with white mayors?
At the present time, there is no clear·cut consensus concerning the answer to this question. Although some may contend that the Black underclass
has enjoyed substantial benefits in cities which have
elected Black mayors, others view the Black mayoral
phenomenon as little more than a form of white in-

crementalist accommodation with few, if any, benefits
accruing to the Black community as a whole. Em·
pirically speaking, the evidence in support of either
argument is scant. Up to this point, discussion of the
positive or negative impacts of Black mayors has
rested largely on a series of untested assumptions.
The intent of this paper is to shed some light on
this issue by 1) presenting an overview of the problems and issues pertinent to the question of how effectively Black mayors have addressed the needs of
their poor Black constituents, and 2) suggesting a
number of tOpics for future research through which
exploration might help clarify the extent to which
underclass Blacks have benefited from the election
of Black mayors.

Cities with Black Mayors and Cities with
White Mayors: A Descriptive Comparison
One of the major impediments to research on
Black mayors is the absolute lack of a systematically
comprised comparative data set related to cities with
Black and white mayors. Improvement in the quantity and quality of such data would considerably enhance our understanding of the unique set of circumstances confronting Black mayors.
Tables 2 and 3 represent an attempt to compare·
twenty cities with population in excess of 50,000
Table 2. Cities used for descriptive comparison
of Black and white mayoral samples:
population 50,000 and above_
Cities with
Black mayors

Cities with
white mayors

Los Angeles, California
Compton, California
Berkeley, California
Oakland, California
Washington, D.C.
Atlanta, Georgia
East St. Louis, Illinois
Gary, Indiana
New Orleans, Louisiana
Pontiac, Michigan
Saginaw, Michigan
Detroit, Michigan
St. Louis, Missouri
East Orange, New Jersey
Newark, New Jersey
Dayton, Ohio
Charleston, South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina
Roanoke, Virginia
Greenville, South Carolina

Houston, Texas
San Mateo, California
Sarna Monica, California
San Jose, California
Baltimore, Maryland
Jacksonville, Florida
Roseville, Michigan
Flint, Michigan
Memphis, Tennesst'e
Springfield, Illinois
Kenosha, \'V'isronsin
Chicago, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
Mount V~rnon, New York
Buffalo, New York
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Augusta, Georgia
Pensacola, Florida
POrtsmouth, Virginia
Chattanooga, Tennessee

Source: Joint Center for Political Studies, NatioTlal Roster
of Black Elected Officials, 1979.
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Table 3. Statistical comparison of Black and white mayoral samples.

Variable

Education-%
completed 4 yrs.
h.s. or more
Income-Rank of
city, 1969
Median G,.oss
Rent, 1970
Crime RatePer 100,000
Pove,.ty-%
below poverty
level
Black POt'erty
% Blacks below
poverty line
Population-%
change, 19701975
Population-%
change, 19601970
% Women
% Black
% Population
65 or older

Cities with
_ Black mayors
X
S

T score

level of
significance

47.45

10.8

49.72

10.6

-.671

.5065

634.40

172

514.45

236

1.837

.0740

105.80

17.4

111.55

28.9

-.763

.4504

10971.00

2388

8144.40

1529

4.458

.0001

14.57

5.14

11.33

5.39

1.948

.0588

25.10

9.22

24.97

8.33

.045

.9644

-8.52

4.92

-1.97

8.23

-3.056

.0041

-.69

8.74

32.9

9.45

-1.583

.1218

51.92
41.47
10.22

3.03
16.80
2.55

52.76
23.63
10.16

1.34
16.00
2.96

-1.128
3.433
.029

.2663
.0015
.9773

Figures computed from 1977 County and City Data Book.
from cities with Black mayors in 1979.

having Black mayors to a comparable group of 20
cities with white mayors. The cities with white mayors were chosen for their similariry to the Black
mayoral sample with respect to region, population,
and density. As a result of this selective process, the
twO groups of cities can be more meaningfully compared with respect ro socioeconomic characteristics.
As indicated by Table 3, cities with Black mayors
have, on average, lower family incomes, rems, and
educational lev'els and higher percemages of Black
reside:1ts, crime, poverty rates, and rate of population decline than the white mayoral sample. These
differences are statistically significant in the case of
crime rates, percent Black population, and population loss between 1970 and 1975 (.05 significance
level) .
There is very litrie reason to believe that these
differences have narrowed during the 1970s. In fact,
the percentage of Blacks in central cities below the
poverty line had increased to 31.2 percent by 1977
(Schiller 1980). It thus appears likely that when the
1980 census data becomes available, the socioeconomic g:lp between cities with Black mayors and
those with white mayors will have either remained
the same or widened during the past decade.
280

Cities with
_ white mayors
S
X

Data is from 1970 census. Black mayoral sample is drawn

The above discussion would appear to support
the popular conception that cities with Black mayors
are disproportionately faced with such problems as.
declining population, eroding tax bases, loss of jobs
due to a changing economy, and high crime rates.

Racial Composition and Bloc Voting
Between the years 19(i0 and 1974, the number of
white residents in central cities decreased by 3 million or 6 percent; over the same period, the Black
population of cenm.! cities increased by 3.8 million
or 38 percent (Staples 1978). This increase in the
urban Black population has been largely responsible
for the in'crease in Black elected officials during the
past fifteen years. The overwhelming majority of
Black eleCted officials are elected by Black voters
from election distriCts possessing a majority of Blac~
voters (St. Angelo and Levine 1972).. An i~dication
of the importance of substantial numbers of Blacks
to the election of Black mayors is given by the sharp
differences between Black and white mayoral cities
wi th respect ro their percentages of Black residents
(See Table 3).
In addition ro high percentages of Black resi-
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dents, bloc voting by race has been an important facror in the election of Black mayors. A study of bloc
voting in three Cleveland elections (1965, 1967, and
1969) revealed that almost all of the variation in
Carl Srokes' votes in relation ro the other candidates
could be attributed to bloc voting by race (Cho
1974). The same study found bloc voting to be substantially higher in mayoral elections than state and
national.elections (Cho 1974, p. 412).
In summarizing the importance of racial composition and bloc voting, twO conclusions can be drawn.
First and foremost, a city's chances of electing a Black
mayor increase as the relative size of the city's Black
population increases. Secondly, the phenomenon of
bloc voting in mayoral elections increases the importance of the Black vote in electing Black mayors.
By capturing a very high percentage of their cities'
Black vote, Black mayors have been elected in numerous cities whose Black population fell far below
fifty percent. (Los Angeles, for example, had only
17 percent Blacks in 1970 and yet elected a Black
mayor a few years later)
In view of these facts, it can be argued that the
majority of Black mayors, in a very real sense, owe
their election to their Black constituents, of whom at
least 30 percent are poor. Given this apparent dependence, the question arises as to the benefits that
these supporters accrue in r:turn for their loyalty.

Black Mayors and the Urban Black Poor:
\Vhat Is in It for the Urban Black
Underclass?
During the first several years in which Blacks
were eleered mayors of large cities, there was considerable optimism regarding the potential benefits
that could be enjoyed by the Black community as a
result of Blal ks holding top municipal government
POSts. As John Cunyers put it in 1970:
The: onc· rhjn~ that characterizes all these new Black of-

ficials is tlleir' Jlkgiance to the Black people who elected
them, and nor. as in the past, to white political manipularors. Quite: frankly, if a "hrother" wants to be elected
these: days he·d hener be "in good" with the "brothers" instead of a white: political boss or white dominated political
machin<:.4

The vohtiliry of the rimes, coinciding with the emergence of charismaric personalities such as Harcher
and Stokes. suggeStN that Black mayors would be
on the \·anguard of social ch:rnge. In recem years,
however. a n:lmber of social commentators have expressed doubt as ro the extent and nature of the benefits which hJ\'e :rctually been realized during the

-;.

first fifteen years of big-city Black mayors. Robert
Staples has concluded that "the effect of Black political power has been largely the same: Blacks are
no better off than under white mayors."s A recent
Joint Cemer for Political Studies report suggests that
the vast majority of Blacks have benefited little from
the election of Blacks to political office (March 1978,
p. 1). The decline in Black voter registration from
52.6 percent of- those eligible in 1968 to 38 percent
in 1976 suggests that widespread disillusion with the
political process in general is growing amongst Blacks
(Staples 1978). Even the more positive assessments
of Black political power have little to say concerning
how underclass Blacks have benefited from its emergence.
In the context of the 1980s, a closer examination
of the Black mayorality, its strengths and weaknesses
(ro the extent that they can be generalized), is in
order. What are the factors, both institutional and
personal, that prevent Black mayors from effectively
addressing the concerns of their poorer Black constituents?

Limitations to Black Mayoral Effectiveness
There have been at least three types of limitations
faced by Black mayors in their effort to affect positively the lives of the urban Black poor. To begin
with, it has been suggested that Black mayoral ineffectiveness is the result of the "political-broker"
strategy employed by most Black mayors (Staples
1978). The Black mayor adopting this strategy
chooses to work within the established political system in which certain concessions are gained by the
mayor in exchange for Blacks' allegiance to a political machine (Tryman 1977). The key question here,
of course, is what concessions are gained by the mayor and to whom are they dispersed? This issue is one
for analyzing the effectiveness of Black mayors; certainly it is one which merits closer empirical study.
A second and more broadly discussed limitation
to Black mayoral effectiveness is the lack of real political power associated with the position itself. The
frusrrations of these power limitations have been expressed by Richard Hatcher, one of the first big-city
Bl:rck mayors:
J am the mayor of a cit)' of roughly 90,000 Black people
bur we do not control the pCJssibilities of jobs for them, of
money for their schools, or state funded social services. 6

Herein lies a major explanarory hcror concerning the
limited ability of Black mayors to provide noticeable
benefits to the Black underclass. \Xiithin the frame,,·ork of urban politics, the local official is severely
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restricted in the extent to which he or she can affect
the circumstances of his or her constituents. Fiscal
constraints, federal mandates, state interference, and
little formal authority all act to limit the policy options of the Black mayor. Within this context, hiring
Blacks is one of the few visible means by which a
Black mayor can express concern for the Black community; other options are limited by the power constraints of the office itself. Given this dilemma, there
is clearly a need for proposals to strengthen the discretionary authority of the Black mayor. In the absence of such strategies, Black mayors may be unable
to affect positively the lives of the urban Black poor
because the mayors are restricted by the complex
socio-political economic system over which they exercise very little control.
A third factor which has been cited regarding
the question of how well Black mayors serve the
needs of poor Blacks is the middle-class orientation
of the mayors themselves. "Black political candidates
tend to have middle-class jobs, live in middle-class
neighborhoods, possess middle-class values, have middle-class friends and associates and depend on middle"
. class money to finance their political ventures."7
The extent to which ,he above statement reflects
reality has yet to be conclusively determined. Moreover, even if Black mayors are predominantly middleclass, it does not necessarily follow that their class
orientation will strongly impact upon their approaches
to the problems of the Black underclass. Nevertheless,
the class orientation of Black mayors and its impact,
if any, on policy outcomes is a worthy topic for future research.

Directions for Future Research
From the preceding pages it should be clear that
this writer is not convinced that the election of Black
mayors has positively affected the lives of poor, inner-city Blacks. But certainly it is recognized that a
good deal of additional research must be done before
any truly reliable conclusions can be drawn concerning this issue.
It would be premature to pass judgment on the
negative or positive impacts of Black mayors before
addressing a number of pertinent questions. To begin with, the direct impact that the election of a
Black mayor has on a city's Black underclass needs
to be bereer understood. In addition to direct effects,
positive externalities accruing to the underclass as an
indirect result of Black mayoral action (such as increased jobs for unemployed Blacks brought about by
a mayor successfully' inducing businesses to relocate)
282
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need to be identified and evaluated more closely.
Finally, there is a need for better understanding of
the environmental constraints faced by the Black
mayor of the 1980s. Operating within a COntext of
changing national priorities and shifting population
and resource bases, contemporary Black mayors are
faced with an entirely different set of problems than
those confronting Black mayors of the late 19.60s.
These, as well as Other issues, must be subjected
to rigorous study before an accurate assessment of
Black mayoral performance with respect to the urban
Black poor can be made.
In order to accept the contention that the election of a Black mayor does make a difference in the
lives of poor Black residents, it is not enough to cite
bcal government employment statistics. A closer
evaluation of the characteristics of those who have
benefited from increases in municipal hiring and
contracting of Blacks is needed in order to determine
whether the benefits derived from such efforts are
broadly distributed throughout the Black community
or narrowly focused to the point that, for the bulk of
the Black citizenry, the election of a Black mayor
has little if any siznificance. If the benefits of increased municipal hiring and contracting are not
penetrating beneath the surface of upwardly mobile
Blacks, then the question of how, if at all, poor
Blacks have benefited from the election of Black
mayors has yet to be answered. Have resources directed toward the poor Black community been increased? Have the attitudes of low-income Blacks
changed, and how have these changes been manifested? On a broader scale, has Black political par-.
ticipation and representation. enjoyed spillover effects beyond the single city-wide office of mayor to
strengthen neighborhood-level political groups?
If it cannot be demonstrated that the election of
a Black mayor produces noticeable gains for Black
residents regardless of their socioeconomic StatuS,
then it will be difficult to conclude that a redistribution of power along racial lines has taken place.
Under t11ese circumstances, a more realislic assessment of the situation would be that through the election of Black mayors and the subsequent hiring of
the most upwardly mobile Blacks by their administrations, middle-class Blacks have been effeCtively institutionalized by the dominant white power Structure. In the meantime, the plight of the urban Black
underclass has continued to worsen.
On the other hand, if there are indications of success on the part of Black mayors in enhancing the
self-image and political satisfaction of their cities'
poor Black residents, then at least one positive impact
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-of electing a Black mayor will have been demonstrated. Up to this point, it has been more or less
assumed that Black citizens can improve upon their
lot by choosing a Black mayor to preside over their
city. Perhaps the time has come to test this assumption.
Measuring the distribution of benefits accruing as
a result of the election of Black Mayors poses a variety of methodological dilemmas. Should the researcher choose to draw heavily upon quantitative
indicators of resource shifts directly attributable to
the election of a Black mayor, he or she will find it
difficult to isolate the effects of mayoral action from
external forces over which the mayor has little control. For example, reductions in Federal funding during a Black mayor's term of office may be more the
result of a fiscally conservative national administration than of lack of responsiveness on the part of the
mayor. Thus, a research design based strictly on a
quantitative, policy output oriented approach would
not only be laced with computational difficulties, but
would also be subject to questions concerning both
its descriptive and predictive accuracy.
On the other hand, it can be argued that an outcome-oriented approach, geared toward measuring
actual impacts in the form of changes in the perceptions and vOting patterns of poor Blacks would constitute a bener way of addressing the question of
whether or not the Black underclass actually benefits from the election of a Black mayor. If Blacks
perceive themselves to be better represented, or if
their sense of self-worth is enhanced as a result of a
Black mayor's election, then the impact should be
considered positive even in the absence of substantive quantitative support. Conver!'",ly, no matter how
many expenditure, employment, or educational figures are cited in support of a Black mayor's contribution to the Black underclass, it may be difficult to
convince these citizens that they have nOt benefited
if they themselves are satisfied that a Black mayor is
a change for the bener.
Following this line of reasoning, the heart of the
;ssue seems to boil cown to the perceptions of Black
citizens themselves. Cunsequently, future research
must be uriented tOward gathering data concerning
these perceptions and organizing the findings into a
well·articulated framework from which conclusiuns
may be drawn concerning the impact of the election
of Black mayors.
Measuring c()nstituent perceptions is a problem
which dtma!1ds a multifaceted methodological approJch. Open·ended personal interviews wirh residents may prmide direct access ro their feelings about

how they have been affected by the election of a
Black mayor. Participant obserVation has the potential of revealing deeply held feelings which might not
become apparent in a one-shot interview, though the
method is costly (at least on a large scale), and may
yield results that are subject to claims of research
bias. Methods that are less direct in indicating changes
in the outlook on the parr of Blacks include records
of vOter registration and participation as well as
changes in the number, size and visibility of local
Black political action groups.
With respect to the above factors, a comparison
of cities with and without Black mayors, perhaps along
the lines suggested herein, would be instructive. It
may also be interesting to look at cities in which Black
candidates have been defeated in mayoral elections.
Such a study would shed light on some of the factors
that differ between winning and losing Black mayoral
candidates.
The importance of this matter lies in the fact that
Black citizens have been told that one way to improve their situation is to elect their leaders to public
office. Perhaps more than any other politician, the
big city mayor has the potential to promote redistributive gains on behalf of the Black community. To be
sure, much of this pOtential remains untapped. But
the challenge is to find ways of unlocking this revolutionary pOtential and putting it to work for the
benefit of Blacks, regardless of their socioeconomic
status.
The improvement of rhe change-initiating pOtential of Black mayors should be a primary objective of
research in the area. Identification of operating constraints and institutional limitations is crucial in order for Black mayor~ to maximize their impaCt on
the Black underclass. The task of the researcher is
not only to identify key limiting factOrs, but also to
suggest ways of overcoming such obstacles. For example, one way to improve Black mayoral effectiveness in clealing'with the problems of the Black underclass would be to find ways of increasin:c.: the discretionary authority of the office of mayor. The probable impact of such proposals as direct Federal ,srams
ro Black mayors in Jddition to modifications in local
governmenral structure can be evaluated by research·
ers in an effoft ro de\"tlop strategies for maximizing
Black mayoral authority.
In addition to examining the current limirations
faced by Black mayors, researchers must concern
themselves with other problems that Black mayors
may be facing in the near future. \X'hat, for example,
are the implications of a national policy \"\'hich favors
development of the Sunbelt region at the expense of
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the Northeast and Midwest, as articulated by the
Presidential Commission for a National Agenda for
the 80s? The impact of metropolitanization and the
effect of proposals for regional government on Black
political representation in general, and Black mayors
in particular, needs to be seriously evaluated. These
and other future dilemmas are worthy of concern not
only from the standpoint of enhancing the authority
of Black mayors, but also with respecr to preserving
the significant gains which have already been made
and which may be threatened by changing national
priorities.
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Greater awareness of the extent to which Black
mayors can and do have a positive impact on the circumstances of the urban Black underclass can be
viewed as essential to the concerned student of Black
politics. For if it cannot be demonstrated that the
election of a Black mayor can improve the lives of a
broad segment of the Black community, then it is
important for Blacks as well as other disenfranchised
groups to be cognizant of this fact, in order that they
might diversify their strategies (lobbying, grass-roots
organization, Third W orId relations, etc.) for promoting the redistribution of power in America.
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Black Mayoralty Campaigns:
Running the "Race"
the black vote has become a significant force in
conventional politics. The election of Carl Stokes in Cleveland, Ohio,
Richard Hatcher in Gary, Indiana, and Kenneth Gibson in Newark, New
Jersey, sets a precedent in that they were the first black men to be
elected as mayors in large urban cities. The elections evidence as well the
ability of blacks to mobilize and organize their forces for black candidates. This study will examine important factors which resulted in the
successful elections of these black officials and will include their political
approach (ideological or pragmatic), strategies, major sources of support
and partisan and non-partisan basis of representation, major issues, and
the influence of white racism in efforts of their opponents to defeat them'·
Furthermore, the "traditional" nature of black politics will be studied
and applied to these mayoralty campaigns and elections. l Focusing upon
these areas and the data obtained from voting results in these elections,
one may learn some important lessons and draw conclusions useful for
future conventional political activity in urban areas by black politicians
and the black electorate in their quest to control their own communities.

I

N THE LAST 'rEN YEARS

most important factors which has contributed to the success of black
men being elected to the office of mayor in the North has been the
population trend which has given blacks a majority in two of the three
cities dealt with here. 2 The importance of the black majority achieves
even greater significance because, as will be seen, the voting in the final
tallies was largely along racial lines.
'l'heoretically as well as practically, the structure and style of black
politics supposedly reflects the politics of the city as a whole; that is,
politics for blacks is a result of the distinctive political system of the city
in which they live. Following this traditional line of reasoning, a black
political organization is created and shaped by the political organization
of the city. A black machine is dependent upon the existence of a white
machine. The logic of this argument contends that the prior existence of
a machine, operating under given conditions, means that the entry of
blacks into politics will take place under the forms and rules already
established.8 The three candidates under study may have learned the
"rules of the game," but they did not play or abide by them in their
elections since the traditional political structure in two of the three instances (Gary and Cleveland) openly rejected them.
Significantly enough, it has been the late entry of blacks into the declining political structures in Northern cities which has reflected the
politics of the city as a whole, which has accounted for the inability of
black people to influence the political nature of city politics. Allan
Sindler ;:.iates the importance of this point:
In the markedly less covert Negro politics of the North, the belatedness of the political coming-of-age of the Negro - relative, for
instance, to that of minority ethnic groups - handicaps the achievement ;)f Negro goals. For one thing, the Negro now stands virtually
alone, not merely lacking an alliance with a variety of minority
groups sharing a common purpose - in the manner of the 1930'sbut in many instances opposed by them because of the latter's fears
that their rising but still insecure middleclass position is threatened
by Negro aspirations. 4

THE TRADITIONAL NATURE OF BLACK POLITICS

Examination of the traditional nature of black politics will allow a
practical comparative analysis of the elections of Gibson, Stokes and
Hatcher. An important aspect of this will show the changing composition
of the electorate as well as the decay of urban political structures which
have allowed whites to dominate political machines in the cities in the
past. This is not to say, of course, that this phenomenon is underway in
every urban area. Undoubtedly, with regard to the former, one of the
~'nllne of Reference for Black Politics:· in Leillleal Henderson. ed .• Black
PolitiCII! Life il1 tile U.S. (San Francisco. 1972). among others, has some thoughtful insights
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However, because black people constitute majorities and near majorities in many cities, they need to unify since their blackness gives them
a common identity, purpose and direction in terms of conventional civic
action (of course, ideological differences may split blacks over less conventional methods to achieve their goals). Related to this is the question
to what extent racial appeals will be made by the black candidate. If, in
fact, a black machine is controlled by the larger, stronger, white machine

ll\tack Jones. "A

with regard to an analytical fralllewod, for black politics to meet the contemporary needs
of blacks. The purpose here Is to reject certain notions and political views which have
served to explain black politics in the past (such as political machines which controlled
LInck candidates) with the advent of these campaigns and elections.

:Wi
'I

• For example. In 1900 almost 90 pe"cent ot al1 black Americans lived in the South, but by
1950 only 67 percent lived there, while during about this ,;ame period the Northern black
populatlon more than tripled, rising frolll less than II lllillioll to almost three million. By
1950 blacks had become predominantly urban with 61.2 pe.-"cnt IIvln!: In urhan nr.:>as. Sec
Robert E. Martin, "The Helutive Politl",,1 Status of the Nc!(ro in the United Slutes:· in
Negro Polftics in America, cd. by Harry D,tlley. PP. 27-20.
'Jumes Q. Wilson. Negro Politics (New York. W70), pp, 22-2:1.
'Allnn P. SindIcr. "Protest AGaill~t the PuJilH'i-,l Slid!!': ,.r tlll~ NI..'I~r"," i l • l' 11.'\1 ( I " ;-'f
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which theoretically determines the style of black candidates, racial
appeals ma~ : :,~ minimal at best. A peculiarity here is that although black
candidates \v ~re rejected by the white political structure, they did not
make racial appeals to a predominantly black electorate. On the other
hand, according to James Q. Wilson, even if racial appeals were elevated
by black candidates and intertwined with issues they will not necessarily
have the intended effects. He states: "It has been shown in many studies
in a variety of cities that the 'Negro vote' is not simply a racial vote.
Negroes do not vote for other Negroes merely because of race. The divisions of the Negro community along lines of party, class, and status are
much too profound and pervasive to allow for the operation of any such
uncomplicated response as a 'race vote.' "5 Again, this study will show
that blacks have, in fact, contradicted the former statement and voted
almost exclusively along racial lines, not party, class, or status lines.
Generally speaking, two styles emerge from a study of black leadership in the city, the militant and the moderate. Blacks, according to
Wilson, disagree both about ends and means and the conflict typically
takes the form of a dispute as to which style is most appropriate for civic
action. Again, this study indicates that this is incorrect and that the moderate style dominated among the black candidates while the militant
style was exhibited only by the white candidates.6 Nevertheless, the
nature vf conventional black politics has changed noticeably in the last
six years in urban areas and traditional means of black politicking, consequently, have also changed.
THE STRATEGY OF RACE

Race, as will be shown, ultimately became the dominant issue in all
three mayoralty races. For the white candidates, it served as an ideology
to attract major sources of support, which were also white. Radigan, Taft,
and Addonizio, in Gary, Cleveland, and Newark respectively, attempted to
politically castrate the black candidates with labels of extremism. Therefore, just as it is not objective to talk about the election of black candidates without regard to their opposition, it is also irrelevant and hardly
academic to speak of a black-white mayoralty campaign in such terms
as ideology, strategy, issues, etc., without reference to race. Because, in
fact, with the white candidates race ultimately became the strategy, the
ideology, and the issue.
Nevertheless, this is not so much an attempt to cast the white candidates as the villains (even if they were) as it is an attempt to point out

.,

• Wilson, up. cit., p. 38 .
• Wibon ellilrlleteriws the militant style as one in which the leader perceives the Issues confrolltmg the race and the community in simplified form and associates many Issues with a
!>lllglc.! general issue. He scclts .. ~tatu~" end.::;; rather than "welfare" cnds. The moderate, on
1Ill: (Jtlier hand, perceives race und community Issues as ones to which there are no easy
wllltiollS, alld to which sOl1letimes there are no solutions at all. Moderate leadel's seek
welfare rather thun stu Ius ends, sllch us better schools, more public housing, and the like
but have less confidence in IClrislntivc solutiolls, preferring to deal and to negotiate a settle~
I",,"t with I)Cuple "at the top." Ibid., pp. 211l and ~40.
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the realities of politics. In this day when politics is filled with the theme.
of "law and order" and "crime in the streets," it seems only logical that
white candidates would Use the issue of law and order and black militancy (the two are really synonymous) to achieve political ends. And,
of course, there are also the historical roots of racism. One who does not
realize this is either not an astute political observer or one who cannot
bear the burden of living in the world of reality. A focus upon the individual campaigns and elections of black mayors allows a better understanding of the importance that race played as a strategy for white candidates despite the ultimate success of the black candidates.

NEWAHK
In the 1970 mayoralty campaign in Newark, New Jersey, it was Hugh
J. Addonizio, a Democrat with an unbeaten record of 22 years in Newark
politics -14 as a liberal Congressman and B as a moderate mayor, who
suddenly became a conservative candidate for reelection. Addonizio appealed to the electorate almost strictly along racial lines. As an Addonizio
brain truster put it: "The Mayor faced the dilemma of any white city
politician today. You can't challenge the black guy for his votes because
you just ain't gonna get them. He's got his bloc. We've got ours. Ours is
white- what else do you expect it to be?"7
Addonizio's racial strategy was clearly based upon the May 12 primary
in which four white candidates received 55 percent of the vote while the
other 45 percent was split among three black candidates.s Addonizio
thus began to frighten whites into bloc-voting white, assuming that the
whites who voted for the other white candidates would throw their votes
to him rather than support a black candidate. The role of the black
"militant" played a substantial as well as symbolic part in the strate[,'Y
of Addonizio. Addonizio attempted to associate Gibson with Imamu
Baraka (LeRoi Jones), the poet-playwright turned political organizer,
by the use of handbills with twin mugshots of Gibson and Baraka.
Baraka, a well-known activist who resides in Newark, became the target
of Addonizio's rhetoric and guilt-by-association. He spent much of his
time telling all-white ward audiences, "Jones preaches hate whitey,
rape their women and steal from them."1)
Gibson responded with a low-key campaign aimed at getting out as
massive a black vote as possible, while at the same time assuring as many
whites .,s would listen that he was far from a black militant: Probably
one of (i~;)son's biggest advantages, though, was the corruptness of the
incumbent, white Mayor Hugh Addonizio. 'I'he indictment of Addonizio
by a grand jury on charges of criminal extortion just before the run-off
'Osborne Elliot, New~'Wcek, June 29, 1970, p. 17.
• Ibid., p, 16 •
Ib!c!., p. 17.
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election may have boosted Gibson's chances greatly, at least it is
thought SO.10
It became a campaign of Gibson's pragmatic approach against Addonizio's ideological racism. Gibson's pragmatism, while campaigning in the
white areas, was revealed by his young campaign manager, who stated:
"We went so they could see Ken wasn't carrying a spear. He came off
rather as a stumpy, serene man wearing a baggy suit who spoke not
about revolution but about picking up garbage, improving police protection and otherwise ministering to 'the quality of life in Newark."'l1
Thus, Gibson did not appeal specifically to the black masses, but to the
people generally who knew that a political change in leadership .was
badly needed. His political orientation and campaign strategy were along
non-ideological lines; they were pragmatic and moderate, rational and
reasonable. In fact, in the voting tallies Gibson did manage to get a
small percentage of the white vote. But it is also clear in the voting
tallies that the electorate was significantly polarized around race, with
most black:: \' uting for the black candidate and most whites voting for
the white caJldidate.
Addonizio, in attacking black militancy and Baraka's association with
Gibson, may in fact have been sidetracked. It was because of the fact
that the militant poet-playwright started organizing the black community politically that Mayor Addonizio ran a hate campaign against him.
But Baraka was not on the ballot; and while Addonizio ran a scare campaign against him, Gibson ran a campaign for the people, and won, as
Cordell Thonlpson so aptly puts itP Gibson's style was, as Wilson would
call it, a moderate one.
Although it was conceded that Gibson's election was based upon a
show of strength between blacks and whites, when the ballots were
counted it was revealed that Gibson had in fact received a sixth of the
white votes along with 95 percent of the black vote, The final tally of
votes r(wealed 55,097 for Gibson and 43,086 for Addonizio - a 56-44
percentage splitYI
Paradoxically, contrary to Addonizio's charges, it was white militants
who initiated the violence once it was evident that he would not be
elected for his third term as mayor. Anticipating a victory celebration
in the crowded Venetian Room of Thomm's Restaurant, on receiving the
news of Gibson's victory angry whites tossed empty glasses through the
air aimed at television crews and correspondents. Twenty young white
to:lghs charged at newsmen and beat them up, and the next day cars
crammed with white teenagers rumbled through the streets of the North
Ward looking for troubleY 'l'hese facts allow one to grasp the atmos-

phere that surrounded the campaign and election of a black mayor and
the racial polarization that characterized and continues to characterize
politics in Newark.
Black militancy, on the other hand, which was the central theme of
Addonizio's campaign strategy became, ironically, a creative agent.
Imamu Baraka's political organizing in the black community may prove
to be one of the most constructive political instruments ever to help
Newark rebuild. Baraka has creatively entitled his efforts in the city as
the "New-Ark." Maybe Mayor Gibson summed up Baraka's efforts and
the sentiments of the black community best when he stated:
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To complain about the political system and those people who are
elected, and jf you are prepared' to change things, the only way you
can change them is to be prepared to vote them out of office. You
don't demonstrate them out of office, or make bad, black speeches
and get them Ollt of office. You vote them ouP"

CLEVELAND

The election of Carl Stokes as mayor of Cleveland in 1967 may have
begun with his first major debate with his opponent, Seth Taft, on television, although Cleveland, unlike Newark, which is 60-65 percent black,
has two whites for every black. Stokes did not present major issues
because he argued that the crisis of the city of Cleveland was so extreme
that it was almost futile to talk about specific propo·sals. "What was
needed, he argued, was a whole new approach to urban problems, a new
spirit of adventure, of boldness, of daring, of imagination."ltl
Taft, on the other hand, had made three specific proposals: a reorganization of the police department, the creation of branch city halls to provide a more responsive government, and low-cost housing.17 However,
the important thing about the television debate was the classic and
obligatory IJolitical play used by Stokes in introducing his wife and
mother, who arose smiling and were applauded by the audience. Given
the sensitivity of voters today the inexperienced Taft had completely
forgotten to introduce his wife, while, presumably, the television audience wondered if he had a family a tall.
Kenneth G, Weinberg, in his book, Black Victory, contends that this
may have lost the election for Taft. He states:
There are cynics in Cleveland who cl'aim that this lapse cost Taft
more voters than anything that was to happen in the campaign. In
this age of electronic politics, it is possible that that appraisal is not
too far off the mark. There are serious stUdents of politics who claim
that Richard Nixon would have been elected President in 1960 had
it not been for a perspiring forehead and a heavy beard under the
strong lights of the first Kennedy-Nixon debate.18·

." Cordell S. '1'II01)11'SOI), "Black Mayor's Fight to Save Newark," Jet Magazine, October, 1970,
p, 12,

" )'~lIiot, op. dt" p, 17.
., 1'lIolllp,;on, 01'. cit" p. 17.
U Elliot, "I', cit., p. 17.
U IlJieJ"
p, 18.
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lIKenneth G. Weinberg, Black Victory (Chicago, 1968), p. 162,
Ibid., p. 162.
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"Ibid., p. 103.
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This first debate gave people a first impression of Seth Taft, and it was
not a very good one. Even though Taft did not make the same mistake in
a debate two days later, it is thought that this was enough time for the
white community to reflect on what a nice man Carl Stokes must be,
even if he is "colored," for thinking of first to introduce his wife and
mother, both of whom looked so nice on television in contrast to Taft
who had seemed aloof, hardly smiling, and who had not seen fit to introduce his family.
However, even though Stokes was thought of as being a nice "colored"
man by the white electorate, the question of race still became an exploitive tactic of Taft. Taft's strategy (for the record it should be pointed
out that Seth Taft was the grandson of the late President Taft, Stokes
the grandson of a former slave) 10 resulted from a private meeting with
Stokes in which he tried to influence him to enter a three-man Democratic primary in which the race issue would become heated between
Stokes and Locher. When this happened the Demqcrats would split their
vote along racial lines with the white Democrats voting for him (Taft,
a Republican) in the general election if Stokes won the primary. And if
Locher won the primary Taft thought it would be even better since Taft
was thought to be a liberal Republican while Locher was a conservative
Democrat, and surely blacks would vote for the liberaJ.2°
Carl Stokes' strategy was rooted in a new approach to old problems in
Cleveland, and committed to a new vigor, more zeal, and creative
imagination in solving the problems of cities. He did not appeal to the
black masses because they were black, because the race question in
Cleveland was very touchy as a result of the 1965 elections in which he
had run against Locher. In fact, Stokes campaigned vigorously in the
white community for he needed white votes to win the primary as well
as the run-off in a city that has two whites for every black. As Chuck
Stone reveals of Carl Stokes' efforts in his book Black Political Power in
America: "He sought them at meetings in the white enclaves and impressed whites with his logic, his brilliant analysis of the city's problems,
and his program for progress."!!1 And after winning the election, for
instance, Stokes was quoted as saying: "This is not a Carl Stokes victory,
not a vote for a man but a vote for a program, for a visionary dream of
what our city can become.":!!!
Although Seth Taft had claimed to be dismissing the issue of race in a
statement he made caned "Campaign Guiding Principles," by the mere
fact that he mentioned race he was actually reviving it as an issue. And

as Taft's chances looked better in survey polls during the campaign, he
exploited the ,race issue even more. He made a looser interpretation of
his "Campaign Guiding Principles" by permitting and attempting to defend an inflammatory letter to 45,000 members of various white nationality groups. It contained slogans and cliches which symbolize urban
racial tension. It read, in part, to elect Taft to "protect our way of life
and to protect Cleveland, the citadel of nationalities in America. Taft and
Taft alone can give Cleveland back to the law-abiding citizenry."~:l Thus,
the question of race became intensified in a more subtle fashion than in
Newark, or as we shall see, in Gary. However, in the final vote Stokes
received an estimated 19 percent of the white vote, while getting 9G
percent of the black vote. Even so, Stokes' plurality was close, 1,6<1"1 or
0.6 percent out of a total vote of 256,992. Blncks in Cleveland represent
38 percent of a total population of 800,000 people.!!'!
Aside from the racism, scare tactics, "smear" campaign, and strategies
involved, the election of Carl Stokes as mayor of Cleveland makes
several things clear: (1) the Democratic party, being a large majority
in Cleveland, failed to vote as a cohesive unit, backing the black Democratic candidate by only 19 percent; (2) whites tended to vote for the
white candidate, regardless of party; (3) the image of blacks in the
traditional role of ghetto politics (Adam Clayton Powell is a good
example with his Harlem constituency), was bypassed in favor of a
broader approach; (4) as a big-city mayor, the tradition was broken
whereby most black politicians have been forced to settle for legislative
or judicial office; and (5) blacks voted as a cohesive unit.

,. Name recognition. to be sure. can have an Important effect upon campaigns and elections.
The name of Kennedy. Hockcfeller. 0" even Wallace immedi"tely strikes an Image in the
nlinds of lllallY. voters. The advantag~ of name recognition Is more marked In a pllmary
campaign tiwn III gcneral elcctlolls. tilllce there are often many candidates to choose from
(although Tait did not rUll III one). See nan Nimmo. Th" Po!ltlcal Persuaders (Englewood
Cliffs. 1970) 1'. 12. In a mcial campaign, name becomes aSSOCiated with the raee of the
candidate.

"" Wcinhurg. oJ). cit., p. 17:1.
11 Chuck Stone. Blacle Politlca! Power in America (New York, 1970), p. 226.
;u Hedley Donavan. "Ueal Black POWel· ... Time lI1uyuzine, Novcmber 17, 1967, p. 23.
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As was the case in Newark (although less so in Cleveland), Gary,
Indiana was a city filled with corruption and controlled by two major
institutions, the steel industry and Democratic politics. Whereas in
Newark corruption was centered around the incumbent and led to his
indictment by a grand jury, the corruption in Gary extended into the
mayoralty elections. The Democratic machine, as it is known in Gary,
fought Hatcher's candidacy from the start and denounced him when he
won the Democratic primary, openly supporting the Republican candi25
date. This shows, as pointed out above with Gibson in Newark and with
Stokes iJJ l:leveland, that whites voted along race lines, not party, when a
black canuidate was involved in these mayoralty elections. It should also
be remembered that Gary is a cit~r which overwhelmingly supported
George Wallace in the 196<1 presidentinl primary, although out of a
population of 178,000, 55 percent are black,~ti a fact that at least helps to
"Weinberg) op. cit., p. 199.
"Donavan. op. cit., p.. 27.
.. George P. Hunt •• Hight Use of Black Power." Life 1\lufluzillc, November 17. 19(J7. p. 38.
"Donavan. OjJ. cit., p. ~4. Alex Poinsett. ill his book W«ck Puwer GUTY Styl" (Chico!:o, 1970)
givcs a good account ot til" historical. tiucia] allcl racial dimale in Gal'Y us well as the background, calilp,dl~n 'did dl!clioll of lIal"h~I·.
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explain the absence of support for the Democratic party's black candidate.
It was the Democratic machine in Gary that attempted to pad voter
registration polls to insure the victory of a white candidate. Ironically, it
was an avowed "nigger-hater," Marian Tokarski, a hard-nosed politician
whose duty it was to pad the voter registrations in her precinct, who
rebelled against the idea after beefing her own poll with over 50 false
names and revealed the plot to the local authorities and later testified in
front of a federal grand jury.~1 This plot is made somewhat more plausible by Stone, who states: "A community where gambling and prostitution
were carried on openly, Gary was known for its corruption, its stagnancy,
and its hard-working population.":!8
Corruption then, along with vice, prostitution, dope, and payoffs be'"
came the m1jor issues in the Gary mayoralty campaign, at least as far
as Hatcher . :IS concerned. Hatcher's approach was reform-minded. His
opponent, appointed by the Democratic machine, was committed to the
maintenance of machine politics and the status quo. Hatcher promised
that if he was elected he would reorganize the police department. drive
out the gamblers and prostitutes, improve housing conditions, and knock
heads with U.S. Steel, who he claimed was underassessed by nearly twothirds -12 percent of value instead of the required 33.3 percent. "If we
could just raise it to 20 percent," Hatcher said, "why. you could tear
down all the ;:;lums."2o
Radigan, on the other hand, with the help of Lake County Democratic
Chairman John Krupa, ran a smear campaign. These two men attempted
the ideological trick of labeling Hatcher a Black power extremist (the
same strategy that Addonizio tried to use against Gibson) and as the
smear spread, identified him as a Communist. As proof of his (Hatcher's)
patriotism Radigan and Krupa demanded that he repudiate such figures
as Stokely Carmichael, Rap Brown and Joan Baez. 30 Hatcher was also
attacked along similar lines by the incumbent Mayor A. Martin Katz,
whom he beat in the Democratic primary, as a "radical, extremist and
advocate of black power," and stated that Gary's freedom fr.om major
S
racial violence would end with the election of Hatcher. !
During the fall of 1966, Hatcher had in fact revealed what were considered extremist views by the Gary political machine in a newspaper
interview. He stated:
As far as I'm concerned, the white community's interpretation of
black power is irrelevant. Before a white rnan can talk to rne about
this, he'll first have to talk about white power which has been
., Hunt. op. cit .• p. 39.
.. Stone, op. cit .• p. 220.
.. Donavan. op. CIt., p. 25.
10 Ibid.
11 A. Poinsett and C. L. Sanders, "Black Power at the Polls," Ebony Magazine, January, 1968,
1>·2:).
••
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exercised so ruthlessly against black people. When he explains that,
I'll talk about black power.a2

However, in the actual campaign, in order to not lose the black vote.
Hatcher responded by saying only that he deplored civil violence of any
kind. Hatcher's strategy, to avoid alienating the white vote while retaining the overwhelming support of the black vote, achieved a slender victory. In fact, as Stone points out, Hatcher's strategy involved using the
phrase "crime in the streets," which had been used by white reactionaries toward black militancy. He states: "But it paid off, and white
voters supported him in the hope that he could, indeed, make the streets
safe."~3 Furthermore, Hatcher put together one of the strangest political
coalitions ever assembled in American politics. White radicals, black
nationalists, upper-middle-class blacks, winos, black mothers on welfare,
and wealthy Jewish businessmen, were all united in .one cause - to
defeat the corrupt Democratic machine in Gary,a.l
Hatcher's strategy paid off in the final vote, although by a narrow margin. The vote gave him less than 2 percent of the plurality, 39,330 v.
37.941 in which he attracted 95 percent of the black vote and an estimated 12 percent of the white electorate. 35 But more important, the success of Hatcher's campaign and election revealed that he had gallantly
fought and defeated" ... (1) a strong Republican candidate; (2) a Democratic organization that simply refused him financial or political support; (3) voting lists fraudulently stacked against him; (4) leaflets distributed that hinted he was a Communist and (5) the tradition that no
Negro had ever been elected mayor of a large American city."JO
TRENDS AND COMPARISONS

In comparing the elections of Gibson, Stokes and Hatcher with the traditional political structures it suggests a "new politjcs" in the city in
which racial and electoral composition has provided new foundations and
coalitions for political support. Neither Gibson nor Hatcher conformed
to the established political machines. In fact, Hatcher was rejected by
machine politicians and went on a national campaign for funds, openly
rejecting the machine in turn. All three black candidates ran on a reform
ticket and it is therefore an invalid assertion to say that black politicians
must conform to powerful political machines. Nor could these men be
co-opted (which has been typical of black conventional politics in the
past when dependent upon a white machine) since they rejected the
machine.
The contention that a "race" vote is too simplified an analysis does,
in fact, also seem invalid here. The results of the voting tallies clearly
.. Stone. op. cit., p. 221.
... 10id., p. 223 .
"Ibid P '}I,1}
16 Dovi:vH·n~-~p. cit., p. 25 .
.. Poln:;ct! ,,,"l !>.:lId, rs. op. cit .• p.

~.1.
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show tha t in all three elections blacks voted along racial lines - not
party (although in Newark candidates run on a "non-partisan" basis),
class, or socioeconomic status. This is further demonstrated by the fact
that although the black candidates did not appeal solely to the black
electorate, the black community overwhelmingly supported them, indicating that there was no significant disagreement within the black
community over basic goals or the means to achieve them. As far as
political style, all three black candidates could be characterized as moderate, although supported by militants (still further support of a "race"
vote rather than ideological cleavages which often split the black community).
There are some other general trends and commonly identifiable elements found in the elections of Gibson, Hatcher and Stokes. Smear
campaigns were run against all three; each was associated with extremism, Communism, or Black Powerism; these tactics failed in each instance; white racism appeared in each case with the percentage of white
votes for the white candidate changing little; and the Democratic party,
long known as the perennial "friend" of black people opposed Stokes and
Hatcher in the mayoralty campaigns (although they ran as Democrats)
and the Democratic electorate in Newark opposed Gibson. Furthermore,
some precedents were set in these elections taken together: (1) In each
city, it was the first time that a black man had successfully run in an
election for mayor and they were the first black mayors in large Northern
cities; (2) the traditional image of black candidates as ghetto .politicians
was destroyed; (3) as big-city mayors, Gibson, Hatcher, and Stokes all
brl)lce with the tradition whereby blacks have been forced to accept legislative and judicial rather than executive positions; and (4) blacks voted
cohesively in each election, with Hatcher and Gibson receiving 95 percent
and Stokes 96 percent of the black vote.
Chuck:', 'ne suggests, however, that if the black vote is truly to become the balance of power in the city the element of ceteTis paribus - "all
other things being equal" - must be a precondition. This involves three
factors: (1) black politieal cohesion - a bloc vote; (2) a two-way split
of the white vote; and (3) the political oscillation of fragile loyalties
among blacks - the ability to switch allegiance between the two parties,
depending upon which is most beneficial for the black electorate. s7
Of course, this balance of power concept of ceteris paribus will be invalidated, at least (2) and (3) above, with regard to urban mayoralty
campaigns if black people continue the present trend to the city and
whites continue their exodus to the suburbs, which seems very likely. In
fact, (1) would also be invalidated if this were to happen, but the danger
here lies in ideological cleavages which may develop and divide the
black community once they have taken control of the city.
" Stone, op. cit., p. 43.
.~
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CONCLUSION

In recent years black men have become mayors in large cities where
there is open hostility toward them by the white community. Racism has
appeared in each instance of a black-white mayoralty campaign, which
shoul,l !-:;ve pause to those students of politics who still believe that party
identiljl~tion, issues, and image appeal (excluding race) are the most
important factors in determining how people vote.
Stone contends that if blacks are to continue to win in the city there
must be nine conditions present:
(1) They must be regarded as serious candidates by the black community.
(2) The black community must believe the black candidate honestly
has a chance to win.

I

.!.,

(3) The black community must unite as a solid bloc vote.
(4) The black candidate must have a strong organization and sufficient finances or develop imaginative techniques for unearthing
them.
(5) The black candidate must campaign for the white vote as assiduously as he campaigns for the black vote.

"

(6) The black candidate must be a member of the political party
which controls the community or which has the highest number
of registered voters.
(7) There must be no other black candidate of significance or popularity in the race.
(8) There must be a minimum of one-third registered black voters in

the city.

(9) The city's principal newspapers and radio and television stations

must either endorse the candidacy of the black candidate or remain neutraP8
All three candidates fell into categories (1), (2), (3), and (8). Furthermore, Hatcher was able to capitalize on (4), appealing on a national level
for funds. Gibson was hindered by (7) when he ran for mayor in 1966.
And Stokes capitalized on (5) in a city that had a ratio of two whites for
every black. The assumption in (6) that a black candidate must be a
member of the political party that controls the community or which has
the highest number of registered voters appears invalid here, since the
candidates in two of the three instances were rejected by the dominant
political party. This seems to be a rather weak contention although
Stone may not have been making specific references to mayoralty campaigns. In non-partisan elections, such as Newark with Gibson, the
political party has no role in the political process.
~----

.. Ibid., p. 230 .
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Law Views and Law Ways of Black and

One of the most significant aspects of the material of this study, besides that of racism, has been the ability of the black constituency to
vote cohesively for the black candidate. In retrospect, perhaps Johnson
sums this notion up best:

in Sunshine City

au John H. Johnson, "Vote Blacl(. Vote Block," Ebony MlIgllzine. September. 1968. p. 136.

.
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have recently become a popular research topic. Not
long ago both were anathema for social scientists, who were more
concerned with sOcializing institutions, personality, community disorganization, and general theories of human behavior. Now studies are
made of lawyer organizations, practice, social antecedents, ethics, the
kinds of clients lawyers serve (or fail to serve), their legislative roles
and community responsibilities. Law is no longer viewed as the normal
and inevitable by-product of judicial and legislative processes. It is
said to reflect pressure group activity and the attitudes and values of
the decision-makers.!
The shift in interest has a number of well-known antecedents. First,
since the 1930's the federal government, and particularly the Supreme
Court, has been reshuffling the body politic. "Racial" and ethnic groups
have been vitalized through decisions and programs in education, voting
rights, public accommodations, and employment. Second, outside government responsive groups' of blac 1:s, liberals, and students have provided
the litigUliol1 and pressure to activate counter-response by the courts
and other ri0vernmental agencies. And third, llew courses and new
perspectives have emerged in acaderr.ia incorporating the new role of
government, the changes in the polity, and political activism.:.!
The theme of the times is legal behaviorism. In legal behaviorism the
focus is upon the legal system and how it operates in view of its stated
ideals. What I am dealing with here, however, is only a very limited
part of that system. I propose to examine the opinions and experiences
of blacks and whites concerning the law and the real or imagined legal
problems they have had up to the time of my interview. The opinions
and experiences of racial groups provide insights into the image and
receptivity of a system for conflict resolution in a society where the
alternatives have increasingly been in the direction of self-help and
collective violence.
As minorities awake, the question should always be "whither will they
turn?" If the existing system is perceived as "just" and capable of
maximizing rights, the "game of catching up" can be played within the
system. If it is not, the game will be played nonetheless - but in spite
of the system .

l

This year more than any other year, the Negro American should
vote black and should vote bloc. Taking a leaf from the political
histories of the Irish, the Poles, the Italians and the WASPs, the black
man should put aside his differences within the race and unite
ao
behind the men who will look selfishly at the black man's interest.

However, the black constituency must make its candidates responsive
to their needs and demands or else nothing will have changed save the
color of the mayor's skin. The danger is that conventional black politicians, by the nature of the "game" they play, may become emotionally
detached from their constituencies. Although they may have to be moderate in their campaigns, they should remain emotional in their political
commitment to the black community.
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• Jerome E. Carlin. Lawyers on TllCir Own, (New Brunswick, 1962); Heinz Euhm and John n,
Sprague, Llwyers tn Politics. (New York, 196-1); James H. Klono"l,i and Hobert I. Mendelsohn.
cds .. TIle Politics oj Local Justice. (Doston, W70); Officc of EconoJllic Opportunity, 1"111) i,1
Actloll. III (lIIarch. lOGD) , 3-11; Gresham M. Sykl!s. "Legal Nt:,,<Is of the Poor ill n"uvcr,"
l.aw and Society RevielV, IV (Nov., 1960). 255-77.
'G. Theodore Mutau, Decade oj DccisiOlI. (New York. 1%7); Walter F. Murphy and C.
Herman Pritchut, Courts, Jud"cs & Politics (New York. IDol).
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HE PAST decade has witnessed than a white mayor. COll1l1ll1l1ities
ever incrC';tsing nUlllbers wldeh have elected hlaek lIIayors
j alllong the ranks or .Jlaek mayors in have done so largely becallse blacks
~
the United States. Presently there had become all active and viable
are more thau 125 black mayors political force and because there was
throughout the country. I Most black a widespread feelillg among theJII
that city government under previous
~aills have' occurred in the rural
South, in slllall conaHunities with white-led reginles had administered
relatively narrower tax bases and social services ill all inequitable
relatively fewer delll,mds for social manlier, to the disadvantage of
services than is eharacteristic of blacks and other millorities. By
large urban cOllllnunities. 2 At the electing a black mayor, it was
sallie time, however, blacks have generally felt, this pattern could Iw
•.lso succeedeH in capturing City reversed, Whether this in fact has
lIall in larger, more industrialized happened has yet to he adeCluately
communities with large but for the demonstrated. The qnestions reIIlOst part shrinking tax bases such as main: Are cities J'LIn allY differently
Atlanta, Los Angeles, Detroit, ullder black mayors than they are
!'Jewark, Gary, and for a time, ullder white ones? If they are, can
this differellce be measured in terllls
Cleveland.
During this period scholarly atten- ofpllblic policy!, Does the scope alld
tion has i()cused primarily upon emphasis of urban policy vary with
determining the preconditioJls for black and while ehief executives!'
black electoral success and upon Or are there other factors which
documenting black e~ec~oral succ~ss affect the Ilatllre of urban policy
, ill aggregate terms. a I· cw studies IIlore?
l have attempted to measure ClllThe present essay is tin attempt to
piricaJly the impact of hlaek nlilyors provide at least partial answers to
on urban policy.4 This topic w(mld some of these lillestions and to
i seelll worthy of investigation if only
stilllulate all interest in conducting
to shed light on what, if any, differ- further research addressing silllilar
ence it makes to have a black rather questiolls.

I
rfhe Impact of Bh~ck Mayors on Urban Policy
By EDMOND

J.

KELLEH

AIISTHACT: This article is an exploratory assessment of
whether or not hlack mayors, as compared to white mayors,
denlO11strate patterned differences in their policy preferences
alld expellditures. It is hypothesized that black mayors are
illelilled to spend more on welfare related items than on other
budgetary items. Employing urban expenditure data over
tillle ill "ix cities and focusing upon seven expenditure
categories, it is found that, as a rule, black mayors do not
differ greatly frolll white mayors in the way they spend. However, their preferences do seem to differ. Black mayors, even
whell they would like to, are constrained from spending
aceordi ng to their preferellces. It is argued that differences in
expenditure patterns are highly conditioned by environmental and structural factors. Suggestions are made for
further research.

/o:dnllllld}. keller is Assistant Professor of Political Sdellce, Indiana Unioersit!J,
lIis /,,-inillru rescilfl;h ill/cres/ is Aji'ico/l poli/ics,focusillg especially 011 e£iucatiolllJl
/JtJ/i/'!! ill Fast Aji·;ca. His work also C(Jllcems tlte role of black lIIayors in the urvtllI
/Ioli!'!! /Iroccss ill the Liuitcc/ Slates.
This paper was origillall>' preselllcd at 1977 Annual Meeting of the American Political
Sci,' lin, ;\ssilciation, September I--!, H.l77, Washington, D.C. Thanks ,Ire due to Debora Toler
alld Xadt'r Waruell who ,lssisll'd ill the gatherillg of this data.
Itl
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J. Joillt Center for Political Studies, NuliOlla/ Ilo~te,. of Black Elected Ofjiciul~
(Washillgtoll, DC: Juint Cellter fur Pulitical
Studies, 1976).
2. David Callipbell and Joe H. Feagen,
"Black Politics ill the SOllth: A Descriptive
Allalysis," jounllJl of Politic. 37 (February
1975), pp. 129-62.
3. Ibid. See also Joe R. Feagen and Harlan
Hahn, "The Secolld Hecollstrudion: Black
politieal Strellgth ill the SOllth," Social
SdCllcc Quarterl" 51 (julle HJ70), pp. -1:2-56.
4. There are exceptions. See Charles
Bullock, Ill, 'The Election of Blacks ill the
South: Preconditions and Consequences,"
AlllericlJ/l jounwl of PoliticlJl Sciellce 4
(Novel1lber 1975), pp. 727-39; C. Levine,
/luci(// COlljlict ilIlll the AmericlJlI Mayor
ILexington, 1\IA: Lexington Books, 1974).

HYPOTHESES

This investigation was initiated
under the assulllption that lIlunicipal
budgets alld expenditures could be
seell as puhlic policy prefcreJlces
measured in tenlls of dollars alld
cellts. As hilS been suggested by
Louis I\lasotti and DOll n. Bowen,
hlldgd decisions represent the allocation or certain killds o( values. 5
Since IIlarors ill Illost cities are so
5. Louis H. Massotti .tIld DOli It. Bowen,
"Collllllunities alld Budgets: The Sociology
of Muuicipal Expenditures," UrlJlJU A/lilir.
()llllrterly I (Decemher 19G5), pp. 39-57.
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central to the budgetary process, we
would exped budgcts allll expenditureS to reflect their persollal
preferences. ';
The illitial hypothesis in this
illC}uiry was that if there is a difference in the way whites and blaeks
function as mayors, this should' be
relleded in urban policy. More
specifically, ill Stich cases one should
be able to llotice variations in
lIlunicipal spending pattems for
given budget itcms, depending on
whether Of not a black was mayor.
It was llillher hypothesized that
black mayors telld to emphasize
social welfare policies and to spend
proporLiollately I1lOre Oil such prograllls than their white couJlterparts.
Social welbre policy, then, would
take precedence over other areas of
expeJlditure in cases where a black
was Illayor.
TilE DATA

The salllple for this study is eomposed of six cities: Indianapolis,
Cary, Ciucinllati, Cleveland, Newark, aud Trcuton. This sample was
purPIISe\y chosen, and the study is
Illore eXl11omtory thall allY thing else.
III selecting the black mayor-run
cities, all attempt was made to Ii.)cus
011 those cities which were the first
to elect black lIIayors ill the North
(Cary, W67 to the presellt; CleveIi III 1l1Ost cilie, with the lllayor-couHt.:i1
I,mll of govenllllellt, the Illayor dOlllillates the
process of budget I(HlIllllalioll; alld the
budgl"l, alollg with a city's expellditllw
p.lllt:fIlS, Illost onell illdicalt:s how the lIIayor
rallks Ihe priorities of his aduliuistratioll.
Ullder the eoulleil-Illallager systelll, the
Illallager is the budget illiliator, alld the
mayur's iuflueuce ou budgetmakillg is less
appareut. The budgets of cities with the
IllaYllr-couudl I,mll, theu, 110 matter whelber
the IIwyor is white or hlack, are lJIore illdieative of mayoral priorities tbau budgets iu
cities govcrned under the cllllllcil-iliallager
I( ifill.
"

lund, 1967-71; and Newark, 1970 to
the present). The other cities, which
have ull had an uninterrupted history
of white mayoral leadership, were
selected primarily for the size of
their populations; their forms of
government; and the fact that they
are in the same regions as the other
cities in our sample (see table 1).7
Cincinnati is a large Ohio city of
more than 400,000 people (in this
respect it compares to Newark which
has a population of just under
400,000) and is characterized by the
council-manager form of government. Newark has the mayor-council
form. Indianapolis (745,000) compares to Cleveland (751,000) in
terms of population. Like Cleveland,
it possesses a mayor-council form of
government, but one which in 1969
experienced structural reform. The
Indianapolis metropolitan area has
shifted much of the taxing and
spending burdens of city services to
a city-county unified policymaking
body known as "Unigov." Most of
the functions of city government
now eome under Unigov's control
with the notable exception oj·
schools, police and fire protection,
This should make a difference in
spellding patterns. Trenton, the
slllallest of the cities in this sample,
is roughly comparable. to Gary in
terms of population size (105,000
<\lid 175,000 respectively). Both
cities have mayor-council forms of
government.
7. It should be noted that this is no louger
true of Cincinnati, although it was true durillg
the period covered by this study. In reccill
years blacks have served as mayor (T, Barry,
1974) alld viee-mayor (W. Chenault, 1975),
but the character of policymaking did 1I0t
chauge substantially as a result. Part of the
reasoll for this is that the mayor of Cincirlllali
is selected by II majority of the cily couucil
has 110 velo power, and performs only cere:
i1lOllial functions. The dty manager is celltral
ill the policy process.
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TABLE 1
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS ON SIX CITIES

,...

I

C,TY

I

Indianapolis
Cleveland
Newark

I

Gary

I

I
I
1

I,'

Trenton
Cincinnati
SOURCE:

PERCENT
NONWHITE -1970

745,000
751,000
382,000
175,000
105,000
453,000

12

39
54
53

39
28

FORM OF

CITY GOVERNMENT

mayor-council
mayor-council.
mayor-council
mayor-council
mayor-council
council-manager

Internationat City Management Association, The Municipal Yearbook (Washington, DC:

'leMA, 1976).

,

I
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POPULATION
S,ZE-1970

In a~ effort to assess variations. in
spendmg patterns, seven categones
of expenditure, selected from Cit"
Governmellt Fiullllces between 1965
and 1973, were identified for com(larison. a Three of these, Police,
Fire, and Road Expenditures, were
considered to be categories which
were aimed more at the total comlIlunity than at a narrow client group,
as would be the case, for example,
with welfare-type expenditures.
Three other variables were considered welfare items: Housing and
Urban Development, Parks and Hecwation, and Public Welfare. The
final expenditure category was General Expenditure. This item gave us
an idea of the fluctuation in total
expenditures from year to year and
allowed us to compare the percentage of annual expenditures accorded each of our categories. In
selecting these particular spending
c'ltegories, we were not attempting
to "cover the waterfront," so to
s'peak, but to allow rough generalizalions which would shed light on the
questions we raised earlier. For this
reason, a cautionary note is in order.
Even though we attempt to generalize about spending patterns here,
this is more often than not a 'risky
8. Data fWIll 1974-75 ilnd 1975-76 do
substillltially alter our an.dysis.

1I0t

undertaking, The division of lal.>(~r
between state, county, and 1ll1ll1Ielpality for the provision of certain
types of services varies [roln state to
state; as a result it is oftell dangerous
to compare across state lines or, in
some cases, across communities. For
example, in some states, the state
makes the total local welfare contributionj in others, local governments also share in this responsibility, This problem is reflected in
the data we employ here, Amollg the
six cities in the study, only Trenton
ali(I Newark allowed comparisoll 011
the public welfare item. In the other
cases, the welbre expenditure category of the city was either insigllificant or not calculable over the ti me
period of the study. Variations of
this sort exist for other expenditure
categories as well, and it is therefore
tenuous to generalize too vigorously
about city expenditure patterns. At
the same time, however, it is hoped
that this 'exercise is at least provocative.
TilE METHOD

The method of analysis in this
study is a simple one. For the six
cities in the sanlple, we obtained raw
expenditure data for our seven
expenditure categories from C i tu
Goverllmellt Fill(//lces on a year-by-

.f.j
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as police and fire service and on road
construction. In fact, except fi)r road
expenditures, where no clear pat/
\
terns exist, the opposite seems to be
~
\ CI~vtlJ(lnd
,u'
the case. (See figures 1, 2, and 3.)
-- "
~
.J,t'otUIl
Durillg his brief four-year tenure as
....
.....................
mayor of Cleveland, Carl Stokes
'"
spent more 011 the police department
.
..'\:..:..:.:.:.;
'
-, .1 '. G w ,
than was spent at any other time
,.
/',,/~ - / ' "\.......,_ . - Ncwwl
·"v
during the nine-year period under
/
.
III
-'-',./ ...-, - ' - . ..J
~ JnJ'OI1UIJO'I~ illvestigation. He also spent more 011
fire protection than either his predecessor or his sllccessor.
The initial years of Hichard
Hatcher as mayor of Gary also
witnessed a rise in expenditures 011
police and fire protection. Hatcher
Co
L"
le,H
/I
13
spent large portions of his budget
FIGURE 1
during his first four years in an effort
to integrate and build up the infraPERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE
structure
and quality of his police
FOR POLICE BY CITY, 1965-1973
and fire departments which were
year basis between 1965 and lH73. then predominantly white and tradiThese figlll'es were adjusted for the tionally neglected. When Hatcher
yearly rate of illflation, givillg us a took office in '1968, Gary's police
tmer picture of the scope of shifts in department had only 15 working
spendillg pattel'lls. For each ex- police cars. Presently it operates
penditure category we assessed the over 160 such vehicles and 9 motorportion of the general expenditure cycles and is supported by numerous
it comprised Oil a year-hy-year basis. types of crime-fighting eq ui r>ment,9
III this nlllllller we were ahle to Ilote Similar changes were initiated in the
shifts ill elliphasis as Ell' as spending fire department. It is interesting to
note, however, that while police dewas cOllcerlled.
In additioll to employillg the race partment expenditures have reof the mayor as a relevant in- lIlained relatively stable throughout
depelldellt variable, variables such Hatcher's tenure, spending on fire
as the furm of goverllmellt /iHlnd ill a protection has steadily declined.
In contrast to the Stokes and
givell city, the size of the population,
Hatcher
administrations, Newark,
and the percelltage of the population
ill
Gibson's
initial term, did IIdt
which is Ilollwhite were also COIlsidered to he potentially meaningful spend more on police or fire services,
but this was perhaps attributable to
variables.
the filet that Gibson consciously
attempted to cut expenditures in
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
most service areas in order to relieve
c (i 1111/111 II it !I-wide VII rill hi es
Newark of a more than $60 millioll
~ ~.

/"\

~~

.(

.(
,

----/

CllIllIIlIUl,

oj

debt bequeathed hilll by the previous corrupt rel',illie. Cillsoll's conscious frugality is also J'l'vl'aled ill
expenditures li)r road cOllstruction
(see figure 3).
When observing the white-run
cities, we note several interesting
trends. Indianapolis, a mayor-coullcil city, behaved very milch like
Gary and Clevelalld when its black'
population was a relatively higher
percentage (over 21 percent until
1970) and when its governmental
structure was unreformed. After
1969, however, with the illtroduction of Unigov, the black population
plummeted to just over 12 percent,
and the city governmental structure
was reformed in the illterest of
efficiency. Then Indianapolis'began
a trend in both its expenditures 011
police and fire services which made
its spending patterns approximate
that of CincinJlati, a council-manager
city which is also noted for its
emphasis on efIiciency. Trenton,
soon after the urban riots of the
la.te 1960s, ,.1:,0\ hegan a break with
its prior SPL.: :ing patterns. Several
factors seem to have caused this.
~

20

I;

' ,----. . .
t
.'.'..
...............

~

'I

1'/

!:l. "The Hatcher Administration, Hl6!l1074: Forward Together, Backward Never,"
llIimeographed (1975).
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The data do 1I0t seCll1 to suggest
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than black-nlll cities 011 Stich items
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PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE
FOR ROADS BY CITY, 1965-1973 '

Betweell 1965 and 1973, Trellton's
population dropped considerahly,
from 114,000 to just over 104,000. At
the same time, the Jlonwhite poplIlation pereentage skyrocketed upward,
ii'om 22 percellt ill H)(:i5to 39j)cn:vllt
ill 1973. In addition, the early 1970s
witnessed reliHms in police alld fire
departments across Ncw Jersey ill all
effort to itllprove the ability of these
departillents tu deal with the challgillg urhan cnvirolliltelll. Cities like
Trenton were ellcouraged to spend
lHore Oil such services by hoth statl'
and federal authoritics. For exalliple,
in February 1973, a hill was passed
by the New Jersey legislature carlltarkillg $12 Illillioll to New Jersvy's
2-1 largest cities to pay for inlprovellIellts on a dollar-for-dollar basis ill
filOt-patrolling by police ill rcpu ted
high crillle arvas alld for kl:epillg tlte
streets free
litler."1 1'Illl(Is also
came frolll tlt~ federal gO"(,l'lIntellt

or

/I

7l

Yt:a,

FIGURE 2
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE
fOR FIRE BY CITY, 1965-1973

10. ,veu;
p. /ill,

r",.k

Ti'lIe", 21l Fehrua,.y 1U7:3,
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ullder the Law Enforcel\lent Assistallct' Ad l\Ii lIistration programs for
upgrading police departments. 11 The
increased union adivity of municipal
elllployees, led by police and firellIen, also accounted to a degree for
Trenton's radical shift in spending
on police amI fire in 1972-73.
PolicellleJ1 and firemell demallded
a lit I received higher salaries and
better terms of service.
Interestingly, it seems that unreforl\led city governments tend to
spelld l\Iore Oll police alld fire items
than do refi)fJned city governments,
no matter whether a hlack or white is
Jllayor. This is as we had expected.
What we did not expect, however,
was the apparellt relationship between population shifts and expenditures on both these items. The
data illdicate that as a city's popula~
tion shilts in the diredion of increase, I Ilumbers of black citizens,
spendillg on police and fire protection rises.
Expemlitures for road construction and repair do not fiJllow a
clear-cut pattern. A reason for this
could well be that cities generally
rely heavily upon state and federal
funds in order to improve this
service. When funds are available
frmn state and federal sources,
projects call he illitiated. For example, Cary was able to hegin a
road illlpmveinent project around
I H72 hecause it could rely upon state
funds fllr the venture. III W71, Gary
initiated a $2 millioll strcet il\lprovenlellt program, funded almost entirely hom the city's share of the
Indiana cigarette and gasoline
taxes. 12 1ndianapolis displays a simiII. IIIlt:matillllal City-f\lallagelllellt Asso('LIIII"I, 'flit, ,\/uuicil'tll retlr/J(/,,k (Waslaillglilli, DC: IC~Ir\, HJ71),
I~, "TIa,' I LIl<:hcr Adillillistration, HJ6BHlTl," p. ·15.

·a

I'.

lar pattern. When Unigov was introduced in that city, Mayor Hichard
Lugar began a massive program intended to reduce the number of
people employed by the eity's highway department and to improve the
city's streets. In two years Lugar
reduced the number of highway
employees from 750 to 600 and
paved 408 miles of the city's streets,
in comparison with only 65 miles
paved during the previous foul'
years. 13 During the same period,
Indianapolis, along with a selected
number of other "pilot" cities,
received a federal grant to inlprove
downtown traffic fiows. 14 Lugar could
only embark upon such expansive
programs with help from state and
federal sources and with funds provided from an efficiently operating
city-county government structure.
Under normal circumstances, it
seems that among our citywide
variables, "Roads" are not subjected
to the same developmental expenditure patterns as ar~ expenditures
on "Police" and "Fire." Neither the
race of a city's mayor, nor its form of
government, nor its population char-'
acteristics and rate of population
growth seem to matter fIluch.

Weljare-type variables
We hypothesized earlier that
hlack mayors will tend to emphasize
social welfare policies and to spend a
larger portion of their budgets on
them than will their white counterparts. A glance at figures 4, 5, and 6
do Ilot conclusively support this
contention. Unfortunately, we were
not able to secure comparable public
wellitre data for all cities under in13. R. Tunlay, "The City That Married Its
Suburbs: Unigov," Rew/as Digest (May
HJ73), pp. 75-77.
14. Nlltioll's Cities (Jalluary 1970), p. 2U.
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vestigation; but rather thall abandon 15 ~
this comparison completely, we
decided to e:;amine the data we were
able to obtain for two cities: Newark
and Trenton. The state of New 10
Jersey expects local communities to
contribute to the public welfare
::.:....... ,/~
........ / - - .......... N."u.l
budget. I ' Figure 4 shows that New.... _._.---1'
ark's expenditures for public welfare
" . , " - . J / 11t.!lllon
rose to about 6 percent of its total
expenditures in 1970. This was too
L,
6')
71
LI
13
soon for Mayor Gibson's influence
to have been a factor. Instead, I
FIGURE 4
would suggest that this relatively
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE
FOR PUBLIC WELFARE BY CITY
shatV rise might be more attributahle
1965-1973
to population shifts in the city. On
the heels of severe urban riots in "Black" several years before this. A
Newark in the late 1960s, the out- f,~ctor not revealed in this data might
migrati~n of whites and the intlligra- have heen more instrumental ill this
lion of blacks tremendously changed treml. Take, for example, the fact
the character of the city. In Hl70, that up until H.l71, ofTrenlon's eight
even before Gibson took over, one elected officials none was black. In
out of every three residents of 1971 Oliver W. Leggett hecamc the
Newl\rk was on some form of public city's first black councilman. This
assistance. Unemployment was might be 0(' some signifkance. Alaround 14 percent and underem- though Leggett generally alteillpted
ployment was over 25 percenl. lti to "play ball" with his white colNewark today is peopled predomi- leagues on the council, only castillg
nantly by the poor. During his a dissenting vote on two occasions
first years in office, Gibson was in 1972, he developed a style of
unable to increase the city's public employing his cooperativeness as a
welfare contribution and could do . form of leverage Oil issues important
little more than "hold the line."11
to the black cOillmullity. This strategy
Population pressures might also
%
have influenced Trenton to begin to
15
spend more on puhlic welfare around
1973, but this is not clear. (Welfare
/'
/
\
expcnditurcs were up Inore than onc
percentage l)oint in that year.) lO
-.......
I
Trenton had begun to hCl'Ollle lllOre
'to
" Ind,o/lupo.
~ ..... L.......
..; , i....
. . . '-_
Cin(lOllol.
YCdl

15. Rohert Albritton, "\Vellilre Policy" in
Politic>' ill the AlllericlJlI Stlltes, cds. Herbert

Jacubs alld Kenneth Vines (Boston: Little.
Browll, I (76), p. 365.
16, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Stlltisticai
Abolfllet of the lJlliled Siaies (Washington,
DC: USGPO, 1972).
17. Between' 1974 and 1975, however,
Newark's public wellilre expenditures showed
a lIH1rkcd increase,
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FIGURE 5
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR'
PARKS AND RECREATION BY CITY,

1965-1973
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suming office, Hatcher accorded the
highest priority to improving the
housing situation in Gary (see figure
6).
The amount of the city's expenditU
.'
ture on housing skyrocketed ii'om
:.'-..
: -.
4.9 percent of total expenditures in
,
1967 to 20.9 percent in 196H, a higher
I
\
proportion than any other budgetary
\
'\
!. :
item. lU When Hatcher came to office,
,'.:
no public housing had been built in
10
\\ I\~!'
~.
. .\
10 years, and what low-rent housing
\'1\ : .\ _~:
:
there was, was deteriorating due to
.•.••• Gwy
•
y:\"
•
:
the fact that Gary's building depart! ": \\
".
...
'. I: \' ..~ .::'A 'ndlOflopol,I ment had virtually ignored the city's
huilding code. Since 1968, Gary has
'~'''''i''''\
/.'" - '
"C,n"""u/o
;.....--" / \
• CI.,.lund
constructed more than 1075 units of
V
'-............
T(~,.'un
/
' - ' - ' 'Nt" ... Of~
public housing, and leased an addif,',.
/j
b'J
II
tional 976 units for similar pur"
poses. 20 The city has also vastly
FIGURE 6
improved its housing inspection proPERCLdlAGE Of TOTAL EXPENDITURE fOR
gram. It should be noted, though,
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
that spending in ·this area is highly
BY CITY, 1965-1973
dependent upon the availability of
t'lIillllt'd Ililll to secure the backing of federal funds. Mayor Hatcher is
<l lI11<lllillIOUS COUllcil 011 several wel- noted for his "grantsmanship," and
lilH~·type illlllroVelllellts li)!' Ids eon- throughout his tenure as mayor he
stitUl'lItS. IH Leggett's illHllcllee could has been able to secure large amounts
well be rdleded in Trelltoll's ill- of federal assistance for his housing
creased ,!xpclIditllres ill Puhlic Wel- and urban development programs. 21
fare ill W7:3.
Such funds, however, are periodie,
Tllrnillg to 0111' other welLilre-type and when they dwindle, Gary cannot
variables, it is sigJlificant to note that maintain its high spending level for
Parks and Hecreation and Housillg housing.
alld Urban Development arc iteills
In spite of espousing similar dewhich rely heavily UpOIl assistallce signs for the development of lowfro,n state and federal sources. 'fhis illcome housing for Clevehmd, Carl
is particularly tme today as opposed Stokes was unable to accomplish as
to years prior to the IIlid- W60s. Illuch as he had hoped. Stokes
Nevertlleless, it seems safe to as- sllceeeded in building 5,200 public
sUllie that hlaek mayors will attempt hOllsing units in his first two-year
to spend lIIore in these areas in all tenn, 60 pereent of all units condlill,t to illiprove the quality of We strlleted in 30 years. 22 Yet the
IiII' their pn:dOlnillantly poor, 1I0nwhitl' C(lIlstitllents. Cary, under
l!:l. Spending in this area also surged
lIidlard I Iatcller, graphically illus- Iwtwecil 1974 and 1975.
20, "The Hatcher Administration, 1968traks this. Itlllliediately UpOll as-
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Iii. 1.(·(III,lId Cull', Il/lll'i,;s ill Power: A
(,,,'"/I'II/I/i, " S/II"!! of Hille/.: 1111.1 lI'hile
L/"dt't! Ol.lidll/.' (Prim'doll; l'rilll'dull Ulli-

n·"ily I'"·,,, W7G), pp. If)lJ-~il.

1974."
21. William Nelson, Black Politics ill Cary:
Prohiellis Will Prospects (Washington, DC:
Joillt Center for Political Studies, 1972).
22. "The Troubles That Facc Carl Stokes,"
Jlu"illL'.~,· Week, 19 Deccmher 1970, pp. ·J.I-46.
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mayor's hOllsing policy was the
source of mallY of his troubles. It
IIlet stallneh resistallee from the city
council, which became Stokes's
primary adversary. As a part of his
"Cleveland Now" urban revitalization progralll, Stokes envisioned a
series of low-income housing projects dispersed throughout Cleveland. t..1 iddle class blacks and the
lIIajority of the white eOllllllunity
opposed this idea alld echoed their
sClltilliellts through the city eOllncil.~:1
Newark under Gibson, like ollieI'
areas, did 1I0t display allY dralllatic
departures from the past in spelldill~
Oil hOllsing in the initial ycars. III
his first two yeai's in ol'lice, Mayor
Gibson did raise the city's spendillg
on housing slightly, but hy W73,
Newark was spending only .2 percellt of its budget on this eilte~ory.~1
Significantly, however, al though
this is not revealed in our data, with
the assistance of state a 11(1 federal
li.lllds, by W75 Gihson had initiated
a sweeping urball renewal progralll.
MallY dilapidated buildillgs wcre
torn down, and a lIlultibillion dollar
program of new alld rehabilitated
hOllsing was underway. III additioll,
,I large office building eOlllplex had
heclll'rt'ded ill tlte (,(,lItcr orlhc city
with the cooperatioll or private
investors. ~5
Trentoll's expellditure on housing
has steadily declined over recellt
years, while the other white-rull
cities have apparently ehosen to
keep their spending in this eategory
relatively low throughout.
Black mayors seen I to feel a need
to spend heavily in this area, but
23. Ihid.
24. By 1974 expenditures in this category
Illul illcreased to ouly 1.211crecnt of Newark's
budget.
25. "Is a Black ~Ia}'or the Solution? lIere's
IIow Six Havc Fart'd," U.S. Nell;.'; IIml \\'orld
Hqwr/, 7 April 1U75, liP. :},J-:l5.
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they eall do so ollly with olltside
help because of tlte low tax bascs
which telld to elwracterize their
cities. \VI!Cre wltites predolllillate,
hOllsing is generally a private matter.
Black Illayors also like to illlprove
recreatiollal facilities to acconllllOdate idle youth. This item, however,
is accorded less of a priority ill
locally derived funds thall other
wellilre-type items. Mayor Hatcher
did, in HJ70, allocate 1).7 percent of
his hudget lill' Parks and Hecreatioll,
a jump or three percentage points
over tlte previous year; but most of
tIlL' l'xpcll(litures for this type of
sen'ict~ l',llIle from federal sources
alld do nut show up ill tlte {i gmt's.
Stokes spellt 10 perce lit
his
blld~et on this category ill 191m,
but by the tillie he left of'fice, Cleveland was spendillg ollly ·1.5 percent
on Parks and Hecreatioll. As with
other itenls, Newark's spelldillg Oil
this item was consistently low, even
under Gihsoll.
\Vhen we look at the white-run
dties we must ask: "What do they
spelld tltd I' Parks and Hecreatioll
funds lill"r', This would llerllaps
higltlight tlte major differellce betweeIl cities run by hlack IIlayors and
those J'lIII by whites, as br as this
spcllding category is coneerned.
Botll Indianapolis and Cillcillnati,
dllriIlg the period of this study,
launched major eity bealltific,ltion
programs. While some funds did go
for playgrounds and COlIlIIIl1IIi ty
centers, most monies went for improving pllblieparks allll facilities
enjoyed by the whole eOllllnullity
illstead of illdividual lIeighborhoods. III the case of Trcntoll, no
significant developments seelll to
have taken plaee in tllis spellding
category dllriIlg the period under
cOllsideratioll.
Generally, it seems that black

or

IlIayurs,IH'(';lIls,'

1l!'II!" "(lII,;lilllt'l!l'i,"
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they serve, would like to make community. They did so by espouswdbre-type policies their central ing a sincere commitment to ridding
COlleerll; but they are often con- their cities of crime and vice. This
strained hom doing this by structural appealed not only to blacks, but to
ami hUlllan lilCtors. Aillong these are; sonle of the white community as
shrillkillg tax bases and archaic state well. City councils, even when they
laws dealillg wilh a municipality's were predominantly white, as in the
,lbility to raise revenue; parasitic ease of Cleveland and Newark,
wllite suburbs alld the outmigration were quick to support spending till'
of white weallil from the central the improvement of police and fire
city; all urhan populatioll which is services. The same is true for
predominantly poor; and UlH.:oopera- expenditures on roads.
White-dominated councils are
tive city councils and suburbandUllIinated state legislatures. All of usually less willing to support welthese Illctors, aud sOllle others, tend lilre-type expenditures. Hatcher's
to set limits on just hm'" much a administrations have been blessed
hlack IIwyor can <lChieve wheu he with councils of which blacks formed
seeks to implemellt programs which the majority. By 1973, seven of nine
represellt his response to the needs members of the Gary city council
of his lIUISt supportive constituents. were black. The black councilmen
lllterestingly, a city's form of did not always support the mayor,
govenlilleut does not seem to tell us but they did on most issues clearly
l1ludl about spending on these wel- involving the black community. In
bre-type variables. Agaiil, this ~ould Newark and Cleveland, however,
he attrihuted to the sizable influence neither Gibson nor Stokes could
of federal and state inputs in these rely upon a black majority on the
council. During Gibson's first term,
categories.
only three out of nine councilmen
hWLICATIONS ANO DIHECTIONS
were black; the other seats were
FOH FUHTllEH RESEAHCH
- occupied by' Italians. Moreover,
Italians continued to control imI III IliiclI tiOIl:>
portant semiautonomous city agen\\'hen attempting to generalize cies, such as the Newark Housing
ahout the impact hlack mayors have Authority, and to utilize these enupon urhan policy, one must be care- claves of power to check Gibson's
ful to separate ideal circumstaJl(:es progressive tendencies. When Newfrom reality. Black mayors do not, as ark's charter was re_vised in 1971,
a rule, spend less than white mayors giving the mayor the powers of a
on cOlnnHinitywide items, as we had strong-mayor and weakening the
expected; and even when they city council in a statutory sense,
would like to, it is not clear that the council simply balked anel rethey spend more on welf~lre-type fused to adhere to the implications
programs. Either they callilot afford of this reform. Councilmen wanled
to, or they are conslraiued from to deal directly with department
dlling so. In spite of tlte desire heads, involving themselves in the
of Stokes, Cibson, and Hatcher to daily routines of city govenllnent,
devote their ('nergies llIostly toward as they had always done, and comserving L1le needs of the black COI11- manding their share of patronage as
1I1lluity, they also had to attempt to they had done in the past. When
gain the confidence of the total Gibson insisted on abiding by the
"
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new reform, he even alienated black
councilmen. 26
During his first term, Gibson tried
to impose a 2 percent income tax on
all city workers in an attempt to
get at white suburbanites who
worked in Newark. He was ohstructed by opponents ill the state
legislature, and the plall failed afLer
months of debate. Instead, the legislature passed several measures
allowing the city to collect a 1 percent payroll tax on Newark husinesses; and the state, through its
own beneficence, added $15 Illillion
in direct aid. The cily coullcil, however, had to approve the program;
and in characteristic lilShiol1 it initially rejected the compromise plall.
Later, the 1 percent payroll tax did
pass in the city council. This program had its shortcomings, but
Gibson apparently accepted it hecause it W~lS the best he could hope
for from .i ttepublicall, suburbandominated legislature and a hostile
city council. 27
Carl Stokes's demise in Cleveland
hinged heavily upon his continued
hostile relations with a white-dominated 'city council. In 1970, whell
Stokes campaigned to raise the city's
income tax, to lower property taxes,
and to cnd Cleveland's practice of
sharillg taxes with surrounding suburhan cOllllllunities, the council
vigorously opposed hin.) in spite of
the I;lct lhat such a program would
have netted the city $26 million in
additional revenue. 2M The council
instead decided to go hefore the
voters with its OWIl tax proposal. The
hla(;k cOllllnunity supported Stokes's
plall, the whilc COllllllllllity opposed
26. Fred Barbara, "Political Bl'I)kers,"
Suciety U (September W72), pp, 53-5-1.
27. Hobert Curvill, "iliacI,. Power ill City
lIall," Sociely9 (St'ptelllheJ' I HI:!), pi., 55-.')/),
28. "The Troubles That ,,""e''' C"rI Stokes,"
Busiuc.'s lI'eek.

01

both plans, and hoth were rejeeted.
This threw Cleveland into a scvere
econOillic crisis, forcing the layoff or
some city employees and extensive
cutbacks in some lill'lns of citv
services. Carl Stokes's i lIlage wa's
severcly tafllishcd. He was branded
as incompetent and a raeist. Stokes
would have had a dif'ficlilt tilllL'
restoring the white COllllllullity's
confidence in him even if Iw had
tried.
What comes through in this
analysis is that black mayoral styles
and the political climates in which
they operate may tell us a great dcal
more about the possihil it)' of mayoral
success ill policymaking thall some
other variahles. Gibson is a lowkeyed, businesslike mayor who
plays the role of the "progressiveconciliator," attempting to hring
Newark's races together, while at the
same time maintaining a pr,ogressive
course. Ill' has restored confidell(;e
in the mayor's office, and in recent
years Newark's economic life has
begun to improve. Gihson wants to
he seen as the mayor of all tile
people. Stokes, 011 the other IlHlld,
Illade it clear that while he wOllld
atteilipt to serve all the peoplt', his
primary (,Ollllllitinellt was to the
black cOIlIll1unity. Instead ofheing a
condliator, he was a "progrcssivecombative," with a clear notion of
wll('rc he wanted Cleveland to go,
alltl attellipted to definitively draw a
line between his own administrative
fundioll and the council's legislative
J'ullctioll. Tlds approach exacerhated
tensiollS between the two branchcs
of city government and contributed
«'J Stokes's difficulties.
Hichard llatcher, too, displays a
ooprogressive-cOlllhative" stylc; but
he is able to rely upon a black
Illajority ill the dly cOllncil and a
Inajoritv blaek electorate. Jfhc lias a
SIl(;rlco'1l1illg, it is maintaining bllSi-

I
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Hess confideHce in Gary's economic
flltllrt,.2!1 Gary's population COIItilllles to dccline rapidly, ami husilIesses ('olltillllC to descrt the city.

J)ircctiolls for furlher research
As we indicated earlier, this essay
was meant to be only exploratory.
Flltmc research shollid attempt to
look at all cities run hy hlack mayors
ill order to identify lIIore dearly
those I:lctors which most influence
tll(~ illlpal'l or hlack mayors. This
cOllld IH~ accolllplished by employillg ElctOl' analysis, or analysis of
varianct' techniques, or some other
appropriate method. Several factors
have Iwell alluded to here: the size
oj' a city's hlack population; the rate
and di rcdioll of pOPlllation changes;
a city's ('COIIOIlJiC hase; the city's
gO\'('rtII1H'lItal structure; the ratio of
IJlal'ks to whites on a city council;
tht' lIIayor's leadership style; the re2!J. Edmolld Keller, "Mayoral PerliJrIllalld the Political EconolllY
of tl", Black Vote" (Unpnhlished paper,
O('\ohl'i' 1!J77).

:IIICl', Or~alli:l:Iti()n

lations hip of the mayor to state and
rederal authorities; the quality of a
mayor's programs; and the availahility of outside funds. Other factors might include: a city's taxing
powers; a city's bond rating; the
magnitude ofacity's debt; the length
of a mayor's term in office; the type
of elections which characterize a
city; and the ballot type. Attention
should also be directed toward
finding out just how relatively dependent hlack-run cities are Oll
fcdel~11 and state funds, and if variations in such differences make' a
difference in the impact of hlack
mayors. Regionalism is another
factor which has not heen adequately explored.
.
This brief exploratory essay merely
suggests that there are di fferences
in the way in which the average
black mayor ranks his policy preferences as opposed to the average
white mayor, but these differences
are highly conditioned hy environmentai and structural factors. Future
research could shed additional light
on the questions examined here.

ANNALS,
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Black NIayors As Urhan Nlanagers
By

WILLIA1-.1

E.

NELSON, .Ill.

ABSTRACT: Black mayors f~lC(, prohlems that are I'tlndamentally different from those faced by white mayors hecause they mllst cOlltend with cOllstraints Oil their capacity
for leadership not COl1ll1l01l to hig city mayors g(,lIer;ill~'.
The heart of their dilelllma is thaI they are, Oil the Olll'
hand, pressured hy expectatiolls or high per/i)J'Jl1allce, htlt
011 the other, handicapped ill their ahility to liv(' lip to
these expectations hy social, ('conomic, alld political factors
that roh them or the resources alld power they lIeed to 1)('
successful in their rolt's. This papcr exallline's the illlplicatiolls of this dilemma fill' effective black lIIayoral leadership. Suggestions are made filr steps that lIlight Ill' take II to
strengthen the leadl·rship role of' hl:wk nlayors.

\Villillll! E. NelsOIl, Jr. is Profl'ssor 1I1It! (.'llIIirlllllll of IIII' nllIC'k SI/ufi/,,I' f)/'llIIrlment (//ld Professor of Politiclll Sri/'I/('(' (II lite Ullio SIIIII' UIl;/;('/,silu (Juri lire 1I1/11ro/'
(with Phillip J. Mefl/llto) of EIl'l'lill~ Black t-.layors: Politkal ih,tioll ill tl",

IIlack COllllllunity.
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Black urban history did not claim the attention of more than a few
trained historians prior to the 1960's, mirroring the general neglect of
Afro-American studies by the academic profession before the modem
civil rights era. Admirable studies of particular cities, in specific eras,
have appeared in the last two decades, although works spanning the
entire chronological history of one city's Black population have been
rare, while a full scholarly overview of the total Black historical experience in American cities has not been Mitten. Hence this
Bibliography is lopsided, reflecting an abundance of work in some
areas, a scarcity in others. ~o claims are made as to its defmitiveness.
Dissertations have not been included_ Articles in regional or local-history
periodicals may well have been overlooked in the cOlJ1puter-assisted search
for appropriate titles. Vcry little of the sociological literature Ins been
incJudi'cI; full coverage would warrant another separate bibliof,'Taphy.
The ' . l r should be aware, however, that the social sciences have produced a great quantity of studies of segregation, urban race relations,
racial violence, and economic discrimination that illuminates the Black
urban experience_ In 2udition, the subject of all-Black towns has been
ignored here, b~C3USC most of lhem are essentially rural in character, even
those "wburbs" of mctropo]it:-..n areas_ Finally, works \';hich have been
i~,S'jed in r~pcrb3ck editio:1S :ue so noted with an asterisk.
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There are almost no works surveying, however briefly, the full three
centuries of Black urban life, other than the article included in this volume
by Reynolds Farley. A similar but less successful study is Faustine C.
Jones, "Black Americans and the City: A Historical Survey," foumal of
Negro Education. 42 (Summer 1973),261-282; see also a popular history,
Arna Bontemps and Jack Conroy, Anyplace But Here (New York, 1966).*
Several older city histories are still valuable: James Weldon Johnson,
Black Manhattan (New York, 1930);* Roi Ottley and William J .
Weatherby, The Negro in New York: An Informal Social History. 16261940 (New York, 1969);* John Daniels. III Freedom s Birthplace (Boston,
1914), on Boston; Robert Warner, New [{a~'en Yegroes: A Social History
(New Haven, 1940); and Wendell P. Dabney, Cincill1wtis Colored Citizens
(Cincinnati, 1926). Recent studies of Blacks in Washington, D.C., are
Constance M. Green, The Secret City (princeton, 1967),* and Louise D.
Hutchinson, 'flle Anacostia Story: 1608-1930 (\Vo.,hington, D.C., 1976).
See also Lionel M. Yard, "BI3cks in Brooklyn, New York," Negro
History Bulletin, 37 (Aug.·Sept.,1974), 289-292; and Daphne Spain,
"Race Rebtions and Residenti:l! Segregation in New Orleans: Two
Centuries of Paradox," 171e Allnals, 441 (Jan. 1979),82-96.
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SLAVES A:-;O FREDIE:-; l:-i COLO"IAL CITIES

Rare is the study focusing s?.:cific::lly Oil Black life in colonial cities.
A..-TlOilg the best are Jerome H. Wood, Jr., "The Negro in Early
Pennsylvania: The L:;ncaster E;~per;cnce, 1730-1790;" in Elinor ?lliiler
and Eugene D. Genevese, eds., l'l::nratiOll, Tmnz <1nd Coullty (Urbana,
1974), ~A2-452;* and Donald E. Everett, "Free Persons of Color in
C'd onial Louisiana," Loui e .;1I:!] H:·siory. 7 (Wtilter 1966), 21-50, f"cL:sing
on :\ew Orleans. See zlso O~c:u- R. \"'i]1:2il1S, "The R~;i~c':; t ~ rion of
Bl;:cks on the Urban Frontier L:1 C'c!cr::2.1 .~.~l;:'.TIY, ~ew York ely :,nd
Phi'::d~Iphia," foumal 0/.\'2:;-:-0 H:.'::)IY, 63 (f":ll119i8), 329-3':3; Don C.
S~~erl1cr, H?'Iew E\·idence on 3!~·:k LT~.T,.;st in CC10:!~3.l \T~\V York,~' ./():il71al
of [eng Is!::lld History, 12 (?:11 1975), L6-~9; 2nd \~iC!l~:,l C:c~"rota,
"';':'''~I1'''~;d's Black Cornn,uEity, 1755-1905," !;"'to;ic:J1 Jc~:J.ii:al of
r~'C:"::iI: .~;.::.~c.::d:::setis, 5 (Sp:-jng j 97fi), 17-27.
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An increasing number of important studies of free Black communities
in northern states before the Civil War is being written. For New England,
see Julian Rammelkamp, 'The Providence Negro Community, 10201842," Rhode Island History, 7 (Jan. 1948), 20-33, and Janis O.
Horton, "Generations of Protest: Black Families and Social Reform in
Ante-Bellum Boston," New England Quarterly, 49 (June 1976), 242256. For New York, consult Leo H. Hirsh, Jr., "New York and the
Negro from 1783-1865," JNH, 16 (Oct. 1931),382-473; Daniel Perlman
'Organizations of the Free Negro in New York City, 1800-1860," JNH:
56 (July 1971), 181-197; Robert Ernst, "The Economic Status of New
York City Negroes, 1850-1863," NHB, 12 (Mar. 1949),131-132,139_
143; and Arnett G. Lindsay, ''The Economic Condition of the Negroes
of New York Prior to 1861," JNH, 6 (Apr. 1921), 190-199. For the
Midwest, see Carter G. Woodson, ''The Negroes of Cincinnati Prior to the
Civil War," JIVH, 1 (Jan. 1916), 1-22; Richard C. Wade, ''The Negro in
Cinchmati, 1800-1830," JNH, 39 (Jan. 1954), 43-57; and Maximilian
Reichard, "Black and White on the Urban Frontier: The St. Louis Community in Transition, 1800-1830," Missouri Historical Society Bulletin,
33 (Oct. 1976), 3-17. The Far West is seen in Philip M. Montesano, ''San
Francisco Black Churches in the Early 1860s: Political Pressure Group,"
California Historical Quarterly, 52 (Summer 1973), 145-152.
Two historians have surveyed the full scope of urban slavery in the
SQuth: Richard C. Wade, Slavery in the Gties (New York, 1964);* and
Claudia Dale Goldin, Urban Slavery in the A merican South, 1820-1860
(Chic:lgo, 1976). For a shorter survey, see Jane R. Wilkie, ''The Black
Urban Population of the Pre-Civil War South," Phy/on, 37 (Sept. 1976),
250-262. The nation's capital is covered in Letitia W. Brov,'n, Free
Negroes in the District of ColulIlbia, 1790-1846 (New York, 1972),
as well as in Dorothy Provine, 'The Economic Position of the Free
Blacks in the District of Columbia, 1800-1860," JNH, 58 (Jan. 1973),
61-72, and Sammy M. Miller, "Slavery in an Urban Area-District of
Columbia," NHB, 37 (Aug. 1974), 293-294. In addition to E. Horace
Fitchett's article in this volume, see his "-;-he Origin and Growth of the
Free Negro Popubtion of Charleston, South Carolina," JNH, 26 (Oct.
1941),421-437; also of interest is C. W. Birnie, "Education of the Negro
in Ckrlcston, S,C., Prior to the Civil War," iNH. 12 (Jan. 1927), 1321. New Orle:lDs has been thurOuf;hly st1'died by Robert C. Reinders,
"T!1e D.:cline of the New Orlc2TIs Free Negro in the Decade Before the
Civil War," Journal of Mississippi History, 24, (Apr. 1962), 88-98;
"Slavery in ~ew OrJe:ms in the D::c3de B2fore the Civil War," Mid-
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Amen"ca, 44 (Oct. 1962), 211-221; and "The Free Negro in the New
Orleans Economy, 1850-1860," La. Hist.• 6 (Summer 1965), 273285. See also Donald E. Everett, "Emigres and Militiamen: Free Persons
of Color in New Orleans, 1803-1815," JNH, 38 (Oct. 1953),377-402,
and Roger A. Fischer, "Racial Segregation in Ante-Bellum New Orleans,"
American Historical Review, 84 (Feb. 1969),926-937. Smaller southern
cities are covered in Terry L. Seip, "Slaves and Free Negroes in Alexandria [Louisiana], 1850-60," La. Hist., 10 (Spring 1969), 147-165;
Edward F. Sweat, "Free Blacks in An tebellum Atlanta," A tlanta Historical
Bulletin, 21 (Spring 1~77), 64-71; E. Merton Coulter, "Slavery and Freedom in Athens, Georgia, 1860-66," Georgia Historical Quarterly, 49
(Sept. 1965), 246-293; and Jonathan Beasley, "Blacks-Slave and Freein Vicksburg, 1850-1860," IMH, 38 (Feb. 1976), 1-32.
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SOliTHERN CITIES AFTER THE CIVIL WAR

A number of informative studies illumimte the post bellum southern
Ulban experience. Several cities are surveyed in August ~feier and Elliot
Rudwick, ''Negro Boycotts of Segregated Streetcars in Virginia, 19041907," Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, 81 (Oct. 1973),
479-487; related in subject matter is William C. Hine, 'The 1867 Charleston Streetcar Sit-ins: A Case of Successful Black Protest," South Carolina
Historical Magazine, 77 (Apr. 1976), 11 0- 114. A border-state city is
surveyed in Carol E. Hoffecker, 'The Politics of Exclusion: Blacks in
Late Nineteenth Century Wilmington, Delaware," Delaware History,
16 (Apr. 1974), 60-72. For R:!leigh, see Dorothy A. Gay, "Crisis of
fdentity: Tne Negro Community in R::tleigh, 1890-1900," North
Carolina Historical Review, 50 (Apr. 1973), 121-140. S:!vann,,-h has been
extensively studied by Robert E. Perdue, The Negro in Sava.'iI:;:h, 1865191]0 (New York 1973); see also Linda O. Hines 2..ild Allen W_ Jones, "A
Voice of Black Protest: The Sav:mnah Men's Sunday Club, 1005-1911,"
Pi;ylon, 35 (June 1974),193-202. Florida cities are covered in ':c',,'ud N .
Akin, "''''hen a ~finority Becomes the ~J::.jority: Blacks in J ;':cLscmiIIe
P,:lf,ics, 1887-1907," Florida Hist,]rical Que,-terly, 53 (Oct. 1974), 123145, :;.nd Donald H. Brag:l\v, "S~:2tus of :-:~;ro.;s in a S,)l.,~hcrn Port
City in the Progressive Era: Pei1s3cola, 1:)95-19:::0," FJfQ, 51 (Jan .

i973), :81-302.
The 50ci31 ;:istory of B\2Ci:s in

3. ~,:,.!\V South Cil:: ~s cx:-,!crcd in .1.ugust
D:::.vid L::\:.is, ··~~~~tc0 of the >~c·yo L~~!FCr (12.::'5 in /·j.ti':-!lta,
Ca., lS90-1958," J.\,E, 28 (S~!,i'1g 1959), 1::'3-139, ::..nd ":;12::'.:1 P::.rris,
'·~.~/·c~-~ ~:~d F~~11ily ill B::?,~·k A.tL-·.~!ta,~' .lc[~':'::-:'! ;]J~S,-:c;:!ll"{[:;;I.;j}', 9 (Spring
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1976), 319-330. Excellent work has been done on New Orleans: John W
B1a~singame., Black New Orleans: 1860-1880 (Chicago, 1973);* David
Rankin, "The Origins of Black Leadership in New Orleans During
Reconstruction," Journal of Southern History, 40 (Aug. 1974), 417440; and Dale A. Somers, "Black and White in Kew Orleans: A Study
in Urban Race Relations, 1865-1900," JSH, 40 (Feb. 1974), 19-42.
For the upper South, see Lester C. Lamon, "Progressivism Was Not 'For
Whites Only': The Black Progressive Reformers of Nashville, Tennessee,
1906-1918," Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences, 9 (1974), 103-
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Several book-length studies, as well as more limited articles, have
greatly expanded our knowledge of late nineteenth-century northern
city life for Blacks. Midwest coverage is spotty: see Jon Butler, "Com.
munities and Congregations: The Black Church in S1. Paul, 1860-1900"
JNH, 56 (Apr. 1971), 118-134; Allan H. Spear, Black Olicago:
Making of a Negro Ghetto, 1890-1920 (Chicago, 1967);* and William
Tuttle, "Labor. Conflict and Racial Violence: The Black Worker in
Chlcago, 1894-1919," Labor History, 10 (Summer 1969), 408-432.
For the Ohio Valley, see Kenneth Kusmer, A Ghetto Takes Shape: Black
Cleveland, 1870-1930 (Urbana, 1975);* Larry Cuban, "A Strategy for
Racial Peace: Negro Leadershlp in Cleveland, 1900-1919," Phylon,
28 (Fall 1967),299-311; David L. Calkins, "Black Education and the
Nineteenth Century City: An Institutional Analysis of Cincinnati's
Colored Schools, 1850-1887," Cincinnati Historical Societ)' B:dletin,
33 (Fall 1975), 161-173; and Paul Lammermeier, "The Urb:m Black
Family in the Nineteenth Century: A Study of Black Family Structure
in the Ohio Valley, 1850-1880," Joumal of Marriage alld the Family,
35 (Aug. 1973),440-456. Michigan is well covered in David M. K2tzman,
Before the Ghetto: Black Detroit ill the Nineteenth Ccntury (Urbana,
1973);* see also Douglas K. },1eyer, "Evolution of a Perill a..'l ~nt ~egro
Cmillllunity in L:msing," Michigan History, 55 (Summer 1971), 141-

The

154.
Pennsylvania urbanization is covered in a classic of Black sociology
and history, W. E. B. DuBois, The Fhiladelphia .Negro (Phil:ldclphla,
1899);'" for additional Philadelphia detail see Frank F. Furslenb~rg, Jr.,
Theodore H::rshberg, and John Modell, 'The Origins of the FemaleH~:,ded B13ck FCimily: The Impact of the Urban Experience," ]():mwl of
Interdisciplinary History, 6 (Autumn 1975), 211-233. A study of a
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An excellent study of New~rk is Clement A, Price, '"The Belea£[Ured
City as Promised Land: Blaci<s in Newark, 1917-1947," in Willia-m C.
Wright, ed., Urban New Jersey Since 1870 (Trenton, 1975), pp. 10~5;
for Philadelphia, see John F. Bauman, "Black Slums/Black Projects:
The New Deal and Negro Housing in Philadelphia," Pennsylvania History,
41 (July 1974), 311-338. Midwestern cities are covered in David Allan
Levine, Internal Combustion: The Races in Detroit, 1915-1926 (Westport
1976); Christopher G. Wye, "The New Deal and the Negro Commu~ity;
Toward a Broader Conceptualization," Jouma/ of American History,
59 (Dec. 1972), 621-639, on Cleveland; J. S. Himes, "Forty Years of
Negro Life in Columbus, Ohio, 1900-1940," JNH, 27 (Apr. 1942), 133154; Emma Lou Thornbrough, "Segregation in Indiana during the Klan
Era of the 1920s," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 47 (Mar. 1961),
594-618; William M. Tuttle, Race Riot: Chicago in the Red Summer
of 1919 (New York, 1970);* and Elliott M. Rudwick, Race Riot at East
St. Louis, July 2, 1917 (Carbondale, 1964).* Two classic studies of
Chicago, from sociological perspectives, are nonetheless of unique im.
portance to historians: Chicago Commission on Race Relations, The
Negro in Chicago (Chicago, 1922); and St. Clair Drake and Horace R.
Cay ton, Black Metropolis, rev. ed. (New York, 1962).*
Studies of southern cities during this period are few. See Lester C.
Lamon, "The Black Community in Nashville and the Fisk University
Student Strike of 1924-1925," JSH, 40 (May 1974),225-244; R. Halli.
burton, Jr., 'The Tulsa Race War of 1921," Joumal of Black Studies,
2 (Mar. 1972), 333-357; Robert V. I-iaynes, A Night of Violence: The
Houston Riot of 1917 (Baton Rouge, 1976); and Charles Carofalo, "Black.
White Occupational Distribution in ~1iami During World War I," Prologue,
5 (Summer 1973),98-101.

- 1I

CITY A:\D SUBURB SI:\CE 1940

Sociologists, t'( ,_,mists, and demographers have produced the bulk
of tht' literature U.l Blacks in American cities since 1940. To begin to
jist the major works here would rcquire a separate bibliography, and
interested readers should consult the appropriate reference tools in those
discipli:1es. Only a scattering of historically oriented works have been
\\Titten: Howard A. Droker, "Seattle R3ce Relations During the Second
World War," Pacific ;Vorthwest Quarterly, 67 (Oct. 1976), 163-174;
Thomas C. Hogg, "Black ~,fan in \\11ite Town," PNQ, 63 (Jan. 1972),
J4-21, on [ut:ene, Oregon; Harvard Sitkoff, "The Detroit Race Rjot of
1943"," MH, 53 (Faii 1969), 183-206; Douglas K. Meyer, "Changing
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Negro Re~;idential Patterns in ~1ichigan's Capital, 1915-1970," MH,
56 (Summer 1972), 151-167; Dominic J. Capeci, "From Different
Liberal Perspectives: Fiorello H. LaGuardia, Adam Clayton Powell,
Jr., and Civil Rights in New York City, 1941-1943," fNH, 62 (Apr. 1977),
160-173; John D. Reid, "Black Urbanization in the South," Phylon,
35 (Fall 1974), 259-267; C. Jack Tucker and John D. Reid, "Black
Urbanization and Economic Opportunity: A Look at the Nation's Large
Cities," P,'zylon, 38 (Mar. 1977), 55-64; August Meier and David
Lewis, "History of the Negro Upper Class in Atlanta, Georgia, 18901958," fNE, 28 (Spring 1959), 128-139; and Alton Hornsby, Jr."
''The Negro in Atlanta Politics, 1961-1973," AHB, 21 (Spring, 1977),
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CITY: Conceptual Perspectives

Historic31 syntheses of the total scope of Black urban history are rare .
The sociological literature contains several works on ghetto pathology,
\vith a built-in negative bias. Economists have been carrying on a lively
debate centered on Marxian and non-Marxian interpretations of the
long-standing Black economic deficit. Three titles, although not the work
of historians, are worth citing, as they cl13l1enge and complement Robert
Blauner's article included in this volume: William K. Tabb, The Political
Economy of the Bhck Ghetto (New York, 1970);* Donald J. Harris,
"The Black Ghetto as 'Internal Colony': A Theoretical Critique and
Alternate Formulation," Reriew of Black Political Economy, 2 (Summer,
1972),3-33, a critique of the Tabb book; 2.nd William K_ Tabb, "~farxian
ExplOitation and Domestic Coloniz3tion," RBPE, 4 (Summer 1974),
69-87, a reply to Harris, with a rejoind;;r by the latter. From a historical
perspective, a controversial view is Gilbert Osofsk:y, "The Enduring
Ghetto," fAH, 55 (Sept. 1968),243-255. An excellent comparative study,
which unfortunately could not be included in this volume, is Theodore
Hershberg, Alan Burstein, Eugene Ericl:;"'n, Steph::.:-:ie Greenberg, and
William Yancey, "A Tale of Three Cities: Blacks and Immigrants in Philadelphia, 1850-1880, 1930, :lDd 1970," The Annals, 441 (J:m. 1979),
55-81. Als0 consult Patrick Rel:.shw, "The Black Ghetto, 1890-1940,"
foumal ofAnlETicfln Studies, 8 (Apr. 1974),41-59 .
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A Bibliography on

Black Politics
Presently there are no systematic and comprehensive bibliographies on black
politics. Heretofore, bibliographies on black politics, like books on the subject, have
mainly covered blacks in northern or southern politics, and basically from an electoral angle. Therefore, this bibliography, although not exhaustive, is both systematic
and comprehensive in that it covers black politics from the colonial period to the
present-and northern and southern politics at the same time.
General Approaches, Methodologies, and Theories of Black Politics
BENNEIT, LERONE. JR. "The Politics of the Outsider." Negro Digest, 17 (July.
1963): 5-8.
CNUDDLE, CHARLES. "Consensus, Rules of the Game, and Democratic Politics: The
Case of Race Politics in the South," chaps. 1-2. Ph.D. dissertation, University of
North Carolina, 1967.
HOLLOWAY, HARRY. The Politics of the Southern Negro: From Exclusion to Big City
Organization, chap. 1. New York: Random House, 1969.
JONES, MACK. "A Framework for the Study of Black Politics." Paper read at the
Southern Political Science Convention, Miami, November 6-8, 1969.
LADD, EVEREIT C., JR. Negro Political Leadership in the South. pp. 1-13. Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1966.
MATIHEWS, DONALD R., and JAMES W. PROTIiRO. Negroes and the New Southern
Politics, chap. 2. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1966.
MURAPA. RUKUDZO. "Race, Pride, and Black Political Thought." Negro Digest, 18
(May, 1969): 6-9.
PATrERSON, BEEMAN. "Tbe Politics of Recognition: Negro Politics in Los Angeles,"
chap. 6. Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, 1969.
PRESTAGE, JEWEL "Black Politics and the Kerner Report: Consensus and Directions."
Social Science Quarterly, 49 (December, 1968): 462-464.
STRANGE. JOHN. "The Negro in Philadelphia Politics, 1963-1965," chap. 9. Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 1966.
WALTON, HANES, JR. ''The Negro in the Prohibition Party: A Case Study of the
Tennessee Prohibition Party." Papers and Proceedings of the 53rd Annual Meeting
of the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, 8: 1-5.
Blacks and the American Political System
AD."MS, JAMES T. "Disfranchisement of Negroes in New England." American Historical Review, 30 (April, 1925): 543-547.
BELL, HOWARD H. "National Negro Conventions of the Middle 1840's: Moral Suasion
vs. Political Action." Journal of Negro History. 42 (October, 1957): 247-260.
Fox, DIXON RYAN. "The Negro Vote in Old New York." Political Science Quarterly.
32 (June, 1917): 252-275.
GINZBERG. ELi. and ALFRED S. EICHNER. Tile Trouhlesome Presence: American
Democracy and the Negro. chaps. 2-3. Glencoe, TIl.: Free Press of Glencoe, 1964.
GREENE. LORENZO JOHNSTON. The NeRTo in Colonial New England, 1620-1776,
chap: 9. New York: Kennikat Press, 1966.
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Black Electoral Politics
AIKIN, CHARLES, ed. The Negro Voter. San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1962.
ALLSWANG, JOHN. "The Chicago Negro Voter and the Democratic Consensus: A
Case Study, 1918-1936." In The Negro in Depression and War, edited by Bernard
Sternsher, pp. 234-257. Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1969.
BACOTE, C. A. "The Negro in Atlanta Politics." Phylon, 16 (fourth quarter, 1955):
333-350.
BAKER, RAY STANNARD. "Negro Suffrage in a Democracy." Atlantic Monthly, 106
(November, 1910): 612-619.
BETH, L. P. "The White Primary and the Judicial Function in the United States."
Political Quarterly, 29 (October-December, 1958): 366-377.
BICKEL, ALEXANDER M. "The Voting Rights Bill Is Tough." New Republic, 152,
April 3, 1965, pp. 16-18.
BLACKFORD, STAIGE. "The Twenty-fourth Amendment." New South, 19 (February,
1964): 13-15.
BLAINE, JAMES G., et a1. "Ought the Negro to Be Disfranchised, Ought He to Have
Been Enfranchised?" North American Review, 128 (March, 1879): 226-228.
BREWER, WILLIAM M. 'The Poll Tax and the Poll Taxers." Journal of Negro
History, 29 (July, 1944): 260-299.
BRISBANE, R. H. "The Negro's Growing Political Power." Nation, September 27,
1952, pp. 285-289.
BRISBANE, R. H. "The Negro Vote as a Balance of Power in the National Election."
Quarterly Review of Higher Education among Negroes, 20 (July, 1952): 97-100.
BRITTAIN, J. M. "Some Reflections on Negro Suffrage in Alabama-Past and
Present." JOllrnal of Negro History, 47 (April, 1962): 127-138.
BRODER, DAVID S. "Negro Vote Upset Off-year Pattern." New York Times, November 4, 1965.'
•
CAFFEY, FRANCIS G. "Suffrage Limitations at the South." Political Science Quarterly,
20 (March, 1905): 53-67.
CARLETON, WILLIAM G., a.nd HUGH D. PRICE. "America's New Voter: A Florida
.
Case Study." Antioch Review, 14 (1954): 441-457.
CARTER, DOUGLAS. "Atlanta: Smart Politics and Good Race Relations." The Reporter, July 11, 1952, pp. 18-21.
COLLINGS, E. M.o..Cincinnati Negroes and Presidential Politics." In The Negro in
Depression and War, edited by Bernard Sternsher, pp. 258-265. Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1969.
DANIEL, JOHNIE. "Changes in Negro Political Mobilization and Its Relationship to
Community Socio-economic Structure." Journal of Social and Behavioral Science,
13 (Fall, 1968): 41-46.
"Deluge: Negro Registration in the South." Newsweek, 66, August 23, 1965, pp.
17-18.
"Desegregation Resistance Slows Negro Registration." New South, October, 1959,
pp.3-5.
DOUGLAS, PAUL H. ''Trends and Developments: The 1960 Voting Rights Bill: The
Struggle, the Final Results, and the Reason." Journal of Intergroup Relations,
1 (Summer, 1960): 86-88.
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LITWACK, LEON F. "The Federal Government and the Free Negro, 1790-1860"
Journal of Negro History, 43 (October, 1958): 261-278.
.
LITWACK, LEON F. North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States, 1790-1860
chaps. 2-3. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961.
'
QUARLES, BENJAMIN. Black Abolitionists, chap. 8. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1969.
WALTON, HANES, JR. "The Negro in the Early Third-Party Movement." Negro
Educational Review, 19 (April-July, 1968).
WESLEY, CHARLES H. "Negro Suffrage in the Period of Constitution Making, 17871865." In Neglected History, edited by C. H. Wesley, pp. 41-55. Ohio: Central
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